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REPORT
OP THE

SANITARY COMMISSION
TO

HIS HONOR J. L. LEWIS,
MAYOR OF THE CITY OF NEW ORLEANS ;

AND THE

HONORABLE THE MEMBERS OP THE BOARDS OP ALDERME^^

AND ASSISTANT ALDEEMEN.

Gentlemen :

You will be pleasad to accept herewith a Report embodying the

results of the labors of the Sanitary Commission, upon the special

and various matters committed to their charge by the Council. The

delay in presenting- it, is ascribable almost entirely to the comprehen-

siveness and thoroughness aimed at, in gathering from all sources of

sanitary intelligence, here and elsewhere, the facts and phenomena

deemed useful in tracing and attesting the origin and causes—the atmos-

pheric and terrene conditions—the transmission—duration and expulsion

of that formidable disease—the yellow fever. No opportunity has been

slighted—no toils have been spared to push our explorings and researches

throughout the vast realms of the j^ellow fever zone, in both South and

North America, and the West Indies, and the voluminous sanitary data

prefixed to our Report, are our vouchers for the magnitude and extent

of our labors. Even since our Report has gone to press—most valuable

accessions, in response to our circulars, have been received from abroad

;

and we are still farther assured of valuable testimony on the way to us

from distant fever regions Vv'orthy of all consideration and respect.

1*



11 DEDICATION.

Out of these data, together witli the experience of many years, have

grown the materials which form the opinions and principles put forth in

the Report, as to the origin and causes of yellow fever, of which no more

may be said at present, than that two of these principles will be fomid

of inestimable value after experiment and experience shall have fully

tested their soundness and infallibility.

The one is that yellow fever is and always has been, here and elsewhere

a preventable disease, and

The other is, that the presence of two general hygienic conditions are

absolutely indispensible to the origination and transmission of the disease

—the one of them, atmospheric—the other terrene. These must meet

in comhinatio7i, or there will be no result. The absence of one, as to this

disease, is as the absence of both, and as one of these conditions is almost

wholly within the control of man and the other partially so, it must fol-

low that his power extends to its prevention and expulsion.

These two principles constitute the bases of all the preventive and

remedial measures with which the Report closes, and which were specially

devised for practical execution through the minstrations of the city

authorities.

Throughout the several Reports we have constantly endeavored to avoid

speculative opinions—to adapt all our principles and suggestions to prac-

tical ends, havdng the great object of our appointment—utility to our

stricken city—ever before our eyes—as a polar star for our guidance.

With the presentation of this Report, the authority of the commission

ceases. Its labors and its functions end together, yet its members cannot

part with the voluminous record of their toils, without an expression of

their entire and unwavering confidence, that, if the preventive and reme-

dial measures they have recommended, shall be fully carried out, rigidly

enforced and perseveriugly maintained by the city authorities—it would

be altogether impossible, for the yellow fever to originate here, or to be

disseminated as an epidemic, if brought from abroad.



THE

JOINT AND SEVERAL FUNCTIONS

OF THE

SANITARY COIMISSION

During- our late great epidemic, the subject of the sanitary condition

of our city became a theme of deep concern and anxious scrutiny. The

great malignity of the fever—its unparalleled spread, visiting places here-

tofore exempt from its ravages, all tended to arouse public attention,

and the conclusion was at an early period arrived at, that the siibject

merited the most thorough and careful investigation.. Prior to this

period the sanitary condition of the city had not received the atten-

tion its great importance required. We have had occasional Boards

of Health, whose existence continued two or three years, with large

intervals intervening, and being mere boards of record with little

authority or means, but partial benefits resulted from them. Divers

opinions had been expressed in the city journals with regard to the salu-

brity of the city. The public had been pretty steadily assured, by the

authorities and others, that " the city was one of the healthiest in the

Union, although subject to occasional epidemics. " Confiding in these

assurances, the great mass of the citizens took little part in the subject,

being quieted and lulled into security by these representations. Our

reputation abroad, however, from occasional exposures by Boards of

Health and other sources, and above all, the great calamity of 1853, fully

aroused the public, and induced the determination to look thoroughly

into the subject, and through the urgent promptings of public senti-

ment, the Board of Health, (the only body then acting that had the power

—the City Coimcil having adjourned for the summer,) appointed the

Eon. A. D. Grossman, Mayor of the city ; Drs. E. H. Barton, A. F. Axson,
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S. D. McNeil, J. C. Simonds, J. L. Eiddell, to constitute a Sanitary Com-
mission.

To this Commission were deputed S2)ecial instructions for inquiry and

investigation, viz

:

1st.—To inquire into the origin and mode of transmission or propa-

gation of the late epidemic yellow fever.

2d.—To inquire into the subject of sewerage and common drains, their

adaptability to the situation of our city, and their influence on health.

3d.—To inquire into the subject of quarantine, its uses and applica-

bility here, and its influence in protecting the city from epidemic and

contagious maladies, and

4th.—To make a thorough examination into the sanitary condition of

the city, into all causes influencing it, in present and previous years and

to suggest the requisite sanitary measures to remove or j^revent them and

into the causes of yellow fever in ports and other localities having inter-

course with J^ew Orleans.

The Commission immediMely organized and proceeded with due dili-

gence to the fulfillment of the important task confi.ded to it. It issued

circulars embracing all the points suggested for examination, and distri-

buted them among the medical faculty and citizens here and the adjoin-

ing States, and to every quarter of the yellow fever region, whence infor-

mation conoid be expected to enlighten its judgment on the subjects to

be considered. It sat as a Court of Inquiry in this city daily for about

three months, eliciting and inviting information from every accessible

source.

When this field had been sufSciently exjolored, it deputed its various

members to visit difli"erent parts of this and the adjoining States where

the epidemic had existed, to institute inquiries upon like matters and

report upon them. One member was sent to visit the various Eastern

cities, to obtain information of their sanitary condition, ordinances and

usages. He was likewise instructed to visit Washington, to apply to the

Government of the United States for aid in obtaining through our Diplo-

matic and Consular agencies throughout the yellow fever zone, whatever

information our circulars called for, or that would advance the cause we

were engaged in.

The readiness and courtesy shown by the Government of the United
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States, the efficient aid and co-operation of the medical profession, and

others here and else-where, the intelligence and readiness manifested by

those gentlemen to whom our circulars were addressed, are sources of

gratification to the members of the Commission, and it is our desire to

state emphatically, that although much diversity of opinion existed, not

only in the profession, but among others, whose evidence we have pro-

cured, from nearly every part of the yellow fever zone, as at present exist-

ing—we have conceived it our duty to receive and promulge them, and

let tlie public judge of the propriety of the deductions drawn from them.

The ample success which has followed our efibrts to procure information is

attested in the evidence and documents accompanying this. The reports on

the subjects presented to our consideration, must speak for themselves, they

are all herewith presented to the Mayor, City Council and the public, and

we tender our Mndest acknowledgments to the Secretary of State, (Mr.

Marcy,) for the facilities he has furnished us in acquiring most valuable in-

formation from abroad from the highest and most valuable sources ; and

To ]Mr. R. G. Scott, U. S. Consul, and Drs, Pennell, Lallement and

Candido, at Eio Janeiro ; Mr. W. Lilley, U. S. Consid, at Pemambuco

;

Mr. .J. Graham, IT. S. Consid, and Dr. H. W. Kennedy, at Buenos Ap-es

;

Dr. "W. Jamieson, at Guayaquil ; Mr. S. Grinalds and Dr. Lacomb, at

Puerto Cabello ; Mr. N. Towner, U. S. Consul, and Dr. J. W. Sinckler,

at Barbadoes ; Drs. Ajnic and Chapuis, at Martinique ; Mr. -J. Helm, U.

S. Consul, and Dr. Pretto, at St. Thomas ; Dr. W. Humboldt, at Mexico

;

Mr. J. W, Dirgan, U. S. Consul, and Dr. Lafon, at Matamoras ; and Mi-.

Pickett, IT. S. Consul at Vera Cruz ; and J. W. Dana, TJ. S. Consul at

Lucre, Bolivia.

The duty of investigating the various subjects referred to this commis-

sion under the instructions has been dulv distributed amon^ the different

members—to Drs. Axson and McNeil, the first ; to Dr. Piiddell, the second

;

to Dr. Simonds, the third ; and to Dr. Barton, the fourth.
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INTEODUCTIOK

The Sanitary Commission, in fulfillment of the important trust

confided to it, has deemed it one of its most urgent duties thoroughly

to examine into the past state of the health of the city, so far as records

could be procured to attest it. These have extended beyond half a

century—although the records of many of the years have been

sparse and imperfect. "With occasional exceptions the results have

proved very unfavorable to its health in the past ; yet, as sanitary

guides and beacons, they are regarded as full of promise for the future.

There must exist some cause for the great insalubrity shown in the

mortuary returns. It certainly does not arise from its cleanliness and

the absence of those sources productive of disease in every country.

Then it must derive its origin from those conditions in which it

differs from other places that are healthy. It must proceed from

those circumstances which the uniform experience of mankind has.

found to be the cause of insalubrity elsewhere. Or shall we abandon

as useless, all the dear bought experience of our race, and remain as

we are despite our recent severe and bitter afflictions 1 Are we forever

to turn our face upon the past, and to be made no wiser by its valuable

teachings 1 The problem thus presented to us to solve is not a new

one; it has been solved a thousand times before; we give it again,

with the special experience derived from our locality and circum-

stances, and with the same uniform results.

The value of general hygienic regulations has been extensively com-

mented upon in a subsequent report ; that of personal hygiene is

hardly less important ; upon this depends mainly not only our per-

sonal comfort, but health ; and it is in many cases the only substiutefor

sanitary regulations of a more general nature, affecting the entire

community ; and is of special value to us here where the latter have
been so much neglected. That they are more appreciated than for-

merly, is shown by the remarkable fact that about half a century
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ago leprosy existed to such an extent in New Orleans, that it was

deemed necessary to erect a hospital for its special treatment, (a quan-

tity of land in the rear of the city having been appropriated for the pur-

pose,) and there are still surviving among us those who have a lively

recollection of that loathsome malady. It too, has yielded to the

ameliorating hand of civilization and modern comfort, or climatic

changes, and is now conlined to the inferior grades of society in Cuba

and Mexico. When the general principles of hygiene shall have been

as widely extended over the city, our epidemic and endemic fevers

will in like manner disappear, and we may again enjoy that salubrity

which was once our wont.

The causes of this insalubrity have been most carefully scrutinized,

and it is our deliberate conviction that they are fairly ascribable to

local conditions which are mainly removable. A reference to some

of them here, the principles applicable4;o them, and the recommenda-

tion for their removal or abatement, will not be inapplicable in antci-

pation of the Reports themselves.

Throughout the vast period to which this investigation has ex-

tended, commencing when the population did not exceed 8,756, (in

1796,) no epidemic has occurred that has not been preceded and accom-

panied by a great disturbance of the original soil of the country, (in

digging and clearing out canals, basins, &c.,) although other local

causes doubtless had their influence. This has been so unequivocal

and so constant, and toitJiout txceiMon^ that it seems to the Com-

mission to bear the relation of cause and effect. The proofs of it

are furnished in the following pages, and might have been greatly ex-

tended in its more local inflnonoes. This disturbance seems to have

generally taken place with great recklessness, manifestly preferring

for the purpose the warm season, during which it is most dangerous.

"We have to make the same remark in relation to the clearing and

draining the neighboring swamps, both of vast public utility, and

when done in a suitable season and proper manner, under enlightened

advisement, not injurious to the public health ; but most disastrous,

when these are not faithfully observed, as medical annals for hun-

dreds of years past fully attest.

The numerous undrained, unfilled lots and squares dotting the
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surface of the city, becoming muddy pools in the rainy, wliicli is

always the sickly season, and common receptacles for filth and

garbage of all kinds, are exhibited in our sanitary map, and should

be early abated.

The numerous low, crowded and filthy tenements, many of which

are also indicated on the map, are probably as disastrous in the pro-

duction of yellow fever as any other ; they are common " fever nests,"

and are denominated "nuisances" of the deepest dye. They con-

stitute the ordinary hotbeds of disease and death at every epidemic

period, (yellow fever, cholera or what-not.) They have been signalized.

by a most fearful mortality. They conduce much to impair the repu-

tation of the city for salubrity and they demand therefore the firm

cauterizing appliances of the cily government.

The extensive livery stables in the heart of the city, and vacheries

near the thickly populated districts, and the vicinage of slaughter

houses should be abated, as they strongly tend to impair the purity

of the city atmosphere.

The present cemeteries within the city limits should by all means

be closed against future use.

The kitchen offal and back yard filth, including the bad system and

neglect of the privies, constitute some of the greatest sources of vi-

tiated air, and require the most active agency and timely surveillance

of the Health Department.

•^ The system of sewerage set forth in the second repot is confidently

recotnmended'^s'W'elHeiM-ts-e'ce'nomy- as its- promised- efficacy. •

—-* .

lihe-pj;eseat mode of cleansing the streets is. most..defective ; the

time is inappropnate.. It should he...dofle-rat least duri-ngh-ot-weather,

wfen the s-an-is no longer pres.e.nt..to-distil the p-oisojiinto the al-mos-

phere. The carts should in all cases immcdiatdy follow the sera-per

and rem.ove the gathered garbage, in covered carts, and that taken

from under the bridges should never be spread upon the streets. It

had better be left where it is, protected from the ^Dn.

None but the most superficial disturbance of the soil, or cleaning

out of canal^5 and basins, should be permitted during the hot season.

The bank of the river, the livee, wh rves, and fillh from the ship-

ping, require a special police ; they constitue sjuie of the most preg-

nant sources of disease.
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The effect of these various nuisances and others on the disastrous fever

of last year, is fully set forth on the sanitary map with its accompanying

exposition.

After the ample detail of local causes for our summer and Ml fevers

under a high temperature and the great humidity incidental to our posi-

tion, it is scarcely necessary to say that we have a sufficiency of them, with-

out looking abroad for the sources of our insalubrity. Nevertheless, in

relation to the subject of Quarantine, although the Commission is unan-

imous in the belief that no system, however rigid or successfully carried

out, can ever be a substitute for the sanitary or preventive measures we

have recommended, and which if properly enforced, would be at once a

protection against both the origination and spread of yellow fever and

cholera among us, yet in the imperfection that must attach to all such

measures, we imite in recommending the establishment of a quarantine

station below the city, under the surveillance and control of the " Health

Department, " thereby preventing all foul vessels from entering the port

with diseased passengers or creic, placing the restriction only ivhere it is a

measure of safety, and furnishing character and security abroad to our

intercourse with other nations.

We are sensible there is great difference of opinion among the mem-

bers of the profession and in the community in relation to the communi-

oability of yellow fever, and have investigated the subject with great care

in the following pages ; and the conclusion we have come to, is that yel^

low fever is not a disease personally contagions, that jts infectious .pro-

perties are only communicable in a foul or infectious atmosphere ; that is,

'that a foulvesseTor individualwith the disease, will only propagate it,

under atmospherical and local conditions similar to that which furnished

its nativity. That although vitiated or infectious air may be conveyed in

goods and in various ways to distant jjlaces, ventilation speedily dissipates

it, and that if disease results, when it is much concentrated, or with very

susceptible individuals, it extends no farther, except under the conditions

above specified. The occurrences of the last season, and we believe, all

antecedent years, supply us with innumerable illustrations in the estab-

lishment and corroboration of these important prii ciples.

But farther than this, the Commission has not remained satisfied with

theotetioal presumptiye eyidences. Most careful scrutiny into ths
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actual occurrences of the lirst eruption of the fever, its spread, the char-

acter of its localizations, the persons most liable and suffering from what-

ever class and country, have converted presumptive proof* into positive

certainty, that the fever originated with us, that its fatal malignity and^

spread was justly attributable to a very remarkable concurrence and

combination of atmospheric and terrene causes, always peculiarly fatal to i

human health and life. These have been most amply examined and ftillyj

pointed out, and the gratifying fact is shown, that at least one of these

causes is entirely under our control, and that it is in our power greatly

to diminish the other, and hence by disseverance, the fatal union is pre-

vented.

The Commission has taken great pains to investigate the climatic con-

dition, to which -our latitude and j>osition peculiarly expose us, so far

back as meteorological records would permit. It is impossible to over-

look the fact that the meteorology of a place, is, in other words, its cli-

mate, and uj)on this mainly depends the character of its diseases, for these

special liabilities are dependant upon conditions which constitute the

difference between one climate and another. Were it otherwise all climates

would have similar diseases, nor would varieties of season alter them.

We have become impressed with the conviction, that much error has

existed on the subject, and that the evils incident to our location can be

greatly ameliorated. It may be probably premature at this early day of

the practical application of meteorology to etiology, to venture into much

very precise detail, with regard to the elements essential to the ex-

istence of the two great scourges of our city, (yellow fever and cholera.)

But in the infancy of meteorological inquiry, as at all beginnings, there

must be a starting point. The testimony we offer to the scientific public,

is submitted with great diffidence, but as pioneers, we make our humble

offering at the shrine of science, to be corroborated or refuted by subse-

quent observations. If true, we cannot over value their importance, if

not, the experiments to disprove them will lead to valuable results.

We have essayed to show what are the precise meteorological or

climatic elements, necessary for the existence not only of epidemic

yellow fever, but of cholera ; that is, to show what are the meteoro-

* The undeiBigned members of the Sanitary Commission, diesent from this asBertion, denying
the poBitivo ceruJnty alledged. J. L. RIDDEIX,

J. C. 3IM0NDS,
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logical conditions under wbicli they prevail, at each stage of their

commencement, progress, maximum intensity and declination. ' The dif-

'ference in the combination productive of yellow fever and cholera

*may be comparatively small, although the effects are so different, nor

is this very uncommon or wanting in illustration in various depart-

ments of science or medicine. A change of wind, with a differ-

ence of five or ten degrees of temperature may produce the most

Ifatal pleurisy, pneumonia or laryngitis. So, the same apparent con-

dition produces a great diversity of effects on individuals of different

physical susceptibilities, and a difference of one or two grains of

moisture in a cubic foot of the air we breathe may, and often does

result in the occurrence ot the most fatal maladies.

The results we have come to, after a careful analysis of the records

in this climate, at least, during the several years through which

these are reliable, (and they have been made with great^minuteness

during the last twenty-one years, and corroborated as far as they go

by those of every epidemic yellow fever and cholera that has ex-

isted in this country, of which there are any records; the more special

details embracing nine epidemics of yellow fever and six of cholera,)

are embraced in the following table.
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This table shows what au examination of the details of which it

is but the concentrated result would more than justify ; viz

:

1.—What are the several meteorological conditions of yellow fever

and cholera at ihe commencement, viaxwmm, intensity and declination

of these two diseases when existing in their epidimic grades.

2.—In comparison, it shows that cholera exist.^ in a greater range

of temperature and humidity than yellow fever.

3.—That these diversities constitute the pabulum for its support,

so far as the mere climatic condition is concerned.

4.—That a higher solar radiation and atmospheric pressure exists

during yellow fever periods than during cholera. Although the at-

mospheric pressure under which these two diseases prevail are shown

by this average table to be about the same, the barometer continuing at

a permanently higher grade, more regularly and constantly in yellow

fever than in cholera, yet in this latter the fluctuations are much
greater; indeed, it is so under all its climatic relations, as is abun-

dantly shown in the large detailed table too extensive for this sum-

mary, of which this is a very condensed abstract.

5.—That for the existence of yellow fever a higher range of tem-

perature and of dew point for its commencement and maximum inten-

sity, and that a declension of the former (temp.) to less than 70°, and

the latter (dew point) to near 60° puts a speedy end to its epidemic

existence,

6.—That a larger quantity of rain usually falls, on an average,

during the existence of yellow fever than during cholera.

7.—The " drying power" is more variable during cholera than

during yellow fever.

8.—The average duration of epidemic yellow fever has been 58.33

days, and the period of its influence decreasing, while the averaoe

duration of cJwlera has been 37.66 days, and the period increasino-.

These experiments are fully borne out by what we see daily verified

of the ravages of these two very different diseases in the various cli-

mates that have been subject to them.

If subsequent observations shall prove the correctness of these

statements, the future occurrence and continuance of epide7?iic jellow

fever will be ascertained with great probability by referring to a well
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tept meteorological register ; it will show what valuable information

is to be derived from connecting accurate and extensive meteorolog-

ical experiments with the Health Department, recommended in a sub-

sequent report.

There are but two practical remarks which we deem it necessary to

draw from this table, and from the reasoning in the reports : the first is,

that although it is easier to keep free of yellow fever than of cholera,

we can exercise much influence on the causation of both, even in their

climatic relations ; and secondly, the combirMtion of the terrene and

meteorological conditions which is ahsolutdy essential to the existence

of either, we certainly have it in our power greatly to control, be-

cause, by proper policeing and regard to other hygienic measures, that

condition is clearly under our influence.

If then, we have demonstrated, as we trust we have, in the subse-

quent pages, these important truths, and shown what are the meteor-

ological elements necessary for the existence of epidemic yellow fever,

and even of- cholera, and pointed out the conditions in which they de-

cline, its great value will be appreciated, not only by the scientific

public, but far beyond this, its importance for the practical purposes

of life will be inestimable. The ability to make the announcement that an

epidemic exists ; and again, that it suspends its ravages, and that all

danger is over ; in the first case warning the accessible population to

speed to a place of safety, and in the second enabling us to invite

back the flying citizens to their deserted homes ; to open the public

thoroughfares to the resumption of business, and the ordinary purpo-

ses and pursuits of life, will be of incalculable practical value to the

community. This principle is held forth for our guidance throughout

our report ; nay, it is the basis on which is founded, the obiect

songht—PREVENTION, saviug the community from the infliction of dis-

ease.

We state these as the result of our experience in this climate, and
let us be understood to mean that by the meteorological elements of
these diseases, (consisting of a very high range of temperature and
saturation, and great solar radiation,) we intend to express the limits

within which they have prevailed here epidemically, which are essential

to their existence as such, and beyond which they soon cease. Now
whether these viev/s will be borne out elsewhere, we believe there is, as
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yet, no recorded (certainly no published) statements to show. We are

perfectly sensible that climatic conditions and national susceptibilities

differ in different countries, and produce often diversified results,

and that cholera has prevailed in great apparent diversity of

climates, and that the meteorological elements would seem not

to apply to it. Statements are recorded of the prevalence

of cholera when the exposed thermometer was near zero—this is not

at all incompatible with an inside temperature of between 70'' and SO*',

with filth, the peculiarly noxious effect of crowding and most defective

ventilation, (and of course, a high dew point,) all of which, we know,

exists in Russian dwellings, where this disease prevailed. The incon-

gruity then no longer exists, for it is tJie condition to wliich the in-

dltidual is exposed that is to be estimated. Nevertheless, we acknowl-

edge that it will take time, observation and experiment in different

climates to show where and what may be the variations, if any, from

the views laid down, Thpre is little doubt, however, that if they are.

not precisely the same eWmentary or atomic (if we can use the ex-

pression) combination, yet the principle is the same; to-wit :

—

a union of meteorological and terrene conditions for the production

of either of these epidemics.

The principles set forth in the reports, the facts commented on, the

important and necessary combination of meteorological and terrene con-

ditions, the places and sources of infection pointed out in our map, with

their constant consequences, have been most impressively and accurately

illustrated and corroborated by what has occurred during the present

summer, (1854.) Fever has again been mannfactured in the depots point-

ed out, (under the combination alledged) the filthy wharves and river banks

have again cast their noisome odor to poison the atmosphere, and ihe

additional aid from corrupted bilge water and filthy vessels from abroad,

the dirty back yards and unfilled lots and overflowing privies have added

their mite, the cleansing out of canals and the disturbance of the streets

for laying down water and gas pipes have continued throughout the sea-

son and although the streets have been better attended to than hereto-

fore, they form a very small portion of the necessary policeing of a great

city, and the result has been that yellow fever has again swept oflF its

numerous victims and will ever do so until we become wiser by the les-

sons that have been m often furnished us.
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But again, this position has been farther confirmed by what has occurred

in other cities during the present year. In the city of Savannah, the

epidemic of this year is v/ith great probability attributable to the exhu-

mationM a large number of vessels sunk just below the city during

the revolutionary wax and that of 1812, to the filthy land and other debris

derived from the city and the tide, which was thrown upon the bank

near the town and even spread upon the streets, over which the wind

constantly blew, and to the excavation of the soil of the streets (at least

a mile) for the purpose of laying down water pipes.

The epidemic at Augusta, v/as as fairly owing to the cleaning out of

filthy canals in the city, and exposure of the ofiiensive mud to the liot

summers sun, to the emptying the city filth on the bank of the river,

which vvas unusually low, and to the disturbance of the soil of (he city

for the purpose of laying dov/n gas pipes.

Since the special reports were written, and even gone to press, some,

indeed most of the foreign reports, highly valuable as they all are, have

been received through the State Department at Washington, and it is no

slight gratification for the Commission to compare their experience and

observations in relation to the etiology and contagiousness of yellow fever

with their distinguished confreres in other regions of this zone, and to

see the remarkable harmony in our views; it furnishes a strong corrobora-

tion of the opinions and principles announced, and presents a new claim

on public confidence.

For the purpose of carrying out in a full manner the viev,'s herein set

forth, we earnestly recommend the project of a Health Department in a

subjoined report. Such an organization we deem indispensable to the con-

dition and character of the city ; special requisites are demanded, with

experience, science and skill. It should be constituted a special Consul-

tative Department, to be advised with in all cases by the city government,

affecting the health of the city, and it will be seen, hereafter, they are

very numerous. No enlightened large city is without one, and here it is

more demanded than in any other.

It is recommended to State, city and corporate authorities, that when-

ever disease of an epidemic character exists to an unusual extent or ma-

lignanov, that special commissions be instituted to investigate their ori-

3*^
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gin and causes. Such action is in consonance witli tlie pliilosopliio

spirit of the age, and we are |:>roud tliat tlie first Coinmissio}) for this gi-eat

philanthropic purpose, shculd have the honor of having been originated in

IVftw Orleans,
***
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Bayou Sara—Lake Providence—Fort Ad-
ams, CentreTille, Clmton, Trpntoo,

Do. on the Lafourche, Natchitoches, Algiers

Do. at Mobile, and at rielma,

Do. at Montgomery, Hollywood, Gainesville,

in Charleston,
Value of a sanitary survey,
At the Chesapeake and Delaware Canals, .

.

And in other countries—In Africa,

At Martinique, at Fort de France,
Same results on first cultivating a country..
Disturbing original soil cs.use ofour epidemics
The special cause of every epidemic yellow

fever in the Southwest of the United States,

Testimony of Hippocrates and Sydenham, .

.

Too many coincidences to be other than
cause and eftect,.

Ample proofs
Cause of our endemics,
Cause of our bilious and periodic fevers,

Proofs that the yellow, bilious, and periodic
fevers are convertible and the same,

Importance of this in a sanitary p^^int of view,
Identity of yellow and bilious fevers—Proofs, Zili5

Of endemic origin, 327
Why yellow fever not always break out with'

apparent presence of the causes, 21ii

Two conditions necessary for an epidemic
fever, |327

The presence of an acclimated population'
prevents etrects proportionably to cause, . . . ;328

Eyery climate has its peculiarity of morbid
action,

Don't know the real cause of any disease,...

How diseases have been changed,
Know as much of the cause of yellow fever

as of any known disease,

Parallel of plague and yellow fever,

Similarity—Black vomit—Liability but once.
Marshes—Humidity,
Latitudes—neither contagious,..

Dissimilitudes,

Acclimation period of occm-rence,
Temperatures required for each,
Influence of its climate on consumption, and
why,

Effects of our half dried swamps,
Inundation cause of cholera and other sick-

ness,

Why the epidemic should commence in New
Orleans,

Late inundatians promoting the spread of the
epidemic,

Dangerous inproportion to desiccation

—

short

of complete drijness,

nundation of the Tiber,
AtStrasburg—In France and Italy,..

.

AtLyn Regis—At Brassora as an act of venge-
ance,

In Egypt— At Laguayra—Its firstyellow fever.

Inundations here do not produce disease first

year,

Always the second year
Different stages of draining produce different

diseases,

Northwestern limits of the epidemic,
Effect of inundation late in the spring,

Effect of exposure after inundation,
At Demarara—Near Philadelphia
Near Calcutta—In Holland—Near Rome,
Pi'ecautions necessary,
Moist land evolves more humidity than water,

The baneful effects of our half dried swamps, '342

Result of its improper exposure since 1846, . . |343

The two conditions illustrated in Demarara, 343
And in different years,.

And in Rio de Janeiro

SECTION VIII —Localising Conditions
Specified more in detail—How
much Air spoiled each day— What
does it—Imfluen ce of Cemeteries—
Privies— Streets, Sfc — Filth—
Low Houses— Miasmatic Theo-

ries— Cause of Yellow Fever
known— Deductions practical—
Duty of Civil Authority— Penalty

Attention to sanitary measures a test of civ-

ilization and refinement,
Providence influences man through second-
ary causes ;

Illustrations,

Filth the great enemy of man,
What is it?

Indispensable nature of pure air,

Peculiar air of cities,

It spreads eveiywhere
Parts of cities most filthy, and therefore most

sickly,

Test of a city's insalubrity when it departs
from that of its neigbboriiood, and shows
it to be arthicial,

Amount of air required for respij'ation

Size of rooms,
Amount of air vitiated in a crowded city per

dav,

Value of wocda,., .348

344
344

344

345

345
46

346
346
347
347
348

348

348
349
149

!49

350
350
350

350

351

Absolute necessity of ventilation,

liow promote this

Necessity of drainage,

Disorders not from defective food and clothing
among the poor but from crozvding an dfilth

Cost of removing filth but a small part if the
annual cost to relieve,

Resulting demoralization,
The poison from crowding is organic matter,

as well as carbonic acid gas, ,

Compaiison of air with food,
Necessity of ventilation,

Organic matter always in air, notwithstand-
ig rains,

Water absorbs whatever air contains..

.Absoi^ptive power of water,
Value of rain water if kept pure,

,

Moral and physical condition dependent upon
imilar circumstances,

How foodinjiu-ed
Injuries resulting from cemeteries,
How soon bodies decay,
Nvimber of bodies to the acre annually,
Regulations in London,
Intra-mural interments adopted by rural cem-

eteries,

The greatest difficulties in cities,

Amoimt of filth exposed to constantly and to
be disposed of,

The area of the city—temperature and moist-
ure,

Amount of this gas to poison a bird—a dog

—

a man.
Streets as a source of disease—what good
and bad

Houses—How to be constructed,
Empty lots as a source of disease,
The true miasma is whatever impairs the
purity of th« air, ,,, jaQo

351
352
353

354
354
354
355

355
355
356
356
.?56

57

357
357

358

358

359

359
360
360
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SUBJECT.

Supposed cause of fevers—No proof, 361

Explanation of Mr. Ferguson's hypothesis,.. 361

Soliitiuii' reouired, for absorption into the

system, 362

Why it can't be the " drying power," 362

Is from a physiological cause or hygrometric, 362

Always moisture in the atmosphere, 363

Absorbent soils only apparently cleanly—Con-
ceals, not destroys tilth, 364

Healthy as long as dry, 364

A two-fold condition requisite, 365

No effect ca?j arise butfrom an adequate cause, 365

Difference of curative and preventive science, '365

Cause and consequence,,

Must be a cause of every disease, .,

And as much of that of yellow fever as of any
other

Because we can trace its origin to the causes
producing it,

Seats of these causes in all large cities,

Why limited.—and how extended,
Statements to be of future^ value rhould be
made up at once, *.

Gibraltar very filthy within the houses, and
very crowded

Bay of Havana,
Cause of the insalubrity of the city,

Description of Vera Cruz—Cause of its insa-

lubrity

Prescription to produce yellow fever—(in a

note,)

Cause of yellow fever,

Great value of the spontaneous cases—settles

the subject,

Do. at Hollywood, at Gainesville

Do. in Washington, Lake Providence, Tren-
ton,

Do. in Franklin, tbe Black Warrior, at Mobile,

Do. at tielm'!, Demopolis, Saluria, Port Gibson,
Do. at Baton Rouge, Centreville, Natchitoches,
Do. at Washington, La., Martinique, Bermuda, 374
Do. at Barbadoes, Kio de Janeiro, ;374

Local—Spontaneous origin from filth, |374

Spontaneous occuri ence at sea, 375
Do. do on arrival in port, .. 375

Change of type of fever from change of cli-

mate,
Opinions of Inspectors General of Hospitals,

Dr Rush's recantation about contagion and
local origin,

In ships at ^ea from Northern ports,

Cause of yellow fever known,
And is controllable,

Conclusions of General Board of Health of
England on yellow fever,

No room for skepticism,

Demonstration,
Its vast practical value,

The importance of knowing the cause of dis-

ease,

Prevention better than cure,

Fatal consequences of a mistake,
Disease not essential to dense population,
Localised tilth the cause of disease,
Typhus independent of climate,
All depends on removing filth and moisture,
The rich suffer as well as the poor,
The cost of preventable disease eqiial to the
whole public revenue,

When penalty on the public authorities to
be exacted,

Proportion of preventable mortality

Of cholera, !3g4
Evidence of civilization, Iijgg

Originators of sanitary laws, [335
Legal claim on the civil power to protect
health, 335

Original opinion of Dr. Rush, 355
First legislative action upon it, 385
As much the duty of civil authority to keep off

yellow fever as it is to protect life in any-
other way, l38fj

Origin of disease, i3&4]
|

Dieteist,

Reform—the great question now—Its sacred-

ness, 387
A shameful and disgraceful neglect 387
et may prove a blessing, if sanitary laws
established , 388

SECTION IX.

—

Recapitulation— Meteoro-
logical—Special Terrene causes—
Greater carerequired in fastgrow-
ing Cities— Tracing the Progress
of the Disease by Earth exposure—
Inmidations— Sanitary Map of
the City—ApplicationofPrinciples—Locations of Filth and Disease
the same - The one resulting from
the other—In each Ward, with the

ratios to Population—Fever Nests
and Plague Spots—The mode of
spread of the Fever, 388

Not of foreign importation 388
Meteorological or climatic causes, 339
Special terrene causes— Earth exposure, 390
Streets—Unfilled lots—Open drains, 390
Manufactories—City interments, 390
Slaughter-houses, &c.—Damp, crowded filthy

houses,
, 391

Public kept in ignorance, .391

In all fast growing cities a large proportion of

immigrants, 391
Greatest mortality where no pavements 392
Mortality not from want of acclimation 393
No acclimation to filth—To what extent ac- 392

climation, 392
To what extent acclimatable, 393
The true test of the salubrity of a counti-y, . . 393
The true meaning of acclimation—The real

need, .394

All remediable 395
Tracing the progress ofthe fever from the city

Into the country, 395
Effect of inundations, 396
Why rural districts in other States not suffer

60 much, - 396
Why the fever occurred late in some places, 396
Sanitary Map of the city—Application of

our reasoning, 397
Difliculties in computing the population, 398
City returns not reliable, 398
Map too small, 398
Total cases of the fever, 398
Cases from private practice, 399
(Note—Names of physicians and others who
reported cases of the fever, 399

Cases from public sources—From Charity
Hospital, .".399

Table R—Population by districts and wards

—

Cases and ratios,) 399
Balance how distributed, 399
Explanation of Table R., 4G0
Sources of information 41:0

Propositions and results, 401

;384 iPopulation and number of cases in the 4th
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SUBJECT, P. SUBJECT. |P-

Ratios per 1000—Causes 402

Want of pavements—Lower lota or pouds,. . 402

Three Cemeteries—Earth expo-ure, 40 J

Gormley's Basiu and canal and manufactories 403

Crowding low houses—Slaughter-uouses 40:j

1st Ward—Causes and proportions 403

3d '=
" " 403

5th '^
" " 403

4th " " " 403

2d " " " 404

Malignity of the disease in proportion to the

concentration of the causes, 404

1st District—Population and cases, 405

1st Ward— Lynch's Kow —Whitney's Pick

erj-,, 405

Blocks in Pacanier and other streets, 406

7th Ward—Nuisances in, 406

2d Ward—Causes, 406

4th Ward—Causes 406

3d Ward—Fever nests, 407

6th Ward—Fever nests, 407

Causes—5th Ward—Causes, 407

2d District, - 408

Population and rases..Ward 2d—Causes,... 406

5th Ward—Causes. , 408

Fever nests in front of the 2d District de-

scribed, 409

The reason why yellow fever not all the

year, -' 409

And why limited to 60 or 9.) days, 409

The 3d Dl-trict, 410

Population and ratios—Cause, 410

Consequences on the community, 410

Cause of insalubrity, 4ll

The number of acclimated population dimin-

ishes the ratio, j4ll

Algiers—Population, ratio and cause, 4li

Origin of the fever—How the fever spreads

from locality to locality 412

Difference in Northern cities, and cause, 412

No resisting plain facts, 413

Why all interested,

The occurrences aroimd us more apt to be
impressive,

Proportion of natives and those born else-

where in New Orleans

SECTION X.—Remediate, or Preventive
Means—How far Man can control

Temperature, Moisture, Sfc.
—I/iflu-

ence of wooden Houses— Winds-

Their qualities—Best Pavements
Streets— Iflien and how cleaned—
Empty Lots as a so iirce of Disease.

Privies the great difficulty—Reme-

dy— Drainage— City Cemeteries

closed—Best water, what— Plenty of
zoater—Kind of Houses best—Influ-

ence of Intemperance, j415

Man's influenceon temperature, 415!

Do. on a large scale, |41fi

Actual proof here, 1416,

Test—How it ought to be 417[

Moisture, 4 17i

How removed and remedied, !417|

Italian custom—In the East during plague, . . |418,

Why wooden houses bad— Experience else-
|

where, '419

Thorough drainage and paving necessary, . . . 419,

What constitutes a perfect pavement, |419

The city may be made drier than the country '42ii

Proofs of the value of pavements, i420

Influence on the amount of precipitation, . , . '42l!

Influence of winds, |421
Their properties, !422

Our influence on the North wind, ;4-3

Small revenue devoted to preserving health, 1423

To forbid turning up the soil in hot weather, 423
Back yards—Fountains of tilth

Filth removed before decomposition,
And before sunrise -Custom elsewhere,..
Bank of river kept clean,

Low lots tilled up,
Vacheries and manufactories removed to a

certain distance
Gormley s Basin filled up and planted,
Running water in the streets—How efficient,

Production of stagnant waters,
Kftact of light,

Night soil one of the greatest difficulties,

How remedied,
If not water closets,

h'emove gas through kitchen chimneys,
Eliect of running water in the streets,

Swamps to be drained,

Cemeteries in the city to be closed,

Plenty of water of the best kind,

Water how impaired,
How purified,

Town water is town air,

•Surveillance on buildings,

Direction of houses
Only a cei'tain amount of ground to be built

How dampness of stores to be removed,

.

Why certain buildings not to be permitted in

the thickly built parts of cities,

Influence of social habits,

Effect of intemperance
Proportionate mortality,

SECTION XI. — Comparison of New Or-
leans with other Cities-—Pen-
alty of congregaling in Cities—
highest class of disease in different

climates produced by it—Proofs of
high civilization. Effect ofSanitary
Measures in Louisville—Norfolk—
Williamsburg— Charleston -— Sa-

vannah—Mobile, &SC. — Climatiiral
Parallel with Southern Cities— Val-

ue of the Mississippi as a, Scavenger—Delusive cleanliuess of Cities on
a sandy fouiid,ation— Vera Cruz—
Its mortality under Mexican and
American Regime contrasted— Tri-

vmph of San itary Measures 434
Foundation of ail sanitary laws, •J34

Penalty of congregating in cities, -135

It is wisdom from past experience, 435
Proofs 435
The tilthy parts of cities alone subject to yel-
low fever, 435

In Louisville—effect of paving and draining, 4:-;7

In Norfolk eftect of paving and draining,
J438Wilmington—Delusion of sandy soil, ... ,439

Efl:'ect of drahiage and clearing, I439
Charleston—Eftect 01' draining and filling up, 1439

424
424
424
425
425

425
425
426
426
426
426
427
427
427
428
428
428
429
429
129

430
131

131

431

432

433
432
)33

433

439
440

No earth disturbance allowed in summer
Savannah—Clearing and draining,
Why a rainy season not always required for

sicliness where a sandj^ soil

Parallel of New Orleans with other Southern
cities 44X

Ali, our filth can be removed 441
Attributes of the Missieeippi rivers. . v. ,„ , = . 443
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SUBJECT. P-ll SUBJECT.

Causes of the salubrity of the rural districts.

Mobile—probable humidity,
" only apparently clean,

In Flanders,

Vera Cruz—Triumph of sanitary measures
Description of the city and its neighborhood 443
Civil and military authorities during Mexican

regime, '. . .

.

Po. of each during American regime,
The mortality of the civil about one-half,

Of the military, about one-fourth,

SECTION XII.—Resume —Peopositions
AND Corollaries,

Ist—New Orleans iiot sickly per se

2d—Mortality not owing to want of acclima-
tion,

Can't acclimate to filth, anywhere,
3d—Epidemic constituents,

4th—The etRcient cause of all our epidemics,
5th

—

Epidemic not importable or contagious,
6th—Requirements for an endemic.
7th—A lesser amount required for periodic

fevers
8th—Local causes and local effects

9th—Causes of epidemic cholera
Corollary—1st— Kpidemics controllable,

2d—do. of endemics,

Covered drains—Slaughter-hoioses,
Vacheries—Livery stables,

Privies—Cemeteries
Disturbing soil—Health department
Quarantine— Sanitary survey—Record book.

ECTION XIV
Health department ordinance—Composition

3d—do. of the causes of periodic fever, 449,

4th—do. New Orleans may be made healthy, |449; Compensation,
5th—do. claims for legal enforcement, 449i
Her pi-osperity alone depends upon health, 450
Intelligence synonymous with health, ;450

The real causes of our fevers, ^ '45

J

All cities improved by sanitary measures ex-j

cept New Orleans, [450

The certain result if proper medsures
adopted here, 1451

of.
Duties of President,
" of the department,

Penalty for obstructing inspectors,
Office records—And books of do,.

.

Number of in.5pectors or wardens,.
To license undertakers. Vidangeries, Sextons,
Permit from Health Department to author

ize burial,

Penalty tor infraction,
,

Duty of inspectors—Removal of nuisances,

.

[Empty or low lots fiUed—Cemeteries disused,
Duty of vidangeries—Cemetery certificate,

.

[District physicians—Duties—Qualifications,

.

[Health Department—To examine quarantine

I
station

Duty and report of its physician,

To publish advice during epidemics,..
Meteorological and cemetery reports pub-

lished weekly,
Annual report.

SECTION XV
Approximate cost of recommendations for

each,

SECTION XIII.—Recommendations '451

Sewerage—Drainage, 45 J

Forest growth—Paving Ari
Water work.3—Shed on the river bank, 45-2

Trees planted—Gormley's Basin, 453'

SECTION XVI
Estimate of a mode of raising the means to

defray the cost of the Recovimendations, .

.

No additional tax required,
^ale of swamp lands,

Public land from Government U. S
McDonogh's bequest,
Tonnage duty,

Loan from McDonogh's estate,

453
453
453
453
453

454

454
454
454
454
455
455
455

455
455
456
456
46
456

457
457
457

457
457
457

458

458

459

459
459
459
459
459
460
460



ERRATA.

P8G;e 3, line 2ci, for 26th read 27th.
" 3, " 5th, for two days read 28th.
" 4, see Appendix for Dr. M. M. Dowler's

evidence.
" 6, see Appendix for Clark's and Pash-

ley's evidence.
" 7, read Rahaze for K.ohanson, in Dr.

Browning's testimony
" 8, see Appendix for Dr. Shuppert's'evi-

dence.
" 8, reaa in evidence of same, 23d for 28th

May.
" 11, read Josephine for St. Josephine.
" 14, read where for were, in line 14th.
" 25, read seven for seventeenth, in line

28th.
^" 33, read dammed for darned, m line 10th.

" 88, read around for arouno;, in line 10th.
" 104, read nauseated for neuseated, in line

15t.h.
" 215, read Condition for Comiaission, in

heading
" 215, read precipitation for precepitation,

in line 2d.
" 215, read effluvia for afBuvia, in Une 11th.
" 216, read separability for separability, in

line 30th.
" 216, read separation for seperation, in line

31st.
" 217, read secarable for seperable, in line

11th.
" 226, read seeds, line 2d.
" 226, read flourished, in line 8th.
*' 237, read hygrometric, in line 2l3t.
' 216, 14 lines trom top for "passee" read

passu.
" 216, 11 lines from bottom for "condition ''

read conditions.
" 217, 6 lines from top—on margin, for "pos- i

tulath" Tea.d probata.
. |

" 217, 13 lines from bottom for '•reasoua-j

bly" read seasonably.
" 218, 17 lines from bottom for " members"

read numbers.
" 224, 6 lines from top—insert not between

''I" and "think."
" 235, in 4th line from bottom for "thermo-

meter " read barometer.

Page 237, 11 lines from top—attach note after
50.3* "on the 23d after epidemic bad
declined, and at the very period
marked for its declination, evidently
producing it.

"

303, 5 lines from bottom for " produc-
tions" read production.

318, in note at bottom for "same" read
I am.

319, 18 lines from bottom after "offensive"
insert '

' and the cutting down the bank
of the river, and spreading the mate-
rials on the streets."

321, 9 lines from top for "causing" read
producing:

394, 16 lines frombottomfor "lethal" read
lethali.

412, 19 lines from bottom for "nature"
read ivflueyice.

412, 2 lines from bottom for "fellow'" read
fever.

419, 15 lines from top for " renewal " read
removal.

423, 12 lines from top after "amount, " in-
sei't of moistuTK.

436,4 lines from bottom for "secured"
read sewered

440, line at top for " gradual" read gradu-
ally.

451, in 8th line from top for " monaxysi-
nal " read monoxysmal.

453, in 7th Une from top after " fifty " in-
sert of.

453, omit two lines beginning at " 16th,

"

13th liae from bottom.
459, in 2d line from top for "men" read

even
159, 14 lines from bottom for "200,000"

read 2,000,000.
460, in 11th line from top for "on the"

read as a.

461, in 9th hne from top after "burthens"
insert respectively.

For table "H, " read table G.
485, read from that of McGuigan's sicken-

ing instead of with the death of Mc-
Guigan.
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TESTIMONY
GIVEN BEFORE THE

SANITARY COMMISSION,

NEW ORLEANS.

TESTIMONY OF MR. VANDERLINDEN, CLERK OF THE CHARITY HOSPITAL.

Case 1.—The first case of yellow fever this year in the Charity Hospi-

tal was that of a man named James McGuigan, who came in on the 26th

of May ; had been sick four days ; was an Irish emigrant from Liverpool

;

had been in the city one week previous to being sick ; had not been at-

tended by any physician ; died in two days after his admission, with

black vomit.

This patient came fi'om Orange street, First District, and had been em-
ployed on the ship Northampton in discharging said vessel.

Case 2.—Gerhardt H. Woette, a sailor, born in the Grand Duchy of

Oldenburg, twenty-five years of age, in New Orleans fifteen days, came
from Bremerhaven ; was employed on board ship Augusta, from the said

port of Bremerhaven; came to the Hospital on the 30th of May, 1853,

being then sick five days; died on the 30th of May, 1853
;
yellow fever

with black vomit.

Case 3.—John Allen, a seaman, born in Scotland, aged twenty-four,

in New Orleans seven months ; came fi'om Boston ; admitted June 4th

;

sick since seven days; discharged June 12th.

Case 4.—Thomas Hart, laborer ; born in England ; aged twenty-five

;

in New Orleans four months ; came from New York ; admitted June 5th

;

sick three days; died June 10th, of yellow fever.

Case 5.—Michael Mahoney, laborer; born in Ireland; aged sixteen;

in New Orleans four weeks ; came from Liverpool ; admitted June 6th

;

sick three days ; came from ship Saxon ; died June Yth, of yellow fever.

Case 6.—Barbara Berg; born in Germany; twenty-three years of

age ; in New Orleans five months ; came fi'om Havre ; admitted June 6th

for intermittent fever; died of yellow fever, June 19th.



4 Testimony of Dr. M. M. Dowler and Mr. Ebhinger.

TESTIMONY OF DR. M. M. DOWLER.

Case 1.—The Dr. stated that a man named Kein, living on Gorm-
ley's Canal, was taken sick on the 6th of May, and died on the 10th.

The woman, his wife, was taken sick on the 11th, and died on the 15th.

The Dr. derives this information as to dates fi-om Mr. Ebbinger, who
was Kein's landlord, and Dan. Hubert, having lost his memorandum book
about the 15th of August, in which it was noted. The man died Avith

black vomit, and his case Avas clearly and unequivocally one of yellow

fever. The woman did not throw up black vomit, and the Dr. gave a

certificate, in both cases, of bilious malignant fever, not wishing to create

alarm. The Dr. subsequently attended cases in the same square ; he saw

many cases afterwards, as late as the 3d of August, in the same neigh-

borhood. Has never seen the same individual have yellow fever a second

time. Knows many instances where unacclimated persons were exposed

who did not contract it : infers from this that the fever did not subside

for want of subjects, but thinks it ran its course. Has seen three cases

this year of recovery from black vomit, out of perhaps fifty. Has no-

ticed that in cases other than yellow fever a similarity of symptoms pre-

sented themselves in acclimated subjects. There are several soap facto-

ries in that part of the town. Has not observed that occupations, except

where there is exposure to the sun, influence the disease. Had four cases

of Mack vomit : one boy of four, one girl of eight, one of eighteen, and
one married woman of twenty-five years.

TESTIMONY OF MR. EBBINGER, GORMLEY'S BASIN.

Mr. Ebbinger states that the man named Kein, mentioned by Dr. M.
M. Dowler, was buried in the Washington Cemetery. Daniel Hubert was
with- Kein when he died. Kein was sick four or five days ; died with

black vomit. Kein's wife was taken sick one week after his death. Mr.
Ebbinger thinks Kein's sickness occurred early in May. He lived on
Gormley's Basin, in Mr. Ebbinger's house. Dr. Dowler saw him two
days previous to his death. This was the first case of fever in the neigh-

borhood. Kein worked in the swamp at shingle making. Went out at

four o'clock in the morning and returned in the evening. Not likely to

have any communication with the levee or shipping. Other persons

worked in the swamp who remained healthy. Gormley's Canal ordina-

rily four feet in depth. The drains from certain streets empty into it.

Kein was a temperate man.

At a meeting of the Sanitaiy Commission, held October 24th, Dr. Axson
made a statement concerning the period of Kein's death : he called upon
Kein's brother, who stated that Kein died on the 2d of June, and was
buried on Saturday, the 4th of June, in the Lafayette Cemetery. Kein's

brother lives with Christian Wiltz, who corroborates Kein's statement as to

the actual date of Kein's death, (June 2.) Says he is certain of this date



Testimony of Dr. Meigham mid Mr. Farley. 5

because Kein's brotlier and children left the house in which these persons

died immediately after, Kein's brother referred to an almanac and
showed the date of his brother's death, the 2d of June.

There is no record of this man's burial or that of his wife on the book
of interments for the Lafayette Cemetery. The certificate was lost, and
consequently no entry was made, although it is morally certain that both

man and wife were buried there.

TESTIMONY OF DR. MEIGHANS.

Case 1.—Dr. M.'s first case of yellow fever occurred on the 2'rth or

28th of May, in Tchoupitoulas street, in a boarding-house kept by Mrs.

Edwards ; sent the man, who had been in the city ten months, and who
had black vomit at the time, to the Charity Hospital.

The second case seen by Dr. M. occurred on the 28th of May, in Race
street, one door from Tchoupitoulas street, immediately adjoining the

house of Mrs. Edwards, mentioned above. The locality is filthy and the

buildings crowded with occupants.

The third case was on board the ship Evangeline, lying- at post 14,

First District, a laborer who worked on vessels ; he had recently arrived

here. Drs. Da^'idson and Rhodes had case on board the Evangeline.

The Dr. thinks the disease transmissible. The Dr.'s wife had fever this

year ; she is a Creole and has always resided in the city.

Has seen three or four cases of recovery from black vomit. Has noticed

that in crowded localities the fever is most malignant.

The Dr. had cases in his own house. The first, a man named Henry
Grattan, five days after, his brother John, who was sent to the Hosptial.

Then a lad, named Albert Smith, then the Doctor's driver, named Pat-

rick, then Mrs. Meighan. Only one person in the Dr.'s family escaped

;

this person was susceptible.

TESTIMONY OF MR. FARLEY.

Baric Siri.—Mr. Farley states that the bark Siri arrived here on the

10th of May, from Rio. The captain informed him that he had lost his

wife and two sons in Rio, from yellow fever.

Ship Home.—The ship Home, from Rio, an-ived here on the 3d of

May. No vessel from Rio except the Mary Kendall, which arrived on

the 25th June, had fever on their voyages. She lost many of her crew.

The captain's wife died with the disease. She put into Kingston, Ja.,

where she recruited her crew ; there was no sickness afterwards. The

Kendall lay above the Triangular Buildings.
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DATE.
I

NAME OF VESSEL. | MASTER. | | DATE. NAME OF VESSEL.
April 1st—Bark Prescott Spear.

" 3d—Brig Bernhardine Hanson.
" 4th—Bark Escoriaza Pope.
" 16th—Brig B. T. Martin Ford.
" 18th—Bark Martha Allen Burdett.
" 23d—Bark Jno. Murray Clapp.
" 24th—Brig Atalaya Nash.

May 2d—Bai-k Home Hottinan.
" 10th—Bark Sin Higgins.
" 12th—Bark Rhone Carlisle.
" 17th—Bark Wm. V. Bowen Dyer.

May 21st—Schr. Clara Burgess
June 1st—Brig Hringh orn

" 5th—Bark Plymouth
" .5th—Bark Linda Stewart...
" 7th—Bark Hollander
" ].6th—Ship Sophia Walker...
" 17th—Bark Utah
" 22d—Brig Bernhardine
" 25th—Bark Mary H. Kendall.
" 28th—Brig Uranus

I
MASTER.

..Jefferson.

. . Kremer.

..Cohen.
. . Slimmer.
. . Broome.
..Weston.

, . - Stetson.
. . Outhouse
. .Tolman.
. . Church.

The above vessels arrived in this port from Rio de Janeiro, fi'om the

1st of April to the 28th of June, 1853.

TESTIMONY OF MR. CLARK.

Ship Nortlmmpton.—This vessel was loaded by my gang of hands.

One of the men, named Thomas Hart, was taken sick two days after we
commenced loading. He lived in the Third District ; was sent to the

Charity Hospital ; must haYebeen sick about the 1st of June, and died on
the 8th of June, with black vomit. He doubts if Hart ever passed a sum-
mer in the city. He was temperate in his habits.

He did not observe any oft'ensive smell on board ; she had been dis-

charged and cleansed previous to commencing to load. He resides in

the Third District. Some of his men were in the habit of riding up in

the morning, and returning in the evening by the omnibus.

TESTIMONY OF MR. PASHLEY.

8hi]) Northampton.—Mr. Pashley states that the first cases of yellow
fever seen by him, occurred on board the ship Northampton, direct from
Liverpool, with between three and four hundred passengers. This vessel

arrived here on the 9th of May. On the 10th, hands Vv^ere sent on board
to cleanse her ; this work was arrested by discovering what they supposed
to be black vomit in the hospital of the ship. It was iznderstood that
several persons died on the voyage, and one man, a steerage passenger,

whilst coming up the river. The ship lay at the first wharf above the
steamboat landing, in the Fourth District. Charles Lanness, one of the

men sent on board to cleanse, was taken sick with yellow fever two or
three days afterwards. *James McGuigan, one of the steerage passen-

gers, also took the fever, was sent to the Charity Hospital, and died there.

The boy of the ship was taken sick. The remark of Dr. Thrope was, that

the case, had it occurred later in the season, would be considered un-
doubted yellow fever.

Of the second gang, employed five days afterwards in discharging the

' See first cases in Hospital.
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vessel, several were taken sick; among them Mr. Pashley's confidential

nian, altliougli lie was acclimated. Mr. Clark, foreman of the gang em-
ployed in loading the ship. A man under his chai'ge, living in the Third

District, sickened and died with black vomit. Mr. P. describes the water

used on board as smelling badly, and when emptied from the casks, and
containing a black ropy sediment. Mr. P.'s wife and child were taken

sick a few days after this with yellow fever ; the child, nine months old,

had black vomit, and recovered.

Can remember six of the hands employed in discharging this vessel,

who afterwards had the fever. Coleman, one of these laborers, boarded
subsequently at Conrey's.

The ship National Eagle lay in the neighborhood of the Northampton

;

this vessel was bound to New York. She lost, after her departure, so

many hands fi'om fever, that she was compelled to put into the Capes
of the Delaware in distress. Many of the passengers were reported sick

with fever. No other vessel came up in tow with the Northampton,
neither was she in company with any other at the Pass. The Siri, from
Eio, lay one-fourth of a mile distant from the Northampton.

Statement of the Captain of the ship Northampton concerning the previous

voyage of his vessel.

The ship left Liverpool on the 24th March for New Orleans, with be-

tween three and four hundred emigrants ; six or seven deaths occuiTcd

among the children during the voyage, from bowel complaint. The first

death was two weeks out from Liverpool. Has carried emigrants for

seven years, and considers he had less sickness on that voyage than usual.

He is well acquainted with yellow fever, having seen much of it in

Havana and various other parts of the world ; had not a single case during

the passage.

A German died off Abaco, mth some chronic disease ; was troubled

frequently with bleeding at the nose.

Richardson, a hand on board, was taken sick three weeks after the ship

arrived in port.

Water used on the voyage was better than that usually obtained in

Livei-pool. The ship was kept very clean.

There was nothing like black vomit in any part of the ship on her

arrival here.

The mate died on her return trip to Liverpool ; sickened after leaving

the bar ; was sick four days with yellow fever ; no other person con-

tracted the disease.

TESTIMONY OF DR. BROWNING.

Case 1.—His first occurred on Old Levee street, near the Mint. The
man's name was Rohanson, a native of Germany, had been in the city

seven months, first visited him on the 21st June, taken on the 18th June,
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died on the fiftli day; turned yellow as soon as dead ; liad no communica-
tion witLi the shipping ; was the iirst case in the vicinity ; five or six cases

occurred in the same locality shortly afterwards ; the neighborhood was
densely populated ; thinks some of these cases may have visited the upper
part of the city; a case occurred in the adjoining house within five days

after the first one spoken of, cases followed each other in the same locality

until the last of June.

TESTIMONY OF DR. W. B. LINDSAY,

Case 1.—First case occurred on the 13th day of June, in St, John the

Baptiste street, near St, James, the patient was Mr. Donnell, who was a

stevedore, and discharged the ship Northampton, which arrived from Livr

erpool on the 9th of May, she came direct and lay near the Waterworks.
It was said that nine persons died with black vomit on board of her, when
near here, one died after the ship had arrived in the river. Pashley the

stevedore who discharged the ship, informed Dr. L., that five of his hands
out of twelve became sick, with the fever, five others were taken sick in

the same house with Donnell a few days afterwards, the first case on the

fifth day ; these cases were visited by numerous friends. The locality

rather a clean one, but crowded ; cistern and hydrant water were used.

Case 2.—Second case Henry Grubbel, St. John the Baptiste street,

between Orange and Richard streets, sent to the Charity Hospital, 12tli

June.

Case 3—An ostler, four months in the country, had never bfeen from
the stable yard in Orange street, no other case seemed to follow the Ger-

man ostler.

Dr. Lindsay mentioned the case of Dr. Hughes fifteen miles from Port
Gibson, who was taken after a carpenter who came from Port Gibson and
sickened, then a young lady, and one other person besides Dr. H. ; the

carpenter died. There were two weeks interval between the first and
second cases. The Dr. thinks the disease milder generally in the country
than in town, cannot say if the disease is contagious, thinks the weather
has little effect in producing it.

A son of Mr. Deacon, a Creole, aged 17 years, had fever this summer.

TESTIMONY OF DR. SHUPPERT.

Case 1.—Saw a case of yellow fever on the 28th of May, on board of

the ship Augusta, from Bremen. The Augusta came up in the same tow
with ship Camboden Castle, which ship stopped at Kingston, Ja. The Au-
gusta lay opposite the Bull's Head, in the Fourth District, the case was
that of a sailor who recovered after an illness of fifteen days, he remained
on board the ship during the time. On the 24th of May, a butcher by
the name of Kelterning, who had resided two years in the city, and was
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then living on Chippewa, between Seventh and Eighth streets, with a wife

and two children, took the disease ; neither his wife or children were
attacked ; this was his second case. The third case was John Haar, the

cook on board the ship Augusta, (already mentioned) he died on the third

day with black vomit ; on the 2'7th, three more cases occurred on board

the same ship, their names were G. Wootte, F. Lowber and Herman Brunt,

Wootte and Brunt went to the Hospital and died, Lowber remained on
board and recovered. The ship Augusta was very clean, she had no sick-

ness until some days after her arrival, was sixty-six days on the passage.

Dr. S. has seen five cases of recovery from black vomit. Has practised

in the city two years. Dr. Shuppert thinks his cases were the first in the

city. The Dr. heard that much sickness occurred on board the Cambo-
den Castle.

TESTIMONY OF DR. LEMONIER.

Case 1.—The first case seen this year of yellow fever was on the 4th

of July, at the Bull's Head, Religious street, near Celeste, in Mr. Ahern's

family, saw two cases there, one a boy of thirteen years and subsequently

his sister, a girl of fifteen. The Dr. does not think these cases were caused

by importation of fever from abroad, but by the locality. The neighbor-

hood being wet, without drainage, containing many small tenements,

crowded with destitute emigrants.

Ahern's family arrived on the 25th of Dec, 1852, fi'om Ireland. The
Dr. has not come to the conclusion that the disease is communicable, he
considers yellow fever rather allied to bilious than to typhoid or typhus.

Near the last of Sept., Dr. L. attended the Nunnery below the city, one
of the nuns being sick with yellow fever. This was her second summer
here. The Dr. is confident she had not in any way been exposed to per-

sonal contagion, although the disease was epidemic in the neighborhood.

Thinks quarantine useless "svith respect to yellow fever. Does not think

it would spread here if brought from the West Indies. Has known no
instance in his pratice of recovery from genuine black vomit. Knows of

no instance where the same person had more than one attack of true yel-

low fever—never has known Creole children from Creole parents, in this

city, to have yellow fever. Never in his whole practice saw a child under
ten years of age with genuine yellow fever. Recognizes a peculiar speci-

fic odor which emanates fr'om yellow fever patients during the latter

stage.

TESTIMONY OF DR. WARREN STONE.

Contagion.—Dr. Stone states his belief to be decidedly against the

contagious nature of the disease. Saw his earliest cases this year in the

Charity Hospital. Has known instances where cases coming here from
the West Indies early in the season, which recovered or died, caused no
spread of the disease at the time, although at a subsequent period the dis-

2
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ease prevailed in tlie city. Dr. Stone thinks that yellow fever does not

produce its kind as is the case with small pox, measles, &c. In 1833, the

fever prevailed in the Hospital ; the nurses generally escaped until late in

the season, when its progress was more extensive. The Hospital usually

contains cases brought there early in the season, but the neighborhood

and vicinity escaped imtil the disease became epidemic. The epidemic

influence, or that condition of the atmosphere favorable to the develop-

ment of the disease, prevailed to a much greater extent than usual, and in

consequence spontaneous cases arose. The majority of cases in the coun-

try were spontaneous ones. The Dr. mentioned Mrs. McCausland's case as

in point. He took pains to inquire, and learned that this lady had not

seen a sick person anterior to her attack. Heard it remarked that in the

coimtry animals did not thrive as well as usual this summer. He con-

siders the poison of the disease analogous to that of other years : there was
something in the atmosphere which rendered the system more susceptible.

Thinks there is nothing in the locality of New Orleans more obnoxious to

yellow fever than any other place under the same influences of climate.

The Dr. knew cases which came fi'om Baton Rouge ; no fever spread

from them. One case at Duplantier's, occurred of this character. Many
cases reported as having been caught from others are proved not to be so

on inquiry.

Many old Creoles in that parish secluded themselves entirely and would
not go out at all ; they seemed to have the disease as fatally as others. The
Dr. mentions the fact, that frequently portions of families equally suscep-

tible, and as much exposed as those who had the disease, escaped. Thinks
that quarantine, so far as yellow fever is concerned, would be perfectly

useless ; it might be ser\aceable in relation to other diseases. Thinks that

fever might be brought here without extending, unless there should be
an epidemic influence. Mentions the case of Miss Lumer, five or six

squares above Jackson street, in which the patient had not been exposed
to any fever : thinks the fever generally originates here.

TESTIMONy OF DR. S. D. CAMPBELL.

Case 1.—Dr. Campbell's first case of yellow fever occmred on the 6th

of June, in Jacob street, between Thalia and Erato ; the patient died on
the 12tli; threw up black vomit. The man had been in the country six

months ; his habits were good ; rarely left the house, and had not been
exposed to the disease ; lived with a tailor named Bent, who was unaccU-
mated. Bent's wife had the disease three weeks after. The Dr, inquired

at the time, and satisfied himself that he had had no communication with

the shipping.

On the 14th of Jime, Dr. C, visited a young German woman, in Jacob
street, one block nearer the Basin, laboring under fever; from the 14th to

the 19th, saw five cases in this house ; two of these cases died, the remain-

der recovered. The men were carpenters. The Dr. ascertained that none
of them had been exposed to the disease. The dwellings in Jacob street
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are chiefly shanties, built of flatboat materials. Dr. Campbell does not

thinks the disease communicable. Has seen no instances of recovery

from black vomit ; has seen many cases among children ; no deaths. The
children were mostly natives.

TESTIMONY OF DR. MATHER.

Case 1.—The Dr.'s first case occurred at the comer of Tchoupitoulas

and Orange streets, on the 11th day of June. The man vpas dead when
the Dr. arrived ; he was an Ii-ishman, who had been in the city six weeks.

About the middle of July, was called to see a case on Nayades street.

Dr. Mather observed a peculiar malignancy in the disease near the comer
of St. Josephine and Carroll streets, not a single house escaping within

two squares of that neighborhood : this was the last of July and begin-

ning of August. The cases tenninated generally in from twenty-fom' to

seventy-two hours. The houses are built, as a general rule, directly upon
the groimd, of flatboat materials, and were much crowded. Laborers gen-

erally reside there, those men who work in the swamps, and have no com-
munication -vdxh the shipping. Has seen no case which he considers a

second attack of yellow fever. Has seen one case of recovery -wdth black

vomit, a girl of twelve years of age. Thinks the intemperate more likely

to die. Among the imaccUmated all fevers have assumed the type of yel-

low fever. Mentioned a case at the Lake end of the Shell Road, the wife

of the light-house keeper, who had not visited the city for eight weeks.

Her son died five days previously ; does not know if he had been ex-

posed. Has seen many facts this year which would induce him to believe

the fever more contagious than formerly.

TESTIMONY OF DR. McGIBBON.

Case 1.—The first cases seen were in the Charity Hospital, {vide Van-
derlinden's statement.)

The first case in private practice was Thomas Murray, residing at the

comer of Bacchus and Fourth streets, on the 24th of June. Six unacch-

mated persons resided in the same house, who did not take the fever until

one month afterwards, say the 23d of July. The fever was very severe

in this locality dming the latter pai't of July. Murray worked in a milk
stable ; does not think he had any communication -with the shipping.^

.^
On the loth of July, John Cribben was taken vrith the fever ; his wife,

son, and sister-in-law, soon sfter. His father and brother, although un-

acchmated, and residing in the same house, did not contract it.

An old man and his wife, residing at the corner of Perdido o^nd Adelaide
streets, had the fever, although they had no communication with persons

abroad.

He has seen no case of fever occurring twice in the same individual.
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Dr. McG. does not think the disease contagious. He mentioned the

case of Daniels, who was carried to the Charity Hospital on the 29th of

May, 1848, and died without communicating it to others in the same
ward.

Has seen no case of fever this year in acclimated persons which assumed
a yellow fever type. The disease, when fatal, terminated on the fifth to

the eighth day. Thinks the recently arrived emigrant, if robust, has the

disease more severely. Has little doubt but that the intemperate fall more
readily victims to the disease. Has seen many children have the fever

:

has not seen any case of black vomit among negroes : has seen two cases

of recoverv from black vomit.

TESTIMONY OF DR. WOOD.

Case 1.—Dr. Wood stated that his first case of yellow fever occurred

on the 9th of June, he saw the man the 12th, and death ensued on the

14th. He was an Irishman and Avorked on the levee, a week previous to

his illness he made a trip on the steamer Dr. Bates as a deck hand.

Knows no other cases emg,nating from this, although his wife and others

of his family who were Avith him, were unacclimated.

Case 2.—Dr. Wood's second case was a clerk in a cotton press, it oc-

curred on the 20th of June.

All Dr. Wood's early cases were between Magazine and the river, and
below Felicity Road.

Dr. Wood believes the disease is not contagious, has never seen a

second case in the same individual, his cases of remittent and intermittent

fevers did not assume the appearance of yellow fever, has seen one recovery

from black vomit, a girl of twelve years of age ; thinks an intemperate

person more susceptible, and the case more apt to terminate fatally.

The majority of fatal cases terminated on the fifth day, has never ob-

served any peculiar odor from yellow fever patients, does not remember
any fatal cases among the negro population, has seen cases among Creoles

generally under seven years of age.

TESTIMONY OF DR. MEUX.

Case 1.—The Dr. saw his first case about the 20th of July, near the

waterworks, a child, a native of the city ; has seen many cases and one-

fourth of those seen by him this summer, were children born here. The
children from ten to fifteen months up to as many years ; some of them
had passed through several epidemics without taking the disease ; has

treated this year ten or twelve negroes with the fever.

Dr. Meux thinks the disease communicable, especially in an epidemic

condition of the atmosphere ; thinks irregularities of living and dissipa-

tion, causes creating susceptibility to the disease
; he has seen cases of yel-

low fever here every year neai'ly. The Dr. does not consider the disease
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as necessarily a contagious disease under all circumstances ; lie thinks the

poison fereal not personal ; thinks fear a poAverful agent in promoting sus-

ceptibility ; saw one case of recovery from black vomit ; thinks the disease

worse in crowded localities.

In Attakapas, a certain family had the disease, with the exception of a

lady, who had had it in the city, in 1847. The son came from Last Island

(on the gulf shore) to visit his father, and died in four days, this occurred

about the 24th of September. This family had attended the funeral of a

lady, who died after nursing a man who came fi"om New Orleans ; has

heard in former years of similar instances, where the disease has spread

from a, focus ; thinks that a quarantine would be effectual in excluding the

disease, except in an epidemic condition of the atmosphere.

TESTIMONY OF DR. WHITE.

Case 1.—Has resided in the city two years. His first cases occurred

on the 1st July, near Felicity Road, in St. John Baptiste, Pacanier, Reli-

gious and Second streets. Draymen and stevedores were his principle

patients. His wife, and self, had the fever this summer.
Has not seen any cases this year which would induce him to believe

that yellow fever was contagious. He has observed a peculiar smell in

yellow fever jDatients.

Madisonville.—Went to Madison\nlle early in Sej^tember. The first

case heard of there was Dr. Jones' child. Mr. Love, of Co\'ington,

attended the funeral of Captain Smith, in Madisonville; returned to

Co\'ington, was taken with fever, and died in four days. Fever prevailed

in Covington previous to this case.

There is a large swamp near Madison-\dlle ; one-quarter of a mile from
Captain Smith's was a stagnant pool, which was very offensive.

In the month of September, the days were warm and the nights cool,

so much so that fires were comfortable.

Noticed much electricity ; this appeared to have no influence in pro-

moting the disease.

Has seen two cases of recovery from black vomit in private practice

;

both boys, about 6 and 8 years of age. Knew of six cases of recovery

in the Charity Hospital ; they were generally middle aged men. Thinks
the intemperate have less chance of recovery than the temperate.

In one case of an acclimated subject, suftering with fever, saw no
symptoms of the disease. Has seen cases of yellow fever in creole chil-

dren. Observed the pecuHar odor spoken of above, in his own person,

previous to his attack.

TESTIMONY OF DR. J. B. HENDERSON.

Case 1.—Dr. Henderson states that his earliest case was Margaret

Russel, residing in Tchoupitoulas street. She was taken sick on the 5th
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of June ; was sent to the Charity Hospital on the 10th, and died on the

11th with black vomit. Had seen earlier cases in the hospital, which
were considered yellow fever cases by some. Dr. H. does not consider

they were such ; certain symptoms were wanting, such as yellowness of

the skin ; considered them as cases of gastritis.

Case 2.—The first case the Dr. saw in private practice, was an Irish-

man, living on St. John Baptiste street. He was a steamboat hand on a

Coast packet; had black vomit on the 15th of June. No other persons

were taken sick in the house until eight or ten days after. The location

was filthy and crowded with emigrants.

Case 3.—The third case seen was Miss Baker, who resided on Reli-

gious street near Race street. She was taken on the 22d of June, and
recovered. Her family Avere in good circumstances, but their residence

Avas surrounded by filthy tenements. Saw but one instance of escape in

a family Avere all were susceptible. Knew three cases of recovery from
black vomit ; all males. Never saw a second case of fcA^er in the same
individual. Miss Pearsall slept in the same house with Miss Baker ; re-

turned to Terpsichore street, and, ten days afterAvards, sickened and died.

None of the family, or tljose Avho nursed Miss Baker, took the disease

until several weeks after, although they were unacclimated.

Yazoo.—The first case in Yazoo was a Mr. Humphries, Avho died after

a Aveek's illness, on the 1st of September. He was a trader on the river,

above Yazoo, and might, possibly, have been in Vicksburg. During the

summer he lived on board his flatboat, three or four hundred yards above
the Steamboat Landing.

Case 2.—An old resident, who lived in a warehouse at the Steamboat
Landing. Goods from New Orleans might have been stored there. The
disease did not spread from these cases ; but next appeared, simulta-

neously, in difierent places, in the town remote from them. J. W. Fetty,

an early case, died on the 13th ; he was ill one week ; had no communi-
cation Avith sick persons. The disease appeared on a plantation on the
river; those remote from it escaped; negroes died with black vomit.
Dysenteries prevailed in the beginning of the summer.

The summer in Yazoo was A^ery sultry, Mr. Sessions' plantation, four

miles beloAv the town escaped the disease ; one case was carried there, but
it did not spread.

On the opposite side of the river, three miles below Yazoo—on Dr.
Mills' plantation—the disease spread, and many cases occurred among
the negroes as Avell as Avhites ; many Avhite persons on the plantation
escaped. The Dr. saAv many cases a few miles in the country; from
which, the disease did not spread.

TESTIMONY OF DR. G. W. CROSS.

Case 1.—Dr. Cross states that his first case occurred near Gormley's
Basin, about the 20th July.

The greatest portion of cases treated by the Dr. this year, Avere in the
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vicinity of Dryades, Market, Julia and St. Mary streets ; and thence, back-

wards toward the swamp. The deaths occurred most frequently on the

third and fourth days. Has never seen a second case of yellow fever in

the same individual.

Did not observe that occu^Dation had any influence in causing the dis-

ease ; or, that temperance or intemperance influenced its attacks.

When on the coast of the Mississippi, he found that the negroes from

Kentucky and Virginia sufiered most severely. The Dr. has known
cases at the Lake end of the Eailroad, which he believes originated

there.

Dr. Cross states, that there were no cases of fever in the Penitentiary

of Louisiana, up to the 29th of September,

TESTIMONY OF DR. PORTER.

Case 1.—Dr. Porter's first case was on the 28th or 29th of July; it

occurred in Robinson street ; there were several persons in the house

;

the rooms were small, ( ten feet square ) five persons in the room, and
three in bed. At that time fever prevailed exclusively in the city. Dr, P.

considers the intemperate less likely to recover.

Dr, P, visited Thibodeauxville the latter part of the season. The
weather was warm during the day, and cool at night. The fever pre-

vailed through the neighborhood to the distance of fifteen miles from
Thibodeaux, without communication with it or with each other.

The first case in the neighborhood of Napoleonville w^as the servant of

Dr. Kitridge, li\ang one and a half miles distant ; he had never left the

plantation ; is positive the negro had yellow fever, although he saw him
but once, and then no black vomit had occurred ; thinks the negro had
been sick four or five days. Dr. Kitridge's child was taken. The next

case seen by Dr. P. was a negro man at Mr. Webb's, six miles below
Thibodeaux ; there was positively no communication between the patient

and the sick, except through the medium of physicians. The plantations

were guarded with much care and strict non-intercouse established.

Steamboats pass Mr. Webb's and discharge freight; wagons are fre-

quently sent to town from the plantations.

Maj. Nelson isolated himself with care, he took tbe disease notwith-

standing.

TESTIMONY OF DR. WM. P. SUNDERLAND.

Case 1.—His first case occim-ed on the 10th of June, in the person of

an Irishman, who had been in the coimtry six months. This man lived

in Race street, between Tchoupitoulas and Religious streets ; had been
sick six days ; found the man dead ; had the black vomit. The second
case was a warehouseman who worked on Tchoupitoulas street; had not

been exposed to the sun ; inquired and learned that he had not been ex-

posed to the disease, nor had he visited the shipping.
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The next case was a Avoman in a neighboring house, who was sent to

the Charity Hospital. (It is believed that this woman was Margaret Rus-

sell). The Dr. observed that the disease radiated fi'om the locality above

mentioned in every direction. When it reached St. Andrew street, a

servant girl, li-\T.ng on that street, was taken with fever, and carried to

Chippewa street, above Eighth street, amongst her friends ; none took the

disease from the girl, nor did they have it until it had reached that local-

ity in its regular progress. Another servant girl, from Chesnut, corner of

Seventh, visited her friend in the infected district, returned, and two days

after had the fever. It did not spread from her, nor did other cases occur

in the neighorhood until two weeks after, when the progress of the disease

embraced the locality. Many persons who were buried by the corpo-

ration from this infected district, were carried to the Washington Cemetery,

the unacclimated persons employed there in burying the dead, did not

take the disease until it reached the ground in its progressive march.

Dr. Surderland saw the first case in Gretna (opposite the upper part of

the city). A boy had visited his parents who were sick in ISTew Orleans

;

he returned to Gretna, was taken sick and died. No other case occurred

until four or five days afterwards.

J^'ort Adams.—When tne Dr. arrived, there were eleven cases in Fort

Adams, and entirely among those who took most pains to seclude them-
selves.

Considers fear a predisposing cause ; cannot believe the disease to be
communicable. With regard to rain, this year was similar to that of

1847. Mr. Bowen stated to the Dr. that an unusual number of cows
had died during the summer. The negro race generally had the disease

lighter. The Cr. gives three cases of recovery from black vomit out of

twelve. Thinks he has seen this disease in New Orleans every year since

1845. Thinks it originates here, and that the only difference between
the fever of this, and previous years is in its malignity.

Dr. Sunderland was at Fort Adams on the 16th October; there were
then eleven cases of a mild character. The first case in the vicinity

occurred one mile from the river, and two miles from Fort Adams. The
people had not been in Fort Adams for two months previously ; they re-

sided on a hill ; were poor, and their diet meagre. Three or four died,

one after the other. The fever must have arisen among them sponta-

neously, as they had no communication with either the steamboats or the

town. The next case happened on the Monterico Plantation, six miles

from Fort Adams, and three from the river. The first case was the wife

of the overseer ; was pregnant, and could not well leave the house ; she
told the Dr. she had not left the house for two months previous to her
attack. This, also, was a high elevation ; the highest in the country ; two
children, six and ten years of age, next took sick on the same place.

Forty-three ( 43 ) negroes sickened after the children, and then the over-

seer, who died. Dr. Sheppard, who came from Pickneyville, professionally,

was the next case. There was no communication between Fort Adams
and Monterico, at the time the first cases occurred at the latter place.
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The first cases in Fort Adams were in the family of a Dutchman, who
never siifl'ered any of his family to approach the Steamboat Landing.

TESTIMONY OF DR. S. W. DALTON.

Case 1.—Dr. Dalton saw his first case on the first of July; thinks the

disease of domestic origin. Assisted Dr. Fenner in the examination of the

first cases which occurred, and ascertained that they had no connection

with importation ; heard there were undoubted cases of yellow fever in

May ; so stated by Drs. Fenner and Choppin. He next heard of it in the

neighborhood of St. Mary's Market ; early in July, it was at its height in

that vicinity. Dr. D. thinks the disease not contagious ; thinks it com-
municable, infectious, but not contagious. It may be transmitted fi-om

house to house. In an ordinarily healthy year it would not spread from
a sporadic case, A certain meteorological condition of the atmosphere

is necessary to cause the disease to spread. The fever of this year differs

from former years in an exceeding expansion of caloric upon the capillary

system, producing haemorrhage ; did not observe this year any approach,

to typhoid symptoms ; there was more febrile excitement. Thinks a case

imported here in ordinary years will not give rise to an epidemic ; thinks

there is some electrical condition of the atmosphere which gives rise to

an epidemic. Has seen two or three cases of recovery from what is called

black vomit. The Dr. thinks the matter ejected was blood which had
been swallowed. Has seen the disease twice in the same person. At-

tended a man named Bo-svTnan this year for yellow fever whom he had
attended in 1847, for the same disease; knows a case of the .same nature;

a man named Kavanaugh, who was attended by Dr. Stone ; knew a case

of a mulatto, who had a second attack after an interval of three weeks

;

has known unacclimated nurses to escape. In a family named Lyons, four

were sick ; a brother, who nursed them, escaped ; he was unacclimated.

The fever this year did not subside for want of subjects, but ran its

course, the epidemic condition ceasing to exist. Many creole children,

more than usual, were taken generally between six and nine years of age.

No children of creole parents were noticed as having the disease ; observed

a peculiar odor emanating from yellow fever patients ; thinks that crowd-

ing emigrants into small spaces in this latitude will j)roduce yellow fever.

Thinks that quarantine, as far as yellow fever is concerned, would be use-

less ; thinks that emigrant ships should sometimes be quarantined. Eveiy
person living in the city should have a room including a space of eight

hundred cubic feet. Thinks that crowded lodgings are one of the prolific

sources of disease at present existing in the city.

TESTIMONY OF DR. JOHN J. KERR.

Case 1.—Dr. K.'s first case of yellow fever was in Spain street, in the

house of a German named Melchert ; there were three cases in one family,

3
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father and two sons ; the youngest first, the eldest second, the father last,

who died. The disease was general in the Third District. The Dr. was

unable to trace cases from house to house. Only some members of fami-

lies where all were susceptible, took the disease. The gutters in the local-

ity were generally filthy. Many persons who said they had had yellow

fever had it again this year; were found to have had it in 1848 or 1849,

and not in epidemic years. Thinks the fever of this year more mahgnant,

but differing in no other way.

TESTIMONY OF DR. B. H. MOSS.

(j(ise 1.—His first case of yellow fever occurred on the tenth of July,

near Gormley's Canal, in the person of Mrs. Holland. The patient was a

German wholiad been in the city one year ; was not much in the habit

of going out of the house ; thinks she had not been exposed to the disease.

On the lYth, the Dr. saw three cases, all Germans, living near Gormley's

Basin one of whom died without black vomit. There was no communi-

cation between these and the above-mentioned. He knew of no cases

near Gormley's Basin, eariier than the above..

(7ase 2.—His second case occurred on the twelfth of July, the subject

a Mr. Boyd, a book-keeper, employed in Tchoupitoulas street, but who
resided on St. John street. On the thirteenth, saw three cases on Tchou-

pitoulas street; Irish people; two girls and one man. On the fourteenth, a-

case occmi'ed on Hevia street, in a shoe store ; on the same day, a lady on

Terpsichore street. There could have been no communication with the

shipping in the latter case.

Dr. M. thinks it possible that yellow fever may be transmitted from one

person to another, and refers to the case of Mr. H. E. W. Hill as confimi-

ing this opinion. Dr. Milano, an Italian, who came fi'om over the Lake,

passed through the city and the town of CarroUton, on his way to Hill's

plantation. At this time yellow fever was prevailing in both places. Five

days after his arrival he was taken sick, and died in five days. Mr. Hill

was constantly with Milano during his illness, and was present at his death,

and supported him. Mr. Hill was taken the next day, and died the twelfth

of his sickness. This was his only exposm'e, having confined him-

self to the plantation, nineteen miles above the city, during the summer.

Bilious and remittent fevers, and dysenteries during the early part of the

season prevailed among the negroes of Hill's plantation, and some cases ex-

isted up to the time of his sickness. At this time, Mr. Kenner's son, Hving

on the opposite side of the river, died with black vomit. Mr. Hill's over-

seer was not much with him dming his sickness, but was in the room
when he was laid out : up to this time, (October 19,) has not had the

fever.

Mississippi City, Miss.—Col. Pleyer, of Mississippi City, was taken

sick on the fifth of October ; threw up something black two days after,

and died with black vomit. Col. P. had had no communication with any
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sick persons, but probably went on board the boats from the city, and
was frequently with gentlemen who came from town. Mrs. Pleyer has

not yet had the fever. A Mr. Martin died in July, with black vomit, in a

room below that occuiDied by Col. Pleyei".

TESTIMONY OF DR. RUSHTON.

Case 1.—My first case was a boy of seventeen years of age, living in

Benjamin street, between Constance and Tchoupitoulas streets, on the

23d July. He was carried to Jackson street, between Claiborne and Der-

bigny, the house of his brother ; at this time there were no cases of yellow

fever in the locality to which he was carried ; five days after, his brother's

wife contracted the disease, and two days more, his brother likewise ; the

former died vsdth black vomit.

Dr. Milano came to Mr. Harry Hill's house, above Carrollton, was
taken sick, having passed through that town on his way, and died with

black vomit. Within twenty-four hours after his death, Mr. Hill was
taken, and died in five days with black vomit. Mr. Hill had not been
exposed in any other way to the disease than by contact with Milano.

Mr. Leech, who was the overseer on Waggaman's plantation, visited a
house on the opposite side of the river; was exposed in no other way; took

the fever and died. His brother, who had never been in the vicinity of

the sick, visited him, and took the fever five days after.

Two negroes, who assisted in burying higi, died with the fever. The
yellow woman who nursed him had the fever also, but recovered. Several

negroes died on the same plantation about this period with congestive

fever.

Dr. Rushton thinks the disease contagious ; thinks so in consequence

of Mr. Hill's case; he recollects a case in 1833, which confirms this

opinion : Mrs. George came to the city from Plaquemines, spent a few
hours here, returned to the country, and died in a few days. The fever

prevailed here at the time ; several acquaintances, living in the house to

which she returned, had the fever. Dr. R. thinks the disease imported

this year, and identical with the African fever ; thinks it doubtful if it ever

originates in this place ; thinks an efiicient quarantine would be effectual

in keeping it out ; has known fever to attack those who previously had
bilious remittent and intermittent fevers, and has known those diseases to

follow ; every case of fever the Dr. has seen this year among acclimated

persons has assumed the typhoid form. Thinks the intemperate have the

fever more severely than the temperate. Black vomit is sometimes

thrown up in gastric affections.

TESTIMONY OF DR. RIDGELY.

Case 1.—The captain of the steamship Daniel Webster was the first

case seen by the Dr. ; it was a slight one ; the vessel had been in port
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three or four days from Aspinwall or Nicaragua ; tlie Captain was unwell

previous to his arrival ; did not learn if there was any yellow fever in the

port from which they sailed ; knows of no other case occurring on board

this vessel.

The second case was at Mrs. Fillrins' boarding-house in Magazine street

;

this was also a shght case ; he was a steamboat carpenter ; does not know
if he had been exposed to the disease.

The third case was a barkeeper, boarding in Magazine street, also, a

young man who had no intercourse with the shipping.

The next case was the wife of a beer bottler in Rehgious street ; this

was ten days subsequently ; this case died with black vomit. Saw three

cases near Gormley's Basin, from the 20th July to the 20th August; saw,

during the season, four or five cases of bilious remittent fever ; they did

not assume the type of yellow fever. Yellow fever, this year, late in the

season, frequently assumed a typhoid character.

Four unacclimated persons in the Doctor's family escaped the fever

entirely ; does not think the disease contagious. Has practiced here since

1831, and has seen cases of yellow fever every year; thinks it decidedly

of domestic origin. Had two servant girls in the family ; one had it, the

other escaped; his family escaped; his wife was born here. The Dr.

had the fever in 1833 ; had one case of black vomit this year which re-

covered ; saw eight or ten cases during the summer ; death ensued gen-

erally on the fifth day; convulsions usually terminated the fatal cases

among children ; saAv no cases among children born of Creole parents

;

those of American parentage more susceptible than usual.

Never noticed any peculiar smell in yellow fever patients ; thinks he
noticed an unpleasant smell in the atmosphere; observed bubbles and
much green matter in the gutters and stagnant pools; sees the same
thing every year. The Dr.'s daughter, then eight months old, had yellow

fever in 1833.

TESTIMONY OF DR. J. R. S. ZEHENDER.

May 22d, 1853.—The first well marked case I saw—Jean Trahen,
aged 32 years, married—was on Third street, between Eousseau and
Levee streets, Fourth District. The patient had been residing more
than one year in the city ; of sober habits ; worked as a cabinet-

maker. He assures me he never went among the newly arrived

emigrants, or on board of any ship for months previous. This
patient had heemorrhage from the gums and nose ; became yellow ;

recovered very slowly.

June 3d.—The second case, on Live Oak street, between Jose-
phine and St. Andrew. Patient, three years in the city ; had never
been ill previously. No haemorrhage, but became yellow on the
fifth day ; recovered.

June 22d.—Third case, on Sixth street, between Live Oak and
Jersey streets ; a female, two years residing in the city. Heemor-
rhage from bowels ; recovered slowly.
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July 12th.—A German girl, aged 16 ; resided on Pleasant street,

between Chippewa and Fulton ; seven months in the city. Had
not been among newly arrived emigrants, nor among sick persons.

On the 13th, haemorrhage from the bowels ; died on the 17th

;

black vomit. Three members of this family died, all with black
vomit.

From this date, the disease spread with fearful rapidity. The
most cases which terminated fatally were in the unpaved and unim-
proved streets, and, particularly, in the small over crowded rooms oc-

cupied hy emigrants.

I attended more than 300 persons during the epidemic ; and have
practised in the Fourth District during the last twelve years.

TESTIMONY OF DR. FENNER.

The first case of htacTc vomit that occurred, happened in one of my
wards, at the Charity Hospital, on the 28th of May; and, although so

very early in the season, it excited my apprehensions, and caused me to

inquire whether anything like yellow fever had been seen by others.

On the same day I found another case in my wards that bore a strong

resemblance to yellow fever. I then commenced a scrutinizing investiga-

tion ; being well aware that if the facts and circumstances were not then

ascertained, it woidd be vain to search for them after the lapse of even a

few months. Wherever rumor had pointed to the existence of a case of

yellow fever or anything like it, I at once repaired in person to the spot,

or sought the attending physician for the pm-pose of getting the most
authentic information, I shall now proceed to give the first cases, some-

what in the order of their occurrence as to date, and state all the attend-

ant circumstances as far as I could ascertain them.

The disease made its first appearance among the crew of the ship

"Augusta," which arrived here direct from Bremen, on the l7th day of

May, and took position at the foot of Josephine street, in the Fourth

District. On inquiry, I learned that this ship brought over 230 European
emigrants, who enjoyed good health on the voyage, having only lost two
children, which died of diarrhoea. The vessel was out fifty-two days,

passed on the south of Cuba, but did not approach more than thirty-five

or forty miles of that island. The emigrants arrived here in good health,

remained but one day, and then proceeded up to the West. The ship

Augusta was brought up from the mouth of the river by tie same tow-

boat that brought up the " Camboden Castle," a British ship, direct fi'om

Kingston, Jamaica. On the passage tip the river there was tree commu-
nication between the two ships across the towboat.

Having heard there was a great deal of yellow fever at Kingston, and
that the " Camboden Castle" had there lost her captain and several of

her crew with that disease, I took occasion to call on the consignee, in

company with Dr. Dalton. We there had the good fortune to meet with
the captain of the vessel, who was just clearing her for departure, and
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politely gave us tlie following information relative to his vessel and
yellow fever :

Memorandum of the ^^ Ship Camboden Castle."—Ca^Dtain Cliaplin, of

the ship " Camboden Castle," says he entered on duty as captain of this

vessel at Kingston, Jamaica, on the 1st of May last, the late Captain

McDonald having a short time previously died there of delirium tremens,

at private lodgings—says there was a great deal of yellow fever at that

time among the shipping at Kingston, and the Camboden Castle had lost

seven of her crew by that disease. This vessel had been in that port six

or eight weeks—was last from Newport, Wales. Says he obtained seven

new sailors to supply the places of those who had died—they were Eng-

lish and American, and he thinks they were unacclimated, though he

cannot assert this positively. He sailed from Kingston, in ballast, for

New Orleans, on the 2d day of May. Says that before leaving Kings-

ton his vessel was thoi'oughly cleansed, and well springled with chloride of
lime, to guard against the danger of sickness at sea. Says he arrived at

the Balize on the 16tli of May, and at New Orleans on the l7th, took

position at post 27, (which is in the upper part of the First District,

nearly opposite Robin street.) The ship " Augusta" was brought up the

river by the same towboat that brought up the " C. Castle," one on each

side, and there was free communication between the two ships, across the

towboat. Captain Chaplin says there has been no case offever on his vessel

since he left Kingston, either at sea or since he has been here.. He is now
loaded with cotton and will leave this evening.

—

Given June 8th, 1853.

Case 1.—On the 23d of May, Dr. Schuppert was called on board the

ship Augusta, to see G. S , a sailor, aged 21, whom he found laboring

under symptoms which he supposed indicated gastro-duodinitis—skin

hot and dry, pulse 100, violent headache, pains in the back and limbs,

tongue coated, breath foetid, nausea and vomiting of bilious matters.

On the fifth day his skin and eyes turned quite yellow. He recovered,

and was discharged on the fourteenth day.

N. B.—It will be shown presently that the first case that entered the Charity Hospital must
have been attacked on the same day of this.

Case 2.—On the 25th of May, another sailor on the same ship was
attacked with spuptoins similar to the first, though more violent. He
died on the 3 0th, in a state of delirium. Soon after death the body
turned yellow, and there were ecehymoses in the dependent parts. No
haemorrhage before death. No post mortem examination allowed.

N. B.—It will presently be shown that another case, about half a mile off, and having no con-
B«ction, was attacked on the same day as this.

Cases 3 and 4.—On the 27th of May, two more sailors were attacked on
the same ship, and with the same S3riiiptoms. One of them recovered ; the
other, G. Woetle, was sent to the Charity Hospital, and died on the 30th
of May. He did not throw up black vomit before death. I witnessed
the post mortem examination of this case. The body was yellow ; lower
parts livid. The stomach contained about two ounces of black vomit.
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Case 5.—H. Bruntz, aged 21, on the same sWp, Augusta, was attacked

on the 30tli of May. Had pains in the head, back, legs and epigastrium,

but w-ithout nausea or vomiting; pulse full and strong, face and eyes

injected, eyes shining and prominent. On the third day, the eyes began

to turn yellow. On the fourth day, he was carried to the Charity Hos-
pital, where he died on the evening of the 7th June. Autopsy on the

morning of the 8th. The body was yellow ; stomach contained about

two ounces of black vomit and a small worm ; liver of a bronze color,

parts of it yellow.

Case 6.—W. K., a butcher, aged 26, had lived in 2^ew Orleans o-ae

year ; resided on Chippewa street, Fourth District, three sqvMres frora the

river and, eleven sqvMres above the ship Augusta ; had no connection with

this ship that could be ascertained ; was taken sick on the 2oth of May,
with high fever, severe pains in the head, back and limbs, great thirst,

tongnie coated, costiveness, &c., &c.. Dr. S. had him copiously bled, and
ordered an active cathartic. On the following day, petechi^e appeared

over the body, but chiefly on the extremities, haemorrhage from the nose

and gums, bowels torpid, skin and eyes slightly yellowish. Croton oil

and strong enemata had to be used before the bowels could be moved.
When they were opened, the evacuations were dark and very offensive.

At the same time he vomited a large quantity of black matters. The
bleeding from the gums continued for several days, and the skin became
quite yellow. The haemorrhage and petechise gradually disappeared, and
he was discharged cured on the 12th day.

Memorandum of the Ship Northa.mpton.—Captain Reed says, that on
his voyage from Liverpool to New Orleans, last spring, he brought three

hundred and fomteen emigrant passengers, and arrived here on the 10th
of May ; that he passed to the S^orth of Cuba, not nearer than fifty miles,

and having fine winds, he passed along there quite rapidly : that there

was not much sickness on board ; there were six deaths, four children and
two adults ; the former died of bowel complaints : one of the adults from
hsemorrhage of the nose ; says the emigrants all left his ship within three

days after arriving here. Captain E. says his ship was in better order, as

to cleanliness, when he arrived here than most vessels ; that on the voyage
she was swept every day, washed three times a week, and fumigated twice

a week with burning tar ; says there was no occasion to use the two
rooms called " the Hospital^'' as such, and they were filled with square

rigging, stores, &c. ; says he left here for Liverpool with a load of cot-

ton, on the 14th of June ; that during his entire stay here he had but
one case of fever on board his ship, and that was a boy, who was attacked

on the 10th of June, and was attended by Drs. Austin and Thorp, who
pronounced the case yelloio fever. He recovered. That after leaving

here on the 14th of June, his mate was attacked with yellow fever, and
died on the 18th. The Captain was attacked on the 20th, but very
lightly, and was never confined to bed ; says he had had yellow fever

before in Havana ; says he recollects the man James McGuigan ; that he
came over with him in May last as passenger, stewaxd or cook, aad was
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numbered among- the crew of the vessel ; says lie left the ship with the

passengers, but thinks he went into the employ of Mr. Parshley, and was
engaged in discharging her when he was taken with yellow fever ; heard
of his death before he left in June.

Yellow Fever on Board Ship Niagara.—I am indebted to Mr. John
0. Woodruff, ship agent, on Magazine street, for the following facts,

which were furnished by his clerk, Mr. Moulton, on the 'Zth of July,

1853:
"The American ship Niagara arrived here on the 30th of April, direct

J5'om New York ; took position first at post No. 3, near the foot of St.

Joseph street. Afterwards moved up to post 26, where she was laden

with cotton, and left for Liverpool on the 4th of June. Had no sickness

up to this time. On the morning of the 5th she was at the mouth of the

river, where she was detained two days getting over the bar."

" On the morning of the 8th she got outside, and the Captain, Liver-

more, telegraphed Mr. Woodruff that 'he was quite sick and had a

doctor to see him.' Li the evening Mr. W. replied by telegraph, that if

he was much sick he had better return to the city, and let another

master be sent to take charge of the ship. This message was not

received, and the ship set sail. The next we hear of this vessel was
through one that went into Galveston, the captain of which reported

that he had spoken the ship Niagara, and was informed that ' the captain

had died of yellow fever on the 10 th of June, and two men on the 11 th;

one more case on board.'' This was about the 30th of June. Heard
nothing of her since."

N. B.—It must be remembered that the ship laid in the immediate vicinity of the " Camboden
Castle," "Saxon" and "Harvest Queen."

We will now proceed with the cases at the Charity Hospital.

Case 8.—John Allen, a Scotchman, aged 24 ; had resided in the city

two years, with the exception of two months last summer spent on a

trip to Boston. Never had yellow fever; was admitted into ward 17 on
the 4th of June, then sick seven days, and was discharged cured on the

l2th. This young man was in one of my wards, and I had no hesitation

in pronouncing the case yellow fever the first time I saw him.
I learn from Dr. Benedict that this young man slept at No. 17

Religious street, but worked on the Levee. He told me he was engaged
for nine days immediately before he was taken sick, in loading the ship

"Harvest Queen" with cotton. This ship laid at post No. 26, nearly

opposite Robin street, in the upper part of the First District, and left

here for Liverpool about the 31st of May.

p. S.—Nov. 18th.—I learn from Dr. Benedict that Allen is Btill living, and has had no other
attack of yellow fever this eummer.

The ship " Harvest Queen" laid very near the " Camboden Castle,"

but Allen said he had not been on board of the latter vessel. At first he
gave a somewhat different statement, when his mind was confused, but
when entirely relieved he stated as above.
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Case 9.—Michael Mahony, Irish laborer, aged 16, from Liverpool, four

weeks on the ship " Saxon;" admitted into Hospital, ward 19, Dr. Haile,

June 6th ; then sick three days ; died on the 7th ; body turned yellow

;

large quantity of blach vomit, with sediment like coffee-grounds, in the

stomach ; liver yellowish. This young man had not been able to find

employment in the city, and was allowed to sleep on board the Saxon
every night.

I called on the consignee of the ship Saxon, Mr. Giffney, and ascer-

tained the following facts :
" The ship Saxon, Captain Crosby, from

Liverpool, direct, arrived at New Orleans on the 10th of May, after a

long passage, brought Irish emigrants ; took position at post 2Y, in the

immediate "sdcinity of the Camboden Castle. Has had no sickness on
board since the vessel arrived here, excepting the case of the boy
Mahony."

At Algiers, four squares from the river, and the same distance from the

railroad, lived Anthony Howe, whom I visited in company with Dr. Du-
mont, an intelligent French physician, residing and practicing in Algiers

since 1847, and who was in attendance on Howe in his illness. Howe is

a day laborer ; has lived in Algiers the last three years, and has never had
yellow fever before ; says that for fifteen days before he was taken sick he
was engaged in unloading the ship Jas. Titcomb, which had railroad iron.

This ship was direct from England, and was lying at Slaughter House
Point, in Algiers ; after working about a week on the vessel, she was re-

moved to the steamship landing at Lafayette ; Howe still working on board,

taking in ballast. She lay there three days, and was again taken back to

Slaughter House Point, where Howe finished working on board. On June
sixth, having some business in Jefferson City, a municipal corporation, ad-

joining Fourth District ; Howe walked up there, a distance of at least two
miles. In this walk he passed through the district where the first fevet

cases appeared; was much fatigued by it; on the seventeenth of June,

the day following, was attacked with chill, soon followed by hot fever,

pains in head &c.; sent for Dr. Dumont. At this time. Dr. D. did not

regard his case as one of yellow fever ; but now thinks it, and the first

case in Algiers, Howe had haemorrhage from nose, turned yellow, and
was sick fourteen days. Not long after Howe fell sick, his wife and child

were taken, but both recovered. On June 26th, in the same house with

Howe, but occupying a different room, a man named Gill was taken sick;

Dr. Dumont saw him, but did not consider his a case of yellow fever ; Gill

threw up no black vomit, but turned yellow.

About the time these cases were happening, a Swede, living in the next

house, was attacked with fever, and died ; soon afterwards, a Mrs. Nelson,

in an adjoining house, fell sick with fever, and died of black vomit.

Three of her chikfren were also attacked, and one died. Dr. Dumont
says the disease now spread from this one spot throughout the entire vil-

lage of Algiers. Howe stated that during his sickness there had been
scarcely any communication with his family by any of these persons. On
the 25th and 29tn of June, Eliza Lacey and Rose Turner, two Irish girls,

4
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who had lived in Alo;iers sis and nine months, -^ere admitted into the

Charity Hospital, and both died.

Dr. Langenbacker, resident surgeon in Lnzenberg Hospital, Third Dis-

trict, saw his first case of yellow fever in that District on the fifth of July,

on Moreau or Victoiy street, between Desire and Elmire streets. It Avas

the wife of a tailor, German by birth ; she recovered ; and a day or two

after the husband was taken with fever and died, throwing up black

vomit. Shortly after his death, seven other cases happened in the same
house among the inmates, who were all Germans, and li\dng together

;

the house was crowded and filthy. They had all arrived here in the

spring previous.

FOEM OF CIRCULAR.

Please famish to the Sanitary Commission of New Orleans, any informa-

tion yon may possess with regard to the following subjects, adding

snch other particulars, as you deem useful,

Received 1853. Answered 1853.

Answer received 1853.

I.—With regard to the locality, concerning which you can report.

The name of the locality is

Its limits and boundaries are

The surface soil is (state whether sandy, clayey or calcareous)

What kind of drinking water is used in your neighborhood, specifying whether well, cistern or
spring water, and whether freestone or limestone ...-.

There (has or has not) been recently extensive clearing of lands in the vicinity, or disturbance
of the soil from the digging of wells or canals, making levees, improving roads, draining or
paving of streets or any other upturning of the soU

State its position with regard to rivers, bayous, swamps, marshes, stagnant lakes or pools of
water, &c ~

1

State its condition as to drainage, does the w^ater rvm ofl freely or does it accumulate, and if so,

how near youi- place ?

II.—As regards the meteorology of your locality.

Please furnish if practicable a detailed statement of the meteorological obsei-vations of your
neighborhood for the entire year, if this cannot be obtained state as nearly as possible the con-
dition of the weather as to dampness or dryness, the temperature whether hot or cold, whether
very hot in the sun, or cool in the shade, the prevalence of rains and fogs, the electrical state
of the atmosphere as evinced by the occurrence of thunder, lightning, <fec.,and the prevalence
and direction of winds duiing the existence of the fever, and for a nionth or two previous

III.—Please state if you have ohserved anything remarkable in the Ani-

mal or Vegetable Kingdoms, prior to, or dnring the epidemic, such as

the blighting of fruit, the inordinate preralence of Hies, mosquitoes,

&c., the death of animals, or the unusual occurrance of mould, stating

its color.
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IV.—Give an approximate estimate of the popnlation of your town or

place, preTioas to tbe commencement of tlie epidemic.

Whites, over 10 years, Malea
Do. do. do. Females
Do. do. do. Both
Do. under do

Total Whites
Ofwhom are natives of the placp
Do. do. do. of the United States ,

Do. do. do. of Foreign coxmtries
Stating of -what Countrie;

Number of colored

V.—Fill np the following blanks of deaths from yellow feier.

Whites, over 10 years, Males
Do. do. do. Females
Do. do. do. Both
Do. Tinder do ,-

Total Whites
Of whom are natives of the place
Do do. do. of the United States
Do. do. do. of Foreign Cotmtries

Staring of what Conntriea.
Number of Colored .

TL—Fnrnish the same information with regard fo the cases of Yellow

Fever.

Whites, over 10 years, Malea
Do. do. do. Females..
Do. do. do. Both
Do. under do

Total Whites
Of whom are natives of the place
Do. do. do. of the United States ,

Do. do. do. of Foreign cotmtries
Stating of what Countries.

Nmnber of Colored '.

Til.—Early cases.

Give the date at which vour first case of yellow fever occurred, with as many particulars thereof
as possible

Give the same as far as practicable of the nest ten, fifteen or twenty cases
Had any of these cases been in a locality where yeUow fever was prevailing!
Are any believed by you to have arisen from, the handling of goods, clothing, &:c., or from direct
intercourse with other cases ;

Do you know of any case which appeared to have originated spontaneously without even the
suspicion of intercourse with other cases of the disease?

If you can trace the spread of the early cases of the disease from house to house or from person
to person; or, their relations to any local cause of disease—such as, vicinity to streams, ponda
or swamps, or, the direction of the wind—please do so.. .

Till.—Social condition.

What classes of your population, with reference to their personal and social habits—^whether
temperate or intemperate, occupying isolated dwellings or crowded lodgings, have suffered
most from thi^ disease—^both with regard to attacks and mortality '(

IL—Character of the Epidemic.

Give the prominent symptoms, progress, duration and termination of the cases occurring tmder
your observation ..

In what proportion of the cases was there black vomit?
Do. do. do. do. yellowness of sMn ?

Do. do. do. do. Hsmorrhager
Did other types of fever prevail at the same time ; or, did aH assume tie type or peculiarity of
the prevailing epidemic?
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Assuming^ the propagation of the disease from exposure—either to an infected atmosphere, to
personal communication with the sick, or contact with goods or clothing either of the sick or
transmitted from a locality considered infected : what lime intervened between the said ex-
posure and the appearance of premonitory symptoms, and also the developement of the dis-

ease? -

Do you regard the epidemic as tnie yellow fever?
Have you ever seen this disease before?
If you have, state where ? and when ?

Please state the whole niimber of cases of black vomit which you have seen
Also, number of recoveries thereafter

State the number of cases alledged to be the second or third attacks ; and the evidence thereof.

State, as nearly as possible, the number of persons attendant on the sick or otherwise exposed
to its possible causes, and liable thereto from never having had it, have entirely escaped during
the epidemic

[Official.] H. D. BALDWIN,
Secretary Sanitary Commission.

LOUISIANA.
TESTIMONY OF MR. GOURLAY, STUDENT OF MEDICINE IN CHARITY HOSPITAL.

Madisonville, La.—Arrived in Madisonville on the 30th August,

from New Orleans ; AA^ent to remain in the family of Dr. James Jones.

Dr. J.s' daughter was taken sick on the 21st of August, and Mrs. Smith,

a neighbor, on the same day.

The residence of Dr, Jones was near the wharf, and the children

frequently amused themselves upon it.

A schooner from New Orleans having on board a man sick with
fever, arrived at the wharf eight or ten days previous to the attack of

Miss. Jones ; the wharf is about thirty ^^ards from the house occupied
by the family. Miss. Jones died with black vomit.

Captain Smith, who resides one-quarter of a mile distant from Dr.
Jones, and whose children were also in the habit of playing on the
Avharf, and of visiting Dr. Jones' family, had two of them taken three

days subsequent to the attack of Miss. Jones. These were the first

cases which occurred in Madisonville.

A Mr. Terry, who resided some distance from Madisonville, at a
place called Pine Grove, visited New Orleans, and returned on the
20th August ; was taken sick on the 22d and died with black vomit.

The black woman who nursed him was taken sick on the 7th of
September, had black vomit and recovered. Mr. Terry sickened on
the 10th, and died with black vomit. Mr. Sherman's child, aged two
years, sickened on the 13th, and recovered. He was taken on the 28th,

and died with black vomit in six days. Dr. Jones' family removed
from Madisonville into the Piney Woods. The seamstress of the
family was taken sick two weeks after removal, and recovered.

TESTIMONY OF DR. JAMES JONES.

Case 1.—Dr. Jones' first case on the 15th July; saw others pre-
viously ; his was a gentleman living in Camp street, a few doors above
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St. Joseph street. Dr. Jones has always noticed a peculiar odor in

yellow fever patients, never noticed the same smell in other fevers.

Has several reasons for believing the fever of this year to be conta-

gious, or communicated from one person to another. His mind is not

quite made up on the subject. His own family consisted of twenty
Vmacclimated persons ; had one case only in the family after their re-

moval to the Piney Woods. Is not certain whether his child took the

fever from the sick sailor or the vessel.

Has seen the disease carried over to Madisonville in former years
without spreading ; thinks there is a difference in type in the fever

of this year; the disease of former years more paroxysmal, more
secondary fever this year, and more disposition to typhus. In several

fatal cases the course of the disease was very rapid.

The majority of cases terminate on the seventh or eighth day

;

knows of ten cases of recovery from black vomit in the Charity Hos-
pital, these were adults.

Two cases of recovery occurred, in private practice ; these were
children ; cannot say that more children have been attacked this year;

but they have had the disease more severely. Heard Mr. Harper
give an account of Terry's case ; Terry, who was a resident of Pine
Grove, came to town during the epidemic, was taken sick on his re-

turn, and died with black vomit. The nurse who attended had black

vomit and recovered ; his wife took it, and died with the black vomit
j

then his grandchild, who recovered ; then his step-son, who died. Dr.
Jones' servant also took the fever in Madisonville.

Dr. J, says that the fever of this year indicates characteristics ex-

hibited by that of no previous year
;
yellowness after death is one of

them. Thinks favorably of quarantine as an experiment ; thinks the

fever of this year may have been exacerbated by the introduction

of cases from abroad; there may be black vomit and no yellow fever.

Did not notice that it was more lenient in one portion of the city than

another; it was more so in Madisonville. Dr. Jones freely concurs

with others in the opinion that crowded localities, want of cleanliness,

&c., will promote susceptibility to the disease ; knows of no instance

of a second attack in the same individual. Has attended upon some
who considered themselves acclimated by long residence or by being
born here, and who had passed through previous epidemics, who had
the fever this year.

A remarkably singular feature is a second attack or relapse, after an
interval of a week ; has seen cases of transmissibility in typhus, never

knew a case of typhus occur twice in the same individual ; knows of

no instance of insanity having been produced by quinine.

TESTIMONY OF DR. THOS. COTTMAN.

Donaldsonville, La.— Case. 1—Dr. Cottman has seen the yellow

fever at Donaldsonville, since 1830, nearly every year, in the month of
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September. In the country it is first seen in densely populated

places, and is mostly confined to the white population. The first

cases this year occurred about the 1st of August ; the first case seen

by the Dr. was a Frenchman who arrived from France last spring;

saw him on the second day of his illness, he died with black vomit on
the fourth day ; he was a man who was active and took much exercise.

On the 20th of August, four or five cases occurred in different parts of

the town, no communication had taken place ; this locality was thickly

settled with Creoles; there is no reason for supposing that any of these

persons had communicated with the city. Boats from the city arrived

three or four times daily, but the landing is in a different pait of the

town from where the disease appeared, and no case occurred near
the landing up to the 1st of October. No cases of fever arrived on
board from New Orleans, prior to the 15th August. No cases occur-

red in the public houses, although people from the city lodged in

them ; the servants were generally white and many of them had the

fever in 1852 ; the fever was severe in Donaldsonville in 1852, more
so than in 1853.

The weather was pleasant during the summer; no mould observed
;

heat not as oppressive as last year ; there was no belief either this or
last year, that the fever was other than of domestic origin; negroes
are not very susceptible to the disease, knew of but two fatal cases
among negroes this year, both had black vomit ; has seen creole

'

children of creole parents have fever ; one Creole child died of black
vomit, only five days old.

The hospital at Donaldsonville received twenty cases per day; only
three deaths occurred in it during the season. Dr. Cottman had
fever in 1837, and again in 1853 ; does not remember to have seen
similar instances of second attack in the same person ; has never
seen any thing in yellow fever to induce him to believe in its conta-
giousness

; observed nothing peculiar in the animal or vegetable
kingdom this year.

Dr. Cottman noticed that delirium frequently appears in persons who
have taken quinine ; has never seen hiccough when quinine has not
been administered; the intemperate and habitual frequenters of grog
shops about Donaldsonville, have not had the fever this year; ob-
serves always a peculiar smell in yellow fever ; could detect a case
with his eyes closed. Ten or twelve Kentucky mule drivers came to

Donaldsonville and remained during the epidemic ; remittent and inter-

mittent fevers prevailed among them ; they occupied the same room
and slept two in the same bed, in a house where there was yellow
fever, and two deaths from it ; only one of these men took the yellow
fever, his bed-fellow had intermittent only.

Dr. Cottman meiitioned that the settlement at New River, twenty
eight miles from the Mississippi, was invaded by yellow fever, and one
entire family died with it.

These people had no communication with the coast or New Orleans.
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COMMUNICATION FROM ANDREW GENGRY, ESa.

Donaldsonville, La.—Donaldsonville consists of about twenty-

squares, each three hundred feet each way, and interveninj? streets

sixty feet wide, and contains about two thousand inhabitants; it is well

drained, and has large canals to carry off the water quickly, so that

it does not accumulate anywhere within two miles of the town during

this year.

There are neither swamp lands, stagnant waters, nor marshes with-

in several miles of the town, and although the fields are making con-

stant encroachment upon the tooods, yet by the enlargement of the

commons around the town, the plough does not approach as near as

formerly, there being now a space of near half-mile between the town
and ploughed lands. The soil has not been materially disturbed this

year.

Peaches, figs, blackberries, &c., were more abundant and finer than

usual
;
garden vegetables were also finer in the early part of the year;

but later in the summer and fall could not be grown
;
gardens were

almost a barren waste.

The common house fly, and mosquito were very numerous and an-

noying in May and .Tune, but after that less so than usual. In Sep-

tember, a fly much like the common fly in its appearance and habits,

except that it does not enter your house, and only about a sixth of its

size, made its appearance in small numbers, it is known as the cholera

fly, from its having appeared in such swarms during cholera, in 1849.

The yellow fever made its appearance as indicated, towards the

latter part of August, it did not visit our town in the form of an epi-

demic ; all who died of it were, without exception, persons who had
not resided a year in the place. The total number of deaths in the

town, from the 1st day of August to the 3 1st of October, was about

twenty, of which probably fifteen were of yellow fever.

COMMUNICATION FROM GEORGE A. PIKE, ESQ.,

BATON ROUGE. LA.

Baton Rouge is bounded on the West by the Mississippi, on the

North by a small Bayou draining a strip of swamp land. The town is

mostly located on a bluff, fifty ieet above high water mark, the lower
limit subject to overflow.

Surface soil, a thin stratum of alluvion, on a bank of red clay.

The water used is almost exclusively limestone ; well water
found plentifully, at all seasons of the year, about thirty feet from the

surface.

No rain water used ; such as have not wells use river water.

There has been no disturbance of the soil, save that which an-

nually takes place on the river banks when the river falls.

The Bayou, above referred to, in high water, sweeps round on

the Northwest limit of the town, and remains standing during
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high water, amidst large trees and other vegetable growth, common
to such places in this State.

There is but little standing water in this locality during the

months of August, September, and October.

The first case was Jessee Butner, aged about 40, a native

of Kentucky, who came to this place, on the 17th of August, in an
open buggy, with a wife and child from Texas, via Alexandria, on
Red River. The next fifteen or twenty cases occurred in a different

part of the town : viz, on Front street near the river, in low boarding

houses, amongst dissipated laborers. Some of the cases had been
in a locality were yellow fever was prevailing.

None are believed to have arisen from the handling of goods,

clothing, &c., or from direct intercourse with other cases of the

disease.

I know a number of cases which have occuiTed in this vicinity

which appeared to have originated spontaneously, without even
the suspicion of intercourse with other cases of the disease.

I cannot trace the spread of the early cases of the disease

from hou^e to house, or from person to person, or their relations to

any local cause of disease ; such as vicinity to streams, swamps, or

the direction of the wind. The greatest mortality has prevailed

on the river bank, under the bluff upon which the town is located.

If an hypothesis may be indulged in, 1 should attribute the

mortality to causes beyond the ken of observation; perhaps the

disturbance of the electric forces.

COIVIMUIVICATION FROM THOMAS C. BRO\VN, M. D., OF
BAYOU SARA, LA.

Ba3'ou Sara is an incorporated town, containing nearly 320 acres
;

but owing to the wet character of the Eastern part of the town, the

buildings are confined to the front of the river, and the Bayou
Sara, extending to the front of the hill. Its boundaries are the
Mississippi on the South, Bayou Sara on the West, Bayou Foun-
tain on the North, and a straight line on the East, running from the
Mississippi due North, till it strikes Bayou Fountain. St. Francis-
ville lies on the bluff adjoining Bayou Sara on the North, and runs
out on a ridge about a half mile, and is surrounded by deep hollows
or ravines, except on the side next to Baton Rouge, which terminates
in an elevated bluff.

The surface soil of Baton Rouge is alluvial, flat, and swampy,
with some ponds and sloughs. The drinking water is mostly
cistern, though some few use spring water ; tasting of rotten lime-

stone.

There have been no extensive clearing of lands in the vicinit3^

Messrs. Ball & Latham put up a saw mill (the Atlantic,) in the

lower part of iovm, on the bank of the Missis sippi, and run it near
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two years ; the saw dust was spread over several acres, filling some
low places, a foot or eighteen inches deep ; a levee was thrown up
around the town in 1850, and some work was done on it in 1851
and 1852. The levee surrounding the town, makes a kind of basin

of the town, which makes it very disagreeable and sultry in the

summer. The streets and gutters, alias ditches, were worked in

the spring, and early part of 18-53 ; some little work done on the

streets just at the breaking out of the epidemic.

Bayou Sara is surrounded on three sides by the Mississippi.

Baj'ou Sara and Bayou Fountain being damed up by the filling

up and grading of the Puhlic Road, to where it crosses over the

levee, it forms a stagnant lake on the Noiih side of Bayou Sara

;

and on the East of the town, it with other streams, form an extensive

marsh for five or six miles below the town ; the Cat Island Swamp
extends on the West, from Bayou Sara to the Tunica Hills, a
distance of near thirty miles. The levee on the Eastern boundary for

all the water drained from the rest of the town, and as the earth

was taken out of a ditch inside the levee, there is a pond and
marsh, which in the spring and fore part of summer covers more
than ten acres, whose ouly outlet was a culvert, passing under the

levee into the Mississippi, and when the rise of the Mississippi

prevented, it was pumped out by Messrs. Ball & Latham, with

whom the corporation had contracted to keep the water pumped
out for ten years. The Mill is now burned down. The water
stood in the lower part of the town, gradually drying up during

the summer.
The population of Bayou Sara was probably six hundred,

that of St. Francisville about half as many.
The deaths in the two towns are estimated at a little over one

hundred ; in the whole Parish of West Feliciana, including the towns,

at about one hundred and thirt3^

Early Cases.—The first I saw vpas Dr. P. P. Whicher, on the

27th of August ; the next two cases occurred in St, Francisville,

on the 1st of September; the next four cases occurred in Bayou
Sara, on the 4th, 5th, and 6th of September ; from this time,

cases steadily multiplied in Bayou Sara, and gradually extended
up into St. Francisville, where it became very malignant in October.

Dr. Whicher had been in attendance upon the son of Ex-Gov-
ernor Johnson, who came up from New Orleans with the disease,

and was taken out to the plantation. My first two cases occurred
in St. Francisville, the 1st day of September ; they were Mr. Charles
Beard and David Hamilton. I have not learned that either of

them had been where the disease existed previous to their attack,

nor can I learn that my two cases occurred in Bayou Sara on
September 4th, had any opportunity of contracting the disease

from others. Mr. Henry M. Cobb's wife, child, and servant, took it

five miles above Bayou Sara, without being able to trace it to others.

5
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Mr. David Austin's family, in all, eisht; did not have the disease

though it was all around them ; but they did not nurse or visit the

Bick. Mr. L. T. Maddox, his wife, and his brother Robert, did not

contract the disease, though they nursed his brother George, and

his son William, who both died of black vomit; they reside in a

spacious brick house fronting on the levee, and sleep in the upper
story. Mr. Thomas Garnet escaped, though he lost five children

whom he carefully nursed. Mr, William Town, nursed in his own
family, and in that of others, and did not take the fever.

In the above mentioned cases the families hved well ; were
temperate and industrious ; though the fever exempted no grade of

society
;

yet, the poor and intemperate suffered most.

In the commencement of the epidemic, and throughout its con-

tinuance, occasionally we had pure cases of intermittent and
remittent fevers, and a iew cases of protracted typhoid fever.

You ask, "Do you regard the epidemic as true yellow fever?"

Answer, I do. Because it is a continued fever, attended with

yellowness of the skin, and generally, when fatal, attended with black

vomit. It was not intermittent, nor remittent fever ; it was not typhus

nor typhoid fever; yet'it partakes of the high grade of an intense

fever of one paroxysm attended with great prostration. It is a true

typhus icterodus. " Have you seen this disease before ?" I have
seen yellow fever before, say at Woodville, Mississippi, in 1844,

but not characterized as this, with symptoms of t^^phus. The
epidemic in Woodville was characterized by inflammatory symptoms.

I had the yellow fever in 1844, and I had it again hei-e. The
chill followed by one intense paroxysm of fever lastmg twelve hours,
going entirely off, leaving me quite feeble for three days, when I

left my bed, and had no return of fever.

In some cases there were all the pains of the dengxie. Some
cases were attended with a rash ; and most, after their recovery, shed
the cuticle of the hands and feet. Nausea and a disposition to

retch, was a constant attendant on the fever. The intensity of the
fever was perceptible before the hand touched the skin. The per-
spiration had a mustj^, sour, cadaverous smell ; the faeces had the
cadaverous smell which ceased with the improvement of the patient,

The urine was suppressed in only a few cases ; but was generally
high colored and ropy. The attacks of children were generally
attended with worms, and frequently proved fatal.

TESTIMONY OF DR. RICHARDSON.

Grand Ecore, La.—Case 1.—The first case of yellow fever occurred
two miles below Grand Ecore, on the 20th of August, and was at-

tended by Dr. Williams. He was a citizen who was supposed to

have contracted the fever from the steamboat. Two young men,
recently from California, and coming from Alexandria, were the first
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cases seen by Dr. R., on the 29th of August. One of them died.

There were more recoveries, proportionably, among blacks tiian

whites. The weather was unpleasant, and very warm, with much
rain ; winds generally from the Southeast. Thinks yellow fever can-

not be strictly considered a contagious disease. This yellow fever

was imported from New Orleans to Natchitoches. Natchitoches es-

caped until late in the season, in consequence of its being less accessi-

ble than Grand Ecore. The Dr. has seen equally as unpleasant years

as the past, without any accompanying fever.

Bilious fever seemed to be supplanted by yellowfever. Bilious fever,

near the time that yellowfever made its appearance, exhibited gastric

symptoms, and sometimes patients turned yellow; when fatal, gener-

ally terminated on the 5th day. Does not think the fever which pre-

vailed this year anything unusual, nor does he think it spread either

by infection or contagion. The fever this year assumed the Typhoid
form; late in the season it became milder. Observed a peculiar smell

in the fever this year, which he considers characteristic. No stagnant

water in the vicinity which would account for the malignancy of the

disease ; knows of no case of recovery from black vomit. On
Prothoes' plantation, several persons who were Creoles took the dis-

ease and died. It is not known that they had any communication with
the boats or the town. Knows two other localities, having no com-
munication with infected districts, where the disease prevailed. Ne-
groes might have walked to the river, a distance of two miles, during
the night. Thinks that if Natchitoches could have been cut off from
all communication with infected places in the neighborhood, it might
have escaped the epidemic. It is the belief in the vicinity that after

the invasion of a disease, it might break out spontaneously in places

not exposed. The Dr. has not noticed whether the intemperate are

more subject than the temperate from attacks of yellow fever.

COMIVIUNICATION FROM FRED. R. HARVEY, PARISH OF E^ ST FELICIASA, LA.

The incorporated limits embrace an area of one square mile
;
pop-

ulation 1,300 to 1,500.

Soil.—Surface uneven
;
parts sandy, parts clayey.

Free stone well water almost universally used ; a few springs in

the suburbs, but very little depended upon.

No clearing of land within some miles of town, for some years

past. The soil has been much more than usually disturbed by work-
ing the streets and cleaning of back yards; and that, too, all through
the months of August and September, to the middle of October.

Pretty Creek is one-half mile West of town, and the Comite one
mile ; both streams overflow their banks, and inundate their swamps,
for more than a mile in width. No stagnant pools, lakes, or marshes
in the vicinity. Water runs off very readily.
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Season was unusually wet, from the 1st July ; frequent rains, ac-

companied with severe thunder and lightning.

Vegetation very rank ; fruit of all kinds very abundant. Musquetoes,
uncommonly numerous, both night and day.

September 30th.—None, so far as I can ascertain, had been in a
locality where yellow fever was prevailing ; none have arisen from the

handling of goods, clothing, or direct intercourse with other cases of

the disease. Persons of intemperate habits, if attacked by the disease,

almost sure to die ; although there are some old soakers still walking

about in our midst, apparently as good as new.
All cases of fever seemed to assume the same type of the prevailing

epidemic,

Two deaths occurred within forty-eight hours of the attack, but most
succumbed on the 5tli and 7th days.

Cases of Yellow Fever—175 to 185.

Deaths—50.

.TESTIMONY OF DR. BALL.

Case 1.—Dr. Ball's first cases occurred in the first week of July,

near Gormley's Basin ; a week afterwards, saw cases in Hercules street,

near Melpomene street ; a few days afterwards, cases below Mel-

pomene street. The disease then seemed to extend towards the New
Basin. Saw cases there the third week in July. Knows no commu-
nication to have taken place in these cases. Thinks his first case had-

no intercourse with shipping; they were laborers, some of them work-
ing in the swamp, others on the levee, as draymen. The first cases

he saw lived in crowded apartments. Did not learn that the intem-

perate were more liable to the disease than others. Many children

were attacked, who generally recovered. Knows of three cases of re-

covery from black vomit—one adult and two children.

Lake providence. Da.—Went to Lake Providence on the 24th
September ; the mortality there was very great. The fever appeared
at Lake Providence the last week in August. Mr. Odell, of New
Orleans, was sick a week earlier than the 1st of September. Mrs.
Selby ,was the first person who died ; her death took place on the 1st

September, with black vomit. She lived one-half mile from the house
in which Odell resided ; she seldom left her house. Mrs. Campbell, died

on the 11th of September, in the hotel in which Odell stopped. The
disease was the same, but more fatal there than here. It was confined

to the town; did not spread into the country, although often carried

out by persons visiting the town. Does not consider yellow fever a
communicable disease. Has seen much of it ; formerly practised in

Savannah, and subsequently in Mobile. The population of Lake
Providence is about 600, At the time of the Dr.'s departure, the

number of deaths amounted to 130,

In Fort Adams, the first case occurred the second week in October.
There were cases of fever on a plantation in the neighborhood of
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Fort Adams, two M'eeks before it appeared in Fort Adams. No
coramunicalion existed between the plantation and the town, except

by physicians. The communication between New Orleans and Fort
Adams has been uninteri'upted. this year.

TESTIMONY OF MR. ODELL.

LaJce Providence.—Resides in New Orleans ; on the 12th day of
August, arrived at Lake Providence, La. ; was in good health. Yel-
low fever occurred on board the steamer Memphis, which left the city

on the 9th of August. Mr. O, has passed three summers at New Or-
leans. On his arrival at Lake Providence, he stopped at the Sparrow
House—the principal tavern. Was taken sick two days after arrival.

Two physicians and a negro hired boy attended him. Sickened five

days after leaving New Orleans. Six days after, a little girl named
Kimball, a boarder, was taken sick and died in three days. The next
case, was that of the mother of the little girl, who died a few days
after the child ; next the landlady, Mrs. Campbell, who died ten daj's

after the death of Mrs. Kimball. The house stands on the front row,
about 100 yards from the river. There is a marsh three-fourths of a
mile wide in the rear. The banks of the river cave in yearly more or

less. The weather was fine, but warm and sultry. No other person
got off the Memphis. The next person taken sick was Mrs. Selby.

Mrs. Selby did not visit the hotel. She died seventeen or eighteen

days after ray attack ; had black vomit. During my sickness, twelve

persons sat up with me at different times ; recognizes some names
among them in the printed list of deaths.

There were several cases of yellow fever on board the Memphis,
and one death—Wm. Worsham, the first clerk and part owner of the

boat. The boat arrived in New Orleans on the 6th of August ; he
was attacked on the 7th ; she left on the 9th, and he died with black
vomit on the 11th August. Mr, O. helped to nurse him and lay him
out. Had been absent two months ; had not been in New Orleans but
three or four days previous to his trip to Lake Providence.

TESTIMONY OF BIR. WM. H. PARHAM.

Case 1.—Mr. Parham resides in New Orleans. On the 15th of

July, he left the city ; on the 15th of September, when 14 miles be-

low Lake Providence, he was taken sick. Had yellow fever in 1847
;

considers his attack of this year identical, from the similarity of symp-
toms. Frequently visited steamboats from the city, and was informed

fever existed on board. Thinks he took the disease in consequence

of these visits, although his last visit was three weeks previous to the

attack. Two negroes were sick with the fever, and treated by the

overseer, who did not contract the disease. One negro was nursed
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by the other ; the first died, the second recovered. It is probable that

they visited the boat.

Locality.—The situation vi^as high and dry.

Mrs. Haines, residing one mile below Dr. Bowman's, sickened and
died ; the physicians unacquainted with the disease. Mr. Parham
mentions the case of the Mayor of Vicksburg. He left the tovi^n and
was taken sick at Editor's Depot. No other case appeared there.

Mr. Scarborough, suffering w^ith fever, was visited by his brother, v\^ho

was attacked forty-eight hours after his return home.

The weather was not unusually rainy, but very hot; not mucll

thunder ; not more mould on leather, &c., than usual. The blight in

cotton in the hills this year was very bad ; heard old planters say

(among others Mr, Isaac Selser) it was as bad as in 1828. Mr. S.

resides in Raymond, Hinds County, Miss.

COMMUNICATION FROM LEWIS SELBY, OF LAKE PROVIDENCE, LA.

Lake Providence is situated some four hundred yards upon the

Mississippi river coast, -and from two to three hundred deep or

back. But many wlio have offices, and do business entirely in town,

live as far as two miles from tlie Cnurt-house, in it.

The ordinary alluvial soil on the Mississippi river banks.

The Mississippi water, and cistern water, the former used in a .

greater degree ; no well water.

Disturbance of soil.—None.
Position with regard to rivers, swamp, Sfc, Sfc.—The Mississippi

is on the East, and Lake Providence nearly as wide and deep as

the rivei', on the West, and eight miles long; none else.

Drainage.—The water runs immediately into the lake.

Condition of weather and winds.— At the commencement of
the epidemic, hot and dry; little fog; rain thunder and lightning;

winds South and East, or South and West.
Fruits not as good as usual; animals were sickly, and many

had swellings upon them. Fowls not fit to eat, and many of them
died ; musquetoe stings more violent, and they of a differ.ent color

and ten-fold more numerous. I never saw the twentieth part of
mould, but did not notice its color ; fungi vastly more plentiful.

Case 1.—Mrs. Selby was the first case ; and I am satisfied that

she had not been out of the village ; out of sight of her dwelling,
or on any steamboat, for at least six months before her sickness.

She having been in bad health, and from all the information I can
get, I believe she had not been in the " Sparrow House," or
nearer it than on its side-walks, in passing it, and very seldom
there for more than a month before her death.
From the information I have been able to get, no freights or

merchandize arrived here till after the death of Mrs. Selby, and
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her's was the first death known to have been caused by yellow

fever here.

I have learned that two deaths by fevers took place a day or two
after her's, one at the Sparrow House, and one directly opposite.

COMMUNICATION FROM DR. A. R. KILPATRICK, OF BLACK RIVER, CONCORDIA
PARISH, LA.

Black River, Concordia Parish, Louisiana, is bounded indefinitely;

bordering on Black and Tensas Rivers, about thirly-one and a half

degrees latitude, and fourteen degrees forty minutes and twenty

seconds longitude West from Washington, D. C.

The whole country is pure alluvium.

The most of families use cistern water, contained in wooden
cisterns ; but some use well water, which is quite brackish and.

unpleasant.

The country is comparatively new and entirely agricultural—new
fields are opening—immense deadening made annually ; and the

soil constantly upturned by the plough. The region is markedly
paludal, being cut up with sloughs, ponds, lagoons, large lakes,

and much stagnant water; besides the two rivers above mentioned.

The water does not accumulate in winter ; and runs off slowly
;

probably as much disappears by evaporation, as by transpiration.

The year was wet.

There was more rain than usual during the summer months; the

spring months were dry ; a more detailed account is appended.
We have but few fruit trees here, but those bore well and healthily.

We had an unusual quantity of house flies early in the spring, which
continued till the summer ended ; musquetoes not as troublesome

as usual ; no disease or fatality was observed amongst animals

;

mould less than common.
There was no epidemic here, but a good deal of ordinary fever,

such as intermittent and bilious remittent fever ; some citizens con-

tracted yellow fever in New Orleans and Natchez, but all recovered ;

although their convalescence was slow, with frequent relapses,

attributable to dietetic irregularities, and foolish exposure to sun

and night air ; no fatal cases.

I treated this disease in Woodville, Mississippi, in 1 844 ; and had
it myself; and a full history of that epidemic you can see in the

second volume of the New Orleans Medical Journal.

Trinity, La.—Trinity is a village of two hundred and eighty

inhabitants, at the junction of Ouachita, Tensas and Little Rivers;

and steamboats from New Orleans land there at least every week,
and in busy seasons every day. Several cases of yellow fever

were put off there last July and August, all of which died; and
some corpses were put off there and buried.

No particular precautionary measures were taken to prevent the
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spread of the disease. No one contracted the disease from those

COMMUNICATION FROM WM. B. WOOD, OF CENTREVILLE, ST. MARY, LA.

Centreville is situated on the South bank of the Bayou Teche, ten

miles above the entrance of Bayou T^che into the Atchafalaya, and

five miles below the town of Franklin, The Bayou at this point

running from West due East.

The surface soil is a mixture of sand and clay.

The only water used here for drinking purposes is cistern water.

There have not been any extensive clearings ; some however
near the village; together with a considerable opening of ditches,

and stirring of mud in the principal streets or roads of the village,

late in the summer.
The Bayou Teche, at this point, generally, is low upon its banks

;

being mushy near the waters edge; the land rising at from fifty to

six hundred feet back, to the height of several feet ; a North wind
blows directly from the Bayou into town.

The Bayou being affected by tide water, the current is always
slow ; at one time running up, and at another down. The difference

between high and low water, being only about three feet in extremes
;

but generally not more than one or two feet.

The past summer was unusually wet
;

great quantities of rain

having fallen in June and July. The heat of the sun was very

great.

There appeared to be more musquetoes, the past summer, than

I ever noticed in any previous year ; also an increased number of
flies; mould, of a drab color, was abundant during the summer
and fall.

Centreville contains not over two hundred inhabitants.

Case 1.—The first case occurred on the 15th of September, in the

person of a mulatto ; a cooper by trade ; which terminated fatally on
the ninth day, from relapse occurring on the fifth day; this was a
well marked case ; having hiccough, bleeding of the gums and nose,

and terminating in spasms, with deep yellowness of the eyes and
skin. He worked and slept in a cooper shop, immediately on the
bank of the Bayou, from which shop, from time to time, for several

years, large quantities of chips and shavings have been thrown into

the edge of the Bayou, thereby forming a wharf, some forty to fifty

feet into the Teche, all of which bank so formed is in a rottening

state. This boy slept in a room in the corner of the shop nearest

the Bayou, and immediately over this rotting bank of chips and
shavings ; he had had no intercourse with any person having yellow
fever, nor any place where that disease was supposed to prevail ; no
other case originated here until after the 1st of October.

1 do not believe any case to have arisen from the handling of
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goods, clothing, or from direct intercourse with other cases of the
disease.

The case detailed above, occurred on the 15th of September; on
the ISth of September the wind changed, from Southwest to North,
and for two weeks blew steadily from that quarter, passing directly

from the Bayou, over this bank of chips, &c., into the village. It did

not seem to spread from person to person, and showed no disposition

to contagion, as a majority of those who attended the sick escaped
the disease altogether.

All classes of our population seemed alike susceptible; the only

exception being in favor of children ; very few children having had
the disease.

During the summer and fall we had bilious intermitting and
remitting fevers, but after the 15th of September any such cases

occurring at Centreville, appeared to run into, and assume the type
of yellow fever.

I consider the epidemic, as true yellow fever.

I have seen the disease before, in Baton Rouge and on the coast

in 1843 and 1847. ''''[

I have seen no case recover from black vomit. '

'

Out of thirty-five cases I have treated this fall, two alledge that

they have had yellow fever before.

I think at least three to one of such who were exposed to the

disease, have escaped ; the fever showed no disposition to spread into

the surrounding neighborhood ; none took it, unless exposed to the

common causes in the village. One went into the country and died

with black vomit, but communicated it to none of his attendants.

TESTIMONY OF DH. J. S. COPES.

Case 1—Dr. Copes' earliest case was on the 12th of July, in

Tchoupitoulas street, near the Waterworks. There were so many
cases at that time in the immediate vicinity, that it was impossible to

say if the disease passed from one person to another.

Point Couple.—The Dr. was in the Parish of Point Coup6e, while

the fever prevailed there. Many old Creoles secluded themselves en-

tirely from their sick neighbors, but did not escape, notwithstanding.

Jacksmi, Miss^—The first cases in .Fackson were Germans, who
came from Vicksburg ; they stopped at a Porter-house, and the dis-

ease seemed to radiate from that point. In 1841 and 1844, the fever

was very bad in Vicksburg, and there was constant communication
with Jackson ; the railroad cars making three trips daily. Only one
case occurred at the latter place; this case came from Vicksburg; no
other cases seemed to emanate from it.

A Mrs. L. recently from Kentucky, stopped a few days at Brandon,
(12 miles East, by railroad, fiom Jackson) in a hotel in which a young
man, who had contracted the disease in Jackson, had died of black

6
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vomit. She came to Jackson on Friday, and the succeeding Tuesday

took the yellow fever.

Dr. Copes thinks the disease contagious under certain circumstances.

Cannot say if the disease of this year differs from that of other years

in being so ; observes a peculiar smell in yellow fever ; saw that the

musquetoes were apparently driven out of a house in Prytania street

by it. Has seen no case of recovery from black vomit. The disease

in the country was worse ; there was no disposition in the bodies to

turn yellow. Saw very few cases besides yellow fever, except a few

cases of intermittent. Intemperate persons, and those who neglect

hygeinie rules, more susceptible.

TESTIMONY OF DR. CHARLES DELERY.

Parish of St. John Baptist.—Knew of no case earlier than the 28th

of May in the Charity Hospital. First private case in latter part of

June or ] st July, The Dr. is not prepared to say if the disease is conta-

gious. Has not made up his mind whether it is of domestic origin, or

whether it is imported. In the Parish of St. John the Baptist, which
he visited, he had a better opportunity of scrutinizing the disease. The
first cases occurring there were in the lower part of the Parish, in a

hut in which many persons resided. The neighborhood is densely

settled for a mile in extent, on the banks of the river. The occupants

are chiefly woodsellers, and they are daily in communication with the

steamers from New Orleans. The next case occurred in the house
next above ; seven or eight died ; and it continued to extend up the

coast. Up to the 11th of October, it had not crossed the river, al-

though a few isolated cases appeared there. Doctor Delery heard
Doctor Fortino, from whom much of this information was obtained,

and who resides in St. John's, remark that, most of the nurses and
friends of the sick were taken with the disease. The Doctor observes

that most of the negroes whose cabins are placed thirty or forty acres

from the river bank, had very little sickness. Knows of no locality

which was perfectly free from communication with the sick ; negroes
who are placed remote from the river are less liable to attack than
those immediately on the bank. The vicissitudes of temperature were
great; the days were warm and the nights cool. Heard many cases

of blacks who recovered from black vomit ; knew of one isolated

case, which had no communication with any other, or with New Or-
leans.

COMMUNICATION FROM T. P. RICHARDSON, TRENTON, ON THE
OUACHITA RIVER, LA.

Soil of surface generally sandy.

In our village the water mostly used is that of the Ouachita river,

though several families have used cistern water ; difference not notable.

No clearing in our immediate vicinity ; the soil has been greatly dis-
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turbed by tbe improvement of tbe streets ; soil has teen brought from
a distance and spread over our main street; several new cisterns dug

;

all in May and June.

Position of Trenton : it has the Ouachita river on the East, a bayou
on the North and South, with considerable marsh on the West, filled

v\rith pools of water.

The v/ater does not run of freely, but does not accumulate under
several hundred yards of the inhabitable portion of our village.

Case 1.—The first case occurred about the first of August; lasted

some five days, and terminated fatally; and so did the first three.

Next 15 Cases.—The cases grew milder from the first to the last;

these cases had not been in a locality where yellow fever was pre-

vailing.

One among the first cases, was a merchant, who was taken while

opening goods from New Orleans.

Several families were attacked about the same time, in difierent parts

of the village.

But little difference was manifested in regard to social relations.

The proportion of cases of black vomit, was ^
Yellowness of skin, all.

Haemorrhage, ^
Few other types prevailing.

1 regard the epidemic as true yellow fever,

I have seen it before, in New Orleans, and Mobile, in 1847—'48.

The number of cases of black vomit which I have seen, is 15 or 20
The number of recovery, 1

Alleged cases of second and third attacks,

The number of persons attendant on the sick, or otherwise ex-

posed to its possible causes, and liable thereto, from never having
had it, who have entirely escaped during the epidemic, 4 or 5
Deaths occurred from the 5th to the 7th day.

COMMUNICATION FROM DR. JAS. S. GRANT, OF PATTERSONVILLE.
Dk. E. D. Fenner, New Orleans :

Dear Sir:—Your favor of the 19th inst. was duly received, but in

consequence of pressure in business I could not answer you by return

mail, I therefore employ the earliest opportunity to comply with your
request, though I must do so very briefly.

The first cases of yellow fever that occurred in this vicinity last

season, were three persons landed from the steamer P. Miller, on the

night of the 8th of August. 1 was called on the morning of the 0th,

to visit them at the place they were landed, about three miles above
our village. They compose a part of a family just emigrated to the

place, from one of the Northern States. They arrived in the city of
New Orleans, as well as I recollect from their statement, on the 1st

of August, and were necessarily detained until the 5th or 6th, On
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the nigbt previous to leaving the city, the son, a young man of 17, was.

taken suddenly ill wii\i a violent chill, followed by violent kver, deli-

rium, &c. ; in the morning his father thought him somewhat better, and'

decided, upon pursuing his journey. About 9 o'clock the eldest daugh-

ter was taken in a similar manner ; and about 12 o'clock, M., a younger

daughter of 13 years of age was also taken with symptoms like the

others. The parents horror stricken ; as I can well suppose, at what
they saw and heard in your devoted city ; decided on leaving at all

hazard. They arrived at their destination, as I before stated, on the

night of the 8th, and I saw them on the morning of the 9th. I have

not time to go into a detailed description of these cases ; suffice it to

say, that on the second day the eldest daughter, a young lady of 19,

was taken with black vomit, but lingered for forty-eight hours, and
died. The young man was taken with black vomit some twelve

hours after it commenced with his sister, and died in ten or twelye

hours after that symptom supervened. The younger sister recovered

after a serious and protracted illness.

In six or seven days after the death of these persons, a man servant

belonging on the same premises was taken with violent chill succeed-

ed with great heat, delirium, redness of eyes, &c. The delirium was
so great that it required five or six strong men to hold him. His case

terminated speedily and favorably; having no fever after the first twen-
ty-four hours ; complaining only of extreme weakness after that time.

The father and mother of the above cases and two other of their

sons, had subsequent attacks, I understood, but they did not come
under my observation.

The next case that occurred was a young man who was permitted

to pass our quarantine station on the 16th August, on a visit to a gen-

tleman about four miles above our village, upon his promise that he
would remain with his friend and not visit any other place until the

term of quarantine was completed. He remained with Captain M.
until the evening of the 22d, when he was seized with chill, succeerled

with violent fever, pains in the head, back, and limbs, injected eyes,

&c. The next morning ( the 23d ) his symptoms being somewhat
mitigated, he concluded to leave his friend's residence and was brought
to our village.

He called at my office about 3 o'clock, P. M., of the 23d, stating

that he had had a singular chill the night before, though he had had
frequent attacks of intermittent fever previously, he had never expe-
rienced any thing like the present one. He had not a violent grade of
fever at the time I first saw him, but complained of considerable head-
ache, pain in the back of the neck, back, and limbs, particularly the

calves of his legs; eyes suffused, conjunctiva injected, considerable
debility or rather prostration of strength, nausea, with frequent efforts

to vomit, spirits depressed.

To my inquiries whether he had been in any place where the yel-

lov*^ fever was prevailing, he answered that he had been in no place
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where it prevailed as an epidemic ; stated that he got aboard the mail

boat at CaiTollton, where he heaid there had been two or three spora-

dic cases, but had seen none of them. After I had prescribed for

him he returned to the hotel, and I saw no more of him until the next

afternoon, when, passing the hotel, I saw him sitting on the gallery,

apparently much worse than the preceding day. Being in haste at

the time, I simply directed him to retire to his bed and remain there

until I returned. When 1 saw him next, some five or six hours after,

I found my last injunction an unnecessary one, for he was scarcely

able to turn in bed ; on entering the room, I readily perceived that

my fears were groundless. The symptoms could not be mistaken

;

his nails at this time were purple, his skin livid, his eyes of a reddish

yellow hue, and above all other diagnostic symptoms, the peculiar

odor on entering the room, was almost suffocating.

This patient recovered after a protracted illness, with almost every
unfavorable symptom, such as hemorrhage from the gums, bowels, and
scarified surfaces. During the ihness of this man no person entered

his room, except myself, the landlord, and a black man who nursed
him, and my friend, Dr. Day, who was in with me once for a few
minutes.

The next case was an elderly lady, whom I saw frequently passing

the house while the above paiient was sick. She was taken ill 1 think

on the 30th of August, and died on the 1st of September, I cannot
speak positively of the time of her attack, as I did not attend her.

On the 6th of September, a blacksmith, whose shop stood about
one hundred feet North of the hotel ; the black boy who nursed the

above patient, and a boy from a neighboring plantation, who had a
wife at the hotel, were all taken about the same time. The black-

smith and one boy died on the 6th ; the other, I think, on the 7th day
of their illness. The other boy recovered. Upon a moments reflec-

tion it has occurred to my miud that previous to the last mentioned
case, an infant of my own was attacked in the manner above describ-

ed, I think the last day of August. iJer case differed somewhat from
the preceding ones in this particular ; the fever continued for seven

daj'S without the least intermission, and was attended with more cere-

bral symptoms than generally occurred. This child's recovery was
extremely slow.

The blacksmith was a patient of my partner, Dr. Sanders, conse-

quently I saw but little of him, until the close of the fifth day; he
being taken suddenly worse, I was called in in the absence of Dr.

Sanders. I found him almost unconscious, with haamorrhage from
every spot where scarification had been made. He survived

about twenty-four hours after I first saw him. This man occupied a
room above a dry goods store; the family of the merchant lived on
the same floor, every member of which were frequently in his room,
and every one had a subsequent attack of fever, ( six in number. ) I

requested his friends to make preparations and have him buried
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without delay, and exclude every one from his room but those neces-

sary to bury him ; but instead of taking my advice, the house was
thronged the whole time of the interval between his death and burial.

On the day previous to his death, the clerk in the store fell sick ; he
had devoted much attention to his friend ; being in his room a large

portion of his time, especially during the night. This man had a
severe attack, with one or two relapses.

From the time of the death of the blacksmith, the disease spread

rapidly; so much so that by the 21st of September we had seventy-

five cases in our vicinity. It extended to nearly every plantation for

several miles above and below our village ; respecting neither age, sex,

color, or condition in life. On some plantations, every white person,

with nearly every slave, passed through the ordeal ; while some inter-

mediate places enjoyed complete immunity. These last, however,
were restricted to non-intercourse with supposed infected districts.

In our little village, nearly every individual had the disease during

some period of its prevalence ; which continued here from the above
dates until late in December. Whenever it made its appearance in a
family, it generally, sooner or later, extended to every member, in what
we considered the infected region. Many persons who visited this

place contracted the disease ; but in no case that I learned, did they

communicate it to their friends, or attendants, when they lived beyond
certain limits. The range of country, from about six miles above
this place, to nine miles below, along the margin of the river, com-
posed our sickly region , many of the intermediate plantations,

however, remained healthy. The number of cases during its preva-

lence here, as near as I can calculate, exceeded five hundred, of which
number there were forty-five deaths.

I know of no local cause to produce such a disease here ; indeed
our place was never more healthy at the same season of year than at

the time the above cases were introduced, and I believe it might have
continued so, but for the leaven they imported. This leaven, I think,

from what I have observed, may be inert, unless deposited in a suita-

ble atmosphere or locality. Some alterations in the constituents

of the atmosphere, are necessary to render the morbific matter active,

whatever that may be. We have never had the disease in this place
since my residence here, which is eleven years. In 1839, the fever
prevailed in various parts of the Parish. Some cases occurred here
at that time, but were contracted in Franklin, or some place above,
where it prevailed with much severity. I lived at that time between
Franklin and New Iberia ; two places of its greatest ravages at that
time ; and saw much of it there ; mostly cases, I thought, contracted in
one of those places.

With regard to the comraunicability of yellow fever, I believe, had
a subject with small pox landed here, and there had never been one
person vaccinated, that disease would not have spread more extensive-

ly. I can not now produce facts to prove my assertion, as the mail
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closes in a few minutes, and I have scarcely time to make an apology

for giving so imperfect an account of the cases. You will excuse tlie

imperfection in every respect, I have not time to look over and correct.

I give you thanks for your favor accompanying your letter.

LAKE PROVIDENCE. Carroll Parish, La., December 24th, 1853.

Dr. James G. Wyly.—I have been practicing medicine in this picae

(Providence) since the 10th of this month. Previously I had been
practicing for months in Swan Lake.

There have been, to my knowledge, several cases of yellow fever carried

from this place into the country ; but none of these cases have spread in

those places to which they were carried. I know of no cases which origi-

nated spontaneously. During the epidemic, as far as my observation went,

there was no ague and /ever, remittent, and very little of any kind of

fever except the yellow fever. Attest

:

W. P. R.

E. Terry, Editor of the Carroll Watchman, Mayor of Providence.—

I

know Mr. Odell, who was sick here and recovered—said to have been the

yellow fever. (By reference to the list of arrivals at the Sparrow House
Hotel, Providence, La., for the 12th of August, 1853, we find the follow-

ing entry of the name of Mr. S. W. Odell, Camp street, New Orleans,

room No. 13. He is marked as having left on the 6th day of September,
following.) He came to Providence about the 15th of August, being
unwell at the time. No other sick passengers were landed in this 23lace

at the same time with Mr. Odell. It is my. opinion that Odell did not

have the yellow fever. He was sick about three weeks. About that time
the D. S. Stacy arrived here from New Orleans ; snagged ; and had cases

of yellow fever aboard. She lay some time at the landing. Four days
previous, the carpenter had died aboard her, and Avas buried at Milliken's

Bend.

I regard the case of Mrs. Selby ( wife of Judge Louis Selby ), as the

first we had of yellow fever. She was taken, I think, about the 25th of

August, and died near the 2d of September. She resided in the upper
part of the town. Was very seldom away from home. Do not think

there was any possibility of her having caught it from the Stacy. The
Judge had a negro boy who was in the habit of going to the boats every

day and selling peaches, &c., and it may be that he carried it in his

clothing ; but he did not have the fever until after Mrs. Selby had it.

All that I know of her going from home, was to do shopping.

The second and third cases of the fever were those of Pat. Feely and
Lula Kimble. Feely had been in the country preparing to burn bricks.

He caught cold, and was somewhat unwell when he came to town, and
was taken vnth the fever about the 27th of August. He died about the

2d of September. I consider both these cases as spontaneous in their

origin, for there was no reasonable chance for them to have taken it from
others.

Nobody landed from the Stacy. She staid here about ten hours.
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Nobody was brouglit from lier. ISTobody went aboard her except Mr.

Campbell, Dr. Bowman, and the persons connected with the wharf-boat.

. I do not think that the disease was communicated from joerson to

person, ,

I had a very good opportimity of observing and knowing the move-
ments of individuals from the place—both those who went away, and
were subsequently taken with the fever, and those who were carried away
after being taken ; and I do not know a single instance in the Parish

where the disease was contracted, "without the individual having come
to town.

Of these cases which went and were carried to the country, I know as

many as thirty or forty, reaching out in every direction. K any such a

case of communication had occurred, I am sure I should have known it.

I know that Mrs. Selby did pass by the hotel ( shopping ) at least once

while Mr. Odell was sick.

On Mr. Geo. G. Wilson's plantation, which joins the town below, there

are fifty negroes. Their quarters are within ( 150 ) one hundred and fifty

yards of houses in which the yellow fever occurred. Non-intercourse

was established, and no yellow fever occurred on Wilson's plantation.

During the epidemic, a peculiar smell pervaded the atmosphere of the

town—should have prevailed here more than in any other swampy and
damp country. Boats came from New Orleans.

Attest: W. P. R.

Dr. Benj. H. Bowman".—I have practiced in this place (Lake Provi-'

dence) since 1849. Was here when the fever commenced. Mrs. Selby

was the first case. No physician saw her except Dr. Larche, who was in

the habit of making some parade in telling circumstances, and apt to

make a large story of a small one.

On the 28th of August, a little girl, the daughter of Mrs. Kimble, was
taken sick at the hotel, with the ordinary symptons of chills and fever.

These shortly disappeared, and I ordered medicines to be given to prevent
a return ; but the child was somewhat spoiled, and refused to take them.
The chills and fever consequently returned on the next day, but in like

manner passed ofi". On the third day they returned again, and that
morning at about two o'clock, the child died ; with some appearance of

black vomit. On the 31st of August, I was called to see Feely, from the
country, but through pressure of business, ceased making minute records;

I cannot name the precise dates.

Mrs. Kimble was also taken with chills and fever the day the child

died, 31st August. On the second day she had another chill, and on
the third day she also had another chill, and then improved so decidedly
that I considered her nearly well ; but the second day afterwards she
exhibited some appearance of jaundice, and on the next day, she also

died.

The first case occurred at Judge Selby's, as before mentioned. He
resides some little distance from the hotel, and is so situated in a retired

locality as to involve necessarily no very free communication with the
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business part of the place, nor with boats landing at the levee. Do not

know whether Mrs. Selby really had yellow fever or not, though it had
been pronounced so by Dr. Larche, who attended her, and was the only

physician who saw her. Dr. Larche has since died with the fever.

I doubt, very much, whether Mr. Odell had yellow fever. He was
very badly frightened, and sick three or four weeks. He had been to

Arkansas, on a collecting tour ; and, knowing that many clerks had left

New Orleans ; determined, contrary to the advice of his friends, to go there

and get employment. On arriving, he j^aid no attention to the sickness,

until seeing a notice in the paper concerning the condition of the ceme-
teries; he concluded to go and see them for himself; where, finding things

worse than he had anticipated, he became suddenly frightened, and called

on Dr. Fenner for advice, concerning the propriety of his remaining in

the city. Dr. Fenner, finding that he had not staid over night in the

city, advised him by all aneans to leave, as soon as he could possibly get

away. He was delayed in getting a boat up the river, and became more
and more alarmed and excited. He went to his hotel, and locked himself

in the highest room he could obtain, and remained till next day ; when he
took passage for this place.

He arrived here on Friday. He and Capt. Smith ate a large water-

melon ; after which, about four o'clock, Clark was taken with yellow

fever—September 5th—and died, 9th September. And Cook, Odell and
myself still ate more ; making in all, for Odell, about one large watermelon.

He was still much frightened about the fever ; said he had been exposed

to it, and was bound to have it ; and, if he did have it, was sure to die

;

also, said' he felt bad. Every body told him it must be the fever coming
on him ; and asked him, in jest, if he did not feel pain in the head ? He
said, yes ! And, if he had not pain in his back ? He said, he had. They
then advised him, also in jest, to send for me. This was August 14th,

I saw him. His pulse was high, yet his skin was moist and in good con-

dition, and there was no unusual heat. I told him there was nothing the

matter with him, except that he was excited ; but advised him to go
home, and take some rest ; and I would call and see him in the evening.

In the evening, I saw him again ; he was in a gentle perspiration, and
had no pain in the head. To gratify him, I, however, gave him some oil

and a little calomel, which operated finely. For fom- days he lay there

in his blankets, and could not be induced to get up, though his pulse

was regular and his tongue clean. I think his case was first brought on
by over eating, excitement, fear, &c. Do not believe it was yellow fever

at all. On the eighth or ninth day he had copious hsemorrhage from the

bowels.

The fever did not spread,anywhere in the country in this vicinity. The
farthest cases were not more than six or eight hundred yards fi-om the

river. I should say that the usual population of this place is eight or

nine hundred. Of those, about three hundred remained during the preva-

lence of the epidemic.

I saw no recoveries after black vomit had occurred ; though I did see

1-
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some wlio recovered after throwing up nmcus, slightly tinged with reddish

streaks resembling blood. Saw some children who had the fever. Adults

were most subject to it. Some negroes died ; none, however, that I saw,

who had proper care, but that recovered. They seemed to suffer from it

very little more than from ordinary chills and fever. Mulattoes suiFered

from it somewhat more than the full-blooded negro. Think it was of

spontaneous origin with us.

Mrs. Kimble was a mantua-maker, and had a room in the hotel where

Odell was sick. It was said, that Mrs. Selby was in her room during the

illness of Mr. Odell. In going to her room, she would have (during the

first part of Odell's sickness) had to have passed by the room in which

Odell was sick. Feely was taken, fom-teen miles from town, with what
was called congestive fever. I never met with a case of yellow fever which

had a complete remission, like the ordinary ague. I am satisfied that

Mrs. Kimble had such a remission.

Mrs. Kimble did not come into Odell's room. Odell had two rooms

:

while he occupied one, the first, it was necessary to pass it, in following

the staircase to Mrs. Kimble's room ; when he was removed to the second

room, it was not so.

I have known of several who had the fever after leaving Providence

;

in no case, however, did it spread in those places to which they had gone.

For instance, Mr. Graves and Mr. Hayne, clerks in Mr. McFall's store,

left in the beginning of the epidemic. Graves, on the day that Mrs.

Kimble died, went to Bunche's Bend, fourteen miles from this town ; he
was there taken with the yellow fever

;
yet no one else in that place had

it. Hayne left Providence the same day and went in an opposite direc-

tion, to Joe's Bayou, fifteen miles from this town ; he there took the fever

and died
;
yet not a single case occurred there.

I am satisfied that the disease is not contagious. N'ot a solitary case

which went out from this place spread. Boats in July and August, from
New Orleans, stopped here eveiy day

;
goods, bales and parcels were also

received every day. It is possible that the fever might have in this

manner been brought and introduced here
;
yet many of those persons

who had it first, had no connection nor commimication with the boats.

Q-—Do you know of any cases of yellow fever originating out of the
limits of the town, and in no communication with it ?

A.—I think I do. Mr. Wood, an overseer on Mr, Sanford's plantation,

who kept a wood yard some miles above, and had no communication with
the town, is perhaps one. He may have been on board" of boats, and may
not. I think he was selling wood at the time. During the prevalence

of the epidemic at Vicksburg, a trader went to Ira J. Manning's planta-

tion, was taken with the fever and there died ; but there was in this case

also no spreading of the disease on or in the vicinity of the plantation.

_
Q.—During its prevalence here, did fever of any other type occur

within the limits of the town ?

A.—No. Everything seemed merged into the yellow fever. As an
instance ; I know an Irishman, who in endeavoring to mount a horse, fell
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and hurt himself, and he went straight into the yellow fever. Two
young men were in a wrestle, when one of them got a little hurt, and he
too went off into the yellow fever. So of other cases ; all seemed to tend

and merge into yellow fever.

I should think that about two-thirds of the fatal cases were attended

with black vomit. Mrs. Campbell, wife of the proprietor of the hotel,

was taken with the yellow fever, 'Ztli September. The last case ofyellow

fever in this place (Providence) was Sarah, an Irish girl, taken 28th
November. Attest: W. P. R.

Dr. Nathaniel Houghton.—I have practiced in this place since 1845.

Was absent on the first breaking out of the epidemic. Arrived from the

North on the 13th of September. There had then been ten or eleven

deaths. I do not know of any cases which originated out of the limits of

the town, spontaneously. Mrs. Selby never exposed herself to the fever

as any one knows of; ,she had no communication with any steamboats;

was in the habit of going out very little. Pretty much all I know
regarding her case is by report. I did not attend her. I saw no cases

which led me to suspect contagion. I know of no local cause which
should predispose this town in particular to those severe attacks of yellow

fever
;

yet, like most other places similarly situated, it is dirty and filthy.

Do not think there were any stagnant waters in the place at that time of

the year. The lake, which lies about half a mile off, is clear. There
was no yellow fever on either of its sides, except single cases which had
been carried there from the town. Most of them were persons who
usually resided in the town, but were temporarily in the country. I saw
a good many cases of black vomit, and I saw children who had the fever

;

but adults seemed to be most subject to it. Saw in the meantime very

little of any kind of disease ; they all seemed to run into yellow fever.

We had a remarkable season ; a very pure, dry atmosphere, with a

prevalence of North winds, both before and during the rage of the fever.

I noticed no particular change in the health or condition of animals,

except, perhaps, I may mention that the musquetoes were more numerous
than was ever known before. Duringmy stay at the North, my books were
locked in my office, which remained closed. On my return I found them in.

good condition, as free from mould as is usual. I did not notice any-

where any unusually tendency to mould. I do not regard the fever of

the past season as contagious in the proper sense
;

yet, for ought I know,
it may have been infectious in bales of goods, &c.

I am not prepared to express any opinion in regard to the question as

to whether the fever was of domestic origin with us or otherwise. As an
opinion, I may say that I do not think that a quarantine would have pro-

tected us from it, and am rather inclined to the opinion that it originated

with us, and was not imported. The fever has not been so severe and
fatal on negroes as with whites. Mnlattoes were more subject to it than

negroes. Adults were more subject to it than children. I have not no-

ticed that habits have had anything particularly to do in determining or

predisposing an attack or spread of the fever. The disease did not spread.
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in the neighboring country, even where cases were carried out from town

and died. On the case of a negro mentioned by Dr, Ball, I think it most

probable that he had been in town ; though I do not know the particular

case indicated. The fever subsided at this place about two or three weeks

ago. I know of no case which originated unquestionably spontaneously

in the country. Should say the infected district extended three-quarters

of a mile up and down the river, and about half a mile back.

Attest: W.P.R.

Judge Louis Selbt.—My wife, Mrs. Selby, had not, to my knowledge,

been exposed to bales of goods or anything of the kind, coming

from New Orleans, previous to her sickness and death. She died

on the 2d September ; on the fifth day of the fever ; though she had

been unwell, and had been complaining of illness for some time previously.

She had been in feeble health for a long time. A short time before the

fever she had been eating green apples and what we call maypops (fruit

of the Passi Flora incarnata.) I had previously received via the city, I

think a couple of books and a little stationery ; I should say one-half ream
of paper ; but they were carried directly to my office, about one hundred

and fifty yards from the house. I do not think my wife ever saw them.

I have a negro man who frequently goes to boats when they land—he

sleeps some six or seven rods from the house. I think Mrs. Selby did not

call on Mrs. Campbell (the landlady) previous to her attack of the fever,

for I am of opinion that Mrs. C. was absent at the time. During Mrs,

Campbell's absence, I do not think that Mrs. Selby ever called at the ho-

tel
;
yet I think it probable that she might have passed by it. Mrs. Selby

had black vomit previous to her death ; copious and abundant ; seven hours

after which she died. I did not notice any particular yellowness of her

skin, though I did notice some post mortem purplish spots. Am not cer-

tain whether I noticed them before she died. I am as certain that Mrs. Selby

did not catch the fever of anybody as I am of anything of which I am
not absolutely sure—in other words, that is my firm belief. I think the

fever was not contagious, but that certain localities may have become in-

fected in a manner to induce the disease ; but when cases have been carried

out of the infected district into other localities it did not spread.

Q.—Have you, during the prevalence of the epidemic, or before, ob-

served any local causes to which you could attribute the rise or continu-

ance of the disease?

A.—I think I have, and I have given particular attention to this matter

:

1. During the winter there was a large quantity of sawdust spread in

the streets, in some portions of the town. In summer, this mixed Avith

the mud, and produced a very disagreeable smell.

2. In certain parts of the town there are filthy localities—for instance,

I know an Irishman who has a cow and calf, a horse and a hog, and they
all live pretty much in common with the family.

3. The high water mark of the river has been considerably lower this

season than is usual, and thus a greater depth and larger smface of the
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bank has been exposed than is common. I have lived here since 1829,

and do not remember a season which has not had higher water than the

past one. I do not know that on the shore any portions of fresh earth

have been exposed by excavations ; no new clearing up of land. The
season has been remarkably dry.

Q.—For a short time jjreceding, and during the prevalence of the epi-

demic, did you observe anything remarkable, as to the occurrence of

mould upon books, furniture, &c. ?

A.—I did. I have observed, I think, that these articles moulded twenty

times, I might say one hundred times more during the epidemic, even not-

withstanding the remarkable dryness of the season. I called the atten-

tion of Dr. Larche to the abundance of the toadstools in my yard ; almost

covering it entirely ; they were white, and of all sizes, domed and shaped
like an umbrella.

Q.—Did you observe any peculiarity in the growth of vegetables ?

A.— The fig trees did not produce so many figs as usual, nor were those

which did grow of so good a quality as is usual. The grass in some
places, especially the Bermuda grass, grew remarkably fast. I mentioned
the circumstance to Dr. Larche, and he had also observed the same. I

may also mention that my yard is generally almost alive in the spring,

&c., with mocking birds ; but I thought it a little singular that during the

whole time of sickness, I noticed only one—about the time when the sick-

ness commenced I saw plenty of them. My wife was taken first, then my
oldest son. When he was getting better, I killed a chicken for him, but
he could not eat it. I tasted it, and it had a j)eculiar disagreeable flavor.

On examining the rest of the poultry, which appeared in pretty good
condition, I found them poor and lean, and even some of them dying. In

1829, 1 was in New Orleans, and owing to the prevalence of the yellow

fever, I went to Bay St. Louis, and found the fever there also very bad.

I then went fifty or a hundred miles away into an old camp, where I was
sick for a little time. Whether I had the yellow fever, I do not know.
If I had it, it was very slightly. I do not think that the disease was really

very bad here this year, under proper treatment ; not near so bad as I

saw it in 1829. I think that many killed themselves with medicines

which would have killed a well person. I had several cases in my family,

but lost none except my wife (the first case.) I know nothing in regard

to the circumstances connected with Pat Feely's case. He died about
the time my wife did.

APPROXIMATE ESTIMATE.
Population of Providence, near 1000

" during the epidemic reduced to near , 400
Number of deaths about 165
Whole number of cases of fever about twice as many, viz—near. . . .330.

Attest: W. P.E.
December 25th.

Mb. Robert Campbell, landlord of the Sparrow House, Providence,

La.—My wife returned, on the 26th of August, from . She was
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taken with the fever on the 6th of September. Mr. Odell staid in room
No. 13 two days, then went to room No. 8, in the Sparrow House. Any
person going to Mrs. Kimble's room by the front way, would have to

pass by No. 13. Do not think that Mrs. Selby was here during the time

of Odell's sickness at all. The Stacy came about a week after Mr. Odell

arrived. She stopped, I should think, about eight hours. Dr. Bowman and

myself went on board of her. Others might have gone on board, for

ought I know ; though I saw none go aboard. It is my opinion that the

fever originated here with us. I have seen nothing to make me believe

it was contagious. I have reasons for believing that it was not contagious

—for instance, Mr. W. T. Curry and Mr. Frank Pennington nursed

patients here for a month ; then went out to Drew's plantation, on Lake
Providence, where their families were. There they found as many as

thirty-two persons crowded together in a house, or in three small rooms.

Curry and Pennington both had the fever there, yet no one there took it

from them. People were going aboard the boats which were stopping

here every day, and goods were also received from the boats as usual.

Attest: W. P. R.

John Maxwell, (Surveyor).—My opinion is that the fever was brought

here through the Orleans mail. Some think it was brought by the D. S.

Stacey. I did not go aboard of her. The mails were left aboard the

wharf-boat
;
generally from one to two and three hours, and sometimes

all night. The wharf-boat sunk about the 1st of November or the last of

October. Think the inhabitants were not in the habit of going aboard of

the wharf-boat much. We were not at the time receiving a very large

quantity of goods
;

yet, we were receiving regular shipments of ice, cigars,

&c. Do not know of the reception of any bagging or rope. There was
some bagging aboard the wharf-boat when it sunk. I think that certain

localities became infected and were infectious during the epidemic ; but

when the disease was carried away to other localities it did not spread.

I keep a barometer and thermometer, and observe both. At no time in

the summer did I observe the thermometer above 74 deg., i. e. at about
sunrise, or a little after ; being the usual time of my observation. This

has been the dryest fall we have had for years.

Do not know the precise date of the first frost that occurred here. In

another portion of the township it occurred, I learn, on the 24th of Sep-

tember. On the morning of that daymy thermometer indicated a temper-

ature of 46 deg. I have not observed that books and clothing have been
more apt to mould during this season than in other years. I know of no
local causes which should have induced the fever at this place. There was
some saw dust spread in some of the streets about twelve months ago,

not, however, in very large quantities, that I am aware of. My servant

girl told me that Mrs. Selby did visit Mrs. Kimble (the mantua-maker
),

at the Sparrow House, previous to her illness and death.

Mary, (servant girl, colored,) called in, and says : that she does not

know whether Mrs. Selby did visit Mrs. Kimble or not. Said she washed
for Mrs. Kimble. Mrs. Selby's maid ( colored girl ) said that Mrs. Selby
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had not been to see Mrs. Kimble for a long time previous to her having
the fever.

Mr. Maxwell, ( continued ).—At high water the river did not rise so

high as usual by some inches, though the difference was less than one

foot ; but taking the whole season together, I do not think the river bank
was left more exposed than usual. My opinion that the fever was imported

by the mails is partly founded on the fact that the postmaster and his

family were among the earliest (though not the first) to have the disease.

The two negroes who were in the habit of carrying the mail from and to

the wharf-boat, were taken sick first about the 5th or 6th of September

;

one of them died on the 11th. Mr. Miller, the postmaster, was taken
about the 9th or 10th, and died on the 13th. His two daughters were
sick at the same time. They had all of them assisted in opening the

mail. The 230stofl5ce is in the West side of the town. These were the

first cases in that vicinity, except one, Mr. Clark, who was in the habit of

going frequently to the boats as they landed. Mr. Dunn, the son-in-law

of Mr. Miller, then also took the disease and died. His family then went
to Greenville, Miss., and there had the fever ; but did not communicate it

to the people of Greenville. Our Eastern mail comes by way of New
Orleans. A great many New Orleans papers are received, and some of

them distributed throughout the surrounding country. In the country

where these papers were received the fever did not occur. We had cases

of fever and deaths therefrom after several light frosts.

The first killing and freezing frost occurred on December 8th. This I

take from a record kept by myself. Since that we have had no cases of

fever.

Population of Providence when the epidemic commenced, say 550
The epidemic commenced, say 10th or 12th of September, all

had left but, say. 280
Total number of cases in or near Providence 260
Total nimiber of deaths (up to Dec. 25), 152
Number of citizens escaping the epidemic, all supposed to have

had it before, white and black 19

On the Mississippi side of the river, immediately opposite to Providence,

are the cotton plantations of Mr. Parkes and Mr. Duncan. During the

prevalence of the epidemic, no intercourse with Providence was permitted,

and no case of yellow fever occurred on these plantations.

Attest: W. P. R.

Mr. W. T. Currt, (Curry & Pennington,) wharfinaster :

—

Extract

from the Register:

August 1st.—By the Frank Lyon were received 11 bales India bagging,

with a large freight of groceries, &c., (worth, say |1 5,000 or |20,000.)

August Yth.—By the Golden Gate were received a large lot of sundries.

August 8th.—Frank Lyon—every kind of plantation supplies.

August 9th.—By the Swamp Fox—44 bales of rope, &c. Boat lay

here three or four hours—had been run into below v/hile coming up ; and
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waited liere to make out a protest. Many people went aboard of her.

She had fever on board.

August 12th, 6 o'clock, P. M,—The Memphis staid one hour—left 20

bbls. lime, 10 bbls. cement, 1 bbl. plaster, and 5 bags plaster hair.

August 15th.—By the Frank Lyon, usual supplies; including India

bagging, rope, Lowell cleth, &c.

August 22d.—Received lot of miscellany from Vicksburg; shipped

while the fever was there.

August 24th.—At 3 o'clock, P. M., the D. S. Stacy arrived, snagged

—

left a large lot of all kinds of things. Must have remained here six hours.

Some people went on board.

It is my opinion that the yellow fever must have originated here, and

was not imported. Attest

:

W. P. Pt.

December 27th.

George J. Hook, dry goods merchant. Providence.—I know of about

one dozen persons in this place, who were exposed to the fever, that did

not take it. I am one ; Mr. Pennington is another ; Mrs. Kauffman and
three children.

I received dry goods during the continuance of the epidemic. When
I opened my store I noticed that my shoes were unusually musty and
mouldy, my other dry goods also.

Dry goods were being received all along during the fever in August
and September, &c. I also distinguished the peculiar odor mentioned by.

some others ; a very unusual and remarkable odor ; which I cannot describe.

It seemed to run in veins through the town. I think that the fever

originated here. Do not believe it was contagious.

Attest

:

W. P. R.

Hercules Hillman.—I am a resident of this place, but own a small

plantation below, but do not live at it. I am knowing to the fact that

Mr. John Tucker,, brother of Gov. Tucker, lived on the river bank, some
seven miles above Providence. He was taken sick with the fever, and
died in October. There is no boat landing at his place. He did not come
to town. , He was sick seven or eight days, but had been complaining

before the time of the decided attack of fever. He had black vomit. He
was a planter ; and it is thought that he was not at all exposed to the

fever. If any of his negroes came to town, they did it unbeknown and
secretly. He was very scary and careful not to expose himself at all.

"Would not touch anything which came from this town ; not even the

smallest rag. There are some pools of water back of this place, very

close to him.

Old Mr. Triplet, who lived off fi'om this place, died with the fever. It

is, however, said that he caught it from town.

I believe that feathers, or bagging, or cloth, transport the fever from one
place to another. I would not, myself, for anything, sleep on a bed on
which a man had died of, or had yellow fever ; although I am inclined to

think that I had the fever in 1839. I think it came to this place by
being brought by the steamboats.
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For some particulars inquire of my brother, George Hillman, master

warden, New Orleans. Attest

:

W. P. R.

TESTIMONY OF H. B. SHAW, Vidalia, La., Dec. 31, 1853.

Db. J. L. RiDDELL, New Orleans :

Dear Si?'

:

—As requested by you, I will now answer the questions rela-

tive to the yellow fever epidemic in Vidalia and its vicinity, during the

year 1853, as well as I can from recollection, and by reference to memo-
randa made by me during the time of the epidemic.

Vidalia is a small village on the right bank of the Mississippi river,

nearly opposite Natchez. Its population is somewhere between fifty and
sixty persons, about two-thirds white, and mostly adult males. It is sit-

uated in a planting region, and has no commerce ; its inhabitants being
principally ojfficers of court, or connected therewith. The residences are

not crowded together, but occupy separate lots of ground, and have open
spaces around them. Above and below the village on the river, and in

the rear, are extensive cotton plantations, which have been cleared up and
settled a great many years since. The soil is of the ordinary alluvial

character, somewhat intermixed with fiuviatile sand. The face of the

country is the same as is common on the Western bank of the river,

and the rain water falling on it flows freely and rapidly oiF. There are

no marshes near, and there are but few ponds of stagnant water, and
those of but small extent. The plantations are very well drained. There
has not been any recent clearing of land, or disturbing of the soil, in the

neighborhood, otherwise than by ordinary cultivation of the fields. The
drinking water used is obtained exclusively from underground cisterns

;

no wells are used. This locality has long been considered to be healthy;

more so, indeed, than most of similar places on the river. I have not

known any case of yellow fever to originate here during fourteen years

of constant residence, until this year, and am informed by persons of un-

doubted veracity ; who have resided in the immediate vicinity for over

fifty years ; that they have never known of any such. Certainly, that

disease has never, vnthin the knowledge of living man, been epidemic in

Vidalia until 1853.

No register was kept here, and I cannot give any precise information

as to the meteorology of the past summer. I can only state from recol-

lection that the early part of that season was dry and hot, and the months
of July and August were wet and hot. The quantity of rain which fell

during those two months by far exceeded their average. For some time

previous to the epidemic, and during its prevalence, the course of the

winds was generally from easterly points.

I do not recollect to have observed anything unusual or remarkable in

the animal or vegetable kingdoms prior to or during the epidemic ; cer-

tainly none other than was due to the character of the weather.

The population of the village during the epidemic was between fifty

and sixty persons, including those who were temporarily there. About
8
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two-tMrds Tvere whites ; mostly adult males ; very few being under ten

years of age. Of this number, there died of yellow fever, five white adult

males, and three females ; four children, males, and two females ; and two

blacks. There were in the neighborhood, one white male adult, one

child, and several blacks, who also died of yellow fever. There was but

one white resident of the village, and three or four blacks, who did not

have the fever. In the village and its immediate vicinity there were over

forty cases of yellow fever among the whites, and over thirty among the

blacks. Of the adult inhabitants, none were natives of the place, but all

were of the United States, except one German woman.

The yellow fever evidently become epidemic in Natchez about the mid-

dle of August, at which time Vidalia was healthy, though communication

between the two places was frequent and uninterrupted for some length

of time. On or about the 20th August, the German woman above men-
tioned, recently fi'om New Orleans, was sent to Vidalia sick, from the

quarantine station at Natchez, where she had been two or three days.

The attending physicians pronounced her disease to be yellow fever ; and

in a few days she died, having black vomit, and bleeding from the nose

and gums. On the 22d August, a gentleman who had left New Orleans

two days pre\aously, arrived at Vidalia, apparently well. On the third

day after his arrival he was taken down with yellow fever, from which he
recovered. On the 23d, a family came over from Natchez; the man sick

of what proved to be yellow fever, from which he recovered, after a severe

and tedious illness. Up to the 25th, there was no other case of yellow'

fever in Vidalia. In a very few days the yellow fever broke out in a

family residing in a house not far from those in which were the sick

above named. Of that family, all whites, five died. About this time

the disease made its appearance in some members of a family residing

half a mile below the village, on a plantation. Those first attacked had
been a few days before in Natchez. From that time the disease spread

in all directions ; new cases occurring every day, until the whole popula-

tion had undergone it.

I am unable to give the particulars of cases, or describe symptoms,
fm'ther than to say, that usually the first were apparently slight, and not

supposed to be serious ; it was, however, rapidly developed yellow fever,

and very malignant in its character ; running its course in the fatal cases,

in from three to five days. Some of the attacks were violent from the

first symptom observed. Every death within my knowledge, except one,

was preceded by black vomit ; that one was of a child, who passed the

black matter by purging. Generally they had bleeding from the nose
and gums. I know of no case of recovery after black vomit ; though
several such were said to have occurred.

Some of those having the yellow fever, were known to have contracted

it in New Orleans and Natchez ; but I know of none from contact with
goods or clothes. I cannot say positively that any took the disease by
communication with or nursing the sick ; but I do know that persons who
contracted it elsewhere, went to places where, at the time of their arrival,
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none were sick, and that in three or four days afterwards, the disease at-

tacked the families, and spread regularly and progressively. Of this fact

there is testimony enough which cannot be disputed. I know of but two
whites exposed to communication and contact with the sick, who escaped

the fever, except persons who had previously had it. These instances oc-

curred in my own family. Some members of my family had been in

Natchez, after the fever was prevalent there, though not supposed to be
epidemic. In a few days afterwards they had the yellow fever, which at-

tacked every other member in turn, except two children, and three adults

who had previously had it. My residence is isolated from all others ; a

plantation intervening between it and Vidalia ; the house large and well

ventilated, and no marshes or ponds near it. Except those mentioned as

first attacked, none of the others who were afterwards sick, had been in

Vidalia or Natchez, or in any other place where the fever prevailed.

There were several instances where the disease appeared on plantations

haWng intercourse with infected places, and none, within my knowledge,
on plantations not having such intercourse.

As to the social condition of the population, I have to say that gener-

ally our people are not intemperate ; though some of them were so ; and
that abject poverty and want are not known among us. With the in-

temperate the disease was generally violent, and short in its course, but
there were also cases of equal violence and rapidity among some known
to be strictly temperate. The first case known to be of home origin—

I

mean among persons who had not gone to an infected place—occurred in a
small house, somewhat crowded with a large family. In the course of a
week after the cases brought to Vidalia, nearly all that family died.

From the first aj^pearance of the epidemic until it finally left us, all

fevers here seemed to assume the type, or as we call it, ran into the yel-

low fever. I know of but one fatal case without black vomit.

The development of the disease in those known to have contracted it

elsewhere, was usually in from three to five days from their exposure. In

those cases believed to have been contracted by communication with the

sick, the time of develoj)ment was uncertain and irregular; sometimes in

two or three days, and sometimes much longer. In my own family there

were some taken three or four days after the first known exposure, and
others not for several weeks.

I do not doubt the epidemic to have been genuine yellow fever ; I

have seen it many times before. In Natchez, in 1839, during the epi-

demic of that year, when I had it myself; and in 184*7, 1 saw unmistaka-

ble cases on steamboats from New Orleans, I know of one person who had
the fever this year, after having previously had it twice ; and one who, after

having had it in 1837, had it this year again. In my family there were
three of us ; adult whites ; who had the fever in Natchez, in 1839. We
nursed our sick for over two months. I was myself in Natchez almost

every day during the greatest virulence of the epidemic there, and much
exposed, and yet none of us three were attacked this year, I know of but
one white person in Vidalia who entirely escaped the fever, and that on©
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kept pretty mucli aloof from the sick. My own cliildren, who all had
the fever, were born and reared in the house where I live ; and the two

children Avho escaped it were my brother's ; who, though born here, had

been for several years at the North, and this was the first summer passed

by them again in the South.

I do not know of any person hereabouts who had not previously had

the fever ; and had much communication with the sick, without taking it.

I do not know of any case which I believe to have been of spontaneous

oriffin.

TESTIMONY OF DR. VV^. B. V^^OOD, Centreville, La. ,November 14th, 1853.

E. H. Barton, M. D., New Orleans.

Dear Sir

:

—Your favor of the 1st inst., accompanying the " cir-

cula.r of the Sanitary Commission," was duly received; a press of

professional business has prevented my attending to both, at an earlier

day.

At your request, I inclose to your address, a copy of the article

which I published in the Planters' Banner, on the 1st of September
last, on the subject of " quarantine in yellow fever," along with

the "circular of the Sanitary Commission;" the interrogatories con-

tained therein, having been answered as concisely as practicable.

It will be seen by reference to the " circular," that the first case

of yellow fever that occurred in our village, appeared on the 15th of

September ; was well marked in all its symptoms, and terminated

fatally, on the ninth day, from a relapse which occurred on the fifth

day ; this was a mulatto boy, aged about 25 ; a cooper by trade ; who
worked and slept in a cooper shop, situated immediately on the bank
of the Bayou Teche, This boy had had no intercourse with any
person having yellow fever, nor had he been out of the place to ex-

pose himself to any locality where the fever could possibly be pre-

vailing. I regard this case, beyond a doubt, as having originated

spontaneously here, without any suspicion of intercourse with other

cases of the disease.

Centreville is situated on the South bank of the Bayou T6che; the

Bayou at this point, running from West due East ; a North wind
then would pass directly from the Bayou into the village. The prin-

cipal part of the dwellings are situated on a ridge of land running
parallel with the Bayou, and removed from it, from three hundred to

six hundred feet ; this ridge is several feet above the level of the

water. But between this ridge and the Bayou, and directly in front

of the town, is situated, immediately on the bank of the T^che, three

large coopering establishments, and a large saw mill; all of which
have been in active operation for several years ; and with the view
of raising the low, marshy places around them, they have been in the

habit, instead of burning the chips, shavings, &c., accumulating about
them, of throwing them into the lowest places, and into the edge of

the water in the Bayou, with the view of making a substitute for a
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wharf, at which steamboats could more conveniently land in low
water. This practice has filled the marshy places about each, and

made it comparatively dry around them ; but during wet weather the

whole mass seems to be afloat, and underneath the surface, is in a very

decayed condition ; this, too, is all exposed to the rays of a hot sun

in summer. Now so long as the wind blew from the village towards

the Bayou, our town remained perfectly healthy ; but, so soon as it

changed from South, or Southwest to ^orth, which occurred on the

18th of September, and continued to blow steadily from that quarter,

as it did, for at least two weeks ; the yellow fever appeared in the

village and spread in all directions ; but, particularly in the track of

the VTind, as it came from the bayou, passing over the largest bank
of decaying chips and shavings could the disease be traced, and it

did leave its plainest mark.

I believe the disease originated spontaneously here, and was not

imported into Centreville from Pattersonville, or any other place ; and
having watched closely its nse and spread at this point, during the

period embraced between the occurrence of the first case, (15th Sep-

tember,) and its disappearance, (about 1st November,) as an epidemic,

I have been unable to discover one single fact going to prove any con-

tagiousness in the disease, or to discover the slightest evidence in any

case where it has been propagated from one person to another ; as we
can trace the spread of the measles and small pox among the nurses

and attendants.

I know that here, as at otherplaces, where the epidemic has prevailed

during the past season, that persons standing off at a safe distance ;

having neither the courage nor the capacity to approach near enough
to town to make a correct examination of the facts in the case, can

boldly contradict the opinions and observations of those who remained
on the ground and met the enemy face to face, giving what aid and
succor they could to those who fell victims to the scourge, and assert

most positively, (perhaps furnishing their opinions to some distant

newspaper) that the yellow fever was imported into Centreville, from
Pattersonville, or New Orleans, vnih. a box of shoes, or a keg of nails;

and that in their opinion it is as contagious as small pox or measles

;

and can only be kept out of a community as our parish authorities

kept it out of St. Mary, by the establishment of an extensive and op-

pressive system of quarantine regulations.

The Police Jury of the parish of St. Mary, " with the view of pre-

venting the introduction and spread of yellow fever " within our limits,

established the strictest quarantine regulations, about the middle of
August, and stationed health officers on the Atchafalaya, near the mouth
of Bayou T^che, and at Berwick's Bay; rendering it impossible for

steamboats or vessels from New Orleans or the coast, to get into our
parish without submitting themselves and their passengers to the quar-

antine lavsr, under penalty of being fired into and sunk it' they attempted
to pa83 up the Bayou Teche without submitting to the delay required

!
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These regulations required boats and passengers to remain nine days
from the time they left any port or place where yellow fever was pre-

vaihng as an epidemic, before they could even enter the Bayou Teche
and proceed on their journey to Newtown or St. Martinsville above
this ; and in some instances they were kept in quarantine for eighteen

days ; as was the case with the steamer Pitser Miller. Think of that,

ye advocates of quarantine laws ! The parish authorities of St. Mary
detaining a steamboat, loaded with freight and passengers, in quaran-

tine, eighteen days ; which only asked the privilege of passing directly

through the parish, on her way to St. Martin's parish ! and then tell

me how long the authorities of the parish of Ascension or Iberville,

lying as they do, on both sides of the Mississippi river, would detain

the Magnolia or the Southern Belle, or any other steamboat, loaded
with freight and passengers for Concordia parish, or Bayou Sara, in

quarantine, before they would allow them to proceed on their way up
the Mississippi river ?

And yet, with all these rigid quarantine regulations enforced in St.

Mary ; subjecting the whole community to great expense, and greatly

endangering the lives of those subjected to quarantine; besides, being
the greatest inconvenience that our traveling population could be forced

into ; the yellow fever made its appearance at Pattersonville, nearest

the quarantine stations^ early, in September, and at Centreville on the

15th of the same month !

These two places have never before been visited by an epidemic of
yellow fever, and if we were to use the same sort of reasoning on the

subject that the advocates of contagion and importation do, to con-

vince the world that the disease is of foreign origin, and consequently

imported; we might, arguing with as much plausibility and truth, show-
to the world that the quarantine regulations, for the first time enforced

in St. Mary's Parish, had been the cause of the epidemic at Patter-

sonville and Centreville.

Centreville is considered a healthy place, and was supposed to be
free from any infection which might possibly give rise to yellow fever.

But what is true of the local condition of Centreville in a sanitary point

of view ; if closely investigated at other points where yellow fever has

prevailed epidemically the past summer and fall; would, perhaps, be
found to exist at these places also.

In my opinion, it is true in reference to New Orleans, to Baton
Rouge, to Bayou Sara, to Natchez, and other places, and may be true,

when investigated, at all other points.

If we would arrest the spread of yellow fever in the Southwest ; in

my humble opinion ; we must rely upon a rigid system of police, car-

rying out at B. proper season, a correct and well directed plan of sani-

tary measures in our towns and cities,_aad not upon any system of qua-
rantine regulations, which should be regarded as a relic of the barba-

rous ages, and as a stigma upon the enlightened and progressive age
in which we live. They have signally failed in all past experiments,
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and should now be regarded, in this enlightened Christian age, as a dis-

grace to any civilized community ; calculated, when rigidly enforced
;

as they were in the Parish of St. Mary, to entail more misery upon a

community than the plague itself.

TESTIMONY OF S. B. CROCHERON. NATCHITOCHES. LA.
To Hon. A. D. Grossman, New Orleans.

The name of the locality is the town of Natchitoches, and the lower
portion of the Parish of Natchitoches. Its limits and boundaries are

:

Little river on the East, and pine and sandy lands on the North, with

a bayou; and on the West pine hills and springs of pure water, and a
lake about a mile distant ; and on the South by old Red River. The
surface soil is sandy and clay, and alluvial soil. Drinking water
principally is cistern water; not much spring water; being very incon-

venient to get. No lands cleared ; ditches of the town cleaned out
in August last ; wells, canals, levees, improving roads, none ; a great

deal of paving done in July and August. Marshes, none ; a pond of
water, about a half-acre, in lower part of town, where the least sick-

ness was ; river not navigable. All water runs freely off in the rivers

and bayous.

Meteorological observations, none. Previous to the epidemic, say
a month, was very wet ; during the epidemic quite dry, As the epi-

demic subsided, very hard rains set in. Nothing remarkable in the ani-

mal or vegetable kingdom, excepting the caterpillar or cotton worm,
which was very abundant.

From yellow fever about one hundred and eighty deaths in

this parish, and deduct about one hundred from the one hundred and
eighty, for other fevers and diseases ; leaving about eighty persons
that died from what is here and elsewhere called yellow fever. Num-
ber of adults, children, male or female, white or black, foreign or

native, I cannot give.

The first case was on the 10th of September; which I did not see
;

and died on the third day. The second case was on the 17th, and I

saw that on the third day ; and that case had many of the typhoid

symytons, and died on the 20th, six days after the first attack, with
black vomit; and no other case in town until the 23d of September,
at which time it came upon us like a thunder storm in the Gulf.

None of the cases had been in a yellow fever district.

From handling of goods, clothing, and or from direct intercourse

with others ; none. I do not believe it to be contagious.

The two first cases originated spontaneously ; neither of them having

been either directly or indirectly exposed. Those two cases were living

at or near the junction of the two rivers, on the Southeast of the dwell-

ing ; and a stagnant pond on the West of the buildings.

Temperate, intemperate, isolated, or crowded houses; no difference;

as it had no respect to persons ; and, as to the temperate, what I saw, the

attacks were equally severe, but more manageable.
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First, pain in the bones ; tlie most acute and torturing pain was in the

two sacro illise symphyses and head ; some with red, watery eyes, and
some with a pearly white and dry eye, to last during the attack ; after

the bones paining awhile, a chill—some very hard—lasting from ten to

sixty minutes; and that followed by fever; in some cases, tlie pulse 140,

and in some not over 120 ; and the disease varpng from three to seven

days. In all cases that could be brought under the influence of mercury,

they recovered ; and some that mercurials would not touch, and pass

the sixth day, recovered.

Quinine has killed more than the fever.

In what proportion of cases was the black vomit ? Three-tenths.

Yellowness of skin, all. Haemorrhage, none.

Did other types of fever prevail at the same time ? Yes ! other types

prevailed ; there was a large number of cases of simple remittent fever

;

eighteen in one family ; all of which recovered ; but in many cases of

simple remittent fevers, the case would take on the character of the ma-
lignant form, and if not closely watched, would run into the malignant
bilious fever.

Q.—^Assuming the propagation of the disease from exposure, either to

an infected atmosphere, to personal communication with the sick, or con-

tact with goods or clothing, either of the sick or transmitted from a local-

ity considered infected ; what time intervened between the exposure and
the appearance of premonitory symptoms, and also the development of

the disease?

A.—After twenty-four miles night ride, and seventy-two hours close

attention on a lady ; twenty-four hours after I was taken down ; three

hours before I was taken to bed, had all the premonitory symptoms of

malignant bilious fever ; and of several others of the family of the lady,

not one took the disease. This was my first summer in Louisiana.

Do you regard the epidemic as true yellow fever ? I do not regard it

as true yellow fever.

Have you ever seen this disease before ? I have not.

I saw three cases of black vomit ; also, a number of ciases recovered
thereafter. None recovered ; although four, reported by citizens, of my
cases.

Of the cases that I attended, all where the first attack: the greatest

number of deaths were on the third and fourth days.

MISSISSIPPI.
TESTIMONY OF DR. J. M. W. PICTON.

Case 1.

—

Bay of St. Zouis, Miss.—His first case at the Bay of St. Louis
occurred on the fifteenth of July, the second on the seventeenth. The
first was a resident of New Orleans, the second had just arrived from Nic-
aragua. Both were young men, and both were taken sick on board of the

steamboat from New Orleans, on their passage across the Lake ; these were
the first cases occurring at the Bay of St. Louis. Previous to this time
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intermittents prevailed generally. The Dr. returned to town, and cannot

say if the disease spread fi'om these cases.

Dr. Picton thinks the disease communicable from one person to another,

wherever the epidemic influence prevails : thinks the disease was imported

this year. The weather at the Bay of St. Louis was warm during the

day and rather cool at night during the latter part of August and first of

September ; Westerly winds prevailed during the month of July and first

of August. Noticed much formation of mould during the summer ; has

never seen a second case of yellow fever occurring in the same individual.

Thinks the intemperate are more liable, and the attack more likely to be
fatal ; thinks the epidemic ceased from want of subjects ; has seen two
cases of recovery from black vomit ; one was a young lady of fourteen

;

the other a^negro of twelve years of age. During the height of the epi-

demic in the city, the Dr. experienced a giddy sensation when visiting

close rooms, or rooms containing many patients ; this was relieved only

by breathing the open air. Always observed a peculiar odor in yellow

fever patients; first noticed this in 184*7.

TESTIMONY OF DR. JONES.

Ocean Springs, Miss.—The first case of yellow fever at Ocean Springs,

was Mr. Waters, of the city, early in August ; had been sick three or four

days before visiting him ; he slept in the garret with some thirty others,

(unacclimated.) The next case was young Porter, who arrived a month
after ; he recovered ; the third case Wm. Ames, a resident of Mississippi

;

did not at the time consider it a case of yellow fever ; from after cases

recognizes it as fever. The children of Dr. Austin were taken in succes-

sion soon after Mr. Porter.

TESTIMONY OF DR. DAVIS.

Ocean Springs.—His daughter remained two days in Dr. Austin's

house, was taken sick, and died ; it then spread through the family, and
all but two, a child and a little servant girl, escaped. The interval was
about one day; the first case 12th September.

TESTIMONY OF MR. PRADAS, OF BILOXI, MISS.

Biloxi, Miss.—Mr. Pradas is concerned in the Live Oak Hotel ; he
states that a man came to the city during the epidemic, returned to Bi-

loxi, had the fever and died. This was not the first or only case. Has
seen persons who were unacclimated fi'equent the room of the sick man,
who did not take the fever. Knows of no instance where the disease

seemed to be communicated from one person to another.

TESTIMONY OF MR. MALCOMB McRAE.

Madison County, Miss.—Mr, McRae is fi-om Harrison county, Misssis-

sippi. Resided last summer forty miles back from Biloxi ; knows of no

9
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case whidi occurred there, whicii had not been exposed in Biloxi. A Mr.

Walker made a short visit to Biloxi, returned, and died in oneweek; sev-

eral members of his family were taken sick.

At Pascagoxila, Mrs. Delmas attended relatives who came fi'om New
'Orleans ; was taken sick after nursing them. Col. Bliss died with yellow

fever at Pascagoula ; he had been in New Orleans seventeen days before.

A man named Foley, a laborer, returned from Mobile, and died with fever.

Miss Fitz resided two hundred yards from Mrs. Delmas ; was in constant

attendance upon Mrs. D,, but escaped.

There was much rain early in the summer ; subsequently it was dry

;

not more heat than usual. The Southwest winds commenced one month
earlier this year than usual : there was not much moisture ; mosquitoes

were in greater number, and flies were seen earlier.

Mr. Ramsey's family was taken vdth the same disease which prevailed

in the neighborhood, without having been exposed by communication

with any sick person.

Mr. Dickey contracted the fever in Biloxi, returned, and none who at-

tended him were taken.

Mr. Hatton's family, which was as numerous as Dickey's or Walker's,

escaped, although expos'ed.

TESTIMONY OF DR. N. B. BENEDICT.

Case 1.—John Allen, No. lY, Religious street, occurred on the 1st

day of June ; sent the man to the Charity Hospital. The locality from

which he came is very crowded ; the second case was Patrick Gilligan,

an Irishman, in Tchoupitoulas street. Dr. Benedict has not had the fever;

has treated over 400 cases in and near New Orleans. The Dr. gave a
brief account of the fever in the woods, near " Hollywood," Mobile

Bay, and promised a full one in writing. [See letter to Dr. Barton, in

Appendix.]

COMMUNICATION FROM JNO. V. W^REN, M. D.

Port Gibson.—Is about one mile square; is bounded by ridges on
a succession of hills from one to two hundred feet higher than the town,

which is near the centre of this second table or lower water shed.

The soil is sandy calcareous ; a kind of yellow clay predominates. Cis-

tern water is chiefly used; cisterns underground.
Disturbance of soil not more than usual in this area.

,
Position.—Six miles East of the Mississippi, in a bend of the Bayou

'Pierre, which comes in through the Southeast, passes around the North
side, and departs through the hills on the West. There is a small cypress

swamp North by West near the town. Water runs freely from nearly all

parts of this area to the Bayou. There is very little stagnant water any
where in the corporation. The maximum temperature 93 deg., in the

shade, and only one afternoon ; fi-equently 90 deg. During June, July

and August, not below 75 deg. In the early part of the summer frequent
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rains; atmosphere very moist, and unusually charged with electricity.

During the epidemic very dry weather, and after dense and cold fogs ex-

isted. The wind generally blew from the South and adjoining points, but

during the epidemic here its course was from the North, Northeast and
Northwest, though that was about the change of the trade winds. Fruits

were not as good as usual, insects and dark unhealthy spots appearing on

peaches, quinces and nectarines. During the last five years flies, gnats

and mosquitoes have been on the ijicrease. A light blue mould was very
common on the grain.

Case 1.—The first case occurred on the 11th day of August, and died

on the 14th ; was a German bootmaker, who had gone to New Orleans

for materials, and had the symptoms when he retm'ned. He lived in a

crowded house, in a filthy part of the town, low situation, being near

the Bayou, and little above high water mark.
In from eight to twelve days other cases of sickness occurred in the

same locality, and some in the same house ; the virulence and number
of the cases increased, until a second death of black vomit occiu-red,

September 2d. The next morning another case of black vomit, and
several new cases ; some of them in the higher portion of the town. Yet,

perhaps, all but one had passed by the original locality, or, had been en-

gaged in business near it. The exception was a lady of one of the best

tamilies here, who had just returned from Cooper's Wells to a well venti-

lated house in the highest portion of the town, and who took the fever

and died with black vomit in twenty-four hours. Previous to the second

death, a very severe case of sickness occurred on the ridge or upland.

West of the town ; and which is now pronounced yellow fever. The patient

was of the nervo-sanguineous temperament ; and had merely passed along

on the opposite side of the street, where the fever had first appeared.

Most of those who died were persons of careless and intemperate

habits, and most of them of a lymphatic temperament.

The first case was a man who had a short time before returned from
New Orleans, where the fever was at its naost fatal stage as an epidemic.

The disease spread from square to square for some two or three weeks,

until the whole village had been visited by it. All classes seemed to be
equally subject to the disease. The prominent symptoms were the same
as those occurring in New Orleans ; firstly, chill, duration of fever thirty-

six to forty-eight hours, slow convalescence ; or, haemorrhage with black

vomit would succeed, with extreme yellowness of skin and death. Black
vomit occurred in nearly all the cases that died. I had seven cases of

true black vomit that recovered, during the month of September, I have
seen this disease during every epidemic that prevailed at Natchez since

1825, and one or two epidemics in New Orleans; and must say that the

disease of this year, as I saw it in New Orleans and in this place, being
of the same type, is in my opinion different in some of its peculiarities

from any epidemic yellow fever. I have never seen the nervous symp-
toms run higher ; and the fever has, in many cases, assumed more of a
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typhoid character ; still, I deem it tlie true yellow fever, of a most ma-
lignant type. I have seen no case this year of alledged second attack.

From the lights before me, I am still of the opinion I have ever en-

tertained, that yellow fever is not contagions ; and have had no reason to

change that opinion. Yellow fever occurred in several places in this

vicinity, where no communication was held with an infected district. At
Woodlawn, six miles Northwest of this place, there were, among the

blacks, sixty-six cases of yellow-fever, three cases of black vomit, four of

passive hsemmorrhage, and two deaths ; eight cases occurred after frosts

of severity sufficient to kill all vegetation. I loiow of but three or four

persons who were employed, either as physicians or nurses, who have
escaped the disease.

TESTIMONY OF MR. JOHN H. CRUMP,
Coiitractor R. R., on board the steamboat " Southeni Belle," December 28fch.

The first case of yellow fever at Port Gibson, was that of a German
shoemaker, about the 6th of September, who had brought up a stock of

leather, shoes, &c. from ISTew Orleans. He landed at Grand Gulf, from
the river. The fever did not occur at Grand Gulf until after it had broken,

©ut in Port Gibson. The wife of the shoemaker was the next case at

Port Gibson; and, some four or five cases occurred in the same house

before the fever broke out in other parts of Port Gibson. The shoemaker
was sick four days, and died. His wife had it two days after he died.

There were several cases fatal. In the course of three weeks from the

'

first case it began to spread through the place, and seemed to radiate

from the shoemaker's house, as a centre. This house is situated in a
filthy portion of the town, low and wet. Population about 1000. During
the epidemic, there were left in the town about 200 whites and 300
blacks. There were sixty-four deaths. The fever, as epidemic, ceased

the 28th October, though some cases occurred thereafter. The fever

spread into the country for some fifteen miles, and cases Avhen carried

from town produced many new ones. Very few cases were carried out

which did not spread. I have never had the fever. I regard it decidedly

infectious. Before this season I have not regarded yellow fever infectious.

I think the infection can be carried by jiersons. Whether by good and
bales, I cannot say. I have kept no memoranda in regard to the fever

;

what I mention are general conclusions from what I have heard and
seen. Attest: W. P. R.

TESTIMONY OF MR. J. H. MOORE.

Port Gibson.—Lives in Few Orleans ; arrived in Port Gibson on the

8th of September; knows nothing of the first cases there, except from
hearsay.

There are three elevations upon which the town of Port Gibson is sit-

uated, each higher as you go up from the river. The first case took place

on the lower level ; the nest was a negro woman, who was brought from
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New Orleans by Mr. Green ; slie took sick on board of tlie steamboat

;

she was carried to the highest elevation. He understood that the fever

spread from these two cases ; the town was healthy until the occurrence

of these cases. These facts were communicated to him.

There had been no cases in the vicinity of Port Gibson up to the time

of his arrival there.

The only case Avhich came under his personal observation, was Mrs.

Moore, who went to see Mr. Kelly, a decided case, but doubtful in its first

stages. On the second night before his sickness he slept at Mrs. Moore's

;

was removed to his residence in Grand Gulf.

Mrs. Moore was taken fifteen days after ; she had no communication
with any infected place ; the distance between Port Gibson and Grand
Gulf is eight miles. Mr. Kelly was perfectly well when he arrived at

Mrs. Moore's. Kelly recovered ; Mrs. Moore died vnth black vomit ; no
other source of communication could have existed with Mrs. M., with the

exception of Kelly and inyself.

After an interval of six or eight days, others who had attended upon
Mrs. Moore, were taken with the disease ; his impression is that all the

women who Avere in the house, were attacked, but some were not attacked

until the disease reached the negro quarters.

Twenty-five or thirty cases occurred there, although intennittent fevers

occurred at the same time and locality; other places, not distant, were
exempt from fever at this time. No mould was observed, and no new
upturning of the soil had been made.
The distance between Woodlawn and Claiborne is one-half mile. The

only case at Claiborne was a little girl, who had communication with

"Woodlawn ; she was taken at Claiborne on the 'Zth October ; the physician

attending, had the fever. The overseer and his child, at Woodlawn, had
the disease ; the first died, and the child recovered. The overseer nursed
the sick assiduously; the family occupying the same house in which
Mrs. Moore was taken sick ; did not contract the disease ; they were un-

acchmated. Mrs. Moore had the fever in New Orleans, in 1841.

TESTIMONY OF REV. C. K. MARSHALL, Vicksburg. March 18th. 1854.

Dr. J. L. RiDDELL, M. D.

:

Dear Sir :—Owing to the confusion of the two letters I sent you on
the subject of the epidemic of 1853, as they were printed by the legis-

lative committee of your State, I have felt compelled to correct them,
and in doing so, have added some further particulars w^hich I have re-

cently learned. I have confined myself exclusively to the origin and
progress of the disease.

I have lived in Vicksburg about twenty-one years. Was in the city

during the summer from the middle of July till the epidemic ceased.

From all I can learn, I am of opinion that the late fever which ravaged
this city was brought to the place by persons and goods directly from
New Orleans,
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The usual population of Vicksburg is a little more than 5,000. It

was reduced during the epidemic to about 2,000 whites and 1,000,

blacks. About 350 or 400 blacks were taken away during the epi-

demic. The suburbs embrace about 2,000 persons—not more than^

300 or 400, if so many, could have been removed.
There were about 2,100 cases of fever, as near as I can form aijv

' estimate from the best sources of information. We lost about 500.

Some died whose names are not in the reported lists.

I believe the first cases of yellow fever in the city, in private practice,

were attended by a Dr. F , a most infamous quack, who had recently

imposed himself upon a part of the community, who scorned the frank

and fearless warnings of their old and tried friends, and look up with

what proved the most brazen ignorance and miserable cheat that was
ever allowed to test the gullibility of poor sick humanity. Fortunately,

perhaps, for suffering humanity, and the cause of science, he died of

the fever. But we have lost the observations of a scientific physician,

who, had he seen these cases, might have thrown some light on the

great questions now before the medical public.

The facts I learn, after much effort and numerous corrections, are

as follows : Six pedlers came from New Orleans, in June, and took

boarding at Mr. Fugates, on G-rove street, near the corner of Monroe.
His wife was a Mrs. Clarke, and I called her by that name in my first

note. On the 12th of July, Mr. Scannell, the proprietor of the ped-

ling caravan, went to New Orleans with one of his assistants, by the

name of Clifford, and brought up a large supply of silks and satins.

They returned on the 18th, and came on the N atchez, being the same
boat on which they went down. The day after Scannell returned, he

had a chill, followed by pains in the head, back, loins and joints, and
suffered from great thirst and restlessness. Dr. F. attended him; he
was salivated ; was sick two weeks, and recovered. His wife was
also attacked while he was sick, but recovered. Five members of Mr,

Fugates family had the fever, and though often with other cases, after

their recovery, till the epidemic ceased, not one of them was attacked

again. The pedlers left, August 7th, as soon as Mr. Scannell could

travel, and they went, as Mr. Stewart informed me, to Yaiioo City,

Millikin's Bend, and Memphis. .^
Mr. Clifford left Vicksburg on the 19th, the day after returning from

New Orleans, and was sick at or near Warrenton, and was taken that

day.

The next cases were at the Hospital. The following is a transcript

from the register of that Institution :

" Thomas Jackson, born in Hinds county. Miss., aged 24 years
;

admitted July 23d—died on the 28th, of typhus icterodes, from stearner

Empire State.

Wm. Quimby, born in Massachusetts; aged 22 years; admitted

July 30th, died August 4th, of typhus icterodes, from steamer Frank
Lyon,"
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At this period, the health of the city was very good—hut much
alarm felt from private communications and rumors from New Orleans.

Gilbert Coats, died August 1st, at the Washington Hotel. He had
returned from the Yazoo Swamps about two weeks before his death

;

and those swamps produce a fever so fatal and peculiar as to be classed,

as "swamp fever."

I learned from Dr. Burchett that he had black vomit, and was es-

teemed a clear case of yellow fever.

Mr. C. was in town a week before he fell sick, and spent the time
chiefly on the wharf-boat. He was in the constant habit of visiting

Steamers landing at this port. The wharf-boat moved down to the
quarantine grounds on the 25th of July, and Coats went to the Wash-
ington Hotel, and was at once taken sick. This was the first case of
death of yellow fever in private practice.

The next case pronounced yellow fever, by reputable physicians,

was that of Mrs. Lanier, a lady living in comfortable circumstances,

and in a very healthy portion of the city. She died on the 11th of
August. As far as I can ascertain the history of the case, the follow-

ing are the facts, obtained from the families and persons concerned
more or less

:

Mr. Lanier's house was near the residence of Mr. Fugates, where
Mr. Scannell was sick, and his room but a little distance from Mr.
Lanier's House.
One or two days before Mrs. Lanier was taken sick, one of the

pedlers had taken their goods from Fugates to her house, and
she ei^amined them carefully. This was on Friday or Saturday,
August 5th or 6th, and on Sunday, the 7th, she was taken violently,

and died on the following Thursday; had black vomit.

Drs. Crump and Harper attended her, and never doubted the char-

acter of her disease.

The next cases in the order of occurrence took place on the 8th of
August. R. D. Howe, merchant, was one of these cases. Dr. Ma-
giruder, pronounced it yellow fever. Mr. Howe, thinks that goods
brought from New Orleans by his next door neighbors, which were
quite offensive, together with his passing Mr. Fugates' many times a
day, when the fever existed there, the cause of his sickness. He re-

eovered.

On the same day. Miss F. Worthen w^s taken sick. Resided in the

Little Verandah. Had been present at the opening of a lot of dry
goods from New Orleans, at Mrs. Edwards'—then sat up two nights

with a child, whose mother had been traveling with it on the boats but
recently. The day the child died, Miss Worthen was attacked, and
was taken ill- with the child's corpse in the carriage ; and though the
fever was afterwards in her family, and she lost her father, mother and
brother by it, she was not sick again.

The next cases were taken on the 9th and 10th of August. The
first was Mrs. Shultz, whose husband is a merchant tailor ; keeps
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three doors from Woodman's drug store. I learned that this lady

occasionally visited the family of Mr. Lachs, residing in the house
nearly adjoining Mrs. Lanier's, and she had been there during her

sickness. She was taken on the 9th of August, and recovered. Drs.

Crump and Harper attended the case, and never doubted the character

of the disease.

The other case, occurring on the 10th, was that of Ed. D. Bailey, a

clerk in McCutchen's store. He died on the 18th. He had been
much exposed to the sun in going to and returning from the quarantine

ground, and in receiving goods there. 1 think it more than probable

he caught the disease by visiting the steamboats, or from New Orleans

goods.

The next case in order was Mr. Simon Lachs, who lived next door

neighbor to Mr. Lanier, and spent a part of two nights at his house

while his wife was sick. He was attacked the 14th; and, soon after,

his wife, and then his brother. While Mrs. L. was sick, her sister,

Mrs. Myers, from Jackson Road, came to nurse her, but on the second
day fell sick, and returning home, the disease soon spread into every

contiguous house.

The next case was a negress of Colonel Moore's; aged 17; Lived

with a colored woman who took in washing, and washed for the Wash-
ington Hotel ; the fever had been in the Hotel before this period.

Took washing from all directions. Jane was at work for her, and was
taken violently sick on the 15th of August. Dr. Balfour was called

in on the 17th ; she died with black vomit on the 20th. I know a case

of a colored woman who washed for a sick man who died with the

yellow fever, and she took it, though she never left her own lot as far

as I can learn.

On the 16th of August, Miss Z. Potts, residing in the family of D.
Walker, Esq., complained of illness, and on the 17th, Dr. G. P. Crump
was called in ; he pronounced it yellow fever. Mr. Walker lived in

the Northeastern part of the city, on Farmer street. As the young
lady had been to no place where any one was sick, it was a matter of
surprise how she could have taken the fever at that place; and her
brother, a young man of 15 years, observed that " she must have caught
it when they passed the residence of Mr. Lanier." It seems that the

brother and sister had crossed the city together, and his observation

leads to the conclusion that they passed the infected district. They
passed there two days before she complained. They are now both
absent.

The next case was Ed. Scarbrough ; he was taken on the 17th of

August, and died on the 24th. He had been with Mr. Lachs while
sick, and two days after was himself taken down, and nearly every
man who nursed him took the fever.

John Rigly, Esq., went and nursed Mr, Scarbrough, and was in a
few days taken sick, and with great difficulty escaped alive.

The next case occurred in the famihes of Messrs. Rapp. John R.
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Rapp spent two nights with Ed. Scarbrough, and, two days after-

wards, on the 20th, he was talten sick. His sister Margaret, who had
visited Miss Wortlien when sick with the fever, was taken down the

day before—on the 19th; all the family had it.

About this date, James W. Bell fell sick at the Washington Hotel,

and others soon after in the same house.

On the 23d, Mr. Reel was taken ; he lived in a house in the rear

of Finnie's carriage and repairing shop. Was the first case there.

Six persons had the fever there, and three died. How or where
Reel got it cannot be ascertained. It had been in his vicinity for

nearly a month.
Meantime, the fever had worked its way through Mr. Fugates'

family, where it commenced, and entered the family of Mr. Stewart,

in the next house. It broke out among Mr. Bender's negroes, in the

stable near Mr. Fugates, August 22d.
By this time it was admitted to be yellow fever by all the Medical

Faculty, and cases were appearing in every direction throughout the

city.

The fever was pronounced epidemic on the 7th and Sth of September,
by all the physicians, as far as I could learn, and it ceased as an epidemic
about the 20 th of October; but cases were developed as late as the 21st

of November. It prevailed nearly three months so as to suspend nearly

all business.

I believe the first case of yellow fever in this city occurred July

19th, at Mr. Fugates, in the person of John Scannell. The last

case was Col Levi Mitchel, on the 21st of November.
Cistern water is mostly used in town ; a good deal of river water

is used. Most all the cisterns are subterranean; there are none
above ground in the city,

I have supposed that exposure to bad air, polluted dry goods, and
to the infection of persons who had the disease, were the chief cause

of the epidemic here. I have heard of several persons who said,

they had distinctly perceived the approach of the epidemic ; in other

words, they had experienced a sudden sensation previous to actual

sickness, which they were sure was the first of the disease.

There is not the slightest local cause why this city should have
been subject to the epidemic; no stagnant waters worth naming
about ; no fresh excavation of earth, near the time of the appearance
of fever, except what I myself made around my residence, to the

amount of two or three thousand cubic yards, perhaps one or two
others had a little done.

My family have been exempt from the epidemic, except a slight

fever by a servant ;
part of my family was absent. I have never

had the fever myself. The city in the beginning of the epidemic
was decidedly cleanly. A small pond near my residence has not

been deemed injurious to health, and the fever was late in appearing
near it. I know of very few who were subject to the disease and

- 10
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were exposed here but took tlie fever, unless they had previously

had it.

Children have been subject to the fever. During the epidemic

there have been thirty-nine deaths among the negroes; thirty of

them w^ere from j'ellovi^ fever. A majority of them, 1 believe, mulat-

toes. We had a quarantine w^hieh did not go into operation until

after the first cases referred to had occurred in the Hospital, and
some in private practice.

We moved the wharf-boat one mile below the city, and placed

officers aboard to guard the city from promiscuous visitors from the

South; but we could not see that it did any good ; and was in some
instances evaded. People could land at the quarantine, and coming
round through the woods, to the East, enter the town ; and as boats

descending the river were not subjected to quarantine, any one
coming from New Orleans could pass up, and exchange boats and
land in the city coming down, without delay. I ara satisfied that

the only way in which we could manage a quarantine here, so as to

render it in any way efficient, would be to establish it on the opposite

side of the river, and doubtless the Legislature of Louisiana would
give our city the right to establish one there, if no private right were
injured by it.

The fever did not spread to neighboring plantations, except in

three or four cases, and generally non-intercourse soon put an end
to its progress. There was one quite remarkable instance of spread-

ing the disease, which occurred directly North of the city, at a
distance of two miles, in which direction the fever spread about
four miles. A gentleman went from town, and was sick about one
week; recovering, went to the interior; perhaps one of the water-

ing places. About two weeks afterwards, the lady, Mrs. Sisson, at

whose house he had been sick, was attacked with the fever and died

;

while she was sick, her neighbors came and nursed her, and soon
after they were taken with the fever. The husband of the lady, Mr.
Sisson, next took the fever and died ; he had no black vomit. Several

of his negroes also had the fever at the tirae. This was the only
direction from Vicksburg in which the fever spread as an epidemic,

any distance. In this case, as in others of which I have been
informed, the origin of the fever could readily be traced to persons

and goods coming from the town.
The fever also appeared in the family of Mr. George Selser,

about seven miles from Vicksburg, and the same distance from
Warrenton; supposed to be carried there by a visitor at first, then

probably aggravated by a visit of one of his sons to Warrenton to

see a sick friend. The eldest son soon died; then the mother ; then
several servants had it, but all recovered ; then other members of the

family, among them the father, Mr. Selser, who recovered ; but a

noble son, after three nionths sickness, died ; who was taken about

the time the mother died; ail died in the same house, and no inter-
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course was kept up with more than two families— those of Mr. S's

daughters'—and the fever was carried to them, or taken by them
while nursing.

Another instance occurred about four miles Southeast of the city.

The lady, Mrs, Hildebrand, and her daughter, visited some relatives

near Warrenton. Report says, a man from Warrenton, where the

disease was then raging, passed the pi'evious night at that house.

The mother and daughter (a married lady,) returned home ; both
sickened, and both died of black vomit. Before they were taken

sick, and perhaps in their absence, a son of the lady, (Mrs. Hilde-

brand,) determined on marrying ; went to Vicksburg and obtained

the things necessary to the consummation of that purpose ; was
married at Warrenton on the 14th of September, by J. Crawford,
Esq., (whose wife died of yellow fever in the house where the cere-

mony took place, the, same day.) Mr. Hildebrand and his wife

returned immediately to the country—soon sickened, and in ten

days from his marriage, died with black vomit. These facts I

obtained from physicians and several members of the family. Dr.
Thomas J. Harper, says that the crop at Mr. Hildebrand's being
delayed in gathering, when the excitement had a little subsided,

their neighbors turned out to assist in gathering it, and adds,
" among others, Mr. Ferguson, worked for him about three days,

and took his meals with Hildebrand's manager— at the time there

was no fever on the place. In a short time, one of Mr, Ferguson's
negroes was taken sick ; then Ferguson himself. I saw him, and
pronounced his a case of yellow fever. Previous to this time, none
of his hands had been exposed, nor had he. These cases occurred
in November."
The disease was developed in a few cases at the Bovina Settlement,

about ten miles from this place, on the Railroad, and all the cases

are easily traced to connections with Vicksburg.

I know of no person whose information and judgment would be
relied on, who doubts the fact that the disease was carried from
house to house by goods or persons, until the whole atmosphere
became charged with the poison ; when cases arose from the common
pollution of the air, as a matter of course.

I visited Warrenton, and found that a pedler had come there from
a point somewhere below by steamboat— fell sick— died. Some
days after, another man slept in the bed where the man died— soon
sickened— and the poison spread in every direction. No place in

the South suffered more than that town.

I had no idea of the time and labor it demanded to obtain and
arrange the matter of this letter. It may contain errors, and doubt-
less does— but I have spared no time, labor or cost to obtain the
facts, and have them correct. I have endeavored to furnish the

facts as they existed, and I can come to no other conclusion than

that the late epidemic was imported. I have kept my notices
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strictly confined to the origin and spread of the disease, and though

I belong not to the Medical Faculty, I hope you will excuse me if I

submit to you the conclusions to M'hich I have come, after examining
this subject personally, in this city, at Jackson, Brandon and War-
renton

—

1. That it was an easily communicable disease, and has never

spread in this region without the assistance of some agency of
communication.

2. That clothing, goods, and persons, are all good agents for its

transmission ; and it has often been carried by persons, physicians

and others, visiting the sick, or infected districts, or boats, to persons

and families, while the person constituting such link of communication,

has wholly escaped.

3. That timid, nervous, and feeble persons, and those predisposed

to any disease, are very liable to take the fever, and may do so from
merely passing a house, boat, or ship, where it exists, or has recently

been. Witness the cases reported in the Medical and Surgical

Journal, of New Orleans, January, 1854 ; the case of the ship.

Mandarin, at Philadelf)hia. I think the Augusta and Camboden
Castle at New Orleans, and the other ships mentioned by Dr. Fenner
in his report

;
precisely similar cases,

4. That it requires the human system to be in a state or condition

favorable to the disease to take it. This is the only reason why-

thousands did not die instead of hundreds ; and hundreds instead of
tens. It is a wonderful provision of Providence that all persons

shall not, according to the laws of nature, be at all times in equal
peril. The world had been a desert ages since, but for this arrange-

ment.

5. That it is a rare occurrence for persons to have the yellow
fever twice. With perhaps one or two exceptions, none of those

who had the yellow fever in this city, in 1841, 1847, or 1849, had it

in 1853; although constantly exposed. But I know several who
never saw a case before—persons from the North and West—who
were constantly with it, and never were sick an hour from the

fever.

6. That the yellow fever was imported into this city, and all

other places on the river, directly or indirectly, from the city of New-
Orleans, by persons or goods. ' C. K. M.
Dk. J. L. RiDDELi,, M. D. :

Dear Sir

:

—I have just returned from Brandon ; and as the
yellow fever reached that place, and you expressed some anxiety to

learn its origin and progress there, I obtained all the information I
could, and herewith transmit it to you.
On the 23d of September, Robert Langford died. Had black

vomit. This was the first case in Brandon. He was sick five days.

Mr. L. was the conductor of the rail-cars between Jackson and Bran-
don, a distance of about fourteen miles. He was daily in Jackson
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during tlie epidemic until taken sick. Drs, Posey and Belt attended
him. Dr. P. says it was a violent case of yellow fever ; if it was
yellow fever that prevailed at Vicksburg and Jackson.

The second case was a colored man, Green, a barber. He had
been in Jackson. While there he visited the barber Alfred, of whose
death by yellow fever I informed you in my letter respecting the
disease at Jackson. He helped lift Alfred, and was with him some
hours. Some few days after his return to Brandon, Robert Lang-
ford (the first person who had the fever there) came to his shop and
told him he was suffering from pain in the head, and had his head
dressed ; left the shop ; went home, and in a few hours was reported
through town as having yellow fever. Green was attended by Dr.
J. J. Thornton, who informed me that his was a marked case ; though
not violent. After Green recovered, he shaved several sick and
several dead persons, and was not sick again.

The third case was that of John Smith, a young man, a stage
driver. He had been at Yazoo City, and more recently at Jackson,
from which place he fled to Brandon. He died October 8th. Dr. J.

J. Thornton attended him, and informed me that S. had black vomit,
and throughout his sickness showed the clearest evidences of having
the yellow fever.

The fourth case was Dr. James H. Belt, who had attended Robert
Langford, and consulted with Dr. Thornton in the case of Smith

;

the third case. After about five days sickness he died, October
24th. He was an able physician, and universally esteemed. During
his sickness he was attended and nursed by several excellent young
gentlemen, nearly all of whom took the fever soon after.

The fifth case was Elisha Maxey, who died on the 30th of

October. I inquired if he had visited where the fever existed, and
learned from Mr. A. E. Martin that, he had been with and assisted in

nursing several cases.

Case 6.—Charles H. Edwards was the next case that terminated

fatally. He died on the 4th of November. This estimable young
man was one of five who had nursed Dr. Belt. The other four

recovered.

Case 7.—This was the case of Edmund Smith. He died on the

8th of November. I can trace no connection in his case with any
other.

Case 8.—The next death was that of H. E. Grimes. He. died

November 11th. He had been with and nursed Edmund Smith.

Case 9.—This was the case of William H. Shelton. He had
nursed a cousin, H. F. Shelton, who took sick after attending Dr.
Belt. He also nursed Mr. Maxey, who died, and finally he went and
took Maxey's place, and slept in the room where he died. Mr. Shel-

ton died on the 23d of November, and was one of the most violent

cases that occurred in Brandon.
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Case 10.—Mr. W. H. Kirkland, who nursed Mr. Wm. H. Slielton,

soon fell sick of the same fever. He recovered.

The eleventh case was that of Mrs. Eleanor Gardiner, a very aged
woman, who died December 3d, after a sickness of only six hours.

I could not learn of any connection with any infected place, or visit

to any one sick of fever. The gentlemen of the family had probably

been with cases of sickness. Dr. Posey thinks it was the epidemic
fever. This was the last case in the town.

I heard of two other ladies who were attacked with the fever and
recovered, but nothing of how or by what means they took it.

S. A. Adams died on the 25th of September, and at first it was
reported a case of yellow fever ; but I learned it was the medical

opinion that it was not yellow fever ; but congestion of the brain,

without yellow fever symptoms. There were some doubts expressed,

however, and nothing certain could be learned.

Thera were reports that Mr. Easterling, and Mrs. Standard, and
one of her colored women, had also been attacked with yellow fever

;

but Dr. Posey informed me that they did not have the yellow fever.

I have obtained the above facts from Drs. H. J. Posey and J. J.

Thornton, A. Harper, fesq., D. Fitzhugh, Esq., A. E. Martin, Esq.,

and several other citizens.

Brandon has a population of near twelve hundred, and was not

diminished much by the epidemic. It is one of the healthiest places

I have known in the State for many years, and will become a retreat

from cities and river homes in future. 0. K. M.
ViCKSBUEG, February 6th, 1854.

Dk, J. L. RiDDELt, M. D.

:

Dear Sir

:

—According to my promise, I have been to Jackson,

were I spent nearly a week in diligent and careful inquiries on the

subject of the introduction and spread of yellow fever during the

last summer. As you will obtain from distinguished medical gentle-

men the information you may wish, strictly relating to their profession,

I shall only attempt to furnish a few facts, illustrative of the origin

and progress of that terrible scourge. These facts I have obtained

from reliable sources, and they are as correct as I could make them,
after numerous efforts, sometimes spending a whole day, and calling

on a multitude of persons scattered over the whole infected districts,

to obtain a few dates, or correct one.

The first cases of yellow fever that occurred in Jackson, were
carried there from Vicksburg. They were the servants of Ool. L. C.

Moore. One of them, a colored man, was unwell when he left

Vicksburg—had just buried a fellow-servant who had died of yellow

fever. Soon after his arrival in Jackson, his wife was taken sick;

then a girl, perhaps 10 years old. These servants went to Jackson
on the 21st of August; were nursed by a negro who once had the

yellow fever in New Orleans. He did not take it. They were
attended to by Dr. Langley, and the disease did not spread from
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that family, though L. thinks two or three of the white family had it

soon after. The place where this sickness occurred was well out of the

city, in an open, salubrious portion of the suburbs. No person out

of the immediate circle of Col. M.'s family had any fever, that can

be traced, which might be supposed to have resulted from their

sickness.

The next case was that of a German, by the name of H. T. Mosher.
This man left Jackson on 2 1st August, and came to Vicksburg,

where he remained until the 24th. While here he spent part of his

time at the Verandah, by which name a group of old decayed wooden
houses are known, and where the fever existed. On the day after

his return to Jackson, he seemed unwell, and on Wednesday, August
31st, took his bed, complaining of pain in the head and back, and
of great prostration. He was a carpenter, and worked for Allen
Patrick, Esq. He died with black vomit on the 5th of September,
at an ale, beer, and boarding house, near the railroad depot, kept by
Mr. lehler. All the physicians, I believe, deem this the first case

of yellow fever ; after the cases of Col. Moore's, at Dr. Langley's,

above mentioned.

Three days after Mosher was taken sick, a woman by the name of

Mrs. Cothrine, who lived in the next house—a few feet apart

only—fell sick, and Dr. Farrar informs me she died of yellow fever

on the 1st of September. She boarded at Mr. Webber's, whose wife

took sick on the day of Mrs. C.'s death, and the fever spread through-

out the family.

The next case was a Mr. Muller, who lived at the other end of the

town, a little North of Spengler'S'Saloon. He died on the 7th of

September, and Drs. Langley, Cabanis, and Boyd, agree that it was
a case of yellow fever. Finding the brothers of this man, I learned

from them that the deceased had been with Mr. Mosher during his

sickness.

On the 12th, Alfred, a colored barber, died; and no doubt was
entertained of its being of yellow fever. So his physicians think.

Indeed, his nurse informed me that he had black vomit in a moderate
degree. The case was believed to have been produced by the con-

dition of the atmosphere, as nothing like a cause otherwise seemed
to exist. After making numerous inquiries concerning this case, I
learned the following facts: When Alfred was sick, he supposed he
had the yellow fever, and told his partner in business that if he had
it, he " took it from the man he shaved." But either the man he
shaved was unknown to his partner, or he was unwilling to say Alfred
had shaved a case. I then called on Mr. lehler, at whose house
Mosher died, and learned from him that Alfred was sent for and came
and shaved Mosher.
Mr. Patrick doubts not that, upon futher inquiry it seems clear,

that he shaved Mosher about the time he was taken sick—or while

sick.
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On tlie same day that Alfred died, a German died at Spengler's Mill

;

name unknown. This man had boarded at lehler's, and left under
the apprehension that Mosher had the plague. Their rooms were
opposite each other. On the 14th, Peter Gallaher died of the same
fever, on Greasy-row, at Mrs. O'Connor's; he had escaped from
Vicksburg a week previous to his death, to save his life. The in-

mates of the house fled, and the disease spread no further from
that point.

The next case was that of Mr. Clancey, a saddle and harness

maker; he died on the 16th, of black vomit. A panic began to de-

velope on this announcement. It has generally been supposed that

Clancey's case originated from atmospheric causes alone; for a while

it was rumored and believed that he had taken the disease from a
lot of leather, lately received from New Orleans ; but Mr. Sizer, his

employer; informed me that the leather came two days after he was
taken sick. On the day C. was taken sick, viz : the 12th, he said to

Mr. Sizer, "I am sick, and if Alfred Englehard died of yellow fe-

ver, I have got it." A little startled at the announcement, Mr. S.

omitted to ask him if he had been with Alfred; the barber above
named ; nor did any one hear Clancey say any thing about it while
sick ; but the natural inference from the observation is, that he had
been to see Alfred, whose shop was nearly opposite to C.'s lodging

room.
Mentioning the circumstance to Dr. Boyd, he at once informed me

that he called one evening to see Alfred, and found Clancey there.

Alfred's sister and partner both informed me that several white men
came to see him while sick, some of whom they did not know.
Both of the men who nursed Clancey took the fever, and one of

them, Mr. Brush, died of it.

On the 13th, Mrs. Cashman, and her daughter, 8 years of age,

were both taken sick, and on the 16th Dr. Boyd was called in ; the

mother recovered, but the child died of black vomit on the 18th. Mr.
Cashman informed me that he had been to Vicksburg to purchase
leather, and some other small articles; as near as he could recollect

the date of the trip, it was between the 3d and 8th of September

;

he had also been at Alfred's when he was sick, but refused to go into

the room,—sat in the next room. He lives at the northern extrem-
ity of the town from the depot j and how the disease could get there

has been a matter of surprise.

On the 14th, Mr. Foster died at Mrs. McCarty's, next door to

lehler's, where Mosher died; Dr. Bailey attended him—says it was
a marked case. On the 16th, Mrs. McCarty's son, aged 10 years,

died; had black vomit.

On the morning of the 16th, the day of Mr. Clancey's death. Miss
Amanda Lee was seized with fever, and at 12 o'clock the next Sun-
day, Mrs. Newton was taken down ; they both lived at Mrs. Virden's

millinery store. The young lady was making a shroud when taken

;
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slie left it imfinished ; and Miss. N. went to work on it and was also

taken while at work. I inquired if they had seen any sick person,

or been where the disease existed; Mrs. N. informed me that Miss
Lee had passed the house where a man was said to have died the

night previous of yellow fever ; this was on the 15th, in the morning.

At noon the same day, Mrs. Newton passed the same place, and both,

I learn, were much alarmed; on the day following, they were both
taken sick, and Miss. Lee died on the 21st September ; had black
vomit. Dr. Farrar attended. The house they passed was where
Peter Gallaher had just died of yellow fever.

On the 21st, two men by the name of Stowe, who had boarded at

lehler's up to the death of Mosher, died of the fever; their physicians
informed the citizens of yellow fever; they died at Spengler's Mill.

On the 23d, Mrs. Donnell died of fever, she had assisted in shroud-

ing Mrs. Cothrine, the first lady that died.

On the 23d, Mr. Fox died at Mrs. McOarty's; a violent case. This
is the vicinity of its origin. Dr. Baley attended. On the 24th Miss
Henckle died, and soon after, her mother—then her father; related to

Spengler's family, and with them while complaining and sick.

Mr. T. Horrabin died on the 25th; he was useful,—everywhere
among the sick.

Mrs. McCarty lost another child on the 26th ; had black vomit.

On the 29th, Mrs. Hull died at the depot residence; was the wife

of the clerk.

Thus I have traced the origin and progress of this fearful pesti-

lence for one month. Some cases of disease occurred which recovered,

and I have not specially noticed them. But in every instance I believe

the disease may be traced until the atmosphere becomes charged with the

pestilential agent, when, like a conflagration, it breaks out in all directions.

I have followed up towards the latter part of September, only the fatal

cases ; for before the 21st of September, a large number had been sud-

denly taken down. But the cases which took place early where distributed

in every direction over the town ; but the greatest number were confined

to the region of the railroad depot, and south of it, where the disease

commenced its ravages.

It did not reach the point of its greatest ravages until the 7th of Octo-

ber. On the 13 th, I^asited the place, and passed two weeks assisting and
nursing the sick, and burying the dead.

The Lunatic Asylum is a distance out of the city of a mile and more
perhaps, and during the epidemic was made a place of refuge for a great

many who fled thither, in number about two hundred ; and what is some-

what singular and remarkable, not a solitary case of yellow fever occurred

among them.

The ordinary popxdation of Jackson is about three thousand ; during

tiie epidemic it was reduced to six hundred and ninety. It is believed

there were three hundred and fifty cases of sickness, of which one hun-

dred and twelve proved fatal. Mr. A. Patrick and Mr. Dudley, under-

11
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takers, informed me that tlie list of deatlis published was very imperfect,

both in dates and names ; consequently some of my dates differ from

those pubhshed in the journals of Jackson. C. K. M.

TESTIMONY OF DR. T. B. BENEDICT.

Fort Ada?ns.—Dr. Benedict resides near Fort Adams. The first

persons taken sick were in the Presler family, living one-fourth

of a mile from the river, and about two miles from Fort Adams, on
a high hill. This occurred about the last of October. The disease

must have originated spontaneously : there is no other way of

accounting for it.

Mrs. Presler was an elderly lady, of about 65 years of age ; she

seldom left her domicil ; there was no possibility of her having

contracted the disease from abroad ; the whole family lived a secluded

life ; Mrs. Presler and son died, and also Dr. Taylor who attended

them.

The wife of the overseer at " Monterico," a plantation three miles

distant from Presler's, was taken sick after its appearance at the

latter place. About eighty^ cases occurred at Monterico ; most of

ihem negroes.

Dr. Davis resided fourteen miles from Presler's, passed a night

there ; was taken sick a few days afterwards, and died with fever.

Dr. Benedict thinks the disease different this year, from that which
he has previously seen.

Dr. Baldwin, who resides six miles from Dr. Davis, visited him
during his illness; took the disease and died. From neither of these

cases did the disease spread.

The brother-in-law of Presler, who lived on the opposite side of
the river, died with fever, and was carried through Fort Adams to

be buried. Many supposed that the fever was introduced into Fort
Adams in that manner.

Dr. Benedict noticed a peculiar smell in yellow fever patients,

about the third day ; cannot say that the disease is contagious, except
in an epidemic condition of the atmosphere.
The season was warm ; not much moisture ; less mould than usual.

It was very hot in the sun, but cool in the shade ; the nights were
cool. Frost occurred much later than usual, and did not seem to

check the disease. Many unacclimated persons in Fort Adams
escaped the disease. Has seen the disease before in the Hospital.

Noticed in the rear of Presler's, a large slide in the bank. The
soil is alluvial.

Vicksburg, December 27, 1853.

William EoaAX, (landlord,) Washington Hotel, Yicksburg, Miss.

—

I have lived in town nineteen years ; the first case of yellow fever this

year, was .T think. Mi-. Geo< Coates, who arrived here in Julv, I think
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the 20tli. He was taken sick about the 27th, and died early in

August. He was a resident of this place, and had been out land

surveying at the Artesian Wells, some seventy or eighty miles from

here.

Dr. Burchet attended him. He had black vomit. Yet I believe

some said it was only sun fever that he had. Mrs. Lanier was the next

case ; in regard to the circumstances, I am not fully informed. A Jew
pedler, from New Orleans, lived close by her, and had lately brought a

stock of goods from JSTew Orleans.

I would, however, refer to Dr. Burchet and Mr. Fuget, the deputy

marshall. Attest: W. P. R.

Rev. C. K. Marshall.—I have lived in Vicksburg about twenty

years. According to the best of my knowledge and belief, the late

epidemic was brought to this place by persons and goods fr'om New
Orleans. The first cases which occurred were in the hospital, but the

disease did not spread 'from there. These cases were about the 1st of

August. The first case in the city (pronounced as such by the

physicians,) was Mrs. Lanier; she died about the loth of August. I

do not know whether Mr. Coates had the fever or not. Concerning

the particulars of Mrs. Lanier's case, it was said that a Jewish pedler

was at her house, and there opened and exhibited his goods, lately

received fi-om New Orleans. She was a woman in good circumstances,

a very excellent lady, kept things in good order, and cleanly ; I think

she did not have black vomit. Dming this time, boats fi'om New
Orleans were constantly landing here and people am-sdng.

The fever became epidemic, according to physicians, near the Ytli

or 8th of September. The first case in Jackson, according to the

marshal, (Col. Fielding Davis,) occurred at Spingier's saw-mill. The
man who was taken had been absent frorn Jackson about a week, no
one knew where or what he had been doing ; when he returned he
was sick. It was thought that he could have been no where except to

Vicksburg ; he had been out on a spree (bust.) The saw mill is one
half mile to the North of Jackson ; the fever raged worse in the

lower portion, the upper part was also affected.

The second case was that of a man (Clancey,) connected with a car-

riage establishment; whether he had been to Vicksburg, no one is

able to say. During the time when these cases occm'red, the physicians

denied there being yellow fever, and were saying that it was a great

shame to set on foot reports which were tended to create alann and
panic. I was at Jackson myself, and am well acquainted there ; the

opinion there was that it might have been introduced by the railroad.

I do not know how many cases there were, the number of deaths was
about one hundred and ten. The nimiber of inhabitants left, after the

alarm had been taken and during the epidemic, was, according to a
census taken at the time, not more than six hundred (600). The
Lunatic Asylum which is a little distance out of the city, and during
the epidemic it was made a place of refuge for a great many who fled
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thitlier; in number about two liundred; and wbat is somewliat singular

and remarkable, not a solitary case of yellow fever occurred among
them. The population of Jackson is usually about three thousand

(3,000.) I am not informed concerning the particulars of yellow fever

at Brandon ; the period of its occurrence there was however subseqxient

to its breaking out in Jackson. The fever did not occur in the interior

towns. The usual population of Vicksburg, exclusive of the suburbs,

is about six thousand (6,000) ; the population during the epidemic was
reduced to twenty-three or twenty-four hundred ; including the suburbs,

the population must have been, during the same time, about three

thousand one hundred. We suppose there were about tAvo thousand
one hundred cases of yellow fever here, and nearly five hundred of these

proved fatal. The portion of our population which suffered most, were
foreigners. I think the proportion of fatal cases which terminated with

black vomit, was one-half; at least I consider this a safe estimate. I

know of one case of recovery at Jackson, subsequently to black vomit,

it was the case of a boy about sixteen years old.

The epidemic here ceased about the 20th of October ; sporadic cases

did however occur subsequently, even as late as the 20th of November.
I think the fever was introduced here through the agency of persons

and goods arrived from JSTew Orleans. There was one case which
occurred seemingly spontaneously, nineteen or twenty miles fi"om this

town, and eight miles distant from the railroad. The man's name was
McGoomy; he recovered; the disease did not spread from him at all

where he lived.

[The foregoing testimony, of the Rev. C. K. Marshall, was taken

down in sh rthand, by W. P. Riddell. The following was carefully

prepared by himself, during subsequent leism'e. The testimony is more
fiiU and explict.—J. L. Riddell.]

Rev. C. K. Marshall.—I have lived in Vicksburg about twenty-one

years. Was in the city during the summer, from the middle of July

till the epidemic ceased. From all I can learn I am of the opinion that

the late fever, which ravaged this city was brought to the place by
persons and goods directly from New Orleans. The first cases that

appeared were two young men fr'om New Orleans. One came on the

steamer Empire, the other on the Frank Lyon. The first went to the

hospital on arriving here, July 23 d, and died on the 28th of black

vomit. The second went to the hospital fi'om the boat, July 30th, and
died of black vomit on the 4th of August.

At this period the health of the city was very good— but much
alarm felt from private communications and rumors from New Orleans.

Gilbert Coats died on the 1st of August, at the Washington Hotel.

Don't think he had yellow fever, from all I can learn. He had just come
out of the Yazoo swamps— and those swamps produce, at times, a fever

so fatal as to have been classed " swamp fever." His physician reported

his, a case of that fever.

The first case pronounced yellow fever by reputable physicians was
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that of M]-s. L ,
a lady li^ang in comfortable circumstances, and in a

very healthy portion of the city. She died on the 11th of August—
had black vomit. Whilst she was sick, a lady on Washington street fell

sick, and was pronounced yellow fever. About the same time a man
died in the next house to the residence of Mrs. L , on the North.
As far as I can ascertain the history of these cases, the following are the
facts, obtained from the families and persons concerned more or less.

During the month of July, five or six pedlers— a class of persons

"who have done this State iminense damage— came from New Orleans

and took boarding at Mrs. Clark's, on Grove street, near the corner of

Monroe street. They brought a large quantity of the best quality of

silks and satins, as I am told, and visited many parts of the city and
country to sell them. The chief of the gang, a man by the name of

S , had left his wife in New Orleans, and on hearing the alarming
reports of the spread of the epidemic in New Orleans, went down and
brought her up. On arriving here she was taken sick ; had a slight

attack of fever. Soon after her husband was taken sick; was badly
salivated; got well. Others in the family were taken, and before it

ceased, five in that house had it.

I believe the first cases were attended by a Dr. F , a most infamous

quack, who had recently imposed himself upon a part of the community,
who scorned the frank and fearless warnings of their old and tried

friends, and took up with what proved the most brazen ignorance and
miserable cheat that ever was allowed to test the gullibility of poor sick

himianity. Fortunately he died of the fever. But we have lost the

obsei'vations of a scientific physician, who, had he seen these cases,

might have thrown some light on the great question now before the

medical public.

The room in which this Mr. S , was sick, and where his goods

in part were, was only a few feet from the residence of Mi's. L
,

above referred to. One of the pedlers took some silks, brought from

New Orleans by S , on his late return from the city, and carried

round to show Mrs. L . She desired him to call the next day again

with his goods ; having carefully examined them ; and on calling the

day following he learned that she was sick. She died of black vomit.

Had the best of medical attendance. The lady on Washington street,

referred to, it seems, had constantly visited a family living in the house

adjoining Mrs. Clark's and near Mrs. L , on the South. She was
taken sick on the morning of the 10th of August. The work thus began
to spread into every house contiguous, and the fever broke out in other

places near this period ; where I am credibly infonned the pedlers

had gone with their elegant, but poisoned goods. None of the persons

who had recovered among these first cases took the fever at a later

period.

I was told by the mother of the lady with whom the pedlers boarded,

that they went from this city to Yazoo city and Millildn's Bend.

The usual population of Vicksburg is a little more than five thousand.
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It was reduced during the epideraic to about two tliousand whites, and

one thousand blacks. About three hundred and fifty or four hundred

blacks were taken away during the epidemic. The suburbs embrace

about two thousand persons ; not morethan three or four hundred, if so

many, could have removed.

There were about two thousand one hundred cases of fever, as near as

I can form an estimate from the best sources of information. We lost

about five hundred. Some died whose names are not in the reported

lists.

I know of no person, whose information and judgment would be relied

on, who doubts the t-Act that the disease was carried from house to house

bv goods or persons, until the whole atmosphere became charged with

the poison, when cases arose from the common pollution of the air, as a

matter of course.

The fever became epidemic, according to physicians, near the 7th or

8th of September. The first case in Jackson, according to the Marshal,

(Col. F. Davis,) occurred at Spingler's sawmill. The man who was taken

had been absent from Jackson about a week— no one knew where he
had been or what he had been doing. When he retured he was sick.

It was thought he could have been no where except to Vicksburg, He
had been out on a spree (bust.) The saw mill is half a mile South of

Jackson. The fever raged worst in the lower portion— the upper part

was also affected. The second case was that of a man (Clancy) con-

nected with a carriage establishment— whether he had been to Vicks-

burg no one is able to say. During the time when these cases occurred,

the physicians denied there being any yellow fever, and were saying that

it was a great shame to set on foot reports which tended to create alarm

or panic. I was at Jackson myseh— am well acquainted there. The
opinion was that it was introduced by the railroad. I do not know how
many cases there were. The number of deaths was about one hundred
and ten. The number of inhabitants left after the alarm had been taken

and during the epidemic, was, according to a census taken at the time,

not more than sis himdred. The Lunatic Asylum, which is a little dis-

tance out of the city, and during the epidemic it was made a place of

refuge for a great many who fled thither, in number about two himdred
— and what is somewhat singular and remarkable, not a solitary case of

yellow fever occurred among them. The population of Jackson is usually

about three thousand. I am not informed concerning the particulars of

fever at Brandon, The period of its occurrence there, however, was
subsequent to its breaking out at Jackson. The fever did not occur in

the interior towns. The usual population of Vicksburg, exclusive of the

suburbs, is about six thousand. It was reduced during the epidemic to

twenty-three or twenty-four hundred, including the suburbs. It must
have been, during the same time about three thousand one hundred. We
suppose there were about two thousand one hundred cases of yellow

fever here, and nearly five hundred of these proved fatal. The portion

of our population which suffered most were foreigners, I think. The
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proportion of fatal cases, whicli terminated witii the vomit, were one-

Ijalf— I consider this a safe estimate. I knew of one case of recovery-

subsequent to black vomit— a youth about fourteen years old— he was

sick twenty days.

The epidemic here ceased near the 20th of October, sporadic cases

did, however, occur as late as the 20th of November. I think the fever

was introduced here through the agency of persons and goods arrived

from New Orleans.

THE SISSION FAMILY.

There was one quite remarkable instance of spreading of the disease,

weich occurred directly North of the city, at a distance of two miles, in

Avhich direction the fever spread about four miles. This gentleman went
from town, and was sick about one week ; he then recovering, went to

the inteiior, perhaps one of the watering places. About two weeks after-

wards, the lady, Mrs. Sission, at whose house he had been sick, was
attacked with the fever and died ; while she was sick, her neighbors came
and nursed her, and soon after they were taken with the fever. The
husband of the lady, Mr. Sission, next took the fever also, and died ; he
had no black vomit. Several of his negroes also had the fever at this

time. This was the only directionfrom Vicksburg which the fever spread

as an epidemic, for any distance. In this case as in others of which I

have been informed, the origin of the fever could not hardly be traced to

persons and goods coming from the town.

The fever did not spread to the plantations. Cistern water is mostly

used in town ; a good deal of river water is used. Most all of the

cirterns are subterranean ; there are none above ground in the whole
place. In regard to this subject, I am pretty well informed, having some-

time since made particular inquiries, because I had a notion of building

a cistern for myself above ground, not because I thought the underground

ones objectionable, but because of the superior convenience of the former

in distributing the water through the house by pipes, and to be used in

connexion with the others, I have supposed that exposure to bad air,

polluted dry goods, and to the infection of persons who had the disease,

were the chief cause of the epidemic here. I have known of several

persons who said they had distinctly perceived the approach of the

epidemic, in other w^ords they had experienced a sudden sensation

previous to actual sickness, which they were sure, was the first of the

disease.

There is not the slightest local cause why this city should have been
subject to the epidemic this year ; no stagnant waters worth naming
about, no fresh excavations of earth, near the time of the appearance of

fever, except what I myself made around in my yard, to the amount of

two or three thousand cubic yards
;
perhaps one or two others had a

little done.

My family have been exempt from the epidemic, except a slight fever

by our servant
;
part of my family was absent. I have never had the

fever myself. The city in the beginning of the epidemic, was decidedly
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cleanly. A small pond near my residence has not been deemed injurious

to health, and the fever was late in appearing near it. I know of very

few who were subject to the disease and were exposed here, but had the

fever, unless they had pre-vnously had it.

Children have been subject to the fever. During the epidemic, there

have been thirty-nine deaths among the negroes ; thirty of them were

from yellow fever. A majority of them, I beUeve, mulattoes. We had
a quarantine which did not go into operation until after the first cases

referred to, had occurred in the Hospital.

We moved the wharf boat one mile below the city ; but we could not

see that it did any good, and was in some instances evaded. People

could land at the. quarantine, and coming aroung through the woods, to

the East, enter the town. And as boats descending the river were not

subjected to quarantine, any one coming fi'om New Orleans could pass

up, and exchange boats and land in the city coming doAvn without delay.

I am satisfied that the only way in which we coidd manage a quarantine

here, so as to render it in any way efiicient, would be to establish it on
the op230site side of the river, and doubtless the Legislature of Louisiana

would give our city the right to establish one there, if no private rights

were injured by it.

VicKSBUEG, January 28. 1854.

Dear Sir—I have been prevented from writing for want of some infor-

mation for several days, and wish for more time, but fear I -maj delay you
in your duties. I have re-written the first five pages, or four and a half of

them, and wish the other left out. I have hit quacks designedly, and with

intent, in referring to Dr. F. The chief pedlar I call S., was a fellow

named Scannell, from New Orleans.

Dr. Nailor promised me a carefully prepared account of the origin and
progress of the fever at Mr. Selser's, and was to send it to you. I have

condensed it in the last case on the extra page ( of page five ). Hilde-

brand was the name of the lady whose home ( four miles from our city
)

had the deaths and the wedding referred to. I have left out all the matter

about Jackson, as it was disconnected and imperfect. I go out there

to-morrow, and will immediately send you the items to append in due
form at page eight. Yours, truly, C. K. M.

A. B. Burrell, Esq., of Jackson, Miss.,
(
planter and lawyer. )—

I

have lived in Jackson continuously for four years
;
previously in Vicks-

burg and Jackson since 1836. In Jackson, the fever appeared on the 1st

of September. The first cases which I knew of, were brought from

Vicksburg, in the lower part of the town. The case came on the rail-

road, and occurred at the Baker House.
The first citizen who was taken, was a very reputable man in a carnage

shop, (Mr. Cloucy.) The second case was that of Mr. Spangler; and
several cases in his family were fatal. The fever became epidemic about

the lYth of September. I left the city at that time. The range of the

epidemic was about one mile in length, by one-half mile in breadth. The

population of Jackson is usually 3,600. During the fever, it was reduced,.
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I should think, to about 1,200 ; though it is said that an actual census

was taken at the time, and found the number only 590 ; but on inquiry,

I found that many were left out ; for instance, at my house none were
counted, though five persons were there all the while.

I noticed a good amount of mould during the season, especially on my
return to the city of Jackson ; but I do not know that the amount was
greater than usual. The fever, as epidemic, ceased on or near the 26th
of October. Several s|)oradic cases, however, occurred subsequently. I

remained during the summer, two miles away from the city, (Jackson.)

There were in Jackson several who were subject to the fever, but did not

have it. On going away, I left at my house in the city, my gardener, with
his son, who had a wife and two children, all unacclimated ; being French,

from the Rhine, and speaking only French ; had been in this country two
or three years. I, however, enjoined on them the strictest non-intercoiu'se.

I provided them with all the necessaries, and told them to see nobody,
and not to go without the yard. They said that they observed my in-

structions, and, at all events, none of them had the fever. My house

stands in the city, and has a capacious yard.

Attest

:

W. P. R.

CoL. C. S. Tarpley, (lawyer and planter, of Jackson, Miss.)—I reside

in Jackson ; have lived there, I may say, always. I think the fever was
imported into Jackson, and believe that if a strict system of non-inter-

course had been established there, we should not have had the fever at

all ; the early facts connected with its introduction, seem to prove this

idea. A carpenter, living at Jackson, had been to Vicksburg ; on his re-

turn, he was taken with the fever, and died early in September. Spingler

sat up with him and nursed him, and was very soon after taken sick him-

self, and died also with the fever. In this portion of town where these

cases occurred, the fever raged most extensively. Thirteen of the Spingler

family died. I became satisfied that the disease was contagious, and made
up my mind to remove myself and family from the city. Moreover, all

the nurses who attended patients during the epidemic, except a few ac-

climated ones, and those who came from New Orleans, had the fever. I

do not know any local causes which should have induced the fever with

such singular violence this season. With the exception of the yellow

fever, the city had been remarkably healthy—more so than ever before.

For instance, I have usually had to pay my physician $200 or $300 ;
but

this season not one cent. I know of no unusual prevalence of heat or

cold, or dryness or moisture. I did not observe any unusual tendency to

mould, either among my books or furniture. Families who returned to

Jackson after the subsidence of the fever, and neglected to ventilate their

houses and rooms, were pretty sure of having the fever ; those who care-

fully ventilated, did not thus sufl:er. Cases carried out of Jackson did

not spread. There were no cases in the neighboring country, except those

carried there. I left the city on the 15th of September. The worst case

I knew of was one who, returning to the city after the subsidence of the

epidemic, neglected to ventilate her rooms. I do not think it is so much
12
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personally contagious, as transportable in clothing, &c. We get rope

and bagging fi'om New Orleans, for plantation use, but not just previous

to the advent of the epidemic. I do not know of any spontaneous cases
;

there were none. The Lunatic Asylum is one and a quarter miles North

from the town of Jackson. Many persons went out to it, and took refuge

in it during the fever, and some of them frequently came i/nto the town ;

yet none of them had it. Many Jewish pedlers, &c., came out to Jack-

son from Vicksburg, and crowded into small shanties throughout the

town, which I have no doubt contributed largely to the virulence of the

epidemic. One locality was so much distinguished for this sort of popu-

lation as to be called " Greasy Row."

Attest: W. P. R.

Dr. Thomas J. Harper.—I have practiced medicine in Vicksburg
sixteen or seventeen years. Mrs. Lanier was the first case of yellow

fever which I loiew. She was taken sick about the 5th of August.
There might have been cases ia the hospital previous to hers. I

saw Mrs. Lanier two days before her death. She had not been out

much previous to sickness, and had not been away from the city.

She resided near the market-house. Concerning the circumstances

connected with the origin of her sickness, I have heard it suggested

that a Jewish pedlar, from New Orleans, visited her house with a

variety of goods ; some of which he sold to her. Of this I am
assured by report ; but know nothing about the fact myself. Mr.
Lanier had been to New Orleans a short time previous to this. The
fever became epidemic about the 20th of August.
The second case in the city occurred three doors from Lanier's,

near Mr. Woodman's, (the druggist,) about the 9th of August, in the

house of a German Jew, a merchant tailor, whose wife was the

subject. I attended her, (Mrs. Schultz.) She had not exposed
herself out of the house. She lived above the store. I think Mr.
Schultz had not received any late goods from New Orleans. The
case was a well marked case of yellow fever. Mrs. Schultz
recovered.

I did not see Mr. Coates, who is said to be one of the earliest

cases of yellow fever.

The fever originated here, so far as I am able to see, and was not
imported. I know of no local cause why the city should have been
unusually sickly this season—the weather dry and pleasant. I did

not remark any unusual prevalence of mould. Do not think there

was anything remarkable connected with any uncommon tendency to

mould. The heat of the sun seemed more oppressive than usual,

though the thermometer did not indicate a remarkably high range.

I hardly think the disease was contagious ; though there are some
circumstances which have come under my observation, which seem
to establish the fact that it is infectious. I have known of cases
occurring in the country. None of those which I knew were spon-

taneous. The most remarkable case occurred in the Selser family

;
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but I am not acquainted with the particulars concerning them. It
occurred three miles from town ; and if I am rightly informed,

strongly indicates infection. Hildebrandt had the fever, and his

crops were delayed in gathering. His corn went to waste to some
extent in consequence. When the excitement had a little subsided,

his neighbors turned out to assist him. Among others, Mr. Ferguson,
with his hands, worked for him about three days, and took his meals
with Hildebrandt, &c. At that time there was no fever in the place.

In a short time one of Mr. Ferguson's negroes was taken sick ; then
Ferguson himself. I saw him, and pronounced his a case of yellow
fever. Previous to this time, none of his hands had been exposed

;

nor had he. These cases occurred in November. Some eight or ten

days ago I saw a remarkable case, which, in like manner, seemed
to indicate the infectious nature of the disease. It occurred at a
boarding-house, on Main street, near the market-house. The whole
family had had the fever during the prevalence of the epidemic.

The fever had subsided with them in the latter part of October.

About ten days ago a lady came to the house, and remained there

about five or six days. She was taken ill, and sent for me. I saw
that she was quite sick, and had no doubt but that she had yellow
fever ; though it was considerably modified by the lateness of the
season. I believe this was the last case we have had in the city.

I have seen no case of recovery from black vomit. Such, how-
ever, have occurred. I have practiced through three epidemics at

this place. This one has been considerably diiferent from other

epidemics. I believe the type has been modified. Do not think it

has been so inflammatory. I have found no unusual difiBculty in

managing it, though the treatment had to be somewhat different.

In my practice, the proportion of fatal cases which terminated with
black vomit, was near fifteen per cent.; that is, I lost thirty-three

cases. Of these five died with black vomit.

The different conditions of people seemed to exert an influence in

regard to fatality and period of the attack. On the hill, for instance,

there were several large houses, in each of which were crowded
together about ninety or one hundred persons. Pretty nearly every
one had the fever ; and many of them died. We have here, also,

places in which emigrants congregate in filthy places, and I believe

that tliese small wooden houses in which they live, have been the
cause of much of our fever. I believe that if all the cellars and
houses should be well ventilated, and all these small wooden build-

ings burned down, that we should have very little, if any, yellow
fever in this place. I have observed black vomit to occur in other

diseases than yellow fever ; both here and in Virginia ; and therefore

do not consider black vomit as an absolute indication and proof of

yellow fever.

During the epidemic, I observed very little yellowness of the skin.

I did notice, during the sickness, a peculiar smell, which I could
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distingush as distinctly as I can a man's (your) face. I cannot de-

scribe it
; yet it differs essentially from all the other smells I know of.

Cases were carried out a mile and a half. Along the suburbs,
Which are not very thickly settled, but are inhabited by a number of
small proprietors, the fever did not occur as an epidemic, however,
among them. I know nothing about the introduction of the fever at

Jackson.
The Northern winds are the winds which are prevalent when most

sickness prevails. This was the fact this season, though not to an
unusual extent. I have noted the Northeast wind generally as most
deleterious to health. There are eight or ten physicians in this

place. Attest: W. P. E.

Dr. F. White, druggist.—I have never practiced medicine in this

city ; have practiced in the country back. Since coming to Vicks-
burg I have kept a drug store. I had the fever at my house. Dr.
Harper attended my family.

I think the fever was brought to my house, and did not originate

spontaneously. I myself was the first case. I am satisfied I took
it at the store. Moses was the second case ; then John was taken

;

both at the store. It was then taken at the house by others of my
family.

I think the disease is communicable, and believe the Jewish pedler
brought it to Vicksburg. At the place w^here he stopped, pretty
much everybody had it, and were the earliest cases.

I did not observe a more than usual tendency to mould among the
shoes, &c. Attest

:

W. P. R.

Dr. G. K. Burchet, hospital physician.—The first case of yellow
fever in Vicksburg occurred in the hospital ; and it could be traced to

New Orleans. Mr. Coates was the first case in private practice. Pre-
vious to his sickness, only one case had occurred in the hospital. That
was a man by the name of Jackson, who was a lumberman, and had
come to this city from New Orleans. Coates had had no communication
with him.

The second case in the city was a man who came from New Orleans on
the Frank Lyon. Gilbert Coates died on the 1st of August. I saw him
after he was taken. He had black vomit. He was not a citizen of

Vicksburg. He had been a clerk in the hotel, and was proprietor of

the Artesian Wells. Said he had not been to New Orleans previous to

his being taken with the fever ; but that he had been to Silver Creek.

Came down the river, when he landed at Vicksburg. He Avas a clear

case of yellow fever.

My opinion is that he contracted the disease here. I consider the

epidemic as of domestic origin, and not imported. Another early case

was Mr. Gamble, who had been to New York. Absent from Vicksburg

about two months. There was no fever here when he returned. He
was in fine health, and looked remarkably well. I advised him to leave
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the town, and that immediately, to which he agreed. He did accord-

ingly, and started for home, only stopping long enough to take a drink.

He landed in the city at 10 o'clock on Friday, and left town at 12 on the

same day. The very next Tuesday he was taken, at home (one mile and
a half from the town) with the fever.

The second case in private practice was Mrs. Lanier. Mr. Lanier had
been to New Orleans, and returned about ten days before his wife was
taken, I think her fever was contracted here spontaneously. Some
think it was from a dress which Mr. Lanier brought her from New Orleans.

The third case was Mr. Bailey, a clerk in McOutcheon's store. I do not
think he caught the disease from any person or things, but that he con-

tracted it here (spontaneously ?) He was a receiving clerk, and might
have been exposed to goods from New Orleans.

The quarantine went into operation early in August. I do not think
it done any good. I think the fever was domestic, and not imported.

The next cases were at Mrs. Finly's, within ten days after Mr. Bailey
was sick. More than fifty cases occurred in different localities through-
out the city. The fever did not seem to observe regular movements in its

progress, and it did not seem to travel in a manner which could be traced

fi'om one part of the town to another, but seemed to occur indifferently

in all places. I do not know of any local cause why the fever should
have visited Vicksburg this season so severely. Do not know of the ex-

istence of any predisposing causes, such as stagnant water, excavations of

earth or unusual filth. On the contrary, the city was cleaner than ordi-

nary. I did not observe the unusual prevalence of mould. My experi-

ence convinces me, that the fever did become somewhat infectious. One
reason is drawn from its spread in "the hospital. We have room there for

sixty-five or seventy patients ; and, in the early part of the season, I set

apart one ward for the accommodation of yellow fever cases ; but in a
very short time this ward was entirely full. I had many cases of chronic

diseases in the ward adjoining the yellow fever ward. But in the course

of ten days from the first breaking out of the epidemic, there was not a
patient in the whole number free from yellow fever. I saw no recoveries

subsequent to black vomit. In crowded localities the fever raged worse.

This is my first practice in epidemic fever. Intemperate persons were
very obnoxious to the fever. So mania-a-potu seemed to run quickly into

it. We have in the city many places crowded with emigrants and foreign-

ers. Several large buildings near the railroad were very much crowded,

in which the fever was very fatal. I have heard it said, that within a very

small compass there are sixteen widows who lost their husbands near the

same time. I do not know how the fever was introduced into Jackson,

but think it was in the same manner as into this place—i. e., produced
locally.

Clinton, which is situated on the railroad, had no fever. A great many
went there from Vicksburg, yet no cases occurred there. Clinton is not
situated on the river. Many persons passed through there ; many stopped

and remained ; many received supplies from there. I did not observe any
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particular smell, except at tlie hospital. I however use snufl', and am,

consequently not very acute in perceiving odor.

Attest: W. P. K.

Dr. a. L. Magruder.—It is my opinion that fever w^as imported from

New Orleans and introduced among us, by means of steamboats bringing

persons and goods. The first case which I saw was at the hospital, and

came from Orleans on board the Empire City ; which, besides, had some
fifteen other cases. This was previous to the establishment of our qua-

rantine, 23d of July. When the man landed he was a little indisposed

only, and had intended going further up the river ; but the boat left him
while he was getting some medicine. He grew rapidly worse, and went
into the hospital.

By the Mndness of Dr. Burchet, I was permitted to see him as often

as I pleased, and I took great interest in watching the progress of the dis-

ease. I saw him every day. He did not throw up black vomit, but was
a decided and well marked case of yellow fever.

We made a post mortem examination, and found his stomach full of

black vomit. His liver was of straw color and almost white. I believe

that no cases originated from him here.

The second case was William Quimby, who came up from New Orleans,

as a hand on the Frank Lyon, He was in this city three or four days

before he was taken sick. Arrived on the 30th July, and died October

the 4th. There was no spreading fi-om this case.

The third case was Mr. Coates, whose disease was said by some to be-

swamp fever. The fourth case was Mrs. Lanier, who died Avith black

vomit. In regard to the origin of her case, we found out that a Jew
pedler, John Scanner, had lately been to the city of New Orleans, and
on returning to Vicksburg, he stopped at a house close by where Mrs.

Lanier lived—on the adjoining lot. The day on which he arrived, he
unpacked his goods and took them to exhibit in different parts of the

city. He called at Mrs. Lanier's, and sold her a woolen dress. On the

next day she was seized with the fever. Mrs. Fuget's case, near by, was
next ; and not a single person escaped it in her family. These cases all

occurred before the breaking out of fever as an epidemic. From this

vicinity, Mrs. Long's boarding-house, the fever seemed to radiate ; and
only ten days subsequent to Mrs. Fuget's case ; broke out as an epidemic.

I had cases in other portions of the town, but I have studied their origin

closely, and not a case came under my notice which I could not distinctly

trace back to this locality. Mrs. Fuget's house is near the centre of the

town, just West of the market.

I am not aware of any local causes which should induce or favor the

prevalence of yellow fever this season here. Vicksburg was never in a
more beautiful and cleanly condition. Mr. Fuget lives in a very cleanly

style.

All other febrile diseases seemed to vanish and run into yellow fever.

I have practiced here through three epidemics. I look upon this one as

of a peculiar type ; we call it the typhoid yellow fever.
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I did not observe any remarkable prevalence of mould, and unusual

abundance of insects, musquetoes, &c. I perceived for some time during

the epidemic a peculiar remarkable odor, which only disappeared at the

close of the epidemic.

I do not consider the disease contagious, in the proper sense of the

word ; but that it was infectious, I have no doubt. Clothes and goods

which can inclose air, I believe to be most efficient transmittors of the

infection. I have given a good deal of attention to matters pertaining to

the origin and spread of the epidemic this season, and have kept careful

memoranda, which I am now collating and compiling, and intend to send

Dr. Fenner, of New Orleans, and shall finish the subject in a few days.

In my paper I have included all the particulars which I have mentioned,

and others. Attest: W. P. R.

ALABAMA.
COMMUNICATION FROM J. C. NOTT, M. D.

Gentlemen

:

—I herein transmit to you such facts as I have been able

to collect, bearing on the epidemic yellow fever which prevailed in and
around the city of Mobile, during the summer and autumn of 1853.

The disease this season has pursued such an imusual course, as to bring

under discussion again the long neglected idea of contagion, which I, in

common wath most members of the profession, had regarded as obsolete.

However it may be explained, the fact is none the less certain, that the

disease has extended not only to all the little settlements within five or

six miles of the city, but to Citronelle, the present tenninus of the Ohio
Eailroad, thirty-three miles from town ; and to the various towns on the

rivers tributary to our bay as far as steamboats have gone and no farther

—to Montgomery and Demopolis, for example ; to say nothing of many
intermediate points.

The first cases of yellow fever which occurred in Mobile, it is conceded
on all hands, were imported from New Orleans on board the barque

Miltiades; and for the following facts I am indebted to Doctor Walkly,
and Mr. Cox, one of our most respectable stevedores—Doctor Walkly's

information was derived from the captain of the barque and the second

mate of the steamer Daniel Pratt, which acted as lighter to her.

The Miltilades sailed from Portland, Maine, to New Orleans, where she

lost several of her crew with yellow fever ; from thence she came to Mobile
Bay and anchored below Dog River Bar, some fifteen or twenty miles

below town, on the 11th July; and on the 13th, Peter Johnson, one of

the crew was sent to our Marine Hospital, in the back part of the city,

one mile from the whai-ves, where he died with black vomit. Dr. Lopez,

surgeon of this hospital, infonns me that this man entered on the 11th
instead of the 13th, in articulo mortis, and that he had been sick at sea

five days with yellow fever.
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On the 14th, three days after the arrival of the vessel, the stevedores

went on board to load her with cotton for Liverpool. One of them, John
Johnson, was taken down with the yellow fever on the 19th or 20th, and
was brought to town on the steamer Daniel Pratt, and placed in the
" Sailors' Home," where he died with black vomit on the 25th, On the

25th, four others were brought up from the vessel sick, by the same steamer.

One was taken to No. 9 Government street ; one to Franklin street, below
Eslava, and another went to the hospital.

On the 1st of August, the second engineer of the Daniel Pratt was

,

taken down with the same disease and recovered. Dr. Levert saw a
[

stevedore, David Nichols, -wdth yellow fever, from the same vessel, on the
'

2'7th July.

These, as far as I can learn, include all the cases from this vessel. There
;

were, however, other imported cases, preceding the aj)pearance of the
;

disease among our citizens, as the following facts will show ; and these,
\.

like the former, cannot be questioned.
'

On the record of our " City Hospital " the following entries are made
\

of yellow fever cases : July 23d, one ; 25th, two ; 26th, three—all of whom
)

were laborers that had fled from the epidemic in New Orleans, and were
;

either sick on arrival or, taken soon after. It may be worthy of remark en

passant, that I was informed by the Sisters of Charity that the disease did

not spread among the inmates of this hospital until some time afte^,

when it had become epidemic throughout the city.

After diligent inquiry among the physicians, the first case I can trace

among our citizens who had no communication with the Miltiades, was
Mr. McDowell, a patient of Dr. Levert ; he slept at Hollywood, a watering .

place on the opposite side of the bay, and came to town every day on the ':

steamboat Junior; he sickened on the 31st of July, and recovered,

A few days after this, rumor was busily at work, and cases were talked

of in different parts of the town, but having no connection with each

other. On the 18th, I made a memorandum in my note-book, to the effect

that up to that date, fi'om the best information, there had been in the

town about thirty cases. I inquu-ed among the physicians as to their dates

and localities, and could trace no connection among the cases ; they seem

to have been sown broad-cast over a mile square. I kept, as is my cus-

tom, the range of the thermometer, the winds and rain, from the 1st of

May until frost, and could see nothing in the season to account for disease.

May, June and July were temperate, showery, pleasant, and remarkably

exempt from all febrile diseases. Nor was there anything in the type of

diseases to foreshadow yellow fever. Yet, I predicted, a month before its

appearance, with great confidence, that we should have a terrible epidemic

in Mobile, and simply from the fact that I had never known the disease

early in the season to attack Vera Cruz, West India Islands and New
Orleans, without completing the circuit of the Gulf. I expected unusual

virulence ; because this had been its character everywhere it had gone

;

and I shall be greatly deceived if the same disease does not attack cities

on the Atlantic next season, and particularly Philadelphia. The germ is

sleeping, but not dead.
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It should be remarked that our corporate authorities had shown unu-

sual activity in cleansing our city, and long before the appearance of the

disease, everything had been done which foresight and prudence could do,

to ward off the scourge.

The foregoing statement includes, as far as I know, all the essential facts

connected with the late epidemic in the city. I now propose'to give what
information I have gathered relative to its extension from this point to

others around the city and along the rivers.

"Spring Hill" is a part of a sandy, pine hill region, West of Mobile

;

150 feet above tide water, and six miles distant fi'om the wharves of the

city ; it has been a summer retreat for many years ; is watered by excellent

springs ; and has heretofore been considered exempt fi'om yellow fever, or

any form of malarious disease. This settlement covers about three-fourths

of a mile square, with the virgin pine forest still standing, and includes

about thirty families, together with St. Joseph's College, which contains

about two hundred resident pupils. The epidemic commenced its ravages

at Spring Hill about the 5th of September, and we shall give the history

of its progress.

On the 12th of August, just about the time the yellow fever began to

assume the epidemic fonn in Mobile, and one month after the first im-

ported case, I was called to see a young gentleman, Mr. Alfred MuiTay,

with a well marked attack of the disease, at a boarding house in Mobile,

on St. Louis street, near St. Joseph ; and on the 14th had him removed on.

a bed to the house of his brother-in-law, Mr. Wheeler, on Spring Hill,

about the centre of the settlement. He recovered, and twenty days after

he entered the house, 5th September, two of Mr. Wheeler's children were

attacked with the epidemic, and about two weeks after two other children

were attacked ; three had black vomit, and two died.

On the 22d August. Mr. Stramler moved his family from town to Spring

Hill, and occupied the house of John B. Toulmin; on the 27th, he car-

ried out a negro woman sick with intermittent fever, who died on the 31st,

under circumstances which I need not detail ; but I have every reason to

believe she did not have yellow fever.

Mr. Greer moved with his family to the same house on the 29th, from

town, carrying a daughter convalescing from yellow fever ; another daugh-

ter sickened on the 8th ; three of Mrs. Flemming's children in the same
house, on the 10th; and Mrs. John Greer on the next day; Mrs. Flem-

ming on the 15th, and John H. Greer two or three days after. This

house is about 300 yards Northwest of Mr. Wheeler's.

My father-in-law, Col. Deas, lives on a lot about 100 yards North of the

last named house, and his household, white and black, consisted of sixty

persons. On the Yth September, one of his negro women was attacked,

on an adjoining lot; on the 8th, his daughter-in-law, Mrs. John Deas; and

on the 9th, Mrs. Brown, his daughter; each being in a different inclosure,

and one hundred yards from each other. The disease then spread rapidly

through the families of the three adjoining premises, attacking whites and

blacks indiscriminately. Fifty-four were attacked out of the sixty, and

13
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in fourteen days tlie wliole tale was told—jBve whites, two mulattoes and

one black were dead with black vomit, and the rest were convalescent.

One-half of the whites attacked died ; and I had never in twenty-five

years practice witnessed such a scene, among a class of people well lodged,

in clean, well ventilated apartments, and surrounded by every possible

comfort, and this too, on a high, barren sand hill, nearly six miles from

the city.

Cases existed simultaneously at Wm. Stewart's, Mr. Wheeler's, and

Mr. Purvis's and Toulmin's houses, widely separated from each other

;

and in the latter part of September and through October, the disease

visited the houses of Capt. Stein, McMillan, Rev. Mr, Knapp, Mrs. George^

Dubose's, John Battle's, and some others. The disease skipped about in

an extraordinary manner ; some houses escaped entirely, some had but

one or two cases. I could see no connection between the houses or in-

mates to explain the order of attack. There was scarcly a fatal case

among those attacked after the 16th September—not more than two or

three.

The great majority of the subjects on Spring Hill had had no commu-
nication with the city for, many weeks, and it is worthy of note that the

disease had attacked most of the country between the Hill and town be-

fore it reached the Hill ; though some neighborhoods, as the Nunnery,

and around it as far as Hubbell's, escaped. As far as I can learn, the

disease did not spread among the country population beyond Spring Hill,

which is sparse.

Citronelle.—This is the name of a village which has sprung up in the

last twelve months, thirty-three miles from Mobile, at the present ter-

minus of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad. It is situated on a beautiful

plateau of pine land, about 400 feet above tide water, and has been con-

sidered, like all these pine hills at the South, perfectly healthy.

The following is an extract from a letter of Dr. James S. Gaines, a

most promising and estimable young gentleman, who witnessed the facts.

This letter was dated 4th October, 1853, and published in the Mobile Ad-
vertiser, of the 6th

:

"The local population of Citronelle is 250; adding the boarders at the

hotels and different boarding houses, say 100, it will make our popula-

tion about 350. This estimate of the population does not include over

one hundred hands in the immediate vicinity of Citronelle. I have seen

and treated, since the 16th of August, fifty-three cases of yellow fever;

thirteen out of this number have died. There have been seven other

deaths since this date ; they were not seen by me, but from what I could

learn, five out of this number were from yellow fever ; making the total

number of deaths since the 16th of August up to date, twenty. That will

just make an average of one death to seventeen of the population. The
first case that I was satisfied of its originating here, occurred on the 11th

of September, since which time there have been several clear cases, and
within the last ten days the number has been increasing ; some of them
of a veiy malignant type. I have no idea that the disease could have
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originated here, had it not been for the frequent communication between
this point and Mobile ; and it is not singular that it should have done so,

when we reflect that the baggage cars are almost air tight when closed,

running from Mobile to this point in two hours."

The Doctor, unhappily, did not live to tell the whole tale—he himself

fell a victim to the disease soon after this date. Many more of the popu-

lation died, and sixteen out of eighteen of the employees on the rail-

road, besides many laborers. There are no data for accurate statis-

tics, but from what I can learn, something like a fom'th or fifth of the

population along the road from Mobile to Citronelle died. According to

l)r. Gaines' statement, there was just a month between the first case im-
ported into Mobile and the first at Citronelle.

The Dog River Cotton Factory is situated Southwest of Mobile, about

five miles, and has within its inclosure of some twenty or thirty acres,

about 300 operatives, including their families. The houses are built in a
hollow square, and form a complete village. Mr. Charles Wattleworth,

one of the most efficient and intelligent officers of the establishment, under
date of 21st November, writes the following reply to certain queries : •

" Bear Sir

:

—In answer to yours of yesterday, I send you the follow-

ing account of the deaths and recoveries fi'om yellow fever in our imme-
diate neighborhood

;

" The first case we had was a man that had been to New Orleans ; ha
was taken ill on the 18th August, (two days after his return) and died

on the 22d; a man that waited on him died about the same time.

"The next cases that occurred were about the 1st September ; they

were about six in number, and the parties had been in the habit of going

frequently to town.
" The first cases that appeared here among parties that had been in no

yfs.j connected with the city, or with the sick, occurred on the 9th Oc-

tober ; there were five cases on the evening of that day, and about the

13th there were five more. Other cases have occurred since that time, and
there are three sick at present, (21st November,) one of which is not ex-

pected to live.

" The whole number that died of yellow fever up to date, is twenty-

three ; and forty-six have recovered.

Yours, &c., Chas. Wattieworth."

"What is called St. Stephen's Road goes off" from Mobile in a North-

west direction, and is so densely populated for five miles as to present

much the appearance of a continuous village. My friend, Dr. E. P.

Gaines, who lives about four miles from town on this road, had ample op-

portunities for investigating the epidemic, and to him I am indebted for

the following facts.

The following cases all occurred from two to four miles fi'om town,

on the St. Stephen's Road, or in other words, between the |Creek and
Gen. Toulmin's residence. August 23d, two cases ; 24th, one ;

30th,

two : September 1st, one. These were all contracted in town.
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The following were the first originating in the country : September

4th, one; Vth, one; 9th, one; 11th, two; 12th, two; 16th, one—Miss.

"Willson, the first death with black vomit,—and from this date the disease

became decidedly epidemic.

Dr. Gaines thinks the disease contagious, and narrated to me some
instances which are difficult to explain on any other ground. The dis-

ease extended out in this direction some ten miles, into the neighborhood

of William Cleveland.

Heretofore in Mobile the colored population, except in 1819, have

escaped yellow fever ; this year they have been as generally attacked

as the whites, but with less fatality ; there have been at least fifty deaths

among them this season from yellow fever, and ^the mulattoes have

suffered more than blacks.

Children, who heretofore have been little liable, this year have been

generally and violently attacked. No acchmation short of an attack of

yellow fever, has served this year as a protection ; not only many who
have lived here fifteen or twenty years, and passed through several

epidemics untouched, but grown up natives, and even those advanced in

life, have been fatally attacked. There were very few second attacks.

I saw but one clear case.'

It is remarkable that not only some neighborhoods around the town
escaped, within three or four miles, but many houses in town. Mrs.

McKnight, a milliner, lived in Claiborne street, between Dauphin and
St. Francis, and she, with eleven unacclimated girls, escaped entirely.

Other examples of the same kind occurred.

Elevation seemed to have no influence over it. The Battle House,
a large and superb new notel, had just been completed and occupied

but a few months ; it was as clean as any building could be, and as well

ventilated. The female Irish servants slept in the fifth story, and the

males in the basement. They were nearly all attacked, and about one
half died. The cleanest parts and best residences in the city suffered

as much as the small buildings in filthy alleys.

On the opposite side of the bay, while many cases occurred at isola-

ted houses, and some sixty deaths between the village and Point Clear,

yet Freeman's and the Point Clear hotels, having more than one hun-
dred regular boarders each, escaped almost entirely, though cases were
brought to them fi-om Mobile and New Orleans.

Contagion.—Under this head, according to my views, two distinct

questions have been confounded, viz, the contagiousness and the trans-

2^ortahility of a disease. A disease may not be contagious in the pro-

per acceptation of the term, that is, commimicable from one human body
to another, like small pox ; and still it does not follow that the geiTa or
materies morbi may not be transported from one place to another in a
vessel or baggage car, and there be propagated.
With regard to the contagiousness of yellow fever, my mind is still

undecided, nor is my conviction yet complete with regard to its trans-

portabilitt/. In the epidemics of yellow fever which I have witnessed
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on former occasions, 183Y—'9
—'42—'43—'47, the evidence seemed

to be decidedly against contagion; while in 1853 the facts have been

so conflicting as to leave me still in doubt, though my leaning is rather

in favor of the contagiousness of this epidemic.

The reader need not be told how completely we are in the dark with

regard to the laws by which epidemic diseases are propagated, to say

nothing of their obscure origin. It is a common opinion that the de-

composition of animal or vegetable substances may and do produce

certain gaseous emanations which rise into the air; are diifused through

it, and thus produce yellow fever ; but this theory will not bear a mo-
ment's examination. If a gas, the cause of yellow fever must obey the

laws of gases, and be very soon dift'used, by changing currents of wind,

all over the city, from a given point. Yellow fever, on the contrary, is

extremely erratic in its course. It prevailed this season in Mobile for

more than two months as an epidemic, and attacking new houses every

day in different parts of the city ; houses on oj)posite sides of the street,

or beside each other, were attacked at intervals of several weeks,

and many houses escaped entirely, or had but one or two cases, in

the very heart of the city. If the cause was in a gaseous form, how
could it thus skip from house to house in town, and travel in the

same eiTatic way for miles around the town ? It is a curious fact

that Montgomery, Demopolis, and Spring Hill were attacked about the

same time, ^nz'. between the 1st and 5th of September; while Selma
and Dog River Factory were not attacked until about the 8th of October

;

Spring Hill and Dog River Factory are within five miles of Mobile, while

the other points are two hundred. Intermediate points, like the houses

in tov/n beside each other, were attacked at irregular intervals.

The above facts would seem to disprove the idea that the cause of
yellow fever exists as a gaseous emanation, and we must seek some
more plausible hypothesis. An examination of the facts tends more
to show that the cause exists in an organic form, and possesses the

power of propagation and progression by organic laws. The trans-

fortahility of yellow fever, to say the least, rests upon much more
stable support than its contagiousness ; for however conflicting the

minor details may be ; the broad fact stands out that the disease was
not only a traveling disease, but traveled to those points on the Gulf
of Mexico frequented by vessels and railroads, and no farther. When
on former years yellow fever visited Vera Cruz, the West India Islands

and New Orleans early in the summer, it has almost invariably ex-
tended along the coast of Mississippi, Alabama and Florida. So in

1853, after it had marched from Rio to New Orleans, I predicted with
certainty that it would continue its march around the Gulf; and,

although we had had a cool, showery, pleasant summer in Mobile,
and extraordinary sanitary precautions had been taken, I advised my
friends to fly, and was called an alarmist.

It has been, too, the invariable habit of yellow fever, when it has
visited Mobile, to commence first in the city, and not to attack the sur-
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rounding country for several weeks. Why, if it depends upon an
atmospheric cause, should it not attack the settlements around for five

miles, as soon as the town ?

It is a fact worthy of note that the yellow fever this season has

visited every point on the Lake where the New Orleans boats have

touched ; while Portersville, where they did not touch, has escaped—
Biloxi, Pass Christian, Pascagoula, &c., have all been attacked. At
Portersville, where several hundred people were assembled, and about

one hundred and fifty in one inclosure, no cases occurred, though five

imported cases were brought in, nursed by different persons, and two
died with black vomit. These facts 1 have from Dr. J. W. Moore, a

very intelligent gentleman who lives at Portersville, and saw every

case of sickness that occurred there.

Other facts favor the transportability of the germ or materies morhi.

It is admitted that a vessel may go from an infected to an uninfected

port; carry the materies morhi with her, and that persons at the latter

port may go on board the infected vessel, take the disease and die

with it ; hundreds of examples of this kind have occurred, and the

barque Miltiades, alluded to above, is a case in point. The stevedores

of Mobile, as did two men from the steamer Daniel Pratt, which lay

alongside of her, took yellow fever from her. It is by no means an

unreasonable idea to suppose that the materies morhi may have been
transmitted to the Daniel Pratt, that was carrying freight to her for

some days and by her brought to the city.

It is also a fact perfectly well established, that yellow fever has in

many instances started in an alley or other pomt in a city, and gradu-

ally extended itself through the whole or part of a city; this has

occurred twice, in my day, in Mobile— 1842 and 1843—-each year

taking several weeks to travel half across the city, and each year

prevailing in different parts of the city. In 184^ the disease com-
menced in the Southern part of the city, and spread over one half;

and in 1843 it commenced in the extreme North and covered the part

of the city untouched the previous year. This fact and others lead

me strongly to believe that Philadelphia will be scourged next sum-
mer, and probably other Atlantic cities.

It is notorious that yellow fever has repeatedly spread from a point

in Philadelphia and New York. So slow has been its progress that

they have fenced it in, and in some days after, discovering that the

disease was progressing, they have moved the fence to keep pace
with it. A very rehable old gentleman, who was a member of the

Board of Health in New York in 1822 or '23, when yellow fever

prevailed, told me that by actual calculation it traveled forty feet a
day on that occasion.

If, then, the materies morhi of yellow fever can be transported iri

the hold of a vessel from one port to another ; and if it can be propa-

gated from a single point in a city throughout that city ; why may the.

disease not make its point of departure an infected vessel lying at tL
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wharf, as well as an infected alley, or othet point of land ? As fair as

reasoning goes, I confess I can see no difference, and the spread of

yellow fever in 1793 from a vessel in Philadelphia, and numerous
other examples since, would seem strongly to favor the idea that a city

may, under certain unknown circumstances, receive and propagate

the materies morbi of yellow fever from an infected vessel. It is true

that infected vessels have often arrived in ports without cornmunicat-

ing the disease, but the same may be said of small-pox and other

strictly contagious diseases— a negative does not disprove a positive

fact.

Nor can the admission of the occasional importation of yellow
fever into New Orleans or Mobile conflict with the fact, that sporadic

cases or epidemics may spring up from germs which have been long
slumbering in these cities. The facts do not conflict.

A doubt was long ago started as to the indigenous origin of yellow
fever in America. Many have contended that it is an imported Afri-

can disease ; and I confess that my mind is by no means free from
doubt on this point. Cholera, small-pox, measles and scarlet fever

are all Asiatic diseases ; all imported into Europe since the Crusades
and into America since the conquest. So recent is scarlet fever in this

country, that Dr. Rush remarked, fifty years ago, that the disease waS
so rare that one physician would not be likely to see it more than once
in his lifetime ! It was never known as far South as the Carolinas

before about 1830, and yet how common has it become. These dis-

eases have all the habits here which they had in their original country

;

they lie dormant for a time and then wake up to their work of de-

struction ; they travel from place to place in the most erratic manner,
by laws impenetrable to us. Some may be transported by contagion,

others not ; some may be transported both by epidemic laws and by
contagion. Scarlet fever, for example, may break out and prevail as

an epidemic without its origin being traced, or it may be transported

by contagion.

Some five years ago I published an article in the New Orleans
Medical and Surgical Journal, to show that the animalcular hypothe-
sis explained better the erratic habits of yellow fever than any other,

and every day's experience and reflection since have strengthened

those views ; but I will not here repeat them. I am fully aware of

the numerous and ingenious objections M'hieh have been urged, and
among others those in the recent paper of Prof. Leidy, in which he
pronounces the idea " absurd."

I am not disposed to open the discussion at present, but must be
permitted to say, that ingenious and philosophical as are the experi-

ments of Prof. Leidy, they are wholly inconclusive to my mind.
Prof Agassiz, whose authority wdll be allowed in any scientific assem-
bly ; regards all microscopic observations heretofore made in this

department as so defective, that he informs me he has not assigned
the infusoria a place in his classification of the animal kingdom.
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Microscopic observations are yet but in their infancy, and in reaching

the causes of disease it is as far behind reality as we know chemistry

to be.

In reasoning from analogy, the " Insect hypothesis " of Sir Henry
Holland explains best the habits of certain epidemic diseases, and it

is the part of true philosophy to abandon such theories as the old

malarial one, which is in accordance with no known laws, and to

explore in a direction towards which rational hypothesis points. Prof.

Leidy says " none of the well known animalculee are poisonous. At
various times I have purposely swallowed large draughts of water

containing myriads of Manas, Vihrio, Sfc, ^., without ever having

perceived any subsequent effect." He might have swallowed the

poison of the viper with the same impunity. By what various means
the poison of insects or animaculce might be communicated through

the air or directly to individuals, we know not. During the past

summer I knew a lady of very nervous temperament to be kept for

weeks in a nervous, neuseated state, from the effluvia of certain

insects on trees in the yard ; while no one else perceived it, or was
affected by it ; she did not recover until the season for the insects had
passed over. Here is a perfect analogy to the Rhus Vernix and other

vegetable substances alluded to by Prof. Leidy, as capable of poison-

ing the air. Similar analogies abound.

Table of Interments in the Mobile Cemeteries during the Yellow Fever-

Epidemic from, \st August to \st November, 1853.

Months. D'ths. Months. D'ths. Months. D'ths. Months. D'hs. Tot.

August 1 6 August 9 3 August 17
^' 18

10 August 25
^' 26

20
2 3 10 4 12 15

"
3 4 11 4 19 15 27 26

" 4 2 12 11 20 11 2'8 28
" 5 5 13 6 21 8 29 39
" 6 2 14 7 22 11 30 15
" 7 2 15 9 23 12 31 25 337
"

8 2 16 8 24 12

September .1 40 September . 9 33 September. 17 31 September. 25 33
"

2 45 10 28 18 21 26 18
" 3 29 11 31 19 18 •' 27 17
" 4 31 " 12 30 20 21 28 8
" 5 36 13 32 21 18 " 29 9
" 6 39 " 14 26 " 22 21 " 30 12 780
" 7 30 15 40 " 23 14
" 8 44 " 16 25 24 20

October... ..1 8 October 9 6 October 17 11 October ...25 5
" 2 9 10 7 18 8 26 6
" 3 6 11 4 " 19 9 27 3
" 4 15 12 8 20 11 28 4
" 5 9 13 6 21 8 " 29 5
'i t) 4 14 6 22 7 « 30 6
" 7 9 15 8 23 6 31 6 214

8 5
T

16
OTAL

5 24 4
1331

The epidemic had so exhausted itself by the 26th October, that the

Medical Board announced that it was at an end, and discontinued their

daily reports ; scattering cases, however, continued to occur through-
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out the months of November and December ; and I find on examin-

ing the records of the sextons, that twenty-five deaths in November,
and fifteen in December are placed to the yellow fever list. The last

death was on the 16th of December ; but other cases, not fatal, oc-

curred later.

The above table includes deaths from all causes, and we possess no
data by which we can classify with accuracy the different diseases for

those months ; but we can approximate the number of deaths from
yellow fever alone sufficiently near for all practical purposes. The
aggregate, from all causes, during the three months, was 1331 ; and
those informed on the subject will allow that fifteen deaths a week, or

sixty a month, would cover the mortality at this season of the year

from all other causes than fever, and particularly during the prevalence

of an epidemic. According to this estimate, the three epidemic months
would give an aggregate of 180 deaths from causes exclusive of yel-

low fever. The facts may be tabulated as follows

:

Deaths during August, Sept., and Oct., from all causes 1,331
" for same period from other causes than yellow fever 180

" " " " yellow fever alone 1,1 51
" during Nov. and Dec'r, from yellow fever alone 40

Total of yellow fever from 1st Aug. to 16th December, 1,191

About fifty of the deaths from yellow fever were among the colored

population ; and this class was almost as universally attacked as the

whites ; which shows a degree of malignity unknown in Mobile since

1819 ; when the disease attacked Creoles, negroes and Indians.

The winter population of Mobile is at present about 25,000, of

which at least one-third were absent during the epidemic ; some of
the latter remained in the vicinity, and many went to the interior or

other States. It should, however, be borne in mind, that our city cem-
eteries are the repositories of most of the dead for several miles around
the city, as well as for the steamboats ; and that our bills of mortality

may therefore exhibit a larger per centage on our population than
truth would justify. But to mitigate the facts as we may; 1331 deaths

in ninety days is a terrible mortality ; and had the poj)ulation remained
in the city, I see no reason to doubt that the white portion would have
been more than decimated. Certain it is, that in many villages along
the Gulf States, where the number of inhabitants could be closely ap-

proximated, and where none were " acclimated," this fearful epidemic
comitted ravages far beyond decimation.

Mobile, December 18th, 1853.

COMMUNICATION FROM A. H. HUTCHINSON, ALABAMA.
Bladen Springs.—I include two cases which occurred at the landing,

four miles from this place.

14
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Surface soil—sandy.

No stagnant water in our vicinity ; distant four miles from the Bigbee

river.

Drainage.—Water runs off freely.

All these cases had been in a locality where yellow fever was pre-

vailing; none are believed to have risen from the handling of goods,

clothing, &c.; and none to have originated spontaneously, without any
suspicion of intercourse with other cases of the disease. The cases

of yellow fever which occurred here were the same as those of Mo-
bile, Alabama. All who died had black vomit.

Yelloioness of sldn.—None but those who died.

I do not regard the disease as true yellow fever. I have never seen

the disease before. Numbers were attendant on the few that were sick

here
;
yet no one took it.

The weather was very dry during the months of July and August

;

hot in the sun, and pleasant in the shade. An unusually regular and.

continuous sea breeze was felt during this time. Commencing on the

last of August or first of September, we had frequent gusts of wind
from the South, accompanied with showers of rain ; but less thunder

and lightning than I have ever witnessed.

We had fewer flies than usual, but more musquetoes, which con-
tinued during the season ; but little mould, and that of a very white,

dry appearance.

Many visitors from the cities, who did not take the disease, were at-

tacked, after coming here, with diarrhoea and dysentery. The de-

rangement tending to yellow fever no doubt passed into other forms of
disease, as it was not common to persons from the interior of the

country.

TESTIMONY OF R. W. ADAMS.
Mr. Adams left New Orleans on the 15th of August. On his arri-

val at Mobile, being fatigued, and having exposed himself to the in-

fluence of the sun, he was unwell. On his arrival at Montgomery, he
was attacked with fever. This was twelve days after his departure
from New Orleans; thinks he had yellow fever, from the similarity of
symptoms with the disease he contracted in 184 1. Mr. Washburn, who
accompanied him, died there ; supposed to have been laboring under
delirium tremens, as he drank to excess. There were no other cases
of fever in Montgomery at that time.

COMMUNICATION FROM A. G. MABRY, M. D.

^
The city of Selma is situated on a very high bluff on the West

Bide of the Alabama river, in latitude about 32^ deg., and nearly
two hundred miles from tide water. Owing to a bend M'hich the
river makes at this point, the city is nearly North of it ; occupying
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a very level plain ; extending North three-quarters of a mile from the

river and on its bank, East and West, two miles.

The soil is chiefly sand, resting on a bed of rotten limestone with

a stratum of clay of variable thickness and. of unequal distance from

the surface running through its vs^hole extent. The lime rock imme-
diately on the bluff, is found near the surface, but soon dips and re-ap-

pears again two miles off beyond the limits of the city ; thus forming

a concave bed for the immense deposite of sand on which the city

stands.

Almost every tenement within the corporation limits is supplied

with a well, which at the depth of from eighteen to twenty-six feet

affords an abundant supply of delightful stone-water, and in additioa

to these, we have a number of Artesian wells, the waters of which
differ little from that of the common wells.

In the business part of the city, as might be expected, the houses

are compactly built ; but the lots of the private residences are large and
the buildings far apart.

The streets are wide and running North and South and East and
West, cross each other at right angles ; they are uniformly dry and
clean, and the whole city, wth one exception, has been kept free from
all offensive accumulations of every description.

There are no canals, ditches, pools or other places that contain

stagnant water within or near the limits of the city. There are two
creeks near by; one half a mile, the other two miles off, and they both
empty into the river ; one is a very small stream, confined to narrow
limits with pi-ecipitous limestone bluffs, the other is more fiat, but most
ofthe marshes on it for some years past have been reclaimed and brought
into cultivation.

Most of the business is transacted on Broad street and at the foot

of it, or where it terminates on the river bluff near its intersection with
Water street; there has been a large gully made by the washing away
of the sand by the water which passes down the two streets and collects

there in quite a large volume before it enters the river. This wash
encroaches upon these two important streets at their intersection with
each other to such an extent as to make it an object for the last fifteen.

years, not only to stay its further progress, but to repair the damage
already done. For these purposes immense quantities of brush, shavings,

logs and every thing of the kind that could be conveniently obtained,

have been, from time to time, thrown in and covered with sand. About
the middle of last summer, however, a company of gentlemen having
purchased the end of Broad street, including the gully, commenced
their excavations for a building 120 feet by 100 feet; these excavations
were continued until they reached a depth of more than 20 feet below
the surface, giving room for two stories under ground, and embracing
the gully. All deposits heretofore made had now necessarily to be
exhumed, and much that was thus dug up and removed was spread
out on Water street, in front and beyond the site of the building each
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way, and the halance heajjed up on vacant lots near hy^ and all exposed

to the rays of the sun. Other excavations were made in the same

streets, and the earth, as in the former case, was deposited on Water

street. Diagonally opposite the first excavation, on the corner of the

same street, a decayed old wooden building was torn down, and much
filth exposed. The decayed lumber of this old building was purchased

by a German living two squares from its former site, and piled in his

yard near his house.

The weather during the summer and fall, was generally hot and

dry; the spring was a wet one, until the latter part of May; the hot

and dry weather continuing until the last of July.

Up to the middle of September, the year was considered unusually

healthy ; but at this time a change took place from summer to fall

weather, and we had some cold East winds, and a very remarkable

increase in the number of remitting and intermitting fevers ; which, as

usual at that season of the year, had been prevailing. Many cases of

influenza occurred about this time. From the 1st to the 25th of

October, the weather was dry and hot for the season. We had frost

on the 25th.

About the 1st of September, a German, a clerk in a grocery store

on the corner of Broad and Water streets, was taken sick and died,

with symptoms of yellow fever.

On the 16th of September, the wife of the German who purchased
the old building sickened ; and died in a few daj^s of what we are

now convinced was yellow fever. This man had three children ; all

of whom died, successively, within two weeks of their mother ; mak-
ing four, out of a family of six, who died within that time.

On the 17th, a Northern man, employed in the iron foundry, was
taken sick at his boarding-house, corner of Green and Water streets,

and died with what was considered by the friends in attendance as

yellow fever and black vomit. About the 20th, a family came up
from Mobile, a number of which had yellow fever ; they evaded the
quarantine regulations established on the 13th; Drs. Barnura and
Blevins having been appointed health officers ; they had no communi-
cation with the citizens, having violated the law.
On the 6th of October, a young gentleman, clerk in a clothing store

on Broad, near the corner of Water street, was taken sick, and died
with symptoms showing a well marked case of yellow fever. On the
8th, Mr. Mitchell, a young lawyer, occupying rooms and sleeping
in McOraw and Prestridge's buildings, immediately on the river,
fronting Water street near the corner of Broad, was taken sick. On
the 9th, Mr. Fourcard, a little up Broad street; same day. Col. Bun,
boarder in the Dallas House, Water street ; and two mulattoes attach-
ed to the same house. On the same day, Mr. Smith, a grocer in Mc
Craw and Prestridge's buildings ; and Mr. Blevins, one square up
Broad street. On the 12th, Mr. Fourcard; on the 13th, Maj. Gee, of
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the Dallas House ; Drs. Barnum and Blevins, health officers ; Mr.

Atkmson, exchange broker in C. and P.'s buildings ; Mr. White,

architect, and boarder in the Dallas House ; with several others.

These cases all proved incontestably to be cases of yellow^ fever. On
the 14th, Messrs. Mitchell and Blevins died. The citizens now
became alarmed, and it is supposed that one thousand fled ; which,

with five hundred absent ; reduced the population proper from three

thousand, to one thousand five hundred persons. The proportion of

negroes and mulattoes is about one thousand. Three cases occurred
respectively on the 6th, 10th, and 13th days, after the frost on the 25th

of October.

Haemorrhage from the nose, gums, throat and bowels were of
frequent occurrence, and in one or two instances there was considera-

ble bleeding from slight abrasions of the skin. Black vomit occurred
in perhaps two-thirds of the fatal cases; and in one-third that

recovered.

In such cases as recovered ; convalescence commenced about the

begining of the fourth day ; and death occurred in those that proved
fatal, between the fourth and eighth day.

Judging from my own experience, I should say that one out of
every five of those attacked, died. The disease seemed truly to be
no respector of persons. We lost some of our best citezens ; and
most of them robust young men. Several mulattoes were attacked,

and two or three died ; but no blacks, so far as I am informed, took
the disease at all. I know of but one case of relapse ; and no one that

I am aware of who had previously had the disease, was attacked.

That the disease originated here, is clear enough to my mind; and
I cannot avoid the conviction that the causes, whatever they may be,
had their origin, and were developed, by the excavations made on
Water street, between Green and Lauderdale streets; and on the
corner of Broad street ; and by the manner in which the earth from
the excavations was disposed of. If this be not the case, I am totally

at a loss to account for its origin.

There was no intercourse between the first persons who were
seized, and those who afterwards took the disease ; and something
like a dozen persons were taken on the same day, and of course
could not have taken it from each other ; and few or none of them
had been about those who had been previously taken. The slowness
with which it progressed, and the narrowness of the limits within
which it was confined, forbid the idea.

It was remarkable that those who were most with and about the
sick, none, with scarcely an exception, took the disease ; and, with
very few exceptions, all who did take the disease were in the habit of
resorting to that part of Water and Broad streets so frequently
referred to. There were some few, however, who neither frequented
that vicinity, or were near any person sick ; and if the cause origina-
ted there, it must have extended its influence.
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I had seen cases before brought from Mobile, who were freely

visited by our citizens, witliout, in a single instance, having it commu-
nicated to them.

Thirty-two deaths occurred from the disease ; the last on the 13th

of November.
My experience in the disease was heretofore very limited.

TESTIMONY OF HENRY S. LEVERT.
Mobile, December 22, 1853.

Prof. E. H. Babton, M. D., New Orleans.

My Dear Sir :— When I had the pleasure of seeing you in our
city, I promised to bring to your notice some of the facts concerning

yellow fever, since my residence in Mobile. That pledge I now pro-

pose to redeem.
Whether this disease is of foreign or domestic origin, is a question

which cannot be satisfactorily answered at this time ; nor is it to be
presumed that the few facts herein contained will materially aid you
in its solution. To accomplish this object successfully, a long series

of carefully made observations, at different times, in various localities,

and during different epidemics, will be required, before satisfactory

evidence can be obtained, upon which the profession can rely.

At present great diversity of opinion exists, whether yellow fever

is imported into our Southern cities, or has its origin in our midst.

From the facts which have been forced upon my notice, my mind,
at least, has been led to the conclusion, that if the causes existing in

our midst, do not generate the disease they favor its introduction, and
contribute greatly to its extension.

One point, I think, is satisfactorily established in connection with
its appearance in Mobile, upon almost every occasion, viz : That it

has invariably occurred in those seasons when large excavations have
heen made, or extensive surfaces of fresh earth exposed to the action

of the sun and air, during the heat of summer ; while, on the contrary,

our city has been almost as invariably exempt from this scourge in

those seasons in which no such causes existed.

In 1825, the old Catholic grave-yard, which was situated in the
middle of the city, \vas broken up ; the bodies disintered and removed
to another locality, where they were again buried, during the summer
season. Yellow fever of a malignant type appeared, and proved fatal

to a large number of the inhabitants.

In the winter of 1829 and '30, the authorities of the city of Mobile,

commenced shelling the streets, which work was continued for the
six succeeding years ; and until almost all, and perhaps all streets

then opened were paved with shells, which from use soon formed a
firm and compact road ; dry and clean. About the close of the year
1836, the shells for paving purposes were abandoned by the city

authorities, and after that time none were ever used. During the

period between 1829 and '36, tlie streets were firm and dry ; requir-
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ing no grading, no repairing save occasionally a few shells upon

broken or iujured places, and little or no fresh surface was at any

time exposed.

The result was we had no yellow fever between 1829 and '36.

Evidence, though of a negative character, is yet not the less strong.

After the use of the shells had been abandoned, for a year or two,

the streets became broken and unfit for use, and it was necessary to

have them graded and leveled ; the soil being very light and porous,

these repairs were not durable, consequently they had to be frequently

repeated, and always in warm and dry weather.

In addition to this large extent of fresh surface thus exposed^ in

1837 several new streets were opened and graded, and large portions

of swamp land werefilled up in the Northern part of the city during

the months of July, August and September. Yellow fever became
epidemic in the month of October of this year.

In 1841, the disease appeared in the Eastern and Southern parts of

the city, just at the point tvJiere these excavations (grading) were
commenced, and it lingered in that region for several weeks before it

extended to other portions of the town ; it, however, finally did pre-

vail throughout the city.

In 1843, the same coMses existed as in 1841. The excavations

(grading) were commenced, however, in a directly opposite direction,

in the Northwestern part of the city, on Hamilton and St. Anthony
streets. Here too the epidemic first appeared, and to this neighbor-

hood it was confined for a long time before it extended to other

localities. I may here observe that this exposure of fresh surfo.ce

was made in hoth years, '41 and '43, during the months of July,

August and September.

The same causes existed in 1839, in which year there was a severe

epidemic of yellow fever.

In the spring of 1844, at the request of the Board of Health, the

authorities of the city of ^lo\y\S.Q,prrohibited any excavations or grading
of the streets after the 1st day of July; this precaution was pretty

rigidly observed until 1849 or '50, and during the whole of this interval

we had no yellow fexer, save a slight and mild epidemic in 1847.

In 1851, there was also a slight epidemic ; but in this year, as well

as in 1850, the same method of grading the streets was continued, as

prior to 1843,

In the present year, 1853, more grading has been done, and more
extensive excavations have been made in the city, and consequently
much larger surfaces of fresh earth have been exposed than in any
one year sinee 1825, and the epidemic of this year has been more
general than at any former period.

It will be observed that in 1841 and 43, the disease appeared in

those localities where the excavations were first made, and for a long
time it was confined to the immediate vicinity. In the present year,

1853, these excavations were made simultaneously in almost every
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part of the city, and were continued throughout the warm weather

until the disease appeared.

That this epidemic was of local origin, seems much more than

probable, from the order and manner of the occurreuce of the first

fifteen or twenty cases.

The first case that came under my own observation, occurred on the

28th of July, in Government street, near the water.

The second case, on the 30th, on St. Francis and Commerce streets,

four squares removed from the first. The third case occurred on the

31st, on the corner of St. Joseph and Bloodgood streets, half a mile

from the two former cases. The fourth case, on the 5th of August, on

the corner of New Hampshire and Laurence streets, one mile removed

from the last case. The fifth case, on the 9th of August, on Royal street,

in the heart of the town. The sixth case, on the 12th of August, two

miles in the country, in a Southern direction ; on the same day there

were several cases in the Battle House; on the 14th, a case occurred on

Stone street, two miles in a Northern direction ; on the same day, a case

in the Lafayette House, corner of Eoyal and St. Michael streets ; on the

15th, a case on St. Francis street, corner of Cedar; and on the 18th,

there were five or sis cases in one house, on the corner of Conception

and Government streets ; on the 20th, there was a case on Franklin,

below Government.

The different points here enumerated, and taken in precise order of

the occurrence of the cases, are as remote from each other as they well

could be, within the limits of the city. After the 20th of the month,

the cases became so frequent as to assume the character of a general

epidemic, occurring in eveiy street, and almost in every house.

Another striking example, of the influence of local causes in produc-

ing yellow fever, is furnished in the history of the disease, as it appeared

on the Eastern shore of Mobile Bay. Besides the large boarding houses,

Freeman's and Short's, there is a number of dwellings, inhabited by fam-

ilies from the city, ranged at a short distance from each other, along the

Bay shore. At nearly an equal distance in the rear of these houses, runs

a creek, in which are several " fish ponds." During the present summer
two of these fish ponds were cleaned out, and one was left undisturbed.

The consequences we will now jDroceed to show.

Freeman's is the first house you approach from the North ; immedi-
ately behind Freeman's, is the first fish pond on the creek, and is the only

one that was left undisturbed. In Freeman's family, though it numbered,
including his company, not less than two hundred souls, not one case of

yellow fever occurred during the whole season, and what renders this

exemption more striking, is the fact that Dr. Northall, from New Orleans,

and Richard Miles, from Mobile, sickened, after their arrival, and died

of black vomit.

Next below, and adjoining Freemans', are two houses, occupied by
Messrs. Moreland and Peden, these two famihes were also exempt from
the disease.
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We next come to Short's. This establishment consists of five biiild-

iugs, four of which are in a line, on the Bay shore, with the houses of

Freeman, Peden and Moreland. Next to Short's is the residence of Capt.

Adams ; and, next South, that of Dr. Minge, and still farther South, is

the residence of James Campbell, as will appear more fully from the

inclosed diagram.

In the rear of the last of Short's four houses, of Capt. Adams' resi-

dence, and also of Dr. Minge's, is the second fish pond on the creek, and
this was cleaned out in the month of May, and the imid and rubbish

placed upon its bank^ and suffered to remain in that situation through
the summer. ^

The third fish pond is lower down, and nearly in the rear of James
Campbell's place. This was also cleaned out at the same time ; but

Camj)ben took the precaution to cover the mud and rubbish with quick

lime and guano, as fast as it was removed fi'om the water, for manure.
The whole of Dr. Minge's family, Capt. Adams' family, and Mr. Voorhies'

family, who occupied the last, or Southernmost of Short's houses, were
attacked with yellow fevef. JSTo cases occurred in the three other houses

of Short's, further removed from the influence of this pond. No case

occurred in James Campbell's family, though it numbered thirty-six.

A case did terminate fatally in Campbell's family which was contracted

in Mobile.

It should be remarked that Short's family residence is some distance

in the rear, and consequently nearer the creek than the other houses, and
a little North of the pond ; and it is further worthy of notice, that the

land breeze which blows from the East, every night, passes directly over

this pond to the bay, and would, consequently, pass over these houses

on its way, and this may account for the small lateral extent to which
their injurious influence seem to reach. At all events, the facts are as

we have stated them. Yours, &c., H. S. L.

TESTIMONY OF DR. N. B, BENEDICT.
Prof. E. H. Barton, M. D., New Orleans.

Dear Sir

:

—I have the honor to submit the following account of

the local origin of yellow fever in September, 1853, in the pine woods,
in the vicinity of a place of summer resort named " Hollywood " and
" Freeman's," situated on the Eastern shore of Mobile Bay. My notes

were written upon the spot, with every precaution to insure accuracy,
and I was assisted in the investigation by Capt. Geo. H. Kirk, of the

steamboat " Empress," and his brother, Mr. Robert S. Kirk, of Mobile.
I will add that Wm, H. Croft and Daniel G. McKenzie were, at the

last account, still residing on the spot.

This shore of Mobile Bay presents a beach of clean white sand, and
a bold bank, rising abruptly to a height of thirty or forty feet. The
top of the bank is nearly level for a distance of six or seven hundred
yards back, where a moderate depression, from North to South, re-

15
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ceives the waters of several springs, flowing out of the base of higher

ground beyond the depression, and forming a little brook of remarks

ably pure water, and of sufficient declivity to supply the bath houses

and to keep in operation a " water-ram." This purpose is accom:

plished by throwing across the brooklet a dam of moderate height,

which is necessarily kept in good repair ; that the supply of water to

the vast hotel of " Freeman " maybe unfailing; and it also furnishes a

little reservoir for fish. This table-land between the shore and the

brooklet is the particular locality called Hollywood, and was originally

clothed with holly, magnolia, beach, gum and kindred trees of largest

growth ; a great portion of which are yet standing, except immediately

about the hotel buildings. Beyond the brooklet the surface of the

country ascends with a gradual and unvarying acclivity for a distance

about one mile ; attaining an altitude estimated to be one hundred and
fifty feet above the level of the waters of the bay. The summit forms

a well defined, though greatly sloping ridge, having a direction parallel

•with that of the bay shore, and distant from it about one mile and a

quarter. The whole of this land is covered with a dense primeval for-

rest of pine trees, extending for many miles along the course of the

bay shore, and Southeastward forty miles, to Pensacola, Fla. The
old stage-road from Hollywood to Pensacola, after passing the extreme

summit of the high land, turned Northward and followed the direction

of the ridge along its Eastern slope, for about a mile and a half, and
then bore away to the East, and finally to the Southeast. Along the

vicinity of this old road are situated some ten or twelve small houses,

mostly new, of split pine logs, each surrounded with a "clearing,"

little more than sufficient to avoid danger from the fall of adjacent

trees, and occupied by persons in very moderate circumstances ; many
of whom live here only during the summer, for the sake of the reputed

healthfulness of pine woods. The culture of the soil, beyond raising

a few vegetables, seems generally neglected ; indeed few of the houses
are even surrounded by an inclosure. They are all, without exception,

situated upon the East side of the road, and, consequently, at a con-
siderable lower point than the summit of the ridge, or even of the

road itself. The present road to Pensacola, after crossing the high

land, runs almost due Southeast ; so that all public traveling passes

at a distance of a mile or more tu the South of the neighborhood.
One hundred and thirty yards Southeast of three houses, which are

presently to be described as the scene of paramount interest ; occurs a
slight depression in the general surface, which receives water during a
rain ; but dry weather and a porous soil speedily remove the water
after ordinary showers. At the time of my visit, it was full of water;
forming a pond ten or twelve yards in diameter, owing to the extraor-

dinary rains which had been falling daily for several weeks. About
three-quarters of a mile East of the old road and the dwellings, occurs
another brooklet, formed by the waters of a few springs, resembling
in its direction, and all other respects, the one formerly described. It
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howhere forms basins or marshes, and the water, like all found in this

region, is so pure as to afford no cloudiness on adding nitrate of silver.

Besides the localities named, there is no other stream or body of water

anywhere to be found nearer than Fish river, a small stream which is

eight miles farther East. The soil is the mixture of black sand, red-

dish clay, and gray sand, in which the Southern long-leafed pine is

found to flourish.

To recapitulate : this neighborhood is situated one mile and a quarter

from the bay ; distant also, from any thoroughfare, and in an elevated

pine region, which is free from all accumulations of filth or stagnant

water, or sources for the generation of "miasm." It is, moreover, cut

off from all influences that might exist at the bay shore by the inter-

position of the wooded bank, by the dense pine forest which clothes

the rising ground from base to summit, and by that summit forming a
ridge about ten feet higher than any of the dwellings themselves. In
this locality occurred seven unequivocal cases of yellow fever ; and so

complete was the insulation ; so abundant and perfect the testimony,

that I embraced the opportunity, as one of the most precious, per-

haps, that had ever fallen to the lot of a physician, for discovering some
means to settle the vexed question of the origin of the disease. A
most careful investigation was undertaken, and continued daily from
September 17th to the 27th, resulting in the utter failure to trace any
connection ; immediate or remote ; between these cases and any others,

or any dependence whatsoever upon those causes which have com-
monly been supposed to be essential to the origin of the disease. All

the cases occurred in three of the houses which stood near each other

in the relative positions of the angles of a rectangular triangle. The
two houses representing the shorter side of that figure were next the

road ; the first being occupied by Wm. H. Croft. The second, occu-
pied by Daniel G. McKenzie, was eighty yards due North. The third,

occupied by H. M. Stevens, was one hundred yards due East from
McKenzie's ; consequently, a right line drawn from the first to the

third (i. e., from Croft's to McKenzie's) would have a direction nearly

Northeast ; a length of about one hundred and twenty-seven yards,

and would form the longest side, hypothenuse of the triangle. This
Hue, continued in the same direction one hundred and twenty yards
farther, would mark the exact position of a well which was made
several weeks before, and which was the only new one in the neigh-

borhood. It was in the house last described that the first three cases

of yellow fever occurred, and the only cases that were fatal. The
family consisted of H. M. Slevens ; his mother, Mrs. Frances Stevens ;

Ms nephew, Thos. H. Stevens ; a little boy named Michael Elliott, and
two boarders for the summer, Edmund Howard and wife.

The first case vvas that of Michael Elliott, an orphan boy of six

years ; born in Florida ; of a half-breed Indian and a white woman,
and brought to this vicinity while an infant. He was a bright little

fellow, with an eye and complexion resembling the Indian.
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The passages following, which are marked as quotations, are the

answers, verbatim, which were given to my inquiries : "He had always
lived about two miles farther North, in these pine woods, till after his

mother died, last January. Then he was brought to live with a family

about a mile East of here. About the end of July, H. M. Stevens

took him home to live with him." This was about six weeks before

he was taken ill. "He never had an hour's sickness before in his

life. He never saw anybody sick with any kind of fever. There had
not been a case of sickness within a mile and a quarter for a year or

more," and the last death that happened, was in the preceding spring,

from a gunshot wound. "Michael never saw a city or town, nor was
ever off this pine ridge in all the four years since he was first brought

here. He was too little to go by himself, and nobody had any occa-

sion to take him with them." He had been looking dull and sluggish.

for several days, and complaining of headache ; but being a very res-

olute little fellow, he did not give up till Thursday, September 15th.

I was not called to him ; but being at the house on Saturday, the 17th,

I observed him lying on a fragment of blanket in the doorway, with

excessive heat about the head ; the eyes dingy, injected and suf-

fused, and the extremities very cold. The family had administered,

calomel on Friday night, and oil on Saturday morning, but with no
obvious effect. I took upon myself to admonish them to attend to his

case without delay, as he was evidently very ill ; but they seemed in-

credulous, or indifferent, and I was not permitted to prescribe. On
Sunday, the ISth, they requested me to examine him, and advise them
what to do. 1 found he had bled at the nose slightly, during the

night, and the bowels were moved for the first time, while I was
present. About one o'clock that morning, they had put him into a

warm bath, and they reported that he had sweated, while in the bath,

for the first time since his illness, I found all his symptoms worse
than on the previous day ; the tongue slender as a finger, dry and dark,

as if blood-stained ; the surface about the forehead, neck and arms a
little soft, but not moist; the respiration twenty-eight; the pulse

feeble, and ninety-eight; his manner wilful, and impatient of constraint.

Throughout the day, and following night, his waywardness increased,

until he became utterly refractory and furious—screaming and strug-

gling to defeat every attempt to do anything for him, whatever. No
part of the treatment ordered had been carried out. About day-

break he threw up genuine black vomit, and passed the same in abun-
dance, by stool, both before and after death, which happened previously

to my morning visit, on Monday, September 19th. In my whole ex-

perience, I have seen no case of yellow fever, where the characteristic

color, after death, was more perfect, even to the minutest details.

The next case was that of H. M. Stevens ; a native of South Carolina

;

age 26 years; had resided constantly here for four years; never was in

New Orleans ; had been in Mobile for a short time, many months before

the sickness there, but never since " He had been ailing or out of sorts,
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and complaining of headache, for several days." He was seized at one

o'clock, on the morning of Saturday, the iVth, with a slight yet distinct

chill, stretching, intense headache, and pain in the loins. Had, by domes-

tic prescrijjtion, mustard pediluvium, mustard to the the loins and feet,

a large soap enema, and was thoroughly drenched with infusion of capsi-

cum. On my arrival, after nine o'clock in the morning, he was passing

great quantities of dark indurated faeces, with severe griping, which was
succeeded by relief of the head, but not of the loins

;
perspiration profuse

;

complexion naturally very dark ; eyes not injected or suffused ; tongue

broad, flat, moist, clean; respiration 19; pulse 86, feeble. The bowels

moved twice in quick succession, and after an hour had elapsed the skin

had become dry and cool ; the pulse 80, full, soft, and equable ; respiration,

remarkably intermittent—after three or four regular insj)irations, the pro-

cess would be suspended for ten or fifteen seconds, then resimaed as before,

to be again suspended ; resulting altogether in an average of twelve re-

spirations in a minute. On the 18th, respiration regular, and 26
;
pulse

Y3 ; had sweated mostly since the previous noon, but the skin was now
dry and hot ; eyes injected and a little suffused ; tongue broad, moist, and
dirty yellow ; no thirst ; no pain in the head or loins ; no epigastric un-

easiness, but slight tenderness on pressure ; some three hours later, there

was slight perspiration. On the 19th, the family and the neighbors (who
were all near relatives of the patient) were found perfectly beside them-

selves with panic. The little boy, Michael Elliott, was sick in the same
room, and his disease so obvious that they could not misapprehend its

nature. His screams had a terrible effect on Stevens, who had seen and
heard everything, and had once even fainted with terror. I found him
in a condition like that of a person deaf or unconscious, or vnih. only

sufficient consciousness to resist whatever might be attempted with him.

He was tossing about incessantly, and could not be kept covered for one

moment ; slight moisture about the forehead ; the tongue could be seen

only by pulling open the mouth, and was thickly coated with very dirty

paste ; his breath had the peculiar and offensive odor which accompanies

suppression of urine ; but no one was able to inform me whether he had
voided urine, or received any attention for twelve hours past. On the 20th,

I found him pulseless ; the limbs cold to the knees and the elbows ; the

exposed surfaces very dark, not unlike that seen in the last stage of cholera;

restlessness excessive ; retching frequent, but no vomiting ; incessant void-

ing of stools that could not be distinguished from the matter of black

vomit. He died before the break of day, on the morning of the 21st,

a,nd immediately became as yellow over the whole upper surface as a ripe

orange. He had never thrown up black vomit, but voided it to the last.

The third case was that of Mrs. Frances Stevens ; the mother of H. M.
Stevens. She was born in South Carolina, in 1791, and had resided here

constantly for four years. She described herself as " A Methodist, living

in slavery and sin, and working herself to death." At my first visit to her,

on Sunday, the 18th, she " had been ailing for four or five days ;" said she

had that morning " eaten a morsel of salt mackerel, and could taste it yet."
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Slie had taken a large dose of some nostrum called " Wright's Indian

Vegetable Pills," with no obvious effect ; vomiting frequently acid mucus
and bile, to accomplish which she persisted in running out of the house

each time ; habit constipated, and bowels now torpid ; tongue broad, con-

vex, tremulous, faintly coated, moist ; respiration 21, irregular ; manner
restless, impatient of questions or control ; headache intolerable ; eyes

clear; skin a little inclined to moisture; extremeties cold; pulse 102.

On the 19th, the condition had in nowise improved ; no part of my pre-

scription had been obeyed ; and nothing remained but to reiterate former

instructions. On the 20th, a slight attempt having been made to obey
directions; the symptoms appeared to be somewhat improved. But
she had been all the while in the same room with the little boy,

Michael ; her bed touched that of her son—her only one ; and there

was no hope, that of her being able to survive the horrible spectacle

of his death. On the 21st, she seemed to have been utterly neglected;

no bed-pan or other contrivance had been used ; and not a soul could tell

me even where the medicines left for her on the previous day, had been
put, or whether she had been offered a drink of water ! The mouth was
open, and black as if charred ; the tongue thin, pointed, and dry as a

rasp; the pulse 114, and very feeble. She drank water when I offered

it, as if maddened with thirst. On the 2 2d, the extremities were icy

cold, the nails livid, and the pulse extinct. Her attendants had not dis-

covered that she had suffered enormous uterine hagmorrhage. In utter

despair of accomplishing anything with such neglect, I declined seeing

her again. These were all the fatal cases.

The fourth case occurred at the house of Wm. IT. Croft, in the person

of his daughter, Melissa Ann, aged four years, and born here. Began to

complain on Wednesday, the 14th, about sunset ; had considerable fever,

which was strictly remittent, and of the tertian type. The only interest

of the case arose from its coincidence with the others. It was easily

managed ; carefully nursed ; and resulted in speedy and perfect recovery.

The fifth case occui'red in the second house described—that of Daniel

Gr. McKenzie—in the person of his daughter, Araminta Alice, aged
twelve years ; born in Coffee county, Alabama ; resident, the last four

years, at this place ; a remarkably fine, healthy, and interesting child.

Seized furiously at sunset, on Sunday, the 18th, with all the character-

istic " aches" and other phenomena of the disease. The fever was
effectually interrupted on the 19 th, and never permitted to return. The
nursing and the final result, the same as in the fourth case.

. The sixth case occurred at the house of Croft, in the person of his

nephew, Thomas H. Stephens, who, until now, had resided with H. M.
Stevens, in the house where all the deaths had happened. Born in

Barbour county, Alabama ; aged, seventeen years ; resident here four

years ; had never been from home, except to Mobile, in March last, and
occasionally to the bay shore. Was slightly constipated on the morn-
ing of the 19th, and took some "patent pills;" but felt perfectly well,

until after working excessively hard at digging a grave for the little boy,
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Michael, without allowing himself time to return to dinner. Seized at

4 o'clock that evening ; the greatest distress being in the head. I first

saw him after noon, on the 20th. Skin a little moist; head hot and
aching; eye clear; tongue broad, moist, slightly pasty ; respiration 28

;

and regular pulse very full—distinct—the stroke instantaneous—the

average number about 98—but the most singularly intermittent I ever

met with. The intermissions, as is common, occurred after every possible

number of beats, fi'om one to thirteen ; but the time of the intermission,

instead of being equal to one beat, as I have always observed, bore, in

this case, no rythmical relation to it, whatsoever. The time of an inter-

val was always less than the time of one pulsation ; causing continual

surprises, and great intricacy in reckoning. His case proved to be per-

fectly tractable, and good nursing secm'ed rapid recovery.

The seventh and last case was that of a second daughter of Mr. Mc-
Kenzie, named Frances Jane ; born in Stockton, Ala. ; brought here when
five weeks old

;
present age, four and a half years ; never but once at the

bay shore, a year or two since, and never in any house in its vicinity.

Seized on the 20th, after a hearty dinner, and dosed by the family with
" whiskey and garlic," which was followed by thorough vomiting of all

the food, and of acid mucus. The case yielded readily to treatment,

and recovered.

As to the cause of this outbreak of yellow fever, I frankly acknowledge
I came away unsatisfied. Three cases had occurred at Hollywood ; the

first, from New Orleans, seized August 26th, died the 29th; the second,

from Mobile, seized September 4th, died on the Yth ; the third, likewise

fi'om Mobile, seized 10th, died 15th ; three days after my arrival there

;

but no intercourse existed between that place and this neighborhood.

My inquiries were minute, and specially directed to this point. The people

were remarkable for shyness, and lived secluded and apart from any neigh-

boring communities, as if they had belonged to a different caste. No
goods of any description were brought among them from any other place,

for many months ; and the importation of disease by fomites was an im-

possibility.

In view of all the facts detailed, only one kind of investigation re-

mained, namely : to ascertain in what resjpect the condition of these people

differed this yearfrom any former year. In this inquiry, nothing, cer-

tainly, should be deemed trivial, provided it clearly established between
this year and others a positive difference ; first, in the habits of the people,

whether physical, social or moral ; or, second, in the influences to which
they were exposed, whether terrene or meteorological. But the inquiry

utterly failed to discover any change in their habits. No new pursuits

had been adopted, or old ones laid aside. No change had in any respect

been made in their habitual mode of living, as regai'ded redundance, de-

ficiency, or quality of food. No missionaries of any religion, either true

or false, had raised them to fanaticism, or plunged them into despair ; nor

had political rancor, or the demon of intemperance excited their passions,

imbruted their minds, or destroyed their health. They led, in all respects,
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as they had done for years, secluded, inoffensive, indolent lives, character-

ized by no suffering, and by no excess. The investigation was, therefore,

narrowed down to the external influences^ to those which are chiefly, if not

wholly, beyond the control of man. The examination in this direction

was characterized by the same care as had been observed throughout

;

not because it was expected to support any theory as to the origin of yel-

low fever, for I had no such theory ; not because it was expected to lead

directly to the detection of one of nature's most recondite mysteries, but

simply because the meteorological and terrene conditions were truly dif-

ferent from those of ordinary years, and the only conditions discoverable

that were so.

It has already been mentioned that the hypothenuse of the triangle

formed by the three houses invaded by fever, if continued one hundred
and twenty yards farther, would mark the position of a newly made well.

This was the only enterprise that had been undertaken for years ; and
though so ordinary an event as the digging of a well would not com-
monly be suspected as the cause of a mortal disease

;
yet to have passed

it without notice, would have been unpardonable ; when we remember
that it was an unusual occurrence, and that it was, moreover, in close

proximity to the very house in which the disease first appeared, and in

which alone the cases were fatal. The facts are important as mere coin-

cidences, independently of all question as to any relation of cause and
effect. The work was performed by the united industry of the nearest

neighbors. It consisted of a shaft about sixty feet in depth, and about

six feet square ; the sides being lined and supported by wooden " curb-

ing," as is generally practiced where neither stone or brick is procurable.

The earth penetrated, was near the surface the dark or black sand and
the reddish sandy clay, commonly found in pine lands ; this various

colored clay, more or less mixed with gravel or lighter colored sand, to

a depth of fifty feet or more, where the true water-bearing stratum was
reached, consisting of quicksand, white as snow, and coarse like broken
crystals of salt. This was excavated to an additional depth of perhaps

eight or ten feet, and kept open for the proper reservoir of water, by a

contrivance called a sand-box. The quantity of earth brought out of

the well was very great ; exceeding two thousand cubic feet ; and forming,

around the top of the well, an annular embankment of forty or fifty feet

in diameter.

As to the meteorological conditions which prevailed, I am able to speak

not only from the concurrent testimony of others, but from my own
experience. No person at Hollywood was provided with apparatus for a
systematic course of observations. It was, however, the general remark
of the visitors there, and of the people in the hills, that it had rained

daily for about a month previous to my arrival ; which was on the 12th

of September. The unusual repletion of the small basin, at a short dis-

tance Southeast of " the three houses," has already been mentioned, and
I may add, that so saturated was the whole earth of the high pine range,

that small streams could be seen pouring into the sides of the well, at
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nearly every height above its own reservoir. One person at Hollywood
said: "It rained for five days and nights, from the 6th of September, to

the 10th, with scarce any intermission." Another person, who has

resided in a small dwelling, detached from the Hotel, for many successive

summers, said :
" I never saw such weather. It rained for three weeks,

at least. We had always occupied the same cabin, and found it dry and
comfortable. In a few hours the sun would make all dry again, after

any hard rain. But this year it has never been dry. AVe have lost a

great deal of clothing by mildew. A carpet-bag, in which we deposited

soiled linen, was spoiled, with all its contents, by this cause, in two or

three days. Clothes hanging in the driest room, would soon lose all

their stiffness, as if they had not been starched." Another person, now
in this city, referred to the injury of clothing from dampness and mil-

dew ; and said his family, during the coming summer, would exchange

the " cabin," for rooms in the Hotel, expressly to avoid the dampness
of their old home. He- says :

" The rainy weather in August continued

for several weeks ; in general, the quantities which fell, at any one time,

were not excessive ; but showers were frequent, as if the atmosphere was
surcharged, and was compelled to part with the overplus." The same
gentleman testifies that he had observed in New Orleans a great contrast

between the temperature of sunshine and of shade, and l)etween that of

day and of night ; that when the days were hottest in the city, he required

covering for his bed at night ; but that having occasion to compare the

two places, he found the nights at Hollywood, during the rainy weather,

excessively sultry. As the rains abated, the same contrast of sun and
shade temperatures, so noticeable in ISTew Orleans, became equally so at

that place. Having a great deal of idle time, he and his frends were in

the frequent practice of amusing themselves with cards, in the large open
hall of the Hotel. " In the very hottest part of the day, they had often

shifted the position of their table in consequence of the unaccoimtable

chilliness." His friends, as well as himself, had " remarked the strangeness

of the occurrence ; for it happened when there was not a breath of vnnd
perceptible. It w^as a very strange year. I never could understand it."

Of the temperature from September 12th to the 27th—I speak from
persfjnal knowledge—not one drop of rain fell in that vicinity during

my stay. Until the 19th, the days w^ere almost constantly cloudless,.

The winds were very frequent, and exceedingly light, varying to

every point of the compass, but mostly Easterly or Northerly. The
heat in the sunshine was insupportable—requiring the constant use of
an umbrella; but the coolness of shade was invariably unpleasant. In
many of the rooms, fires were lighted at night, and very few persons

could dispense with a blanket to the bed. On the 19th, the North wind
began, and the temperature became suddenly very cold, continuing so

until ray departure.

I have already said that I came away unsatisfied as to the cause of
the outbreak of yellow fever in the locality under consideration But
since that time, other circumstances have occurred which have directed

le
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my attention, in an especial manner, to a cause assignedby yourself at a;

meeting of the New Orleans Academy of Sciences, June 6th, 1853,

For a long time I gave little attention to the matter, because I mis-

conceived your meaning. My impression was, that you attributed the

origin of yellow fever solely to extensive disturbances of the earth, and
to filth. I knov/ that such is also the general misconception. The
naked proposition of the terrene origin of the disease, I daily hear

denounced as yours, and as erroneous. But I cannot censure this

absurd mistake of others, while I reflect that I failed to discover it

myself until a few weeks since ; though all the while the records of

the Academy, in my possession, contained the explicit enunciation of
the two-fold nature of that cause, in your very words. You have very

aptly denominated the cause, " The Shears of Fate;" as indicating its

essentially duplex nature; for, like a shears, it consists oftwo separate

things, which must coincide, and it is wholly inoperative if either of
the two blades is wanting. One of these blades being terrene filth,

from any and every cause ; the other blade being a peculiar kind ol

weather, which must prevail in order to render the first noxious. The
proposition, thus defined, seems obvious enough ; but I have yet to

meet with the first objector who has taken into account the meteoro-
logical condition, while condemning a theory of which he has compre-
hended exactly one-half, and no more. The circumstances which
have specially directed my attention to that two-fold cause are the

following:

1st.—I learned from Dr. Levert, of Mobile, that every epidemic of
yellow fever in the city during twenty-eight years past, has been imme-
diately preceded by great excavations, or by extensive surface ex-

posure of fresh earth to the action of the sun and rains during the heat

of summer; insomuch that he had of late years, vainly warned the

council of that city of the great hazard of yellow fever which they
incurred by permitting such works as the opening and grading of
streets in summer. He had even offered to go so far as to give bonds
in an enormous amount, to guarantee the city against an epidemic, on
the bare condition of being empowered to put a stop to such works at

such seasons.

2d.—In Wilkinson county, Mississippi, I learned from the attending
physician, that the first and the most virulent cases in the Western
part of the county, last autumn, occurred in the house of Joshua Pres-
ler ; the insulation of which ( on account both of physical and social

causes ) is extraordinary ; that long rains had occasioned a landslide,

of several acres of earth, within a few yards of the house, and the
weather, subsequently, was similar to that described at Hollywood.

3.—From a gentleman of intelligence,* whose own wife was the first

victim of yellow fever, near Gainesville, Miss., in October last, I learned

that there had been no intercourse with the village for several weeks, nor

* Mr. Lewis Folsom.
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had there been a case of sickness of any kind in all the vicinity. His
house is in a dense pine forest ; distant more than half a mile from any

other dwelling ; and no cause of sickness existed, that he could suspect.

Her seizure had all the mai'ks of the disease ; she had black vomit many
hours before death ; and the surface changed to the characteristic orange

color, immediately after. In answer to my inquiries, he said: " all the

fruit had been destroyed by premature decay, and many cows died sud-

denly, in great distress, from no cause that was apparent. The winds

were remarkable only for being exceedingly light and variable ; the days

very hot ; the nights excessively cold ; and the difference of the heat in

the sunshine and shade such, that he had frequently ridden under a tree

to avoid the intolerable heat, and presently been compelled to quit the

shade for fear of taking a chill." The extremity of a hill, at a distance

of one hundred and fifty yards from his house, had been cut down to

make room for the road, damaged by rains. A small ditch, one hundred
yards in length, had been dug in front of the house ; and at the distance

of ten feet from the corner, lie had cleaned out a well ; the deposit in

Which was clear white sand, but very sticky, and intolerably offensive to

the smell.

4.—Before the epidemic of last year, there were in progress in and
around this city, three railroads ; a vast basin, and the enlargement of the

old Canal Carondelet ; besides a condition of the streets, the offensiveness of

which, was unprecedented. Within one rnonth, rain fell to a depth of

over eleven inches ; and the peculiarity of the temperature was a subject

of daily remark. One fact may suffice : while driving down Royal
street, with Mr. W. W. Carr6, a few minutes before noon, the full rays

of a July sun being nearly perpendicular, we were compelled to lower

the top of the carriage in consequence of the extraordinary coldness.

The sensation was exactly similar to that of the cold stage of intermit-

tent fever, and no wind was perceptible to account for it. Before

proceeding the distance of two squares, we were obliged to raise the

carriage-top again, to avoid the intolerable heat; and the discomfort

caused by either condition was so great, that the whole proceeding was
actually twice repeated before we reached the Pontchartrain Railroad.

In view of this most striking fact ; that the insulated spontaneous cases

which occurred at Hollywood, and in Wilkinson and Hancock counties,

Miss., were all coincident with the two phenomena—the terrene and mete-
orological

; that the utter impossibility of contagion from other causes, or

fomites is abundantly proved ; and that we are unable to discover or

to conjecture any other cause, we are compelled to conclude that there is

strong reason to suspect the agency of this two-fold condition, in the

production of yellow fever. This conclusion is avowed in no spirit of

a partizan ; and I shall protest against being identified with any hypothe-
sis, until careful observation of the phenomena, in all tirnes and places,

shall establish their uniform concurrence :—until actual experiment shall

demonstrate that the destroying of one of the " blades," invariably averts

the disease ; and shall prove the theory to be true.
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The mere coincidence of such facts with such a terrible visitation,

ought to command the attention of all men—the merchant, the political

economist, the statesman, not less than the philanthropist and physician.

If the true nature of the " Shears of Fate," is discovered, its interest to

us is infinite. If these conjectures are false, it will be an easy task to

refute them ; but whether true or false, the refusal or neglect to investi-

gate such remarkable "coincidence," would be, not criminal only, but

monstrous. Yours, &c., N. B. B.

New Orleans, July 1st, 1854.

FLORIDA.
TESTIMONY OF DR. WEDDERBURN.

Dr. W. states that his first case this year, was at the corner of Dry-
ades street and Triton Walk, on the 5th of June. Saw four or five

cases in the same house one month afterwards. The first case was
an Englishman, who had been in this country one year. Four broth-

ers, his mother and sister lived with him. Does not know if the man
had any intercourse with shipping. Has no knowledge of the disease

having been introduced here.

Pensacola, Florida.—In 1847, the disease was introduced into the

Pensacola Navy Yard. The Dr. thinks he took the disease from a

man by the name of Heath. He came from New Orleans, where the

fever was raging. The man who nursed him had the fever; then the

physician, who attended him ; then all the members of his family were
attacked, and the disease spread from house to house, in regular suc-

cession, commencing with the one occupied by Heath. In 1839, a

person came from New Orleans, with fever. The disease did not

spread from him. In 1841, the U. S. ship Levant came in from the

West India Islands, where yellow fever prevailed. The sailors who
were sick with fever were landed and placed under a shed, on shore.

On their way to the hospital, they passed the marine barracks. A
negro woman, who lived near the shed used by them, was first at-

tacked by yellow fever ; then the marines, who lived in the barracks
;

on the route of the sailors, on their way to the hospital; and then the

disease spread regularly. The first time the disease was introduced

into Pensacola, the marines entirely escaped ; because they were not

exposed, as was the case when the sick sailors were passing their quar-

ters. Has not observed any peculiar smell in yellow fever patients.

Thinks the disease communicable, as other contagious diseases are

communicable, by clothing, touch, &c., &c. The Dr. has had yellow
fever three times. Thinks a certain condition of the atmosphere ne-

cessary to produce an epidemic. Never has seen the disease at sea.

Doubts if a quarantine suflficiently strict to be effectual could be en-

forced here. Thinks yellow fever never originates here.
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COM3TUNICATION FROM DR. ISAAC HULSE, U. S. N., PENSACOLA, FLA.

Localities where lie has become acquainted with yellow fever :

In Baltimore, in 1822, while a student.

The fever of the West coast of Africa, 1824, on board the Grampus.

In Gosport Navy Yard and Barracks, 1825.

In Pensacola, and Navy Yard, Pensacola, 1827.

In Pensacola Navy Yard and Hospital, in 1828.

In Port au Prince, (St. Domingo,) on shore, and on board the S. S.

Erie, 1831.

At Naval Hospital, Pensacola, 1834.

On board the Home Squadron, at Pensacola, and in the city of Pen
sacola, in 1839.

At Naval Hospital, Pensacola, yellow fever of the Levant, and French

frigate Gomer, 1841.

Fever of brig Dunois ; crew at the Naval Hospital, 1842.

Saw the malignant intermittent, at the Naval Hospital, 1843 and '44.

Yellow fever at Naval Hospital, brought in by U. S. frigate Mississippi^

and other vessels, from Vera Cruz, 1847 and '48.

At Pensacola Navy Yard, and the villages in its neighborhood, 1853.

Does not think that he has seen an instance where the disease has been

propagated by contagion. Has treated, perhaps, one thousand cases.

Has recognized in the late epidemic the genuine yellow fever, with a

greater degree of virulence than he has ever before witnessed.

The usual proportion of black vomit one in ten ; black stools, equivalent

to black vomit, were frequently seen without black vomit. Black stools

occurred among children, who died of convulsions in the early part of the

season. I refer to cases in the villages, in the early part of the epidemic.

TEXAS.
COMMUNICATION FROM JOHN HENRY BROWN, OF INDIANOLA, TEXAS.

Indianola fronts four miles on Matagorda Bay, and one mile deep ; town
proper, one and one-half by one-half miles.

Surface of soil—shell, more or less decomposed, and sand.

Water used—about half is cistern ; the balance shallow well water,

found at from three to five feet, in shells and sand.

Some small ponds filled up, amounting to little.

No rivers nearer than from fifteen to forty miles ; small salt marshes
near ; nothing objectionable.

All waters flow with the tide.

The first case was landed from a New Orleans steamer, about the 20th

August; the next six cases, also from August 24th to Sept, 10th.

There had been at least six or eight cases landed from New Orleans

before a case originated here. There had been but two deaths in the

place for nine months previously.

All these cases were from New Orleans. There is no doubt that some
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cases are believed to have arisen from tlie handling of goods, clothing,

and from direct intercourse with other cases of the disease.

Not here, but at Salina, fifteen miles below, several cases occurring,

apparently of that kind ; but they had been among our citizens, and fled

there from the epidemic ; and were twice a week within four hundred

yards of the New Orleans steamers.

It is easily traced from one to another and family to family ; and the

first cases followed the winds, i. e.. Southeast winds. At first it prevailed

among the lower classes, or those exposed by intemperance or night air,

but in time reached the best unacclimated persons. Old citizens, of

five or six years, sufiered comparatively little.

TESTIMONY OF R. H. McNAIR.

Arrived in G-alveston on the 9th of July, in the steamer of that date.

The steamship Mexico arrived at Galveston on the 9th, from New
Orleans, and three sick persons ; steerage passengers ; were taken from
her and sent to the hospital. No fever was known to exist, previous to

her arrival.

On the 22d of August, two weeks after, the hospital physician was
taken sick. The case was pronounced yellow fever by the physicians.

On the 28th of August, a clerk on the strand was taken, and it was
also pronounced yellow fever. This person had no communication with'

the sick, nor had he received any goods from New Orleans.

On the 3d of September, other cases occurred, three blocks distant.

No intercourse took place between these parties.

The weather was similar to that of 1852, but more calm; the atmos-

phere was dry.

The buildings are generally clean and well ventilated.

Fevers in acclimated persons, were of the intermittent and remittent

form, whilst in the unacclimated, the usual symptoms of yellow fever

obtained.

Mrs. Hunt, the wife of an oflScer of the army, died with black vomit;
she was nursed by her husband, who was unacclimated ; he did not take

the disease.

MEXICO.
TESTIMONY OF DR. VVTW. HUMBOLDT.

Dr. Wm. Humboldt, from Mexico, states that yellovi^ fever, up to this

period, has never been know^n to prevail in Mexico at a greater dis-

tance from cities than thirty miles, even though carried thither.

It vi^as found this year two hundred and seventy miles from Aca-
pulco. It was brought from Acapulco, and spread to the extent of two
hundred cases Considers it endemic in Vera Cruz ; originating spon-

taneously. Many Germans died there in January, 1853. It was carried
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to Acapulco in a vessel from Guayaquil ; during her voyage the fever

made its appearance on board. There was no fever at Guayaquil when
the vesselleft there. She was ballasted with sand and mud, taken from

the bank of a river. Fifty or sixty cases occurred in Acapulco, from

which place it was carried to Chipazingo, Equador and Tpitslan. Never
knew a case in Nuervacla, (a large river intervenes between the last

named place and the former three,) although it is in the same valley,

and there is constant communication across the river. In the small towns
yellow fever was also found. Yellow fever is more fatal among the

Indians than the whites. It also occurred on plantations. Never
knew this to happen before. Has lived nine years in Mexico. Thinks
the disease may spread from person to person during an epidemic con-

dition of the atmosphere. It is not thought to be contagious in Vera
Cruz. Has noticed a peculiar smell in yellow fever. Has seen but

one case of recovery from black vomit, and that in the person of his

own wife. Different forrns of fever prevail in different years. This
year it was typhoid. Ten per cent, of the Mexican soldiers died.

Death generally occurs in from five to ten days. In the country the

disease is considered contagious.

Extract from a Communication addressed to the Sanitary Commission.

BY W. HUMBOLDT, M. D.

[translated.]

Last year Yera Cruz was for six months the seat of two epidemics

—

the cholera and the yellow fever—and they made great ravages in that

city and the environs. I was at Yera Ci'uz, sent by the Grovernment to

observe the course of these epidemics, and to ascertain the causes of

of them, and at the same time to make a comparison between the two

diseases as epidemics. The Military Hospital of the city was placed at

my disposition. Perhaps it may interest the members of the Sanitary

Commission to see the results of my obsei'vations ; and I will therefore

here copy the scientific part of the report I made to the Mexican Grov-

ernment.

It results from the observations and examinations made by me, that

the yellow fever, as an epidemic, differs from the cholera in two impor-
tant circumstances.

First, because it is confined within a certain zone; and, secondly,

attacks in preference those who have lately arrived in this zone, or

near its limits ; while the cholera extends from continent to continent,

ravaging nations in all climates, without elevation, or temperature, or
the keenest cold, having any effect upon it. The domain of the yellow
fever is strictly limited to those parts of the equatorial and tropical

regions, in which, for several weeks together, an unvarying tempera-
ture prevails, without being very high; that is to say, where the ther-

mometer ranges at from 76° to 86o"Fahrenheit, (24-30 Centregrade ;)

and does not vary more than from 5 to 10 degrees, between night and
day. Hence, it follows, that the Antilles, certain parts of the two
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Americas, the Coast of Africa, and the South of Spain, are the ordi-

nary seats of these epidemics.

The second sign which distinguishes the cholera from the yellow
fever,* is that while the cholera, without any regard for acclimation,

attacks both natives and new-comers, the yellow fever generally alto-

gether spares acclimated Creoles who are born within the sphere of its

action. The whole history of the yellow fever shows, that those who are

the most subject to it, are those who have lately arrived within its sphere,

particularly inhabitants of Northern climates, who are so much the

more liable to it, the higher the degree of North lat tude from which
they come, and the shorter the time of their passing from the regions

of Europe, or from the elevated regions of the interior to the equi-

noctial regions or to the coast. As a proof of this, we have observed

in Vera Cruz, that the yellow fever broke out shortly after the arrival

of troops from the interior, at each place, and in all the barracks; and,

for all that, individuals born on the coast and acclimated, were spared

from this disease. People of color, so numerous at Vera Cruz, and
in necessary communication with the tr"ops and all strangers, were
completely exempt from it. How was that so ? Let the small-pox, or

any other really contagious disease, be imported, and the sufferings of

these individuals would perhaps exceed those of strangers. In the

interior of the republic, they are as subject to typhus and dysentery as

others. It is only the yellow fever that spares them ; and how is that

to be explained, except by the evident fact that the disease is an accli-

mating fever, of a malignant nature, the product of a high temperature

and an insalubrious locality, and, so to say, peculiar to Europeans and
inhabitants from elevated regions. In high latitudes, cold, fatigue,

trouble and hunger, pushed to excess, engender fever every where; but

each region, each climate, will present that class of fever which is

peculiar to it. At Mexico, for example, it is typhus ; to the South of
Mexico, Guadalajara, Colima, Tehuantepec, &c,, remittent fever; on
the coast of the (iulf of Mexico, yellow fever; confined to certain

conditions of locality, temperature and elevation, it is a veritable hot

climate epidemic, which cannot be transferred to any other soil. It is

places, not persons, which determines the rule of its existence.

While the yellow fever thus differs from the cholera, by some circum-

stances which have the greatest influence over the extent of its course,

observers agree in recognizing that there are two conditions of striking

resemblance between the two diseases. The first has reference to the con-

dition of the Mood. In the cholera, according to the general opinion, a
peculiar poison penetrates into the blood ; this vital fluid is consequently

decomposed, and a fatal emission of its serous or watery particles is pro-

duced. In the yellow fever, also, it appears that the blood is poisoned

and decomposed ; but in this disease it is the more solid particles, and
particularly the red ones, which are thrown out from the system. In the

* N. B.—^1 here speak of the yellow fever in its greatest intensity and seriousness.
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yellow fever, the combination of the blood is as much broken up as be-

fore death ; vitality is as much destroyed as they would be by the intro-

duction of the venom of a serpent. It may with truth be said that the

blood is killed by the poison ; and, according to the expression of John
Hunter, that the yellow fever which terminates fatally, is the death of the

blood. It escapes in a torrent from the mucus surface of the stomach in

the form of black vomit ; it discharges by the gums, the nostrils, the

eyes, by the skin itself, and everywhere in short ; and after death, the

blood has evidently lost every characteristic of its nature and of its com-
position, since it is found in vessels like the lees of port wine or coffee

grounds.

The second point of resemblance is the analogous condition of the brain

in most of the cases. In cholera, the clearness of the intellect, and the

calmness of the mind, up to the last moment of life, present a striking

contrast to the stupefaction, the dullness of the intellect, the delirium,

and finally the insensibility of typhus: the functions of the brain are gen-

erally preserved as perfect in yellow fever as in^holera.

Another point of resemblance between the yellow fever and the cholera,

is the slightness of the appa^rent cause which determines and often leads to

a mortal attack. Yellow fever, like cholera, breaks out in places in which
there was no ground for supposing that it is of foreign origin, in which
the strictest investigation cannot succeed in tracing it to an infected

source, and in which all communication with infected persons or objects

is often impossible. Let us take for example one of the most recent of

such cases, the breaking out of the yellow fever at Acapulco and Yguala,

in the year, 1853, in the month of April, a region in which it had never

appeared before ; and while, if the disease is susceptible of importation as

an epidemic, it may have been constantly conveyed thither by the vessels

trafficing with Guayaquil. At Acapulco the yellow fever broke out on
board a vessel called the San Carlos, which came from the river San Salva-

dor, in Costa Rica, ballasted with mud, as is customary in those parts. The
discharge of the ballast was commenced when it was perceived, from the

offensive odour it emitted, that the mud, which probably contained much
vegetable and animal substance, had entered into a state of putrefaction.

On the same day, the mate, the second mate, and two sailors fell ill with

the yellow fever. Before taking them to the hospital, there had already

been two cases in the town, both fatal. Here all communication with
the sick on board was suspended, since it was Sunday, when only the

necessary guard was on board ; and nevertheless the epidemic continued
its ravages on shore. Three days afterwards, there were more than twen-

ty-five cases of yellow fever in the town.

The yellow fever
.^
like the cholera, breaks out simultaneously in different

towns far distant from each other, and at different points distant from the

towns, among people who have had no communication with the sick.

For example, when the epidemic of the yellow fever broke out at Acapul-
co, there were three days afterwards cases of this epidemic at a distance

in a straight line, of fifty-six leagues, (at Yguala,) without there having

17
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been possibility of any traveler's arriving there, passing over such a dis-

tance in three days, since the bad condition of the roads prevents the/

:

communication.
In the yellow fever^ as in cholera, it appears that there is a gradual and'

local development of the disease, and the brea]ring out of the disease is

preceded by individual or sporadic cases, in greater or less number.
In the yellow fever, as in cholera, if the disease breaks oiit in the midst

J

of a family, it attacks only two or three members ; the -rest escape it,
|

even those who give constant attention to the sick ; and when, as some- I

times happens, many individuals of the same family are attacked, it is fl

found on examination, either that the disease is general in the locality {•

which the family inhabits, or that the individuals attacked had been in 5

a locality in which the disease prevailed. The numerous examples of two ii

or three persons or more being attacked in the same house, at the same
time, and in the same hour, and that general susceptibility which pervades

all ranks, make it appear, not thatjthe disease has the property of spread-

ing from one person to another, but rather that it is the product of a

general cause, to the influence of which they have been simultaneously

exposed.

In the yellow fever, as in cholera, the disease, instead of spreading fi'om

house to house, in the district or locality which it invests, is often confined

in quite a remarkable manner, to certain houses in the same street ; to

certain houses on the same side of the street ; and even to certain rooms
of the same house. This latter assertion I saw verified at Vera Cruz,

where, in the great barracks of the Southern port, the apartments, the

windows of which faced the Southwest, furnished a much larger nimaber

of cases than those, the windows of which faced the sea.

One would naturally be led to believe that there, where a focus of in-

fection existed, in a hospital containing all the sick, could not be found a

place of safety ; it, nevertheless, is that which, in all probabihty, ofiiers

more of it than is supposed. Physicians are never seen to sufi"er there

from the disease, more than in the just proportion of their numbers ; and
unacclimated servants, more immediately in communication with the

sick, the orderlies, and others, if the ventilation and the discii^line are

good, generally suffer less than the soldiers of the barracks, who never

come into proximity ; for while they are in service at the hospital, they
are not exposed either to the heat of the sun, to night exposure, nor to

drunken excesses. It is a fact which I observed in the military and civil

hospital, at Vera Cruz, and it is a fact, too, that the supposed contagion
never communicated itself to the patients in the surgical department, or

to the convalescent ; although they occupied contiguous beds in the same
hospital. My uncle, the Baron de Humboldt, in his political essay on the
kingdom of New Spain, vol. iv, p. lYl, makes the following remarks

:

" It is incontestible that the vomito is not contagious at Vera Cruz.

In most countries the common people consider many diseases contagious,

,

"which do not possess this character; but public opinion in Mexico;

has never interdicted the unacclimated foreigner from approaching
I
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the bed of individuals attacked with the vomito. Not a single fact

can be cited .which establishes the probability that immediate contact,

or the breath of the dying-, are dangerous for those who, not being

acclimated, take care of the sick. On the continent of Equinoctial

America, the yellow fever is no more contagious than the intermit-

tent fevers of Europe."
Contagion or Non-Contagion may be resumed in the following man-

ner: It is a terrestrial poison, engendered in new comers by a high

state of atmospheric heat, and which cannot exist without this heat

;

but it affects nobody through vicinity to the sick, and cannot be trans-

ported in pure atmospheres.

The attacks of yellow fever, like those of cholera, take place prin-

cipally during the night, as I had occasion to observe in the barracks at

Vera Cruz. Another point of resemblance between these two diseases,

and epidemic diseases in general, is that the epidemic poison, whatever
it may be, affects the lower animals as well as man. The yellow fever,

like the cholera, is not subject to any rule of gradual progression, or of
proportional severity, but decimates certain localities, while it spares,

or only slightly affects others closely adjacent. For example, in the

epidemic of the yellow fever in the state of Gruerrero, in Mexico, we
observed that Tyxtla and Iguala it made numerous victims, while at

Cuernavaca, situate between the two towns, there was not a single case.

The influence of humidity in hastening the progress of cholera is

generally admitted ; the proof is quite as complete as to the equally

powerful effect of this influence in localizing the yellow fever; partic-

ularly of that humidity which rises from the foul sea shores. The
slime and mud of rivers, canals, ponds, road-ditches, and those about

garrisons ; the mud and mire of unpaved streets, lanes and alleys, and
yards of cities and towns;, and the drainages and percolations from
sewers and cesspools are frequent causes of humidity in small, low
houses. But the strongest cause is undoubtedly the proximity of

marshes ; and as at Vera Cruz this is a cause which prevails all the

year, this is why the malignant character of this disease develops it-

self in the manner we daily see it.

We have still to make some researches on the following question

:

'"''Does the yelloiofever differfrom the viarsh or remittent fever of hot

countries^ (endemic at Acapulco,) or is it the same fever under a more
aggravated form ?

I am of the opinion that in all countries which can engender fever

the yellow fever is its most concentrated form; I believe it intimately

allied ia its nature and in its causes to ordinary fevers, especially on
the coasts of the Culf of Mexico, whether the type of those fevers is

remittent as on the shore of Yucatan, or continuous as at Vera Cruz
and Acapulco.

I do not believe it more peculiar or less indigenous to the latitudes in

which it commonly appears, than the common continuous fever is at

Acapulco.
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The form of j^-ellow fever, or that which is accompanied by black vomit,

a form taken as the only true type of the disease, acquires this preemi-

nence over the ordinary fevers of hot countries, through the presence of

unacclimated persons, who are attacked with it with a frequency so much
the greater, as their sojourn there has been the shorter. In the absence

of these last subjects, we might, with perfect safety, defy those who main-

tain that the yellow fever is a distinct disease, to produce any considera-

ble number of cases, offering the peculiar group of symptoms, and the
;

kind of issue, which, according to them, suffice to distinguish it from the

ordinary fevers of the country, and to designate it as an essential and
separate disease.

It happens at Vera Cruz, the same as in Europe, and often at the same
season of the year, that unhealthy or epidemic seasons envelop the entire

population, and then a special and peculiar form of the disease is shown
with the greatest certainty by the new comer ; but it is very certain that

ordinaiy or healthy seasons for the natives, are the contrary for this new
comer ; his constitutional susceptibility appearing to compensate for the

want of foi'ce in the cause, and consequently many jjeculiar and irregular

irruptions of the disease are confined to this category of subjects.

It is natural that we are forcibly led to one or the other of these two
conclusions : 1st, either that the susceptibility of the foreigner furnishes

a greater activity to the causes which produce among natives a very mit-

igated disease ; 2d, or that for some end which it is impossible for us to

ascertain, he is alone chosen as a victim of a disease depending on causes

which differ not only specifically from those which affect the native, but

which are as variable as their migrations. Could it be possible that the

black population of the coast of Vera Cruz, and even the majority of people

of color, who suffer from putroadynamic fevers, and all other diseases

which assail the white race, should not present, under any form, a disease

indigenous to their country? To say that they have it in their youth, in

a much more benignant form, is to throw one's self back on the ordinary

fevers of the country, and to abandon the sole diagnostic, the black vomit,

by which a line of demarcation can be drawn ; it js to admit, in fact,

that benignant continuous or remittent fevers are the forms iinder which.

.

the natives present the yellow fever.

The colored population, and acclimated Europeans, rarely present the
disease in its intense form, under which it attacks the new comer ; they
ordinarily only suffer from remittent and intermittent fever, and are some-
times altogether exempt, while the foreigner is the solitary victim of the

yellow fever ;—a fact full of instruction, if the blindness of theory per-
,

mitted us to make the application of it. Nothing, I am convinced, can
explain this anomaly, except the greater susceptibility of the foreigner to

the noxious influence of a climate to which others are assimilated ; the

opportune arrival of the contagion, at the period when it is known he is

most subject to the mortal effects of this climate, being an idea too im-
probable to allow its being entertained.

We appear to have chosen in preference the disease of the foreigner,
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who, however is, of all individuals, the least fit to represent the diseases

of a country, as well in the character or the degree of their symptoms,

as in their pathological conditions. We should not consider as at all a

faithful representation of the diseases of Europe and of their fatality, the

results which should follow the exposure of individuals born within the

tropics, to the cold and vicissitudes of the North ; why, then, should we
take our distinctive mark, our point of departure in diagnosis, not from
essential traits of the disease, as it presents itself among individuals born

in the tropics where that disease prevails, but from a fortuitous symptom,
the exudation of decomposed blood in the stomach, a symptom scarcely

known under an epidemic form, except among foreigners. It must not

be believed that there is one cause of disease in the foreigner, and another

for the native; they suffer veiy intelHgible modifications of the same
disease.

We constantly see cases of ordinary endemic fevers, whether bilious,

remittent, or continuous, prevail simultaneously with the yellow fever, in

greater or less number, and present even the appearance of mortal symp-
toms, as passive haemorrhages : it is always difficult, and sometimes imjDos-

sible to distinguish, during half and sometimes three-fifths of their course,

that is during their phase of excitation, the cases which terminate thus,

from many of the cases of ordinary fevers.

There is a great analogy between the important symptoms of yellow

fever and those of the malignant remittent ; collectively these fevers dif-

fer by the more persistent and more intense character of the symptoms
in the former ; but it is principally, and sometimes only by the presence of

black vomit among the last symptoms of yellow fever, that they are dis-

tinguished one from the other, a contingency, or to make use of a happier

expression, " accident d^une saison," which, according to my view, is not at

all essential or sufficient to separate these diseases as radically unlike ; ce-

rebro-gastric affection, a more or less intense yellow suftusion, irritability

of the stomach, suppression of urine, haemorrhage accompanied by de-

jections and vomitings of a more or less dark color, proclaim, in my opin-

ion, that the malignant remittent fever is very closely allied to the yellow

fever, and that it is, like it, the highest degree. This degree, for the rest,

is dependent on the circumstances of locality, those of the subject, and
the violence of the cause ; modifications and concurrent differences being

able, as in all fevers, to produce infinite alterations of form.

In prolonged cases of recognized epidemic yellow fever, marked remis-

sions have frequently been observed. Without maintaining that the yel-

low fever belongs to a remittent type, it may be inferred that it often is

so, and that if the remissions are not apparent, it is to the violence and
to the rapidity of the course of the disease it must be attributed.

I believe that the yellow fever has no specific character or pathogno-

monic symptoms, which can be defined in its course, in its duration, or

in its attributes ; but that it is an accidental variety of a numerous and
variable class of the continuous and remittent fevers of certain latitudes

;

fevers from which it differs, only by its violence, the rapidity of its course,

#
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and its final phenomena. Its apparent causes, tlie principal and essential -

symptoms, and its pathological conditions, as also the periods of its in-

ception, of its greatest development and of its decline, all proclaim, that^

it is like those other fevers, a variety of the same kind, that cannot, with

exactitude, or with the view of reconciling the facts in contradiction in

the history of the tropics, he subdivided for any essential or appreciable,

difference, in their multiform varieties, notwithstanding the practical util^

.

ity that might be the result.

''''Does the yellowfever, like the smallpox, exempt from a second at-

tach, except in rare examples ?

I believe that an attack of yellow fever, like a certain length of

residence, gives much security against a second attack of the sameform^
'

or of the form which terminates in black vomit, but that affords only

a slight protection against those which I consider other forms of the

disease, or those which attack acclimated individuals, and which I be-

lieve to arise from the same causes. The apparent exemption then

from a second attack is not real; the same fever is liable to return

under a different form. As I have already said, I cannot believe that

there is one cause of fever for the acclimated, and another for the

new comer; or that causes capable of producing the yellow fever,

which is in some cases only a very moderate fever, "are inactive, or

foreign to the subsequent fevers inseparable from a long residence.

To close : I shall say that however positive may be the manner in

which I have expressed my opinions, I have purposed to give them
with the humility appropriate to the subject. I implore indulgence

from criticism, and I hope that they will be received for what theymay
be intrinsically worth, I ask nothing more. W. Dk H.

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS J. DIRGAN, UNITED STATES VICE CONSUL.
Matamobas, April 1, 1854.

TO THE SANITARY COMMISSION OF NEW OBLEANS.

I forward a report from Dr. Antonio Lafon, of Matamoras ; I refer to

it for more complete statements and answers, to the within questions. I

was here during the whole of the yellow fever, but of course, could have'

no such opportunities as that gentleman, for observing the disease on,

either side of the Rio G-rande.

The surface soil is a calcareous, clayey soil.

The water used, is usually taken from the river Rio Grrande. In some"-'

few cases well or rain water may be used, but very rarely.

Disturbance of the soil ; nothing of the above description has been
practiced.

The Rio Grande runs within half a mile of the town.

In the rainy seasons the water does not run off freely.

The wind from the Southeast, during the epidemic, and the tempera-'^

ture generally very warm and moist.

I am not aware that any of the lower animals, or vegetable kingdom
were effected by the epidemic.
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The number of persons, of all classes, according to tlie census of July,

1853, was 6,600. In making the census, no distinction was made of per-

*Sons, whether adults, over or under age, &c., nor of natives, foreigners,

&c.

There were 322 deaths in Matamoras from yellow fever, but no statis-

tics were kept of the different ages or color of those who died.

No statistics were kept of the number of persons who were taken down
with the yellow fever ; but Dr. Lafon, whose report is herewith forwarded,

states that the natives of Matamoras suffered less than persons from the

interior of Mexico, and other parts.

The first case of yellow fever took place on the 22d of September,
1853.

The disease prevailed without distinction of classes, habits, age, &c,

Q.—Do you regard the epidemic as true yellow fever } A —I do.

Q.—Have you ever seen this disease before t A.—I have. Q.—If

you have, state where ? A.—In Matamoras, in 1847. T. J. D.

[Translated by Prof. Tomos, of the Univei'sity of Louisiana.]

TESTIMONY OF ANTO. LAFON, D. M. P., MATAMORAS,
[through AMERICAN VICE-CONSUL, THOS, J. BIRGAN, ESQ.]

Report on the Yellow Fever in the City of Matamoras, from September^

1863, to January, 1854.

TO THE SANITARV COMMISSION OF NEW ORLEANS.

I.

Matamoras, of the department of Tamaulipas, in the Republic of
Mexico,||g situated on the right bank of the Rio Grande or Bravo del

Norte, in lat. 25deg. 53min. North, about one thousand yards from the

bank of the said river, and also at a distance (in a direct line) of eight

leagues from the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. On account of the

little consistency of the soil, the bed of the river is continually chang-
ing, leaving over those parts which it abandons, lakes (esteros) w^hich

if they become dry after some time, are again formed at great inun-

dations, so that there have been periods in w^hich the inhabitants have

been surrounded on all sides by these lakes. Notwithstanding, since

1847 there are only two permanent lakes, one to the North, the other

to the East, which wash the outskirts of the city.

Matamoras has, as its neighboring city on the left of the Rio Bravo,

at about a mile distant, Brownsville, in the State of Texas, (U. S.)

The soil of Matamoras is of very late formation—at the surface is

found a large quantity of vegetable earth, but a little dense, under-

neath another layer of clay, and at four or five feet commences a sand,

being the deposit of the alluvial soil ; at a depth of twenty to twenty-

five feet you find sweet water in certain spots, and in others salt water,

another where there is nothing but clay the water is of bad quality,

and gives off sulphuretted hydrogen gas, and even carbonic acid gas,
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which has caused the death of several laborers who have descended
for the purpose of sinking wells.

The immediate- deposits of water are the above named Rio Bravo,

and the lakes ; these waters are of ordinary quality; that of the lake^,

which is stagnant water, and is changed as soon as it mixes with the

river, is only fit for washing purposes and for animals. The water of

the river is the only potable water generally used ; it contains in

solution small quantities of carbonate of lime, and those of the wells

show the presence of sulphuretted hj'drogen gas,

Matamoras lies in a plain exposed to all winds ; those most frequent-

ly prevailing are the North and South, which may be called prevalent.

The North winds appear generally in October, and continue until

April, and last one, two and eight days, and sometimes in the depth of

winter, until fifteen days. These winds cool the atmosphere exceed-

ingly, so that it is not seldom seen that the thermometer falls in less

than one or two hours, ten to fifteen degrees. Centigrade.

The predominant wind, during the epidemic, was the Southeast.

The temperature was generally warm and damp ; in the night it was
less warm and more damp. In the month of November, from the

18th to the 2 1 St, there occurred three or four days of heavy rain.

The epidemic was then at its greatest height, and it may be said that

this rain had contributed to the increase and to the malignancy of the

cases of yellow fever.

It is not possible for me to give exact particulars of the meteoro-

logical observations, as I made none
;
yet I will affirm, as it appears

to me important, that the winter of 1850 was considerably sSLvere, in-

asmuch as the lakes in that year were frozen over for three days,

and the cold winds prevailed frequently; that further, in the years

1851 and 1852 the winters were so only in name; that in these two y
years, during the months of June, July and August, there were fre-

quent risings in the river Bravo, caused by the rivers and streams

which discharge themselves into it, at considerable distance from
this city—that in those same years prevailed a torrefying aridity

on the coast during the summer ; and that another aridity just as great

succeeded in the summer of 1853, that in the months of the rise of

the river, and the consecutive months of the years 1851 and 1852
prevailed an epidemic of stubborn intermittent fever, whose virulence

was greater than in anterior years ; and that lastly in the corre-

sponding months of 1853, the epidemic was not intermittent, but yel-
'

low fever, which some authors, including myself) are disposed to

consider as a pernicious intermittent fever, in origin and nature, and
many points analogous.

III.

Our attention was not called to any particular phenomena in the

vegetable and animal kingdoms, which might not be common in other

years.
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IV.

The population of this city, according to statistics made up in the

last July, amounted to 6,500 inhabitants. These are either descend-

ants of the pure European race, or mixed with European and native,

thereby being a less number of natives, and very few negroes, mulat-

toes or quadroons. In the statistics which we have referred to in the

Secretary's office of the corporation of this city, no division in the

number of the natives of the city has been mtide between that of the

strangers, &c., &c., and on this account I will not enlarge more on
this particular.

V.
In the course of the epidemic in this city, I had in my practice alone

thirty-one cases of death by yellow fever

:

Eight under 10 years of age, six males and two females;

Twenty-three above 10 years, sixteen males and seven females;

Of whom nineteen were, natives of this city, or resided in it for many
yeai'S, and twelve were strangers, of the interior of the Mexican Repub-
lic, whose residence in this city had been only a few days, or at most a

year.

VI.

Of one hundred and eight cases of yellow fever that fell under my
observation there were
Twenty-two subjects under 10 years, fifteen males, seven females

;

Eighty-six do. above 10 years, fifty-five males, thirty-one females;

Of whom thirty-two, (twelve of whom died, and twenty recovered)

were strangers, from the interior of Mexico, and were recently estab-

lished in Matamoras ; six (three of whom recovered, and three died)

whose natal country is not known, nor when they arrived here ; and
seventy-six (fifty-seven of whom recovered, and nineteen died) natives

of the city, or residents for many years.

VII.

The first case of the yellow fever which presented itself to me in the

city, occuri-ed on the 22d September, in the servant ofa doctor, who had
just arrived from the city of Victoria. The sickness showed itself in

her with the following symptoms : shivering, headache, pain in the

waist and limbs, red eyes and full of tears, face with the appearance of

typhus, pain in the stomach, frequent nausea and vomitings, insatiable

thirst, skin warm and dry, pulse full and quick ; in the night giddiness

and sleeplessness ; nevertheless, these symptoms are not continual ; then

perspiration takes place at the end of some hours, and with this the rest

of the symptoms disappear, to return again with the regularity which
is observable in intermittent fevers of a similar type. But notwith-

standing this similarity, I say that the case of which I am speaking was
yellow fever, for the following reasons : the appearance at the begin-

ning of the aforesaid fever was the same which this woman showed
and which is common in those attacked with yellow fever ; the vomitings,

if even they are common at the time of the chill in the first attack, cease

18
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generally very quickly, and are not repeated, while in this case the

vomitings vv^ere continuous, even at the time of the intermissions, and
afterwards, during convalescence. The jaundice, of a dark yellow

color, showed itself in this case on the fourth or fifth day, and ahhough
the disease yielded in ten or twelve days, the patient was left weak, and
broken down for a longtime, a common occun-ence after a fever such

as the yellow fevei-, but seldom after a simple daily fever of ten or

twelve days dm-ation.

When I was attending this sick woman, a rumor spread through

the city that at Brownsville, our neighboring city, several cases of yel-

low fever had occurred ; and although I went to investigate the truth

of this, in company with my friend, (the master of the sick person

in question,) I could not arrive at any certainty. Still I was bound to

suppose so, as two persons had died at the end of four days, of a bilious

fever, and ten or fifteen days after the disease had become general in

a manner not to be mistaken, it having entered that city fifteen or

twenty days before ours.

The second case which came under my observation in Matamoras
was that of a child, about six or seven years old, in which I assisted.

Dr. Ortega. I had been called in for consultation, twelve hours before

the child died. At my first visit it had been three days ill ; bloody
evacuations, pulse slow and weak, cold perspiration, vomiting every

now and then of viscous matter. One hour before death, these vomit-

ings were of a black hue, characteristic ; so that in this case the dis-

tinguishing symptom was not doubtful.

Seven cases occurred in my practice from the 4th October to the

24th of the same month, after which date the yellow fever began to

reign as an epidemic in this city, for at the same time every one of the

faculty, both in this city and in Brownsville had some case or other

under treatment.

According to more authentic dates, the epidemic began to prevail

in this city some ten or fifteen days after it had somewhat spread in the

neighboring city ; and from circumstances of which I am aware, it

appears that it was brought from New Orleans to this, not by sea, but
by land; then Galveston, Corpus Christi, Point Isabel, and Browns-
ville were successively attacked, after an interval of time much greater

than that which it takes to cross the short space of the gulf which,

separates these cities one from the other, cities between which there

are now perhaps daily communications by sea.

As regards the cause which produces the yellow fever, I think it

lies in the atmosphere ; the said disease spreading by infection and not

by contagion; for I have seen many persons in contact direct, with
some suffering under the disease, and they escaped it, then; whilst,

afterwards, without any known cause, they were suddenly attacked

and even succumbed to it.

A miasma existing in the atmosphere produces yellow fever ; and
that miasma, if not that which produces intermittent fever, ought to
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bear much resemblance to it ; for it has been observed here, that, as

well in this epidemic as in the accounts of intermittent fevers, the

whole Southern population, which are not in the direction of the winds

passing above the lakes, have been proportionally very little visited

by these terrible azotes.

VIIL
The yellow fever has no consideration for the different classes of

society attacking, equally the rich and the poor, men and women,
old and young. In 1841, when this fever appeared for the first time in

this port, that which I have just mentioned could be better observed

than in the present epidemic, for then more than half the population

were attacked, a great part of whom died, as much the natives as

strangers who had never lived in the focus of such a terrible azote.

In the present epidemic more mildness was observable ; for many
persons resident in this j)ort for two or three years, either were not

attacked, or if so, with little violence, a great many of them being

saved, and the yellow fever venting its intensity on the strangers

recently established, or whose residence did not exceed one year

;

the mortality being among those attacked, as one to three.

Although no particular class is free from the disease, one cannot

9eny that the sanitary precautions of the rich are much more favorable

to a good result, if attacked—a greater mortality being observable

among the poor, on account of the want of those precautions which
means afford.

IX.
• General symptoms observed in the first stage : shivering, eyes

wild, fixed, full of tears, heavy and red, with great pain in the sockets,

extension of the pupils, flushed cheeks, cephalalgia very intense

towards the forehead, ruddy tongue at the sides and the tip, covered

in the centre with a whitish or yellowish coat, skin burning and dry,

seldom moist, pulse hard, less and less frequent, and generally full

;

pains in the lumbar region and in the limbs, with cramps often in

the feet and legs, the stomach seldom painful to the touch, nausea
and vomitings—first of undigested food, then of bilious matter ; im-

patience, thirst ; at times moderate, at others violent ; costiveness in

the greater part of the cases, reddish urine, and somewhat abundant;
appearance as from typhus.

In the second stage, which begins from the third to the fourth

day, jaundice and haemorrhage appears. The face assumes a strong

yellowish color, which commences to be observed in the conjunctiva.

Diarrhoea then takes place ; at first, viscous, afterwards bloody, or

even the blood flows through various natural apertures. There exists

much agitation and anxiety while this jaundice and haemorrhage
occur; then ensues a painful crisis, during which the suppression or

the retention of the urine is observed ; vomiting and evacuations of

a black color. Sometimes in the agitation which accompanies this

second stage, succeeds a general warmth, a deceiving calmness,
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during whicli the skin becomes fresh and moist, the pulse regular,

although slow, and the spirits of the patient revive with the hope of

a speedy recovery. But this state lasts but a short time, for quickly

return restlessness, the pains, and besides these, vomitings, and then
death ensues.

In some cases there is no exterior, but interior hEemorrhage, ob-

servable by the difSculty of respiration, and drowsiness of the body.
This epidemic did not declare itself in this city suddenly, but, as

I have said, gradually, several isolated cases being observed at the

beginning, and very easy to be mistaken, (no epidemic raging at the

time,) with certain cases of bilious or violent intermittent fever.

Notwithstanding, if at the beginning, as at the end of the epidemic,

less violence was observed in its course, and always an intermission

in its symptoms, which made it comparable to strong intermittent fever,

this same intermission was observed, also, at the height of the

epidemic, among certain individuals attacked who were natives of

the port, and had not had, at other periods of the epidemic, the yellow
fever, or who, without being natives of this port, lived in it for five

or six years. From which it may be deduced with sufficient reason,

that the yellow fever is of the same nature as the intermittent fever,

from which it differs solely by its greater violence.

The duration (generally) of this disease in the more serious cases,

was from three and a half to four days, these cases being among per-

sons recently arrived, or not sufiiciently acclimated. Among the

natives of the port, or among the acclimated, the disease, although it

might terminate in death, lasted much longer, and this in proportion

to the being acclimated, which diminishes much the virulence of the

disease, without exception in this respect of even the aged persons.

Of the 108 cases of yellow fever, I noticed in twenty-six there were
vomitings or black evacuations ; of which twenty-six, twenty-three
died and three recovered ; of these three, two had been attacked at

the commencement of the epidemic, and were natives; and the other,

recently arrived, owed his recovery, without doubt, to the good for-

tune of having been among the last attacked, when the epidemic had
lost its virulence. This case was very curious ; the subject, a child

of nine years of age, of a very weak constitution, had suffered from
pleurisy many times, and still has the germ of tubercle in the lungs.

It was the last case observed in my practice ; in fact, the last case;

in the whole city.

In thirty-six cases there was jaundice, of which twenty-three
recovered and thirteen died ; and in twenty cases heemorrhage, thir-

teen dying and seven recovering.
In general, the prodroma were of short duration, being, at most,

twenty-four hours. The subject is within the focus of the infection.

Scarcely has the poison, or whatever cause of the disease, penetrated
into his economy, but he begins to feel its presence and provokes its

elimination.
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The epidemic whicli reigned in this city, was the real yellow fever,
similar to that which raged in Kew Orleans, in Galveston, Corpus
Ohristi and Brownsville, &c., and requires no more confirmation than
the history of the epidemic itself.

I have only been practicing five years ; and although I had not had
the opportunity to see this disease, at least as an ej^idemic, still I had
noticed in this port several perfectly well marked cases.

Of the 108 cases of yellow fever which I observed in the last epidemic,
I have already said, in paragraph VI., how many died, and how many
recovered.

This epidemic committed ravages not only in the city, but also in the
Httle villages adjoining, and in rural habitations ; and I am sure that in
several of them the disease appeared before it entered the city.

The number of victims by yellow fever, according to the statistics made
up in the office of the corporation of this city, was 322 in 6,500 in-

habitants, which number we have said the city contained.

SOUTH AMERICA.
QUITO, ECUADOR.

TESTIMONY OF DR. WM. JAMESON.
Quito Ecuador, March 22, 1S54.

The name of the locality is Guayaquil, situated on the Western bank
of a navigable river beai-ing the same name, which discharges itself into

the Pacific in lat. 2 deg. 15m. South. Its limits and boundaries are the

Pacific on the West and South-west ; towards the East the chain of the

Andes, and towards the North the provinces of Manabi and Esweraldas.

The surface soil is clayey for some distance above Guayaquil, and ex-

tending to the mouth of the river.

The river supplies the water used by the inhabitants. That procured

by digging wells is brackish, and therefore unfit for domestic use. Even
the river water possesses this quality during the period of the dry season,

and must be brought down from a situation on the river considerably above
Guayaquil, where the ocean tide is not so perceptible.

Disturbance of the soil ; nothing of the above description has been
practiced.

Position with regard to rivers, bayous, &c.
;
probably at some remote

period the province of Guayaquil was covered by the ocean—it presents

an extensive tract of level country interspersed with a few isolated hills

crowned with a luxuriant vegetation of forest trees. From the end of

December to the beginning of May, it is almost under water, and becomes
navigable in canoes. The inundation is caused by the rains poured down
in the interior during the above mentioned period. The banks of the

river, to within a short distance of Guayaquil, present a rank vegetation

of lofty Mangroves, the roots of which are alternately bathed and left di-y

by the salt tide. The clayey soil in the vicinity of Guayaquil is impreg-
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nated with salt, and produces in abundance a species of Salicernea, from
|

which kelp is occasionally prepared. J

I did not notice any material change in the weather as to dampness or

dryness, hot or cold, or the prevalence of rains and fogs, winds, &c.,
\

during the existence of the fever.

I am not aware that any of the lower animals were effected by the epi-

demic—neither did its operation extend to the vegetable kingdom during
|

the epidemic. ;

The population is estimated at about 15,000 inhabitants, probably one

third whites. It is difficult to obtain authentic information on this head ; .

when the Grovernment issues an order to form a census, the people gen- f

erally imagine that the ultimate object is to recruit for the army, or to '

exact a contribution—any inquiry is consequently evaded. The foreign

population, probably altogether did not exceed fifty or sixty, comprising
[

natives of the United States, England, France and Italy. The natives of I

Panama, as well as those of the Atlantic coast within the tropics, such as

Carthagena, Santa Maveba, Laguayra and Puerto Cabello, invariably 1

escaped the epidemic ; also the natives of the interior, and even Euro-,

peans who had previously resided in these countries.

When the epidemic assumed an alarming character, perhaps about one- I

third of the inhabitants abandoned the town, consequently there remained
about 10,000, of these 1,691 died within the period of six months. In

the neighboring villages within the jurisdiction of Guayaquil, the popula-

tion of which may, in the aggregate, be stated to amount to 1 8,000, in-

cluding the 5,000 from Gruayaquil, the mortality did not exceed 700.

Population of Gruayaquil with its dependant villages 28,000 ; number of
|

deaths from yellow fever 2,391, or about 12 per cent, of the total population. '

Among the colored it was not so generally fatal as among the whites
;

although many of the former were severely attacked.

My first case occurred about the 10th or 12th of Sept., 1842. (For
other cases see Appendix.)*

I do not know of any case which appeared to have originated sponta-

neously ; several individuals who took the precaution of isolating them-
selves by retiring to the country, at no great distance from the town,
escaped the epidemic during the three years that it prevailed. Such
individuals were exposed to the same endemic influences.

The vicinity of ponds, swamps, &c., and I may add a high temperature,
certainly favors the development of yellow fever ; but another cause will

be superaded, and that I conceive to be a specific infection. I

People recently arrived from temperate countries, as well as the natives
'

'

from the elevated regions of the interior, suffered more severely than
those of the coast ; women less so than men ; contrary to the general opin-

ion, many individuals habitually addicted to the use of spirits, (or professed

drunkards,) although severely attacked, recovered.

Occasionally commenced mildly with symptoms resembling a violent

* The appendix, we regret to say, never came to hand.
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cafcarrli ; but generally the attack was of a more violent character, with
rarely any premonitory simptom, the patient being seized with sudden
and violent headache, loss of appetite, severe pains in the loins, thighs and
kuees ; no remarkable heat of skin ; weakness and oppression of the pulse

;

eyes injected and watery, with intolerance of light ; tongue moist and
covered with a whitish fur, red at the edges ; eostiveness ; tension and
pain of the abdomen, particularly in the epigastric region.

Yellowness of skin with the latter stage, appearing first about the neck
and face and afterwards extending over the whole body.

Hsemorrhage was frequently observed first from the gums, which became
remarkably spongy, the blood not coajulating

5 also hsemorrhao-e from the
nose, the ears, the anus and the uterus, in cases terminating fatally.

Kemittent fevers were equally prevalent as on former occasions, and
when these assumed a malignant character, were with difficulty distin-

guished from true yellow fever. Their origin could be traced to the de-
composition of vegetable matter, and their symptoms characterized by
slight intermissions.

Q.—Assuming the propagation of the disease from exposure either to

an infected atmosphere, to personal communication with the sick, or con-
tact with goods or clothing, either of the sick or transmitted from a local-

ity considered infected, what time intervened between said exposure and
the appearance of premonitory symptoms, and also the development of
the disease .''

A.—G-enerally within a period varying from six to ten or twelve days.
The Indians and other inhabitants of the interior who descended to Osa-
bahayo for objects of traffic, frequently returned with the germ of the
malady, and perished on the road. At Angas, 3,028 feet above the sea
level, many died of the fever contracted on the banks of the river of
Gruayaquil, but in no case was it communicated to the inhabitants of
Angas.

Q-—Do you regard the epidemic as true yellow fever ^

^.—Yes.
Q.—Have you ever seen this disease before .^

^.—No.
Q.-—Please state the whole number of cases of black vomit which you

have seen }

A.—I cannot at present recollect.

Q.—Also number of recoveries thereafter .?

A.—Scarcely any where black vomit becomes the prominent symptom.
Q.—State the number of cases alleged to be the second or third attacks,

and the evidence thereof .?

A.—I know of none from personal observation, and my impression is
that a person who had once experienced an attack of true yellow fever is
for ever secure from a second attack ; even should he have afterwards
lived m a cold climate and afterwards returns to the coast where the fever
was actually prevailing.

Q.—State as nearly as possible the number of persons attendant on the
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sick, or otherwise exposed to its possible causes and liable thereto from

never having had it, who have entirely escaped during the epidemic ?

A.—I believe that none escaped who had not previously had the

epidemic.

Q.—Does the yellow fever ever occur in the rural districts, or if con-

veyed there from a city, does it spread from such ease ?

A.—In 1842, 1843, and 1844 it extended to the population distributed

on the alluvial country forming the province of Guayaquil.

Q.—Is it a new fever } Does it come from abroad, and if so from f

whence } if of domestic origin—what has produced it }
|

A.—See Appendix.

Q.—What probability of its having been imported from Africa. Were
the newly imported Africans aflFected by it, and did it terminate in blaek L

vomit } Enclose a copy of your sanitary measures.
|

_4.—No sanitary measures have been published.

PUERTO CABELLO.
UNITED STATES CONSULATE.

PuEBTO Cabello, March 15, 1854.

Hon. William L. Marcy, Secretary of State, Washington.

Sir

:

—I have the honor, herewith, to inclose answers to the questions

of the Sanitary Commission of New Orleans.

I am indebted to Dr. Lacomb for his kind assistance. Although his

remarks are lengthy, I could not well abridge them without impairing

their force ; therefore I have sent them entire.

Dr. Lacomb is the best educated and most skillful physician in this

city ; and has been, to my knowledge, very successful in his treatment of

yellow fever. He has had much experience and extensive practice.

I remain, with great respect,

Your obedient servant,

[Signed] Southy Grinalds.

TESTIMONY OF DR. LACOMB.

Answers to the questions of the Sanitary Commission of New Orleans,i

each number corresponding to those of the questions

:

1.—The name of the locahty is Puerto Cabello.

2.—It is bounded on the North by the Carribean Sea, in latitude 10

degrees, 28 minutes North ; extending South to the Province of Equador;
and extending about forty miles East and West of Puerto Cabello.

3.—The soil is mostly sandy
;
part of the city formerly was surrounded

by swamps ; which have been filled up with all sorts of dirt, horns and
bones of oxen, and continually with Indian cornstalks, and animal manure
or dung from the stables of the city, and also with all the filth of the houses.

The water edges of the port, with ballast of vessels from all parts ; the

city and port are surrounded with mangrove, (phizophora,) in a circle close
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io the port ; extending in an Easterly direction, from Nortli to South,

and with elevated mountains, from three-fourths to three miles from the

population. Large and filthy swamps exist, also, in some parts of the

city,and in a circle surrounding it. From East to West, nearly all is left

to time and nature almost, for the removal of such nuisance. The water

bottom of the port is partly muddy, partly carbonate of lime coral, and

partly of sand and small fi-eestones,

4.—The drinking water used, is from the small river San Ertebons,

which*takes its sources from the mountains, some five or six leagues ofi";

the water is of the purest sort, very light, and soft, when filtered through

a stone, as performed in the city, and when taken from the river,

some distance from the city. Heavy rains alter much the quality of the

water, with mud and ashes proceeding from the burning of the bushes on
the mountains or elevated lands in the vicinity of the river, in the months

of February, March, April and May, before the commencement of the

rainy season, so as to cultivate them. Bowel complaints are the results,

and prevail during these months, in consequence of the great quantities

of potash carried down into the river, during these months, by the first

rains

5.—No disturbance of the soil, further than for the ordinary purposes

of building houses ; of little consequence.

6.—[This has been answered in reply to question No. 3.]

7.—The drainage of the city, although mostly paved, is very bad

;

water will, in many parts, remain on the soil after rains and high tides,

(in October, November and December) and stagnate. On the spots in-

dicated in question 3d, water will stagnate for several months in the

year, and create much sulphuretted hydrogen gas, perceptible on passing

near or through those spots. As Health and Port Physician of this port,

nine years previous to May, 1852, all my exertions to obtain from the

government and local authorities some attention on the subject were of

no value whatever.

8.—As regards the meteorology of the locality, as far as I can inform

you, the weather is damp ; extremely so from April to July ; less so during

the other months of the year. The rainy season is from April to July

and August. The heat, from November to March, is from '72'^ to 80°,

Fahrenheit; and fi'om April to the end of October, from 84° to 92°; in

September, till the middle of October, sometimes the thermometer rises

to 96°, and even to 100°
; but this will last but a few hours, now and then.

Generally, the thermometer begins to go down steadily from the 20th of

October. The climate is then the most pleasant ; it is entirely free from
fog ; cool in the shade, but hot in the sun. Thunder storms and light-

ning are very prevalent in the rainy season indicated, and the atmosphere
is then very oppressive and very hot. The wind blows generally from the

East, during the day time, and from ten o'clock at night until early in the

morning from the Southwest. This latter is cool and damp, and gener-

ally denominated as land breeze ; in the months of October, November
and December, the wind sometimes blows from the North for some hours^

19
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and creates affections of the lungs, and rheumatism; sometimes, also,

during the same months, it will blow strong from the South, raising a

very strong and unpleasant dust from the plains of the country, which

brings on fevers of a bad nature on the natives, seldom affecting foreign-

ers ; this wind seldom lasts more than from two to six hours at a time.

Eemittent and intermittent fevers are generally the prevailing diseases of

the place, and yield easily under the influence of emetics, cathartics and
quinine. The low classes, generally poor and of loose habits, are the

subjects to their influence, and they are more fatal to them for want of

proper assistance and means ; as the hospital existing cannot be called

such, as it is of the lowest order, and admits only twelve persons at a

time, with hardly any assistance, and in the most filthy state. The phy-

sician of the establisliment is an empiric, without education, (a creole)

without credentials.

The prevailing period of remittent and intermittent fever, is during the

rainy season, and it is a general and constant rule, that this place becomes

entirely free from diseases, and the healthiest in the world, when strong

heat, combined with total absence of rain and dampness prevails ; the

atmosphere being then dry. Another characteristic of the climate is

that fevers are less frequent when the rains are very strong and great,

than when small and frequent. The scarlet fever prevailed lately as epi-

demic in the whole population, and was fatal and dreaded ; this fever had
not been known here for twenty-five or thirty years ; it existed amongst
the Creole population, and especially among children ; while the yellow

fever prevailed among Europeans and foreigners. During nearly twc*

years, from 1852 to '54, the weather was materially altered from its former

state; it was very hot and very damp; small rains, frequently repeated.

During all this period, we had the yellow fever, the scarlet fever, colds,

dysentery, intermittent and remittent fevers, and various shades of typhoid

fever. Since March, of this year, disease seems to have disappeared alto-

gether.

9.—Have not observed anything remarkable in the animal or vegetable

kingdoms. Had the violent earthquake that occurred at Cumiana, any
influence on the creation of diseases in this place, which we had not

known here for many years past ?

10.—The population of the city alone of Puerto Cabello, is 5,800 souls.

Those of the whole district, (cantone) including the city, is 9,500 souls

;

occupying an immense extent of land. The population is what is called

by the Spaniards an olla2Mdrida^ or, in other words, a mixture of whites^

Indians, mulattoes, negroes, and all the other variations of skins generally

found in the population of Venezuela ; and where everybody is white, (al-

though black mostly,) it is impossible to estimate the number of real

whites.

11.—^The number of deaths from yellow fever were—French, about 20

;

Spaniards, 35, including those of the man-of-war Gen. Valdes; Creoles

of the place, about 10; Creoles from the interior, 6; Americans, 11;
other foreigners, 68.
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12.
—

"With the exception of four or five, all those indicated in question

11th, died of yellow fever. Except three or four German women, all

were men and boys from the shipping ; cannot tell the number that were

taken sick.

13.—In August, 1852, a Danish brig of war came from Santa Cruz to

St. Thomas, having lost many of her crew, in those islands and at sea,

from there here, of yellow fever ; several of the men had been thrown into

deep water near the Island of Gayaguasa, three miles from this port

;

and several were buried in the Foreign Burial Ground of this place ; at

that time the city was most healthy. The commander of the said brig

declared, supported by his vice-consul, tliat he had no yellow fever on
board ; but as statements to the contrary had been made to the Mayor,

the latter insisted on getting the commander and consul to admit a visit

from Dr. Lacomb on board of the brig, to examine the cases of sickness be-

fore taking the step of preventing any farther communication with the brig

and city. They resisted the order of the Mayor, and the vessel sailed for

Curacao, where she lost a considerable number of her crew of yellow fever,

as oflScially known here. About twenty days after her departure, we
had the first case of yellow fever, in the foreign shipping, which gradually

spread in the crews of the vessels in port, among the German emigrants,

and among foreign merchants and clerks of late arrivals to this place.

The disease lasted until the first day of March, of this year, and finally

disappeared. The conduct of the commander of the Danish brig of war,

and his vice-consul, Hide, was very little creditable to their honor, or hu-

manity, in this case ; for denying the truth, and preventing that precaution

which should have been made against their communication with us, as it

was not supposed that such men would be capable of deceiving th.e author-

ities of the place in such, a criminal manner.
14.—The next fifteen cases took place in September, 1852, and were

very mortal, as is always in similar cases.

1 5 .—Some French vessels ft-om Guadalupe and Martinico liad men taken

with the disease in this port ; had suffered quarantine before admitted in

it ; but the disease had broken out here, before their arrival here.

16.—It is generally believed here that the disease was communicated
by the Danish brig of war alluded to in answer No. 13.

17.—In 1844 the writer treated several sporadic cases of yellow fever,

from a Spanish vessel with emigrants from the Canary Islands ; but only

few men and the captain had the disease ; vomited black, and evacuated

;

but none died, and the disease did not spread in the shipping, whicli

was very numerous in port at the time ; and no precautions were taken
to prevent its spreading. The small pox existed then as epidemic, in the

whole portion of the district, Creole and foreign.

18.—Relative to the spread of the early cases of the disease : to answer
this question, it would be necessary to write a book; however, "yes" can
be answered, and "no," also.

19.—Social condition : the first part of this question has been answered
in No. 8. The houses are not generally crowded, and occupy a large ex-
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tent of land compared to tlie population ; whicli is, in part, given up
to loose life and liquor. The yellow fever did not spread amongst tlie

Creole population, with few exceptions, as stated already above. When the

endemic levers exist, the mortality is mostly confined to the lowest classes.

20.—Retired from practice since May, 1852. I had comparatively less

practice to attend to than the other physicians of the city. I only attend

in some instances, to please friends, who insisted I should do so. Respect-

ing the symptoms, to avoid writing too much, I should state that they

were absolutely those indicated in the " Dictionnaire de Medicine and
Chirurgie Pratique, Paris, 1830." The autopsic examination of sev-

eral dead bodies an hour or two after death also presented the same or-

ganic lesions or alterations described in said book. In one case, a

German of light complexion, where no black vomit nor evacuation had
|

taken place, the stomach and intestines I found full of the stuff consti-
jj

tuting the black vomit ; the gall bladder full of a perfect black fluid, {1

which stained my hands for two days ; the liver very much enlarged and
\

pliable ; having the exact color of guin gamboge ; the lungs gorged with il

carbonized blood, &c. The autopsy I practised an hour after death. I never
\

found that the brain had been the immediate cause of death—judging |.

by its state. The terniination by death was, in all the cases, between (;

the period of three to eight days from the calculated j^eriod of incubation. ||

21.—The proj)ortion of cases in which black vomit appeared was about
||

two-thirds.
|

22.—Yellowness of skin, with exceptions, took place in almost every f

case ; and in the cases where it presented itself before the seventh day,
\

death always resulted.

23.—Epistaxis and haemorrhage of the gmns, and oozings from the

mucus membranes, in a great many of the cases ; but mostly after the

fifth day.

24.—Did other tjrpes of fever prevail, &c. ? This question has already

been answered in question 8th. In its latter part, the disease assumed
always the typhoid type.

25.—All the questions put to the attacked with yellow fever, result, that

some felt, previous to the pains of the loins, head and limbs, a loss of appe-

tite, a great heat, with chills sometimes ; the saliva thick and unpleasant,

or sour taste in the mouth, from the moment a patient attacked
;
pains bitter

of the loins and limbs, depression of spirits, facial congestion, &c. I calcu-

lated twenty-four hours since the complete invasion, and always found the

calculation to answer the terms of duration, whether fatal or not. It is

impossible to answer in a different manner this question, as the incuba-

tion of the disease is more or less active, according to constitution, pre-

disposition, &c.

26.—The yellow fever we had, I consider genuine.
27.—I have seen the yellow fever in Guadalupe, of which Island I am

a native ; I have seen it also in St. Thomas aiid Carracas, in the years

1838, '39, '40, where I first treated diseases ; although in quite a different

manner, I did here.
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28.—[Answered by the prior question.]

29.—I have seen the hospitals full of sailors and soldiers, vomiting and

evacuating black in all directions. I have seen the yellow fever in patients

of a higher order or class, in private houses in Guadalupe and St. Thomas,

previous to the year 1829, when I left the islands for Europe. I have treated

black vomit in Carracas in 1838, '39, and '40, as stated above; and everybody

there knows that my practice was very extensive. Latterly, however, I

have treated the disease here ; seen most of the cases, although they were

not under my care, from being retired from the practice.

30.—The recoveries in the islands at the time mentioned, and previous

to it, to my knowledge, could not be above forty per cent. ; the recoveries

in Carracas, at the period mentioned, were seventy-five per cent, in the

beginning, and at the end they were from ninety to ninety-five ; they

were here lately from fifty to fifty-five per cent. The greatest mortality

was among those bled from the arm. I have attended from 1852 till

lately about sixty-two cases which presented in all their violence the or-

dinary symptoms of yellow fever, and lost but two men from the German
brig George ; and one out of twenty-four confided to my care of the ofii-

cers and crew of the Spanish Brig of war General Valdes, who had fifty-

two men attacked by the disease; eighteen of the other twenty-eight I

did not practice for died. I believe Consul Grinalds can testify more or

less to the veracity of my assertions ; and the Spanish Consul, also, in

case of need.

31.—Did not observe the number of alleged second and third attacks

here ; but know of one Spanish sailor, of the General Valdes, which was
reported as ha^'ing had the yellow fever in Havana, and died of a second

attack of it here.

32.—It is difiicult to ascertain, positively, the number of persons at-

tendant on the sick, and otherwise exposed—not having previously had
it—who have entirely escaped the epidemic ; but I know of Europeans,

lately arrived, who exposed themselves, attending the sick, and did not
get the disease.

33,—Deaths usually occurred, as I have already said above, from the

third to the eighth day of the calculated invasion ; some the third, some
the fifth, mostly all entering the eighth day, a few hours after having con-

cluded the seventh.

34.—We have instances of black vomit occurring constantly in differ-

ent parts of the interior of this country; lately at Nutrias, nearly sixty

per cent, of the population died of it. Also at the Aragua Valley, in

Valencia, the capital of the province, situated nine leagues from this place,

many cases occurred among the creole population, especially young peo-
ple in Carracas, five leagues from Laguayra ; many cases existed last year,

and were fatal in the native population.

35.—I leave the question of its origin and cause to the most learned-

to answer. All we could write on it, I believe, would prove nothing more
than what is already known on the subject. I think it would be best to

find out the best treatment for it, and view the disease in a different way,
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as I did of late ; but to explain my views, it requires to write a volume

;

I intend to do so as soon as possible.

36,—We bave no communication witb Afi'ica in tbis place.

37.—The sanitary measures of tbis place consist in leaving tbe streets

and sea-boards constantly dirty ; to tbrow all kinds of filtb in tbe streets
; |

to board vessels coming from infected places, bailing tbem from a little
,

distance of a few yards, taking tbe bill of bealtb, read it (or not, as often

as tbere are port pbysicians tbat neitber understand Frencb, Latin, Eng-
lisb, or German) ; and if tbey make out tbe bill is " not clean," tbey put

tbe vessel in quarantine for a certain number of days, witbout guards, so

tbat often tbe crews come on sbore at nigbt, and return before dayligbt

on board. Tbe number of days assigned for quarantine terminated, if

nobody is sick on board, tbe vessel enters tbe port, tbe Board of Healtb
|

meet, talk a great deal on tbings tbey don't understand, and all is over. '\

BRAZIL.
PIO DE JANEIRO.

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, Rio De Janeiro, March 29, 1854.
\

Sir .•—Your communication of tbe 23d November last, was received '

by tbe steamer "Nortb America." on tbe 26tb of December, and bad my f

immediate attention. I

I prepared a circular, and transmitted it on tbe 28tb day of December,
|

to tbree of tbe most eminent medical men of tbis city, covering tbe

'

inquiries propounded by tbe Sanitary Commission of New Orleans, " i^
'

relation to a wide spread epidemic," wbicb bas visited and devastated a I

large portion of tbe United States in tbe past summer and autumn.
From two of tbese gentlemen replies bave been received. Tbe first

'

came from Dr. Pennell, and reacbed me on tbe 2d of January last. Tbe
second was prepared and sent me by Dr. Lallemant, and was received on i

tbe 19tb ultimo. Tbe otber gentleman bas yet sent me no reply, !

altbougb from bim ( Dr. Paula Candido ) I bave tbe assurance of an I

answer, wbicb is being prepared by bim, and wbicb be desires to make as

ftdl and as satisfactory as possible.

Apprebending tbat you, and tbe Sanitary Commission at New Orleans,

,

may, bowever, expect some prompt answer, I now transmit you berewitb
'

tbe two copies to wbicb I bave alluded. I forward, also, four printed '

copies of a report of Dr. Croker Pennell, upon yellow fever as it appear^ f

ed in Brazil, during tbe summer of 1849 and 1850 ; and also, four copies

of a pampblet from tbe pen of Dr. Paula Candido, " concerning tbe
j

propagation of yellow fever, and of its treatment aboard of sbips." Tbe
autbors of tbese works are esteemed two of tbe most scientific gentlemen
here.

Tbe season is now so far advanced, tbat I may be excused and justified

in saying that, as the city bas been, from October last up to tbis day, very
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healthy, and for the three last months free from the yellol\r fever, it

may be confidently expected there will be shortly no re-appearance of that

disease, I take occasion further to add, that from the bills of mortality

daily published, the accuracy of which stand vouched for by gentlemen

of irreproachable character, united to my own personal observation, there

is probably no city any where whose population has been freer from

disease, for many months, than that of Rio de Janeiro.

I am, with high and sincere respect,

Your obedient servant,

Robert G-. Scott.

To Hon. William L. Marcy, Secretary of StatCj of the United States.

TESTIMONY OF DR. C. PENNELL.

Subject 1.—There has not been nluch clearing of land in the immedi-

ate vicinit}'', nor great disturbance of the soil ; excej)t in the streets of

the city, which for some years past have been more frequently lying turned

up than paved ; constantly disturbed by some work that has been going

on. When in this (lately their usual) state, they are most offensive, being

a receptacle for all kinds of filth, and are left in the most abandoned state

of neglect. In the day, the city smells badly enough, but at night it is

almost intolerable. The drainage is all by open gutters, having a very

small declivity; consequently, after two or three weeks dry weather,

many of the streets are full of black offensively smelling mud, principally

derived from emptying slops, &c. To improve matters, the junta hygie--

nica (President, Dr. Paula Candido) have directed that the mud should

be daily removed. In order to do so, that which is collected in the mid-

dle of the streets, (and might lie there comparatively innocently) is first

spread over the whole surface of the street, to dry in the scorching rays

of the sun, that it may exhale all its pestiferous influences, to the discom-

fort of the inhabitants ; and is then (when dry) carted away. The accu-

mulations of water are not much about Rio
;
principally in Rio.

Subject 2.—The usual range on the centigrade hygrometer is from 15°

to 24°R. Ordinary summer range ofheat in shade from 78® to 86®, Fahren-

heit ; winter from 5 '7° to 76°. Since (and some time before) the outbreak

of yellow fever, there has been less thimder storms than usual—remarkably
less. During the first epidemic of yellow fever, there was an unusual

prevalence of winds from Northeast.

Yellow fever was said to be unknown in Rio before the epidemic of

1849—'50. For some two or three years previous to this, it was gener-

ally observed that fevers presented a different type to what they had
hitherto done ; and occasionally a case was seen attended by all the pathog-

nomonic symptoms of yellow fever ; and was declared by the physicians
in attendance to be such. These cases created no attention, until the dis-

ease appeared in an epidemic form ; but were considered as aggravated
forms of the fever of the country, and pronounced yellow fever.

Bahia suffered from yellow fever in November, 1849; consequently,

medical men were on the watch for it in Rio. The first cases excited con-
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siderable attention. They were both discovered in lodging houses in the

same neighborhood, on December 28th, 1849, and taken to the hospital.

They both died in the hospital within seventy-two hours ; one dying thirty

hours before the other ; and therefore it may presumed was in a more
advanced stage of the disease when discovered, on December 28th. The
first who died was a Danish sailor, arrived fourteen days previously fi'om

Finland, direct ; the second was a German, (both sailors) who had left

Bahia on November 25th, and arrived in Rio on December 2d; none of

the crew having been ill at Bahia, nor on the passage. The contagion-

ists trace the disease fi'om Bahia through this man ; but do not deny that

the Danish sailor must have been attacked at least as early, and that he

could have been submitted to no source of infection except through the

second.

The next ten or fifteen cases, for about as many days, were confined to

this neighborhood ; which is the locality where exist the filthy, low lodging

houses, ill-ventilated, and very much crowded.
i

\st.—Many patients with yellow fever, have been conveyed to the
i

country about Eio, and died with black vomit and suppression of urine

;

but have never communicated the disease to others in those localities.

2d.—Said to be new in Rio. Contagionists trace it to Rio from Bahia,

and to Bahia from Havana. Non-contagionists find enough to account

for its origin in the natural changes of the country—changes in the at-

mosphere, attested by a remarkable absence of the usual thunder storms,

and prevalence of winds ; besides other unknown but presumed changes

;

from the fact that the common non-infectious fevers of the country had
been for some four years previously, clearly changing their character, and i

were occasionally intermixed with an unmistakable case of yellow fever

—

that there were abundant sources of the disease in the low flat grounds (

about Rio, and the filthy undrained streets, in conjunction with the atmos-

;

pheric changes—and that the evidence of imjputed infection was most
inconclusive.

Zd.—Not supposed to be imported from Africa. The newly imported
blacks did not appear to suffer more than the acclimated, and presented

i

a low rate of mortality. 0. Pennell, M. B., London. '

Rio de Janeiro, December 30th, 1853.

A SHORT REPORT UPON YELLOW FEVER, as it appeared\

in Brazil during the Summer of 1M%—50; By CROKER PEN-\
NELL, M. B. LONDON, M. R. C. S. E., and formerly Lecturer.

on Anatomy and Physiology at the Westminster Hospital School of
Medicine, London.

\

The following short report was written (without any intention of print-'

ing it ) at the request of James Hudson, Esq., H. B. M. Envoy Extraordi-

nary and Minister Plenipotentiary at this Court. At the instigation oi

several fiiends, who were desirous of sending home a correct statement

of the progress made by the yellow fever in Rio de Janeiro, I have bee:

'

induced to publish it. 1
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Unbiased by any preconceived opinion, I have recorded every fact that

lias come to my knowledge, which seemed to throw light upon the natura
of the disease. It is only from a large number of facts, duly observed,

that a correct conclusion can be arrived at upon any subject. I simply
record the facts, and my own impressions. Let each individual form for

himself whatever opinion he may think the circumstances related will

justify C. R
Rio de Janeiro, July 1, 1850.

A Short Report upon Yellow Fever., as it Appeared in Brazil during the

Summer of 1849—50.

Yellow fever, hitherto unknown to physicians practicing in Brazil, made
its appearance at Bahia in the month of October, 1849. At least two-
thirds of the population were attacked by the disease, but in a very mild
form ; for, probably, not more than two per cent, of the aifected died.

Of the English residents, 124 in number, 116 were attacked, and of

these but three died, viz : a female domestic servant three to four months
arrived from England, a child who accompanied her, but who had been in

Brazil before, and a gentleman who had left England eighteen months be-

fore, and had since resided either in Rio de Janeiro or Bahia.

Far different was the aspect the disease wore on board of the foreign ships

in port, the seamen belonging to which were, of course, all new comers.

Of those attacked amongst the English seamen, more than thirty per cent,

died, and I believe that during the height of the epidemic more than two
thirds of the whole were affected.

The disease presented the worst features exhibited by the yellow fever

as it prevails at the West Indies, Sierra Leone and New Orleans; a bright

or muddy-yellow color of the skin and conjunctiva, suppression of urine,

iisemorrhages from all parts of the body, black vomit, a putrid odor of the

breath, and proceeding from the body generally, convulsive movements of

the muscles and tetanic spasms, together with delirium, both violent and
low, were common symptoms of the complaint.

It was supposed by some that the disease was imported from New Or-

leans, and by others from the coast of Africa, in a slaver ; but as far as I

san learn, without any precise or direct evidence, to support such a posi-

tion. Thus, Senor Jobim, doctor of medicine, and member of the Cham-
ber of Deputies, in addressing the house, could adduce nothing more pos-

itive than the following : "If' he said "we attend particularly to the cir-

3umstance of this vessel having arrived in the month of September, and
that she must have left the city of New Orleans in July, and that at this

3poch, every year, and in a constant manner, there reigns yellow fever,

with its inseparable companion black vomit, we ought to conclude that,

m effect, the disease was brought to us from there."

On the 2nd of December, 1849, arrived in Rio de Janeiro, from Bahia,
the American bark Navarre, in ballast, with a healthy crew, which were
oaid off and dispersed. Some of them went into other vessels and were

20
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no more heard of; otters came on shore and took up their abode in the

rua de Miseracordia.

The first known case of yellow fever which existed in Rio de Janeiro

occurred in the instance of a seaman belonging- to this vessel, who was
attacked and taken to the public hospital on December the 28th. The
next case was that of a Danish sailor who was lodging within forty or

[

fifty yards of the house where the first patient was taken from, and with
i

whom he is stated to have had frequent intercourse. The following five or .

six cases all occurred in houses in the same neighborhood, while as yet
[

there was no yellow fever in other parts of Rio de Janeiro.
|

For from ten days to a fortnight the disease was confined to the rua de
)

Misericordia and its purlieus, but eventually becoming general, both on .

shore and on the water, its spread was but in few instances traceable to
|

infection, (see note at the end.) i

The locality which next became infected was the Saude, at exactly the
j

opposite end of the city, about a mile and a half fi'om the rua de Miseri-
|

cordia. The Saude, for the most part, is only a little higher than the
\

level of high water mark, and is but partially paved. The soil is clayey
j

and intersected with open gutters. The surface being low, flat, and very
|

uneven, aff"ords a ready^ lodgment to small pools of water, which stagnate ;

;

and as they contain a certain amount of black masses of decaying animal

and vegetable matter, they at all times emit a most off"ensive odor. It is

bounded on more than two sides by water, which daily, at low tide, leaves

exposed an immense surface of a dark mud that produces a most loath-

some smell.

The yellow fever was unusually severe in this locality ; the acclimated

foreigners suficring almost as much as those newly arrived, living in more
healthy parts of the city. About the middle of February, the fever be-

gan to rage epidemically on board of the foreign ships in port.

In many instances, the newly afi"ected had either been on shore, or

;

were known to have had intercourse with the sick, but in others, and not
\

a few, no communication, direct or indirect, was known to have occurred,
[

nor, indeed, from circumstances of time and place, (as will be more par-|

ticularly mentioned hereafter,) could have taken place. It should, how-i
ever, be mentioned that the ships were anchored in groups, and that for!

the most part, forty or fifty yards was the distance which intervened be-i

tween each ship.

Several masters of vessels, without being questioned, declared that they
entered the harbor with fever on board ; although coming direct from

,

Europe; that as soon as they approached the coast, and came within!

the influence of the breezes from shore, their men fell sick with fever,
f;

Most of the cases were slight, but some were attended by black vomit,!

and proved fatal after their arrival in port.

The population of Rio consists of probably more than 100,000 whites ancl;

of 200,000 blacks and mulattoes. The two latter classes were, perhaps,!

not so generally attacked as tlie first, and escaped with very few deaths.

I attended in private practice upwards of one hundred blacks, without
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losing one. In the first class the mortality was considerable. The Bra-

zilian Government published a statistical account, brought down to April

30th in which the deaths from yellow fever were stated to be 3,522 ; but

this was known to be short of the reality, which was estimated at 13,000

by the most moderate. Certain it is that upwards of 1,000 Portuguese

died in the hospitals alone, as shown by their own statistics.

The number of deaths given by the government includes all nations.

Probably three or four per cent, would be too high an estimate of the

deaths to the attacked among the Brazilians, more particularly, if we ex-

clude natives of other and elevated parts of Brazil who had recently ar-

rived in Rio. Of upwards of sixty, attended by me, not one died. For-

eigners who were long acclimated suffered comparatively little, perhaps,

not much more than natives. Amongst new comers the mortality was
high. Of the seamen whom I attended, about 29 per cent, died; but as

this calculation includes many cases first seen on the fourth, fifth or sixth

day of disease, and in a h-opeless condition, it does not give a fair idea of

the mortality. Excluding these cases, I lost 22 per cent.

The mortality was certainly not less among new comers on shore. The
disease generally proved fatal on the fourth, fifth or sixth day, though
some patients died within twenty-four hours of the attack,^aving been
comatose nearly the whole of that time.

The history of the epidemic seems to point out infection as the mode
by which it was brought into this city ; and though the disease be of en-

demic origin, it by no means follows that it may not under certain circum-

stances become infectious. There are the strongest possible grounds for

believing that H. B. M. ships Eden, Eclair, and others, contracted on the

coast of Afiica an endemic disease which afterwards spread by infection,

not only among the crew, but also among the natives of healthy localities

where they touched. It is perfectly well known that a disease not infec-

tious in its nature may under certain conditions become so. Nay more,

that under favorable circumstances, infectious diseases may arise among
people previously healthy. If a number of persons be crowded in a con-

fined space, Math bad ventilation and unwholesome food, a fever will appear

which is capable of spreading by infection in healthy regions.

The remnant of Sir John More's followers, who esca23ed at Comnna,
rushed in crowds on board of the small vessels in port. They had then
no disease of an infectious nature ; they could hardly have carried any
seeds of contagion with them, as they had been running for some days,

continually washed by heavy falls of rain, and with hardly any clothes on
their backs; yet typhus fever appeared on board of every vessel in which
they embarked, and was communicated to their nurses and attendants in

England.

Now, if it be possible for infection to be generated de novo in individ-

uals previously healthy, how much more likely is it to arise in persons

similarly situated, but with the addition of a severe disease, particularly

disposed to vitiate the secretions, and to produce fcetid exhalations from
the lungs and body generaWy. We have thus another source of disease
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superadded to the original, aggravating it, and perhaps converting a simple

bilious remittent into the genuine yellow fever.

It has certainly appeared to me that yellow fever is infectious; and
though believing it to be nothing more than a bad remittent, with infec-

tion superadded, I am unable to prove it, further than will appear in the

sequel. It is strictly in accordance with what is known of some other

diseases, to suppose that a severe bilious remittent, of endemic origin,

may so far vitiate the secretions and the blood, as to generate a source of

infection which would propagate the disease ; and probably under the

form of yellow fever.

Beyond the history which I have related of the commencement of

yellow fever in Rio de Janeiro, my own experience adds but little in

favor of infection, as the sole means by which it is propagated. It is,
\

however, no easy matter to determine whether an epidemic, which is
|

almost universal, spread by infection or otherwise ; in as much as every
|

one is more or less exposed to both sources of the disease, if they really
|

exist.
j

The evidence that tends to prove that it is capable of arising without
|

infection, is of a more positive kind. I

Number]^ cases occurred where no source of infection whatever I

could be tr^ed.

The British schooner Zone, entered the Bay towards the end of Feb-
,

Tuary. She never came higher up the harbor than within a mile and
|

a half of Villegagnon Fort, and no other vessel was anchored near her.
\

The first case of fever which appeared on board, was in a man who had
]

never left her, and who died with suppression of the urine and black

vomit, &c., &c.
The British barque Joliet Erskine, arrived direct from Cork on Decern-

ber 25th, 1849. The mate left her but once to go to an island in the
{

Bay, ( Hha das Cobras,) where no case of fever had yet occurred ; nor
\

did occur for many weeks afterwards. Five weeks after the only time
(

he left the ship he was attacked by the fever, and died with black
[

vomit, &c.
I

The British brig Runnymede arrived on January 22d, 1850, with a
j

cargo of codfish, from St. Johns. She lay too outside the harbor of ;

Pernambuco, for about a day ; the captain went a shore in his boat,
i

transacted some business, and then sailed for this port. She came down
(

along the coast, and during the passage fever appeared among the crew,
j

first affecting those who never quitted the vessel. I have this upon the f

positive assurance of the captain, who is an uninterested party. I myself
\

saw some cases ill at the time of her arrival here. It is necessary to >

state that they were slight, none having proved fatal ; and resembled
exactly the mild cases on shore.

i

Several masters of vessels declared to me that, though coming direct I

from Europe, fever made its appearance on board of their ships as soon i

as they approached the coast of Brazil, and came within the influence of !

the breezes from the land. From the accounts which they give of it, it
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appeared to be of the same kind as that which was prevailing at Rio, but

slighter.

It was by no means uncommon to see vessels arrive direct from

Europe, with mild cases of fever on board.

The town of Petropolis is situated at a height of nearly three thousand

feet above the level of the sea. It is about thirty miles distant fi'om the

upper margin of the Bay, where yellow fever committed great ravages.

In the month of February the thermometer ranges, from the hottest

hour in the day to the coldest night, from about 68° F. to 80°. In the

month of March, its range is from about 62° to Y5° ; in April, 56° to "72°.

In the coldest night in the depth of winter (July) the thermometer has

occasionally been seen as low as 36° F.

In order to escape the prevailing epidemic, many of the residents of

Rio fled to Petropolis ; several, however, were attacked after their arrival

there, and, I believe, in every instance within three or four days from the

time of their departure from Rio. Of the number attacked, eleven died.

Some of these deaths occurred in the months of February and March.

The disease thus existed at Petropolis with sufficient violence to destroy

a large proportional number of lives ; for it is believed that the eleven

deaths formed a high rate of mortality compared with the number
attacked. It is probable that at least seven persons held communication
with each individual who died, either as attendants, nurses, or in washing

and burying him ; so that we are thus presented with an instance of

from seventy to eighty persons exposed to a virulent infection, if such it

be, and singular to relate not one contracted the disease. Not a single

resident of Petropolis caught the fever.

The number, eighty, who communicated with the sick is evidently too

small, in as much as there were many more ill who escaped, and who
also had attendants, &c. If the disease only spread by its infectious

properties, it is unaccountable why almost every one exposed to this infec-

tion in Rio should catch it, and not one out of eighty or more, at

Petropolis. It cannot be explained by the difference of temperature, for

the atmosphere of Petropolis was then higher, both by night and day,

than it is now in Rio de Janeiro, and still we have many cases of the

worst forms of yellow fever.

In passing an opinion upon the nature of yellow fever, it should be
observed that, when I commenced my observations upon the disease, I

had an inclination towards the opposite side of the question from that

which I now entertain. It would therefore be unjust to declare that an
original bias has governed my inquiries, and led me to the conclusion I

have formed. The opinion, true or false, which I shall exj)ress, is that

which appears to me inevitably to flow fi'om the facts which I observed

;

and if I have renounced my first impressions, it is only because experience

has forced them from me.
Never having seen yellow fever, till the begining of the present year

;

guided only by authority, and placing most reliance upon the statements,

arguments, and writings of Copland, Pym, &c. &c., I was inclined to
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espouse their view of tlie question. As a proof of this, I may state
;

that in the beginning of the epidemic, I actually sent in a report to the
,

British Consul at this city, stating my belief that there was then existing
|

in Rio de Janerio, two different forms of fever; one the genuine yellow

fever ; the other the ordinary bilious remittent. Not indeed that I, nor

any one else, could distinguish between them at their commencement

;

but, guided by the above named authorities, the severe cases were associ- /

ated with yellow fever, which they undoubtedly were ; while the milder |

ones were placed under the category of bilious remittent. Experience I

however, soon taught me that the distinction could never be maintained 1

in practice, however beautiful it might be in theory. At their beginning
|

no person could distinguish between the two forms of disease. The ^

mild cases soon got well ; whereas the severe, in their progress, presented

all the well marked features of yellow fever, and therefore were so called

;

but had these same cases progressed favorably, and existed in any other
\

year, no practitioner in Rio would have given them any other name than
'

the common remittent of the country.

The epidemic which raged in this city, had all the characters and
,

pathognomonic symptoms of yellow fever, as described by Pym and
j

Copland, and was beyond all doubt the same disease. Its history does I

not bear out their assertions. They declare that the same individual can i

take it but once. I have attended the same persons during two attacks,
j

though a month or six weeks of excellent health intervened between i

them. I have also treated patients who were pronounced by practitioners !

in the West Indies, and on the coast of Africa, to have suffered from I

yellow fever in these localities; thougli I have likewise known others
!

who attributed the immunity they enjoyed, to a previous attack in one of i

the above named places.
j

They state that acclimation makes no difference in the severity of the
I

complaint.* This was remarkably contradicted by the history of the

prevailing epidemic. Brazilians, and acclimated foreigners, who were
nearly on a par with them, suffered but little ; whilst in new comers, it

proved fatal to about thirty per cent, of the attacked.

Thirdly, they state that blacks, though little liable to contract the

disease, if attacked, suffer as much as whites. Nearly all the blacks in

Rio de Janeiro had the disease ; and I believe that if we were to estimate

the deaths (including old and new comers,) at two per cent., it would be
higher than the reality.

In the bilious remittent of Rio, the mode of attack, the position of

the pains, and the state of the pulse and tongue, are highly characteristic.

The prevailing epidemic preserved these features in a most singular

manner, and with but little variation.

I believe the diseases are essentially the same ; they begin in the same
manner, they have the same diagnostic symptoms, and no one can

*Pym differs upon this point, from Copland and the writers who otherwise hold similar viewa
upon the nature of yellow fever.
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distinguish between them, except by their severity ; a difference which

may arise from a more intense form of the disease, or from a superadded

poison, as already mentioned. With the exception of black vomit, I

have not, in the prevailing epidemic, seen a single symptom which I have

not also frequently witnessed in the common remittent of the country.

In no other way, than by supposing the disease to be of endemic

origin, can it be explained how natives, and the acclimated, suffered so

little. Yellow fever was never known in Brazil before ; and was therefore

equally new to them and to those recently arrived. The former

have evidently all their lives, or during the period of acclimation, been
breathing a marshy, or any other endemic poison you please, in a diluted

state, and consequently suffered less from a more intense dose. The
poison had for years been incorporated with their system. In no other

way, than by supposing it to be of endemic origin, can it be explained

how ships came into port, direct fi'om Europe, with this identical fever

on board.

The spread of the fever, except in the first instance, could not be
traced to infection.* Many people carried it with them to Petropolis,

and eleven died there, but it did not communicate to a single resident.

Many individuals took it with them to Tijuca, (about forty miles from
Kio, at an elevation of eight himdred feet above the level of the sea,) and
other elevated spots, but in no instance communicated it to the residents

at these places. Many persons in the country around Rio caught the

fever, though they had no coiimiunication, direct nor indirect, with the

sick. Several of the cases presented well marked and regular remissions,

while others left behind them a remittent form of disease, generally

curable by quinine ; and all which were of long continuance, produced
the same effects upon the body, and the health generally, as the ordinary

remittent of the country.

Finally, it prevails especially in those localities, and only there, where
bilious remittent is common.

In conclusion I may repeat my belief, that the disease is very capable

of spreading by infection, or of being carried by this means from one
place to another, (see note at the end,) but perhaps only under favorable

circumstances.

It is a curious circumstance, and may perhaps tend to elucidate the

origin of yellow fever in Brazil, without having resource to a specific

source of infection, that for the last few years the fevers of the country,

evidently not infectious, but of high temperature or marsh origin, have
clearly been changing their characters. The genuine remittent has
been but little seen for the last three years. In 1847, '48 and '49 it

was replaced by a fever of its own class ;
popularly known by the name

of Polka ; but in reality are mittent, and during the present year it has
been replaced by the yellow fever, a disease also with similar features.

*Even in the first instance it may reasonably be doubted whether the disease was propagated
by infection or not. Certainly the proofs are by no means conclusive.
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Coincident with these and other changes in the diseases of Brazil,

the climate in its broad features has altered strangely.

Thunder storms, formerly of daily occurrence at a certain hour
during the summer, are now but seldom heard; and old residents

declare that the seasons are no longer such as they remember them
to have been. The less tangible changes have not been noted nor ob-

served.

In 1689 a very fatal epidemic raged at Pernambuco. Medical men
of the present day believe that it w^as yellow fever ; but the only imper-

fect accounts of it which I have seen did not produce upon me that

impression.

It appears that an epidemic, said to have been yellow fever, prevailed

on the coast of Brazil from 1744 to 1748. There is no record of its

ever having returned in a subsequent year.

Yellow fever no longer exists, I believe, on shore in Rio de Janeiro,

but it still hovers about the ships in harbor. Within the last week at

least fifteen seamen have died of the disease.

It is difficult to say what will be the future course of the malady
with respect to Brazil. There is no reason to suppose that it will

behave differently from what it has done in other intertropical coun-

tries where it has been once introduced, viz : that for many years it

will annually occur, sporadically at least, principally affecting new
comers; and in occasional years that it will prevail in an epidemic form.

Note.—The word infection has so many different significations

attached to it, that it is necessary to explain the sense in which it has

been used in the foregoing observations.

Infection is a generic term, and simply implies a morbific cause

capable of tainting or infecting the body, although it has frequently

been erroneously used to imply the mode of infection.

Infection represents a genus, and contagion, contamination, morbid
impression are species arranged under it, or modes by which the body
becomes infected.

The word infection has thus been used in the most extended sense

of the terra; but when it is stated that the spread of the disease either

could, or could not be traced to infection, it is of course understood

from one individual to another, but without implying the mode. In-

deed, I have refrained entirely from discussing the question of the

mode of infection, from not being furnished with data that would
warrant any positive conclusion upon the subject.

If asked my opinion as to the manner in which infection may be
supposed to have caused the disease to spread : I can only answer
that, no facts have fallen under my own observation that prove contact

with the sick to be necessary, or that the disease is strictly contagious.

It appears to act in this manner ; a healthy individual enters the apait-

ment of a man laboring under yellow fever, he breathes an atmosphere
impregnated with the expired air and the exhalations of the sick, and
shortly suffers from a similar disease.
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From this naturally arises another question, viz : is that sick apart-

ment under all circumstances capable of propagating the disease ?

The instances cited of Tijuca and Petropolis certainly prove that it

is not, even under the favoring circumstance of a high temperature.

Coupling this, therefore, w^ith the fact that, at the best, infection is only

capable of propagating the disease in a climate and atmosphere kindred
to those in vs^hich it originated, it may reasonably be doubted whether
in truth the disease is not a product of the locality itself.

Notwithstanding that the disease seemed to originate in an infected

individual (from Bahia) communicating it to another, and so on, it did

not appear chiefly, if at all, to spread by that means.
The man on board the Zone, for example, contracted the disease

without ever having been near an infected individual. It is easy,

however, to understand that, seeing so many thousands were suffering

from yellow fever, the whole atmosphere of the bay may have been so

tainted by the exhalations from the sick as to be capable, by virtue of
this cause alone, of propagating the disease ; and this would be as truly

an instance of infection, as if the sick and the healthy had mingled
more closely.

Finally, from the known history of yellow fever and from the facts

recorded in the foregoing pages, the following propositions seem highly

probable.

That bilious remittent and yellow fever exist only under similar

conditions of locality and climate.

That they are essentially the same disease.

That yellow fever is the most intense form of bilious remittent.

That this intensity arises by virtue of a series of causes, which at the

same time, impart to it the property of communicating itself, under
favorable circumstances, from the sick to the healthy.

That these causes are, a more than usually unhealthy season pro-

ducing severe cases of bilious remittent, that these cases, either from a
vitiated atmosphere, bad ventilation, or crowding of the sick, assume
an adynamic type (which all diseases under similar circumstances are

prone to assume, and though not infectious they then usually become
so), and upon this change of type they acquire the property of infection.

That yellow fever may therefore arise, without any specific source

of infection, in countries where bilious remittent is common ; but that

this event seldom occurs except in the most unhealthy localities, as

New Orleans, the Coast of Africa, &c,, &c., from causes not being

sufficiently intense to produce the necessary change of type.

That infection once produced can propagate the disease in climates

similar, though less unhealthy than those producing it.

That the causes which convert bilious remittent into yellow fever

do not exist in suflicient intensity in Brazil to produce the change of
type, and that, therefore, for the production of yellow fever in Rio the

importation of an infected individual is necessary. (This proposition

admits of great doubt.)

21
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That although the climate, &c., of Rio is hardly capable of pro-

ducing yellow fever, it is highly favorable to the spread of imported

That the history of the disease in Rio affords no proof that contact

with the sick or their bedding, &c., is necessary for the propagation

of the disease, but that if infection was at all instrumental m causing^

the disease to spread, it acted by tainting the atmosphere breathed b^^

the healthy. , ,.

That an infected ship or infected bedding cannot convey the disease

from one locality to another, and that for this purpose there must_b6

imported an individual laboring under the disease at the time of lOi-

pOrtation.

TESTIMONY OF DR. R. LALLEMANT.
Rio de Janeiko, February 19, 1854.

Rio de Janeiro is situated in a flat plain, with some rocky hills

surrounded by mountains of 1,500 to 2,000 feet in height. The!

surface soil is sandy and muddy. Drinking water in general is oj

the best quality, coming from granite mountains.

There has been no particular disturbance of the soil. The paVing Oi

streets always is more or less in disorder ;
but it^ is better now thai

before, (where yellow fever never was prevaiHng in Rio de Janeiro.)

With regard to rivers, bayous, swamps, marshes, stagnant lakes or pooli

of water, &c , the question is investigated in the G-erman pamphlet.

As to drainage, accumulation, &c , see my GJ-erman pamphlet.
^

!

I have not observed any remarkable change in the weather during th("

existence of the fever ; nor was there any marked change in the anima|

or vegetable kingdoms prior to or during the epidemic ; such as thtl

blighting of fruit, the inordinate prevalence of flies, musquetoes, &c., the

death of animals ; no unusual occurrence of mould.

The population of Rio de Janeiro is 277,000. The first case o

yellow fever was on the 28th of December, 1849. For the succeeding;

cases, see both Grerman and Portuguese pamphlets. The first case waj;

imported here from Bahia. I believe the fever to have made its pro-!

gress from direct intercourse. Do not know of any case which appeared

to have originated spontaneously before the arrival of the '' Navarre.
'[

Afterwards there were several. Relative to the spread of the disease^

cause, &c., see my Grerman and Portuguese pamphlets. i

The new comers, between the ages of fifteen and thirty years, oi

intemperate life, exposing themselves to sunshine, rain, evening air, &C;j

have suffered most from this disease, both with regard to attacks an(

mortality. For acclimated people it was rather different, if they livec

in crowded lodgings or not. For the prominent symptoms, progress

duration and termination of the cases occurring under my observation

see the exact exposition in my Portuguese pamphlet.
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Q.—Did other types of fever prevail at the same time, &c.

A.—Every fever had the beginning of yellow fever, or could assume it

immediately. (See the " causes of yellow fever" in my pamphlets.)

The propagation of the disease fk-om exposure, either to an infected

atmosphere, to personal communication with the sick, or contact with

goods or clothing, either of the sick, or transmitted from a locality con-

sidered infected ; what time intervenes between said exposure and the

appearance of premonitory symptoms, and also the development of the

disease, is uncertain. I believe from one day to forty days. The
'' Navarre" sailed from Bahia to Rio de Janeiro the 20th of Novem-
ber, and the first sailor with yellow fever was observed in my ward of

the Misericordia Hospital the 28th of December.

,
Q.—Do I regard the epidemic as true yellow fever .''

A.—0, yes ; exactly.

Q—Have I ever seen this disease before ?

A.—Never.

I have seen some hundred cases and more of black vomit. I have
also seen a number of recoveries thereafter—exceptional cases. Of real

y^ellow fever, I have seen but very few cases of second or third attacks.

In general, death occurs on the seventh or ninth day ; but death comes
on at every day.

The disease sometimes exists in the rm-al districts ; but in general it

Is conveyed there from the city. The mountains were entirely exempt
df yellow fever.

The form of this fever was so particular, that I recognized it imme-
iiately as a new form, in the first two cases at the Misericordia Hospital,

on the 20th of December, 1849.

The newly imported Africans never showed yellow fever before the

general epidemic ; but when the fever spread, it fell upon the unaccli-

iinated people in the town. In this case they had the same symptoms of

Fever as others—general symptoms, gastritis, black vomiting, yellow

ijolor, haemorrhage, suppression of urine, &c.

BEGINNING OF THE EPIDEMIC IN RIO DE JANEIRO.

Translated from Ohservacbes dcercada Efidemia de Febre Amarella do
anno de 1850 no Rio de Janeiro, colhidas nos hospitce se na policlinica,

pelolDR. Roberto JjAllkmant, Hio de Janeiro, 1851.

[tbansmitted to the sanitaey commission by the author.]

The commencement of the second half of the present century, is

impressed in very mournful characters in the pages of Brazilian

history. A fatal epidemic afflicted nearly the whole coast of this vast

continent, thus spreading woe and mourning among all classes of
society, not only that of Brazil, but also the remote shores of Europe
and North Ameiica.

In order to explain the origin of this epidemic, as it was observed
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in Rio Janerio, it is necessary to mention that on the 13th of Decem-
ber, 1849, the war-steamer Affonso arrived from Bahia de San Salva-
dor, bringing intelhgence that the second city of the Empire was
suffering severely from an epidemic, by which from thirty to forty
persons a day were being attacked. That the disease only slightly
affected natives and acclimated foreigners, but was very fatal among
those who had recently arrived in the country.
On the following day, the Portuguese corvette D. Joao I, arrived from

the same port, bringing two hundred and nine soldiers, besides her
regular crew. Five of those who left in her had been attacked on the
voyage, of whom two had died. The corvette was put under quar-
antine.

On the 24th of December, the English packet Petrel, entered from
England, via Pernambuco and Bahia, and brought some sick on board,!
of whom two died while she was in port.

But neither these ships, nor these sick people, at least apparently,
had any influence on the state of health in the city of Rio Janeiro.
The danger came from another quarter. The infection was already
lurking among us before we received the first notice of the epidemic at
Bahia.

The American bark Navarre, Capt. Littley, with a crew of nine
men, had left Bahia in the latter part of November, and arrived at
Rio Janeiro on the third of January, after a voyage of twelve days,
As up to that time, there had been no appearence of the epidemic at
Bahia, the vessel was admitted to free pratique ; the captain sold the
vessel, and the crew dispersed. Some of these sailors went to thcj
boarding-house of an American named Franck, in Misericordia street!
When onthe 28th of December, I paid a visit in the infirmary for

foreigners, in the Misericordia Hospital, my attention was especiallj!
directed to two fresh sick patients whose disease appeared to me to
be of a peculiar character. In the series of pathological symptoms,
the most prominent were the yellow color of the conjunctiva and skin!
strong vomitings of dark colored hquid, hiccoughs, suppression oj
urine; and haemorrhage from the mouth and anus, delirium. &c,
These two sick persons were :

1st.—Euquist, a youth from Finland, who had arrived directly thenct,
at this port, some fourteen days previously, in the Russian brig Wolga
2d.—Anderson, a native of Sweden, but sent to the hospital with t

certificate from the American Consul, and previously staying atFranck'f

The first of .these died during the following night; the other fort\
hours afterwards. And on the 30th of December, I declared that both
these cases were to be considered very suspicious, representing therr
as yellow fever.

My diagnosis appeared inconsistent to some ; imprudent to others!
And as on the following days, no similar case occurred, I myself hac
nearly forgotten these two particular cases.
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But on the 4th of January, another patient appeared.

3d.—Alexander Wilson, with some suspicious symptoms. Having
asked him most particularly whence he came, he informed me that he

was a sailor from the American bark Hercules, which had come direct

from Philadelphia to Rio de Janeiro, and he had been staying at

Franck's house. On the 9th of January, Wilson had recovered and
left the hospital.

4th.—Josiah Baker, an American sailor, came on the 5th of Janu-

ary to the hospital, with nearly the same symptoms as patients Nos. 1

and 2. Great was my astonishment when this patient asked how was
Anderson, who had died six days previously. Baker told me that

they were both from the same ship—the American bark Navarre

—

and that both had been stopping at Franck's place. But the state of

his illness was such as prevented him from giving me fuller explana-

tions. Baker died forty hours after his admission, with the same symp-
toms as his unfortunate companion, No. 2.

I then proceeded to the American Consulate, to see if I could col-

lect any information about these Americans ; and Mr. Raynsford, Sec-

retary of the said consulate, informed me that the Navarre arrived at

Bahia on the 3d of December. The other bark, the Hercules, had
landed some sailors, who had been guilty of mutiny so far as to

wound the captain with a knife ; three of these put up at Franck's.

Proceeding, immediately to Franck's tavern, I found, however, no
other patient there.

But on the 7th of January there came to the hospital:

5th.—Matthew Donelson, an American, a seaman from the I."ercules,

and who, like the patient No. 3, had been stopping at Franck's.

Even at some distance off, the particular character of his illness was
plain. Matthew Donelson died forty-four hours after entering the

hospital.

Making then a fresh search at Franck's tavern, on the 7th of Jan-
uary, I discovered two more sick :

6th.—Thomas Lemerton, an American, with the disease completely

developed, and a very much enlarged spleen, which was the conse-

quence of previous fevers on the coast of Africa.

7th.—H. Marshall, an American, just beginning to be affected by
the disease.

I sent both to the hospital on the instant. Patient No. 6 died in

forty-eight hours ; Marshall left, cured, after twelve days treatment.

On the 8th of January, I met in my infirmary

:

8th.—William Hamilin, an American sailor, staying at Franck's

house, with the fever commencing on him. He left on the 12th of

January, but returned eight days afterwards with very copious black
vomit on him, and died twenty-four hours afterwards.

9th.—Meogy, an American, a sailor from the bark Hercules, like

patients Nos. 3 and 5, staying at Franck's house, was attacked at the

tavern on the 8th of January, but as he did not wish to go to the hos-
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pital, I attended him at Franck's. Meogy recovered in five days.

Opposite Franck's place, and in the immediate neighborhood, there

were two other sailors' * boarding-houses ;' one kept by an Englishman
named Wood, the other by a Frenchman, named Auguste Hourde,
In both some sailors were stopping. All these sailors went from one
tavern to the other. And on the same 8th of January, there came to

the hospital,

10th.—Thomas Fox, an English seaman, staying at Wood's, with

the same symptoms of fever ; but he left my infirmary on the 12th,

cured.

11th.—Robert Luff, an Englishman, who had resided many years in

Brazil, a vagrant, and habitual drunkard, stopping at Wood's ; he was
attacked on the 8th of January, entered the hospital on the 10th, with

the fever fully developed on him, and died in forty-eight hours.

These two cases induced me to go to Wood's place also, and there

I found,

12th.—Wood himself.

13th.—Wood's wife, and
14th.—Lerschan, their clerk, a German, who had had the fever in

a, very light form.

The last, as he himself informed me, still continued low and weak,
but convalescent.

15th.—Auguste Hourde, the keeper of the third sailors' tavern, en-

tered my infirmary on the 3d of January, with very slight fever ; on
the 5th, feeling himself better, he asked permission to leave ; on the

14th, he returned with a strong fever and died on the 20th.

16th.—The wife of Hourd6 was attacked lightly with the fever on
the 17th of January, and was cured by the 21st of the same month.

17th.—A French sailor, whose name I do not remember, was at-

tacked also in Hourde's house, and at the same time ; after a few
days he also recovered.

18th.-—Washington Sands, a man of color, an American seaman,
staying at Wood's, was attacked on the 10th of January; entered the

hospital on the 12th, with a violent fever
; got better, and left on the

18th, with eyes very yellow.

19th.—Lawrence Latrow, an American sailor, stopping at Franck's
house. I found this patient on the 13th of January, at 9 o'clock at

night, nearly moribund, at the said tavern, having already been sick

some three days; I sent him immediately to the hospital; some hours
afterwards he died.

20th.—Joseph Patrick Rogers, an American sailor, stopping at

Franck's house ; attacked with the fever; came to my infirmary on the

17th of January, and died on the 20 th of the same month.

Before continuing this enumeration, I will now make some observa-

tions on patient No. 1 ; Euquist ; whose case appears to be isolated

in our series of patients.
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Euquist arrived direct from Finland at Rio de Janeiro ; stopped on
Castello Hill, just in the rear of Franck's house, at a height of about

twenty or thirty feet ; coming down from his house to go to the store

of Santa Luzia, he had to pass by Franck's house. There was always

there some Swede or another, as, for example, patient No. 2, Ander-

son, with whom Euquist himself came to the Misericordia Hospital

;

there the Finlander could hear his native tongue spoken; and that

was, besides, the only tavern in the city, in which Swedish was spoken.

Nobody doubted that Euquist had communication with Franck's house.

In the last days of his life, Euquist had frequently been on board

the Russo-Finnish ships, anchored in the port ; until he himself had
been attacked in one of them, being carried home sick. And eight

days after his death, the yellow fever suddenly broke out with violence

on board two of these Finnish ships, the Noma and the Niord ; there

died about this time, a captain, a pilot, and a sailor ; and, by the 10th

of January, some sick sailors in these ships, and a Swede, from the

Swedish bark Scandia, were taken to my infirmary at the Misericordia

Hospital.

And yet further; in Misericordia street, between the taverns of
Hourde and Wood, and exactly opposite thatofFranck, was the house
of a German merchant, whose daughter, married to a fellow country-

man, had returned some weeks previously from Hamburg, in the ship

Marie Christine, of Altona. There came in company with this lady,

a German girl named Amalia Elizabeth Peersmann ; the family stopped
at Pharoux Hotel, but it was their custom to dine in Misericordia street.

The servant fell sick on the 8th of January, and died in Misericordia

street, on the 13th, with the strongest symptoms of yellow fever.

From the beginning of January, the sailors of the ship Marie Chris-

tine, daily visited the house in Misericordia street, opposite Franck's
tavern, and several of the sailors of this same ship fell sick.

From on board of this ship, as on board the Russian ones, and the

Swedish one above mentioned, among whose crews the germs of the

disease were already sown, some of the sailors went every day to

buy fresh meat at the house of Mr. Christian Hess, on the beach of

D. Manoel, and suddenly the German clerk of this house, named
Christian, from Petropolis, and who sold the meat to the sailors, was
attacked with the fever in its most violent form ; but on the 14lh of
January, six days after the disease assailed him, he was out of danger,
and by the end of three weeks had recovered.

Finding myself thus, on the 8th of January, surrounded by a num-
ber of patients who nearly all exhibited to me, more or less, the

most certain indications of yellow fever, I judged it my sacred duty
to make a communication to the competent authorities, declaring that

there was the greatest certainty of the existence of yellow fever at

Rio de Janeiro.

The government ordered the Imperial Academy of Medicine to be
convened, in order to examine into the facts. My diagnosis met an
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almost general opposition, because the cases reported had occurred
almost exclusively in my practice ; rather reluctantly Dr. Feital

related the case of a patient from the steamer D. Pedro, which had
arrived from Bahia, who died on the 29th of December, in the Marine
Hospital.

The Academy nominated a committee, who presented a report

upon the cases. This committee expressed itself with much greater

caution upon the assumption that my observations were adapted to ray

ideas.

But if the cases which had occurred up to that time had still not

convinced the physicians and the Imperial Academy of Medicine of
the existence of yellow fever in the capital of the Empire, the cases of
the following days could not be denied.

On the 17th of January, there entered my infirmary, three patients

from the Russian schooner Noma ; four from the Swedish brig Alf-

hild ; three from the Danish galley Marie Christine ; one from the

Russian schooner Niord ; all laboring under the same symptoms. In
Misericordia street, and in the lanes of the vicinity, many cases had
also occurred ; and at the next meeting of the Academy, a member
commenced his speech' with the following words :

" Mr. President :—I believe there is no physician in the Academy
who is not convinced that yellow fever exists in Rio de Janeiro."

Thus originated the yellow fever in Rio de Janeiro in the year 1850.

If we desire to pay any respect to passionate contagionists, we must
confess that the yellow fever came from Bahia, in the American
bark Navarre. The sailors of that vessel were attacked in Misericor-

dia street, in Franck's house ; nearly all the other inmates of the house
were attacked; those staying at Wood's and Hourde's, who had com-
munication with Franck's house, were attacked ; some of the visitors

at Franck's house and Misericordia street carried the fever to the port,

and the disease spread by sea and by land.

It may here be said, that when the Navarre left Bahia, there was as

yet no yellow fever in that city. The first news of the existence of
an epidemic at that port, came by the war steamer Alfonso, on the

13th of December; and the steamer had made the voyage in a few
days. The Navarre had entered the port on the 3d of December,
having left Bahia on the 24th of November ; that is, at least fifteen

days before the war steamer, and she brought no intelligence of the

existence of such an epidemic.

I have the deepest conviction that the fever had already existed for

some weeks at Bahia when the steamer brought us the news about it.

It appears to me very suspicious that this bark should have a crew of
nine men, and that she should be so quickly, and, as it were, so mys-
teriously sold. If the epidemic at Bahia took the same course as it

did at Rio de Janeiro, (and it appears that they were both entirely

similar,) it is certain that when the steamer D. Affonso left Bahia, the

epidemic had already existed at least five or six weeks previously. It
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would only appear that the physicians of Bahia did not observe the first

commencement of it with sufficient attention ; or that they did not at-

tach sufficient importance to the first cases, especially those that resulted

in death. And it very much surprised me that even in the official report

of the President of Bahia, of the 1st of January, no certain informa-

tion, or scientific expression, atout the epidemic, was to be read

;

while in Rio de Janeiro, a ievf cases sufficed to diagnosticate to us
with certainty the yellow fever, in the very first days of its appear-
ance.

On the other hand, I confess that it is much easier to discover the

first appearance of an epidemic in a city, when it is already known
that a great proportion of sickness exists in another; the attention of the

faculty being thus awakened and prepared to make observations, even
before there is, as yet, any subject ior observation. And further ; I Avas

exceedingly fortunate in happening to meet with the first cases, whose
origin and connection were so free from all doubt; as fii'st cases are

observed in very few epidemics. I have, therefore, enumerated them
with some particularity.

Aspect of the City and of the Port at the time of the Epidemic.

By the middle of January, it became impossible to register the

cases of the epidemic. The disease was already let loose, and had
already commenced its terrible expedition through the streets.

At first it proceeded very slowly ; but it went with firm step, as it

were, from one house to another, from one lane to another; and in

the houses and the lanes attacking one person after another; and while

the whole quarter about Misericordia street and the beach of D. Ma-
noel was suffering a general havoc, S. Jose street scarcely suffered as

far as Quitanda street. It extended itself very slowly through the

beaches. The Prainha, the Sande beach, the Gamboa beach, the Sacco
do Alferes, furnished their proportion of victims ; as far as the sea-

coast, cleaner than the city, the Flamengo beach, the Cattete beach,

and Botafogo, also furnished some cases. Thus the disease formed a

narrow cordon round the city, through the tortuous beaches. Sud-
denly its march became very rapid. From Direita street, as far as

the Acclamacao field, the yellow fever swept the long streets of the

capital ; and cequo pede pulsat pauperum tabernas ditiumque turres.

It attacked all without ceremony, prostrated all on beds of suffering

;

there were houses in which not an individual escaped the attack ; no
age, no station, no sex, was privileged or exempted. But, strange to

say, if the epidemic in this respect made no distinctions, if it thus ob-

served the most genuine socialism, true communism, its formidable

companion, death, was much more eclectic, much more capricious.

Death despised the colored slaves ; it scarcely took a victim from
the mixed race ; but it delighted in satiating itself with Brazilians of

purely European origin. And the mortality increased according to

these conditions. By as much less as the individual was acclimated;

22
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by as much the farther North as he had come from ; by as much the

more full of health, j'outh, strength and color, he appeared, by so

much the more easily he sickened, and sickening, died.

Very well M'ritten was an address, in the Diario de Rio, made to

the inhabitants, by the Committee of Health, nominated by the Gov-
ernment, and composed of physicians whose names, without the least

doubt, are those of the highest reputation among us. They very well

explained that Brazilians had very little to fear, although they might

'

be attacked in large numbers, and though foreigners were dying.

The committee were entirely right ; every thing they said was correct,

only it was a little too patriotic : they said, " You, foreigners, have
to die!"

And die they did !

It is difficult, and almost impossible, to say which of the foreign

nations suffered most ; as it also is difficult to say how many individuals,

belonging to each one of them, there is in Rio de Janeiro.

A considerable number of French and Italians died. Certain

classes of those nations were chiefly attacked. There was some time,

during which, not a single vender of plaster statuary was seen, no
vender of pans and kettles, no rainy-weather-hat peddlers. The
Italian Opera was closed ; and some members of the company will

never be heard again. A company of posturers and equestrians was
cruelly ravaged, so that the horses were almost the only creatures that

escaped death. It appears to me that artists and priests of the temple

of the muses were the very worst sufferers without doubt, in conse-

quence of the misery that accompanies artistic and poetic life in Rio
de Janeiro.

And how many laboring Portuguese colonists succumbed ? There
were houses in which entire families disappeared ; and as men gen-
erally sickened and died more easily than woman and children, many
women were unhappily left widows and many children orphans.

Commerce also contributed her quota of patients and deaths. There
were commercial houses which for a longer or shorter period were
entirely closed. " I am the only one in the house at this moment not
sick. " Thus wrote, one day, a bookkeeper of a German house to

Europe, and in a short time afterwards he himself died.

It appeared as if the Germans and English had some stronger vital

power ot resistance than other nations, as also that in general those

from the sea coasts and low places were not so likely ^o succumb as

those from the interior of continents and from the higher mountains.

The death of three youths attached to foreign diplomatic corps,

formed a sad catastrophe in the career of the epidemic. Mr. Morgan,
Secretary to the American Legation, was married and a very amiable
man. His friend, Sr. Serra, Secretary to the French Legation, did

not abandon him on his death bed ;—he sickened and died himself a

short time afterwards. The third, Sr. Stramazzi, had arrived at Rio
de Janeiro about a year previous, in company with Sr. Bedini.
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And did Brazilian statesmen at the same time suffer less than others 1

The history of Brazil has yet for a long time to look back with grief

upon the months of March, April and May. Death entered the cham-
ber of deputies ; introduced itself into the venerable ranks of the senate,

and boldly took a seat in the midst of the council of his Imperial

Majesty.

The months of March, April and May, were the most terrible in the

mournful course of the epidemic; the funeral knell no longer tolled the

burial of the christian ; even the bell which accompanied the most
holy host through the streets to call the attention and respect of the

people was mute ! In fine, the rites of worship in the churches were
suspended ; everything was suspended ; to death alone there was no
suspension ! !

!

The corpses could no longer be contained in the churches; and I

shall never forget the sad impression I felt when I sometimes encoun-
tered a perfect line of funeral corteges proceeding along the road to

Catumby ; when I saw carriages returning in shameless disorder and
in a great hurry in order to go and seek more customers; for in those

days even with death a true speculation was made, and undertakers
profited by the general calamity.

Thus was human nature prostrated to the dust ; thus did the hand
of God press upon us ; thus, however great and elevated he was, or
however poor and humble, all said :

" we are dust ; we are a shadow."
What, without the least doubt, created great terror, was the abso-

lute prohibition of the daily publication of the immber of deaths. In
a time of general calamity all men are pessimists ; everything is ex-

aggerated by the imagination. So also was the mortality at Rio de
Janeiro. The public was suffering; that everybody knew; but the

right of knowing how much it was suffering, was denied to the pub-
lic; this was unjust, and not very philosopical.

The daily number of deaths was exceedingly exaggerated, by the

imagination ; the greater part of the inhabitants of Rio de Janeiro

estimated the daily mortality at three or four times above what it

really was. "When five or six persons died on the Island of Bour-Jesus,

it was said in the city that it was thirty or forty.

This mysterious silence made every thing a cause for fear. On each
side of every door a dead body was seen ; when the sun fell upon a
house, and the windows were shut, it was concluded that there was a
corpse in the room ; when a man was seen running through the

streets, it was inferred that he was hastening for a physician, or a priest

for some dying victim. If the number of deaths had been published
every day, I am convinced that all would have said ;

•' still it might
he much worse ;

" and, as I savi^^ the cholera rage in two European
cities, I, myself, say, " the mortally might, indeed, be much worse."

It was not only the city that presented a sad aspect of this character j

the picture offeired by the port was also black and terrible.

The epidemic followed the same course in spreading through the
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port, as it did on shore. It reached one ship after another, in such

a manner that, sometimes passing along the port, I could tell from its

propinquity to an infected ship, which would be the next to send rrie

patients.

In the short space of two months, the following vessels sent sick tO

my infirmary, on the Island of Bour-Jesus

:

Noma, under the Russian flag ; Niord, ditto; Scandia, Swedish

;

Marie Christine, Danish ; Alfhild, Swedish ; Elizabeth, Danish ; Maria,

Russian ; Helsingfors, ditto , Louisa, ditto ; Vestalniden, Swedish
;

Panama, English ; Adami, Russian ; Hans, Russian ; Brave, Swedish
;

Erode, Danish; Niord,* ditto; Leao, Portuguese; Tentadora, ditto;

St. Marie, American ; Emma et Mathilde, French ; Crown, English
;

Tarujo 1st, Portuguese ; Hebe, Swedish ; Indus, American ; Ocean,
|

Swedish ; Otto, Danish ; Itham, English ; Mathilde et Louise, Dutch
;

Louisiana, American; Industrioso, Sardinian; Precursore, ditto; Leva-
j

illant, French; National, Belgium; Marie Phcebe, American; Kesi-

[

stencia, Sardinian ; Industrial, Belgiam ; Alexandre, French ; Martha,

American ; Swea, Swedish ; Bassermann, Bremen ; Magnus, Swedish
; \

Van Dyck, Belgian ; Adelaide. Swedish; Superior, ditto ; Staaderath ,

Forraeus, ditto ; Esperanza, Honoverian; Sanspareil, English; Leoni- i

de, Swedish ; Jone, American ; Daphne, Swedish ; Darien, English ; \

Elizabeth, American; Carlisle, Hamburg; Seagull, Swedish or Nor^ I

wegian ; Corinthianer, Danish ; Uncas, American ; Volatrice, Sardin- I

ian ; Zelia, ditto ; Francisco Catharina, ditto ; Roscia, ditto ; Valentiao, I

ditto ; Haparanda, Swedish ; Othello, ditto ; Magnus,! ditto ; Sidon,
\

ditto; General Rowarino, Sardinian; Firmeza, Portuguese; Columbo,
Sardinian ; Olga, Russian ; Resoluto, Sardinian : Thomas Clarke,

\

American ; Odin, Danish ; Jenny, Swedish ; a steamer, American ;
|

Preciosa, Russian ; Tuydo, ditto ; Soumalane, ditto ; Carolina, Portu-

gues ; Jose, Austrian ; Triton, Swedish ; Phebo, Sardinian ; Port-a-

Port, Swedish; Alcjon, ditto; Alco, Russian ; Esperanza, Tuscan;
Argo, English ; New York, Hamburg ; Lydia Ann. American ; Czaar
Peter, Russian ; Crest, Swedish ; Experiment, ditto ; Joanna, ditto

j

Minette, ditto ; Carl Martin, ditto ; Betty, ditto.—Total, ninety-five

vessels.

In the following months, from the end of March to the 1st of Sep-
tember, when I treated the same class of people, the list was still further

considerably increased ; it was the saddest congress of nations that

could be seen ; a conflict of nearly all the languages of Europe.
And one-half of the patients that I treated up to the 24th of March,

on the Island of Bour-Jesus, died. It was a sad and terrible mortality,

which made me forget the proportion of cholera cases. And was this

my fault ? Could I save the dying, when some of the foreign cap-

tains, or of my colleagues had already treated them on board their

* Not the same as the Russian vessel.

t A second ship of the Banie name, and under the same flag.
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vessels, and who often sent them to me after the agonies of dissolution

had ah'eady commenced ? There were some cases in which the sick

died in the boat which was carrying them from the port to the Island

of Bour-Jesus. Thus, one day, I saw one already dead, one dying,

and one dangerously sick from the same ship, and in the same boat.

And with how many was I unable to speak after the first visit, because

they could never hear me again

!

Some Russian ships appeared particularly unfortunate. The Rus-
sian schooner Noma lost her whole crew, with the exception of two
men. One day, passing along the port, I was called on board the

Danish schooner Elizabeth, Capt. Von Ehren. The captain and his

wife, both very young, and married only a few months, were sick, as

also were so many of the sailors that it was impossible to send a boat
ashore to obtain remedies. It was necessary to hail the captain of
the nearest vessel to send some men. Three days afterwards, the

captain died ; his wife was carried ashore in a dying state by friends of
her dead husband ; a few hours afterwards, being at the time in the

third month of pregnancy, she also died ; and they were buried both
together, beneath the same tomb, in the Gamboa Cemetery.

It appears that one English ship had three captains, in consequence
of two having died. Many vesels could not pursue their voyages, be-

cause it was impossible to collect sailors enough. And if, after many
efforts to obtain men, the captains did weigh anchor, sickness again
broke out with the labor. The Danish sloop Marie Christine lost four

sailors here, and left for Hamburg. Eight days afterwards, she re-

turned ; she had six more men sick, among whom were both the pilots ; and
except the captain, already old, nobody would, nobody could, take charge
of the vessel. The Swedish bark Hebe, and the Swedish schooner Brave
scarcely got as far as the fortress of Santa Cruz, before various persons

took sick, and the vessels returned to their anchorage. The Russian bng
Olga, sailed hence in the beginning of February ; some days aftewards,

she was seen by the ship Lembranca, abandoned to the mercy of the

waves ; the captain and the pilot had died, and nobody knew how to nav-

igate the ship ; a steamer was sent to tow her into port, and the Olga
returned.

This caprice of the epidemic was sometimes almost ridiculous.

Thus, on the Swedish brig Betty, Capt. Schmidt, eight out of eleven
of the crew took sick ; the other three did not suffer anything. Eight
weeks afterwards, during which nothing further occurred on board the

vessel, the Captain ordered her to be painted, and on the same day,
the other three sailors were attacked.

Sometimes vessels remained in port three months without suffering

from the epidemic, while the sailors were exposed to all the liabilities

of contracting it; others were scarcely in port a few days before they
had sickness onboard ;—thus the Hamburg bark Carlisle had scarcely
entered and anchored at the Customhouse quay, when all on board of
her sickened on the same day, and could not continue discharging

—
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the Captain sent twelve men to the Hospital. About the same time

there was a French ship, which anchored at the Customhouse quay

;

atler a few moments work the sailors took sick, her discharging was
interrupted, and there were some merchants who fled from the Cus-

tomhouse quay, as if they had geen a spectre in the place.

The disease sometimes attacked people so suddenly, that it might
be said they were laughing and lamenting almost at the same instant.

One day I saw a boat with four sailors, who brought a fifth as a patient

to the island of Bour-Jesus. On the way the four rowers were very

much diverted; when, suddenly one of them let go one of the oars

and cried out, " I have the fever !
" He shivered with cold, and in

place of returning with his companions, he too, remained as a patient

at the island of Bour-Jesus, and died a few days afterwards.

"

All, or nearly all, the vessels of war anchored in the port were at-

tacked by the epidemic.

But enough of such facts as these, which might be indefinitely in-

creased.

Thus, the disease scourged mankind by sea and by land, although
they implored divine clemency, as well in private houses, as in the

churches, and even in the streets, which they more than once filled

with religious processions by nigtt, of a most mournful impressive

-

ness.

It appears that the men suffered more than the women ; at least at

the beginning of the epidemic, that it was almost men alone who
were attacked ; but that is only in appearance, seeing that among
the foreign residents the number of men greatly exceeds that of

women. But there was also a time in which women found themselves
most exposed to the fever, and afterwards even the servants.

Condition of life had little influence. The age of vigor, from 16 to

40 years, suffered most.

Occupation had a much greater influence. The more any one was
exposed to the pathogenetic causes, of which we will speak a little

further on, the more readily he sickened.

The very distinguished Dr. Valladas Pimentel, having informed me
that he was making a minute statistical statement, in order to give an
exact idea as to the proportion of cases to the mortality among the

population of Rio de Janeiro, I confine myself to a very few lines, in

which I wish to give only a general view of the city during the time
of the epidemic, without minutely enumerating the cases of death
^nd of sickness.

I am so much the better able to limit myself to these notes, as the
number of those attacked, and of those who died is generally uncer-
tain. There were some persons who estimated the dead at fifteen

thousand, which is, without the slightest doubt, erroneous. Some
others pretend that only some one thousand died of yellow fever;

but this appears to me too low an estimate.
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An approximative calculation indicates that there were perhaps ten

thousand deaths, and at least one hundred thousand sick.

The following communication, respecting the yellow fever was pub-
lished by Dr. Chernoviz, in the Jornal do Commercio, in the begin-

ning of the month of September.
" From the invasion of the epidemic, that is, from the 1st of January,

1850, till the 31st of August, there died in Rio de Janeiro, of yellow

fever, three thousand eight hundred and twenty-seven individuals

;

of other diseases, four thousand nine hundred and ninety-three ; in

all, eight thousand eight hundred and twenty free persons and slaves.

"The mortality of these eight months of the year, 1850, compared
with that of the previous year, gives the following result

:

" In the whole of the year, 1849, in which there was no epidemic
in Rio de Janeiro, there died, in all, seven thousand nine hundred and
five persons, which gives, for the eight months, five thousand two
hundred and seventy deaths, a few more or less.

" It results from this comparison, that in the first eight months of

the year, 1850, there died three thousand five hundred and fifty per-

sons more than in the first eight months of the year 1849, in which
the mortality was normal.

" The number of deaths in the year 1849, gives for each month an
average of six hundred and fifty-nine. The mortality of the month of

August, of the year 1850, was only twenty-seven persons of yellow
fever, and five hundred and ninety-three of other diseases; in all six hun-
dred and twenty. Which proves that the mortality of the last month
was less than that of the same month in 1849."

From the end of May, the disease had become reduced to a limited

number of cases ; but it still continued to terrify the inhabitants. But
now, in the beginning of the month of September, it appears to have
come to a termination.

The epidemic of Bahia, and of Rio de Janeiro, reached every port

on the Brazilian coast; it followed ships into European waters ; and
there were cases in which sailors died of the yellow fever, very near
the shores of Europe,

Nothing could be further from my intention, than to collect in this

place all the notes which we possess on these cases. In a complete
and extensive treatise on the yellow fever, they should not be omitted

;

but they would encumber a memoir, the simple object of which is to

offer some considerations on the disease.

Scarcely had the yellow fever appeared in my hospital report, before

many of my colleagues opposed me :
" This is not yellow fever ; that

disease does not arrive yet at Rio de Janeiro." But when the existence

of it in the city could no longer be denied, every one said :
" How is it

possible that this disease could penetrate yet into our capital ?"

I, on the contrary, many years since, inquired of myself :
" How is

it possible that the yellow fever should never be engendered in Rio de
Janeiro V
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There is no knowledge in the world which can tell ns what are the true

causes that produce yellow fever. The fact is, that as generally the mar-

gins of the W\\e are the cradle of the Eastern plague, so the yellow fever

generally is generated and remains endemic on the borders of that trans-

atlantic Western Mediterranean, called the Gulf of Mexico and the Cari-

bean Sea.

We see in this Gulf, a sea strewn with islands and rocks little affected

by high tides ; shores to a great extent so doubtful that, in some places, it

cannot be said where the solid land begins ; we see these vast swamp-
plains covered with a labyrinth of avicennias, paulinas, and rhizophorus,

beneath the mysterious shadows of which millions of Crustacea, anne-

lids, and infusoria are generated, die, and putrify. Various large rivers;,,

and numberless smaller ones discharge their waters into this vast bay,

making on its borders that mixture of fresh and salt water, the exhalation^

of which through the whole world are to be feared, and are fearfully

prolific of the seeds of noxious fevers of various species, according to the

other pathogenetic causes existing in the particular locality.

In this Central American Gulf, which recei\'es and deposits the refuse^

and impurities of the greater part of the Atlantic ocean ; and which, also,,

by the formation of its shores, compels this sea to take a direction cout;

trary to the retro-rotative motion of the general ocean ; on this gulf, we
say, the burning tropical sim almost constantly pours his vertical rays

;

there are few places in the world where there are so many elements of

putrefaction combined. Perhaps only the delta of the Ganges and that

of the Nile in its periodical overflows, can rival that of the Gulf of Mexico
in general, and that of the Lower Mississippi in particular ! And thus we
have conjoined the great triumvirate of insalubrious river courses—that

of the Nile, that country of the plague ; the Ganges, beneath the jungles

of which festers the cholera morbus ; and that of the Mississippi, which
has already generated so many epidemics of yellow fever.

Who can deny that in the bay of Rio de Janeiro, Ave have a sort of

microscopic daguerreotype of the Gulf of Mexico ?

We see there, also, a little intertropical Mediterranean, with tides rising

but very little, and scarcely causing on its border a current of any con-

sideration ; we see islands and rocks in the interior of this bay ; we see

extensive swampy shores, wdth the very identical vegetation above indi-

cated, the same procreation and putrefaction of inferior animals ; we see

also, there, rivers with low banks, mixing fresh water with salt ; lastly,

we see in the bay of PJo de Janeiro, all that concatenation of morbific

circumstances, which on the Eastern shores of America beget the yellow

fever.
j

I do not say that Ptio de Janeiro has the position of New Orleans, but I

that of Havana or Port-au-Prince.

Finding from this state of things, a predisposition for yellow fever at
j

Rio de Janeiro, I wondered that this disease was not endemic there. It

appears to me that these great morbific causes were still, in the current

year, not sufficiently strong to create an epidemic upon an extensive scale.
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Certainly, some other extraordinary and important ones were necessary

to complete this fermentation on the shores, and to generate the epidemic
of the year 1860.

Without expressing ourselves poetically, we may say, the region of

Eio de Janeiro always contained, (and always must contain,) within its

fecund lap the germ of the epidemic in a state of latent life. Meteoro-
logical conditions, bringing with them the final procreating causes, called

this germ into active life
; thus was produced the epidemic demon of the

yellow fever, beneath whose unchecked sway we have suffered so much.
No inhabitant of Eio de Janeiro can forget the regularity with which,

until four or five years ago, thunder storms occurred almost daily during
the hot weather.

When in the month of November, the sun returned trom hyperborean
latitudes to pass over our heads, and to culminate over the shores of the
province of Rio de Janeiro, there were various agents to mitigate the

burning heat

!

One of the most powerful agents of this natm'e was, without doubt,

the thunder storms. When in the hot months, the morning hours had
exhausted the physical forces in general, and especially those of laboring

men, by two or three o'clock in the afternoon, the tops of the mountains
had become hidden within the the thick thunder clouds. At a distance,

the bright glare of the lightning broke through the celestial mantle, and
very far off was heard the rolling of the thunder. At five o'clock, the
storm, in general, very rapidly left the mountains ; to a strong wind suc-

ceeded a fierce combat among the elements. The air trembled with con-

tinuous claps of thunder ; a very copious rain ended the strife, frequently

leaving the long streets of the city impassable for more than an hour.

Thus the air underwent a most violent agitation ; thus, afterwards, every-

thing that was suspended with it was precipitated by the rain ; jhus, what-
ever had passed into a state of putrefaction was swept away by the very co-

pious torrents ; thus was the heat checked ; thus was all nature reorganized.

It is four or five years since this change, so peculiar to these useful

elements, for the diminishing of the geographical predisposition to

diseases, became sensibly lessened. Rarer and rarer became the thunder

stonns; and in the hot season of the year 1849-50, they had nearly

altogether disappeared. It is true that the mountain tops were frequently

hidden by thunder clouds; it is true that lightning flashes sometimes
reached as far as us, and that we heard the very distant rollings of thun-

der ; but an impenetrable barrier seemed to have been raised on the plains

on the other side of the bay ; and, however heavy thunder there was on
the mountain tops ; however many whole weeks of copious rain there

were up there, the city and the vicinity were in the greatest apparent

tranquillity of nature ; the apparent tranquillity of a cemetery. No wind
preceding an electric discharge ; no bursting out of a thunder storm ; no
copious rain ; no interruption of the intertropical heat ; even the South-

Southeast breeze, formerly so regular and so strong, was, in this year,

rarer and slighter. Under Phaeton's car, the proximity of which once

23
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more burned tlie world, domibus negata, and under tlie above mentioned
conditions, the vital forces of the universe vpere exhausted ; it was impos-

sible that humanity either could longer resist that general fermentation

;

the human race sickened on a grand scale ; and where the organism was
not accustomed to resist these influences, when it was not acclimated, it

followed the immutable laws of nature ; the organism was dissolved into

inorganic matter.

If, indeed, we find an indubitable predisposition to the yellow fever in

the geographical conditions of the bay of Rio de Janeiro, these were

completed by the want of electric action, by the want of thunder and
rain, and by the heat necessarily increased by these indicated deficiencies.

Far from me be the pretension that the process of human life does not

depend on any thing more than the contact of electro-motive elements in

the body. But, on the other hand, we cannot deny the greatest analogy,

or at least, a most indubitable relation between electro-galvanic or mag-
netic action and the process of human life ; the first being diminished, the

second necessarily becomes deteriorated ; and when the reaction from a

part of the earth's surface against its atmosphere becomes latent, the

process of zotic life also ceases, and the matter enters into other chemical

combinations.

The epidemic being considered under this point of view, it would not be

very reasonable, or at least it would be only a very circumscribed idea, if

we should still persist in the opinion that the yellow fever was imported,

and was propogated by means of contagion. There is certainly no phy-

sician in Rio de Janeiro who could have such strong reasons as I have to

swear against the contagiousness of the disease. But, from the first mo-
ment up to this time, I have protested against this contagiousness. The
coast of Brazil, the bay of Rio de Janeu-o, with its shores, were diseased,

and our epidemic was only a symptom of this morbidity of the earth. In

those places in which the conditions of this terrestrial disease were not

found, so likewise the yellow fever did not exist, or when it was carried

thither, it did not propogate itself it was not contagious.

We have a striking proof of this non-contagiousness of the yellow

fever in the colony of Petropolis.

This colony is, as is generally known, situated in the midst of the

Estrella mountains, at a height of a little more or less than 2,000 feet.

The locality had none of the elements above indicated as necessary to

procreate or foster the yellow fever. But the people of Petropolis, all

natives of the interior of Germany, blondes, of sanguinoe-lymphatic tem-
peraments, belonged to the class of persons which in all parts of the world,

if exposed to yellow fever, almost infallibly catch it, and die in great

numbers.
This is no sophistical theory ; it is a truth unhappily proved by a con-

siderable number of examples in the time of the epidemic. There are in

Rio de Janeiro, people from Petropolis, who, for the purpose of gaining

a subsistance, had descended from the mountains to the capital, before

the prevalence of the epidemic 5 some even came during that time.
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Well ! I found them sick and dying, as well in different parts of the city,

in my private practice, as in the yellow fever ; and the subject of even
one of the first cases of the whole epidemic, the clerk Johann, in tho

house of Mr. Hess, on the beach of D. Manoel, was fi-om the colony of
Petropolis. I do not recollect to have found a slight case amongst them,
but some fatal ones, I do.

I cannot affirm it, but I heard that a superior order, after this danger-

ous susceptibility of the Petropolitans had been observed, prohibited the

Grerman inhabitants of the colony from coming to Rio de Janeiro. On
the other hand, there was no prohibition from going from the capital to

the colony. When the yellow fever was at its greatest height, many
inhabitants of Rio de Janeiro, and especially many persons recently

arrived from Europe, fled thither ; some of them afterwards took sick, and
nearly all who did so died ; it appears that there were ten, or as others

pretend thirty-one, for the most part guests of the hotels of the colony,

which were full and overrun with people. Some Petropolitans who had
taken sick in Rio de Janeiro, were carried by their relatives to the moun-
tains, when they were scarcely convalescent, but were even still in a
febrile condition.

And what happened ?

The yellow fever was several times introduced into the colony of Pe-

tropolis by fugitives from the city ; these fugitives stayed and died in the

midst of hotels full of people who all had the greatest proclivity for the

yellow fever ; but there was not a case of transference of the fever to these

hotels. And the convalescent colonists who had arrived from the city,

even both with their apparel brought thence, and with the fever still in

their systems, living in the midst of houses all the inhabitants of which
had the greatest inclination with the fever,—all these colonists exercised

an influence absolutely amounting to nothing upon the colony. No Pe-

tropolitan who had not been to the city at all was attacked; the fever,

considered in Rio de Janeiro so contagious, was not contagious in the

midst of a thousand men who were all in the highest degree predisposed

to contagion.

Similar circumstances, similar non-contagiousness, was observed in

Nova Friburgo, Constancia, Paquequer, and even in Tijuca.

And here in Rio de Janeiro ! If the disease was contagious, it must
have followed that those brought most into contact with the sick, must
have been the most easily attacked.

Who are they that were most exposed to the epidemic,—this most

contagious epidemic? Ask Dr. Jose Mariano da Silva, who lived two
months in the convent on the island of Bour-Jesus, if he was attacked

!

Ask Dr. A. J. Peixotto, who lived so long in the midst of so many pa-

tients in the Gamboa Hospital ! Do you know why they were not at-

tacked? Because the disease was not contagious, and those gentlemen

were not afraid ! And a great portion of the gentlemen boarders, devoted

with so much courage to their duty, perhaps they were attacked.

It may be that some will tell me that these gentlemen by their physi-
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cal constitutions, belonged to tlie class of persons the least susceptible of

tbe disease. Well, tben, let me be permitted to say a few words of my-
self!

Wbo bad more apparent physical predispositions for the fever than I ?

I am a son of tbe far North, a man from the shores of the Baltic, blonde

;

of sanguineo-lymphatic temperament ; and with disposition, which is the

true pabulum of the yellow fever, I exposed myself in an almost rectless

manner to the fever. From the commencement of the epidemic, (on the

28th of December,) until the 1st of September, I worked in the hospitals

without the slightest interruption. In the morning, at 7 o'clock, I em-
barked for the island of Bour-Jesus ; I paid the visit, returned beneath

the powerful sim of the hot season, went to \dsit the Misericordia Hospital,

attended to my extensive practice about the city, and about the vicinity

as far as the Vermeilha beach and even as far as Tijuca ; I visited some
ships in the port ; at V or 8 o'clock at night, I embarked again for the

island of Bour-Jesus, paid a long visit to the infirmary, and returned at

11, midnight, to the city. Sometimes, chiefly when the elements were

against me, I arrived at 2 o'clock in the morning, after a voyage of two
or three hours ; and these hours, on the hard seats of the open boat, were

frequently the only ones in which I could sleep undisturbed ; seeing that,

on. getting home, I found various other calls ; and sometimes in the morn-
ing, I scarcely had time to change my clothes. There was more than

one day that I did not dine, and more than one night that I did not sleep.

My whole life was irregular and anomalous ; I am much accustomed to

fatigues and privations ; but on some occasions, I could not but wonder
at my being able to undergo such labors, which almost exceeded human
powers. And in this existence, so exposed to contagion from the fever, I

was not attacked,—without doubt because during a residence of thirteen

years in Brazil, I have always exposed myself to every inclemency of sun,

rain, &c. I am acchmated, and perhaps, I may say, " I have no fear !

"

So we have also observed that in the epidemic of Rio de Janeiro, that

a certain height and a certain temperature, in which the fever can by no
means develop itself and spread. The height to which the fever cannot

reach may be perhaps from 800 to 1,000 feet, a little more or less, the

temperature from ten to twelve degrees of Reaumur, although one or more
cold days might not be capable of completely banishing the whole of the

sickness.

On the other hand, we can observe that the lower and hotter a place

was, the more easily it produced the yellow fever. It appears that the

febrile atmosjjhere is heavy. Thus the fever appeared early in the com-
mencement of its complete development, in all the beaches of the city,

which are generally horribly foul and filthy.

I consider that even low vessels, such as schooners, sloops and small

brigs, were more readily attacked, and with the greatest violence, than

large vessels, and loaded ones than those that had no cargo on board.

This circumstance also appears to speak in favor of the idea that the fe-

brile air is heavy. But we ought here to remark that small vessels are
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generally worse aired in tlie sailors' quarters, and that in the act of dis-

charging larger ones, the sailors were very much exposed to the sun and
the heat.

In the greatest intensity of the epidemic, small eminences did not af-

ford any advantage over low streets. A few weeks after the appearance
of the fever in Misericordia street, the affliction scourged the inhabitants

in the best aired height of the rock of Castello ; and whilst the first ves-

sels attacked in the port were schooners, the Portuguese ship Vasco de
Gama, the crew of which was foreign, suffered much by the epidemic.

If we ask why unacclimated strangers suffered so much, the question

would not be so easy to answer. Mere heat alone is not the cause.

There are weeks in Stockholm and at St. Petersburg, in which the sun
beats down with as much power as in Rio de Janeho, and there are many
places in which the maximum of heat is greater than on our beaches. The
cause of this phenomenon—why unacclimated foreigners suffer so much

—

is certainly to be found in the circumstance of the atmospheric intoxica-

tion being in them so rapid and powerful. We who have lived some
years or some tens of years beneath the Brazilian sun, are completely
acclimated—that is, our conditions of life have accommodated themselves
to the endemic, peculiar, and characteristic atmospheric condition of the

country. If any particular character of this endemic atmospheric

constitution becomes more developed, all those who have already accom-
modated their vital conditions to its ancient character, supported this

change with, greater facility than others not yet so accustomed ; these

must rapidly succumb, in a manner similar to that in which those who
have for some time been accustomed to take small doses, can without

danger take larger doses, and scarcely feel any effects from them, while

others less accustomed would succumb under the same dose.

We even see this in daily occurrences. What a strife tobacco provokes
in the system at first ! How it shows its poisonous effects on boys who
begin to smoke ! And how indifferent the same leaf is to the professed

smoker ! Alcohol, wine, offer the same phenomenon. Custom fashions

everything in man. In Rio de Janeiro it enables acclimated persons to

bear the augmentation of the noxious conditions of the atmosphere ; but
it killed those who had not been accustomed to them.

And nevertheless, there are people who believe the fever to be con-

tagious and imported

!

Having come to the conclusion that the yellow fever is not the product
of importation, either in American ships or in slave ships, and that it is

not contagious, but that it is the procreation of an epidemic atmosphere,
of an epidemic genius, it must follow, and be granted that every living

thing was satm'ated by this epidemic agent.

This is my pathogenetic paradox. All men who lived at the time of
the epidemic were subject to this epidemic procreative ; were frustrated

by the epidemic atmosphere in the time of the epidemic,

We are very poorly supplied with delicate means of ascertaining the

state of our vital forces in different moments and on different occasions.
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But wlien there are a series of plain and common symptoms—sucli as

pains, foul tongue, quick pulse, we can combine these to realize an idea

of the disease ; we know so many fevers, so many ites, ies, and isms ;

and we even know on these occasions how to make a tolerable prog-

nosis ; but what do we know of the state of the vital forces, of the

dynamics, of this ancient zotic breath of man, when man complains

of nothing %

There is no doubt that great terror can kill a man ; in an instant he
falls to the earth, and returns no more to life ; another falls prostrated

by the same terror, but in a moment, a second afterwards he rises,

has scarcely a few more violent pulsations of the heart, scarcely feels

his respiration a little more accelerated, and at the end of a quarter

of an hour, all has passed. And who can deny, that while in the first

the vital and dynamic forces were totally annihilated, in the second

they were reduced to a minimum ? The individual w^as in that mo-
ment as near death, as was perhaps the man attacked by black vomit.

Unfortunately we possess no scale, or instrument, or metre, to mea-
sure the vital forces of man at different moments, in which we cannot

diagnosticate some disease. The hygrometer shows us perfectly the

state of humidity of the air ; with the electrometer, we possess the

power of observing the electric condition of the atmosphere ; the re-

action of the atmosphere upon the earth may be observed with much
exactness, by means of the barometric column ; with an admirable

minuteness, the vibrations of the pendulum shows us the attractive

force of our earth near the poles and at the equator ; and it further

even shows us what must be the density of the crust of the earth,

where we allow the pendulum to vibrate. And the magnetic needle ?

An extremely small needle gives us the greatest revelations in the state

of the interior of the earth. While in formidable earthquakes the

needle remains entirely undisturbed,—these being very superficial,

—

the observer in Gottingen or in Lapland is surprised by an immense
magnetic discharge in the interior of the globe, although no shock,

no terrestrial movement is observed at that moment ; but the magnetic
needle suddenly changes its laws of declination and variation, and
vibrates in an irregular and unsteady manner ; suddenly the shock
passes, the magnetic steadiness is restored, and some months afterwards

the observer is informed that at the same instant of time, the same
shock in the interior of the earth was heard, was perceived on the coasts

of China or in Port Adelaide.

That magnetic needle, that biometer, which we may apply to our body
to observe the most delicate perturbations, the internal disturbances of our

vital forces, imperceptible to our gross senses, is still, however, wanting

to us. And while the astronomer makes the almost divine discovery of

a new planet, not yet visible, by calculating the perturbations in the revo-

lution of another about the sun, the physician, even yet, although he has

the stethoscope to aid his hearing, and the microscope his sight, is con-

demned to examine the vomitings, the urine, and the dejections of indi-
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viduals, in order to form some ajDproxImative judgment, and wliicli is in

innumerable cases utterly erroneous, with respect to the state of the vital

forces of a man. Physiology, as well as pathology, when inquiries are

directed to them as to the essentiality of the vital and pathological pro-

cesses, remain abashed, and exculpate themselves by giving new very

minute facts, instead of explanations of facts already known.
There being thus a predisposition and a preparation, I would almost

say a certain necessity, in all, to fall sick, some cause that generally can,

at some time, and in some country, generate some disease, created the

yellow fever in Rio de Janerio.

From among a thousand, I will enumerate only a few. Without
the least doubt, the sun and its immediate heat, ( if the sun has
heat,) have a very strong influence in making this precursory poison
appear as an open and manifest fever. He who for many years,

and in the most unlimited manner, has been accustomed to expose
himself to a Brazilian sun, can do it also in the time of an epidemic.
But he who has practiced it for several years, may reckon almost
with certainty upon a visit from the fever after having exposed
himself, either on foot or on horseback, to the strong sun. How many
sailors have not been sick from this cause, or because they had
worked hard, or because in the middle of the day they had thrown
themselves into the sea with their heads uncovered ; while in those
ships in which negroes were hired to discharge and load, much fewer
of the sailors were attacked.

Excesses in eating and drinking avenged themselves much more
easily than previously, by an access of the epidemic ; constipations,

&c., produced the yellow fever.

One of the most powerful causes of attack was, without doubt, the
disposition of the mind.
Whoever had any fear, almost infallibly fell sick. And men,

who with judgment and unyielding courage, sported at the disease,

who followed it by sea and land, frequently enjoyed the brilliant

privilege of not contracting it.

Any other passion of the mind, whether depressing or exciting,

produced nearly the same effect. It attracted the fever.

Finally, whatever cause excited the circulation, was capable of
producing the fever. Even a very active circulation itself, especially
of the peripheric capillaries, such as we find in men recently
arrived from the North, was also a cause of fever. The more disen-
gaged the hematosis was, the more strongly the fever appeared.
Thus, women a few months pregnant, especially foreigners, were in a
critical condition ; they easily got sick, miscarried, and were in danger
of death.

In a similar position were women soon after delivery. A slight
febrile disturbance, which is otherwise so frequent and innocent
after delivery, in these circumstances was unguis latens in herh^..

Even wounds of any consequence, which were followed by a trau-
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matic fever, would by means of this fever, become a cause of yellow
fever. We even saw one case in wMch a youth, having undergone
a pretty strong attack of yellow fever, had a severe fall, and the
general disturbance caused him a true relapse of the same yellow
fever.

If, in this manner, anything that in general was the cause of some
peculiar sickness, in the time of the epidemic could become the

cause of yellow fever ; if thus the yellow fever could ingraft itself on
any acute disease, chronic ailments were, in a corresponding degree,

the cause of yellow fever.

When in the drama comprised in a chronic disease, there was a
somewhat acute scene, the yellow fever was soon associated with it.

How many consumptive people, who might still cough through many
acts of their tragical existence, were not attacked in a more feverish

moment by the yellow fever, and carried off?

There are always in our practice, among the foreigners in the Misericor-

dia Hospital, some foreign individuals, who, in the sad traffic, went to

procure on the coast of Afiica, not money, but splenic affections with

ahnost regular relapses. Some of these splenetic men, who had already

been treated by me two and four times in the Misericordia Hospital,

returned on this occasion to the hospital for the last time; on the febrile

access of the splenitis, the yellow fever ingrafted itself, and the patient

died.

There were also cases in which persons who had legs swollen by sweat-

ing erysipelas, felt as they had many times before, a burning and redness

of the skin ; a slight acceleration of pulse manifesting itself on this oc-

casion, the yellow fever supervened with all the terrible train of symp-
toms.

Finally, to conclude a chapter which might be extended to infinity, the

chapter on the causes of the yellow fever, I make the following resume

:

Whatever was a cause of febrile disturbance, was also a cause of yel-

low fever, and whatever was the febrile disturbance, it mth great facility

took the character of yellow fever. This peculiarity of diseases to take

a character so special, this necessity of their getting a form so widely

extended, and oftentimes so pernicious, was the consequence of the state

of the atmosphere, of the epidemic genius, whose latent existence is

always found in the telluric conditions of Our shores, but whose complete

incubation was provoked by the anomalous atmospheric causes above

indicated. It is for this reason that other diseases under the unlimited

domination of the epidemic, appeared not to exist.

But if any one prefers to command the yellow fever to come in a slave

ship from the coast of Africa, if he prefers the American flag to allow

the pest of the Mississippi, of the island of Cuba, to approximate even to

Rio de Janeiro, I do not wish to disarrange this his good pleasure for

him. My idea, my most intimate conviction, is that above indicated

;

and that which always has directed, and always will direct my proceed-

ings in all that has respect to the yellow fever.
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And if contagionist physicians, who cannot deny me great courage,

find my proceedings groundless, and caj)able of being the cause of great

and repeated evils and public calamities, let them demonstrate to me the

contagiousness of the yellow fever ! As yet I know of no epidemic of

yellow fever, in the beginning of which the cases were shown so cohe-

rent as in ours ; I myself saw them, I followed them, I collected them

;

and I myself completely cleared myself of the idea that this disease is

contagious. The cases of Misericordia street admit another simple and
natural explanation. All those sick persons were recently arrived foreign-

ers; in Bahia the epidemic element of yellow fever Avas already more
freely spread than that in Rio de Janeiro ; for that reason, a man coming
from Bahia was more deeply penetrated by the pathogenetic causes, and
would be more depressed by the disease than any one who had never gone
out of Rio de Janeiro. Those which followed, dwelt in a place in which
of necessity, and even without the presence of the first coming from
Bahia, the fever had developed itself. And in truth the sickness of those

in Franck's house was so isochronous, or so nearly consentaneous, that the

consecutive infection would be difficult to prove.

If on the contrary we adopt non-contagiousness ; and if starting from
this point of view we look upon the first cases, it must be declared that

they were attacked because they were all unacclimated foreigners.

In a dirty tavern of foreign sailors, in a filthy ship overburdened with

dirty people, the yellow fever will always find its hotbed, and the first

cases will be coherent, like those in the houses of Franck, Wood, Hourde,
&c,, &c.

TESTIMONY OF DE. PAULA CANDIDO.
Transmitted to the Sanitary Commission by the Author.

[translated.]

Extract from the Report made hy DR. CANDIDO, ore the Yellow Fever

at Rio de Janeiro^ Brazil.

The object of this work is to explain succinctly the causes which pro-

duced the yellow fever at Rio de Janeiro ; to explain how to prevent

epidemics, and to establish a general mode of treatment for this terrible

disease.

Etiology.

1st. The atmosphere of this city is always loaded with gases and mias-

matic exhalations ; on all sides organic substances are seen in a state of

putrefaction. These gases and these exhalations had, in the first instance

saturated all bodies, adding these to the human organisms which have
respired them, when the yellow fever commenced to appear. These
foreign bodies in the human organism may be considered as abnormal
exciters of physiological functions, and must naturally produce a
morbid reaction; after having been absorbed by the cutaneous surface

and the mucous covering of the lungs, the morbific causes may be con-
sidered external causes of the disease.

24
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2d. The primary matter on which these external causes exert their

influence is undoubtedly the mucous coat of the lungs, where the miasms
which produce the yellow fever are condensed by the act of inspiration,

are absorbed, and produce functional disturbances, principally marked by
changes in the excretive functions ; these are the internal or organic

caaises.

On the causes of the Yelloto Fever in. Rio de Janeiro.

It is a century since the yellow fever so severely ravaged either the

Brazilian Empire or its capital. In the books xrf the Charity Hospital of

this capital I have found some interesting notes on some cases of yellow

fever introduced by infected vessels which had entered the port, from the

United States, from the coast of Africa, from Havana, &c.; and through

which, nevertheless, the yellow fever never developed itself in the city,

although there were foci of infection in the port. That is to say,

showing that contagion alone could not be the cause of the development

of this disease in the years 1849 and 1850, and that it is necessary to

search further for its origin.

The progress of the sciences in general, and the researches lately made
in all civilized countries on the origin of epidemics, have demonstrated to

us that we seek for their causes in other external, meteorological, mias-

matic and corresponding circumstances, capable of deranging the physio-

logical functions, and which, after having exerted their influence on the

organism, create internal, immediate causes, productive of the yellow fever.

External Causes.

We have no meteorological observations anterior to the year 1850 ; but

all inhabitants of Rio de Janeiro have observed that the regular winds of

that bay, the night dew, the clearness of the atmosphere, &c., have been
considerably modified for some years past. I, myself, have observed (and

it has always made a strong impression on me) that the sun, in rising

above the horizon, and in setting, during the latter months of 1849 and
the beginning of 1850, was surrounded by a circle of a blood red color,

which had the eifect of enabling one to look directly at it without incon-

venience. The hot winds of the North prevailed almost exclusively during

the whole year. Meteorological observations, made during two consecu-

tive years after the epidemic, have demonstrated that the force of the epi-

demic was greatest in those months in which humidity, and consequently,

the quantity of miasms and atmospheric exhalations were most prevalent

and marked.

In view of these phenomena, we must come to the conclusion that large

masses of vapors of miasmatic exhalations &c., were suspended over the

city before and during the epidemic. All porous bodies naturally ab-

sorbed these vapors, these miasmatic carbonic exhalations The lungs of

the inhabitants, also, continually absorbed these exhalations &c., and a

strong reaction could not but follow. These exhalations, with which all

inanimate porous bodies were saturated, were naturally transformed by
time and putrefaction into putrid and pestilential emanations. No
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one can doubt that the atmosphere, dwellings, and all organisms were
saturated with these gaseous or miasmatic exhalations, at the period of

the epidemic of the year 1850 breaking out. When the epidemic had
reached its climax (in the month of March) very abundant, copious and
heavy rains fell. Many practitioners believed that the epidemic would
consequently experience a considerable diminution, as the air had been
purified ; but, on the contrary, the epidemic increased with each rain. I

came to the conclusion that it was the humidity that augmented its force.

With this humidity, besides its action, there was an equivalent for

the miasms, in places v^here they did not exist ; it was the diminution

of cutaneous perspiration and of pulmonary exhalation, occasioned

by the humidity itself. Collard and Martigny have demonstrated by
analysis that expired air contains three parts in a thousand of organic
matter in a state of putrefaction, and Smith has show^n that this mat-
ter was albuminoid ; many other analogous observations have proved
that the disturbance of these two functions infect the economy pre-

cisely as would a miasmatic atmosphere. The quantity of these mat-
ters contained in the organism may be judged of from the cessation

of perspiration, reflecting that a man in ordinary circumstances exhales

eighteen ounces of watery vapors, surcharged with these albuminoid
principles. Well, the organism wUl be infected by these matters in

the same manner as if he had directly respired miasms.
With these facts before us, it will be understood, that these mias-

matic or organic matters, retained in the circulation produce in man
a zymotic condition—a fever. This is the reason why individuals who
left the city for more healthy places, fell there also victims of the

fever, although in these places the health was in a satisfactory condi-

tion ; a fact observed and perfectly proved in the year 1850.

In damp houses, on ground floors, in sailors' boarding-houses in the

vicinity of the sea; in all places in which miasms were fostered by an
abundance of porous objects, the epidemic ravaged with the greatest

fury.

Vessels, the cargoes of which consisted of provisions, were more
severely attacked by the disease than those loaded with dry goods.

Old ships, and those whose cargoes consisted of organic or porous
substances were more deeply infected ; these facts prove that the yel-

low fever is produced by miasms.
It is quite extraordinary that vessels loaded with coal were fright-

fully stricken by the yellow fever ; an observation corroborated by
that of Dr. Schuyler, the doctor of the steamship Orinoco ; this gen-
tleman observed that whenever coal was being taken on board in any
quantity the crew presented many cases of pernicious fever. These
effects are doubtless produced by the porosity of the coal, in which
consequently is absorbed a great quantity of organic exhalations, in a
state of putrefaction.

Vessels moored near the mouths of the city sewers were more
severely attacked than those anchored in the middle of the bay=
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From all these observations we may conclude : 1st that old miasms,
or miasms contained in porous bodies, or organic matters in a state of

putrefaction, augment the deleterious effects of an epidemic of yellow
fever : 2nd, that these miasms in certain quantities, almost always
produce epidemics.

We have now to resolve the following question :—" Do the causes

of yellow fever consist solely of miasms? " I am inchned to think it

is so, on considering the direct proportion of the intensity of the yel-

low fever to the miasms produced in places in which there exists a
large quantity of matters which produce miasmatic exhalations. But
to this it may be said ;

" these producing causes of yellow fever always
exist, since the locality of the city is always the same, and neverthe-

less the yellow fever has committed its ravages only from time to time

and at periods very distant from each other ; so that we must suppose
that only miasms produced in certain atmospheric and meteorological

circumstances cause this malady in the form of an epidemic." This

opinion agrees with the observations of some eminent chemists, that

organic decompositions differ in chemical products according to the

state of the temperature and the influence of moisture.

This question appears to me to be very easily solved in the following

manner

:

Miasms without douht produce the yellow fever ; but in order to produce

it there must he a combination of meteorological and atmospheric influences,

capable of producing in human bodies a re-action which manifests itself in

the symptoms of yelloivfever. The same miasms in different circumstan-

ces produce typhoid fevers, scarlatina, measles, whooping cough, &c. If

these conditions are wanting, it is impossible for yellow fever to develop

itself, and this is why although an infected ship may be in a port, the dis-

ease cannot re-produce itself in the city without the addition of circum-

stances which favor its development. These are meteorological condi-

tions which give the character to the disease produced by the miasms,

and an excessively humid and hot^condition of the atmosphere ; which
causes such a condition of the miasms that they develop the symptoms of

yellow fever.

In the year 1850, these conditions combined at Rio de Janeiro, and
hence, the yellow fever developed itself in that city ; that is to say ; the

epidemic of 1850 was the result of accumulated circumstances, all pro-

ductive of yellow fever.

Resumt : The exterior causes of yellow fever exist in certain meteoro-

logical circumstances, joined to miasms of organic substances, modified

in such a manner by the influence of heat and humidity that instead of

.

producing some other disease they j^roduce the yellow fever.

Interior Causes of the Organism.

Whoever has studied the causes of epidemics, of miasms, formed spon-

taneously, or in presence of an exciting cause, equivalent to miasm, such as

.

bad food or water, fatigue, &c. &c., must have observed every moment that
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there exists a certain condition, a certain matter^ which renders the organ-

ism susceptible of suflfering the epidemic action, or of not being able

to resist this same action, and this matter it is that I call the interior

cause. This opinion agrees with that of the great English physiolo-

gist, Dr. Carpenter. I will give his own expressions :
"We must be-

lieve that the predisposing causes of epidemics produce in the blood

an excess of decomposed principles, which circulate with the blood in

small proportions which are formed, are deposited, circulate, to escape

in the form of secretions. The circumstances which produce or aug-

ment the excess of these decomposed material principles are, first, the

food and drink ; second, the air respired ; third, its production in dispro-

portion to the eliminations by the respective secretory organs ; fourth, the

checking of the secretions. To call these matters, pre-existing in the or-

ganism, occasional causes is a logical absurdity, since thuy are so essen-

tial that without the addition of them there could never be any epidem-

ics. In order that there may be epidemic there must exist a predisposi-

tion for it." The causes which render individuals susceptible to any epi-

demic (cholera, yellow fever, plague &c.) are the same in all epidemics,

so that on the invasion of an epidemic it may in general be said :
" There

must he a certain general condition of the body, and a specific poison."

We have now to point out what is this general condition of the body,

or this matter, on which we now see the specific external exciting cause

act, how it is formed and accumulates in the organism :

1st. Excessive indulgence in food ^ especially in animal food, forms, in

many persons, a fatal cause of yellow fever. It appears that the excess

of chyle passed into the circulation, and submitted by means of respiration

to the exciting action of the infected atmosphere, afibrds a material for

the yellow fever.

2d. Too fatiguing exercise, insulation, and whatever influence can

urge the circulation or can produce a febrile movement, gives an oppor-

tunity for the invasion of yellow fever.

3d. Organic diseases of the principal organs, as, for instance, of the

uterus, the stomach, the liver. I have observed that lying-in women are

much more affected by this epidemic than others.

4th. The peculiar constitution of persons born in the North or in cold

countries. Foreigners living in the city, and foreign ships were more
severely affected by the yellow fever than the ships belonging to the

Empire, or from the adjacent coasts.

In the epidemic of the year 1850, I made a peculiar observation, and
it is the following

:

The odor of the perspiration, even of persons not attacked by the

disease, or of persons who had already suffered from it, is characteristic of

the yellow fever ; this perspiration emitted the same odor as persons sick

with yellow fever. That proves to me that there exists a real absorption

and excretion of miasms productive of this disease, alike in all individuals

;

but in order for disease to break out there must be that peculiar predis-

position, which I have called the internal cause.
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Reviewing all these considerations, we can conclude :

1st. That in order that the yellow fever may exist, there must neces-

sarily be present miasms, or their equivalents, which serve as exciting

causes.

2d. That there must also, indispensably; be present in the economy,

physiological products on which the miasms can act ; that is to say, there

must be a predisposition.

Transmitted to the Sanitary Commission by the Author.

[translated.]

Advice : 1st—Against the propagation of yellow fever : 2d—F'or its

treatment on board ships.

The epidemic which ravaged Eio de Janeiro, and other parts of the

Brazilian coast in 1850, vs^as certainly the yellow fever ; fullness of

the face ; redness and sparkling of the eyes ; red suffusion of the skin,

disappearing for the moment under pressure ; weight and pain in the

frontal region; pain in the back, loins, thighs and legs; all diminish-

ing, and even ceasing, from the second to the third day ; nausea,
vomitings, and pains in the stomach ; and lastly the yellow color,

commencing in the conjunctiva ; delirium, often at the last moment

;

scanty urine, red, blackish, or sanguineous ; heemorrhage ; depression
;

restlessness ; black vomit, and the peculiar odor exhaling from it,

leave no doubt as to the nature of this epidemic.

From February, 1850, to the end of May, its epidemic character

cannot be contested, seeing that persons who did not see any of those

sick with it, and who were in the best hygenic condition, were af-

fected by it ; and we may say, without exaggeration, that at this

epoch two-thirds of the population were attacked. At half a league

from the shore, or at the height of three hundred feet, the epidemic
stopped short, and that at the very moment when it was raging

with the intensity in town, especially among Europeans.
From last year, as at present, the disease no longer presents the

same epidemic character; that is to say, it no longer attacks all

indiscriminately. The only, or almost the only victims, are found
among those who inhabit certain infected houses, or those who ex-

pose themselves to the broiling sun, to fatigue, to table, or sexual

excesses, and who generally frequent infected places

An eye witness of its ravages for three years, constantly observing

it, I have come to the conviction that the miasms diffused in this

capital, (meaning those with which the houses were impregnated, and
the accumulation of which formerly gave intermittent fever, diarrhoea,

erysipelas—under certain meteorological conditions,) underwent a
change under the influence of the miasms which the numerous vessels

arriving from Bahia brought hither, and thus transformed into miasms
producing yellow fever ; and that this same transformation continues

under the action of the leaven or exciting agent, once it is received

in the uuventilated foci which sailors generally frequent, such as
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ships, and many other localities without sufficient air, and whicli are

not kept clean.

Preservative Measures.

This admitted, it must be necessary, 1st—to exterminate all foci

of ordinary miasms; and, 2d—to destroy the yellow fever miasms
already formed, and which may extend their transformatory action,

and carry the yellow fever wherever they may find other (ordinary)

miasms, susceptible of being transformed into misams productive of

yellow fever, in circumstances favorable to its transformation.

I advise, then, in order to get rid of these two sorts of miasms on
board of vessels, first—to clear them of all bilge, and other dirty

water, that may have accumulated in them; secondly—to lime-wasb
their whole interior ; thirdly—to wash all the linen of the crews with
chlorides ; fourthly—to place on the keel, (under the lower deck,) from
one hundred to one hundred and fifty pounds of disinfecting powder

;

fifthly—to fumigate, all the several compartments of the ships with
sulphur, with the hatches, doors, and all other openings closed. (

I

begin by laying a thick bed of gravel or sand in each compartment

;

I then place sixteen or thirty-two pounds of sulphur on this bed, ac-

cording to the capacity of the compartment ; I set fire to it and shut

the hatches, only opening them occasionally to watch the combustion

of the sulphur, and to give sufficient air to keep it up. The hatches

ought not to be permanently opened till three or four days afterwards.)

Sixthly—to spread, during the work of loading and unloading, some
disinfecting powder on the goods; seventhly—never to allow dirty

linen, which may have been used by the sailors or by passengers, to

be kept, (were it only for a single day,) whatever pieces it may con-

sist of, without shaving remained at least twenty-four hours in salt

water, in chloridated water, or in lime water, and having been com-
pletely dried ; eighthly—to wash, or, at all events, to whiten with

lime the timbers, and every uncovered wooden surface, every fifteen

days during the voyage ; ninthly—to maintain, besides, the greatest

cleanliness everywhere.

Experience has taught us that it is at the time of discharging ships

that there is danger, especially when wet and cold weather supervenes

;

(I understand the lowering of temperature, within certain limits, above

20 deg. Reaumur, nearly.) The reason of this is that the surrounding

air becoming heavier than the hot air at the bottom of the hold, mounts
with its miasms, to be replaced with the heavier and moister, a condition

which is favorable to the evolution of miasms, and thus affects the crews.

Our cool nights in the tropics, following hot days, produce an analogous

eifect, although a less intense one. It is then that the greater part of

mariners are effected, especially those who sleep near the hatchway.

In very grave cases, and in those in which there are well-founded sus-

picions, in addition to the process of disinfection which has just been

mentioned, I advise the introduction into the interior of the vessel, with
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closed hatclies, (after having cleared the hold of bilge water,) by means
of a conducting tube, of a jet of steam for several hours, or even for a

whole day, until the temperature shall have been raised throughout the

vessel ; after which the combustion of sulphur and disinfecting powder,

&c., should be employed, as we have just said.

It would be desirable that every vessel intended for commerce in ports

infected with pestilential diseases, should be furnished with a system cf

tubes, each of which should reach from the bottom of each compartment

of the ship, and should meet in a common tube, which should afford a

constant issue for the gases contained in the several compartments, aiding

the elevation of the temperature by the kitchen fire ; in which, or near .

which, the common tube should pass ; those miasms only which have

been retained or kept pent up for a long time, being dangerous.

There is danger of the transmissibility of yellow fever, only under three

conditions : First, from miasms (which I caU ordinary miasms) in the

port ; especially those with which dwellings are impregnated. Second,

from a temperature below 20 deg. Reaumur, especially in damp weather.

Third, from yellow fever miasms to modify the ordinary miasms.

Consequently, to prevent the transmission of the disease in seaports, it

is necessary,—1st, to maintain the greatest cleanliness, public and private

in dwellings, and to destroy the miasms which may be found on board

vessels coming from suspected places.

For this purpose, it is proper

:

First—To discharge the vessel beyond the reach of the population.

During this operation, which ought to be effected in the open air,

the chloride of lime or disinfecting powder should be employed, and

the merchandise ought to be exposed to the air as soon as possible.

Merchandise not being in general the agent by which yellow fever miasms

are transported, but rather the water at the bottom of the hold and the

timbers of the vessel, the action of the air and fumigations of the more
suspected articles will suffice ; a particular care ought, on the other hand,

to be bestowed on the ship.

Such are the means of neutralizing, and such are the causes which have

induced the re-appearance and the continuance of epidemics on board of

vessels, even after they have been subjected to the most thorough wash-

ings, the most careful fumigations, &c.; the miasms were, as it were, in

reserve in their strongholds, the pores of the ship.

The precautions above enumerated, destroy the two sorts of miasms
which may be developed or introduced into the interior of vessels.

Chlorine cannot be trusted to. The yellow fever miasms easily transform

themselves into carbonic acid under the influence of the air or of oxygen

;

they resist chlorine, as experience has shown me. The preference which
I give to sulphurous acid is explained : First, by the elevation of the

temperature of the wood of the vessels, from which ensues the disengage-

ment of the miasms absorbed by wood and other porous bodies. Second,

by the action of the sulphurous gas, combining with the oxygen and
hydrogen of the miasms forming water and sulphuric acid. Third, lastly,
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and most certainly, according to the demonstrations of experience, animal

food, fish, meat—especially salt—cheese, milk, &c., appear injurious,

their ready decomposition into yellow fever miasms, under the influence

of vitiated respiration being probably the cause ; fruits and everything

that disturbs digestion, come nest. Abstinence is the best guarantee for

those who live in a miasmatic atmosphere ; it destroys, or causes to. be

burnt by respiration, the chief ingredient of miasms or infection.

Cooling one-self so as to suppress perspiration, and with it the disen-

gagement of miasms formed or received in the blood; ought to be carefully

avoided. We every day see the first menaces of the disease disappear

before the application of woollen to the skin, as also before sudorifics

employed at the commencement of the sufferings, (which, moreover, are

by no means correspondent to the intensity of the disease which they

announce,) and before a very strict diet. This is a point in the history

of yellow fever, to which sufficient attention is not paid, but which \si

nevertheless of the highest importance, considered as a preventive.

TESTIMONY OF CORRESPONDENT G.

THE YELLOW FEVEK AT RIO DE JANEIRO.

"Frequent reference to the yellow fever of Rio de Janeiro having, of

late, been in the New Orleans prints and letters, to the effect that the fever

now prevailing there was imported from Rio, giving the name of

the vessel, and that it might have been prevented by quarantine regula-

tions ; also, that "the fever, which was more malignant than ever known,
was of a similar character as the Rio fever, being something like the

plague, the corpses after death having black spots on them," thus leaving

the inference that the Rio fever was the worst kind for Adrulence and extent,

giving most erroneous opinions of the health of Rio, and creating a most
imnecessary alarm. The undersigned being a resident of Rio, feels called

upon to state a few facts in the case, that the public may be correctly in-

formed, and judge of the propriety of renewing the antiquated notion of

quarantine to prevent contagion, or feeling uncalled for anxiety for friends

who may be visiting Rio while the fever is prevailing.

Prior to 1850, Rio was considered the most healthy tropical city in the

world, no fatal epidemic having ever visited it
;
yellow fever and cholera

"were unknown. Early in February, 1850, some cases of fever occurred

on board a vessel from Philadelphia, which terminated fatally, Avith all the

signs of yellow fever. Others were soon reported on board ship and on
shore. It spread rapidly, so in April, when it was at its height, the total

number of deaths were from one hundred and sixtji' to one hundred and
eighty per day. From 1st May it decreased, and in June it had nearly

disappeared. The average of deaths while it prevailed was fifty per day
for four months; two-thirds being by the fever. The disease was not so

virulent and rapid as it usually is in Havana, and with immediate and pro-

per treatment a large proportion recovered. The population of Rio Ja-

25
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neiro is about two hundred and fifty thousand, and the number of vessels

in port was very large, many bound to California with passengers. Ex-

posure and imprudence always increase the number of victims, and all

know that none are more exposed than seamen, or more careless.

The same fever pervaded the whole Brazilian coast in 1850. AtBahia
it was traced to a vessel from New Orleans, and believed by many to have

been imported in her. "With equal propriety, it might have been said to

have been imported into Rio from Philadelphia. Both would be absurdi-

ties, as the vessels left the United States in the winter season, and never

had any sickness on board till after their arrival.

The epidemic was no doubt an atmospheric one, somewhat like the cho-

lera. A malaria pervaded the whole coast ; this was proved by several

cases of fever appearing on board vessels from Europe prior to arrival.

It was probably a visitation in lieu of the cholera, which has visited every

part of the world except Brazil.

The fever was confined exclusively to the city and suburbs. It did not

spread into the interior, so that there was a safe and speedy retreat to a

place of safety for all those who could leave the city.

In 1851, there were a few sporadic cases, but it never could be called

epidemic on shore. The cases on shipboard were more numerous, but,

with proper care, they were not very fatal. The same remarks apply to

.

1852.

The fever this year has been worse than in 1851 or '52—having begun
earlier than usual ; but not nearly so bad as would be supposed by the

reports published in the public prints. It is true that there have been

some severe cases, but they were isolated ones, and exceptions.

The true test are the bills of mortality, which are daily published, in

the most particular manner, ofiicially. Their correctness has never been

doubted by those who know the city and the facts. I have carefully ex-

amined them, and collected the following results, which may be relied on
as correct.

Average daily deaths at Rio, from ofiicial reports, blacks and slaves in-

cluded:

Consumption. Total, all diseases, 28
(( « u « 27
« " « " 26
u (( a (( 24
il u u u 20

Average of five months

—

5 1-5 6

About five-eighths of the deaths by fever were in the hospitals, which
are well arranged and managed. At the hospital appropriated to seamen,

at Jurujuba Bay, by the published weekly reports, in May the deaths were
only 17 |)er cent, of the number entering, at that time about fifty per week.

This was after a steamer was provided by the Board of Health to receive

patients and take them to the hospital. The steamer was provided with

Jan. . .

.

.5 Yellow Fever. 7

Feb.... .7 u 6

March . .5 u 6
April .

.

.5 u 5

May... .4 a 5
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beds, physician and medicines, so that no time was lost in treating the

disease. Previous to this, many were in the last stages before they were

taken to the hospital, consequently, many more deaths.

By the bills of mortality examined, it appeared that the number of

deaths of persons from seventy years and upwards, ( averaging 80 1-3

years ) were Z\ per cent, of the whole number, when, daily, the average

was twenty-five. The daily average at other seasons is under twenty.

Three were 111, 115 and 118 years. Few if any cities can show a simi-

lar result.

The number of deaths by consumption has increased very much of late

years. This is frequently ascribed by the Brazilians to vaccination, as pre-

vious to its introduction consumptive cases were very rare.

The name of the vessel stated in the New Orleans print as having in-

troduced the fever there from Eio, was the Adelaide. No vessel of this

name can be found as having loaded at Rio for New Orleans, or to have

arrived there." G.

Department of State, Washington, June 12th, 1854.

HON. A. D. CE0S3MAN, MAYOB OF NEW OELEANS

:

Sir:—I inclose, herewith, a communication from Joseph Graham,
Esq., U. S. Consul at Buenos Ayres, addressed to you, and also, the

original of a dispatch to this Department, from "William Lilley, Esq.,

U. S. Consul at Pernambuco, in reply to the Circular of the New Or-

leans Sanitary Commission, sent through this Department.

I am, Sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. L. Marcy.

testimony of mr. wm. lilley.

United States Constjlate, }

Pernambuco, April 24, 1854. jj"

TO THE HONOEABLE SECBETARY OF STATE, WASHINGTON :

Sir

:

—In reply to the circular, sent by the Sanitary Commission of

New Orleans, and forwarded by the State Department at Washington, I

have the honor to submit the following report. In collecting such infor-

mation as is called for by these questions, you, of course, have to wait the
convenience of scientific men, as no one can be presumed to be in pos-

session of all the facts who is not a practicing physician ; hence it is that

this matter has been delayed much longer than I at first intended. Even
now, it is by no means full. To such questions as the estimate of the pop-
ulation of the town, males or females, under or over such an age, to what
coimtry they belong, whether foreigners or natives, it is entirely impossible
to give any answer that could be relied upon, for the reason that there is

not one iota of statistics to be found in this place upon these subjects.

Such answers, however, as I have been able to obtain, I forward, and in

doing so, I cannot acknowledge my indebtedness in too strong a manner,
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to Dr. Arbuckle, a very intelligent physician, long a resident of this place,

for his kindness in aiding me to give the answers I send ; which are as

follows

:

The name of the locality is Pernambuco ; for its limits and boundaries,

see inclosed map. The surface of the soil is sandy. Water for drinking

is brought in iron tubes from a spring about six miles distant from Per-

nambuco. There has been no clearing of lands or disturbing of the soil

that could possibly account for the development of yellow fever, and its

annual return at the same season at which it first made its appearance.

Situated on the edge of the sea, Pernambuco is twice intersected by the

tortuous winding of the river Capeberibe, at the mouth of which it is

placed. For many miles around tlie town the soil is sandy, a little above

the sea, from which it has evidently been reclaimed. In the wet season

it is mostly marshy, especially towards the JSTorth, where, near to Olinda,

there is constantly a large lake of stagnant water.

My informant says that the first case of yellow fever that he saw died

on the seventeenth of August, 1849, after suftering sixty hours fi-om the

ordinary symptoms of the disease, with a cerebral tendency. From Sept.

1849 until the end of the year, sudden and unexpected deaths occurred in

the practice of several medical men here, but as none of them had ever

previously seen a case of yellow fever, and all were of the firm belief that

such a disease was not to be met with in Brazil, such cases were set down
as anomalous. None of these cases had been in a locality where yellow

fever was prevailing, unless the epidemics of 1846 and '47, and 1848 and
'49, which prevailed in almost all the maritime to^vns of Brazil, are to be

considered as modifications of yellow fever. In symptoms, character and
spread, they certainly resemble it quite as much as the " dengue " does

the yellow fever of New Orleans.

There is, I think, no more satisfactory evidence as regards the propa-

gation of the disease by the handling of goods, and direct intercourse

Avith others, than for the annual return of the disease at the same season

at which it first made its appearance.

As to cases Avhich appeared to have originated spontaneously, the first

epidemic of yellow fever in Pernambuco began in January, 1850. In

less than three months almost the entire population felt its influence.

It invaded the town by districts, beginning in that most distant from the

shipping, and ending in that nearest to it. Its spread did not appear to

depend so much upon personal intercourse as upon some cause generally

diffused throughout the atmosphere of the section in which it prevailed. As
an instance of the rapidity of its spread may be mentioned that of a family

of fifteen persons, fourteen of them suffered from it at one time ; and in

many small families, all of them were attacked at the same time. The
place remained dangerous to strangers, whether from Europe or the inte-

rior, long after the epidemic had seemingly subsided. Many cases have

been seen whose origin could not possibly be traced to contagion.

As regards the population, their personal and social habits, &c., stran-

gers of all kinds, even those from the interior of the country, residing at
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such a small distance from town that there could be little or no difference

of temperature of climate, suffered most severely. As regards habits,

the intemperate suffered severely ; also, all persons suffering from

chronic diseases, especially of the liver or kidneys. I am inclined to the

opinion that the circumstance of living on a ground floor was disadvan-

tageous to many.

As to the prominent symptoms, progress &e., of the disease, the

symptoms, progress, duration and termination of the cases of yellow

fever that occurred here exactly correspond with those laid down by
practical authors on tliis subject. The proportion of cases in which
black vomit made its appearance amongst those recently arrived from
Europe would amount to fully one-fourth, whilst among the acclimated,

it was under one per cent. A large proportion with yellowness of
skin. Amongst new comers, and consequently, bad cases, haemorrhage,

especially epistaxis, was of very frequent occurrence, but in what pro-

portion it is impossible to say, as medical attention during the first epi-

demic was much more directed to the immediate wants of the people
than to the advancement of sci6nce. As a proof of a disorganized state

of the blood, I may also state that fenaales uniformly suffered from a
return of their periodical discharges ; no matter how soon the attack

came on after the monthly periods; and that in several bad cases where
leeches had been applied the bleeding from their bites could not be
stopped.

During the prevalence of the epidemic of this place, in 1850, with

the exception of a case of small-pox, and another of epilepsy. Dr. A.
does not recollect of having seen any disease except the then prevailing

epidemic.

The English brig Glaucus anchored in the outer roads of this port

on Sunday, January 22, 1852, after a passage of thirty-three days from
St. Johns, New Brunswick. The day following she came into the inner

harbor, and on Tuesday, the 24th instant, sent a seaman to the yellow

fever hospital, suffering very slightly from the ordinary symptoms of

an attack of the prevailing epidemic, though he had neither been pre-

viously on shore, or near any one ill of the disease. The attack, being

a very mild one, yielded to the ordinary treatment, and he returned to

his vessel on Friday, the 27th. On Sunday, the 29th, he became in-

toj^icated on shore, and on the following day returned to the hospital,

where he died on Wednesday, February 1st, with black vomit and
other marked symptoms of yellow fever.

I do, most undoubtedly, regard the epidemic as yellow fever.

As to the number of deaths by black vomit it is impossible to give

an answer.

Dr. Arbuckle says he has seen ten persons recover after having the

decided black vomit.

Many cases of second, and some of third attack have come under
Dr. Arbuckle's observation, and he also says he was once called to a
lady who died of what she called the fourth attack.
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The disease has occurred in some of the rural districts, but I am
not aware of its having been spread by contagion.

Dr. Arbuckle states that it has been asserted by most respectable

authority ( vide London Medical Gazette ), No. 12, 17, that yellow-

fever was imported into Bahia, September 30, 1849, by the American
brig Brazil, from New Orleans, via Havana, but the evidence, he says,

is not satisfactory and weakened, he thinks, by the fact of a person

having died in Pernambuco of black vomit on the 17th of August, 1849,

and the circumstance that when the fever returns in any of the mara-

time towns of Brazil, it almost uniformly does so at the season it first

made its appearance in that town, and also by its having been pre-

ceded by two epidemics of an eruptive arthritic or rheumatic fever,

which broke out at the same season and spread in the same manner
as yellow fever did.

Its origin is not any more obscure than that of the influenza, which
occasionally visits Europe and North America.

It is quite impossible that it could have been imported into Per-

nambuco from Africa directly. Besides, that part of the tovni nearest

the shipping, instead of being the first, was the very last to feel the

influence of the epidemic.

The colored population of the town suffered least of any from the

epidemic, but all those recently from the interior of the country did

not escape so easily. W. L.

TESTIMONY OF MR. JOSEPH GRAHAM,

Consulate of the United States, Buenos Ayres, March, 9th, 1854.

TO THE SANITARY COMMISSION, OF NEW OKLEANS :

Gents

:

—I received your circular, propounding various queries, rela-

tive to this locality, on the 15th ult. I have sought such information^

as I judge may be of service in promoting the object you have in view,

it is not so complete as I would wish, yet may not be without interest.

I beg leave to reply, in same order, as the questions are placed.

The locality is Buenos Ayres, a city situated on the right bank of the

La Plata, which at this place, is about thirty miles wide. Latitude 34*

35m. South, longitude 58° 31m. West, about two hundred miles from

the sea. Its limits are two miles from North to South, and one and a

half miles from East to West. Bounded on the East by the river La
Plata, North and West by extensive plains destitute of trees, and South

by a creek and low marshy lands ; in the immediate neighborhood there

are shade and fruit trees.

The surface of the soil is a black earth, mixed with sand.

The water used for drinking, is that of the river, and cistern water.

There has been no clearing of lands, or disturbance of soil.

Standing pools of water are quite common in the neighborhood, and

even in the streets of the city.
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From the nature of the country, there is no drainage.

The accompanying meteorological statement, is all I have to offer.

Within the last thirty years, there have been several general epidemics

among cattle, occasioned hj droughts ; the health of the inhabitants

does not appear to be affected by them.

This place has never been visited by any epidemic, save small pox and
scarlet fever. Yellow fever has never made its appearance here.

The population is about one hundred and twenty-five thousand souls,

at the highest calculation, of whom about half are natives, the remainder

Italians, French, Basques, English, Germans, and a few from other coun-

tries. The most remarkable feature in this locality, is this :—about

one mile South, is a creek, upon which is situated, the establishments for

killing cattle, mares, horses, &c., for their flesh, grease and hides. The
air is constantly laden with putrid effluvia, which is blown over the

city by a Southerly wind. All the refuse is carried into the creek, and
thence to the river. So bad is the water of the creek, that when the

fish are forced in, by the high tides, they all die, and are seen floating

upon the surface. The population on this creek, say six or eight thou-

sand, sufier, as little, probably less, from disease, than that of the city

;

they generally have a healthier appearance. The mass of them are

foreigners, Irish, Italians, Basques, and a few of other nations.

There are no regularly established sanitary regulations ; no account

kept of the mortality.

I inclose, herewith, a letter from Dr. H. W. Kennedy, formerly of

Philadelphia, and now a practicioner of great eminence, in this city, to

whom I handed your circular. You will jDcrceive he resided a number
of years in Parana, and has given what, I presume, will be useful in-

formation, in regard to that place, and I am also indebted to him for

most of the facts herein contained.

Hoping that your investigations may result advantagously to the

health of your renowned and important city.

1853. W 3
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As a general rule, the climate may be considered damp in winter, dry
in simimer. At all times mould will form, green base, white surface.^

J. G.
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TESTIMONY OF HENRY W. KENNEDY, M. B. •

Buenos Ayres, February 21, 1854.
COL. JOS. GKAHAM, V. S. CONSUL, BUENOS ATBES.

My Dear Sir—In compliance with a promise made you a short time

since, I herewith transmit a statement of the " local " general health and
prevailing diseases of the city of Parana, where, as you are aware, I

resided a number of years.

The Parana at present is the capital of the thirteen provinces of the

Argentine Confederation and of Entre Rios, one of the pro^dnces ; it is

situated on the left bank of the river Parana, about 500 miles from the

sea, in lat. 31 deg. 45 min. 15 sec. S.; long. 60 deg. 4*7 min. 38 sec. "W.

of Greenwich. The port is formed by a bend of the river, and like all

other parts (of the river), is subject to the changes of a sandy bottom
and a strong current always setting down, as well as to the rise and fall

which attends rivers receiving large tributaries and running through a

great extent of territory. About 1200 or 1300 feet above low water

mark the land rises abruptly about 100 feet; on reaching the level of the

elevation, some houses and huts are met, irregularly situated, and at about

2000 yards the city commences, and the principal square is about 600
yards further, situated about 125 feet above the level of the river. The
town runs in a NW. and SE. direction, straggling over about two
miles, and in width, NE. and SW. about a mile ; it contains about 6000
or VOOO souls, including the neighboring country. The principal houses

are one story—say 15 to 18 feet high—with flat roofs, and built around
a hollow square ; the rest of the habitations are built of brick or mud,
and thatched with straw. The food is beef and bread ; vegetables are

not abundant and but little variety. During the summer, fruit is abund-

ant, melons, figs, grapes, peaches, &c. The soil is black earth mixed
with sand, the sub-soil, clay mixed with particles of lime-stone ; beneath

this is a strata of lime-stone of variable quality. The water drank is

cistern and river water, the latter containing lime and iron in minute
quantities. There has been no clearing of lands nor any disturbance of

soil for any purpose whatever. There is no other river in the neighbor-

hood than the one mentioned, which is very broad and rapid. No
swamps nor stagnant lakes or pools of Avater. The water readily runs

off into the river, and the surface does not remain long wet (even after

heavy rains ) after the weather clears up. At foot you will find a table

of the meteorology of the place, sO far as I can give it you. The climate

is mild and dry, with the exception of two or three months of winter,

when we have generally damp, cold days. The people of all classes live

in the open air, and only care for shelter during rain or the time passed

in sleep. From the mildness of the climate and simple food, one would
suppose that the inhabitants would enjoy generally good health, but

this is not the case ; the custom of smoking tobacco and sipping at all

hours the infusion of a plant called " yuba mate," ( Hex Paraguaniensis
)

is so universal among all classes and both sexes, combined with the inac-
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tive life led by the mass of females, that chronic diseases of the alimentary

cfinal, particularly of the upper part of it are quite common. Acute

and chronic diseases of the uterus are common. Acute diseases of the

chest, frequent; of the head, rare; pulmonary consumption, very rare.

Intermittent, typhus and typhoid fevers, unknown. I do not think that

in the nine years I practiced there that I ever saw one undoubted case of

idiopathic fever. The only epidemic, apart from the measles and whooping
cough, was small-pox, although scarlet fever had prevailed some years

previous to my residence there. Bronchocele is quite common, as it is

in almost all the towns on the same river. Yellow fever is totally un-

known, and so far as I can learn, has never made its appearance on this

river or its tributaries. There is one thing remarkable here, that is, with

a temperature averaging more than 80 deg. in the shade for three

months in the year ; there is no malaria on the edges of the river, for the

people who reside there enjoy, if there is any difference, better health

than those who live on the high land. H. W. K.

Statement of temperature, number of rainy days, and quantity of rain

which fell, in the Parana, during the years 1848-1849.
1

Temperature. Days of Rain. Quantity.—in. 100.

1848.—March 72o 8 f 5 92

April 71 2 I 50

May >-65 ?4 ^^ 83
June 5 61 |8 ^4 25

July ^54 2 1 5- 42
August |61 gl I 2 50
September "S 68 ^'2 "5 ^ 46

October - - | '74: g-

4

5-5 66
November ,3 70 ? 5 « 4 29
December ^80 .§5 8 1 00

1849.—January 84 5 '

7 39
February 80 5 5 00

1849.—March 77^ 3 1 38

April §71 5 J 3 83

May S 63 |! no rain. 3

June f 63 i- no rain. 1
July.. ::58 ^4 i 2 85

August 5-56 J 3 » 17

September 2162 |-6 I 5 54
October g 65 "2.

4

-» 2 02

November H" 77 I 3 S 3 qg

December '3 80 '^Q 2 3 27

1850.—January | 83 'l -'S 1 00

February 83 4 3 21

26
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WEST INDIES.
BARBADOES.

TESTIMONY OF NOBLE TOWNER. ESa., UNITED STATES CONSUL,
HON. A. D. CKOSSMAN, OF NEW ORLEANS.

I inclose answers to the various questions of the Sanitary Committee,
of New Orleans, as requested by the Hon. Wm. L. Marcy, Secretary of
State, so far as they could be obtained, and have to acknowledge my
thanks for the same to James W. Sinckler, M. D., of this Island;

to which I will add a few remarks of my own, having had considerable

experience during the epidemic of 1852, in my family ; which consisted

at that time of myself, wife, wife's mother, son (aged 19^ years) and two
daughters, (one of 13 and the other 6 years.) At tJHe time the fever

broke out I had resided on the Islan-l most of the time for five years, my
son two years, and the rest of my family six months. My son was taken

on the first day of October, and died on the 5th ; he was taken at three

o'clock in the morning with chills, headache, and violent pains in the back.

The doctor did not bleed him the first day but did so on the second ; black

vomit took place on the third day, and death on the fourth. The loca-

tion where I was living, was called healthy ; fairly exposed to the wind,

with no stagnant water in the neighborhood. By the advice of our phy-
sician, we removed from the house the same day and took lodgings in the

centre of the town. The following day my wife's mother, and my two
daughters were taken ; all were treated Homoeopathically and recovered,

after having our house thoroughly cleaned and fumigated, we returned to

it ; about three weeks after leaving. In aboUt a week after, I was taken

with a violent fever about 11 o'clock at night, but with difi'erent symp-
toms from those of my son, and the rest of my family ; having had. but

little headache, no chills nor any pain in the back. The remedies used

happily worked well, and the fever began to subside in the course of eight

hours. Both my son and myself were treated upon the Allopathic sys-

tem ; I however was not bled, which had been the universal case in former

fevers with the phjj^sician that attended us. I will add that when the fever

first commenced, he bled every patient and all died ; this led him to adopt

the opposite course, and at first with not much better success. He rer

marked to me one day that it was a different fever from what he had
known during his practice of over fifty years. If he bled, the patient

died, and if he did not bleed, the result was the same ; all our physicians

were of opinion that the disease was different from anything they had

ever before experienced ; in some cases after the patients had lost all

symptoms of the yellow fever and were appearantly recovering, they were

taken with low sinking typhus, which resulted in death in sixteen days in

one case, and seventeen in another ; no sanitary measures were used. It

raged as much, or more, in the rural districts as in the city, which I am
told was never the case before, it having been heretofore confined to the

city and garrison. Another peculiar feature in this disease, was that black

vomit were attached, which was previously a thing almost unknown.
Your obedient servant, Noble Towner.
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CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES.
Barbadoes, April 10, 1854.

Sir

:

—I inclose answers to the inquiries of the Sanitary Commission

of New Orleans, as requested by you some time since

:

I am, very respectfully, your ob't servant,

Noble Towner, IJ. S. Consul.

Hon. Wm. L. Mabct, Secretary of State, Washington.

TESTIMONY OF DR. J. W. SINCKLER.

Barbadoes is a British "West India island, twenty-one miles long, and
four Avide, bounded by the Atlantic ocean.

The surface soil is principally limestone and clay. The drinking water

is chiefly from wells ; some rain water is caught in tanks.

There has been no extensive clearing of lands in the vicinity, or dis-

turbance of soil by digging wells or canals, making roads, draining, &c.

There are no rivers ; there are three or four swamps, but not stagnant.

The drainage is very bad—principally surface, with but little tunnelling.

During the fever the' heat was intense, with rather a small quantity of

electric fluid displaced : the winds Northerly. Several years past all the

cocoanut trees were destroyed by blight.

I am not prepared with a census ; but the entire population is about

one hundred and fifty thousand, the females preponderating. There is no
registry of births and deaths kept here as in large cities of Europe and of

America. The large majority of the inhabitants are natives of the place;

hut few of the United States ; but few of foreign countries, viz : French,

Spanish and Portuguese; twenty-five thousand colored.

There are no statistics to furnish such information ; but the entire num-
ber of deaths was said to be about twelve hundred, the majority of whom
were natives of the place ; two of the United States ; the majority being

colored.

As regards ages, I cannot furnish the particulars, for want of statistics.

The first case of disease occurred on the 19th of July, 1852. He was
a native, a fisherman by trade, living at the market gate, with a stagnant

pool of water at his door, and pigs in his yard. When first seen by me
he was dying with black vomit. The disease after fifteen days broke out

near a crowded churchyard, in a low situation, and four persons in one

house died. It then seemed for a time to confine itself to that locality,

but finally spread all over the Island, no situation being exempt. None of

these cases had been in a locality where yellow fever was prevailing,

I do not believe any cases to have arisen from the handling of goods,

clothing, &c., nor from direct intercourse with other cases. The first case

decidedly appeared to have originated spontaneously, without even the

suspicion of intercourse with other cases.

The disease skipped about in all directions, taking no traceable course,

but being more violent when the wind was Southerly, and abating when
Northerly.

Our population is not an intemperate one, but from its number and 'pov=
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erty is much cro'n-ded ; still, I cannot say that affected the character of

the disease much, for death was equally rife in the healthiest locality.

The prominent symptoms were shivering, headache, fever, quick pulse

and general pains. From the third to the fifth day the disease either ame-
liorated or black vomit set in. A few cases commenced Avith vomiting,

and black vomit has supervened in thirty hours after the attack. Black
vomit occurred in about one case in five. Yellowness of skin followed

all the cases. In some few cases, there was fearful hcemorrhage.

No other types of fever prevailed at the same time. I believe myself

that an atmosphere, which had been infected by decomposed animal matter

from a slaughter-house, produced the first case, and the Southerly winds

kept it up. I am a non-contagionist.

I regard the epidemic as most decidedly true yellow fever. I have seen

the disease before, in Barbadoes, in 1836 and 1848. I saw twenty-three

cases of black vomit in my own practice, in 1852, of whom fourteen re-

covered. I have never seen a case of second or third attack.

I cannot give the number of persons attendant on the sick, and other-'

wise liable to the disease, who escaped during the epidemic. The deaths

usually occurred from the fifth to the seventh days ; one occurred on the

seventeenth day.

I think it but fair to state that my patients were treated homoeopathi-

cally ; also, Dr. 's cases, and there is no doubt that a larger share

of success attended that treatment than any other. Not a case of black

vomit that had lost blood lived. The healthiest situations in the Island

were not exempt. Prostration seemed the chief character of the disease.

J. W. SiNCKLER, M. D.,

College Physicians and Surgeons, University, State of New York, 1834.

ST. THOMAS.
COMMUNICATION FROM CHARLES J. HELM, COMMERCIAL AGENT. ST. THOMAS.

St. Thomas, December 8, 1854.

TO THE SANITAKV COMMISSION OF NEW ORLEANS.

The soil in some parts of the Island is sandy, other parts are clayey.

Cistern water is the only kind of water used on the Island.

There has not been any removal of the soil for many years.

The Island of St. Thomas is mountainous—there are no rivers,

creeks, springs, swamps or pools of water on the Island.

The water either runs off, or is absorbed by the sand, almost instantly

upon falling.

The population of St. Thomas is not known, the census not having

been taken for many years. It is supposed there are about thirteen

thousand souls, in all, white and back.
The number of dt-aths of white persons over ten years of age, in

1852 and 1853, were four hundred and twenty-eight. tJnder ten

yf^XB of 8ge, fcwo. Of whom two are natives of this plao© ; thirty-
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six of the United States, and three hundred and nine-two of foreign

countries.

Thre were no colored persons died of the epidemic in 1852 and 1853.

I cannot ascertain the number of cases—and for answers to the

questions which follow this, the Sanitary Commission is referred to

the memorandum furnished by Dr. Daniel Pretto, an old and dis-

tinguished physician of this Island—hereto attached :

DE. PRETTO'S STATEMENT.

In the month of August, 18.52, there were fifteen or sixteen cases

on board of a French vessel, which arrived here from Guadaloupe,
where the yellow fever then existed.

The majority of cases were from on board French vessels ; but

afterwards it became epidemic, and strangers of all denominations

were attacked.

Not entertaining the principle of contagion, I cannot otherwise

than look upon all as epidemic.

As already stated above, the origin of the disease was traced to

vessels arriving here, from place or places, in which the fever was
raging, and causing dreadful havoc.

Very few cases were found amongst the inhabitants of the Island,

those which died were isolated.

An attack of yellow fever, of our last epidemic, in a well pro-

ounced case, was manifested with the following symptoms : altematen

flushings, and rigors resolving within a few hours, into a perfect hot

stage ; a sensation of heat, chiefly over the head and chest ; sv/pra-

orhital headache ; suffusion of face and part of lucid cornea
;
preter-

natural redness of the mucus membrane, of nose, lips, and tip and
edges of tongue ; recti muscles of the abdomen tense, and well marked,
without tympanitic distension ; thirst ; nausea proceeding on to

retching and vomiting of ingesta, and of scanty yellow bilious fluid

;

also evacuations dark, apparently long retained, bilious, and often

foetid ; tenderness of epigastrium evinced on careful pressure, in some
cases entirely wanting. These symptoms continued steady during two
or three days ; the bilious ejections becoming greenish. The fever

then subsides ; the skin becomes cool and pleasant ; the tongue shows
a disposition to clean, and there is less feverishness of tip and edge

;

thirst abates, and there is some appetite for food. The patients anxiety

and morbid fear of death subside, and he is satisfied of his con-

valescence ; by-and-by the eye, which has lost its glistening appearance,

assumes, a condition of chronic vascularity, of a dull orange red.

The flushed countenance gives way to a sottish appearance and
greasy dirty complexion ; a yellowish suffusion is perceived in the

sclerotica ; the forehead has a dusky appearance, which extends also

to the angles of the mouth, and over the neck and chest ; the stomach
again becomes irritable, and clear mucus fluid is thrown off" in

considerable quantities; specks may be noticed in the fluid, as if a
pinch of &ouff had been mixed in h, or % tenacious dark deposit
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is found in the basin. The gastric irritation may again subside, and
the tongue will be clean, the fiery edge and tip disappear, the yellow

or purple suffusion of surface is now more marked ; local uneasiness

referred to the fauces, or to the oesophagus, or ensiforra cartilage

;

after a time a loss of vital power shows itself by epistaxis or ecchy-

mosis, and being uneasy, the patient turns himself in bed, and an
involuntary gush of black vomit is spurted over the bed and furniture

—blood oozing from the mouth, ears or nose ; the scrotum excoriated
;

the blistered surfaces became raw and claret- colored ; the skin was
cold and clammy, the fingers shrivelled, and an unpleasant odor ema-
nated from the breath and body ; black vomit continued to be ejected;

the pulse lost its strength, till at last it ceased to be felt at the wrist,

and the patient died with intelligence unclouded and his muscular
strength little impaired.

The symptoms above described existed in cases which run their

regular course ; others had no time to complain, dying within twenty-

four hours ; others again, proving fatal in two or three days, without any
black vomit, and accompanied with convulsions ; others again, with

haemorrhage ; others again took a typhoid nature, in fact the greater

part of the cases which proved fatal, were complicated with typhoid

symptoms.
There was no other fever to my knowledge.
I regard the epidemic as yellow fever.

I have seen the disease before.

I have seen it on this Island during twenty-three years practice.

Cannot state the number of cases, having kept no account of them.

Death generally occurred in five or seven days.

MARTINIQUE.
[translated.]

TESTIMONY OF DR. AMIC.

REPLY TO THE QUESTIONS PROPOSED BY THE SANITARY COMMISSION OF NEW ORLEANS.

The Island of Martinique, like all other of the West Indies, is com-
posed of one of those volcanic masses which mark the continuation

of the submarine chain of the Andes. This volcanic base, on the middle

of which are found rocks of the first formation, is covered almost every-

where by alluvial or vegetable earth, formed by the decomposition of

the gigantic vegetable matter of its impenetrable forests.

Of an extent of about fifty-eight square leagues, the Island is studded

with hills and mountains, the most elevated of which, rise to a height of

upwards of five thousand feet above the level of the sea. These moun-
tains are covered with thick forests, and separated by deep and winding

valleys, watered by streams, which, in their course to the sea, carry with i

them a large quantity of decayed vegetable matter. The water obtained
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from these streams, together with rain water, supplies all domestic wants

;

but for this purpose it is generally filtered.

Since some years, the works executed for the construction of roads

have occasioned considerable disturbance of earth, principally in the

middle of vegetable land, and have given place to a greater emission of

effluvia, produced by the decomposition of vegetable matter. If there

can be attached to this cause, the appearance of a greater number of

intermitting fevers, it is also necessary to acknowledge that it has had no
influence on the developement of the yellow fever.

With regard to marshes, stagnant waters, and so forth, it is neces-

sary to make two distinct categories of the Island; one of which. Fort

de France, forms an example, being situated low, easily inimdated, and

in the neighborhood of pretty extensive marshes. The other of which, the

town of St. Pierre, may be taken as a sample ; it is placed on hill sides,

more or less steep ; swept by currents of the prevailing winds, and sur-

rounded by streams, and small rapid currents. The two geographic

conditions which engender two endemic distinct intermitting fevers, in

the one case, and dysentery in the other, appears to have no influence

on the yellow fever, the developement of which, demands a high degree

of heat, and the neighborhood of the sea.

The temperature varies, also, with the degree of elevation above the

level of the sea. Three distinct zones of heat can be established: a

warm region, which extends from the sea shore to one thousand three

hundred feet above its level, in which region the heat diminishes frequent-

ly to 20*^. The same progression continues up to two thousand six

hundred feet, where the thermometer marks only 15^.—It is the temper-

ate zone. Then from two thousand six hundred feet, to the highest points

of elevation, where the strongest heat raises the thermometer to only
IQo or 12^^, is to be found the cold region of the West Indies.

Besides the changes that the elevation and situation of the land may
have upon the temperature, the heat follows the course of the sun. With
the month of July, commences the rainy season, marked by excessive

heat, and an abundance of rain. To this season succeeds, towards the

middle of October, the dry season. December, January, and February

forming the cool season of the year.

In order to appreciate the degree of humidity, it suffices to mention

that at Paris the average fall of rain is ten inches ; whilst at Martinique,

in the lower parts, next to the sea shore, it is eighty-six inches ; and this

figure is increased to a much larger figure in the mountainous parts.

The prevailing winds are those from East and Northeast, during a

greater part of the year. During the rainy season they are often from
the South, in passing by the West.
The year which preceded the invasion of the yellow fever, was marked

by excessive heat, and frequent South winds.

In that which concerns the meteorological condition of the Island;

here is a resuui6 of observations, taken for each naonth, duiing a period

of ten years

:
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THERMOMETER. BAROMETER.
Maximum. Minimum.

,

January, 26.5 766 762
February, 25,3 766 762
March, 26.- 764 762
April, 27.5 766 762

'

May, 29.- 766 761
June, 28.5 766 760
July, 29.- 767 760
August,, 30.- 767 760
September, , 29.- 767 760
October, 28.75 765 762
November, 26.7 765 760
December 27.75 765 760

j.

Note.—The Barometeris in French milimetres. The Thermometer is in French centigrades. I

If it is not possible to reply in figures to the difierent questions whicli
|

concern the mortality, caused by the yellow fever, on the difi'erent classes
j

of the population, one is able to establish, at least in a general manner,
j

that the Europeans newly arrived are, in the time of the epidemic, inevi-

tably, and the most frequently, victims to it. The chances of escaping

go on augmenting with the length of residence in the colony, so that

the Creoles are almost never attacked, unless they may have quitted the

country for a certain time. The negroes are never attacked. With
regard to the sexes and ages, women and children appear to enjoy the

greatest immunity ; however, in the last epidemic, numerous exceptions

were noted to this rule.
i

The invasion of the yellow fever of 1851,-'52. was preceded by an ji

epidemic of measles and inflammatory fever, taking very often the form of i'

typhus. The yellow fever commenced at Fort de France, in the month
i

of September, 1851 ; and the first well marked case, followed by death, .

struck a Mr. Sentelz, captain of artillery, newly arrived in the colony, and

of a constitution remarkably strong and plethoric. The malady after-

wards, by little and little, extended to the soldiers of the garrison, and

the marines and sailors on board the vessels of war. It was only in the

month of July, 1852, that it appeared in St. Pierre; although many
months before that, it had attained its greatest intensity at Fort de

France, and, during all the time it raged there, the frequent communica-

tions existing between the two towns never ceased. Its march in these

two places, as well as in all those where it has been, has always presented

a period of invasion, a period of intensity, and a period of decline.

Its symptoms are those of all the miasmatic infections, and can be

divided into three pretty distinct phases : a first period of incubation,

which often passes unperceived, or is marked only by an uneasiness

without character. A second period, signaled by the action of the

miasma carried into the nervous system, and the principal organs, by the

circulation; general febrile excitement, cephalalgia, lumbar pains, &c.

In short, a third period of wrestle, or of crisis; during which, the
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organism has a tendency to re-act against tlie poison, and free the system

from it, (vomitings, icterus, petechial spots, boil, stools, urine, &c.) From
this moment, the malady pronounces itself in one sense or another

;

the symptoms increase, and death follows rapidly ; or they diminish, and

then commences a painful convalescence, the length of which indicates

the profound disorders that the system has undergone ; and the energetic

intensity of the cause which has produced them in so little time.

The black vomit, bleeding, and icterus occur constantly in grave cases

;

and announce, almost to a certainty, a fatal termination. The cases of

cure after these symptoms are of very rare occurrence. Death happens
generally, fi'om the third to the fifth day.

As to its transmission, no fact has appeared to show the contagious

character of the yellow fever ; and never has it been remarked that the

persons called to attend to patients, have contracted the malady by
contact. If they have been oftener attached than the others, it is becaiise

they remain oftener, and for a longer time, in the centre of infection.

Nothing proves that the. malady might have been imported with goods,

clothes, or other objects. It has always declared itself in a manner
spontaneous, and without that, its apparition may have been able to have
been foreseen.

It has its birth, according to all appearance, in the influence of par-

ticular atmospheric conditions, yet ill defined ; but once developed, it is

able to form centres of infection beyond the places where these con-

ditions exist. The circumstances necessary for its developement, appear

to be heat and the neighborhood of the sea. In eifect the yellow fever

diminishes as you ascend ; and it has never been known at two thousand
three hundi'ed feet above the level of the sea.

Signed

:

Amic.
The First Doctor in chief of Martinique.

Fort de France, 4th April, 1854.

TESTIMONY OF DR. J. CHAPUIS.
[translated and transmitted to the sanitary commission by the author.]

A few words on the Epidemic Yelloto Fever, which prevailed at St.

Pierre, in Martinique, in 1852.

Every physician whose sad privilege it has been to assist in

those cruel epidemics, which leave the most skillful practitioners

unarmed, because all the efforts of art are powerless, must have felt

the necessity of having recourse to the lessons which have been left

for him by his predecessors when placed in the same circumstances,

must have experienced the necessity for seeking in their writings,

the resom'ces which ordinary works cannot indicate to him, because
these resources are exceptional, like the circumstances by which they
are evolved. And further, the means of comfort, the consolations alone

which he derives from readina: them, qnicklv give him to understand

27
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that it is also liis duty to tell, in his turn, what he has seen, and to

leave those who ought to succeed him, if not a complete treatment,

at least an indication, a new course to follow, or even only the germ
of ideas, of conceptions, which others after him more fortunate than
he, will mature. It is the feeling of these impressions, it is the con-

sciousness of having a duty to perform, which decide me to speak
concerning the epidemic yellow fever which prevailed at St. Pierre

and all Martinique, even although we may not be able to draw from
it any other lesson than that of the vanity of human knowledge,
before the scourges that heavenly wrath begets.

As I do not intend to publish any detailed observations, but merely
to make known the general observations I have been able to make
during the epidemic, I believe I ought first to state upon what docu-

ments I rely, and from what sources I have drawn.
Charged with the surgical service of the hospital, prisons and sem-

inary ; I had some thirty cases to treat in my rooms ; I saw nearly

fifty in the town, either alone or with my brethren. Doctors Marti-

neau, Rufz, Luppe, Artiere, and latterly, during the sickness of the

chief physician, I was on several occasions charged with the medical
attendance on the hospital ; my observations then, have extended
through all the categories of individuals ;

prisoners and wounded
persons of all classes, at my rooms ; seamen and soldiers of all arms,

in the medical wards ; Creoles and Europeans of all stations, in my
private practice.

The yellow fever, which already prevailed for some time at Fort
deFrance, commenced to show itself at St. Pierre, in the first days of

July, 1852.

Under the influence of what causes did this terrible disease

devolope itself?

Before this first question, as before so many others, we remain
silent

; public opinion regarded as a cause of the development of

yellow fever at Fort de France, the cleaning of the canal which sur-

rounds the city ; the medical commission, appointed to inquire into

the causes, attributed it to the Southern winds; the months which
preceded that of its first appearance, had been marked by extreme
heat and drought.

Can the whole of these opinions, either singly or conjointly, reply

in a satisfactory manner 1 Could the formation of a local focus under
the influence of certain meteorological conditions, produce a malady
which ravaged, not only Martinique, but also the neighboring islands ?

It is to time, to observation, to the repetition of the same phenomena
under the same circumstances, that it belongs to decide this.

I say nothing further in reference to the frequent communications
between Fort de France and St. Pierre, as a means of introducing the

disease into the latter city ; the question of non-contagion seems to

me to be quite settled. I shall here make only one remark, it is,

that the epidemic which commenced at Fort de France in 1839, to;.
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continue until 1841, appeared to originate in a particular focus at the

Artillery Barracks, situated near the canal, and in which were quar-

tered the military and prisoners ; in consequence of the earthquake of

the 11th of January, 1839. It would appear, then, that a particular

focus is necessary, with the aid of certain atmospheric conditions,

for the development of the yellow fever, which, from this point of

departure afterwards propagates and extends itself to a greater or

less distance ; but what appears certain is, that the epidemic once
broken out, partial foci of infection may be formed in certain given
circumstances ; it is thus that merchant vessels, which had none sick

in our roadstead, found the yellow fever break out on board, several

days after their departure, and that the hospital-frigate Armida,
charged with the conveyance of the convalescents back to France,
had its crew decimated during the passage, after having remained
only a very short time in the Antilles.

It was on board the vessels anchored in the roadstead of St. Pierre,

and at first almost exclusively among the crews of those vessels, that

the yellow fever commenced to show itself in 1852 ; the inhabitants

of the city and the military of the garrison, were then perfectly free

from it. I ought here at once to turn to the question of acclimati-

zation, for the military had nearly all been five years in the colony,

while the sailors had only recently arrived in the country ; but we
shall see further on how much of the epidemic deprived this privilege

of acclimatization of its importance, so that it became no longer a
certain preservative, but only a chance of diminishing the gravity of

the disease. At the same time I always reckon recent arrival in the

country among the predisposing causes of yellow fever ; and I have
to bring to notice the fact, that in this epidemic, contrary to what
has happened in all those of which have been recorded, the disease

was observed to attack and often carry off, not only Europeans who
had already sojourned for longer or shorter periods in the country,

hut Creoles, colored people, and even women and children, who had
hitherto appeared to enjoy a sort of immunity from it. It may even
be said that the latter paid proportionally a larger tribute to it than
men.

The determining causes appeared to me to be the same as those

which have for a long time been pointed out : exposure to the sun,

excesses of all kinds, strong moral emotions, fear, &c. &c.
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REPORT
UPON THE

SANITARY CONDITION
QF

NEW ORLEANS,
BY

EDWARD H. BARTON, A. M., M. D.

SECTION I.

SYNOPSIS OF ITS CONTENTS.
Preliminary remarks— General 'programme ofgrounds assumed

andpositions to be proved

:

—The Science of Hygiene—Igno-

rance of the Truth and assumptions of Facts, leading sources

of error, as to our past and existing condition—Filth and

Disease—Their relations to one another—The effects of

imputed perennial insalubrity upon the thrift and growth of

a city— What the healthy and natural standard of mortality

of the Rural Districts of a country is— What the like stan-

dard in the Urban Districts. Sites of cities never selected

xvholly on account of salubrity—Sanitary measures and their

results in this country and elseivhere—The sine qua non of

their efficacy everywhere, must be skill in devising them—sea-

sonableness in applying them, and promptitude and perseve-

rance in enforcing them, &c. c&c.

The Sanitary Commission at an early day after its organiza-

tion, deemed it advisable to assign to each of the members,

severally, one of the prominent topics, into which the subject^'^'"°"°^

(with which it was charged specially by the city authorities)
^"^^'

naturally and conveniently divided itself. To my share was
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allotted the special and arduous duty, of making " A THOROuan

EXAMINATION INTO THE SanITAEY CONDITION OF NeW ORLEANS,

AND OF ALL AGENTS AND CAUSES INFLUENCING IT DURING THE

PRESENT AND PREVIOUS YEARS, AND TO SUGGEST WHATEVER IN

OUR WISDOM WILL TEND TO IMPROVE AND PRESERVE THE HEALTH

OF THIS Metropolis. " This ojDens a vast field of research, with

corresponding responsibility, and on a theatre where the making

and preservation of records are the last things to be thought

of; however, those archives, the frait of the garnering and toils

of years here, will now show their value, as well as foresight, in

collecting them, and it only remains to set forth for public con-

sideration and judgment—the facts—reasonings and conclusions,

which have resulted from our investigations ; and which I pro-

ceed now to do.

REPORT.
That this particular and voluminous branch of the subject,

as well as those branches of it, devolving upon my learned asso-

ciates, is full of importance to our immediate constituency, and

eventually may become so to the age we live in, we confidingly

Importance of
^gj-gyg^ because wc are fully hopeful of the results which must

e su jec
. £q||q^ q^q adoption of the preventives and remedials we have

suggested, at the close of our labors. But, will the city au-

thorities, adopt and carry out, such as we have suggested and

advised ? That is more than we can say : But, this we know

:

That if the causes we have assigned for the late devastating-

pestilence, as well as those which have preceded it in past

years, be clearly and inevitably deducible from the facts we

have presented, and are truly assigned ;—then must it follow as

auses o e-
^^^^ night the day, that the preventives and remedials we have

ver assignable
^ t •[• ^^ t i i • -ji e j •^^

recommended, h seasonably applied and rigidly entorced,—will

not only forestall awdi prevent yellow fever from originating here,

but from propagating here, should it be brought from abroad.

Let me be understood. I do not pretend to say that all the

causes, to which we assign the production of yellow fever, can

be forestalled in their coming, or expelled when they do come,

by any human agency, whatever ; for, the meteorological condi-
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tions of elevated terapevature, excessive saturation, great solar Not atmos-

radiation, large precepitatiou and prevalence of particular winds, piierio alone.

or tlie absence of all winds, may not be entirely preventable

or remediable, by tbe art or tlie power of man. But, (as will

be seen, througbout tlie report,) great as is tbe influence we

attribute to tbe presence of tbese most deleterious and alarm-

ing agencies, we liave no where attributed, nor wish to

attribute, to tbese agencies alone, a capacity for originating or

propagating that disease. It is only when they are in combi-

nation-with. those morbific influences, which we have denominated

terrene, (which embrace every species of noxious affiuvia,

which filth of every description, and disturbances of the origi-

nal soil, generates and transmits,) that the etiological conditions

exist, for the production and spread of the pestilence. More-^°'fi^*^'°"«

over, it is a doctrine of the Report, as it is a corollary from

the premises—that the terrene condition alone, is without the

power to originate the disease, in the absence of the meteorologi-

cal conditions referred to :—otherwise our goodly city would

be apt to furnish the pabulum for the disease, not only for the

summer and fall months, but expose us to the pestilence

throughout the year

!

Now, it is a further doctrine of the Report, that these terrene

causes or conditions, are entirely, and always, within the reach

and control of man, and remediable and removable, therefore,

at mans' option and pleasure. The terrene causes then of

great filth, &c., being removed and extinct, the meteorological'^''®''®
°''""

would be poweriess to originate the disease here, and if imported

here, it would be quite as powerless for propagation, be the

meteorolop-ical conditions even as ominous and menacino- as

they were during the late epidemic, and whatever might be

their injurious influences upon diseases not needing, for their

existence or duration, the presence or potency of the terrene

conditions ; although, most assuredly, we think, that the meteor- ^^'^e"" ^'°"s

ological conditions never have reached, and never can reach, ^"^ '''^°'

any thing like the insalubrious and blighting excesses of

the past year, in the absence of the terrene conditions, whatever
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may be the affiliation or sources of causation and dependance

between tliem.

These remarks are most fully borne out by a brief reference
[,

(in advance of what will be more particularly detailed here-

after,) to circumstances attendant upon the largest mortahty,

the subsidence and cessation of the late epidemic. The subsi-

dence was gradual, it was true. It always is so. But it was

marked, and full of significance. Solar radiation reached its
Theremarka-

.

loftiest elevation on the 19th of August: the epidemic reached
b 1 e cnlmina- -' ' '

ting points of ^^^ Culminating point on the 22d; down, but gradually, sub-

I

each. sided the combination of high temperature and great humidity, ;

and although the latter, was occasionally very high afterwards,
j

the comhination of high temperature was wanting to give it
\

virulence ; the epidemic, also, gradually declined, pari passee, !

with these important changes in the atmospheric element, \

which hung over our doomed city like a funeral pall, and as

they gradually passed away, the refreshing blasts returned,

until the health point (the equilibrium) was reached, and the

Proof. epidemic had ceased, weeks before the great queller, (as is

thought,) frost, made its appearance, and fully one month

earlier than all prior epidemics. The chart B, and tables D,

and E, accom|)anying this Report, are absolutely conclusive of

all this.
'J

Well, in all this time, and up to the final cessation and dis-

appearance of the epidemic, what became of the terrene con-

dition. They remained wholly and absolutely unchanged!

Indeed, all knew ( or seemed to know ) that it would have been
|

madness to have disturbed them, while the fever lasted, and of [

course, they were let alone, or not materially altered, ( except

the cleaning of the streets, which is a very small part of the

Combinatio* cleaning of a city—probably not constituting a, twentieth -por- <

only, fatal, tion .) What better proof could one have than this of the

total seperability of the two conditions ? And what better

proof could there be that as the separation progresses, the

disease subsides, and that when the seperation was complete

the disease was extinct ! And what can follow

—

but that if
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THE COMBINATION HAD BEEN PREVENTED, SO WOULD HAVE BEEN

THE DISEASEff.\

To sum uj)—tlie leading and controling principle that has

guided us in all our sanitary conclusions is that the following

postulata have reached the importance of demonstrated truths,

through the facts and reasonings set forth in the Report, viz

:

1st. That a close junction and combination of the meteor-

ological and terrene conditions (referred to) is absolutely indis-

pensable to the origination, transmission and duration of yellow

fever every where.

2d. That all the terrene conditions referred to, are control- ^°*'"^**-

able and removable by human agency ; and consequently, are

seperable from the meteorological conditions, at man's option,

and at man's pleasure.

3d. That the atmospherical element can be much modified

and ameliorated by man's influence.

4th. That the irresistible corollary from the probata are, that CoroUar?.

yellow fever is an evil, remediable and extinguishable by human

agency.

The great practical principle of the Report, therefore is, that

the yellow fever, although among the greatest of physical evils,

is demonstrably, a remediable evil, and it will be the function of Yellow feva

a future section to set forth, in detail, the remediable appliances, preventable,

which reasonably employed and scrupulously enforced, will, I

feel confident, extirpate that disease in any locality.

All this we maintain confidently and boldly, for our conclusions

have been neither overstrained nor far-fetched, but are the legiti-

mate progeny from the relations subsisting between cause and

effect. K others may disallow or distrust them, most assuredly the

Commission could not. How could we, when we know, that

in the fullness and accuracy of the facts we have gathered, no

toils have been spared ; that in collating them one with another Duty, respon-

and assigning the appropriate weight to each, every care has sibiUtr, and

been taken, with searching and impartial scrutinies for our'^<'»i "^ •^^^

guidance, to commit no mistake, and as to the facts and anal-
eommisgion,

ogies we have brought from afar, we have presented the most
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eminent and reliable medical authorities of the living and the

dead, as our vouchers for the facts they have recorded and

the deductions they warrant, when applied either to them or

to our own special testimonies. It is these deductions which

constitute and authorize the results we have proclaimed ; and

these results constitute the bases of the principles we have prc-

mulged and maintain in relation to the origin and causes of
1

and the preventives and remedies for the extirpation and ex-

1

tinction of yellow fever.
j

Looking then, to the momentous interest we represent in this

:

first great sanitary movement in the South—inviting the utmost

scrutiny into our facts, principles, authorities, and the corollaries

:

we have deduced—we only expect that confidence to which, we ',

humbly deem, all are fairly entitled. If, upon such investiga-

tion, the recommendations are found reasonable ; if they are in;

Fairexamina- accordaucc with the scieuce and the well attested experience of;

tion and im- the present ehlightened age ; then we hope there will be no hes-

jnediate uiai. j^ation in putting them upon immediate trial. The " let-alone

system " has been tried long enough ; it has filled and darkened

with a deeper gloom the domicils of the dead—cast adrift mem-

bers of our cherished population—restrained and still restrains

large and valuable accessions, and has checked and impaired

cm- advancement and thrift in every branch of industry. The

trial has been full and unsatisfactory. All unite in saying ther~

must be sanitary reform ; it is written in indelible characters o

the age.

Health is the greatest of earthly blessings ; the rules appli-

cable to it are reduced to a science ; it is denominated Hygiene :

it is governed by principles and regulated by laws, almost as

^ ^ ^ ° precise and exact as those attached to any other department oi

science. It is the true science of life ; it teaches men how tc
lished a mark _

_ _ j,

. . live, and how to prolong life, and when properly applied, it has

increased its average duration for terms averaging from ten to

twenty years, and surely, this is worth striving for. It is now

fully understood, and the most enlightened communities and

nations are adopting its principles, and applying them to prac-j
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tice. In our coimtry it lias diffused its blessings in jDroportion

to the extent of its application. The adoption of its principles,

as well general as personal, is a mark of civilization, and char-

acteristic of refinement. Indeed, sanitary reform is the talis-

manic indicium and distinguishing amelioration of modern re-

formation.

From the ajfflictive dispensation with which it has pleased an

all-wise Providence to visit our city durino- the last summer and,1 „ . .
No ills with-

autumn, it becomes us to draw lessons as well ot wanness as
out a remedy.

of humility. There are no physical ills inflicted upon man

without their uses and their recompense. If the mortuary ca-

lamities of the year will di'ive our people (so long deluded on

the subject of their sanitary condition) to open their eyes to the

actual truth ; if it can be demonstrated, to their satisfaction,

that we have labored and suffered under remediable ills ; that

there is yet hope for us, then the fearful lesson we have been

taught will not have been in vain, and we shall be able to date

from 1853 a new era of prosperity and j^rogress, in all thatmay

be compassed through numbers and commerce—health and

thrift.

In no part of the world is a thorough sanitary reform somuch

needed as in JSTew Orleans. In no country on earth has a place

been so much injured through a want of insight into her sanitary

condition by her municipal officials. In none have more pains

been taken to keep from the people a knowledge of it ; the very
_ _

requires sani-

attempt to enlig-hten the public in relation to this important in- ^ „
i: o \. r tary reiorm,

terest has been steadily repulsed with denial, if not with incre-mofg than any

dulity, and the authors have been pointed to as inimical to the other city,

city ! The obvious effect of all this has been the almost entire

neglect of sanitary measures. There is another party who as-

cribe all the ills said to affect us to a/om^w source ; and again,

there is another who despair of the power of man to alter our

condition. This fixed incredulity as to the existence of factsong^jg^jjj^pgj^j^^

the one hand, and of the exotic sources of importation of the ing the truth.

malady on the other, with an utter inadequacy of means of pre-

venting its introduction, or expelling it when it came, is plainly
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Causes of onrtlie cause of our apathy at the results, and restraint upon all

neglect and
j^pj^ls at amelioration. Either opinion is adverse to a change,

^^^ ^' and from the statu quo in which the city has been kept for so

many years, it might be supposed these were the prevalent

opinions. They may be all resolvable into an ignorance of our

actual condition—of what has produced it, and of those vast

influences that have effected the wonderful changes in the san-

itary condition of cities all over the globe. A belief in them has

heretofore been a barrier to all improvement, has palsied the hand

of enterprise, and has driven from our city valuable citizens,

Ignorance of
j^^(j prevented the immigration of labor, of wealth, and of in-

onr condition.
^g^g^^^ That these views are sincere there is no doubt; that

they are erroneous I trust to demonstrate in the course of this

investigation ; that they are entirely un-American, so entirely

opposed as they are to the progressive advancement of the age

we live in—so outrageously at variance with what has been

clearly demonstrated as the result of the application of sanitary

Highest proof laws and usages elsewhere, I think there is no doubt. I trust

of patriotism.
^^ ghow that they will not bear the touchstone of examination,

and that it is the highest aim of patriotism to make an attempt

to alter them.

New Orleans is one of the dirtiest, and with other conjoint

causes, is consequently the sickliest city in the Union, and

scarcely anything has been done to remedy it. That the one re-

sults from the other, is in exact accordance with the common

sense, the common experience and common feelings of mankind^

Filth and dis- and yet, to use the language of a distinguished investigator,

"the city lies quiet, with an open keg of powder with a lighted

torch only a foot above it." Like causes produce like effects,

under the same circumstances, forever. If then, the city is to

be restored to salubrity, there must be a radical change. It is

the duty of medical men, who, from their studies and province,

ought to know the value of sanitary measures, to urge upon the

community their great importance, to show the critical condi-

tion on which rests the foundation of public j^rosperity ; and

if any change is to be wrought, " it is best to be done quickly."

ease, canse

and effect.
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No city can bear many inflictions of such a calariiity as that of

last year without serious deterioration. Concealment and boast-

ing -will not help us much. Public confidence is plainly on the

wane ; the disparaging truth that almost every official as well

as unofficial means have been used to conceal, deny, explain away,

has been resorted to, and now it stands forth in all its unabashed

effrontery, in the very face of well attested and repeated proofs

afforded by our Board of Health and our Medical Faculty, that

the evil exists, and is remediable.

When, a couple of years ago, an enterprising fellow-citizen

(James Robb, Esq.) informed the public that " he would sink or

swim with New Orleans," in a great railroad scheme, that was
^^^^^ ^^ ^^

deemed essential to our prosj)erity, little did he—little did the guiubuity.

general public think that anything else was wanting to insure

that prosperity but railroads ! so successful had been the as-

sertion that " New Orleans was one of the healthiest cities in

America," in sj)ite of the most unequivocal proofs before the

pubHc to the contrary, evincing a self-love, that a public, gullible

always, upon that point, is so prone to swallow.

It required a great calamity, like that of 1853, to open our

eyes to the actual truth. A conviction of an error must pre- vaiue of

cede its correction. A knowledge of causation must precede knowing the

the application of the means of prevention. On the important truth,

subject influencing the health of the community, "ignorance is

not bliss." The cost to our city, to reach this conviction is to

be estimated by millions, and to her commercial prosperity—to

the value of her real estate—to the reputation for perennial in-
^^^^ ^^

. ^^
salubrity—figures cannot calculate it. But how shall we esti- jance.

mate it in the orphanage—the mdowhood—the loss in valuable

citizens—in the products of labor ! Shall we say then, that all

this could have been prevented ? Have any preventive means

been tried ? Have there been any organized sanitary measures?
•^ ° • -^ No attempt to

Is not all the world benefited by them ? Does not the common , .

•' alter it.

sense and common experience of mankind here coincide ? Are

we to take advantage of what this teaches us, or are we to be an

exception to the balance of the world? Does here flourish
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The real mor- perennial health) and have we found out the perpetual elixir ?

taiity for half The record in chartA contains what has been the memoria, the

acenturr
terrible memoria of the past, and it belongs to the present peo-

ple to say what that record shall exhibit in future. I invite atten-

tion to this chart now merely to show what has been the mor-

tality of the city for half a century, (I shall direct attention to it

hereafter for other purposes.) There may be errors in it, but

where records of the past are so difficult to be obtained as they

are here, it was impossible to do better.

This record then exhibits an annual average mortality during
Average mor-

^]^j^|. j^^^g period, including the disastrous year 1853, 59.63 per
a y or a

j^oOO of the population

—

moi'e than double -what it would douht-

less have been, had proper sanitary measures been adopted and

efficiently enforced at an early period. To what this large mor-

tality is to be properly ascribed, will be pointed out in its

proper place, and 'we shall then see if our situation will admit

of corrective measures or not.

The wealth of a city depends mainly upon the number of its

inhabitants—labor is wealth—population and labor are its most

prodtictive elements ;—a system of measures that is irrespective

of the poor,—of the immigrant,—of that class that has raised
wealth ofa. ,.,..

this City from the swamp and made it what %t is

:

—that has
city.

-^

_ _

cleared the land and drained it,—made the streets—constructed

the dwellings, and done so much to develop its destiny, is void

of justice to the laborers who are worthy of their hire, and is a

reflection upon the proprietors who profit by it. The value of

real estate rises with competition where there is no overplus in

market—the quantity of merchandise sold, depends upon the

The real cause
jj^^jj^]jQ J. ^f consumers and purchasers. If there is increased

risk and jeopardy of life, an enhanced price is put upon eveiy

article sold. High food, (when we ought to have the cheap-

est market in America)—clothing—merchandise of every de-

scription,—high rents,—low real estate,—high wages for

mechanical labor of all kinds—high price for professional talent

;

—these are the real reasons, as I am informed by intelligent

merchants at ho7ne and abroad, why we have the dearest market

of the high

price

'

thing,
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in the United States ; for comparatively few will risk their lives

or trust their capital, without additional compensation, for the

additional risk run ! Hence the inevitable result, a retardation,

if not a blasting check upon commercial prosperity and advance-

ment, and finally, a recklessness of life, and corruption of public
andimmorali-

and private morals. Disease and crime have a similar paternity, ,
r X 4/ tyhaveasim-

They are twin sisters ; as exists the one so flourishes the other,
y^^. paternity.

and there is not a doubt in my mind, that the most effective means

of advancing the cause of onorals and religion among us, would

be the establishment of sanitary measures! "Cleanliness is

next to godliness."

It is assumed by statisticians after a very thorough examina-

tion into the subject, that a mortality of two per cent, or one
'' ./J. Average mor-

in fifty, may be fixed uj)on as a healthy and natural standard of
jj^. ^^ ^^^

mortality. Attached to the late census returns for 1850, thegjate.

average mortality for the Eastern District of Louisiana was

20.68 in a 1,000, and in the Western District 23.25 to 1,000,

and the average of the entire State 20.92. This was a large

average for Louisiana, admitting the correctness of the returns

—for 25 per cent, of the mortality of that year was ascribed to

an exotic to our climate (Asiatic Cholera.) The whole of Eng- of r.
i d

land averages 21.80, one of the healthiest countries in the

world. Throughout the United States the average is 22.47.

The average age of death in England is 29 years, while in ^
"»^

America it is but 20. The annual average mortality of the

six or eight principal American cities, is a little upwards of 2|-

per cent. In the three principal cities of England, it is some-

thing more. Is it possible then that 5 -^ per cent., and

for the last six years in this city preceding '53, it has averaged

6-| per cent.! and this from official published sources, is

the natural mortality? Is it possible, I say, that this is a
^^'^"'^ "*" '''"

necessary and inevitable state of mortality? Will the worst

^

enemy of New Orleans allege for a moment that this cannot be

remedied? Is our local position—climate—are the piirsuits,

character and habits of our people so utterly irreconcilable, or

unamenable to all sanitary influences, that this enormous mor-
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tality is to continue, and that we are to bear the stigma of

being not only the sickliest city in the United States, but in •

America,—nay, even in the civilized world ? It is not only a

stain upon the climate and position—but upon the character of

the population, and the generally admitted influence of intelli-

gence every where. Did I think so—I should not pen theselines.

The primary object in the location of sites for cities, has never

been, as it should be,—for the eniovment of health,—the lead-
sites of cities _

' '' '' '

not selected on
^^^ ^^®^ ^^^ always been,—its convenience for commerce,

—

account of business, or political purposcs. The consequence has almost al-

their saiubri- ways been a great penalty in the sacrifice of life, to subserve these

ty. subsidiary purposes ; and the most expensive means have been

resorted to, to correct it, and usually with success. These re-

marks apply in a remarkable manner to our city—robbed from

the swamps—with large bodies of water all around us—a hot

climate—a rich earth teeming with organic remains, we have

aggregated together precisely the materials with only the addi-

tion of a large and crowded population, for boundless insalubri-

ty, although second to no city in the world for commercial

purposes, that this result should ensue is not only not astonish-

ing—but it would be the operation of a constant miracle were

it otherwise, we have synthetically the very materials for . its

theoretical existence. Under such circumstances, what does

Bad locality common sense dictate? The answer at once will be—correct

of New Or-
j^;

—

^q^ ^^ ^ilX other cities have done and not lie idle and indo-

eans, if not
Iq-^^^^ resting satisfied in boasting that it was one of the " health-

iest places" in former times (when there was no city at all !)

—

but put your shoulders to the wheel, rectify the disadvantages

of your position in this respect, and take courage in viewing

the stupendous works that have been .made to improve the

sanitary condition of ancient cities—that yet in their mighty

relics, are still standing monuments of the great value those

people placed on health, and their confidence in sanitary

measures to preserve it. It has been said on high author-

ity,* that the climate of Petersburg, in Virginia, during

* Dr. Jackson,
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our rerolutionary war, was so fatal tliat no native of the jslace sur- Peteraburg

vived liis 20tli year. It is now a healthy locality. It has been more once very fa-

recently known that at Bristol in Penn., so great has been the mor- 1^^' = e-^^^nt

;

tality from the influence of neighboring swamps, that from its first ^ " '^ "^ ° ° ^

settlement, not above two or three children, born there, have "' ° '

corr6ct6(ia

arrived at maturity—and this continued until the swamps were

drained. Wilmington, Norfolk, Savannah and Louisville, were

annual sufferers under the most disastrous fevers, an investigation

into and a removal of the causes have restored them to salubrity.

The same remark apj^lies to all the northern cities—Philadel--^"*^ do. of

phia particularly, (as will be shown by-and-bye) has suffered as "^ ^''^*

much by yellow fever as New Orleans—nay it has been more

fatal there, than here, .{even including our last sad year^ Now
she suffers only an occasional out-break, when her sanitary

measures have been neglected. The recent occurrence will be

found hereafter only a confirmation of this remark. The same

remarks are applicable to Baltimore, New York and Boston ;
O" '^^^^ ^^

they each of them for the time being have had their filthy or p^"*^' *^ ™"

infected localities, when their sanitary measures were not pro-

perly enforced ; but all intelligent practical men among them

admit, that the great improvement in their public health, and

particularly their freedom from yellow fever, is owing mainly

to the strictness of their police regulations. What insurmount-

able obstacle exists in the position of New Orleans, that pre-

vents her being benefited by the same means ?

Much light can be thrown on this subject, by reference to the

history of other nations (of the old world) as to what has been

effected by sanitary Pleasures. In their true interpretation they

are but the application of the arts, purposes, comforts and science
. ,

Experience
of civilization to the promotion of health. That this has been^

_
abroad,

extended in proportion to the attention paid to them and that

when this has been withdrawn and a relapse into comparative

barbarism has resulted, the mortality has increased. It should

be gratifying to the pride as it is flattering to the industry and

intellect of man, that through their constant efforts only, the

salubrity of any spot (not salubrious from position) is main-
29
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Man's sitna- tallied ; when these are relaxed, or when prosperity and civiliza-

tion depend- tion decline, the seed of disease, are, as it were, immediately
ent on his m-

(deposited in the earth. There is scarcely a civilized nation of

'"" any note mentioned in history, whose progress and decline are
telligence. ., , n -t

• t t n • ^ • t • c
not illustrative oi this truth, in the flourishing condition oi

empires, disease has been kept at bay—industry and cultiva-

tion has kept pace with population, the arts and sciences have

flourished, and man has fulfilled the great end of his being.

With the decay of the arts and enervation of a people, culti-

vation has been abandoned—negligence has supplied the place

of industry, and the mouldering columns and dilapidated palaces

are the sure forerunners of the pestilence that sweeps its desola-

ting besom over the land, and finishes that which man has

commenced. The sombre aspect of the Ottoman Empire, and

the flourishing condition of Great Britain, furnish impressive

pictures of the truth of these remarks—the former being in

the most neglected and sickly state—the latter the best culti-

vated and healthiest country in Europe. It is thus that fate,
j

foredoomed by negligence and ignorance of invariable physical

As shown in
^^^ moral laws, advances to destroy the cherished pride of

England and many agcs. Romc once the queen of cities, is following the

Turkey, con- fate of Babylon, and from the same cause, is daily diminishing

trasted, and in ^Dopulation. Pestilence advauccs fi'om Street to street, and
with other

j^f^g already become the sole tenant of some of its flnest palaces,

countries,
templcs and churches. Rome, indeed, might be singled out, as

aftbrding in itself and as a warning to us, a history of most

that is interesting in the police of health. "When still the

capital of the world, in spite of her liabilities, she overflowed

wilh population, and the disadvantages of her position were I

counteracted by the activity and moral excitement of Vr inhab-

itants, the drainage of marshes, the width and durability of her

paved streets and the abundant supply of pure water, from her
j

numerous acqueducts for baths and other domestic purposes.* !

England, in the lYth century, was desolated by a constant

* From an Introductory Lecture, by the author, to his class in the Medical College

of Louisiana, December, 1835.
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repetition of plagues, they have disappeared under the ame-

liorating influence of sanitary measures. Such too has been

the case in the greater part of Europe ravaged by repeated

plagues of leprosy. In several portions of it, the average

duration of life, up to the present period, has nearly doubled *^°"''''"'" °^

from the same cause. But a stronger case is presented in
^^^

'

Egypt, a country in so many respects similar to our own ;

—

in latitude, climate, and liability to inundation from the

great rivers. The plague, (which is in that country what

the yellow fever is in this) exists in a sporadic form, every

year, and the epidemic form about every two years and

where during a recent outbreak (1835) it was fatal to up-

wards of 38 per cent, of its inhabitants!—nay, I may say

natives, consisting of Negroes, Malays and Arabs, a description * of'sUtr

of the filthy, crowded, unaired, holes (hardly houses) they live
tives.

m—the stagnant water and garbage around and a deprivation

of every comfort, will readily account for this enormous mor-

tality. An accurate examination into the condition of the

classes and circumstances of the various races upon which this

carnage fell demonstrated, most clearly, that it existed in exact

proportion to the neglect of sanitary measures. It was least

'

among those Europeans, who lived in airy well ventilated houses
T 111-1 1 r-i""^ measures.

and severest on those who dwelt m the most crowded and filthy

manner., A reference to the history of the same unfortunate

country, a successive j)rey to almost every invader for centuries,

will exhibit infliction or suspension of the plague just as proper

measures have been adopted or neglected to preserve the health

of the people ; health, like liberty, requiring eternal \ngilance.

"Dming the reign of the last of the Pharaohs, during the 194

years of the occupation of Egypt by the Persians—the 301

during the dominion of Alexander—the dynasty of the Ptole-

mies and a great portion of that of Rome, Egypt was free

FROM PLAGUE !^^ The absence of any epidemic, for this long

space of time, was entirely owing to a good administration of

government and sanitary police, couci^\ev'va.g\hQ producing causes

* Report of the general Board of Health, of England.

Salutary ef-
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of this most formidable malady, in a climate Terr similar to

of Aev A- Qjxr own.* Tlie fatalism of TtirMsli administration, opposes a

*'*'• barrier to all improvement and one of the finest climates intlie

world, is left a prey to eontrolable calamities. Tlie sanitary liis-

tory of Eome affords us a tardly less valuable lesson. The

position is a sickly one—and the average mortality even among

her highest class was at one period as high as 5 per cent. To

correct this she has left some of the noblest monuments which

the hand of time could not entirely destroy—^in her vast under-

groxmd drainage and sewerage, with her neighboring marshes

dried, and other sanitary measures. TVith a neglect of these

in her successive revolutions of government—disease again

became ascendant, and one of the oldest and most lovely countries

in Europe, at certain seasons, is scarcely habitable. The ex-

amples might be greatly extended, to show, that by the effect of

sanitary measures and extendino; the comforts of life throughout

all classes, and these are but sanitary measures, the average

duration of life has been in many instances doubled, and in all,

greatiy extended.

Awakening One word more, preliminary to proceeding in medias res

:

of the puHic j^q appointment of the Sanitary Commission has resulted

*" ' ® firom a conviction on the part of the public that the sanitary

condition of the city demanded the most serious investigation

;

that there had evidently been vast errors m the pubhc mind

in relation to it: and, apart from all that jiiigJit have been

the condition of New OrJean^s at an antecedent period, and

which can be readily credited from what we know^ of the

rural districts now, still common sense required us to look it

fuU in the face at icnat it is at this tiiiie. The subject itself

is not a difficult one. The difficulty alone subsists in recon-
WhaeBstte .... . . , .

-._ , cilinff confiictingr opioions. It exists in dispellinsr the cloud

of errors that conceal the truth. It exists in getting men to

belive what is against their ( apparent ) interest, rather than

* Aiaorff tie=e wf.s =pecisny noted wus the Deglect in (JroMin^rtf moysies after
the ir.'d~iJ:,ci',:'--L—lesT-jig so many stagnant pools to exhale their poisons to tie at-
mosphere. This was rigidly enfioiced daring the PharaoEic and Ptolemaic time^.
GriDDo^c

saimarT re-

form.
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anything intrinsic in itself; here it is all clear enough, it only

requires the plainest reasoning from effects to causes, ancl^°* '" ^^

vice versa, it only has to showwhat has been done a thousand
,

pr^'adicesand

times before, with hut one uniform result ! It is not the
•^ Ignorance of

object or intention of the Commission to flatter themselves,
.^^

the people or the place ; our object is to deal with facts,

not to form hypotheses ; to show, if we can, if our situation

is a remediable one ; if from the apposition of the facts,

theoretical views shall be entertained or result, we plead

beforehand, avoidance of speculative intentions, and trust

that the facts themselves will be estimated at their sole

value, no more. We earnestly entreat a patient and un-

prejudiced hearing.

SECTION IL

Medical Constitution—wltat of each Tnonth—influence of meteor-

ological conditions upon mortality—Prediction of the epi-

demic in May—its co'mmencement—interpretation of physical

phenom£na—peculiar climatic conditicrns—when they ceased^

and the epidemic—the cholera, epnderfiic of JSfovemher and

December, pjarallel hetiveert cholera, and. yellovj fever vjeather

arul liabilities, and differences—climatic pjeculiarities of the

year—peculiarities of the epidemic influence on man.

MEDICAL CONSTITUTION.
The Medical Constitution is derived from such a combination

jug^;,,^ ^0^.

of climatic and terrestrial conditions as influence the constitu- stitntion.

tion of man. What that constitution has consisted in (in tbe

present case)—we sKall sbow in another section,—constituting

the most remarkable year, known in our annals. We propose

now to consider, briefly, what has been the meteorological con-

dition and its special influence on the salubrity of the city (of

course in connexion with the other condition) in a succinct

summary for each month.

Dui'ing the month of January 1853—the maximum temper- do. ofJanna-

ature was Yl—the minimum 33|—the average 47 and thery.
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range 3*71—the average dew point was 44.93—barometric aver-

age 30.1 1 3—average humidity .882. The highest solar radiation

47° (a most remarkable difl'erence between the sun and shade

for the month of January.) Amount of rain 3.190 inches ; winds

mostly from the North, and weather pleasant.

The mortality amounted to 6*79. The largest number being

from consumption and amoxmting to 92, and a very uncommon

feature was the occurrence of two cases of yellow fever. The

Avhole zymotic class amounted to 133.

Do.ofFebru- During February the maximum of the thermometer was

ary. '7'7—minimum 36|-, average 56 and range 40.50—the average

dew point 50.48—average of the barometor 30.238—average

humidity .845—average amount of vapor to each cubic foot

4.579—.the highest solar radiation 37—winds very variable

—

and more from the South and Southeast, with increase of force

—amount of rg,in 4.600 inches. The amount of the mortality

was 441 ; of consumption 83, of the zymotic class 65—another

case of yelloAv fever being returned.

Of March. During March, maximum of the thermometer was 78, mini-

mum 43, average 62.63, and range 35—the average dew point

56.17—average of the barometer 30.262—average humidity

.832—average amount of vapor in each cubic foot 5.381, the

highest solar radiation^ytO— winds mostly North, and amount

of rain 6.870 inches. ' The amount of mortality was 463 ; of

consumption 90, of the zymotic class 54—of pernicious fever

2—of scarlet fever 14.

Of A 11

During April, maximum of the thermometer was 85—the

minimum 50, the average 70.37 and range 35—the average

dew point 66.60—average of the barometer 30.260—average

humidity .833—average amount of vapor in each cubic foot

6.804—the highest solar radiation 29—winds mostly from the

South, and amount of rain 1.848 inches. The mortality was

532 ; consumption still being the largest and amounting to 80

—the zymotic class being 89—scarlet fever 19—measles 20

—

pernicious fever 5—and diseases of the nervous system 75—

a

very large increase over any preceding month, more than double
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that of March, and first showing the impress of Avhat was to

come.

Dm'ing May^ the maximum of the thermometer was 88—the Of May.

minimum 60—the average 73.82, range 28—the average dew

point 67.11—average of the barometer 30.237—average

humidity .842—average amount of moisture in a cubic foot

7,G01—the highest solar radiation 39—winds Southerly and

Easterly, amoimt of rain 3,840—a largely increased combina-

tion of injurious influences. The moisture had greatly increased

with the high range of temperature, although the precipitation.

had been small, below the average of the month—as the pre-

ceding had been, eminently showing how erroneous it is to

calculate the amount of moisture from the quantity of rain that

falls, and the cause of the mistake that some of the communi-

cants to the Commission have fallen into in describing the con- Moistare mis-

dition precedent and accompanying the existence of the epi-
^^^^ *°' '^'^"

demic, while on the same page, a few lines oft", the evidences

and effects of this moisture are pointed out—in the extensive

prevalence of mould ; and a vegetable life that alone predomi-

nates in very humid weather, and the existence of a stag-

nant atmosphere, or such winds as are known to be solvent of

a large amount of moisture.

The high combination then of heat and moisture, w^ith so

small a precipitation, together vs^ith a most remarkable eleva-

tion of solar radiation, greater than I had ever seen it, so early

even as January, (see chart,) assured me that the climatic in-

fluences vi'ere very remarkable, and w^hen I saw the filthy

condition in which the city was—the great extent of expo-
n , ..,.,„,. „ , Grounds ior

sure 01 the origmal soil oi the city—lor gas, water, and other°
_

^ o
jjjg prediction

purposes, the digging of the Carondelet Basin, the cleaning „ , ^
out of canals, and the embankments and excavations for rail-

j^ j^ may.

road purposes, and the reflection on the fatal consequences

that these had heretofore always brought on our city, with

the chart A before me ; this early connection of the atmos-

pheric element with the physical showed, in the combination,

a foreshadow of what was to come, and enabled me to give
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a warning as early as the middle of May, in the Academy of

Sciences, in this city, of the disastrous consequences that were

to follow, and to some scientific correspondents. How that

prediction was verified I now proceed to point out.

The mortality now reached 671, of which the zymotic as-

cended to 143, consumption now declined, diseases of the

nervous system reached 145. There were only two cases of

yellovs^ fever formally reported on the mortuary record, though

the investigations of the Sanitary Commission have dis-

covered several others, and there were several recoveries

during the month from the disease, occurring in different

parts of the city, without any intercommunication in private

practice, in the upper part of the city.

During June the maximum temperature was 91° on three

several days, the minimum 73, the average outside as before)

80.73, and inside 81.46, and the range 21. The avdiage dew

point had now reached 73.20, its maximum having been up-

wards of 80, and its minimum 66,3. The average humidity

was .815 ; the average amount of moisture in a cubic foot

had reached the large amount of 9.136 grs., nearly three times

the amount in January. The maximum solar radiation was

35. It now became greatest at our nine o'clock observation,
ropic c ar-

^j^j^j^j^ 'wi^ih the almost daily showers, showed the tropical

character of the climate we were now experiencing. The
season.

_ _ _

rains in May were about weekly ; on the 9th of June the rains

set in, and fell almost daily the rest of the month. The ba-

rometer continued unusually high, as it had done, and which

continued during the existence of the epidemic, not finally

falling until December, coinciding with an observation of Mr*

High barom- Pfout, preceding and accompanying the outbreak of the first

eter. great epidemic of cholera in London, this rise being cotem-

poraneous with the occurrence of Easterly winds ; accord-

ingly the NE., E., and SE. winds now predominated greatly,

with that influence on the system they are always known to

produce, the first, especially, during our epidemics. The rise

was ascribed to the diffusion of some gaseous body through
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the air of the city considerably heavier than the air it displaced,

—The mortality had now reached, during the month, six

hundred and fifty-six; consumption, which had formed a

prominent feature in the weekly mortality, was now greatly
'^cedence

reduced, near to its normal standard ; and scarlatina, which

seems to be a prodrome of the epidemic yellow fever here, as it

is in various other countries, was now reduced to half its mor-

tality during the preceding month, and thence gave way to

the epidemic, and scarcely made its appearance again, until

December. Precisely opposite was the influence ot the

season on the c\a.ss oi riervous affectioTis ',
almost keeping pace^''®^°°"°'

with the epidemic, it reached its acme at the same time ^'^ "

and then declined. The class was unusually large throughout

the year.

The zymotic class began now rapidly to augment. Bilious

remittent, pernicious, typhoid, and malignant fevers greatly

increased, and more than twenty deaths by yellow fever

were reported.

We are now approaching the limits of that great epidemic in juiy.

influence, which so severely af&icted our city, and extended

its ravages in an unprecedented degree, nearly throughout

the Southwestern states ; in many instances even desola-

ting portions of the rural districts, for the first time. The

period of its commencement may be fairly dated from the

second week in July. By that time physical agents had

sufficiently matured their power to show their influence on

man. Let us not exclaim, at this late day, as of old, " '^-'is^^^ ofphy-

est notissima, causa latet. It is the duty of the profession, dcians.

standing as sentinels upon the great watch-tower of public

safety, (as to health,) to find out the causes of efiects so dis-

astrous. Providence permits no evils, without there being
T Til T 11 NoevilwitJi-

correspondmg remedies : and these remedies can only be^ ° -^
out a remedy.

properly understood or applied, but from a previous knowl-

edge of their causes.

To the meteorologist, to the observer of causes and effects,

and the influence of physical agents, the phenomena preeur-
30
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sory to, and during the existence of an epidemic, are not at

all obscure. The alarm, the agitation of mind, the anxiety

for the sick, which usually exist at this period, is not very

favorable to exact observation. The difficulty then exists to

curtail the exuberance of the imagination, and record

the nakedness of truth. A distinguished French traveler,

(Chateauvieux,) in describing an epidemic, says : " No visi-i

ble signs mark the existence or approach of this pestiferous;

air. The sky is as pure, the verdure as fresh, the air aa

tranquil, as in the most healthy region. The aspect of the

elements is such as should inspire the most perfect confi-

dence ; and it is impossible to express the horror which one

experiences, on discovering that all this is deception ; that*,

he is in the midst of dangers, of which no indication exists^

and that, with the soft air he is breathing, he may be inha-

iiiterpretation Hng a poisou which is destructive to life." Now this vivid

of physical description, although generally credited, is mostly a fancy,

phenomena, sketch ; and the philosophic observer should interpret the

facts as they really exist; the "pure sky" is evidence of ex-

cess of radiation, and the " tranquil air" is but stagnant,

suffocating saturation, or the wind blowing from unusual

quarters, laden with moisture, or deprived of it, ( as the

simoon,) is destructive to the vital principle. The filth and

the stinks around him, warn the observer that the elements

are at war with his being ; that his constant skill must be

exercised in the application of corrective measures, and tha'

the equilibrium of his constitution must be constantly main-

tained. Elemental disturbances did exist, both precedent to,

and during the epidemic ; and a long experience, of near

thirty years, has shown me that they have ahcays existed;

if they have not been always properly interpreted, it was

because the precision of science was not so rigidly applied to

the laws of causation, nor were her votaries then required to

^ ^ .explain everything, as now.
Prodrome of ^ ./ o

the epidemic
^ disruption of the ordinary catenation of seasons was early

apparent. The winter was unusually mild
;
great and unueual
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radiation evinced an elemental derangement. Spring came

" before its time ;
" summer leaped into her lap ; and this

brought, before the system was prepared for it, blighting

autumn with its associate diseases—the full force of radiant

power, great heat and intense saturation. Here was one

branch of the " shears" prepared for its influence ; the other

was supplied in a most unusual disturbance of the earth,

and the presence of excessive filth.

On man this great epidemicwas not heralded (as is often Noppeoursory

experienced) by the severity of its avant couriers ; no precur- influence oa

sory violence announced the approach of the disease ; it was ™a"-

mainly in the atmosphei'e that that portion could be predi-

cated from (radiation); on earth all was quiet and calm, but,

as it often happens with cholera, it was the " torrent's stillness

ere it dash below," with a few cases of yellow fever as early
t

as May, as a kind of warning to the authorities, which in-

creased to twenty in June, still unheeded ; during July it

rapidly, but regularly augmented, at a geometrical ratio, each

successive week, and when it reached upwards of one hundred

victims a day, our drowsy Councils established a Board of

Health

!

During July the maximum temperature was 89*^, minimum

71, average outside 79.88 and inside 81.68, (our table in the

appendix is limited to outside temperature ); the outside had

been lowered by frequent rains, as is usual in tropical coun-

tries; range 18. The average dew point 72.13, the highest Gfpat nioUi-

being 80.9, and lowest 66.5, (the day after!) The average ure.

daily humidity .825, the average at sunrise being ,930. The

average amount of moisture in a cubic foot being 8.798 grs.,

the average at samme being 9.600! The maximum solar ra-

diation was 32^. The rains were now truly tropical, not only

la number but amount, having rained on eighteen days and

four nights during the month. The thermometer continued

very high, and averaged 30.265, its maximum this (as during

last month) being 30 . 37, The predominant winds were now
I mostly from our rainy quarters, SW, and W., blowing ovfy
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an extensive region of swamps, and the bed and banks of the

river for upwards of eighty miles. But what most distinguishes

the month in this respect was the unusual number of calms
Great stagna- . . . . . , .

,

noted m my register, amountmg to twenty-six during the
tion of air.

month, showing, nearly one-fourth of the month, the atmos-

phere to be in a stagnant condition, hot, saturated, filthy. The
Filthy gut- gutters were, twelve hours after a rain, reeking and bubbling
*"^'

up with gaseous products, all highly inimical to animal life.

(I am indebted to my friend. Dr. Benedict, for keeping my
meteorological journal this month.) The consequence of all

which was a total mortality of 2,216, and the epidemic being

fully established, those from yellow fever amounted to 1,524,

and the whole zymotic class 1,734.

In August. During August all the meteorological and mortuary con-

ditions reached their culminating point, and about the same

period, as will be seen by reference to the chart B, and the

tables C, D, E, in all which this is shown in great detail ; the

influence and the inference are both clear and indisputable.

High temper- The maximum thermometer was 91", minimum 72°, average

ature, and ai- 81.25, the maximum dew point 79.4, minimum 66.2, and aver-

most average
g^gg -yg . average temperature of evaporation 76,13, average

saturation.
Ijarometer 30,194, average humidity .873, average at sunrise

.950, only requiring one-twentieth more for complete satu-

ration every morning ! this being actually noted at fourteen ob-

servations, the number of grs. per cubic foot, on an average for

the month, being 9.737 grs., and at 9 P. M., being 10.045. more

High radia- than three times the amount in January, and at the highest

''°"- temperature, the highest solar radiation having attained the al-

npreoe ent-
j^^g^ unprecedented height of 61^^! although there was but one

day during the month that was marked entirely clear the whole

day, (the 30th,) raining nearly every other day, some days two or

three times in succession, and the amount during the month reach-

ing 7.016 inches. The winds were mostly E. and NE., and the

Unparalleled j^^mljer of "caZm" days, without a parallel here, amounted to sev-

Bta?nanon of
gj^^ggj^ [ q^.^ ^^ sixty-eiglit ohservatwns, evidence of a close, suf-

*"'
focating, inelastic atmosphere, which, with the antecedents and
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terrene accompaniments, most satisfactorily accounts for the un-

precedented mortality. This amounted to 6,201 , and the mor- '^'"^^'"''•

tality by yellow fever to 5,269, the whole zymotic class, depend-

ent upon the same general conditions, being 5.338., besides the

'' unknown," and diseases of the nervous system 209,

The month of September has been usually the most fatal in Septemb'r.

month, on an average of more than half a century here. This

year, however, it was something less than one-fourth that of

August. The meteorological condition had materially changed,

the maximum temperature being 86'^, minimum 60, average

76.23. The maximum dew point 78-, the minimum 50.3, and Great ciiraatio

average 70.93, average temperature of evaporation 72.44, aver- '^''^"s^-

age barometer 30.191^ average humidity .857, the highest solar

radiation (in the early part ofthe month, the 4th,) being 45°, winds

mostly N., E., and NE.. The rains continued until the 13th,

amounting during the month to 5.045 inches, a large precipita-

tion for September. After this there were but two light showers,

and the disease rapidly declined with the change in the meteor-

ological condition, which was considerable in every particular.

This is a uniform fact, and especially in reference to the hygro-

metie, as shown by reference to my records of former epidemics.

The whole zymotic mortality was 1121. The yellow Epidemic re-

fever being 1066, and the epidemic, with the climatic change tiring.

in the second week, evidently declining—the whole mor-

tality for the month amounting to 1627. Attention is invited

to tables C, D, E, which contain the daily meteorological

and mortuary condition in great detail during the three

epidemic months, and I would gladly add the whole year of

both, could the latter be obtained, for the gratification of

scientific men, to show how much climatic conditions influ-

ence our health, and especially during this remarkable year. The mode of

In interpreting the connexion of meteorology with mortality, Jnterpretmg

two circumstances are to be taken into consideration : First, *® influence

..I, , n • ^ • . ,1 • of meteorolo-
tne amount oi vital resistance to be overcome previous to

^ gyon naortal-

the attack ( for it is never at once.) Second, the period to
j^y

elapse before resulting in death. These, as yet, are undeter-
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mined and irregular, dependant upon individual susceptibility

and constitutional power. The second is easier estimated

than the first—for the average duration of the disease is

known to be from three to five days. The period of incu-

hation is less known. We sometimes find, in the advanced

period of the season, that a sudden great fall in temperature

produces a frightful mortality ; cutting off at once all who

are very sick, unless carefully protected ; and here a little

foresight of a coming change can often be put to most

valuable use. In this case it is almost equally apt to prevent

the farther continuance of the ^i?>Ga,se, provided the change is

a pennanent one.

In October
-During Octoher xkiG, maximum temperature was %\°

\ min-

imum 48°, and the average 66, 81 ; the maximum dew point

74° 5 ; minimum 31° 9 ; average 59° 31. The average

tempei'ature of evaporation 62.30; average barometer 30

231 ; average humidity .804; maximum solar radiation 41°.

Winds mostly from East and North but two days, on which

it rained until the latter part of the month, one night

preceding the frost of the 25th, and having rains two

days after, amounting in the whole to 5.175 inches, which

exceeds the amount of precipitation for any October during

the last ten years, excepting that of 1849. Range of

Epidemic, as " (^ry/»^ power'''' during the month, 30. Here is a great

Buch, ceased, reduction in the destructive elements in every particular,

and the mortality greatly declined. Indeed, this has con-

tinued pretty regularly ever since the 10th or 13th of Septem-

ber, about which period the climatic changes occurred. These

are often more obvious to one's feelings than by our instru-

ments, and the time is not distant when these can be stated

more precisely. The mortality from yellow fever during

the month was 147 ; of the whole zymotic class 243, showing

that the epidemic feature had almost entirely departed. The

entire mortality was 674.

In November. During November the maximum temperature w^as 75°

;

minimum 45°; and average 66.92. The maximum deny

Climatic

change con-

tinued
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point 69.5; minimum 36-1; average 59,46; average tern,'

2^cralurc of evaporation 61*^.85; maximum solar radiation

46*^. Winds mostly East and Northeast. This direction Unusual East

of the winds has been very remarkable and particularly from winds,

the East for the last four months, exceeding the average of the

last five years at least 200 per cent. The maximum barometer

occurred on the 1 Sth,and was 30.46—a very unusual heighth

here—soon after which the cholera broke out. The average

for the month was 30.329 ; average humidity .846. There

were but three days of rain until the 26th, '7th '8th, '9th, when

they were heavy, and the amount, of precipitation for the

month reached 7.032 inches ; range of " drying power " 20.

The average for the month was 30.329; average humidity

.846. There were but three days of rain until the 26th, 27th

28th and 29th, when they were heavy; and the precipita-

tion for the month reached 7.032 inches. Range of "drying

power 20.

The mortality for cholera was 177. The yellow fever

mortality was but 28 ; and the whole mortality 987 ; and the

zymotic class 318.

The condition precedent to and accommpanying a disrup-

tion of the cholera here, is irregularity of climatic move-

ments—a high and low barometer, and mostly the latter

—

and a high and low drying power, mostly the former.

During December, the maximum temperature was 68 on the in December.

8th, and the minimum 34 on the 20th—the maximum dew point

65, minimum 24.2 on the 31st—average temperature of evapo-

ration 50.67, maximimi solar radiation 25°, winds continued from

East, North, Northeast, the maximum barometer 30.48 on the 2d, ,

when the cholera was at its height, and declined to its minimum ^^^^ ^^j^^_

29.67 on the 30th, much the lowest point it had reached during the tions.

year. Average humidity .823, and the average number of grains

of moisture in the atmosphere was 4.167 to each cubic foot,

less than there had been since January. There was but one .

.

'' Air compara-

slight shower of rain to the 13t.h, and this occurred on the 7th
; jjyg,y ^^^^

the amount was only 200th of an inch—the total for the month
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was 4.560, and under the average for any December. The

cholera ceased soon after the middle of the month. New Or-

leans was in no condition to localise it, as at this period there

Parallel of had been some attempt, during our long scourge of yellow fever,

cholera and fQ cleanse the city ! This epidemic, so different from its prede-
yeiiow fever,

^q^^q^ and incompatible with it, is doubtless influenced by

meteorological conditions that differ also. They have never

existed here as epidemics together, they consequently depend

upon somewhat different elements for their existence, as such.

The latter requires exalted temperature and high saturation, and

is essentially a disease of the hot season—the former exists in

a lower temperature, with much less and veiy variable humidi-

ty and great variation of the drying power, often very exalted,

Climatically (such at least, has been the case in this climate,) irritating, by

and physio- rapid evaporation, the mucous surfaces, producing in them au

logically. erethism, always a prodrome of the disease—such is just the

condition attendant on epidemic influenza—the almost universal

precursor of cholera. The dew point is also essentially differ-

ent in cholera from* what it is in yellow fever. While in the

Their dew- former it varies from 48^ to 70°, in the latter it rarely descends

points. below 60° and ascends to 80°—these are very remarkable dif-

ferences. I speak of that state of the atmosphere sufliciently

aggravated to produce an epidemic of these diseases respectively.

I do not here allude to incidental, sporadic or endemic cases

;

they may occur under circumstances somewhat different from

these, and are dej)endant upon local circumstances that have not

been subject to analysis. And be it remembered that I speak

of the climate of New Orleans, with the records before me. The

Do. of winds, predominant winds are also diflerent—while in cholera they are

the East and Southeast, in yellow fever they are the East and

Northeast.f The individual liabilities are also different; while

» Or lowei'.

t How deeply it is to be regretted that there is no meteorological record of that re-

markable occiirreno^ of cholera here in the fall (Oct.,) of 1832, when the yellow
fever existed to a great extent in this city. A/cw (iays after its outbreak, the yel-

low fever entirely disappeared, and was thoroughly supplanted by the worst cholera
epidemic ever witnessed in this city. Being on a visit to the cholera districts in the
North, I did not reach here until it subsided, which was as rapid as its advent, from
a sudden fall of temperature with North winds. In the epidemic cholera of the
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with the former, a full liabit—sanguineous temperament and

high living, predispose to the disease, it is a protection to the

latter. The one attacks the cerebral and sanguiferous system

and mucous surfaces—wnth the local developments dependant

much on the habits and condition of the individual, the other

attacks the great system of organic life, giving increased activi- Pathological

ty to one secretion, whilst paralysing all others, leaving cerebral "^'ffe'encca.

life, with all its integrity, to the last moments of existence. The

one occurs -with a high atmospheric j>ressure, the other under

a low one, or this predominates. Both belong to the zymotic

class, they are invited and localised by filth—want of ventila-

tion, &e. The difference in the climatic elements may greatly

aid in explaining their different effects on the system. Such.

certainly is the result of our experience here in the several

epidemics of cholera which have occurred in this city dnring

the last tw^enty years, and the very fact that they never prevail

together, but successively here, is a proof of the correctness of

the remark that it arises from the difference in the meteorologi-

cal elements, that constitutes the sole or principal dissimilarity

in the remote causes, and that, still, if the localising condition,

(filth, the hot bed of corruption and vitiation) be not present,

immunity is enjoyed.

The mortality from cholera, during the month was 332—of
jnoftjjjty of

yellow fever but 4—of the whole zymotic class 429, and the .^e month,

total mortality for the month 844. The table F, prepared by

Dr. Macgibbon, for the Sanitary Commission, embraces the de-

tailed mortality for the whole year, classified, with the months,

ages, nativities, colors, sexes, &c., and made as correct as it was

possible, under the difficulties of procuring the materials.

After this detailed application of the meteorological condition

and its special consequences, in this most remarkable year, it

Bucceeding year, I find no record of the dew point in my meteorological journal,
(hygrometiic observations were only commenced by me in 1834, and have been
kept up ever since.) But 1 find in my journal of the period of the epidemic "a
great fall in the thermometer on the 8th June, (and of course the hygrometry) a heavy
fall of rain on the 9th. over five incbe.s, and severe thunder and lightning ; a change
of wind from the Southeast which had predominated, to the Western quarters, and
the disease gradually declined, it reached its n^ma on t.hf eiekih '." end ffrTui rial ed
about the 25th,

31
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will be instructive to review the two conditions productive, in

combination, of sucli disastrous results, and see how they differ

from those of other years. If in the a^jpreciation of those at

the command of science—the causes pointed oat do not seem

^ commensurate Avith the results, it is to be recollected, that it is

often proceed

,

-,,.,. ^ ^ -, ^ . . ^

but ' yesterday (as it were) these dennitive causes have been
from appa-

, . . . developed by scientific investis'ations and applied to human
rently insigiu- i j » x i

fioaiu causes,
maladies, that in the great store house of nature, the mightiest

results have been caused by apparently the most insignificant

means, and that in no human infirmity cau we yet measure the

precise amount of causation.

The annual average temperature in 1853 has been less by about

Climatic pe- two degrees, and this has occured during the rains, it has been ac-

cuiiarities of counted for by Prof. Blodget by the tropical character of the

tiie year.
season, the daily curve of temperature being much less sharp

during the rai^iy season, hence the daily mean of temperature

is less than usual, this has been specially verified here. More

Q-ain has fallen than any year during the last thirty excepting a

fraction more in 1839.* The barometer has been much higher

than any year I have ever noted it, and continued so until some

time after the occurrence of the cholera in December. The

luinds have been nearly one-third more Easterly than during

the last five years, and especially during the epidemic ; more

Northei'ly—not half the usual Southerly winds, about one-third

more of Westerly Avinds—in this respect, what has eminently

distinguished the season has been the unusual occurrence of

calms^ or stagnant state of the atmosphere, for the whole year

;

it has been about four times as many as usual, and for August

more than eight times as many calms as the average of the

last five years. The " drying power " has been greater for the

whole year than usual and especially for December. The radia-

tion Avas materially different, as is usual, in yellow fever years,

the highest amount existed during the yellow fever, (and this is

commonly in September,)—this year the largest mortahty oc-

* I was not here in 1847, being absent in Vera Ciuz—more rain is alleged to have
fallen then,



ness concomi-

tant.
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curred duriug August, accordingly the highest radiation occurred High radia-

then. Tn a series of non-yellow fever years, the culminating tion and Bick-

point existed in May—vegetation probably then requires it'

most.

So great is this " drying power " in a climate where Effect ofgreat

moisture is deemed the '' only sinner" that at times it be- '•drying pow-

comes very embarrassing in the treatment of disease, and it*""-"

is of great importance to remdy it. It occurs not only in

cholera, but in cramp, in rheumatism, in pneumonia, in scarla-

tina, and sometimes even in yellow fever; it makes the

meteorology of the sick room a part of the proper armory

of the profession. Covering the body vidth blankets and bed

clothes does not prevent the rapid evaporation that ensues, in

a dry period, not only from the surface of the body, but from the

lungs. In the more elevated sierras of Mexico, where the per-

spiration passes off with such celerity, from diminished atmos-

pheric pressure, that sensible perspiration ( or sweat ) is not

often or long seen, there is worn a kind of close woven ( or

Canton flannel) under garment, that resists this rapid de-

siccation, and is very comfortable. I am in the habit, at

times here, of changing the hygrometry of the sick room by

having water poured on a heated iron. Too much dryness,

then, may be a cause of disease as well as too much moisture.

England, enveloped in her foos a larjje part of the vear,
>= ' ' Q b r J ' Difference be-

is, with hex low temperature, one of the healthiest countries.
-C ' tween moist-

in the world; while New Orleans, with her great moisture ^^g and high

and high temperature, com-pYicdle A. as it is, with other power- and low tem-

ful agencies, is one of the sickliest. The exact amount perature.

required for health is a subject for future investigation. The

Sanitary Corn-mission has tried, in vain, to procure such an

array of facts during our last memorable year, as to justify

some generalization on the subject. It is not abandoned ; it

is too valuable, if such a record can he procured of the exact

period of occurrence of the principal classes of disease of a

year so distinguished, as well for its meteorological as mortu-

ary condition, it should be done. The meteorology of it
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Ave have. But three professional gentlemen, Drs. Benedict

Kovaleski and Copes, answered our circular, furnishing dates

of the occurrence of cases of disease during the whole year—
too few for important deductions* It does not require that

statement to show whether meteorology has any influence on

man, there is not a day or month of this, or any other year,

in which this is not shown to the satisfaction of every tnind

capable of observing, and not closed against conviction.

The contrary supposition embraces the belief, neither more

nor less, that man is independent of climate—nay, of exter-

nal agents—is so absurd that I dismiss it with no further

notice than this bare reference to the hypothesis that has

nothing reasonable to support it.

In closing this imperfect analysis of the " ej^idemic constitu-

tion, " it is proper to refer to those specialities for which this

Pecniiaiities epidemic is entitled to the paternity. Hereafter it will be shown

of the season, that tliG fever of this year has been the same in all its essential

featm'es with those of preceding years, with the usual variation

for season, and that all the stories of its African, Rio Janeiro

or West India nativity, are as equally groundless as the impor-

tation of the epidemic itself. It is doubtless true that its ma-

lignity was hardly ever equalled with us and that there were

sections of the city wbere many cases terminated within twenty-

four hours from the commencement. It was remarked that an

Creoles ex- unusual number of children were attacked, even those born

empt. here, unless both parents ivere themselves Creoles—a much larger

proportion of the colored population than common ; the remark-

able number of forty-fotu' are reported (although much less than

in the country)—females also suffered more, and esj^ecially those

pregnant, than in any year since 1835—a fine miliary eruption

was usually seen on the skin within twenty-four hours from the

attack—it was the harbinger of safety as long as it kept out

—

* Since the above was written 1 have obtained, with the assistance of the Sanitary
Commission, near 10,000 cases of certain classes of disease, supposed to be most
under the influence of meteorological conditions, at the dates of their occurrence,
during this interesting year ( 1853), which I intend digesting with their correspond-
ing meteorology at as early a period as practicable.

Itifinence of

color and sex
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its repulsion tlic signal of great danger if not of fatality ; this

was followed during convalesence, Avith troublesome furunculi,

throughout the body, it even occurred in many who had not

the fever ; this same eruption characterised the great epidemic

yellow fever of Philadelphia, of '93, many were affected with
*'

_ _ _
buncles, and

carbuncles, and in several instances buboes during the fever.
, ^

The perspiration was oftensive even with those who were care-

ful enough to bathe twice a day, the same was noticed of the

above Philadelphia epidemic. The appetite for strong food and

drink was materially lessened with those who had extensive

and exhausting professional labor to perform, and its indul-

gence increased the exhalation from the body above spoken of.

These, however, I have repeatedly observed in former epidemics,

a large proportion of the telegraph operatives fell victims to

the fever.

The stimulus of the generative power, which the distinguished

historian of the great Philadelphia epidemic of '93, Dr. Rush,

mentions, and the facility of and liability to conception, even
j^^^ ^^ ^^^^

with those who for ten or twenty years had ceased bearing, also pensation.

existed
;
(noticed here by me, and published in my account of

the yellow fever of 1833
;
) it seemed a kind of law of compen-

sation like that which attaches to the poor in sickly countries

;

of multiplying their births in proportion to the mortality. The

rise and decline of the mortality in the zymotic class (or j)revent-

ible mortality) has been traced in its successive monthly stages,

its culminating point this year being August instead of Septem-

ber as heretofore, uniformly, unless when epidemic cholera shall

have been the principal disease ; this being essentially a winter

disease with us, or at least, occurring at any other season than

the summer, it makes the angle in that part of the chart A des-

ignating the monthly liabilities, much less sharp for September

than it otherwise would be.

Class III, of monoxysmal or contagious maladies^ had its in May most

greatest prevalence in May, and was at its minimum in September, con tag ions

The class of ''nervous diseases" had also its culminating "^•'^'^y-

point with the highest temperature in August. That of pulmo-
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Nervous dis- nary affections again reverses the figure. Intemperance reaches

eases in Au-jts highest amount as the fears of the fever increase, and doubt-
^'^^'" less added an immense amount to the whole zymotic class. This

Reverses of table shows here, as every such table shows, that the "unpre-

the puimona- ventible diseases" are a constant quantity, and that our enlight-

ry. ened efforts are mostly to be directed to the variable classes

Intemperance (^^^'^^J ^hc ''zymotic") which man has (most fortunately), so

mostinjurious''^^^^l^ powcr to coutrol. There exists a popular error of the

in summer. " purifying " influence "of stomis accompanied with thunder and

lightning ; it is something similar to that denominf>ting a heavy

atmosphere (high barometer) " light"—because with a low tem-
Th under ^ ... .

rms nd
P^^ature it is bracing, and a light atmosphere (low barometer)

lightning du- " ^^^^'^J- " Storms of thuudcr and lightning, I have noticed

ring epidemic, for thirty years in this country, to exist during epidemics, and

instead of '' purifying the atmosphere," to injure the sick ; they

existed throughout the epidemic here and elsewhere last year,

They have been noticed during the epidemics at Rio and

Demarara and other places. It is the opinion of many phy-

sicians in tropical climates, (Belot at Havana, and others at

Kio, &c.,) that this development of electricity increases the

Unless a hur-
(jases of yoUow fcvcr ; that in proportion to the violence of the

ricane.
gtorms the disease augments in violence and that it aggravates

existing cases, ( and so in cholera,) unless a hurricane occurs,

when ( so great is the change ) there at once occurs a great

temporary abatement of the disease. The frequency of the

Gas in tiie rains are shown and their amounts during the epidemic months,

gutters soon exhibited in the meteorological tables for those months, in detail,

after a ram.
j^ ^^^ remarked also as frequent as the gutters were thus cleansed

when stagnant water still remained, that discolored slimy

pellicles covered its surface, bubbles would issue, within twelve

hours after these ablutions ; I called the attention of my chem-

ical friends to it and advised its annalization. It is to be greatly

regretted that the arduous nature of our professional duties

during a severe and exhausting epidemic curtails greatly our

ability to make that extended sphere of experiments which

science and humanity both demands for these are twin sisters,





TABLE G.

Monthly Returns from each of the Cemeteries.

1853. Jan. Feb. Mar A'ril May Ju'e July A'g. Sep. Oct. V Dec Total.

Cypress Grove No. 1

No. 2, or Potterstield
Odd Fellows' Rest

24
61

2
5

89
92
89
2

"sn
17
61

518

28
66
4

57
67
69
86

29
23
68

487

23
53
5

68
85
84
79
3

"si
18
59

508

36
55

63
69
82
82
4

"29
27
56

510

31
73

9.5

72
121
146

'i

38
18
79

676

34
56
11

123
94

1.37

104
1

2
22
14
70-

668

43
139
13

486
604
469
224

'25

60
20
49

151
1424
52

1038
917
1177
1040

7

71
218
67

53
361
14

262
227
207
302

2
12
68
39
74

1621

25
127

7

86
]84
74
93
2

29
33
38

700

18
150

4

127
122
110
82
1

4

33

14

135
2

102
108
124
119

"7
47

480
2690
121

St. Patrick's 2558
Charity Hc^pital 2638
Lafayette, or 4th District. . -

St. Vincent de Paul
Hebrew, on the Ridge
Hebrew, Lafayette
Protestant

*2696
*2446

22
*124
*633

St. Louis No. 1 22 35
74 66

*334

St. Louis No. 9 *830

Totals 2132 6298 747 759| 15572

* Those thus marked (*) are within the city limits, and amount to 7063.

EXPLANATION.

There are some discrepancies in tlie report in relation to the monthly

mortalities—the monthly returns by the cemeteries—the aggregate mor-

tality for the entire year, and number in the tabular return of yellow fever

cases, with those from -^diich I have made my calculations, which requir^

notice.

For the first three, one explanation will suffice, for about one-third of

the year was there an authorized board to record the number, and the

cause of death—for the balance of ttie year it has been difficult to get

the cemetery returns and they do not covrospond.

In relation to the number of deaths by yellow^ fever, many were stated!

as "unknown" "unspecified"—whose deaths were probably caused by.

yellow fever ;—anxious to arrive as near the truth as possible, the Sanitary

Commission has authorized me, during the epidemic, to add a large por-

tion of these to the yellow fever mortality, which I have done in thej

daily returns in the tables C, D, E.
;
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and tlio measure of the utility of the one depends upon the

extent it can advance the other. This is our apology for not

accomplishing more in the most memorable year for both that

our country has yet known, and we feel humbled at the small

offerings we have been able to make at the altar.

It is as well to mention, without knowing that there exists

any connexion between them, that there was a slight shock of

earthquake at Biloxi about the period of the occurrence of the

fever there 5 that simultaneous with the outbreak of the fever

here in May, there were earthquakes in Georgia, and that at

the precise period when it was most fatal viz : the 20th and

21st of August ; there were earthquakes in Ohio and Thebes,

all of these were attended with thunder and lightning.*

Earthquakes

during tlie

SECTION III.

Estimate of the life cost of acclimation in New Orleansfrom na-

tivity— to the natives of Louisiana— to those of the Southern

and Western States—to the Northern States—to the North-

Western States—to the British20opulation— to thosefrom the

West Indies^ South America and Mexico—to those of Great

Britain and Ireland—the North of Euro^oe—of Middle Eu-

,, rojje

—

of Western Europe—of the mountainous parts of Eu-

rope^ and the South of Europe^ together loith the probable

- causes of the remarkable differences.

The classes of our population, with regard to their social po- _ . . ^_

sition on -whom this epidemic has borne most heavily, connot
ji^,^ ^ ^^^^^

be shown by any recorded proofs; and must be left to be in-sented by the

ferred from the exhibits from the several cemeteries, in which cemeteries,

they were interred, and they are to be seen in Table H. The

poor are the greatest sufferers always, and especially in insalu-

brious places, and during epidemics ; they live in more

! crowded, filthy, and uncomfortable dwellings. They are igno-

rant mostly of sanitary laws, are unable, or find it inconvenient

to apply them, and hence, require the strict surveillance and

kindest concern of a paternal government. The most of those

*Meriam.
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Coat of accli-

mation.

who constitute this. class, are the hands^ the raachinery^ that

make the wealth of a community, and give it its power ; and

hence, are the rightful claimants of its fostering care.

Table H, has been constructed from the materials of which

our mortuary table of general mortality has been formed, to

show the liabilities of our heterogeneous population to the epi^-

demio yellow fever from nativity. For this Mr. De Bow (our

fellow townsman) has kindly responded to my request, and fiir-'

TABLE H.

COST OF ACCLIMATION,
SHOWING THE LIFE COST OF ACCLIMATION ; OR LIABILITIES TO YELLOW FEVER
FROM NATIVITY, AS EXHIBITED BY THE EPIDEMIC OF 1853, IN NEW ORLEaNS.

NATIVITIES—State and Countkv.
^ O CO

S 's 66

xSSfe
B * ° S
.5 t -i; ^ OOP.

Southern
States.

Northern
Slave States

Northern
States.

N. Western
States.

S New Orleans,
) State of Louisiana

C Arkansas, Mississippi, Aliibama,

\ Georgia, South Carolina,
< North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland,..
\ Tennessee, Kentucky,
C New York, Vermont, Massachusetts, .

.

< Maine, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
(New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,.
C Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

\ Missouri

10

11

12

13

14

15
•1 a Southern
^"i Europe.

Northern
Europe.

Middle
Europe.

L'wWestern
Europe.

Mountan'ous
Europe.

British America,

West Indies
' South America, .

. Mexico

Great Britain,...

5 Ireland,

f Deninai-k,
J Sweden,
( Russia,

c Prussia,

\ Germany,
c Holland,

I
Belgium,

C Austria,

) Switzerland,

\

France,.

Spain, .

.

Italy

38,337

2,655

4,160

8,898

1,693

318

1,693

3,832

22,093

491

14,765

127

663

8,306

1,848

46,004

3,176

4,984

10,751

2,030

381

66,945

1,790

4,598

26,611

588

17,718

152

797

9,967

2,217

140

25

42

153

353

92

20
."825

11

240

3,569

96

2,339

50

176

480

61

3.58

13.22

30.69

32.83

44.23

50.24

12.32

6.14

52.19

204.97

163.26

132.01 !

328.94

220.08

48.13

22.06

109,679|62,648|7,011 111.91

* These were not all the States represented by population in New Orleans; but they are all

that were debited by deaths from yellow fever, and all that could be estimated from ; although
there were 26,590 that were necessarily unrepresented in these calculations, most of whom, were
colored, however.
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nishod me, from the IT. S. Census Bureau, of which he is the

lioiiored aud intelligent head, the aggregate and nativities of the

population of the city for 1850. That furnishes the first column;

upon that I have calculated the population for 1853 for each

country respectively, by adding a fractional increase per cent.

over that from 184Y to 1850, (the most recent fixed periods;)

that supplies the second column. The third is derived from the

Cemetery Reports during the prevalence of the epidemic^ but as

there was a large number that was classed as " unknown," it was

deemed the nearest approximation to the truth, as in all our

records it is little better than apjji-oximatiovs, to add a large per

cent, of these, for such is the negligence herein relation to such Mode of con-

records, where there is neither law, responsibility or appreciation, structing tiie

that the statist can only be expected to cqyproach the truth, however table,

desirous he may be to be exact. These, then, I have divided among

the known in the proportion they bore to them respectively. Ac-

cordingl}^, this column was thus constructed, and it is believed not

to vary greatly from the truth. It carries, at least, strong probabil-

ity in its favor. The fourth column results from this, and fur-

nishes the ratio of mortality per thousand of the population . Upon

this foundation we arrive at the following remarkable results,

which, if correct, furnishes the cost of acclimation to Qyevy de-.

scription of our population.

The estimate for New Orleans is very im]-)erfect. In the cast in New-

census Avith which I liave been kindly furnished, the nativities Oriean?.

of the ci;!?/ have not been seperated from I hose of the State, and

hence are aggregated together. The mortalities of the natives

of Nevv' Orleans from yellow fev^er have almost entireh- been

. confined to those under ten, with very few exceptions, and still

only amount to 3.58 in a 1000.

While the proportion is shown to be pretty much the same

"in the range of States along the Gulf and South Atlantic (none do. in the ex-

being recorded for Texas and Florida,) the average shows but treme South-

13.22 in a 1000, or about 1-^ per cent., which is small for thee™ states,

population, and is very small even for bilious fever, and will
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fully sustain some views in relation to tlie identity of the origin

and nature of these fevers, in a future part of this Report.

The next range of States farther Jforth, being the JSTorthern

slave States, or middle States of the Union, are subjected to a

cost of acclimation which is more than double that of the

more Southern States ; it amounts to 30.63 in a 1000, or a frac-

tion over 3 per cent. This was to be expected ; the winter cli-

mates are as different in their temperatures, as the summers in

their hygrometric properties.

The next group embraces the Northern States, which still

Do. from the f.^^,^^^^, increases this difference, being 32.83 in a 1000, or nearly

3-J per cent. It is probable that the habits of life between these
State.'!.

two sections are more influential in the production of this dif-

ference than the climates.

But what shall we say of the Northwestern States, having an

Do. from the
ij^gyease ovcr the Northern States of more than one-third, or

^^^'^"^ more than three times larger than the Gulf States, being 44.23

in a 1000, or nearly 4-|- per cent. This is a large increase, and

is not accidental ; it is regular. The States of Tennessee and

Kentucky, which form the Western part of the group of our

Northern slave States, is considerably larger than the Eastern.

The great difference in the life-cost of acclimation be-
Prohabie

^.y^ggj^ j-]^e Northeastern and North\vestern States, and those

from their brethren farther South, probably, in great part,
diflbrsncg •

arises from their habitual indulgence in animal food and

general gross living at every meal, more than in any part of

our country, or probably the civilized world. This habit is

not readily dropped ; w^hen they immigrate South the process

of animalization is accompanied with the evolvement of great

heat or combustion, and is incitive to, and apt to produce

fever. This calorific process is but slovv^ly adapted to the

requirements of the climate, and the habit and its conse-

quences are productive mainly, in our opinion, »if the forego-

ing results. It is at least suggestive of valuable hints, and

should not be lost sight of. Man can adapt himself to any

climate, but it is mainly through his living. This is proved
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by the valuable and interesting experience of Northern

voyageurs, who tind their crews resist the rigors of a North-

ern winter in proportion as thej' adopt; the mode of living of

the natives. It is perfectly reasonable. Where man resists it,

and carries the habits of one climate into another, he pays

for it by abbrevialioa of life.

British x\merica still rises in tbe scale, and illustrates its value Do.fromBrit-

and correctness. It amounts to 50.24. ish America.

It is equall}^ proved by looking at the small influence from

change of climate on those from Mexico, South America and the ^^ fromS'th

West Indies, where the great contrtist is shown by the exhibit America,

of only 6.14 in a thousand, and doubtless, these derived their Mexico, and

liability from coming from districts Avhere the yellow fever is West indies,

unknown, for the opinion is entertained, by the reporter, that the

acclimation to the disease in one climate affords immunity

throughout the zone.

So much for the natives of this continent, showing an aver- xotai, 12 1-3

age influence of this change of climate on them of about 12,32 per cent, for

per 1000 in order to acquire perfect acclimation here. Of the all America.

colored population there are no records but that of death, and

the remarkable number of forty-three is given in our mortuary

table for last year, a number utterly unprecedented in our an-

nals, although it has been much greater in the country. The Mortality of

naiivity of the slave population is not given. I do not remem- the colored,

her ever to have met with a case of death in the black popula-

tion during the prevalence of this disease in the West Indies,

except during the recent outbreak.

The table exhibits, as we proceed down the columns, a still ^' • ' JUo. irora

more serious result from change of climate, Avhile the mortality
pjanoe.

of the natives of France, with their temperate living and habit

of adaptation, have now reached 48.13 per 1000; those from

England, generally a rather choice population, with fine consti-

tutions, but with national obstinacy in relation to diet, have as-

cended to 52.19, probably from a much fuller habit of living,

not readily adapting itself to the requirements of a warm climate,

and at least this difference, if not more, exists wherever these two
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nations are exposed to similar iiifliieuces in a hot climate, and

most probably from the cause stated.

Do. from Ire- Tliose from Ireland reach the enormous amount of 204.97

land.
jj^ 1,000, showing the consequences of an entire revolution in

everj^thing, climate, diet, drink, social habits, all that elevates

Cause. Jnan to the dignit}^ of his being, from moral, political and phy-

sical degradation and subserviency, with propensities and dispo-

sitions the most reckless.

From North Tliosc from the IS'orth of Europe are also very large, 163.26.

of Europe, ijj^^
diiTcreuce of climate is very great, and men will not, until

after much suffering, adapt their habits to altered condition.

From Middle Tliose from Middle Europe, it will be seen, are much less,

Europe. 132.01 in 1 000, although still very large, and the same remarks

apply here as in those of Ireland, although the social change is

not so great, and there exists among them greater constitutional

prudence. With these, and indeed, all European immigrants,

and particularly, among the Irish, a propensity to croAvd their

families into a small space, Avith the inevitable result of accumu-

lation of filth, and deficient ventilation, is eminently conducive

to a greatly enhanced mortalit}'.

But still, the largest mortality in our table is found to exist

among the immigrants from the low regions of Western Europe,
From Holland ii-^ i • ^ • -rrnii

reachmo' the liioiiest elevation ot 328.94 m 1000. Holland and
and Belgium.

.

Belgium are low, flat countries, with much moisture, which, at

a low temperature—with jDroper comforts of life, is not income

patible Avitli great salubrity, but when these are exchanged for a

climate of hif/h temperature and great saturation—and these

will be shown hereafter to be a material part of the conditions
canse. .... . . it . .t.

most mimical to neaith—together with a total aisrujotion ot ms

social habits, the influence on the constitution is most deeply felt,

as recorded.

But the climatic change from the high, mountainous regions

From Switz- ^j? Europe, (Switzerland and Austria.) with their low tempera-
er an an

^^^,^^ ^^.^^^ elastic air, and plain food, to the heat, moisture and

difierent social condition which they soon reach here, is pro-

ductive of consequences, although great, scarcely sufficient to ac-
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count for the large mortality of 220.08 in 1,000. Elevation Accounted

then, iu a temperate climate, in its proclivity to develop tlie for.

sano-uiue or blood-nialdng and lieat-producing system or tem-

perament, so dilterent from that of warm climates, Avhere the

bilious temperament predominates, and which is so much better
^^.^1^^ gp^^j^^

adapted to it, must aid in accounting for tliis large mortality, and Italy.

This is erainently illustrated in seeing Iioav small is the mortality

in the natives of Spain and Italy, about one-tenth of those just

mentioned, or 22.06 in 1,000. and who are almost uniformly of
_

_
' '

_
•

_

_' Probable rea-

the bilious temperament, living on a milder vegetable regimenr ' o o o son.

and great temperance, which this temperament instinctively calls

for.

SECTIOIs^ IV.

Total population of the city during the year ; estimate of the

unacclimatecl ; number of cases of yellowfever in public and

private practice ; ratios of mortality in eqch ; comparative

mortality in other countries ; mortality in our rural districts,

t\tr., S^c.

The total population of the city of New Orleans, by

the United States census, in 1850, was 129,747.

By adding the ratio of increase from 1850, and care- Total popnla-

fully and laboriously calculating, from the varied and tioninisss.

imperfect returns of the city census of 1851,-'52, for

each ward and class of the population, so far as it was

possible to procure them, I have arrived at the conclu-

sion that the augmentation, in our aggregate perma-

nent population in 1853, amounted to 154,132,

It is well know the increase has been much greater,

especially of the floating population.

The difference between the population during the Difference of

last preceding epidemic, in 1847, and that of 1S53, population in

is 45,433; to which add 5000, a very small estimate 1847 and ia53.

of the floating population, and of that large class of

idenizens, who have their actual homes here, but are a
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large part of their time absent, and which are embraced

in the enumeration of the population of other large

commercial cities (more particular in this respect) all

of whom are unknown to our census returns, and who

generally form \he Jirst victims of an epidemic ; and

we have an unacclimated population of 50,433. But

as no epidemic so thoroughly influences the whole

population, as to leave none still susceptible to attack,

and we well know even the last did not, and that was

the most thorough and wide pervading we ever had

:

whole families escaping, and of course, the disease did

Total unaccii-^^^^
stop for the Want of subjects. In fact no epidemic

mated popu- SO thoroughly influences the entire unacclimated pop-

lation. ulation, in any city, so that none escape; may be from

some transient or accidental cause, although they may

be subject to it afterwards, as we now well know.

During the existence of the plague in Marseilles, in

1720, when near half the population fell victims to it,

amounting to 40,000—thousands did not suffer at all,

out of a total population of 90,000. It is probable that

more than double the number was left untouched in

1847 than were taken sick ; it is deemed fair to estimate
'

i

the total suscejyiiMe population, in 1853, at 60,000*^

And tlie entire city population, at 158,699

This will be considered moderate, when I add that

our foreign immigrant population, arriving in the city,

to the month of June, '53, reached near 24,000, many

of whom doubtless remained.

Number sup- On this as a basis, I have supposed there left the

posed to have city, before or through the epidemic, and thus reducing

left the city. 0^- population to that extent, 36,283;

being something less than one-fourth. I have come to

this conclusion, after a very minute examination into

all the records and sources through which this exten-

sive emigration could take place, viz : by the river,

and through the lake ; by public and private records

;
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and deducting the ingress from the egress. To be Nnmberinthe

more sure, I have consulted the judgments of those city during the

who have been here, hke myself, during the epidemics epidemic,

of the last twenty or thirty years, and there is a pretty

general concurrence in the belief that the population,

during the summer, amounted to at least 125,000.

The total mortality, from yellow fever, during the Mortality by

year, not only those certified to be such, but a large reiiow fever.

proportion of the " nvtknown," siqyposed to be such,

from a want of proper records ; it is estimated, upon

all grounds of probability, to be • 8,101.

The ratio of mortality from yello^v fever, to the en- Ratios to the

tire permanent city population, being the calculated |-pev cent.] differeut pop-

natural increase over the census returns, is 1 in 19.02,or 5-25, uiations.

The ratio of mortality, to the population supposed

remaining in the city, or exposed, is 1 in 15.43, or 6-48.

The ratio of viortality to the population estimated

susceptible, or unacclimated, (60,000,) is 1 in 7.40, or. . 13.49,

And the total mortality of the year, to the total

known permanent population, after deducting all other

causes of mortality than disease^ was 1 in 10.19, or. . 9-80.

And including all causes of mortality, 1 in 9.76, or 10.23,

To arrive at the number of cases of yellow fever which oc-

curred during the year, the details are more precise than have

ever been attained here before, but still far from perfect,

owing to the backwardness in the faculty reporting their

cases.

r The reliable returns are derived from the following

sources, viz :

[Cases.] [Deaths.] [percent.]

There occurred at the Charity Hospital, 3312, of which, 1890, being 58-84

The Howard Association hnd, besides 429 in the )
Touro Infirmary, and about half of those in \ 9353, " 2252, " 24-09.
the four Board of H ealth Infirmaries )

" Deduct from the aggregate, Table F, the following causes of deaths, not
from disease, Viz : "non viable," 13; "still born," 346; casualties, 61; drowned, 105;

1

burns and scalds, 18; hydrophobia, 6; poisoned, 4; wounds, 47; suicide, 14; old

]

^ge, 5; treatment, 3 ; (to which ought rightly to be added, intemperance, 123; al-

^

though I refrain,) amounting to 670, or about 4V4 per cent, of the whole mortality,
I and reduces this to 15,117 ; and the ratio of mortality will be as above.
i

I have not made this correction in Chart A, for previous years, because I had not
;
the materials. The deduction would have, doubtless, been much larger.
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[CaBee.] ' [Deaths ] [per cent

Casesjinortal- The Tonro Infirmary, oillo\Ya.rd.4'Xi; others, 94,.. 533, of which 21.3, being 40-73.

ity, and ratios The ilto'so?i de 5ari«e, 338 "
97, " 28-69.

The Luzmhur? Hospital, 150 " 79,
" 52-66.

in various
The Board of Health and Iloioard Injirinary, No. I, 3i3 "

155,
" 45-18.

public institu- .. ,. ,. .. .. No. 2,.... 338 "
170,

" 51-18.

tions, " " " " " No. 3, 1500 "
500,

" 33-33,

" " " No. 4, 432 " 207,
" 47-91'.

'

The C% rFo?-7c7i02«s^, l.st District, 89 "
14,

" 15-73.

The, C%Pwo7!,, 2d District, 30 "
5,

"
16-16,_

The Lunatic Asylwn. 9 "
0,

"
qO-OO.'

The Boys' Orphan Asylum, ith Bistiict; 60 "
2,

" 3-33.

The Boys' House of Refuge, 21 "
6,

" 28-57.

The Girls' Horisc of Rffuge,...: 21 "
1,

" 4-73.

The Catholic Female Orphan Asylum, C&vd^ si. .. 81 "
4,

" 4-93.

The Poydras Female Orphan Asylum, 50 "
9,

" 16-20.

The Circus Street Infirmary, no returns, but estima-

ted about 300 "
100,

" 33-33.

To which add, of cases reported to me, and

)

called " outside cases," by members of the !

Howard Association, and other philanthropic ) 2929 "
705, " 22-02.

individuals, and supposed same I'ate of mor-
j

tality as the Howard's public practice,* J equal to
Ratios.

Making the total of eZmosyviffir?/ cases, or at 19479 " 6409 32.90

per cent, or 1 in 3.63.

From various members of the faculty, in the city,

Number of whose names are mentioned hereafter, I have

.cases in pri- had reported to me, localised, 7624.

From the best estimates the Sanitary Comnrission
v.ate practice. .,, ^ ^,-, .

IS able to form oi the location, practice, and

number of those who have not reported, it

believes they do not exceed 1917.

The total, then, in private practice, to which must

be debited the balance of the mortality from

yellow fever, amounts to 9541 " 1691 17-72

Total ratios. percent., or lin5,89.

Making the total number of casts in the city,

duringla53, 29,020 " 8101 27-91

per cent., or 1 in 3.58,

This is tlie largest number of cases, and llie greatest mor-

taiity from _yellow fever that ever afflicted our city. But it

is the least mortality to the number of cases that has ever

occurred in a great and malignant epidemic yellow fever,

'' These were all attended by physicians of this city, almost entirely without
remuneration, and it is but bare justice to them to say, that they were ever, at the
call of duty and humanity, making every sacrifice at the noble shrine ; and that,

when the epidemic slackened in its virulence here,they generously voluntered to pur-

sue the scatteriugpestilence into the interior, in aid of their less experienced brethren
and sufl'ering fellow citizens. It is with pride we record that no one proved recre-

ant and deserted his post, and that many (fourteen) fell victims to their high profes-

sional honor j-aid devotien. Nor was the other branch of the profession less

distinguished In the call of duty, and sutlered still more in obeying it ; more than
thirty apothecaries havina: sunk under it.
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such as this was, and it is but fair to claim for our faculty

and |)hil<.u)thropic associations, unequalled skill and kindness, Tribute to the

in the treatment of the greatest scourge of our country, as liUcuity; our

shall presently show. It is but a faint tribute of praise, due associatione

^ , 1.1 £• ..
• and friends

to the warm hearts anu open purses or our countrymen, m
I

• r 1
• 1111 \

^'liroatl.

Other sections or our happy union, to acknowledge tiiat much

of this proceeded from their kind aid, in the deepest hours of

our travail we saw that our calamity was felt with electric

speed every where, and that relielj accompanied with warm

sympathy, came, even beyond our wants; which was then as

liberally distributed to our suffering fellow-citizens elsewhere.

Now, thoroughly to understand our relative status lo other

places, and it can only be done by comparison, let us en pas-
,

, /!• • n 1 • 1 • -41 Why com-
sant, cast a glance aS the sunerings irom this disease m other

,

'^

. „ pare with oth-

cities and countiies, not that it makes our misfortunes anv
- er cities.

the less, but it is consolatory to knciv, that other cities have

suffered as much or more than we have, and are noto enjoying

the blessings of health. It will be made probable that we

might, by similar means, do so also, and it isfor that puiyose,

mainly^ that / make this comjxirison.

In Philadelphia, in 1733, the ratio of mortality to those exposed or Mortality of

remained, was 1 in 10 epidemic ;

and the ratio to the entire Bopulation 1 in 13 ^- ,, „
' ^ leliow fever

do. do. in 1797, the ratio of mortality to those that remained, 1 in 16.6

] ^ iT_ »• ^ ^ 1 -n i'l Philadelp'a
and to the entire population 1 m oO

do. do, iu 179?, the mortality to the entire population was 1 in 15.50 '" '93-'[)7-'98.

and to the number exposed , 1 in 6

The three epidemics of the same city, for 1*'9;3, 1787 and 1798, gave an

average mortality of the entire population of ... 1 in 14.24

and of those that remained iu th e city, of 1 in 10.13

And the mortality to the cases attacked in the epidemic years, from 1793

downwards varied from 1 in 1.2, in 1819 to lin 3.86

in 180-5, giving an average for all these epidemics of 1 iu 2.12 j^yerace hos-

The loss at the Hospital alone during the epidemics of pitai mortaii-

1793, 1797, 1798, 1799, and 1802-'3, the only years in which ti"-

the admissions were recorded, varied fi-om 1 in 1.68 (1799)

to 1 in 2 (1833,) with an average for the six seasons of 1 in

1.867.

In these several attacks of epidemic yellow fever in Phila-

33
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Where most delpliia, it was remarked, that it was much more fatal in the

fatal. jQ,^y fii'hy malignant atmosphere of some districts, than in

those where ihej^ were moue elevated and aiiy—in those in

wooden houses than in those of brick. Tliis is found to be

the case every where,

inNewYork
"^^^ general mortality to cases in New York, was about

Baltimore and 1 in ^ ; in BALTIMORE, 1 in 2.87; in Charleston, about 1 in

Charleston. 4 of the cascs fatal, on an average of the several authorities.

In Savannah the number of persons dying of autumnal dis-

eases to the whole white population was in 1817, 1 in 9|, and

in 1S20 1 in 5.1-10. In Natchez, on an average of a num-

ber of years, the mortality to cases was 1 in 2,13 and 1 in IG

of the popidation. In Mobile, 1839, and 1847 the average

mortality to cases, was estimated at 1 in 7. The mortality

to the cases in the epidemic here of 1820, was 1 in 6 in adult

Mortality in whites, in various description of persons : as women, children,

New Orleans, blacks, 1 in 10. ' The average in New Orleans in a series of

years to 1849, the mortality was 1 in 4, this, howt^ver is taken

mostly from the Hospitals, in private practice about 1 in 8 or

9, and the proportion to general population as 1 in 65. From

an estimate I made some years ago, from the results in pri-

vate practice, there is sonie difference from those above,

which are obtained with the preceding interesting historical

statement, from the reliable authority of Dr. R. La Roche, in

Philadelphia, mine made the mortality in private practice to

vary from 1 in 10 to 1 in 20, while those in Hospital did not

vary greatly from those in our public institutions last year,

with the exception of being from about 10 to 15 per cent,

less. During the late epidemic, the statements, as usual,

were conflicting and imperfect—no estimate that is entirely

reliable can be formed of it, in private practice ; I have aver-

aged it at 1 in 5.89, it is impossible from obvious circumstan-

ces, to arrive at the exact truth, it no doubt varied from 4 to

50 per cent.

During 1804, not less than twenty-five cities and towns were

visited by the fever, in ^pain
; the pojDulation amounted to four
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hutiflrod and twenty-seven thousand two hundred and twenty- in Spain,

eight, of which fifly-two thousand five hundred and fifty-nlae,

or 1 in 8.12, perished. In fourteen of these places, at different

periods, the mortality, in proportion to the population, was 1 in

6.42
J

the extreme being 1 in 2.25, and 1 in 13.3. In seven

places, the proportion of persons affected, amounted to 1 in 278

of the population 5 the extreme being 1 in 1.18, and 1 in 5. In

twenty-one, the average proportion of deaths, to the number

affected, was 1 in 3.087 ; the extreme being 1 in 1.3, and 1 in

6.42. V/hile two hospitals gave a mortality of 1 in 2.15 of the

number admitted, with extremes of 1 in 11, and 1 in 282.*

In the West Indies it is often difficult, as it is here, to obtain i" the West

exact records ; the public and private practice being so different, ii'^ies.

In the government military hospitals, in Cuba, the mortality

from yellow fever is very small, not exceeding often, ( if the

statistics, as published, can be relied on,) two to five per cent.;

while in the hospital for the reception of the poor, it is very

large, as large as any where.

InVer« Cn^;r, the mortality in private practice is very small; At Vera Cmz

the treatment being very mild and simj)Ie. While in the

military hospitals, with the Mexican soldiers coming from the

iierras templados ifrias, (upper country,) it is frightful; some-

times nearly the whole dying, and the whole per centage is that

of escape, which is very small ! The filth of the hospital, and

intemperance of the men, being very great. The details will

be given hereafter, when we come to show the influence of sani-

tary measures upon it, and the comparison of other Southern

cities with New Orleans.

In Eio Janiero, from the highly valuable information the Ratio ofmor-

Sanitary Commission has received direct through the United taiity of aif-

States Consul, Sobert G-. Scott, Esq., (who has sent manyferent classes

valuable documents; see proceedings,) exhibiting a remarkable ** ^^'

proof of the protection, and assimilative influence of climates.,

on these diversities, all exposed for the first time to this (then)

new malady—affecting them respectively as follows i

*Dr-. La Roche,
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per cert.

On native Brazilians, about. . . , .

.

2

On negroes of recent and former importation, frorii 1 2 to 2

On acclimated, (to that couHtrj--,) Europeans, 5 to 6

On tiie imacclimated and sailor,?, a mortaiit}^ of about .30

Moitaiuy m j^ |-|jg Jjiterior towns of this and the adjoining states, the
ihe interior.

))^ortality to tljG cases, as also to the population, was, last season,

mnch larger than in this city, many villages being more than

decimated of Iheir population ; of the mortality to cases, proba-

bly nearly half dying, in many places. This can only be

accounted for by a want of familiarity with the disease, and not

having proper nurses. lu this city, where these exist, it is

probably as successful, in the sa.jne description of subjects, as it

is any where. In Havana and Yera Cruz, with a Spanish and

Mexican population, and from the South of Europe generally,

whose inhabitants are n^t given to intemperance, the mortality

^
is very small. Indeed, with them, it is not considered the most

dangerous form of fever, nor can it hardly be deemed so here, in

good subjects, with proper care and attention.

Great mortal- Professor iJlckson, says ;

" Tellow fever must be viewed as

ity from yei- one of the most destructls'e forms of pestilence, exceding even

low fever |]jg plague perhaps, in proportion to mortality. In 1804, iii

abroad.
Gibraltar, out of a population of nine thousand civilians, but

twenty-eight persons escaped an attack, and the deaths amoun-

ted to more than one in three. Musgrave gives a scarcely less

terrible account of it in Antigua, in 1806. In Jamaica, under

the care of Dr. Hume, three out of four died of it. In the

city of Philadelphia, in 1820, there died eighty-three out of one

hundred and twenty five, about two out of three." During the

late outbreak of the yellow fever, in Philadelphia, there occur-

red one hundred and twenty-eight deaths, out of one hundred

and seventy cases, in public and private practice, making a

mortality of 1 in every 1.48, or seventy-five per cent.

It vfill be apparent from these statements, that yellow fever

is a much more fatal disease in Northern than in Southern
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climates. The subjects differ as much as the treatment and

the climates.

SECTION V.

Epidemic Constiiution—Its Constituents—Proof—Influence on

Vegetable and Animal Life—Meteorological Elements—
Terrene do.—Difference of an epidetnic from, an Endemic—
An Epidemic cannot he Imported—Epidemic requires local-

ising causes for its development.

Having thus shown the special medical constitution and of its

disastrous influence on man—and contrasted its effects here

with what it has displayed, not only in various parts of our own

country, but throughout the yellow fever zone ; we now pro-

ceed to approach it a little nearer and ascend to its causes.

J-iQt us scrutinize these, as well general as local, that we may

thoroughly understand our status—the principle upon tvldch it

depends for existence, and by a practical application draw

useful lessons from it,

I proceed then to exhibit the evidence, which proves, first, Division of

that a great epidemic constitution, or what has been denomi- the subject,

nated '' epidemic meteoration," existed ; and secondly, what,

were the probable causes or constituents of it.

We have evidence of the existence of a great epidemic yellow

fever in 1853, not only over the city of New Orleans, but over

a large portion of the Southwestern part of the United States
; Epidemics

from its effects on nearly all the forms of life, animal, as well formed ofcer-

as vegetable ; that there were some vast influences let loose or tain constitn-

developed, or some apparent irregularity in the ordinary ®"'^-

elements of existence, that was at war with its being, that is

essential to be understood, in order to derive the necessary aid

to counteract or control them. It is of vast practical value

then to know the constituents which composed it, if they be

susceptible of analysis, for it may be considered a settled

opinion with all intelligent men, that epidemics derive their

power and spread themselves from certain unusual circtmistance^
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and conditions, that these are required to give them activity,

and the important fact is clearly inferable that being , the sine

qua non^ they form them. This, in the nature of things,

from its wide pervading, direct and almost immediate influence

over an extensively spread population, must be atmospherical,

and we state them, en passant now, to be more specially men-

tioned hereafter, that the admission of this principle—the

admission of a wide-spread atmos'plierical element as a necessary

constituent, dratos after it an iviportant, if not inevitable in-

ference, in its being a conclusive answer to all averments of its

contagious qualities!—not that a contagious disease cannot

If e idemic
ii^scome epidemic f although it is very rare), but the difference

notoonta- i^, that a contagious disease never looses that quality, and epi-

gioB3. demic disease does, directly it is removed out of the sphere of

the epidemic atmosphere, which always has bounds and limits,

however extensive it may be, and beyond the influence of the

localising conditiohs which will be pointed out hereafter. The

testimony in support of this, which the Sanitary Commission

has obtained, has been most ample and conclusive. We make

it as our offering to the vast proofs with which medical record

abound on this important subject.

Proof of an An epidemic disease is knovs^n to prevail when a large

epidemic. number of cases of disease., of the same type and character,

atmosphere, break out, either simultaneously, or wathin a brief period,

over a considerable extent of a city or country, tvearing one

general livery^ and evincing and maintaining a sway over aU pre-

vailing diseases. The statement of this proposition, is to carry

conviction of its truth to all those who witnessed the charac-

teristics of the disease last summer, when forms of morbid

action, that were not suspected to be yellow fevei', from

wanting its prominent symptoms, were suddenly terminated by

black vomit. Indeed, so fatal was its influence in many cases,

that nearly, and in some cases all its stages, were merged in

the last and unequivocal one—the fatal black vomit, as a

child in the nurses arms, in others, in a vain attempt at vita!

re-action, the system sinking in the effort within twelve hours
;
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so virulent the poison, so futile the recuperative principle.

The general unifornuty of its type, its speedy prevaltiice over ^^"'^'^"'""''"•

the entire city, breaking out in distant and disconnected parts

at the same time, and by-and-bye, extending over its entire

area, and thence, as we shall see, to different parts of the

country, not immediately, even in those having hourly com-

munication with the city, but many weeks afterwards, as the

combined principle (meteoiological and terrene) became ma-

tured and extended, with a greater or less prevalence and

intensity of the localising causes, to be mentioned hereafter.

It is farther proved from its reaching insulated places, aspp_

jails, penitentiaries and lock-ups, heretofore exempt. Even

insulation on a plantation did not always exempt the inmates
;

in the tardiness and -great length of convalescence (taking

about double the usual period,) the great liability to relapse,

from the deficiency of re-action in those that continued in the

epidemic atmosphere, and the rapidity of restoration on a

removal from it.

Hence then the atmosphere constituted wings for the pro-

pagation of the general epidemic and localising conditions

gave it a habitation in various places.

What is meant by an epidemic atmosphere then, is the

presence of certain elementary constituents or their combi-

nation different from the habitual or normal condition. We
shall essay hereafter to state, in v.bat these consist. We
have no proof of anything specific, beyond this combina-

tion, and this is two-fold, the meteorological part probably ^p'"^^™'" ^*"

forming tlie predisponent, is innocuous without the other, it™°'P'^®'^-

is but one blade of the "shears," the second is the local

circumstances and influence— the true localisins; or iixins'O CI

power. It is what has been denominated by high authority

*'*the test and touchstone of poison"—that produces its

development whether acting on individuals or communities,

filth in every kind, degree and sense, represents our meaning.

For an atmosphere to prove epidemic pre-supposes the pre*

*Mr. Limon. -
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sence of both. If there is only one of them pi-esent, (and

Its great either one of them is the same) the effects do not take place.

"^'
If a case is earned from an infected locality to one that is

pure, it does not spread ; but if conveyed to a ]Dlace where

there exists an impure, kindred or infected atmosphere, the

disease is propagated, and it seems, to the surperficial observ-

er, "contagious," and hence arises the establishment of one

of the great " false facts " in physic, and the foundation for

Contagion in- endless, but ridiculous controversies to the disgrace of science

dependent of^j^,-j
j-jj^^ injury of humanity. Instances corroborative of each

"^^of these conditions, are furnished in another page. The
cumstances. . , , . . ., „ . . , ~. . .

special characteristic attribute oi contagion is tiiat it is irre-

spective of external conditions ; it pays no respect to climates,

zones or seasons ; it requires no special atmosphere—it yields

to none ; it is self-propagative and progressive, and depen-

dant upon its own creative and self-sustaining powers. To
none of these has yelloio fever any similitude.

On vegetable Certain atmospheiic appearances have been often observed

and animal here, during the cholera epidemics of 1832 and 1833. The
life, formerly,

^^j.]. n^urky " cholcra cloud," as it was then denominated,

hung over our devoted city, like a funeral pall, as long as

the epidemic continued, and struck, every heart with dismay-

The experiment with meat, has been often tried during a

cholera epidemic, and it usually became putrid, if sonie-
Soon tainted

^ . what elevated in the atmosphere, and filled with animalcules.
butchers c '

^gj^j^
This, however, is believed not to be remarkable, as it would

take place at any season. It was observed here last year

that butcher's meat became earlier tainted in the stall than

usual. Birds and beasts have been driven from their usual

haunts, into the deepest recesses of the forest, showing by

their instincts that they were sensible of some malign
away,

properties existing in the bosom of that atmosphere whence

they derive their main vital influence. At Lake Providence

Judge Selby noticed that the feathered tribe almost entirely

disappeai'ed during the prevalence of the epidemic. In a

former outbreak of cholera, on the " coast," it was observed
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that the earrion crowa ceased \jtt make their appearance,

although there were plenty of dead cattle exposed in the

fields. An unusual influence on animal life haa been often

remarked during the existence of cholera here. In Spain,

so malign has the air been sometimes found during the exist-

ence of yellow fever, that birds Cf>nfiaed in their cages have

died. The older records in our profession, of periods when

epidemics raged with one hundred-fold more violence than

they have done in later times, almost every .species of animal

life safft-red—nor do I know of any reason for the compara-

tively lesser influence of epidemics of latest, over ancient

times, than the extension of the comforts of life, and the

refinements which civilization has wrought, v/hich, really,

are nothing else but sanitary measures.

Nor are we without evidences of the extension of suchitu inflooie.

influence to the veo^etable creation. During the late visita-<» aaiaaal

tion, Mr. Lawrence, who is engaged largely in horticulture, ««'^«s«"'»'*

in the lower part of the city, informs rne that his garden'*^ "" **

seed v\-ould often fail to germinate, but still more often,
"**^

when they would, sprout up a few inches from the soil, a

sudden blight would seize (hem, and in a few days they

would wilt and (^\^. This was eminently the case with the

cauliflower, the celery, the cabbage, raddish and other veg-

etables. To keep up his stock, he, in vain, applied to his

neighbors, to those on the opposite side of the river, and

down the coast. The same influence had been extended to

them. Many of his fowls dietl, old and young, without ^''*'**^ ""^

previously appearing sick. These effects only continued
J . / ., . T , ,- - •

oathecOMlof
dunnof the epidemic. In other parts of the countr"/ similar

effects were produced in the destruction of the '.-arioas kinds

of poultry, in the tainting and destraetion, of orchard fruit,

and a blighting influence of various forms of vegetable life
;

and on the coast of Texas the fish were found dead in im-

mense quantities, as reported to the Sanitary Commission, viz:

At Biloxi, the peaches rotted on the trees ; graat mortality pa .*i.

existed among the fowla ; flies and musquitoea remark ibly nti-

34
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Bay of St.

Louie.

Bayou Sara

Centreville.

Baton Rouge.

Lake Provi-

dence.

Port Gibson.

Natchez,

At Wafhing-
ton.

merous; mould on the h-ees; heat unnsually great; ther-

mometer 94°; two earthquakes during the season; many

cases of yellow fever, without personal iiitercouise, with

any sick of the disease.*

At Bay St. Louis.^ there was an epidemie among fowls.

At Bayou Sara, the China trees had a sickly appearance

and their leaves covered with a crustaceous larvse.f

At Centreville, musquetoes and flies more numerous than

ever observed before ; and mould of a drab color, and very

abundant,- season unusually wet, and heat of sun very great.J

At Clinton, musquetoes uncommonly numerous night and

day.

At Baton Rouge, " fruit of the peach full of worms, and po-

tatoes rotted in the ground."

At Lake Providence, "fowls very sickly and many of them

died ; animals and plants sickly—many had bumps upon

them; musquetoes tenfold more numerous than ever known

before ; never saw one-twentieth part of the mould ; toad-

stools vastly'' more plentiful than heretofore ; a peculiar smell

pervaded the atmosphere of the place." §

At Port Gibson, dark and unhealthy spots on the peaches

;

bright and bluish mould very common on the grain. Dr.

McAlister writes that during eighteen 3'ears of close obser-

vation, he had never seen such repeated floods, attended with

such an excess of thunder and lightning, succeeded by such

hot sultry days, during the latter part of the summer. The

city occupies a level locality on a rich alluvial soil, and pre-

sented during this time, the appearance of a marsh.

At Natchez, epidemic among poultry (fowls) ; musquetoes

very numerous, and tire epidemic particularly severe with

pregnant women.
Ij

At JVasIdngton, Miss., epidemic among poultry (turkeys)

taking off entire stocks, without apparent cause; their livers

found greatly enlarged and diseased.ff

* Drs Byrenheidt & Cochrane

§ Judge Selby. ||
Dr. Davis.

t Brown. J Dr. Wood.
IT Prof Wailes.
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At G'ai«e.*'!y27/e, fruit rotting prematurely and extensively ;-*-'^*^=^'™^''^'

native cows dying in great numbers, without obvious cause.

But fortunately f.-r tlie intrest of truth, the recent progre&s

of science has not even left this hitherto dark corner, v/ithout

other rays of ligh', witli uhich to illuminate it. The Smith-

sonian In titution, in the noble language of its founder, estab-

lishe \
" to extenJ knowledge among men, " is sprea(:iing the

en'i>htening rays of science ov.-r every rc-gion of our country.

I am indebted to the kindness of Professor Blodget of that

valuable institution, who has most obligingly answered the

queries I havi addressed him upon the subject, for the subjoined

infomiation, containing direct and conclusive proof of an epi-

demic atmoHphere, showing, most satisfactorily, that wherever

the epidemic influence was filt by man, there v/as exhibited

proofs through meteoroLogij^ of the existenco of that atmosphere,

that this prevailed to a most remarkable extent, that, notwith-

f^tauding the advanced period of the season and the presence of

a ramarkable elevation of temperature

—

tliat is proved not to

have been a sufficient meteorological ingredient to constitute the

epidemic con? titution, and, that the dise?ise did not become de-

veloped until there was superadded to this, high saturation,

affording demonstrations upon the. subject, it is believed, nevjr

exhibited before.

LETTER r ir O M PROFESSOR B L O 1> G £ T .

" The Temperature Comriarisons.

" The comparison of mean temperature, at various stations information

embraced in the district over which the yellow fever extended "f epidemic

at sometime during the summer, vdth the mean for a series of
'°^°^°'-'^^''°'"

years, or for 1852, shows, on the whoL3, a greater number of
''^™"^°'^''".

negative than positive differences. Yet the inferences, suppor-

ted by the first view, of a colder or less tropical summer tempera-

ture, are the reverse of ti'uth, as may readily be shown. The

daily curve of the temperature is much less sharp in the rainy

summer of the tropics, than in the latitude of New Orleans, in

usual seasons. When, therefore, a temporary institution of

jhis rainy and humid tropical summer occurs in these latitudes,

the msan temperature deduced from the usual observations is too
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Kaiar ^asoojQ^_ ^^^ ^j^e tme mean, also, lo-tver than usual. Thus, in tte

rainy season of Central Ameriea, the mean for July descends
midday teoj- ^' ^ , , -, ,

'
. .

to /7", deduced from tLe usual hours; wliile in Texas, it rises
peianuf. '

and elevates**^
'^*^"^- -^* -^*^^'- ^i''^''"^- '-"''^ ^^^ ^^W Crtande, Julj, of the

the mwaiBg P^'^sent Tear, was diy and healthy. In August the tropical

aad eveniag. raius Set in, and, with the same morning and evening tempera-

ture, the midday mean feU irom 92^ to 88.7°. The same

re?ult occurred at New Orleans, in the contrast of June and

Trcs?iaii w-a- Jujy, iu a Still more decided manner, the morning mean rising,

ther H>. »» iu July, 2.-5^ above that for the same hour in June, and the

' '" middav mean falling 2.5° below that of June. The dail\-

eurve, from minimum to masimum, was thus diminished during

the rainy month of July o^, and was actually but 4.4°, an mi-

precedented low, and peculiarly tropical curve.

*•• Comparison of all the stations here given, in this manner,
And e-xteaJed ^^^jj provB the apparent low temperatures they exhibit, to
»nron„ og

jj^^-g ]jggQ tJie institution of conditions a;pproacliing the tropi-

cal climate more nearly tJian in any year of ichicJi we have

precise record.

'• In further proofof this position, the great and general heats of

the summer on this continent may be cited. A change of ten

EQnaiioare-^j^gj.^gg q£ latitude, Southward, would give about the precise
niOTa eg.

jjj^^^jj.gg fyf temperatiu'e and humidity actually experienced on

the Gontment \N ith this general accession of temperature, the

humidity, and sanitary consequences, follow inevitably.

Rains as shotvn hy the Tahle.

'' The amount of rain, as arude measure of humidity, is given

at several stations, in compaiison, also, with the means of a

series of years.

ireqaeDcy of " Frequency of rains is nest to amount ; and in the pres-

rahE, next to cut case IS particularly important. The stations are thus dis-

amonnt, tiugrtdshed in eoimection with the tables of amotmt.

eraMse tp(q>i- <• Xo gTOup the results : South Florida only was profusely

caicoBditiffla.
j^jjjy

— ZxmQ, except for tke last half of the month, when

New Orleans becaine remarkable for frequency of rains. In

July Texas was very d.v; : Xe^v Cfrleansthe reverse, wiihtro
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pical frequency of raias. In Xorthem Florida ard South **™"*^

Carolina the rains were heaTv, though not anusnally frenuent. ^^^ *»*=*^i.*-

Tn August the tropical rains of New Orleans continued, and'"^^^"

cesan at the close of the month in lower Texas. In Sep-

tember they spread over the Gulf coast East and West of

Xew Orleans, and diminished at tliat point. In October ihey

were continued on the Eio Grande, and at Bennada, and

other islands, and over most of the Gulf coast also.

" The yeUourfecer began on the Rio G-rande trifi thexe raitts
_ " _ ^ _ Is Tes2s ^a&

iJi Av^ust. and continued till iheti ceased in October ! li be-

gan in other parts of Texas vrith the same condiiioms, and *o.^^^^j|^

at Mobile, continuing vrith their unusual coniinuance.

Mitmidiiy.

" The mean hnmidity or per centage of saturation, is given

for the observed hours, and for the mean of the whole month

at several stations i& the South and West. June is seen to

have a low fraction of saturatioa ia ail parts of the United

States, except at IVezr Orleans, where, with a temperatare 3'^

above the mean, the saturation was unusually high. In July

the fraction of saturation at Xew Orleans largely exceeded

that at any other locality observed. Savannah, Ga., approach-

ing it most nearly. In August it was largely increased at all

stations : in Texas and at Savannah becoming nearly as great

as at Xew Orleans in June. In September it was slightly

less at Xew Orleans, and greater in Texas, and Eastward

from Xew Orleans, at Mobile, iScc. October had mainly a

hiffh temperature and high fraction of satoTEtion,"

For proofand illustration ofthese positions, reference is made

to the tables J, K, L, and IT, subjoined, containing records

of temperature, rain and humidity, throughout and beyond

the epidemic region of last year, and the averages of other

years, with which to compare it. The whole is most conclu-

sive.
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TEMPERATURE, RAIN, AND HUMIDITY, OF SAVANNAH, PENSACOLA, AND JACK-
SONVILLE, 1852—53.

I Jan.
I

Feb.
|
Mar.|April jMrty. IJuue.l Juii'-.l Au \̂ I Sept.| Oct. |

Nov.
| Dec,

MEAN XEMPEEATUKB.
Savannah, . . . 1852.

.

" 1853.

Jacksonville, 1853.

Pensacola, ... 1 85"3. - -

" " 1853.--

(3-04

r4-0068.11

71.86i77.29

78 00
80.22

AMOUNT OF BAIN.

75.67
74.25

75-44
79.00

78.89

79.98
81.50

81.74

79.33

82. 5G

81-00
82,38

74 47
75-83 64.50

77-55 68.92

60-40 48.40

78 00
78.42

Savannah 185~
" 1853..-. 1.147 l!l42 2! 479 o"444

0.465

6' 500

8-721
3.959

1.530

4.862
0.2U0

9..310
787

3.240

833
937

5 324
6.464

7.400

2'.531

5-040
8-168

2.700

14.000
1 562

4 673
9 - 427

9.675

500
14-781

2.888

9-350

3
"096

6
'883

2.275 3.fil8

3
'2.50

4
'062 2" 552" 1853.... 5 500 1-000 1-969

Savannah, . . . 1852.
" 1853.

.Tiicksotiville, 1853,

.658

MEAN PEK CENTAGE OF HUMIDITY.
"Tr'|'T740n752TT787

'

,617 .690 .707 .773
.--.I I -826| 864

.677

.8'8

.793
,87!

.710

TABLE J.—Mean Temperatures

Fever at same time prevailed-

years, or with the year 1852.

for 1853 in Districts in 'which Yellow
—And a Comparison ivith a mean of

SKPT. I OCT.

Charleston,—Ft. Moultrie

.

Savannali,

Whitemarsh Is'd,

Jacksonville,

Key West,

Ft. Brooke, Fla,

Ft. Meade, Fla,

Cedar Keys, . -

Pensacola ,.

New Orleans,

Austin,

New Wied,.. -

Fort Brown - •

,1852

,1852

.1852

78.48 82.85 80.08

-1-0.1 -|-1.5 —0.2
79.00 81.50 79.33

—0.4 -|-0.2 —1.0
77.40 80.92 78.65

-|-1.1 -j-1.8 —0.4
78.89 81.74 82.56

80.00 82.92 82.37

80.50 83.42 83.97

—1.4 —0.2 —0.6
78.56 82.15 82.23

—0.8 —1.7 -|-2.0

75.53 79.00 78.20

—3.7 —0.8 2.6

80.11 83.18 81.98

-|-1.5 -1-2.7 -1-1.3

80.22 82.08 82.38

—0.4 —2.8 —1.1
80.38 80.24 79.60

—1-2.2 —0.1 -1-0.0

80.81 82.00 81.01

79.37 — 83.83

80.80 82.00 81.00

79.25 82.75 83.75

82.08 84.18 82.88

.-i-0.4 -j-O.B —1.8

76.83

-[-0.7

75.83

—1.1
74.85

-|-1.0

77.55

76.47

80.20

-1-2.7

79.93

-]-2.0

79.37

-|-0.6

78.42

—0.5
75.89

—1.2
76.77

75.71

76.80

75.75

78.41

—2.0

65.69
—1.5
64.50

—2.7
63.74

—2.2
68.92

71.59

80.27

-|-2.0

75.00

—0.9
73.01

-i-0.0
71.94
—1.2
69.56

—1.5

QQ.Q5

69.43

68.75

71.88
—9 1
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TABLE K.

Weather at variotcs Station-^ during the Yellow Fever months of 1853.

SEPTEMBER.

ChurlKbloii,

Fort Moultrie,.

iiih,

^Dry

Very dry.

Jacksonville, Dry,

Bermuda,.

Key West, . .

.

Fort Moade,.

Fort Brooke, .

.

Cedar Keys,..

Pensacola,

New Orleans,

.

Austin,

San Antonio,..

Fort Graham,

.

Fort Brown, .

.

l/tiBt ball'.,

thov/ery .

Showery

Verysbowei-y.

Very wet-

Showery

.

Wet

Dry

Dry

jast h
howry

u-1 ii^c^Jrf!

Usual Dry

f Last haji. . .

.

Showery

Verj' showery.

Very .showery.

Very showery.

U.sual or dry.

.

Very wet

Dry. Very dry.

Very showery.

Very wet.

He'vy sho'ers.

5 l.sthalf verj'

I wet

Usual Very wet

Showery .

Showery

.

Showery

Showery

U.sual or dry.

.

Veryehoweiy.

^ Humid, few
I showers

; l.st hali" dry,

2d " wet. .

Sliowery

5 First half.

.

I showery. ..

C 1st half very
) wet

Dry

5 Frequnt..

I showers.

Few showers.

<i
1st halfvery

i wet

1st halfvery
wet

^ 1st half wet,

'I
2d do humid

Usual

^ Constantly

i
showery . .

.

Constantly
showry

TABLE L.

—

Amount of Rain at Stations at which Yellow Fever "prevailed
.,

for theSummer months 0/1853, OMd in comparison ivith a mean of several

years.

I

Dec.

Charleston, Ft. Moultrie-'

Savannah

Whitemarsh Island, Ga...

Cedar Keys -

Key West-

Ft. Brooke, Fla

Bermuda

Ft. Meade, Fla

Pensacola ., ...

New Orleans

Ft. Brown, Matomoras .

.

1

June. July,
i

Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.

1.550 10.880 2.200 8.100 4.050
—2.8 -1-4.4 —5.0 -1-2.5 -1-1.5

G.787 6.464 8.168 9.427 2.888
—7.2 —3.2 —1.2 -1-4.9 —0.3
1.280 5.280 5.580 13.200 3.240
-3.0 -1-1.2 —0.2 -1-10.4 -i-2.1
3.262 11.437 3.625 15.437 4.60C
-1.9 -1-2.0 —4.0 -1-9.1 -1-1.2

18.110 2.330 5.020 1.690

-1-14.6 -1-0.0 -1-1.7 —1.5
9.090 4.120 4.670 4.360 1.700

-1-2.4 —7.0 —5.8 —3.9 —0.8
1853 3.510 6.690 11.630
1852 7.000 4.260 2.400

3.540 4.520 3.390 2.120 0.310

0.937 2.531 1.562 14.781 5.500
—6.1 —7.1 -1-12.1 ~i-2.0

1.712 11.508 6.280 4.948
—3.7 -1-5.0 -1-0.8 -1-1.0

1.700 0.000 3.100 8.000 7.750
—1.0 —1.8 -1-1.2 -1-3.3 -1-2.8

11.340

2.980
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In compnrison w-ith 1852, and witli previons years generally, the diflerence of hours must be
taken into account. Sunrise and 6 a. ji. always give a higher fraction of saturation than 7 a. w.

;

and the mean deducted from 6, 2, 10; and from sunrise and 3 p. m. it is always greater than that
from 7, 2, 9. The precise measure of this correction has not been determined.

June, of 1853, was everywhere less humid than 18.52, except at New Orleans ; there its fraction
of saturation was greater in 1853, distinguishing this point as reversing the condition common to
most other parts of the country for that month.

July, of 1853, has a higher saturation at Austin, New Orleans, and Savannah
; elsewhere lees

than in 1852.

In Auaust, 1833, is everywhere of higher saturation than in previous years ; aad the difference
is greatest at New Orleans.

September. 1853, presents the same conditions prevailing in August.
October is not sufficiently observed.
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Such then, are some of the direct proofs furnished by me-

teorology, of the limits and extension of the great epidemic.

It is only to be regretted that every village and hamlet in the

country does not supply data of a similar character, to make

the application still more precise. On a critical analj'sis of

these highly valuable observations, it will be seen vv^ith v^^hat

exact accordance they correspond with the variable outbreak

of the epidemic in every part of this extended region. In
'- -^ ^ ° Great heat

every instance where the facts are knmun £rreat heat andhlsh ,,. , ,^ ,y o o and high satu-

saturation were the predominant conditions for the preva- ration always

lence of the disease, and it was often remarked that "thepre.:ent

return of these conditions re-produced the fever tivo or three

timesr Can proof be made stronger? It will be thus seen

how truthfully and philosophically this explanation comes in

to substitute itself for that most unsatisfactory and barba-

rous one of contagion, sundering, so far as it extends its

creed, every tie that binds man to man, as we have unfortu-

nately found to be the case in many instances during the last

season in the interior, not in this city, where the doctrine is en-

tirely new. The inhumanity of that attribution is only equaled

by its folly. If yellow fever is contagious, it is a taw of the

disease, this it must carry into all places, and under all cir-
ble to be con-

cumstauces (like small pox.) A " contingent contagion '' is

a medical misnomer, is void of a precedent, and has no par-

allel in the annals of the science. Every device has been

resorted to in the way of experiment to show the contagious

quality of yellow fever, if any existed, but have all signally

failed. That it may be infectious under certain circumstan- To what ex-

ces, is admitting nothing more than that it is caused by «/t- tent infectious

pure air, and that this air can be carried in the hold of a

vessel, or any similar mode, by which the air of one place is

conveyed to another, or even through clothing, (in some spe-

cial cases and to a very limited extent,) is not denied.

Wher^e the above conditions are present in a sickly season or

district, it sometimes requires but a slight addition for the

development of the disease, and this is apparently furnished

occasionally, by the arrival of cases, or vessels, or goods,
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with tlie poisonous or infectious air ; but it is not a result of

secretory action, as all the contagions unquestionably are.

This susceptibility of conveyance or transportability, exists,

to a very limited extent, and only when the causes giving

origin to the disease are more than usually malignant,

and are only propagated, in a Tcindred or congenial atmos-

phere. These views have thousands of times been proved by

our constant experience here for more than half a century, and

such, I deem it, is the general result of the experience of

the profession South, during that long period, with a very

few exceptions, and those mostly of the last year.

Infection is not a personal quality—it applies to vitiated

Infection: not air from whatever cause proceeding. It is the product, not

personal. the produccr. It is the rem. How is it when we approach

so near as to causation—to the thing—the principle—in any

of the generally acknowledged contagious diseases'? In

small pox the smallest appreciable sjcaoymtoi secreted matter

inserted into the body, at once and always produces the dis-

ease, and all these contagions have a pecnliar secretion as a

product of the disease, which by its specific action on the sys-

tem, re-produces itself and thus propagates the malady. Is

that the case in yellow fever? All the secretions andproducts

Veiiow fever of the disease have been over and over again inoculated into

not conta- susccptiblc bodics. Evcu black vomit itsclf has been tried

giou3. in every way, and all with impunity. They have been slept

with, clothes used, all with the same result, and this would

ever be the case, unless there should happen to be present

an epidemic, orfoul, or kindred atmosphere / Without then,

this localising condition, the congenial materials, the disease

does not spread. If it is not contagious, and it has never

been found apparently so in this country before, then there are

existing independent circumstances that account even for the
ow ^^^^~

g^Q^iyf^giy contagious quality, and this proves the existence of
ren y so, ex

j^^ epidemic atmospherc or epidemic meteoration, and the

extensive prevalence of yellow fever out of its usual bounds

is proof positive of the existence of that epidemic atmosphere,

and its prevalence and limits are bounded by it.

Such high authorities as Drs. Haygarth, Percival, Ferrier

J
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Carmichael Smith, Currie, Russell, Roberts, Arnott, Christison,

and others in England, deny that exhalations from the living

body are capable of permanent suspension in the atmosphere,

or that they CRn be conveyed, unchanged, through pure air to

great distances. They regard it as established by an indubita-

ble body of evidence, that the moment these exhalations come No exhalation

in contact with the external atmosphere, they are diffused from human

through it; that by such diffusion, their infectious properties are bodies of per-

destroyed, and that, though when pent uj) in close unventilated ™="'«°'^ s"^"

rooms or filthy ships they may acquire some degree of perma- p^"^""^ '" '^^

nence, much concentration and virulence, yet, when they once atmosphere,

pass into the ocean of air, they disappear as a drop of rain in

the ocean of water. These authorities, view the property thus

possessed by air to neutralize and destroy these exhalations, as a

provision of nature for'our well-being.

It was further observed that if the emanations thrown off

from the livina- body formed permanent and powerful poisons,
1 •/. 1 • 1 , ^ - • 11 1

Consequences
and it this were capable oi bemff conveyed, unchane'ed, to ffreat

•'• °
.

' ^ .
° ' ° on human in-

distances, we should be able to live only in solitude ; we could
\ ^ _

"^
' terconrse, if

not meet in society, for we should poison each other ; the first
' ' ^ ' permanent.

symptom of illness would be the signal for the abandonment of

the sick, and we should be compelled by a due regard to self ^°''bid hu-

preservation, to withhold from persons afflicted with disease,™^'' '"'*'"

every degree of assistance that required personal attendance. course.

But our physical is in harmony with our social constitution,

and not in contradiction to it. The necessity of intercourse

between all the members of the human family is one of the

moral exigences of our race. The policy of encouraging, facil-

itating and fosterina: that intercourse among: all the nations of „. . ,

.

"_ ~ ° Physical m
the earth is one of the impressive distinctions of our ao'e.

.

...
Jr o harmony with

" But if it be true that plague and pestilence are capable of
g^^^j^j ^onsti-

being imported from country to country, carrying devastation
j^j^^^

in their course, and that this calamity may be prevented and

can only be prevented by placing periodical barriers between

one nation and another, so as effectually to obstruct that inter-

course, then there is a contradiction between the necessities and

obhgations of the human family, and the physical laws of their

being.* "

* Report on Quarantine—General Board of Health.
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It is as true in physic as in otlier sciences, tiiat " there ar^e

jQove false facts than false theories, ^^ and the aiarm in the pub-

lic mind, last year, was sufficient and did clothe this disease

with qualities susceptible of explanation, much more satisfacto-

Notwooppo-
j.,y.^ of universal application, and in exact accordance with reason,

"^science and philanthropy. There can be no two opposite facts

in nature, although it may be very difficult sometimes to ascer-

tain and establish the true one. Whenever this difficulty occurs

we must appl^r to general principles for explanation, and have

recourse to the ordinary and well knoAvn causes, circumstances,

condition, and analogies, existing or applicable.

Difference be- Another grouud of error existed in confounding an epidemic

tweeu an epi- witli an endemic. The difference does not exist merely in a

iiemic and an greater prevalence over a wider space of the former, but in a

endemic. greater intensity of the materies morhi. An epidemic is a

wide pervading disease, one of whose constituents being atmos-

What is anP^®!'^^'
^'^^ therefore diffusive, influences the type of prevailing

epidemic. febrile maladies, and furnishes to them a uniformity of livery,

and this will doubtless aid in the explanation why so many

Creoles have been affected with a fever, having so many of the

characteristics of the yellow fever last year, and especially with

children, who are so much more susceptible to prevailing mala-

dies than adults. During the existence of an endemic fever
^

this does not take place, although equally and similarly exposed.

The very idea of transporting an epidemic, which is mainly

atmospherical, from one country or locality to another, is aa

absurdity upon its faee. The very statement of the proposition,

is its own refutation with intelligent and thinking men. It is

little less than arrogating an attribute of omnipotence.

The important practical deduction resulting from this, is, that

Practical de- an epidemic cannot he imported. The principle is very clear,

duotion. The facts are in exact accordance. Humboldt has long since

shown, that, although yellow fever prevailed among the newly

p - „ arrived every 2/ea7- at Vera Cruz, it never prevailed ej!?2<^emcaZ/y

Humboldt, there between 1776 and 1794, although the intercourse with

Havana and other places, where the disease continued to pre-
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vail, was quite free. If a case of yellow fever proceeding from

a locality where tlie epidemic prevails is conveyed to another,

where it does not, it must terminate with the case, as has been

eminently illustrated this last year, on the various marginal

limits of the epidemic. This proof of ej)idemic influence is

shown by pointing out these limits, and here it is known mainly
,., even appa-

bv its wantma; those evidences of its existence which proved its
•^ *-' ^ rently conta-

presence in others. Professor Blodget's interesting communi-^j^^^
^^^

cation has shown, that the principal atmospherical constituents ^.},ere the ep-

consisted in a Mg/i saturation, with elevated temperature. Now, ideniic princi-

in these places where this epidemic showed itself, and not liav'ingv\<i was pre-

the poicer of spreading^ there is no evidence to show that these ^^"^t-

existed, or only one existed. Eor instance, at Memp/us^ about ^^ ^^ -yiem.-

two hundred miles above Napoleon, Arkansas, many cases, phis,

(upwards of sixty,) were carried, but with the freest intercourse,

public as well as private, the disease did not spread. The place

was far from clean, but there is no proof either of high satura-

tion or elevated temperature.

At Bladon Springs, Ala., where the sick were taken in con-

siderable numbers, and there existed the most unlimited commu- ^^ ^^ Bladen

nication with all, yet it did not spread, and there was exhibited spnngs.

no evidence of the two conditions reqiiii'ed, or either of them.

At Clinton^ near Vicksburg, the same thing happened ; there At Clinton,

was the most uninterrupted intercourse with ''infected spots,"

persons, and goods, but there was no evidence of an epidemic

atmosphere, and consequently the disease did not spread.

At Caliaioha^ Ala., about ten miles from Selma, where itAtCahawba.

prevailed in an eminent degree, and between v/hich places there

was constant uninterrupted intercourse, the disease, although

freely brought there, did not spread, but terminated with the

individual cases. There existed nothing unusual in the seasons.

At Black River., Concordia Parish, many cases of yellow fe- AtBiackRiv-

ver were carried, but it did not spread. Precisely the same oc- er, Pt. ciair,

curred at Waterproof, Tensas Parish, where many cases were HoUy w^ood,

brought and terminated without extending the disease. A like^°'i Gaines-

result was noted at Point Clah\ at Holly Wood and at Gaines-
"''^'^'
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mile, and many other places, including our watering places, until

an advanced period of the season, when, from the occurrence

of the precedingly mentioned conditions, the disease became

developed.

Proof at Trill-
-^* Trinity, La., a rather remarkable instance was furnished

ity. La. of both conditions being requiredfor effect, for saw-dust was used

to fill up low places in the streets, and even the earth dug from a

foundation for a warehouse, was spread upon the streets ; but

there was no evidence of the existence of the other condition.,

extreme heat, direct (radiation) or indirect, or proof of unusual

moisture by hygrometric tests. On the contrary, no epidemic

influence noted on the fruit, ''which were fine and healthy;

musquetoes not so troublesome as usual ; mould less than com-

mon," (proof of dry air ;) no disease or fatality observed among

animals." " Many cases of fever brought here, and ended

without propagation, and no precaution used."*

At Porters- At Portersvitle, where several hundred people were assem-

viUe, cases not bled, and about one hundred and fifty in one inclosure, no cases

extend. occurrcd, although five imported cases were brought in, nursed

by difi'erent persons, and two died with black vomit. The dis-

ease did not extend.

I

During the existence of the epidemic yellow fever at Rio,

In Rio. many persons were carried to towns at some leagues distance,

Puerto Cabei- but in uo case did it spread. The same thing occurred in the

lo. neighborhood of Puerto Cabello, and Guayaquil. The epidemic

atmosjyhere did not extend to them, and consequently the other

condition was wanting.

This description of cases, circumstances, and results, could be

indefinitely multiplied, not only this year, but every year of the

existence of yellow fever, either here or in foreign countries.

The explanation is so obvious, on the principles to be presently
e cause o

^^.^ (Jqwu in this Report, that it is scarcely necessary to antici-

pate them here. One of the conditions deemed essential
nicationore.t-

^

for the existence of an epidemic disease is wanting : either the
tension. '^ ^ '

terrene or meteorological. The cases above given, shovi^ that

*From our int elUgent communicant, Dr. Kilpatrick. fDr. Moore.

Gayaquil.
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the epidemic atmosphere was not present, and the disease did

not spread. Again, a sudden change in the weather occurs, the

yellow fever is arrested ; multitudes of fresh unacclimated

people (as we have often witnessed) rush into the city, and

become exposed to the very foci where it was lately so malignant,

yet not a case occurs. The meteorological condition is ivanting.

But, if the weather again becomes hot and moist, with high

radiation, the disease is certain to become resuscitated. Again,

the cause why clwlera passes over one town or plantation and

seizes on the next, is evidently owing, according to the most sat-

isfactory experience in England, and what has been known to

follow the disease here since 1832, in the difference in the ter-

rene or localising conditions, (filth, disturbance of soil, &c.,)

and the atmospherical being, or not, in unison.

It was also alleged that the fever of ISr'iS was different

from any fever with which this city had been inflicted here-

tofore, and therefore must have been " imported " from the

West Indies, Rio Janeiro, Africa, " Nova Zembla," or God

knov/s where. This has proceeded from a patriotic, but

mistaken impulse, which is pretty universal, as M'ell among Fever the

savages, as those more civilized, viz : never to acknotcledge^^^^^'^'^^^'^

the paternity of a pestilence! Nevertheless, the sober
"*"" ''®*""

dictates of truth, still more unyielding and inflexible than

those feelings, compels the acknowledgement, painful as it

is, that the late epidemic first commenced in this city. I

have shown the folly of ascribing its origin to any foreign

Bource, and that the appearance and symptoms of the fever, did

not run precisely parallel with the yellow fever of every

year, is just what might have been expected. No practical

man will say he ever met with them, precisely similar in

type and symptoms, at every point, in any series of consecu-

tive years. There has been left some chasm in the similitude,

some inequality in the morbid excitement. At one season,

the head will be the more prominent point of attack, or

onus of the disease ; at another, the stomach ; at another

the spinal system, &c., &c., giving rise to different theories
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as to the pathology of the disease, requiring a modificatiohl

Each have q{- treatment; now blood-letting, to a great extent, general
tspes.

^g ^^^ij ^g local, as in the epidemic of 1833, requiring only

local in that of 1839, bearing neither in that of 1841 ; not

admitting the general, and requiring much discrimination id
:

the local detraction of blood, last year, (in my judgment,)

and in all very little medicine. These peculiarities ai'e \

probably produced by variations in the remote cause, and

the different conditions of the individual. Such is just the

experience in other American cities. I think it is less so in

the West Indies, from the greater uniformity of climate and

condition there. Such, too, is the result of the experience

in other diseases. <

All epidemics, as all other diseases, must have a beginning,

a starting point. That point will be in whatever part of a

city or country, in which the localising causes shall exist in

the greatest excess, (as will be hereafter pointed out.) This

has been clearly demonstrated, by an examination into this
mosphere may

., , subject in E norland, where it has been made evident that
prevail, dis- •' "

ease only de-
'^hile an epidemic state of the atmosphere exists over the

veioped where whole couiitry, the disease tcill only be developed where there

localising exists olso^ in more or less intensity^ the localising conditions

conditions oi o? JiltJi, moisture. Stagnant air, &c., (to constitute the perfect

filth, &c. combination.) The result of the investigations of the Sani'!-

tary Commission has, most strongly corroborated these

valuable facts, and in almost every place, which they were

enabled to examine personally, the causes for the localization

were made apparent enough, and will be mentioned here-*

after. Could this Commission have been enabled to carry

out the examinations they intended, the public would have

been put in possession of a still larger body of most valu-

able facts, to form the basis of future legislation, in this most

important sanitary movement.

Although an
.
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SECTION VI.

Two agents essential to produce an epidemic—Atmospheric and

Terrene— Climate what ? How far heat is productive of yel-

lowfever—Regular progress of from the South— Yellowfever

zone—Limits of the epidemic of 1853

—

On what dependent-

Geographical limits of fever—Humidity important element in

climate— Quantity of rain not sufficient evidence of it—Error

of Darby in relation to the dryness of this climate—Moisture

essential to yellow fever—The great causes of our moisture—
Radiation—''Yellow fever loeather''''—Radiation of different

climates— Winds—Amount of moisture in each at New
Orleans.

Having alreadj^ shown proofs of tlie general fact of tlie exist-

ence of the epidemic, of its influencing the animal and vegeta-

ble kingdoms, of its extension by atmospheric and other condi-

tions, and of the practical fact of the impossibility of its im-

portation, I now proceed in more detail to specify, if not the

precise elements of which it was composed, what will answer

just as well for all practical purposes, the conditions necessary

for its existence, and, fortunately for us, they can be measurably,

if not entirely controlled.

Pestilences have, even to this day, been considered one of the

mysteries of nature ; and viewing a disease as an epidemic was

deemed a sufficient answer to all inquiries in relation to its cause

or nature. This does not satisf)?- the exactions of modern science

any more than it does of the causes of tempests, storms, earth-
Ancient

quakes, famine, and other instruments of destruction to man- . .•'' ' opinion of

kind. As men were unacquainted with their causes or laws,
p^^^jj^jj^gg^

they were denominated " accidental," although, all intelligent

men now know that there can be no such thing as " chance " in

the government of the world, but that there must be causes

and laws of action, if we could only find them out, which is

both our duty and interest. In the foUowina; pages we have

attempted to analyze the meteorologicai, constituents, as far as .* '' ' causes ana

our means extended ; and as it was clearly evident that these un^gr laws.

alone were not sufficient, other causes were sought out, and it

was soon clearly apparent, from the facts before us. fi'om lona;

3e"
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experience, fi'ora analoo^y, and from the record? of liistory, that

filth, impurities of all kinds, disturbances of the soil, all com-

bined in Tvhat I have denominated terkexe, formed an essential

and indispensable link in constituting a pestilential or epidemic

atmosphere.

Epidemics have been denominated the " shears of fate," the
Epidemics . .

i< t • -, ~r •^^ -, t •

singular propriety or which I will demonstrate by interpreting

- „ one blade to consist of the meteorological condition, and the other
fete.

the terrene., or local vitiations to give it life, impart intensity,

and produce development. Both are indispensable for eiBciency.

Hence then, the very natural division into

1st. Meteorological ; and

2d. Terrene;

neither of which alone is competent to the production of

yellow fever ; the first is not a simple but compound condition,

as we shall see hereafter. The second may be also. I do not

propose to examine into it in this Eeport.

It is the COMBINATION of these necessary ingredients that con-
The danger is _ .

'

in their c m-
^titutes the danger, that forms the poison and produces the ele-

bination. ment of destruction. Let us consider these separately, analyze

them, see what power we have over them, so as to prevent that

union which is so fatal.

First, of the meteorological : the meteorology of a city, dis-

trict or country, may, -ndthout any great violence to truth, be

, denominated the climate of that city, &c. Its climate deter-
The meteorol- •'

'

ig the cii-
i^i^^^s the character of its diseases, from its influence on the

mate of a great law of causation, and with reference to the great principle

country. of prevention, that is, sanitary measures, it is almost equally

important. The very idea of attempting to influence these

without a knowledge of its great principles to pilot and to guide

us, is but groping like the blind Cyclops in the dark. This

is so well understood by every scientific as well as unscientific

man, that there is no description of any epidemic fever on

record, of any note, in which there is not constant reference

to the condition and changes of the weather as producing or

influencino- the disease. The testimonv is overwhelming; in
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no postulate in medicine is there less dispute ; all practical men

yield it their prompt credence.

Temperature has been very properly supposed to have much to '*
»«•««'-

do in the production ofyellow fever, and that the yellow fever zone
^

^
_

"^
_

''

_
tain dniution

proper, is restricted to limits where the temperature at midday, ^.

during the months of June and July is not less than 79*^, and that

the extent and malignancy of the disease is often in proportion to

the extent in which it shall exceed that height where the other in pwiadei-

causes concur in a similar degree. That has been applied to the pwa.

region as far Xorth as Philadelphia very successfully, even during

the last summer. It will not apply here with the same exactitude,

because our temperature at midday is always above that point at

that hour from the month of May to the month of September,
xgjn-gja^jnre

nor is the mialignancy of the disease in the proportion that it preceding ao

ehall exceed that height here. The average temperature at epidemic at

midday of May and June preceding our epidemics has rarely New oieana,

been 81°88, and during the three epidemic months at the same ^^^^fi^sit.

period 83''75. The SLvetage temperature of the whole day for

the three months has been V9'^51. It rarely reaches as high a " ^*°^

degree as 90'' during the hottest parts of the day. M. Arejula, a

Spanish physician and writer of eminence, says that under 23o

Reaumur (82 Fahrenheit) it does not appear in Spain (I think.)

In Rio de Janeiro it appears when the thermometer is at 'll^.Atmo.

It is not a disease requiring the highest temperature for its de- Aijo^eSOd

velopment; indeed, I conceive this (or above 90"^) rather nnfa- too high to fa-

vorable to its origination. The accompaniment of great hu- vor iu pro-

midity being essential, and with precipitation the temperature dnction.

at once falls. The averacje tropical temperature of 80? of con-„ . ^or r Hence tt does

siderable duration, with great humidity, is doubtless essential to^o^ exist in

its elimination here and South of us. In Africa and the East In- Africa and

dies, a much higher temperature and higher combination may Eaat indies,

be the cause of its non-existence amona them. So, on the con- „'^ Temperatnre

trary, a temperature above 80° is fetal to the plague I And^g^^j^g^ ^^

thus, also, a temperature from .30^ to 50° develops (with other the piag«.

circumstances, as in the other instances) the typhus gravior. Be- Do. fbrtrptas

low this/rt/er does not occiir at all. Such are the meteorolog- ireMot,
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ical limits of these great types of disease ; tlie distinguis'bing'

characteristics of different climates and distant countries ; the

avenue through Avhich one-sixth (it is computed) of those who

annually fall victims to disease reach the shores of time.

From these remarks on the influence of temperature in the

production of yellow fever, it is not at all attempted to support

an opinion, which, no one who has investigated the subject,
alone not suf-

believes, that elevated temperature alone produces it, for were

that the case, it would appear annually in regions far North of

us, where it is for long lapses of time an entire stranger ; for

we know, that extremes of summer temperature, so far from

declining in proportion to increase of latitude, is just the reverse

(for a certain time) and that our extreme heat here, is rarely

equal to what it is very far North of us. Temperature, then,
y6llow fcv6r

is only one of the elementary agents to aid in giving birth and
commences

_ _ _ . . 1

, , ^ activity to our formidable foe. The same may be said in rela-
regularly from •' ''

South and ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ decline or extinction. As it commences usually South

proceeds reg- of US, (in the Wcst ludies, South America and Mexico,) on an

niariy Nortii. average (one year with another) at least two months in advance
i,

or aboiit May, so it retires that much earlier, and being a fever
|{

whose ordinary duration is from sixty to ninety days, usually |

terminates, when with us, it is at its maximum intensity. The

same principle will apply with more or less accuracy, to the i

regions North of us. Temperature then, although a certain j'

range and duration, is absolutely necessary for its origin, is not

indispensable (or has little to do) for its continuance, far South '

of us it becomes extinct while this high range continues—ceases j

here usually before frost, (the supposed great extinguisher,) or

continues sometime after its occurrence, and particularly has t

this been the case last year and more especially in several parts *

of the Southwestern States.

The farthest North the ejDidemic atmosphere extended the

Limits of epi- [ast scasou has been at Napoleon, Arkansas, about 33° 50' North,

demic m 1853. ^^^ ^^^^ Tampa in Florida, to Brownsville in Texas, in latitude

25.50. The yellow fever zone, so often varying, now extends

from Rio Janeiro to Charleston, and from Barbadoes to Vera
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Cruz. Commencing at Rio, in Jcinuary, it proceeds after reach-

ing its acme, gradually North, reaching the Northern coast of p*''""^" °f »*«

South America, in April and May, and the West Indies and
^pp^"''"'^^ '"

Vera Cruz, in May and June, it arrives here usually the latter
countries.

part of July, and does not usually reach its Northern limit

until some time in August and September. In this mere his-

torical statement, of course, it is not intended to be implied

that the yellow fever is imported from the South to the North,

in this regular gradation, but merely that the physical changes

inviting and producing its development becomes evolved as the

season advances.

Among these changes it is not intended to be understood

that its prevalence is in proportion to the temperature existing

;

there are other circumstances that influence its production,

among the most prominent of which, in the deadly combina-

tion, is the presence of high saturation. This is amply and

beautifully illustrated in Prof. Blodget's interesting communi- Another dis-

cation in another page—where high temperature long existed proof of con-

with entire salubrity, but as soon as great humidity was super- tagion.

added, the fever was at once developed. It is difficult to say,

why this two-fold combination should be essential, but in all

climatural and endemic fevers, and this is essentially one, this

double constituency is a sine qua non. This then is another

proof that removes it from the category of contagious maladies,

which are entirely independent of such contingencies.

The zone, as now existing, is different from what it was for-

merly, although the temperature is about the same, the local-
,. . Ill ^ f •

yellow fever

ismg conditions so much under the control oi sanitary measures,° '' zone depends,

have, no doubt, influenced it much. Climate (that is, its power . ,

of affecting our race) is very much under the influence of cir-

cumstances, heat, moisture, dryness, its main ingredients, can be

much altered (as we shall see by-and-bye,) our mode of living

also influences it. If then, we can influence healthy actions, I

know no reason why morbid actions should not also be influ-

enced. In fact, we know that they may be, for I myself have re-

marked it, in the various changes this country has undergone,
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during my long residence in it. It is as imjjortant as interesting

to us, to know why the yellow fever should prevail in Brazil for

the first time in 1849-50. It has heretofore been the healthiest

tropical city in the world, and now we hear of its first advent

in Chih and Peru, (March, 1854,) and in Guayaquil in 1853;

nor has cholera in all its destructive difiiisiveness ever been

known to have overstepped the equator.

The limits within which yellow fever may occur spontaneously,

(the yellow fever zone proper) is a subject of deep interest to

us, and the more so, if this can be influenced, and averted as I

believe it can, by the power of man. In the latter period of

the last century, and the earlier decades of this, it was common,

almost annually, in some cities, as far North as latitude 40''.

The ground is now assumed, and will be hereafter supported in

this report, that the immunity now enjoyed by them, has resulted

What haafrom uo change of climate, or in the constitution of the inhabi-

chansedit. tants, (technically 'considered,) but has arisen from the applica-

tion and enforcement of sanitary laws and regulations. My own

opinion has been long since given,* that yellow fever is gradually

blending itself hers with the ordinary diseases of the climate and

season. Even during last year, many cases (at least a dozen) in

myown practice, during the raging of the epidemic, where the dis-

tinction and unequivocal symptoms of yellow fever could not be

mistaken, and where this exact type occurred in the same individ-

Yeiiow fever uals in a foiTner year, dm'ing the prevalence of yellow fever. The
blending with bilious autumual fevers of this country not unfrequently put
the ordinary ^^ ^^ yellow fcvcr type (haemorrhage, yellowness, black vomit)

e
^^^^^ ^Q causes productive of these are much concentrated,

country. i.i -,• • • • ^ • ^ i ^

that IS, when the two conditions exist m a high degree ; the same

Occurs in the occurs in the tierras calientes (the low level region) of Mexico
marehy dis- ^^^ some of the rural districts of South America—as near
tncts o ex-

(j^j^yg^q^ii^ and in the West Indias, as at Barbadoes, where they

sufi"ered nearly as much, as in the towns, and where the negroes
SonthAmeri-

-^

. ...
, ™. suffered, for the first time from it ; and epidemics of yellow

jjj^gg fever, occasionally sweep through those countries, as it has

*Reporfc to State Medical Society.
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through this, last year, shotsdng most conclusively, that when

the causes which give rise to yellow fever, exist in an exaggera-

ted degree, an epidemic is the result, whether in town or coun-

try, and that a sufficient amount can be accumulated to produce

an endemic fever in a locality far removed from the ordinary yel-

low fever region, we well know, from what has occurred at

GallipoHs, in Ohio, in 1Y96, and at Fort Smith, Arkansas, in

1823, if not in Louisville, in 1822.

These changes of the types of disease, is no more remarkable^
*_

_ _
Precursors of

than that different countries should be subiect to diiFerent mala-
, „ ^

•' the yellow fe-

dies. For three or four years preceding the first occurrence
^^j. ^^ ^^^^

of an epidemic yellow fever in Eio, in the winter of 1849-'50,

there had been a gradual change in the t}^es of fever of that

country, with an occasional case of unequivocal yellow fever (as

recognized by those who had been familiar with it,) until its

final develojiment into a disastrous epidemic. Coincident and

cotemporaneous with this great change in the diseases of the

country, were proofs " that the broad features of the climate of

Brazil had altered strangely, old residents declaring that the

seasons were no longer such as they remember them to have
simultaneous

been,"* all acknowledged an unusual state of the atmosphere climatic

existed, a remarkable absence of the usual thunder storms, change,

which were daily, at a certain hour, during the summer season, a

prevalence of winds from an unusual quarter, (the Northeast)

besides other unknown but acknowleda'ed changes. These less

tangible variations have not been noted, or observed, nor do we

yet know of the presence there of a faithful notary of science,

to record those important conditions that instrumental observa-

tion can alone render valuable.

Another impressive instance of the effects of climatic changes

icQ the production of disease is furnished by Dr. Blair in his

recent valuable work on the yellow fever of Demarara. Here,

as in Brazil, it was noted that whenever the diseases varied or d is e ages

changed, they were usually preceded by some variation in the change with

climatic condition. Thus in Demarara preceding the long the climate.

*Dr. Pennell.
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continued epidemic beginning in 183Y, it was noted and even

tlie " planters observed that tbe climate had changed. The date

Demarara,
^^ ^^ commencement and termination of the two rainy seasons

cannot now be ascertained or prognosticated with the same

precision as formerly. Land winds prevail in the rainy season,

during night and morning only," &c.* Such, too, is the result

of experience in all countries—such is reasonable where meteor-

ology is well understood, and records are made; and every

where, of the variations in the climatic condition ; there the

results arising from them {disease) can be anticipated and if we

shall be unable to prevent, provision mil be made for them, and

their influence modified and curtailed.

Dr. Blair notices that "extreme seasons not only always

modify the type of disease, but the effects of treatment ; during

the depths of the rainy season, adynamic and congestive types>
and influences

are prevalent and marked : purgatives now do harm ; mercury
treatment. •

_
_ .... . .

too easily salivates ; thirst is diminished. There is increased

action of the kidneys, there are local congestions, headaches,

drowsiness, sopor coma, watery stools." These effects I have

constantly noticed in this climate for many years.

That the laws of vital action are influenced by meteorological

conditions, surely we ai^e not now to learn for the first time.

Man learned it when he was first exposed to an inclement and
fluenced b y

_

, . variable sky, and has ever since used protectives against it.
meteorologi- •'

'

x o

j,^_
The foes of our race, it is very true, are not confined to these,

but in the hasty generalizations of later periods these have been

almost entirely overlooked, and the morbific materials have been

almost solely attributed to agents that allow a more extensive

speculation, and that furnish the data for a more prurient imag

ination. It is the duty of philosophy to curb this danger-

ous propensity, to confine ourselves, as much as possible, within

strict limits, and allow due justice to all

From Guayaquil, lat. 2° 15'' S., the Sanitary Commission
First yellow

. .

„ ,
^has received the first recorded evidence known, of the yellow

fever South of ^ ' •'

tha equator,
^vcr having appeared South of the Equator, (previous to 1849,

*Dr. Blair.
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-*50.) Dr. Win. Jjimisoii writes us, tliroug'h tlie Anierican

Consul, of its having oecuiTccl there in 1740, and again in 1842. *"'* " """

In the latter year it was fatal to twelve jier cent, of the popula-
"''"^' ''"^*"

. , ^ K 1 1 1 1 /. .1 of 3,018 feet,

tion. At Augas, 3,028 tect above tlie level ot the sea, many
in rural dis-

died of t'le fever contrai'fx'il on the banks of the river (xuava-
tncts.

quil, but in no ease was it (jominunicated to the inhabitants.

Dr. Lacopjl- writes ns from Puerto Cahcllo, through tlie

liiiited States Consul :

"'' We have instances of black vuniit (x--

enrring t'.onstanllv in ditieivnt parts of ilie iiiteri<ir of this

country; lately, at Nutrias, nearly sixty per cent, of the p<;)pula-

tiou died of it. Also, at the Aragua Valley, in Valencia, the

capital of the province, situated nine leagues from this place,

many cases occurred among the creole population; especially

young people. In Caraccas, five leagues from Laguayra,, many

cases were fatal amono; the creole population."

In Barbadoes, although clearly and palpably originating there nn.m Barba-

from local causes, it soon spread over the entire Island, and was doe*,

just as bad in the rural districts as in the town.*

Many instances were mentioned and will be found in onr

record, of repetition of attack^ and the liability of those born

here, (and not of creole parents, and some that were, and grown,)
jjg,jyj^^jj„^

were very numerous, more so than lias ever been noticed before,
j-,.o„ itsWen-

even reaching the limits of adult life, and the dread of yellow dins with the

fever began to be brouo-ht home, and even experienced, by the ordinary fe-

fully developed natives. This has been .attributod, durino- the ^«'«'> "« only

fever, to the uncommon malignity of the disease. May l>e the^'**"'
''°' "»

opinion [ have hei'etofore a.d\'an(^ei is the true one, audi repeat,
'"'^*'"'-

although in vivid recollect!*)!! of the scenes of last year, that the

clear and unequivocal type is not so distinctlv manifHsted in the

mciHs of cases, as it was twenty or tliirty yeai's ago. A hope i.s

entertained in Charleston, tliat from the liability to attack of the

more ad\'anced adults, and in proportion to this retardation ot

age, there ' exists the strongest possible proof that our circum-

stances are undergoing a change of a nature calculated to sustain

the opinion, that yellow fever is gradually ceasing to be an en^

* From I)j-. Sincloir. throug;li the U. ^. Cun.sul, to the EJajutaiy Commission.

37
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demic or climatic disease among- us. " If tliis is true, I know

no reason why it may not apply, also, here. Tlie hypothesis,,

is an interesting and important one. It is very certain, that

the liability to attach a second or third time, or even oftener,

occurred in Philadelphia and other Northern cities frequently,

and was the forerunner of its entire departure from among

tbem ; whether a,s the consequence of this chan2;e, we shall not

imdertahe to determine. I am of opinion, that in former years,
fhis occurs X ' .

thro' nifiii's
^^^^^ was not the case with us ; that in hitter years it has become

agency, morc comniou, and that the fever is becoming 'iiiore and more

indistiugaiskahle from the ordinary feoers of the season and

country. If with this we can lodge the hope of its departing

from among us, or that the yellow fever zone is being removed

further South, then, I am very willing to enter lain it; but, I

wish it distinctly understood as my conviction, that this change

of zone, when once established, (and rarai nuist have created it

by making tlie ioc;!.lisirig conditions,) is d^.^.tersnined from the

exei'cise of man's intelligence in controlling the specific conditions

upon V)/iich yellow fever depends., (upon which we shall dwell

hereafter,) and n<jt upon any spontaneous climatic <:hange, or

evidence of cycles occurring, without some eSicient cause.

—

These ^^ews are n.ot at ad incompatible with preceding observa-

tions, in vsdiich climatic changes in Brazil and Demarar'a pre-

ceded the outbreak of yellov,- fever there. Climatic conditions

are the predisponent, but vi^ithout the localising circumstances,,

(the second blade or "terrene,'') as we shall see when we come

to state them, yeilovv' fever can no more occur than it can in a

country without subjects.

Without some considerable elevation of atmospheric

Occurrence of j^eixtperature, periodical or autumnal fever does not occur
fever depen-

.^^ „p_ Yvhen it occurs in cold and even in temperate
dent on tern- i. . .,

, -i .-. ^ . ,^ j_ i^i
chmates, il is only durmg tiie not weather, or towards the

peratnre. • i n r i i- r\ -^ •

middle ot summer; that a summer temperature of 60*^ is

necessary for the production of the disease, and that it will

not prevail as an epidemic, where the temperature of the

season falls below sixty -five degrees, and disappears on 'Ohq
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succession of frost.* Dr. Drako, in liis g^'eat work npon

the Diseases of the Mississippi Valley, remarks that the ^^ ^-^^sraph-

o'eographical limits of .fever in this countrj'-, are East the"^"
"^"~°*

ipalacian Mountains, below the 33(.1° of North latitude,

beyond -which these mountains do not extend. Below that

parallel it has no Eastern limit but the Atlantic Ocean.

Southwest of tlie Cordilleras of Mexico, and the Southern

Rocky Mountains, constitute its boundaries. I have found in

the City of Mexico, (situated near eight thousand feet above

the level of the sea.) continued and intermittent fevers to con--

stitute more than a sixth part of the annual mortality. In

hio-her latitudes, it ceases in the great plains of our AVestern

desert, long before, we reach the mountains. It is almost

unknown, says he, at the distance of three hundred miles from

the Western boundary of the States of Missouri and lov/a,

aboA-e the latitude of 37° Forth. In the South it does not

Tireva.il as an cjndemic beyond tlie parallel of 44°, and ceases

U) occur perioi.iically about 47^. The actual temperature

here, last year, is shovrn with a;reat p;vrticularity in tables B,

C,' D, T, and K. I trust there is no room foi' skepticism, then,

to doubt the power of temperature in the production of fever,

and there is as little doubt it is as much, influenced by the hy-

grometer as the thermometer.

Humidity is certainly the greatest wiien connected with a

high temperature, and is most influential in the production Humidity af-

of fever. This is exhibited in table H—showing the difterent ^'"'^'' ''"^"^

inovtalities of the same people, in the healthy country of '
*"^" ^

'"

diffci'evit teiTi"

Holland and Belgium, vvhere the average annual temperature
.

^
, .

peratnrea.

is less than 50°, and here, Vv'here it is upviards of 67°, with an -

average dew point of less than 43°, and here wliere it is near

• 62°, and with an average "temperature of evaporation" of

less than 47°, and here where it is 64°.

The mode of determining the amount of humidity is the ^'^ ^™'^""' ''^'

m'ost important, as it is the most recent point gained in the '^ ^ ""^

ctilavation oi meteoroloorv, and the study oi climate mflu-
.

.

'-''
understood.

* La Roehe.



^aoe> ^•n -Hir i^ftv. «^»&e moft intere«dtt«: isuct has oeeB dv-

velopso. -^ I-c coa4(ii^<e>d the kev-sicce <rf the great

value cc 1-.-- ^...-^ oaf snvesdgasios^ Tii : Under the sanje

T'SDjpTri^iinire two sections oi ooantty wiU eajoj a diffei^nt

t&aase si»d SAlcbnrr^ mnu <dij&7>enr i^farometrk: coiidiiiom*.

0»e will esitibir a fci^ s&in)rsn<:*c. prodacia? a relaxed

TiaJ sT^«:iu. wjik eaergies luc^^e or less ciipf^ed, ajsd ei-

tee:Bieiv <ie&£ruciive to beaiik and life. Hie otb^, where lite

arg^iL-deiier 5* lower, preseiitisig a drier ajin'sspbere, producing

a gT<A-.er eJasdiSt/ « l»c«ij ai«i laisd, wiih a power o(

^aasraace to wiiirk cbe oth^ i& a sirx^er, ami witli a co&-

dBBed «3i5->yifiem: oi neakb. la ooTToihosaaaa. of this, ilie ted-

tinK^iST is vetT ample. Hmaboliit iceniiaafts ihaZ ~ Cumana

is t2ie iau<x<esX, driest, aad healthiest ai&ofig the e«:^QiiKjctiai

t*>wBs ci Soaili Aaserica." I& varifMss parts oi oor own eoon-

trr, ani ereia in this "citr. liie £s)Ct c^ the ociiicinieBce of a

greai ds^TKie of diyaeas a&d lieaiih is sb<iBdac;3y shown, and

so it is in Tarioas par^ of Aniea aitd the West Indies, and it ^

It - - _ T - 1. SLKio. that fevers do not

tigmsB 3M ia prevail sm j»iQfpofiiua to the hi^%h£ cf the dew point, (»'

>Bwma wasMJOffif o« BcO^sSSPe elofic. Isat thsl t^y <^o *i>o^ prerail wiik-

a«in* af •9«f « A-r^^ ^^? jpoi^.i—that is. ihsi a large aznooni of moistiina

"' "- *^ wiih a higii .iegKie ©f heat, is esseQcai to xku; eTolatioa or
a ^^ ^ dera^^pBieat of th*! M^ grades tyi fever. Onr seeoaid eo«-

diiic^i to «»jssitcte '^ the sh^i&is ^ ec^npitrte, is e>|milj
7^!a9ii<«^l *ij* deajSJiaetive <e^KS. Moistiare. ii*> ':^*Bt>c. is the eon-

tn?Qia^ saaitaiy e)C^Kiifi>»L ei ell ktgk ttnnpamtsn^. Tb^ <ii^-

tindcic^ is vssy " ^ '7. ' t - i _ - * . e "<X61

of aodimation r:: t - ~ t -rc-ts are

'"'*'"""
**"b^iitsra3T aad saiis^etoriiy siiown iai die ^ _ -r e.iji-

graiins D-om a eocEtrr •of ^-eat himsidily asu ^oar i.-E:T,:T-r~ii-

tare (H^^iand aB«i Beigiaja) to obc oi higis sararacor. asc

eJievaiied tanpE^atBive. ThsEse inoponaiu. fae^ were esainejitij

32asTased iast y^sj". Wim as estrone of t^nperanire in -



til harniditr tss added to it. Ths?: toe fie^kadon was es-

ifftMc T/re- iiiTaiuable tesdmosT st*c" Vs"

Professor Bic-isret, throagii liie vast r^, - _ _ : td''*"^

saatxj&e ciijoAyAogv -vhit/h. ihi 5caii£30Dd?E Isesdtnie is

sfgfrsAiiiff orer our otm coantr, is iaealcslabte. Toe enx^f^

«f« b^eacs oi L/re-^ Teias. tae Rio Gxaa-ie Trailer, saj oc^er

4Blr»':-ta *^iiere the thencoiacrtir rise^ lo \V2P. 115°, isave a

iemp^rniisre or tr^pormfStm Bot abenre tiiat of Xe*^ C»?ieaBS,

wi:h the air at 87* At An^ "^
-:, via file air at &3^.

ser^-rj^: uioes in Jime tl»e ie-_ - « e*a|>cwaiioa E^sser

rose aiiore 78*, and ^ the k^ae&t air secapefamre was z&

74-*. To-', or ueariT tea desrre-es bels^s" tbe ^5Ep«er:' r

eraporalioa at Xe«" Y<»i. Tsi^^r^ Th»r air tfc^iTe«i>eifrr _ i. :

eie9e»i #5®^. TIk? heats of tfeese cisuKts are iher^ re ^-zr:-

rable, and eren p;«25ant. a^ a 'ie^ree whiA "»"tm*«i seein mal
to life, frota ihfe irteat ev:Er»OEatin«r p>«fer 2!i~ - -" 'z~ vi zb^

atasosphere, wiiicli cniforaslT pre^^I?.*

Xar is the qaaBOtr oe rasE thai &lis in a oosirT t^ h^si

eviiriic-e Of this ec>o«3itioe. A reiiaiiive si-sL iat eo^Estrr.

en^as'.ve fnai?a-e&. aa^i large bc«iies cc water will mrsim -um^^- ^ j_^^

£iciitne% with a high tejapsa*?!!^ ior a ^rteat a&i daz^en>a£«e~sMEffi«f

- "
- a roekr. ciaTej. sai^iT ar afeeod>enr '^'jSi. aBd^aeaoe^

L-._-_:_.r _-_^Tiiy. will rapaiir aeDeierate wiih wia^is nxssa

-ias" •^asrt&fs.ihe leiBOfrai o» the rsda t^as alls, HeE>ee, the

^jrecipitadoa is sac d^e best tst of the hnmiditr cc a.

The sieHy :«^;od oi neaiij" all coantries, is the rainy

|>se«»>:>i2. and where^ere is as exeepdcii to it, ii aise^SsEr asant

-xMbu* a marshy, thai is. z. pardallT dried swxa^m^^a^aa-

; s more favarable ro the acearaalasiQn of mnstse m»!^

1- i— .; - 'iiere than when eanreiy iBoad^ed. This is var
- oeeorraKxs at Tampieo, in ISSS.

-_:.—_ ^ :-e mere ia Jaiy, sad are falioTed

Dy intense his^z. This is ir^^ perivW os the yeliov feTer.
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In the aboTe-n^fentioned year tlie rainy season comnieneed

twomonrlis later than usual, and there was a corresponding

delay in the appearance of the disease. *

At Pueiio CLibeUo, Dr. Laeomb states that " it is a

constant and general rule that the place becomes entirely

free t'rom disease, and the healthiest in the world when

strong heat, comhined wifJi total abse/ice of rain and damjynfss

prevails, the atmosphere then being entirely dry." On the

contrary, " during the two last years, lS52-'53, the weather

was very hot, and vcrjf damp., with frequent small rains

;

during all this period yellow fever prevailed."

Inthe Island o* Bentiuda, a proverbially healthy place, there

has occurred during the last summer, that precise combination
^^ of " unusually heavy rains, and scorching hot weather, with

out anything like a breeze for days, and filth from an old

stranded vessel now exposed," followed by a mortality of one

in every seven, t'

Probably no condition is so eminently injurious to the

Ai vew Or- salubrity of Xew Orleans, as this great humidity, not merely

ieaK. of itself, but. it furnishes the agency, either by solvency,

combination, or otherwise, with temperature, for those in-

fluences that are so destructive to health and life here.

The actual amount is shown in the tables, (and I wish I had

room to show the comparison with other countries.) A very

partial examination of these tables will clearly demonstrate,

when contrasted with the monthly mortality, how destruc-

tive to health is a nearly (and indeed often) satumted atmos-

phere.^ accompanied with high temperature. ''We have ne'ver had

anepidsmic yellotafericr in this country, icithoiit this combination/

most of these records are before me, besides a personal recol-

letetioh which extends back upwards of thirty years. I am aware

DanzsJ. that there have been counter statements, but they are entirely

unsustained by records or erperiments. The temerity has even

croije' so far as to refer to years, to corroborate it. My meteorolog-

ical"joumatforthose years show them to be void of accurate data

.

* GorrpiHiaiii frcm Ls Roche, f Commuinccirioii thro'Jgh Prc£ Biodget.
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Two years have been specified, viz: 1 S37. and 1S41, as

being very dry, and at the same time epidemic, years. My
Meteorological Journal states for the first, that although fur"

the whole year, the total amount of rain is gmail, yet there

fell during the month of September, (the very month in

which the mortality was more i7ioM double that of any other

month,) more rain fell tlian ike average of the ten -preceding

Septemhers I That ihere fell during the preceding three

months more tliajB ten iuches of rain, and that in October.

which v.as the next most fatal month, there fell more than

double the average of five preceding Octobers ! and that of

the latter, {or 1841,) more than od per cent, ot rain ft'li that

year, than the average of the preceding ten ! So much then

for facts and records,,t;5. memory and speculation !

i\Ir. Darby, "who has written a work on tliis country, of quite

considerable authority, about balf a century ^Oj is represented
p. . -, 1 •-! '

I Etalemeat of"

to sav m it tnat " lor ei^^ht onoutas m the rear, atier tne season- .>.'
Darby.

of inundation, lozoer Louisiana is drier than any woodland in

America."' He Joes not pi-'iieiid to sustain this hazardous asser-

tion by any recoi'ds of precipitation, or other evidences. It is

not probable, with tlie great removal of forest growth, which,

tends to dry a couiitry more tliau anything else, wiuch bas taken

place since tbis was >vritten, tbat it has tended, to make it fnore

humid f From a bydrographic survey, one-eighth of iJie State

is constantly under water; .iicQ-flfths of it subject io inundation-

!

In Louisiana, we bave two rainy seasons ; tbat for Xew Orleans
Po?;ave proof

culminates in Februarv and JuIt, whicb differs but little from <• -^
• -i ' oi Its erroLS

that of otiier parts of tbe State, excepting, probably, ATest Fe-ousness.

liciana, vrhicn in a period of thirteen years, terminating in 1833,

bad tben three rainy seasons, (April, July and December,) witii

an annual average of 61.344 inches ! The annual precipitation

on Red river, near Alexandria, was 67.400 inches; of Plaque-

mine parish, below S'ew Orleans, 67.080 incbes, and in this city

a fraction over 52 incbes. From these causes, ber extensive mo-

rasses, impermeable soil and fiat country, Louisiana is unoues-

tionablv non' and no doubt, has ever been the most bumid State
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in North America. These circumstances give rise to our con-

stant fogs that are so injurious to health. Were the swamps

in our neighborhood drained, and forest growth removed, these

would in a great measure subside, and their morbific influences

abate.

'We do not pretend to say th;it tJie yellow fever is rife in pro-

portion to th<' ainouut of moisture exij^fiiig in fhe air; but we

do not doubt that a iar^'c amount of it is irtiiispensahlt for it.

When satisfactory b(;i<-iitiMc investigations on this subject shall

be extended to all the places of its occurrence, even that amount

may be detei'miiK^d. "VMiether it is a mere vehicle for the poi-

son, or prepares the system for its influence, or it is the combi-

nation, a large amount is certainly I'equired for the existence of

the disease. Hence then, the discre])ancies upon the subject,

neither alone l-)eing siifliciont, but witli l)oth and a higli temper-

ature tlte disease is not ottcJi ahs^Mit.

Di". Home made some experiments to show the connection of

,, ,.. ,,, himiiditv and disease in a carar»aifm in Flanders. He carefully
I root 111 -t Ian- • - -^

ders.
measured dailj- with the hygromet<^r the degree of moisture and

dryness of the air. and upon comparing his tables with the regis-

ter kept of the sick, he found that the progress of the disease

kept pace, as for, he says, as anything of the kind can do with

the humidity'-^ of the air. The whole meteorological condi-

tion has been kept by me liej'e for many years, including the

hygrometry, and it has always api:>eared to me that the direct

influence on the herdth of indiviiiuals, with its varying condi-

tions, not only in yellow fever, but with large classes of disease,

has always been clear and unequivocal. Its influence last year

I have shown to have been very conspicuous. The special

details for the epidemic months are given in the tables, as taken

five times daily, \\\xh the cotemporaneons mortality ; the datest

of the occurrence of the disease would have been more exact,

but could not be procured.

It is supposed there is necessarily great moisture at sea, and

that where there is a foul vessel much disease should exist in

* La Roche.







^^|(i'.'" (i)|vAex>Ajolx)X\ka\9 0\m^^^ m\]\s oSa:aa5, vJAMmU, .aIom).

AUGUST, 1853. LATITUDE, 30^ LONGITUDE, do of Barometer nlio

lSPECT of sky—II Represciilfl entire cloudineee,
1 " n slight degree of clenraees, or

10, " which repreeente pntire cletin

\ WINDS —0 Siguitying cnlm,
> I a. very gentle bri

a fresh breeze. I G a violei

THERMOMETER Aspect of Sky
outeidc, in open mr, in ehadc,

Tctnls,... 875C3 84623 8450S 87527 131 2212 2327 2347 2284.... 265 219 152 97 27i

;\\cmg09, .39.194 30.222!3fl.I8l|3a.I8l|4.firtWi.27 83,10 8:1.8278.70. ...9.46 7.15515.62 3.46 7.7.'

T.iUl do 30.194 8T2,-) (^14

W. 1

N.W.I
E.l
E. 1

W.2
I:

W. 1

W.2
N. E.2
W.l
N. 1

S. E. 1

S. E. 1

(1

E.l
N. E. 3

E.2
N. E. 3

N. E.3

N.9=2i

s 3=05
N.1.33
S. 1.33

N. 2
N. W. 3

E.2
E.l
E.2
E.2
N. 1

E.2
N.E.2
E.l
W. 1

W.l
W.2
W.l
W.2
W.2
W.l

N. E. 2
N.E.I
N. E.l
S.E.l

E. 1

N.E.2
E. 1

E.3

s.w.o=o
N. E. 2.

W. 0.0

w.a
N.E.2

E.2
E.2
E.l
E.2

N.E.I
E. 1

E.3
E.2

C

W.l
w.l
w.l

N. W. 2

N.2
N. 1

N. 1

N. E. Si

N. E. 2

S. E. 1

E.2
E.2
E.2

N. E. 3

E.3
N.E.3

E.36=9

W.20:
E. 1.8H

W. 1.2('

W. 2
N.l
S. 2

N.2
E.3

S.E. 3
S. 1

E.2

S.E.6=U
calm 17=4.1

N.W. 4=1
S.E. iJ,:ili
N.W. i.7.-> se.

Totals,

ra^es,

Total Avorages
Drying: power,
.Average do
Average temp, of Evaporation,

Temperature of Evaporation & Dew Point.

rf
»J.,SE. AT a, V. M. AT a, p. M. .

,•;

H .2 ^ 3 .S ^ ? J s

IH
i fl b i^i C^ ^i

a r- W & & K
76 lis 80 77.1 78 77.3 3,1 887
76 75.6 78 75.6 943

SO 79.4 q.?0

77 77.0 80 77.4 79 78.1 1.1 8.57

77 77.0 It 75.8 78 77.6 1 8 897
77 76.8 77 76.3 79 79.0 3 7 9,54

76 75.6 78 75.2 79 78.6 3 4 85i:

76 75.6 7.T 75.0 77 77.0 2 891

77 77.0 74 74.0 76 76,0 3 99r

76 75.0 77 75.6 77 76.8 1 H 926
76 7(i.O 78 75.3 74 72.6 3.5 8.54

72 70.7 7:- 69.2 75 73,9 4,7 791

7-1 73.6 7(i 74.6 76 75,5 1 7 97(

74 73.6 77 76.8 74 73,6 29 9.56

74 73.6 77 7.5.0 73 73.(. 2 88h
72 72.1; 77 75.3 74 73.2 3:1 904
74 74.0 77 75.0 75 74.2 1.0 899
7;- 72.6 77 73.8 811 79 4 6.8 834
78 77.6 77 72.7 73 71.8 5H 787
7:- 72.2 7!. 76.3 79 78,1 5.H 8:t5

7^ 78.6 7r 74.C 72 70.3 7.:', 914
75 75.C 77 73.8 78 77.0 3.2 845
7.=i 74.6 7t 76.(. 78 77.0 2 4 811

76 75.6 78 75.5 79 78.3 2 8 85(i

77 76.6 71 77.5 79 78.3 1.6 897
77 76.t 75 71.2 77 76.0 5.2 811

75 74.6 78 75.8 77 76.3 1.7 .868

75 74,2 77 73.8 77 76,3 2,5 824'

74 72> 7J 69.7 ~:\ 71.0 3 1 .7211

69 66.-i ;i. T-j: 71 i -. 1 ,74:1

2178 21641 ._,,- ,. ..;-

75.10

C'.'.'.

74.6r,

"i'.ea

75.08

9.13

4.52

2.8:,

1 76.13 ....1

Totals,

Avr. exposed
shade

' Thermometer
Sun, at

25.43 34.27 29.:W .63

PLUVIOMETER;
IJAIN.

'fM^\

10.20 P.M. 12.20 I

3.15 P.M. 3.55 P.M.
4.30 P.M. 6.

11.30 A.M. 11.

3.45 P.M.

7. A.M

R E Jl A 1( K S .

Much thunder and lightning throughout tho month ; during the inten-nls

of the heavy rains, a burning sun, cold in shade ; hot, damp, suffocating air :

more " calms " than ever observed before ; tho average "force" of the wind very

small, 1.33 by tho scale. (8th,) Wind to-day occasionally from North.

Tho gutters, where any stagruuit water left twelve hours after a rain, had
gas bubbling up from below, turbid, discolored. (12th,) Rains partial, in different

linrts of city. (20th,) Rain to-day, accompanied with sharp blow from East.

Eogs in tho neighborhood have been heavy every morning. The " clearness"
of tho sky, has greatly pradomiuated during the " sunrise," and 9, l'. M. obser-
vation, over those of 9 and 3 o'clock.

RECAPITULATION.

Barometer. Thermometer. Dew Point.

Degree of dryness
ontheThennome-
trie Scale.

1',- ..• M,, :..,!??

Maximum, 3 1.29, on 1st, 11,21,

in 17tli,

91 on 2iltb,

72 on 17th,

81.25

19.

9.46

79.4 on 19th, 18.3 on 2Uth,

66.2 on 31sl, 0. or sat., 14 obs.

78.08 4.52
13.2 18.3

3.35

U. or ,sat, M .ib,s.

.552 on 20th,

Average of daily range,

—

ASPECT OF SKY. WINDS.

No. of days blowing.

Direction.

From the N. 2i
N. E. 44
E. 9

S.E. li

S. «%
S. W. n

W. 5
N. W. 1

Forw.
1.33

2.11

1.88

1.55

1.33

0.

1.20

1.75

. 1.33

HYGROMETRIC CALCULATIONS.
jif-^t Sun Rise 7.55
"1 9,A.M 5.62 At Sunrise. At Midday. At 9, P. M. Average.

i, I 9, P.'M 7.75 AMOUNT OP MOISTURE.

Average of total, 6.34
.950

1

.7J6
1

.915
1

.873

ELA.STICITY OF THE VAPOR.

QUANTITY OF RAIN
.897

1
.697 1 .931

1

.9(19

In inches and fractions 7.016
No. of days on which Rain fell, 11

" niglits

WErUHT OFVAl'dUlN AC 1 llli- I'O. If IN liKAINS.

.\verage total, 9,651 9..')I.". IHUl.-, 1 <).7:i7





G
"&. lO.aitci.U9 (yUa,\.!>jU\5, loXs mmi\ v)AMiaf\'\i),. lum ivx

LATITUDE, 30°. LONGITUDE,
nbove the Earth ASPECT OF SKY —0 Kepre:

OK

BAEOMETEB AT T lEKMOMETi; i; .\SI ECT oi- SKV ANEMOMETER,
Course and Force of Wind at

PSYCRO.MKTKK. 1

Temperature of Evaporation & Dew Point.|
Radiant Thermometer 1

PLUVIOMETER ;—Rain. u
t; i-

"

>]''

e, in open nir, In ithcU*-, ut AT 311» HIEE. AT 3, V. M. AT 9 P. M.

^11

IN „„„,„.
1 ~ m' ^

'

'J'^'sh' of "ivcr

Sun 9 3 9
a

Sun 9 3 9 o

P.M. M

ti

1 s S E
SliS 9 3 9 H

1 =

74

.g 3. 1 J fJ •3 1
9, 12, 3. 9.

^ i a

s
H

S 1 £ S ,
High WaliT

"t" t«ic-i t^ which iaueuaOy

Month. Risk

3U.1IJ

.08

.13

A.M.

30.18

.13

.1(1

P.M.

30.11

.11

.11

T. M.

3U.10
.18

.10

5

ua
0.')

0(i

Rise

"~77

7fi

7B

A. M

~79
78
83

P. M.

""82

811

85
79
88

1
<

t.

- Rise. A. M. P.M. p. M. 6 II
76

77

77

S g =

76
77

2.8 .8431

1.7.899

2.9.8511

77
75
75

— M, P.M. P.M.

"79

78

p s s ^>*
^ : S Fifteen Feet.

P IP
1

5
4
9
8
S

f

10

(1

(l

8
8

1

(. 1(1

8

ri
4 10

N.8
N.E. 2

E. 8

N.E. 2
N.E. 3

N.E. 2

N. 8
S.E. 1

E. 3

N.E 3

S.E. 3

N. 4

E.2

E. a
E. 3

E. I

E. 1

E. I

72.8

74.6

74.6

73.9

76.(

74.4

76.(

76.3

77.3

1-. 4. A.M. 5, A, 91,.

oS 5. A.M. 8. A.M.

^i 10.30 a.m. 2.30 p.m.

.250

.085

.100

105
90
91

71
66

28,' 133;

S
80
70
77

81

79
77

109
114

laoj 19

""

27
29

110
98
95

4 .06

.06 .11 m\ 74 77 E. 1 74 74.( 77 75 74.2 1.3,90,5| 74 iia 106
4.. 2.50p.m. 3.45 p.m..

K
7
H

a

11!

11

Vi

.!(

.11

.11

.13 .08

.08

.1( 05 7(1 77 80 7()

77

77 4
10

C

8
I.

(

10
10
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warm weather. There is a great mistake upon this subject ; it

is now well known that the main means to keep a vessel healthy

at sea, is uot merely to keep her clean but dry—by stoves, dry

rubbing- and other means. The evaporation from the sea has

been greatly overrated. The calorific rays mostly pass beyond
'"^"^

'"
*""'

1 /. T 111- iii,ji posing great
the transparent surtace and are lost below ; in i^root that the

moisturo at

temperature of the sea, when deep, is not influenced by the

sun ; but when ^^'Q arrive " off soundings " the thermometer

gives us the earliest warnings of it by its depression, the dew

point is not as high far out at sea as near the shore, and but

little dew falls ; hence the little injury sustained from sleeping

exposed to the air at sea. But Avhen we approach a coast it is

very different, and especially the estuaries and mouths of rivers,

as I have ascertained by actual experiment. On the deadly

coast of Africa, a few miles from land there is entire protection
^

It IS onljf so

from the maladies of that sickly region, but near shore, and ,J & ' ' near shore.

particularly near the mouths of the rivers, it is very moist and

very sickly. That keen observer, Dr. Eush, attributed the dif-

ference in salubrity of the two, to "a mixture of land and sea

air." Our more accurate means of research, that science now

furnishes in the hygrometer, enables us to explain it with more

precision.

Of the direct effect of swampy districts upon the health, even

of those accustomed to them, reference is most confidently „

made to.the sanitary condition of the four Southwestern States
^^^^^^^^py jj^.

as exhibited in sanitary majis prepared expressly to exhibit it, tricts on

made from the returns to the census bureau for 1850, showing health,

the condition of each one of the counties of those States by the

author, and published in the 5th volume of the Transactions of

the American Medical Association.

The examination into the effect ofthe imperfect drainage oftowns e ffe c t of

under the authority of the English Government, is still more direct drainage of

and applicable to the subject under consideration. I quote briefly towns on

from various parts of these valuable reports, to show the influ- moisture and

ence of it in the high latitude of 53 deg. How much more °" ''^''^**

injurious must it be here. "When a street is wholly without
38
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drainage fever instantly breaks out in it." " Particular houses

were pointed out, from whicli entire families "were swept away,

and from several of the streets fever is never absent." We find

a very striking account of a " fever constantly breaking out in a

General Lying-in Hospital, clearly traced to the influence of

above fifteen hundred yards of open ditches, full of the stagnant

filth of the neighborhood, (like Gormley's and others,) and to the

backing up of the main drain of the premises, whereby the whole

basement was flooded with every description of decomposingimpu-

rities. On the removal of these nuisances, together with a new

method of ventilation, the fever disappeared. Another instance is

given of a " village in a slight hollow, and badly drained, with a

wide, stagnant ditch passing through it." " Here the deaths

by epidemic disease were thrice as many as in a village in the

neighborhood, and the scarlet fever was so malignant as to be

fatal in a few hours." Sometimes, in the best ventilated squares,

"the neighborhood of the cess pools, and a number of untrapped

openings produce the most malignant fevers." Livei-pool, which

is situated in one of the best natural sites, is the most unhealthy

city in England, because a large number of her population live

and sleep imder ground, and she has thousands of houses and

hundreds of comts without a single drain, of any description.

" A table is given of districts in Leicester, being divided into

three classes ; first, culverted ; second, partly culverted ; third,

not culverted. The proportion of persons dying of epidemic

diseases are, in the fii'st one-tweLfth, and in the second only one-

eighth of those who died in the third
!

" In some of the towns

the description would fail to convey any conception, says a tal-

ented physician, of the disgusting and poisonous condition, and

he exclauBS " can such a state of things exist in a country which

has made any progress in civilization ? " Yet, such a description

would well apply to many parts of this city during the last

summer

!

It is a matter of record that the intermittent fever in the rear

of this city has greatly increased since the exposure of the swamp

in that neighborhood, probably twenty to one of what it was

before.



TABLE R.

COMI-ARATIVE SALUBRITY OF EACH -WARD IN' THE CITV.

Localizatiou

year 1853, in

Orleans, (accor

the population

of Cases of epidemic, yellow fever, occurrinir during the

the several Districts and Wards of the city of New
ding to their division in 1850,) iu ratios proi)ortioned to

of each. .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 8

L)ISTK1CTS

AND

"Wards.

o
o S

oo §

3 '^

i = .l

c . ^ '5 ^

o
1 5 -t;

--^

Estimate
of the

Proportion of
Colored

to the.

WTiole PopuJation
in each Distbict.

\st Disfrkt.
1

1st Ward,.. 7.179 2.567 -357 732 3.299|.459

2ud do. .

.

6.447 1-092 .169 312 1.404|.217
3rd do. .. 9-453 1.211 -128 346 1.5571.164

4th do. -. 9.125 1 .535 -168 438 1.973i.216
5th do. .

.

8.545 . 794 .092 226 1-020|-119

Cth do. . - 9.639 910 -094 260 I.l70j.l21
Tth do. .. 10.307 2.988 .289 852 3.840-349

Totals. 60.695 11.097 -182 3.166il4.263i-234 13 .55 pr. cent.

'2nd District.

1st Ward,.- 6.105 365 -059 143 508'-083
'2nd do. .

.

4.671 582 .124 228 810 .173

3rd do. .. 4.089 295 .072 115 410 .100

4th do. .. 7.389 459 .062 179 638i-086

5th do. -

.

8.561 760 .088 298 1.058-123
6th do. .. 13.237 366 .027 143 509 .038

7th do. .

.

5.934 318 .053 126 444}. 074

Totals, 49.926 3.114 .062 1.232 4-377|.087 26.17 pr. cent.

Srd District.

1st Ward,.- 12-227 566 .045 193 759 062
2ud do. . . 5.120 891 .174 305 1.196 .233

3rd do. .. 7.426 928 .128 317 1.245 .167

4th do. -. 3.429 024 .007 8 32 -009

Totals.
1

28.202 2-409 .085 823 3.2321-114 24. pr. cent.

4/7; District.

1st Ward,.. 3.220 1.407 .436 341 1.748|.542
2ud do. .

.

3-460 1-175 .339 284 1.459 .421
Srd do. .. 3 . 347 1.371 .409 332 1.703 .508
4ih do. .. 3-169 1.114 .351 268 1.3821.433
5th do. .

.

2-114 586 .277 870 956 .452

Totals, 15-310 5.653 -369 1.595 7.248.473 12.05 pr. cent.

Grand Total,.. 154. 133 22.304 .144 6.816 29.1201.188
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The amount of moisture depends upon the dissolving power

of temperature; the question is then, not exactly what that

amount is, so far as mere saturation is concerned, for the effect

of saturation at different temperatures is very different, (as

shown how comparatively innocent it is in the cool, moist

climates of London and Holland, compared with intertropical

regions, with their elevated temperature,) but it is the influ-

ence of the comhination at this Jiigh temperature, and to such

an extent as to co-operate with allthepowers co-existing, that

are more or less iiicomparibie with health, and especially,

with those unaccustomed to or unacclimated to them.

Of the fact of a high degree of moisture in an elevated tem-

perature, beino- iniurious to health, we trust the above evidences^
J . . .

How great
are sufficiently satisfactory. The explanation, ot modus ope-

randi may be more difficult. That it relaxes and prostrates
^^^.j^^

the system is a matter of common experience ; that it prevents

the elimination of effete and worn out excretions, that it debili-

tates, by excess of action, the healthy functions of the skin and

lungs, every one will acknowledge who has experienced it

—

diminishing the decarbonizing power of the atmosphere which

is always lessened as the temperature is high, air expanded and

saturated Avith humidity. When the hygrometry changes to a

dry air a sensation of elasticity is at once experienced; when it

becomes high, languor and prostration has to be endured ; that

our health is influenced in a corresponding degree, is fortunate-

ly, now fully established. High temperature may produce the

physical susceptibility

—

moisture may be the medium of agents

from our second condition, and when they are all in excess, the

malignancy of the disease, will be proportionate. Such has

been the precise condition of things here last summer.

That there is dew point peculiar to each of the higher classes The dew

or fever (in their aggravated or epidemic grade,) is doubtless p°'"' ^™''* "^

true from what we know of the temperatures essential to their
^®"°^ ^^^^'''

existence, and how greatly they are all injured by humidity.

The dew point of yellow fever is from 70 to 80, it rarely exists Plague,

long, when it is under 60*. The plague has probably a dew
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Typhu* sra- ^^:^^-^^ ^f 1
0*^

less. The typhiis gravior at from 35^ to 45°; and the
\ior,an c o

gjjQJgj.^ ^^ ^|jjg cJjjQate, vai'ies from 48 and sometimes much less

to 74, and is probably less controled by its fall than yellow fever.

The sources of this great excess of humidity are mainly the

Sources of it swamps, lagoons, lakes around us and which are also the principle

^^^' causes of our fogs, imperfect drainage and want of pavements.

Radiation, * as a source of disease, has not heretofore, as

I am aware, attracted the attention of professional men

;

yet, no observant practical man who has passed through

Radiation as many cpidcmic yellow fever seasons, could have failed to

a cause of dis- notice, the peculiar weather that usually exists during the

ea-^e now lirst ^.^g^^ days of those scasous. In fact, old experienced men
noticed,

^^^ ^£ ^j^^ profcssiou havc been in the habit of denominating it

'' yellowfever weather,^'' Avithout analysing the conditions which

constituted it. It is characterized by being very hot in the sun

and cool in the shade at the same time—on one side of the

street a broiling temperature, and on the other so cool as to

lu-ge to buttoning up the coat. This uncomfortable alterna-

tion of chilliness and heat, is productive not only of uncomforta-

ble feelings, but when exaggerated, passes into disease—consti-

tutes the first stage of yellow fever. It may be here only the

'Yellow lever
gj-gi^ing causc, developing dormant disease, from the predisposi-

wea er e-
^.^^ jjeing already present. The difference of the temperatures

between sun and shade, is at these times, very great, and essen-

tially constitutes, toith other circumstances, a sickly season.

My attention has been called to it for many years, and it has

been carefully noted by me not only here, but in other countries,

I have not remarked it to influence materially other diseases, be-

yond the class o? fevers, except coup de soliel^ of which doubtless

it is the principal cause. During last year it occurred unusually

early, in January, and furnished one of the grounds of the pre-

diction of the great epidemic. This principle is illustrated in the

accompanying Chart No. 2, and Tables D, E, N, 0, to which

reference is invited. A more thorough proof could be made

* Solar radiation, derived from the difference between the temperatures of the sun

and shade.
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by a comparative exhibit of other years. It is too minute for

this paper, but the opinion expressed is fully borne out. The

unusual amount of solar radiation last summer, has been fully

proved in several parts of the yellow fever region. It has been

particularly noticed at St. John Baptist, by Dr. Delery of this
^^°^^ ^

®"

city, where he remarked that " the planters found the sun's
, ,, -. John Baptist,

rays so mtense, that they were compelled to use umbrellas yor

the first time as a protection against it," the yellow fever pre-

vailed here very extensively. It was also noticed at Hollywood

and at Gainesville.*

At Gainesville., Mr. Fulsom had found the heat In the sun

so great that he frequently rode under a tree, to avoid its

intolerable influence, and for fear of taking a chill, he was AtcainesviUe

presently compelled to quit the shade ! The same facts

were observable at Hollywood, and in Wilkinson county,

in the unusual and uncomfortable difference between the At HoUy-

temperatures of sun and shade. Dr. Benedict observed the wood,

same thing in New Orleans, as early as July, when " in

riding in a gig in the streets, with the top up, it was found
j^^ -^^^ q^_

so cold as to compel him to lower it, to procure the warm- leans,

ing influence of the suns rays. This was soon found so

scorching as to induce him again to put the top up ! and

this was several times alternated from the great difference

in the extremes of each.t

These remarkable conditions would doubtless have been

recorded at other places, had the attention of observers

been called to them. It is probably the " fiery something,"

to which yellow fever has been formerly attributed by those probably the

distinguished and experienced observers, Drs. Chalmers and"fiery some-

Lining, of Charleston. The profession may be assured thing" of

that it plays a much more important part in influencing the Chalmers and

production of morbid action, than is yet known. Its precise i-^ns;.

modus operandi I forbear to speculate on. Is it by decom-

posing ozone, the great purifying principle ? The direct

causes of the varying radiations of different climates,

* See teniinony. f Kefer to Dr. Benedict's interesting paper.
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elevations and periods of the day, are quite obscure. In

experimenting on this subject, I have often noticed a varia-

tion of from 5 to 10'^ occur in a few minutes, (from 5 to 20,)

without any apparent difference in the clearness or transpa-

rency of the atmosphere or change, of the winds.*

Terrestrial radiation (or that proceeding from bodies on

the earth,) is the true interpretation of the danger of expo-

sure to the night air. This exists in excess in sickly climates

and seasons. It constitutes what is so much admired in

the dangerous, but " beautiful blue sky of Italy," the air

so clear and transparent, (upward radiation,) rapidly cools

the body, chills it, and often preludes the fii-st stage of

fever. It is as tempting as hazardous in hot weather. An
umbrella, portico, tree, musqueto net, any object intervening

wiiere ^iie
^^^^^g^^ ^j^^ body and clear sky, protects one from it. In

the thickly built parts of cities, this radiation is very small.
ger of night

The best radiators are cotton, silk, wool, (rotatively,) and

consequently we are least protected by clothing made of

those materials, in the order mentioned. We thus interpret

the alledged injurious effects of sleeping exposed to the

direct influence of the moon. It is always greatest on

bright and brilliant nights.

For the proper appreciation of the chart and tables, it

may not be out of place to state, not only that this is not

Increase "fmerely a most unusual amount of radiation for this climate,

but that the popular estimate upon the subject is a gross

error, so far as it supposes that the intensity of direct solar

heat increases as we approach the equator ; infact, it is just

the reverse ! Baron Humboldt found "the difference between

the temperature in the sun and shade at Cumana, one of the

hottest, driest, and healthiest in the lower regions ofequinoctial

America, never exceeded 6° 6', sometimes not more than 1° or

2®. Captain Sabine found the maximum at Sierra Leone 18°;

atBahia, on the coast of Brazil, 9?. I haverarely seen it exceed

20° in Cuba or Vera Cruz, and have often remarked how sel-

* The reason why persons insulated, or confined to the house, are rarely subject

1 yellow fever, may be that they are not ezposed to solar raidiation.

radiation

proportion to

increase of

latitude.

Proofs.
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dom umbrellas are used in tropical countries, and how rare it is

to have many trees immediately around their houses to protect

them from " the ardors of a tropical sun !" There are some

grounds for the belief that it either increases with elevation,

or we become more sensible of it, from diminished pressure

of the atmosphere, for such seems to be the case on ascend-

iDg mountains. De Saussure states it as the result of his

experience on his ascent of the Alps, and it was of mine in

TIT- T •• I'll !• Influence of

Mexico ; so dangerous is it esteemed in the elevated regions
elevation up-

of Mexico that the natives always carefully protect the
^^.

loins of their horses ( their W'eakest part) with an extra

covering of skin, when in use, and often their heads. In

Jamaica, while on a level with the sea, the difference between

two thermometers, (or radiation, the one in the sun and the

other in the shade ) was at the maximum 12°
; on the moun-

tains it was nearly double. In England, it is usually found

about 50*^, and sometimes as high as 69° ; while it has been

found at Mellville Island, latitude 65° North, 55° in March,

and sometimes as high as QO'^ ! Captain Scoresby, in lat-

itude 80° 19, found it as Msh as 80°. Sir John Richardson, .„ , ,.' * ' Illustrationa.

in his late expedition to the Arctic climate, found the power

of the direct rays of the sun so great, in a cloudless sky, that

he had to " take shelter in the water while the crews were

engaged on the portages !" and Captain Scoresby found that

the pitch in the seams on the side of his vessel, occasionally

becomes fluid, ( which it never did on the coast of Africa), a

temperature of almost 130°, while ice was rapidly generated

on the other, i?i the shade !

Let us apply these remarks, for a moment, to the economy

of nature, and see if we cannot draw some illustrations in

proof of the correctness of the statement. It is thus that we
can account for the productions of the rapid Springs in proofs, in its

the Northern climates, where vegetation leaps, as it were, at influence on

once into being, while, if otherwise, its productions would the vegetable

not have time to mature and ripen for the sustenance of '^'"°'^°'"-

man. The cereal crops are known to be so much dependant
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upon its amount, that it has become a matter even of calcu-

lation in England, and it is so well known that without the

direct rays of the sun (whatever may be the temperature of

the air) that fruits seldom come to perfection. So great is

this radiation in England, that many tropical plants cannot

bear the direct rai/s of the su/i there, and require protection

in order to reach maturity ! That the indirect (or shade)

temperatui-e is not solely dependant upon the direct, is proved

from the fact that they reach their culmuiating point almost

always at different periods, and the exceptions here are

during the occurrence of epidemics ! In non-epidemic years

the highest point is probably in May. So, in England, it

occurs about tico inonths in advance of their highest temper-

ature.

These views, now so well established among scientific

men, in their influence ou the vegetable, and even the animal

kingdom, extends beyond their bearing, on our profession, but

I forbear its introduction, tempting as it is.

Should I not have been entirely successful in establishing

the connection of radiation as one of the efficient agents in

the production of yellow fever, I have, at least, pointed out

Radiation
a^ j^jg^y field for philosophical investigation, that has hitherto

worthyoffar-ggg^pgj
the Scrutiny of pathological induction. It is cer-

er

'"^^''"{jjjjjiy shown to be within the laws of the dynamic forces,
gation,

and highly worthy the notice of the etiological inquirer.

Pardon is asked for this digression from a subject as novel

as it is interesting and important. It is clearly apparent that

it is entitled to more thorough iuvestigation than it has yet

received. What is due to each climate is not known. I have

long since requested the Smithsonian Institution to add it to

the requirements from its meteorological correspondents,

throughout the country. It would not depart far from the

rules of probability to say that whatever influences the phy-

siology of the vegetable and animal creation must also influ-

ence their diseases. In this climate, I do not consider ten

years of observation sufficient to determine what is the nor-
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ma! amount, but believe that beyond 30° or 40^^ maxima, is

productive of injurious influences.

Winds.—All exp'^rience has fchown that free ventilation

and strong, unimpeded currents of wind are inimical to the

elimination and concentration of malarial exhalations, conse- influence of

quently, to the production of fever; that where the winds ""'""is-

blow i-tiongly and freely, and find no obstacle from surround-

ing objects, or intervening forests, localities which otherwise,

might be expected to be fruitful sources of iQVQX, may be

visited or inhal)iled with impunity, while similar places be-

come insalubrious, if the air is stagnant * Calms, says Dr.

Drake, permit the exhalations from foul localities to accu-

mulate in the atmosphere, which rests over them, but ail

winds operate to disperse and di-Jute them with purer air.

By reference fo the table P and Q, it will be seen that on
c , 1 ^ • 1 T • .1 Amonnt of

an average of years our most prevalent wmds during the

summer are the East, South, SW. and SE., and by referring
'"°'^'^^"'

to the table of the hygrometry of the winds here, (or the

amount of moisture each of these conveys with them, table P,)

it will be found that these are the very winds which are usu-

ally loaded with the largest quantity. That table also shows

that when the air becomes calm (or stagnant) it becomes still

nearer the point of saturation. During the worst period ofDirectioa.

our epidemic the most frequent wind was from the East.

That is a pretty constant feature, not only in our epidemics,

but most others. Still more remarkable was the frequency

and long duration of onr calms, with all their injurious satu-

rations and depression of the vital principle.

Nearly all land winds are unpleasant, if not deleterious to

health, in most climates, producing a sensation of cliilliness and

discomfort far beyond their mere thennal influence. It is the

"simoon," of most countries; in Havana and Georgetown, Unwhoie-

Demarara, it is a South wind ; here, and in Texa.s, where it is «""« nature

felt so severely, it is a Nortb ^vind. Tliese winds produce a
°*" '^""^ "'"^*

rapid evaporation from the surface of the body, causing extreme'

dryness, while the sun is unclouded and hot, (during the warm
months,) and is excedingly imcomfortable. Fevers of a bad

* La Roche.

39

in summer.
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ctaracter are then known to prevail. It was upon this ground,

mainly, that I have advanced the opinion of the protective influ-

ence of Lake Pontchartrain,

ISTo one can doubt that there is a great system of balances in

the natural, as in the moral world. In the animal and vegeta-

ble kingdoms a great j)redominance of either, is unfavorable to

the other; v/here they are equalised, health results. Great
balances.

.

heat and moisture promotes an excess in vegetable life. It is

injurious to man. All excess tends to disease, while moderate

changes are conducive to health, " all natures' difference, is all

natures' peace." This has been often remarked in hot and other

climates. During the late epidemic yellow fever, at Bermuda,

it was remarked that " an extraordinary state of atmosphere

prevails here now, very favorable to vegetable life, but dangerous

to animal life and health."

We think sufficient has been said to show in what this epi-

demic consisted. We would not be understood to mean, that

the exact amount of heat, moisture and decomposed materials,

were ascertained to have produced it, and that there were no

other materials than those we have enumerated. For the more

exact application and showing of these influences, the meteoro-

logical journal of the three epidemic months is annexed, in

detail, as noted four or five times daily, made up during the

intervals of the exacting demand for our time during that labori-

ous period, ( the month of July was kindly kept for me by my
friend. Dr. Benedict, and the balance by myself.) Every record

was made that was in our power, conscious as we felt, that we

were in the midst of the most important, and therefore, the

most interesting, pathological year, that ever occurred in

America, and that we should be held responsible, by the scientific

' part of the profession, and the public, to make every observa-
recordsimper-

. .

tion that could have any bearing or influence upon if, and

therefore our, future; and have essayed to make a faithful

statement of that gloomy period. How it will apply or aid us

in influencing that future, time alone can tell. No such exact

or extensive record is known to us as having been made before

Apology

reco

feet
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with which to compare it. But we trust many such, and better,

will be made hereafter, should it be the misfortune of this, or

any part of our country, to be afflicted with a similar calamity.

The exact amount of the meteorological and terrene causes
• 11 !• • 1 • 11 Exactatnount

to produce fever, and especially, a malignant epidemic yellow

fever, is not known ; it may be hereafter. A distinguished
-^igf^f j^„gp.

authority informs us that "since the beginning of the world, j^g^io „ot

the temperature and humidity of the atmosphere have, per- known.

haps, not been twice in identically the same circumstances

for eight conscutive days."*

However this maybe, and as duration is an important element

in everythinsf relating to health, there is no doubt of the fact that _. .

./ a o Duration re-

all the agents productive of yellow fever, whether climatural or ^j^^^ f^^ ^i^.

terrene, are in the nature of things more or less fluctuating, ease to bede-

So is the physiological condition of the individual ; but I veioped.

have as little doubt that it is an approximative duration around

a very narrow circle that is required to produce the impression

resulting in a yellow fever season ; that is, that an elevated

temperature, high saturation, excessive radiation, with terrene

causes in large amount, shall coincidently exist, although they

may slightly fluctuate, for a period, which, according to my
observation, to overcome the physiological or vital resistance,

shall be rarely less than about two or three weeks, depend-

.

ent upon the susceptibility of the individuals exposed. It is

under such circumstances that yellow fever rarely fails to

follow. During my long residence in this climate I have

rarely seen such a prolonged continuance (the above duration)

of identical weather, if in excess, whether of heat or cold>

dryness or moisture, but was productive of disease of some

kind. Variable weather and seasons are usually healthy,

though this is opposed to popular belief. Such is the play of

the organism, and such are the variations required to giveit tone

and impart to it vigor. Professor Schonbein has given many

reasons for the belief that fever arises from a deficiency of

"Arago and Schublei.
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ozone. No experimenLs were made to test it here. If ozone

is developed, as is alleged, by the approach of two clouds of

difierent electricities, that often takes place during the exist-

ence of our yellow fever epidemics, with, as before remarked,

injuriotis effects, its evolvement may be at too great an eleva-

tion above our immediate atmosphere to benefit us. If we
possessed the certain power of foretelling, long beforehand,

^.ud ahoays,i\\e advent of a greatepidenuc, thousands of lives

would be saved. I do not know that we could do as much

by fillino' the atmosphere with ozone, which would be very
Advantage of •' ^ J ' •>

foresight and
^*^^^^3'* ^ writer in one of the prints during the summer ad-

remedies, vises its being " drowned out," which I thought highly plau-

sible, if possible, the Mississippi river at such periods having

usually descended so low as, if introduced, could only influ-

ence the low back streets. But the cheapest, best and most

rational mode, after all, will be found in the practical applica-

tion of the means -ofprevention, by the introduction of those

sanitary measures ihat experience, fully tested, has shown to

have saved other communities from pestilence, and restored

them to salubrity. They will be fully detailed hereafter.*

In this early application of meteorology to disease, I ask

the indulgence of the profession for the paucity of my

Notrutiisvai- ^cords. Enough has been given to show that the connection

ueiess. is most intimate between them, sufficient to assure us of vast

hidden truths, far beyond our present means of investigation;

these truths are of value to science and humanity ; indeed,

there are no useless or disconnected truths in the great labo-

* Tables C, D, E contain the daily meteorological and mortuary condition during
the three epidemic months. I would gladly add the whole year of both were the
latter practicable, for the gratification of scientific men, to show how much climatic
conditions infliience our weather, and especially, during this remarkable year.

In interpreting the connection of meteorology with mortality, two circumstances
are to be taken into consideration : first, the amount of vital resistance to be over
come previous to the attack, (lor it cannot be at once,) and second, the period to

elapse before resulting in death. These, as yet, are indeterminate and irregular pe-
riods, dependent upon individvial susceptibility and constitutional power. The second
is easier estimated than the first, for the average duration of the disease is from
three to five days. We sometimes iind in the advanced period of the season that

a sudden great fall in temperature produces a frightful mortality, cutting ofl"all who
are very sick, unless carefully protected ; and here a little foresight of a coming
change can often be put to most valuable use. In this case it is almost equally apt

to prevent the further continuance of the disease, provided, the change is apermoment
one.



TABLE T.

WlJfPS AVERAGE FOR A SERIES OF YKARS.

Mygromiitry of Each of the Principal Winds at New Orleans, and

when calm.

DEQREK OF DRYINQ AMOUNT OF MOISTURK. ISLASTICIITY OF THE j

WEIGHT OF VAPOR IK

POWER. [Saturation bei nglCOO.] VAPOR hi grains.

Sst N.W. 11'^.29 list N.W. .677 iBt N.W. .':lfl8 1st N.W 5 136
9cl N. 10 .06 2d N. .698 2d H. .524 2d N. 5.819
3d S.W. 10 .03 .3d 8.W. 7/37 3d N.K. .630 3d N.K. 6.847
4th W. 10 .01 4th vv. .740 4th V.'. .646 4th W. 6.915
5tli N.K. 9 .28 5th s. .761 5th E. .646 5th s. 7.181
6th K. 8 .84 6th N.E. -763 6Lh S.W. .664 6th E. 7.213
7th S. 8 .21 7th •K. .768 7th S. .743 7th S.W. 7.229
8th 8.E. 7 .56 8th 8.K. .720 18th 8.E. .759 8th S.K 8.030
Dth CALM 5 .17 yth CALM .029 |9th CALM .761 9th CALM 8.25.J

iV. B.—To my scientific readers I observe that some few email errors in the above eould only
have been ascertained when the residts were arrived et—but at too late a period to re-ealculei*
sixty pages of figures.

TABLE Q.

Statement of the Winds in New Orleans—hy Months and Seasons.

January
February.

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September.
October . .

.

November.
December..

N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S-W. W. N.W Caim

4.i
3.i

2.4

2.i
l-i

5-i
1

4i

0-A
o.i

o.i
o.i
1.

1.

0.

1.

o.i
1-4

Explanation.

Being on an average of 11
vears—1835-'42 and '48-'50.

BY SEASONS.

Winter
Spring.
Summer
Autumn

16.

6.i
18.

i

8.i
7.i

12.*

15.

i

17. i
15.^
18.

9.

12.

13.

e.i

9.^ 6.

20..} 8.f
15. i 14.

7.i 3.

J

5.

5.i
8.

4.5

8.i
6 J
4.3

8.i

2.

6.

2i

Total number of days-"

wind each season.

Winter , Ist

oth
3d 2d
6th 2d
6th T «*

5th 4t-h I7fln ISfh 6th 9tli

SDrinar 3d
4th
6th

Ist

2d
5th

4th ISth
3(1 l.=;tVi

7th
8th
4th

9th
9th
9th

Relative frequ'cy of eacli

Summer 7th
1stAutumn 3d 2d 8i.'h 7th

BY THE YEAR.

3d 5th list i4th l2d |6th 18th |7th |9th I Relative frequ'cy ofeach
40. |66.il40.il52-i| 33.il23.j| 27. i| 12. ij wind durine the year.





ERRATUM.
On " Radiation Chart "—opposite,—for " Radiation of the Sun,"

rread Radiation.
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^
ratory of nature ; if they are hidden from us to-day, their ap-

plication may be made by our successors to-morrow. We can

no longer plead ignorance of their practical bearing and im-

portance ; but, we are, as yet, upon the mere shores of meteor-

ological science, "picking up the few pebbles" of truth that

have been yielded to perseverance and industry, while the

boundless ocean lies open before us, for exploration and dis-

covery.

SECTION VII.

THE SECOND CONSTITUENT OF AN EPIDEMIC. THE TERRENE.

Proposition— TTie Ux>tm'ning of the Original Soil, together

with Filth of oil Kinds—The sine qua non of all our Epi-

demics—Proofs as far back as Sixty Years, to the Present

Period—How first noticed by me— Causes of Epidemics at

Ncdchez, Memphis, St. Francisville, Mobile, Selma, Algiers,

d'c, (S:c.—For an Endemic less necessary—For Bilious and

Periodic Fevers still less, but all the same !— Why Yellow

Fever does not ahoays extend— We Know as much of the

Origin of Yellow Fever as we do of any other Fever—All

Countries have their Peculiar Diseases—Parallel of Yellow_

Fever and Plague—Extension of the Epidemic due to late

Inundations in Part—At luhat Stage, Swamps most Danger-

ous—Proofs from Foreign Countries and here—Different

Stages of Draining Produce Different Diseases—How and

When to Drain Land, (&c.

Our other constituent to produce the yellow fever epidemic,

the other blade of the " sbears," is the terrene. This is very-

comprehensive, and embraces all foul, filthy, organic matter

passing through its decomposition, whether terrene, miasm,
,. ,

, , y^ , . ^ .,,.... blade of the
malana, or what not. Every thing terrene that is miurious to

"shears."

health may be so denominated. I wish to be distinctly under-

stood here, that neither m.eteorological nor terrene causes alone,

is sufficient to produce the effects alluded to, and hence the

great difficulty and stumbling block, when one of these is
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§
found present, even in an aggravated degree, and not the other,

and tlie effects do not ensue.*

Epidemic yellow fever then depends upon two circumstances

:

first, a meteorological^ and secondly a terrene cause. The pre-

cise amount^ or constituents, of which each of these consists in

their original or proximate elements, the present state of science

has not yet informed us of. Of the first, I have shown the

main ingredients ; of the second, it is probably composed of

From whence all decomposed ov decomposable matter. The varieties of fever,

varieties ofmost probably, depend upon variable amounts of these constitu-

fever. ents, influenced by the physiological condition of the individual,

which only shghtly varies the extreme force of the causes pro-

ducing an epidemic. I have expressed the opinion that an epi-

demic yellow fever proceeds from a_i7OTera?distemperature of the

air with local influences, and particularly with an undue disturb-

ance of the original soil. I shall show presently that an endemic

yellow fever depends upon a more local distemperature, with

the same local influences, but in a minor degree, and that the

type or malignancy depends upon the more or less extent of

these causes, and finally, that bilious or periodic fevers depend

for their existence upon the same causes^ but in a much dimin-

ished degree.

In examining into the cause or origin of our epidemic yel-

low fevers, there is no reason why we should not apply the

To apply the same principles, as in initiating the cause or origin of other

same princi- fevers, or othcr diseases. If we cannot say that we have the

pies in exam- ^Q^j precisc and exact meteorological data, or the precise

mmg into the amouut of decomposable matter, we are just as near the truth

causes of yei- ^^ ^g ^^.^ ^^^ looking into the causation of any other disease.

'°"''^^®''^°^ Overpowered by the magnitude of the disease, and bending
ot er evers.

|jgfQj.Q ^]jq authority of great names, we suffer ourselves to be

blinded to the plainest facts. It is considered by some, as an

act of temerity or folly, to dare to think of preventing it ; that

*This, it seems to me, will explain most of the difficultiea that have set them by
the ears in Charleston, in relation to the occurrenccesof last year, and why they did
not have tlie fever there, " the meteorological cause " was said to be present, the other
was not: the "Jacksonism" of the Mayor did not consist "in removing the two
cases " that occurred, but in his praiseworthy energy in keeping the city thoroughly
clean, in preventing the conciirrence of the second, and equally essential cause,

(now, the causa sine qua non.) It is a great pity some more Southern cities had not
been blessed with a little of that wholesome •Jackson" energy, and common sense

of duty, instead of being contented in bQasting of the existence of "cleanliness"
and "health!"
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such ordinary things as heat, moisture, fiUh, and such like

trifles, however combined, could give rise to this great monarch

of disease, (y. f.) is but jjlaying v^dtli human credulity ! They

forget, all the while, that a sudden change of temperature

alone, has often deprived human beings of life, in a few hours

;

that vitiated air has, still oftener, killed in much less time, and

that nearly all disease to which man is subject, is caused by

conditions not widely different, or so minute as to defy the

utmost power of detection. It is time to put aside and be done

with all this stultifying and misleading mystery and awe, and

boldly facing, and defying, all carping misgivings, push our

scrutinies as far into the causes as our facts and reasonings will

legitimately carry us.

Proposition 1st; now, if we can prove that the epidemic ist proposi-

YELLOw FEVER has never occ%irred here but in a certain condi- tion.

tion of things in so long a period as sixty years, that it has

always occurred here when this condition was present^ and that

it has occurred in at least three other places under similar con-

ditions, so far as can be ascertained, of between twenty and

thirty years each—then there is %fair presumption^ if not more

that we have arrived at one source of its causatiojt.

Proposition 2d ; if we can prove that om- ordinary endemic

yelloiv fever^ occurs here and elsewhere, under certain contin-^ddo.

gencies of a high temperature, for a certain time, with a com-

bination of much moisture and filth, that these are never knoivn Cause of our

to be absent when it does occur, that it has occurred under cir endemics,

cumstances, where no foreign origin could possibly be imputed

to it, that if there should be apparent exceptions, viz : that it

does not always occur where these are all apparently presetd, is

it not fair to presume this to happen, rather from some defect in

our observations, (and we well know how imperfectly and under

what prejudices and defective knowledge these are often made)

than from any deficiency in the constituents themselves, or than

an occult cause.'' Can we not then, with all reasonable pre-

sumption infer, that the above are really the causes of yellow

fever ? If we prove that when these are removed, that it does

not occur, is there not another proof of the sufiiciency of the

cause, especially for all practical purposes ? And is it not at

war with one of the first rules of philosophising to hunt up
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extraneous causes, to account for tliat of whose origin we Jiave

^^°'
sufficient proof ? and tlie 3d proposition is, that these causes es-

anse o <""
jg^jjjg \^ a less degree, 'w^ produce bilious and periodiefevers

.

With regard to the first proposition, I wish to be understood

distinctly as stating, that since 1796-'7 to the present time there

has been no great epidemic yellowfever in this city, without an

extensive breaking up—disturbance and exposure of the origl-

of the first ^^i gp^i ^ f/^^ couutry ; that this has consisted in digging canals

proposition. ^^^ basius or cleaning them out, either in the city or its imme-

diate neighborhood, digging and excavating the streets of the

city for the purpose of laying down gas and water pipes, and

relaying the streets—digging and embanking for railroads and

Proof. similar pur];)oses, in the summer season, and relyingly—refer to

the Chart A, for full and conclusive proof thereof; and that the

extent and malignancy of the disease, has been pretty much in

proportion to the extent of these exjjosures.

The first epidemic yellow fever that is recorded here, is that

Succinct ori-
simultaneous with excavating- the earth, in digging the Canal

gin of all onr Carondelet, and more especially its basin in 1*797. I am in-

epideraicg. formed by a highly intelligent and observing Creole gentleman,

that the fevers durino- the period of diga:ina; this canal were
Of 1797. or e>o &)

awful in its neighborhood, even with Creoles ;—and that last

year the sickness in the vicinity of the excavation of its new

basin was very extensive, although there were few but natives

and acclimated exposed to it.

The next most extensive yellow fever epidemic occurred du-

rino- the cleaning out the same canal in 1811. Then we have
1811

the next severe epidemics of 183 7-'19-'22, simultaneous with
1817. ^ '

jg^g,
extensive exposures in the streets for pavements—large fillings

1822. ^P ^^^ enclosures of the batture, and the cleaning out and

deepening the same canal.

Then follows the great mortality of the epidemics of 1832-3,

the largest we have ever had in this country, resulting from the

immense exposures of the swampy soil in digging- the Bank

Canal from the city to the lake. Then follows the epidemic

fever of 1837, resulting from digging the extensive trenches

and 1837. ^^^ canals, to drain the rear of the First and Second Districts
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The next largst mortality, and which has continued ever since,

arose from the large «e?«' canals and clearing and exposure of the'®*^^

soil, between the two Canals, in rear of these districts, without

regard to season, and the immense excavation of two acres of

ground and with the removal of upwards of 336,000 cubic feet

of earth for the foundation of the new Custom-House, in the

heart of the city—beginning the latter part of October, 1848, i848-'43

and ending in the succeeding August, during which period we *''=•' *""* '"

had a severe epidemic of cholera with a mortality of upwards °°°s8i"^"<=««-

of 3,600, and during the balance of the year of 243—with a loss

by yellow fever of 769. During the succeeding year (1850,)

the mortality from cholera Avas 1,448, and in '51 of 645, and

in '52 of 1,326, with the addition of 597 deaths from yellow

fever during these three years, for eifect of all which refer to

chart A.

And, finally, which has contributed so much to produce the

great calamity of last year (and on which mainly I founded my'''''® ^^^"

prediction of the fever in the preceding May)* was the exten-
. .

epidemic of

sive exposures of the earth in makmg a new basin for the same

canal (Carondelet)—clearing out the canal—dredging the Bank

Canal—extensive exposures of the earth in deepening the

ditches between Conti and Common streets, and also in the rear

of the third district, the digging and exposure for the erection

of a levee between the two canals on Late Pontchartrain—the

large excavations on miles of streets in the centre and front of

the city-—for laying down gas and water pipes and making and

relaying pavements—as exhibited in black lines on the Sanita-

ry map—the extensive exposures for laying the foundation of

* See published " transactions '' (of that date, page 10) " of the New Orleans Acad-
emy of Sciences, " for the details of this prediction

Is it any more unreasonable for us to predict the occurrence of disease, occurring
under precedent well known conditions, than that nearly all infenor creation should
have the power of foretelling future events that are essential to their safety The
instincts of the spider—the tree frog—birds so announce to them, hours and days'
beforehand, a coming change in weather ; the Beaver—the Bee, &c , have the pow-
er of foreseeing months beforehand, floods, droughts or other inclemencies of the
weather, that would otherwise be absolutely fatal to their existence. Surely, this

can only be derived through meteorology proceeding from a sensitiveness or means.
far beyond what we at present possess If a greater difficulty is experienced with
us, the cause may be found, besides in that of the imperfection of our meteorological
instmments—that disease is the result of a two-fold condition—a meteorological, and
1 o cal or personal one, and that, as yet, observation of the influence of this combina-
i on on the human body is too limited for general knowledge With more industry
\n collecting and recording facts, the time may not be diBtant when success shall

'more frequently ctown our efforts.

40
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new buildings (especially on Front street,) and the excavations

and exposures for railroad purposes in the rear of the first and

fourth districts and at Algiers. Here then we have a combina-

tion of materials of exposure of the original soil unprecedented

in our annals, probably excepting that of 1832,'^- which was

more concentrated, and the consequences have been correspon-

dency destructive, in combination with meteorological condi-

tions (before expressed) in proof of which this mortality coyi-

tinued large as long as this exposure continued, no doubt

influencing the two epidemics of 1833, of cholera and yellow

fever, and causing the large mortality of the two succeeding

years (see Chart A,) and ewery large mortality since.

The first proposition then, is believed to be fully sustained.

Cholera and ^^'^'^^^S ^pou the epidemics of cholera and yellow fever as the

yellow fever highest of the zyiuotic class, (of what is called malarial disease,)

highest grades requiring for their existence a great accumulation and concen-

of zymotic tration of their respective causes: the oue beinff a disease of
diseases. , '-

' '-'

the cool, and the other of the hot months ; and believing that

xposure o
^^ exteusivc exposure of fresh earth, when conjoined with filth,

crowding, &c., with the meteorological causes which in the
heat and ^ ^ ^ ^

.

union of hi^h temperature and ffreat humidity have been always
moisture ox o j j

^^^y_ present, form the worst combination, the occurrence of these

nation. discascs during the period referred to are fully accounted for,

and amply aflirm the correctness of our first proposition.

These curious and remarkable developments occurred to me
HiJwthey,. . ,.,. .. , ...m the course oi my statistical investigations and scrutinies into
were first

_ _ _

J ,
the causes of the mortality of this city, in which I have felt a

made linown. •' ^ '

deep interest for very many years. After constructing the upper

part of chart A, the immense discrepancy in the mortality of

the several years immediately attracted my attention, and as

there could be no effect in the physical world, without an ade-

quate corresponding cause, and as it so much exceeded that of
w ithout an

, .

the rural districts around us, all the chano-es in the physical
adequate ' '^ i ./

cause
condition of the city and neighborhood were carefully investi-

gated and placed to their proper date, under the mortality of

*The greatest mortality was by Asiatic cholera that year.
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each year respectively. The subject became interesting as I pro-

ceeded; its valuable bearing soon became apparent; a clue was

evidently found to the causes of our fatal epidemics ; and finally,

it was clearly demonstrated by the facts collected and exhibited on

the chart—in the language of the proposition—that " there has

been no great epidemic yellow fever in this city, without au

extensive disturbance of the original soil of the country," and

this, I think, has been fully proved, There is no other to which

to attribute it ; no other great change either in the earth or

above the earth, so far as my meteorological observations have

extended, (and my investigations in this line have reached as far
.

Too invaria-

back as any records could possibly be procured,) and for many
^^

years back they have been made by me with great care and mi- coincidence

nuteness, in order to throAV some light on this curious and im-

portant, and to us, vital subject. It has been too constant and

invariable for a mere coincidence, and can be viewed by the

philosophic mind in no other Avay than as cause and effect.*

More fully to satisfy my mind in relation to the important

bearings of this subject, more esj^ecially, since the appointment

of the Sanitary Commission, to investigate the origin of our

late great epidemic, I determined to extend my inquiries to

other places, and see if similar facts and analogous results were

recorded elsewhere. Accordingly, the corroboration has been

most remarkable, leaving not a remnant of doubt on the mind,

as to the fact or the consequence.

Prof. Merrill, (formerly of Natchez, and now of Memphis,)

has clearly traced the successive epidemic yellow fevers that have

* It is due to myself to say that there may be various errors in the materials of
which this Chart has been coustructed, in a country where there are scarcely any
records (official) of anything relating to the vital statistics of the country (of births,

deaths and marriages ) The data are to be obtained at great cost of time and trouble,

fiom sparse and occasional sources. The materials to oonstnict this Chart have ex-
pended much of these before even their chief value v/as apparent, by applying them
to each other They will, I trust, serve the basis of an instructive future, if we are

to be instructed by any lesson derived from the past. I have taken great pains to

make them ss correct as my materials would allow, and do not think it contains ma-
terial errors It would seem as if our object was to avoid records, to destroy the
frightful facts they expose It is very true we should be ashamed of them, but then
the humane and honest way would be to correct not conceal the truth. About four,

times have we had short-lived "Boards of Health," (that is, Boards of Becord—for

they have had little other power) since 1841, and so far as their records have been
published, so well : otherwise, it is nobody's business to take care of valuable city

records ! and this report has thus been much detained from the public from that cause.
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in a series of years devastated Natchez, to tte cutting-down, level-

ing and filling up the streets. " This city," says he, " is built upon

a bluff; in 1816, the city authorities began to put into opera-

tion a plan for reducing the irregular superficies to what was

considered a more suitable grade. During all that year a large

amount of work was done, digging down and filling up streets

and lots, without due regard to the maintenance of a proper

drainage. The succeeding autumn the first epidemic yellow

fever occurred, and produced a frightful amount of mortality.
Proofs of the-^

' ^
_

^
_

_ _
-^

„ .As soon as the shock of the epidemic had partially subsided
cause of each ^ l J

oftheepidem- *^® work of grading was resumed. No one could perceive why

ics at Natch- it should be considered the cause of the disease, and the work

ez. went on, with a recurrence of the epidemic visitation every

second year, until, the population having been several times

decimated by death, and business and property greatly declined,

the city found itself scarcely able to continue the improvements,

and scarcely worth them if made. After the dreadful visitation

in 1823; the work gradually declined, and the subsequent re-

turn of the disease declined in violence and fatality ^sari passu,

until the last of the series, in 1829."

" Soon afterwards a new era commenced. Exuberant pros-

perity overspread the land. A new population was brought

into the city, and in 1834-'5-'6 the grading was resumed to some

extent. The doctrine of domestic origin and artificial causes

had again lost ground. The voice of exjDerience was not heard or

overruled, and the penalty again suffered. Many of the older in-

habitants foresaw the result in fear and trembling, and the epi-

demics ofl 83 7 and '9 sent many to their untimely graves. The

eyes of the living were again opened to see their danger, and its

causes, and since that time little grading has been done."

" Now that these experiments did render Natchez sickly, there

can be no reason to doubt. The coincidences were too strikins:

to be viewed as accidental. Besides, the same effects following

the same causes, have been observed elsewhere. Private resi-

dences and plantation negro quarters have suff'ered in the same

way; also workmen on railroads and canals—upon levees and
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upon city wharves and landings, as well as persons residing in

the neigbborliood of such works."

And again, notwithstanding previous warnings—in 1853, at

Natchez, the levelling the streets by the cutting doAvn the ad-

joining banks, and superposing the fresh earth on the streets

resulted in the fever. It is said to have first broken out in the

immediate neighborhood where this took place—that here oc-

curred its largest mortality, and thence it spread to the neigh-

borhood.

The same gentleman has most satisfactorily ascribed the in- ^^ ^^ mmn-

salubrity of Memphis, to the same cause, and the same effects p},ig,

have followed similar causes in the rural and otherwise healthy

districts, on the blacks as well as on the whites.

The severe epidemic yellow fevers at St. Francisville, in 1827

and 1829, were to be clearly debited to the cutting down the

hills, spreading the materials on the streets and grading them,

digging cellars, &c., during the summers of those years, (from
^^ ^^ g^

personal recollection) and the epidemic of 1839, KtBayou Sara, FrancisvUie

was equally due to the filling up, by spreading fresh eartt over and Bayon

brushwood, and filling up low places.* And for the only other Sara.

epidemic known to have occurred there, since its settlement, that

of 1863, may with much propriety be ascribed to parts of a levee

made and ditches dug—acres of saw-dust from a saw mill spread

and low places filled with it, and for years pre^dous, working ex-

tensively on the streets just previous to the epidemic, and

extensive swamp leveed off" and dried up in the vicinity.f

At Lahe Providence, the decay from the extensive spreading

of saw-dust over the streets and filling of lots, producing a

very offensive odor ; unusually low water ; extensive exposure
p . 1 T . Providence.

01 river bank.J

At Fort Adams, extensive exposures of the earth fi'om large

cavings in of the river bank.
||

At Centreville, extensive ditching and stirring up of mud in

the principal streets or roads of the village—" past summer un-

usually wet, and heat of the sun very great." §
Centrevaie,

» As stated to me by my friend Dr. J. W. Bell. t Dr. Brown. | Judge Selby

II
Dr. Benedict. § Dr. Wood.
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Clinton.

At CP'nton^ working the streets, and unusual disturbances of

the soil and of back yards during August and September, and

to the middle of October.*"*^

At Trenton^ on the Ouachita, soil greatly disturbed by the

Trenton. " iiuj^rovetnent " of the streets ; soil bi'ought from a distance and

spread on the main street ; several excavations made for new

cisterns in May and June ; marshes and pools near the town.f

Dr. Kitridge informed us that the fever on his own place

—

o th L-
^""^ ^^® interior, 07i Lafourche^ arose, most palpabl)'', from sj^read-

Fom-che. ^^S ^^^^ ^^^ large yard, fresh earth from his neighborhood, not

a case of the fever then existing within fifty miles of him.

At Natchitoches, ditches of the town cleaned out in August,

" and a great deal of disturbance of soil, to lay down pavements

in July and August.J

In Algiers, on the opposite side of the river, during the last

season, extensive embankments of earth and excavations were

Algiers. made for the Opelousas Railroad, the fever broke out and devas-

tated that village; of 350 hands employed on the road, 300 fell

victims to it.

On the Jackson street railroad extending from this city, I am

informed fifty hands out of eighty died of it.

Of the amount of mortality on the Great Northern Railroad

I am not so well informed—their sick being brought into the

city when attacked. But the tracing the fever along the lines

of these roads will be found in a subsequent part of this Report.||

So far for its influence in this state, let us extend our inqui-

ries to the neighboring State of Alabama.

Dr. Levert of Mobile, has most satisfactorily traced every epi-

demic ydloii) fever, that has afflicted our sister city for upwards

of twenty-eight years, to similar disturbances of the soil. So

r, , .;r convinced had the authorities become of its iniurious influence.
Do. at Mo- >> '

i,jig_
that a city ordinance had been passed, forbidding it during the

summer, which was most unfortunately rescinded last spring,

and the disturbance had again taken place to a greater extent

* F. B. Harvey. t See testimony. X Dr. Crocheron.
|| Same informed

SO per cent, of the hands died.
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than ever—to accommodate the raih-oad, and to fill up some

low lots, and the consequence have been chronicled in a corres-

ponding calamity. I refer, with great pleasure to his valuable

report among our proceedings.

At SeliJia, the occurrence of the epidemic of last season, has

been most satisfactorily accounted for, in a similar manner.

" To the removal of old deposits, exhumations, the filling up of

a hollow, various deep and extensive excavations for the foun-

dation of buildings, the filling up and grading streets with it,

and vacant lots. The first twenty cases of the epidemic occurred

within the limits where the earth was deposited and seemed to

radiate from these deposits. Digging commenced about the

middle of July and continued to November—season very wet

and particularly in August. Fever broke out in September.*

At Montgoinery there had been considerable excavations for

the purpose of laying down gas pipes, and the earth throvv'n up °" somery.

was stated by my informant to have been very offensive.

At Hollywood, on Mobile Bay, an unequivocal case of the

spontaneous occurrence of the disease is mentioned by Dr. Ben-

edict, arising most probably (in a boy) when the sole cause to Hollywood,

which it could be ascribed, was his being exposed to the fresh

earth from digging a well.f Precisely the same thing has hap-

pened in Algeria, and mentioned by the French surgeons, en.

gaged in the same business, those employed in it alone sirtfering

Avhile all the others escaped.

At Gainesville, Tauoh disturbance of the soil from diffffina:

. .
*^. * Gainesville.

and " improving " roads, ditching. &c. Well dug—on cleaning-

it out it consisted of a sticky and stinking deposit. J

In Charleston these disturbances are forbidden by ordinance

during the summer season, from their experience of their disas-

trous eftects on the public health. Dr. Simons, who has been
^^^''^'''e^t''" •

for some thirty years their chief Health Officer, specifies m his

late valuable report on yellow fever there, that "in 1842, white

laborers strongly predisjDosed to yellow fever were employed in

*See the interesting report of Dr. Mabray, among out proceedings. f See his

interesting paper in our proceedings. % Mr. Fulsom.
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opening drains and other works, and transferring tlie eartli to

different portions of the city, where drains were opened and the

earth deposited—there yellow fever occurred, and the unfortu-

nate beings who performed that work were the greatest victims.

The same thing occurred in lo52. • At the new custom-house

a number of Irishmen were employed in excavating the earth

and piling ; a great many were taken sick and died ; the sale

and distribution of the earth through the city had a baneful

effect," Other instances are mentioned of the dangerous influ-

ence of excavating and exposing offensive materials in opening

drains and transferring the materials to other localities, even

producing sickness in a class of persons who are usually exempt.

These are some of the valuable results of the investigations

of the Sanitary Commission. They would have been doubtless,

greatly multiplied had it been in their power to visit personally

Value of a (as was their dcsire) every district in the six States where this

sanitary snr- epidemic extended. There is no substitute for effective per-

'^^^' sonal examination on the spot, and the public interests would

be greatly advanced by a minute sanitary survey by competent

men over the entire region. No geological survey has a tithe

of the claims on the public interest, for salubrity is the first

object for accomplishment for the public welfare. Public wealth

is often developed by the first ; the sanitary condition is much

more often advanced by the other. An ignorance of the causes

influencing the salubrity of cities, towns and rural districts often

subjects them to the most afflictive calamities, entirely within

control. This has already been made apparent by what we

have already said, and will be made much more so as we pro-

ceed.

By extending our examination into other climates we find

t e esa-^j^^
same injurious results have followed the upturning the earth

for diffffina: canals, openinsf roads, the establishment of brick-
tomaccanals^ && & ) r to

yards, and cutting down of bluffs. The excavations for the

Chesapeake and Delaware Canal were very fatal to its laborers

and the neighborhood, costing hundreds of lives ; and so was

that for the Potomac Canal, above Georgetown, a very large
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mortality having resulted from the excavations. The writings

of Drs. Drake, Evans, Blane, Cassan, McCuUoch, Caldwell,^"'' °**'

Bailey, Thomas, and many others, are rejilete with instances in

proof and illustration, and the whole body of physicians at- in AfHoa.

tached to the French army in Africa have given their opinion

of its injurious influence in the production of fever.

In Martinique^ West Indies, " extensive disturbances of the ^^ Martin-

soil, in the alteration and construction of roads in different parts ique.

of the island, causing great evolvement of miasm, causing the

fever.""*

At i^or^ c?e #ra?ice, (Martinique,) "public opinion regarded Ft.de France,

the fever as due to the cleaning out a canal which surrounded

the city." f

The first disturbance of the original soil of a country for agri-

cultural purposes (or the time during which it is passing

through what I have elsewhere denominated the " transition

period") is known to be highly injmious to health everywhere

;

and the devastations on the early settlei's in all our newly

opened districts of country are too well known but to be merely game results

referred to in illustration, developing wherever they have oc- on first ooiti-

curred the worst forms of the diseases of those climates respect- vat ing a

ively. In a few years these subside, the insalubrity following ''o'"'''^'.

the hardy pioneer along the outposts of population, to the mar-

gin of the wdlderness, to each newly opened district, and then

passing off like a morning cloud before the rising sun.

The special injury in a Southern country by unskillful

clearing and exposure of the original soil, without protect-

ing the homestead, has subjected this and the adjoining

States, at their early settlements, to calamitous devastations

from the most aggravated forms of endemic fevers—consist- Distarbine

ing of algid fevers, (called " cold plague " from the coldness onsi""! soil

and blueness of the surface,) sometimes running through its
"^^"^^ ^^ °^^

course in a few hours, and to which I never thought I could
^^' ^°"°'

discover any acclimation—and it is only since the status ofthe

* Dr. Amic. t Dr. Amic.

41
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country (in these respects, clearing and exposure) has become

fixed and unchangeable that Louisiana has ceased to be

called the "grave-yard" of the Southwest.

Of the sufficiency of the cause to produce the epidemic

here, I trust satisfactory reasons have been stated. Ordi-

nary fevers of various grades and intensities of malignancy

are produced every year by its greater or less prevalence ;

but the highest grade known to this hemisphere, (yellow

fever,) and of such malignancy as characterized it last year

in an epidemic form, is alone produced by such an exagger-

ated condition as then prevailed in a concentrated state, and

The special
^^'oui the facts presented in Chart A, I think I am justified in

causeof every couiing to the couclusion which I have, most deliberately,

epidemic yei- after a fuU reflection upon all the facts presented : that the

low fever in ema7iations arising from the upUirning and exposure of the

the Southwest
^^.Jo•^J>^flrZ soU in the siimmer season.^ together vnth filth, %mder

certain determinate atmosjfheric conditions, has heen the main,

if not the special cause of every epidemic yellow fever that

has ravaged not only this city, hut the Southwestern fart of

the United States for m.ore than half a century ! It is no

exception to these statements that digging for mines, and

especially, in cooler and more healthy climates (or climates

less subject to ye^-er) does not have the effect above alledged.

My second condition {the meteorological) is wanting ; that

it is not always innocuous is well known, (of which I have

given some evidence, and could have furnished much more.)

Every climate is more or less influenced by particular patho-

genic entities, giving it a liability to the evolvement of spe-

cial diseases. That this has been injurious over a wide

extent of Southern country, especially, of the United States,

the testimony clearly proves ; that it may be expected to be

more mischievous in a hot and moist climate, is probable

enough.

From the facts adduced and which are entirely reliable

—

skepticism itself may well be set at defiance. It has not been
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left to this liite day to make these remarks for the first time,

although they have not been probably as extensively generalized ^'^""'^^ °^

before, and acknowledgments and references have been made
and Syden-

of it, in another page. This emanation from the earth may be

the " something divine " of Hippocrates, it may be " the some-

thing from the bowch of the earthy " that the great Sydenham

nearer approached, to which modern science and observation

has added, the atmospheric condition, to furnish it the necessary

element of activity.

If I am accused of making a bold assertion, it is, by no

means, a reckless one. The valuable records in the preceding

pages and Chart, will fully sustain the position under the most

scrutinizing investigation on the part of the city authorities,

and with its triUh and the j)recaution, it necessm-ily teaches—it

must hereafter much depend.for its salubrity,, its exemption from

the greatest scourge with which our fine country is so often in-

flcited, and its future prosperity and advancement so much

retarded.

It is in vain to say that the facts which the Chart exhibits,

are but coincidences^ the records I have given from other places. Too many co-

the multiplied instances of personal experience, now that public incidences to

attention has been called to it ; amply attest its probability and ^'^ °*^'' *'^^"

establish, its verity. Coincidence by itself, is of little account,
'^^^^^ '^""^ *^"

it is constancy which gives it importance in the relation of cause

and effect and establishes the law. Can that be called mistak-

ing a sequence for an effect—a coincidence for a cause ? Is it

but a hasty generalization?—is it a, post hoc propter hoc mode

of reasoning to infer a law from a constant result, in one case

ofnear sixty years uniform sequence (as in Nev,^ Orleans) ? in three

others, (Mobile and Natchez and St. Francisville,) of more than

twenty-eight each, and of a vast number of others that these

pages exhibit, that an exception here would but prove the rule ?
"^"""'^ '"''"*•

And if proper records and observations had been made every

where in the Southern country, who knows how immeasurably

they may have been multiplied ? It is consolatory then to know

that sufficient facts have been collected to establish a principle
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and that our generalization has not been hasty, and it is equally

important to know that it is in our power to control them !*

2d. For its existence in an endemic form other causes are

adequate. The proposition then is that it requires an exten-

sive disturbance of the original soil, or vast accumulations of

decomposable materials lo produce an epidemic, presuming

that the meteorological conditions are present (and hereto-

fore there have been always causes to produce them, when
Canee or on J r '

endemics.
^'® "^^^Q no recorded proof of their being present.) Let us

proceed a step further, and this embraces our second propo-

sition, or the causes of our endemic fevers, the ditierence being

only in the amount and extent ofcausation. The distinction then

between the major and minor proposition (the first and second)

is, as a general to a local one. The causes are the same,

differing only in degree—they are essentially identical, vary-

ing only in extent of prevalence, and sometimes in malig-

nancy, which, it is also fair to infer, proceeds from the greater

or less intensity of the original cause. Of these, a certain

amount of fresh earth exposure, with other concurring cir-

cumstances produces an epidemic yellow fever and a less

(supposing this earth and all filth the same, which I believe

they are in effect) an endemic, what pi-oportion of influence

do they bear to each other % That is, the difference between
.

the two, is the amount requii'ed sufficiently to poison the at-

mosphere to produce either the one or the other? It thus

becomes almost a matter of calculation as a question of pro-

bability, which like all similar questions, must be liable to

fluctuation within the fixed limits of possible error.

The cause of 3d. And this brings us to our third proposition, of a lesser

our biiions cause of the same materials producing our bilious and peri-

and periodic Q^Jig fevers.

evers.
^}\Q cause of hilious and periodic fevers, of all kinds, is so

much a matter of common observation—-is received with so

much unanimity by the profession, that they need not be

*I did not desire to incumbei' the text more with the collection of facts upon this

subject fi'om our own State—proving the connexion of disturbance of the soil with

the occurrence of yellow fever and cholera, or, it might have been greatly extended.
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dwelt upon ; I need only here enter my caveat in relation to

the existence of any specific thing; as necessary to their pro-

duction, (and called *• miasm, " par excellence)—but believe

as I shall hereafter state more fully, that exhalations of all

kinds, whatever im])airs the purity of the air, is the terrene

agent, if any is requisite, to unite with meteorological condi-

tions and moral and physiological causes in the production

of these fevers. The great error upon this subject, seems

to me to consist, in supposing that any one specific thing is

required, the effect, the disease, is one thing, but that, by no

means implies that the causes producing it may not be mani-

fold. Now it is perfectly clear to my mind, and I ti'ust the

facts and principles set forth will fully bear me out, that

several conditions are pre-requisite for the effect.

The similarity of the influences, producing these various

classes of fevers, is most manifestly shown by what occurs

at the commencement and termination of these epidemics and Proof of y*!-

endemics respectively—where the productive causes being '"^ and pe-

much less in concentration, or weakened in intensity—bilious, "'"^''^ ^^^^^

yellow, and periodic fevers are constantly ohserved running
'^°"^^'

into each other, and blending their symptoms in the same places,

houses, and even individuals. A fever of a remittent or in-

termittent type occurs, and terminates in black vomit and the

hsBtnorrhages. Another fever begins with yellow fever symp-

toms, with the eye, countenance, expression, to convince the

even, inexperienced attendant, that it is yellow fever ; in its

progress it assumes the intermittent form, and so terminates.

They are, then, clearly convertiblefevers, dependent upon the

more or less concentration of the same cause, and the sus-

ceptibility of the individual. They are constantly occurring

here—even last year, bad as it was, the table F vi^ill show how
common it was ; baffling the most experienced to christen it.

The distinction is a very important one, for it seems to settle

the long disputed question of the identity of bilious and yel-

low fevers—that their differences exist in degree only—that

the same may be between bilious, remitting, and intermittent
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fevers—a difference in intensity arising from a more or less

aggravalion of the cause. Here are steps from the one to

the other, that are no less interesting than important—not in

a merely speculative point of view, but in one of the greatest

practical value to the community; for, if they are the same,
this in a sani-

^diftering only in decree, it settles finally, the arreat question
tary point of o j o ' v" tj j

^jg^
also, of the "preventive power of sanitary measures against yel-

lowfever. Here we find no skeptic ; no one doubts that of

all the great zymotic or preventible class, fever is as much

or more under the control of these measures than any of them.

The following remarks by Dr. Pennell, of Brazil, evidently

a practitioner of acute observation, as he is known to be one
Identity of „ ,

, . . . . -in
01 enlarged experience, are quite illustrative and confirmatory

„ ^ of the views taken above: "In the bilious remittent of Rio,
yellow lever.

says be, the mode of attack, the position of the pains, and the

state of the pulse and tongue are highly characteristic. The

prevailing epidemic preserved these features in a most singular

manner, and with but little variation."

** I believe the diseases are essentially the same. They

begin in the same manner, they have the same diagnostic

symptoms, and no one can distinguish between them, except

by their severity ; a difference which may arise from a more

intense form of the disease, or from a superadded poison, as

already mentioned. With the exception of black vomit, I

have not in the prevailing epidemic, seen a single symptom

which I have not also frequently witnessed in the common

remittent of the country."

"In no other way than by supposing the disease of en-

demic origin, can it be explained how the natives and ac-

climated suffer so little. Yellow fever was never known in
Proofs in Rio. « -i i ^ n i i

Brazil before, and was, therefore, equally new to them, and

to those recently arrived. The former have, evidently, all

their lives, or during the period of acclimation, been breath-

ing a marshy, or any other endemic poison you please, in a

diluted state, and consequently suffered less from a more

intense dose. The poison had for years been incorporated
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with thoir systems. This is most conclusively shown from

the difFerent influence of the disease, by the various mortal-

ity on the several classes of the population, [as exhibited in

Section IV,] although it is acknowledged, at the same time,

that almost the whole population was affected by it.

" In no other way, than by supposing it to be of endemic

origin, can it be explained, how ships come into port direct ^°
*'™*^

from Europe, with this identical fever on board."

How eminently applicable these remarks are to us here, all

unprejudiced observers well know.

My proposition, then, in relation to the causes of our epi-

demic fevers, has, I trust, been fully sustained and corrobora-

ted by what has been shown to have occurred elseM'here (my

other propositions have been equally satisfactorily proved.)

If it will not equally apply to all the places where the yellow

feverhas appeared, it may be that there has not been suificiently^y ' J .^ ^ Why rellow

concurring circumstances of a consrenerous nature, with the me- ^^ o '
fgygr not, al-

teorological condition, which the Sanitary Commission has ^ ^^.^^j.

not been able to verify (from causes before stated). Again, ont with the

it may explain the well understood fact, that many cases ofapparent pres-

the disease have been carried to certain villages and country ence of the

seats, and have terminated with the individual, as in ordinary causes,

years, not spreading to the family or visitors. These appear

to me satisfactory explanations of what has been a stumbling

block, not with the public only, but with many of the pro-

fession.

From the foregoing facts and observations, it is palpable

enough that two conditions are required for the existence ofTavo condi-

an epidemic fever, viz : an atmospheric and a terrene or local t'o"^ necessa-

cause. The proofs of it are so abundant that whenever they
'''' ^°'' '^" ^p'"

are omitted, it may be safely ascribed to the fault of the
^^"^^''^^''"'

observer. In all, and everywhere, the influence of atmos-

pheric conditions are found jDaramount and indispensable to

the disease, and equally so is what is denominated " the focus

of infection,"—that is, the presence of some localising filth,

exposure of soil, &.c. (all equivalent conditions). These are
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universal—there is believed to exist no exceptions to it. The

occurrence of one of the conditions is not sufficient. Many
proofs and illustrations of this have been mentioned in Sec-

tion V, and they could have been greatly multiplied,

not only this year, but every year of the existence of

yellow fever either here or in foreign countries.

That yellow fever should not occur at once upon all ex-

posed, and in a fair proportion to their amount, is also satis-

factorily explained, I think, by the fact, that a large portion of
of aa accli- ....

our population is acclimated to the disease, and is no longer
mated popn- ^ °

lation pre-
susceptible. Nor do I suppose it necessary to say, in order

vents effects ^0 convincc the public of the reality of the causes and effects,

proportionally whicli I allodgo, that our climate is peculiar ; for there is a

tothecanse. second Condition, equally essential to the production of the

effect, which may not exist in other climates, although usual-

ly present here, viz : heat and moisture. I am fully sensible

that different climates have different diseases, and that the

peculiarities that produce the manifestation of one kind of

disease in one climate is wanting in another. The facts and

principles, as applicable here, have, I trust, been satisfacto-

rily demonstrated.

Although I look upon yellow fever as a specific disease, to

•which the subject is rarely liable but once ; I am equally con-

fident, that it is the result of the aggregation of circumstances

and conditions, a less amount of which produces the ordinary

AU climates fgyers of the locality. This result I come to, after a pretty

have different
^^[^Q^.Qyg];^ personal examination of the facts, in many of those

iseases,

climates where this disease has been worst. I do not think thi»

unreasonable, for we are not without analogies in other diseases,

even where they are specific. Consumption is due to an im-

poverished diet, and bad physical and moral conditions in an

unfavorable temperature, and it is eminently illustrated in Cuba,

where more of it exists [and particular!?/ in Havana,) than in

any part of America. Measles, scarlatina, small-pox, have often

arisen under certain atmospheric conditions, ( warm, moist, and

variable

—

out of season^ where they have defied the utmost
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scTutiuy to detect a personal cause, and may have arisen from

some of those combinations which originally gave them birth?

iind that in other circumstances, with the addition of the

important elements of heat and moisture, give origin to fever.

Can any one inform us why small pox should have had its birth

about the period and place of the imposture of Mahomet?

Scarlatina and measles also dei'ive their parentage from the

East, and are of comparatively modern origin. All diseases have

had their time and place of commencement. Mr. Meriam informs ^, ,
'- ^ the real cause

US that cholera and small pox at St. lago de Cuba, immediately ^^ a,ny dis-

foUowed the fearful earthquake that nearly destroyed that city, ease.

on the 20th August, 1852. Some diseases have disappeared

—

may be, never to return—but who can predict it, and upon

what grounds ? Some appear at intervals of fifteen or seventeen

years, as the eruptive fevers, cholera, &c.; others at periods vary-

ing from fifty to one hundred j^ears, and attack only one par-

ticular race. The Mexican matzahuatl^ attacking only the

aborigines of that country, notwithstanding other races were

similarly exposed to it—about once in a century. The " sweat-

ing sickness " attacked only the English, wherever they were

found, whether in England or in the heart of Europe ! Most

climates have their special diseases or forms of morbid action.

Need I mention goitre, cretinism, leprosy, elephantiasis, biri-biri ? How diseases

They, unquestionably arose from some combination of physical ^^'^^ ^^^^

elements, that either do not exist in other regions, or that have '^''^"sed.

becoine controlled by the mode of living, the refinements of

civilization, the extension of the comforts of life to the lower

class, and the application of sanitary laws to all the purposes of

living. I see, then, no reason why we should not be satisfied

with the causes enumerated, as suflicient for the production of

yellow fever, and particularly as their removal prevents or

expels it. Indeed, it is not affirming too much to say, that we

actually hiow more of the causes of yellow fever than we do of

those of any knoivn disease^ beyond the class ''fevers,^'' and as

much as tve do of any in it

!

The influence of climatic conditions and modes of life, in

42
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evolving peculiar forms of morbid action, is not only sliown in

those above mentioned, but is felt also in the great class of

fevers—the typhus, of England, the great avenue to death

there—is materially diiTereut from the fever of the African

coast ; and this differs from the yellow^ fever of the West Indies,
plague and

which again differs from the plague of the East. The jMrallel-
yellow fever. j. ^

ism of these, as well as their points of divergence, becomes the

more interesting and instructive, when we reflect that the

countries are situated in similar parallels of latitude, that they

have several points of geographical similitude, and there is the

strongest grounds for believing that they are both entirely under

Biach vomit, the influence of sanitary measures. Tliej^laffue occurs on the sub-

sidence of the Nile : so does the yellow fever on the subsidence
Marshes. .... . .

of the Mississippi. The plague localities are surrounded with

Moisture. ponds. Stagnant canals, with decaying vegetable matter, ex-

haling their poisons to the atmosphere, accompanied with great

humidity * Such is precisely paralleled here. The plague is

sometimes marked by jaundice (or icterosed) and black vomit,

and yellow fever sometimes has buboes and carbuncles—as was

the case here last year. One attack usually exhausts the suscep-

tibility to the recurrence of the disease, in many instances, much

more certainly in yellow fever than in plague. At Constanti-

,nople, which is about the latitude of Boston, there is no accli-
Repetition of ^ '

'

attack.
mation against plague, any more than there is in Boston, New
York or Philadelphia, against yellow fever. They are both

diseases requiring a great concentration and aggravation of

their producing causes, ( as meteorological and terrene con-

ditions ) and hence both are diseases of cities, or wherever these

causes exist in an eminent degree. Both have occurred in lat-

itudes far North of their customary habitats and birth places

under strong temptation. The latter, in England, formerly in

latitude 52; in Moscow, in latitude 5Y, as late as 1771, '72,
Latitudes.

, , ,

with a mortality exceeding our epidemic of 18S3, by at least

600 per cent.—nearly half the population dying, and a similar

mortality occurred in Marseilles in 1720. The former has pre-

* Pruf. GUddon.
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v.iiled under similar circumstances, as far Noitli as 42, rnul even

beyond it; and in Cairo, from lOtli February to 10th June,

1835, out of a population of 240,000, fifty-seven thousand died

of plague, or 23|- per cent.

There is another respect in which their similitude is almost

equally exact : neither are contagious. In their endemic form, Neither con-

this is hardly disputed, but when the causes producing either
''''?'*'"^-

are sufficiently intense to produce an epidemic ; then within the

epidemic influence, they are both apparently so. For it has

been clearly proved, by the long and intelligent experience of

the renowned Clot Bey, (so long the distinguished Physician-in-

Chief to Mahomet Ali, in Egypt,) that he had never known the

plague to be communicated by contact, "when removedfrom the

regions of malaria, and all his attem'pts to commimicate it had

utterly failed.'''' It is unquestionably just so with yellow fever.

The plague often occurs alternately at Cairo and Alexandriat

with constant uninterrupted communication between them, with-

out the suspicion of contagion, or the slightest appliance of quar-

antine. The same occurs in New Orleans, in relation to her

numerous sister cities which have constant communication with

her.

Attacks of plague most frequently take place at night, when

the damp and. heav}^ dews predispose to the disease. Such is often

the case with yellow fever.*

Their points of disagreement are equally remarkable. In

Egypt, the 'plague attacks most frequently the nat'ives—those,

in fact, who live in the greatest filth, and on the most meagre d;

diet—and Europeans, and especially those from the North of uuies.

Europe, wdth an appropi'iate personal hygiene, are }'arely liable

* RECOLLECTIONS OF J R. GLIDnON, ESQ.
1st.. All the plagues remembered by me, (1818, '41) that is about five serious

epidmiics, began at Alexandria about November, afte?- the rains, and in damp, cool
-weather—temperature, (thermometrieally) unknown. It is also the season of the
ebb of the Nile, and commencement of vegetation, ( in Lower Egypt ) as the slimy
ooze enaergcs from the tlood.

2d. All were temporarily weakened by the colder and drier weather of January,
with its bracing N.N W. gales

3d. All arose to their intensest action hetween Febriiary and April
4th All vanished, as epidemics by 15th or .30th June
Hence, (ceteris paribus) the most deadly seasons of the plagues in Egypt, corres-

ponded to a temperature and to an atmospherical condition—such as we liad nt
New Orleans in February and March, 1852. [Very damp and oppressive.—E. H .P>]

' 1 s s i m I i 1 -
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to it, and thi;s are ]3robably mucli more exempt from it than if

similarly circumstanced in this region, they would be from

yellow fever, although these are great pi'otectives. In yellow

fever these susceptibilities are reversed. The liabilities produced

by temperature are very different also. Although each occurs

sometime after the subsidence of the two great rivers of each

country; the Mississippi begins to rise in January and February,

and falls in June and July, and the yellow fever occurs in

July and August, with our highest temperature. The Nile be-

gins to rise in June, and about the 20th of August the whole

valley of the river presents the appearance of a great inland

sea. About the autumnal equinox, the waters begin to subside,

Period of oc- and bcfore the end of November the river is once more within

currence.
|{^g i^rjjjj^g^ ^\^q plaguc usually commenccs on or before March,

and tei'minates towards the middl of June—the occurrence of

the inundation puts an end to the plague—the yellow fever occurs

on the subsidence of the Mississippi. " The experience of ages

incontestably establishes that the plague cannot exist with a

temperature above 80*^, nor a little below 60°." With yellow

fever it is different : a long continued temperature of about 80°

is required for its 2'>roduction^ and over 90°, unfavorable to its

Temperature development. Nor does a lower temperature, at once, ex-

require tor
^ij-^g^jg]^ j^—being usually a fever of a limited period (60 to 90

days''^,—the epidemic.^ I mean,) when commencing late, it often

continues after a frost, and even when the thermometer sinks

below 32°, although not in the epid.emic form—yet it usually

subsides here with the occurrence of cool v/eather, and even

when the average daily temperature is not below '70°, and at

all points South of us it subsides when the thermometer is still

at even higher grades. In other countries than Egypt, the

plague has existed as a summer and autumnal disease—reach-

ing its culminating point in August and September, as our

yellow fever here. Of the extent that the}'^ are influenced by

sanitary regulations, I have already spoken of the plague; I

shall hereafter dwell extensively on that of yellow fever.

•An average of about 60 days.
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'

Egj'pt has no marshes (properly called), and except during

the period of inundation, the climate is distinguished for its
^"''"^"'''"''"

aridity. It is mainly on this account that it is famed for
"^ '^''"'"•'<' ""

its remarkable influence in the cure of phthisis. Even as
and why.

early as the time of the younger Pliny, he states in his let-

ters that it was not uncommon to " send patients suffering

from a tendency to consumption to the softer climate of

Egypt."

Such are some of the more remarkable similitudes and

diversities of these two great monarchs in Eastern and West-

ern diseases, and fortunately, the valuable records of history

bear us out in the statement that hoik have yielded signal

triwnphs to sanitary measures,

I have stated what have been the constituents of an epi-

demic atmosphere (meteorological and terrene) so far as the

present state of science will enable us to give them, together ^^^ o ' o Effect of our

with the important and interesting exhibit of Prof. Blodget.
jj^^u- ,,^1^(1

I do not deny that there may be others,—that must be left swamps.

to future research to find out. Both have probably existed

when the epidemic developed itself; when it has not, pro-

bably but one. The localising circumstance—disturbance

of the soil, or filth of every kind, (which I presume to be of

a congenerous nature,) has probably been wanting. Of the

same character do I view half-dried swamps that have been

recently overflowed. Now, it is well known, that for several

years most extensive inundations have prevailed over a large

portion of our State, and over the cultivated, as well as the

uncultivated portions of it. That, as these have become

partially desiccated they reach the conditions of all half-dried

swamps, which are known to be highly injurious to health Know as

everywhere, and with the concurrence of the meteorological "'s'^'' "f ^"^

conditions, they have formed that combination of circum- °'^'^^''®-

stances necessary for the existence and spread of a great

epidemic.

These inundations are not only connected as one of the

prominent causes of our great epidemic of 1853, but with
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the cholera and sickness of preceding years. This state-

inundations
j^-jg^^ jg -^q^ hazardcd without extensive inquiry, and is in

'""strict accordance with all medical experience, as recorded
creased sick-

elsewhere. The lesson taught us is full of instruction, when
ness in tliis

g^^jg
it shows that not only the agricultural interest of the State

is ruined by these repeated inundations, but, what is far more

important, the salubrity of its population. It is demonstra-

ted then, that the most active supervision upon the part of

the State authorities is not only essential for its future pros-

perity—but for its existence.

That it should begin in New Orleans is not at all strange.

It must bes:m, or be developed somewhere, and it is most
Whytheepi- ° ^

, . , ,j within the bounds of probability that it should first arise
deraic should '^ ''

commence in
there, whcrc should cxist the greatest concentration of these

New Orleans, causes, and the largest number of unacclimated subjects,

without the necessity of resorting to contagion, or even the

extension of infection, to account for it. It must also be

considered that the population of the rural districts, being

always accustomed to breathe a purer air, are more suscep-

tible of an epidemic influence when it has broken out.

In corroboration of the position that the general extension

of the epidemic is partly due to the late inundations, and in

striking conformity to it, those jjarts of the State tohich.

Late inunda- have Suffered most fro7n the epidjemic have been the great-

tions promo- est svfferers, SO far as we can learn, by the inundations. I

ting the quotc frccly from the high authority of my friend, Dr, La
spread of the -^qq]^q^ of Philadelphia, (probably, the highest authority
epidemic. ^^^ Hviug,) who has written extensively upon the subject.

" The examples of the injurious effects of draining and desic-

cation by artificial or natural means, and conversely, of the ben-

eficial effects attending complete draining of marshy and insa-

lubrious surfaces, or their complete submersion, are numerous

and conclusive. They establish, beyond controversy, the fact

that the insalubrity of marshy localities increases in compound

ratio to the degree of desiccation they have attained. They

show that the greatest insalubrity and mortality in such local-
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ities always coincide with the period of greatest desiccation,
I'aneerous m

short of a com2^lete dryness ; that this effect occurs earUer in
'^'°^°

. . . . ,. to desiccation

hot, than latitudes where the dryrno- process is slower ; earner
_

•' " ^
_ short ol coin-

when the season is i^recocious, and the reverse when it is
j^^^ ^^ ^^^^

tardy."

"The extensive prevalence of fever during hot weather, after

the overflow of river, lake or pond banks, and at the receding

of the water is well known to all medical readers, and has been

noticed everywhere, and at all times." " The inundation occa- inundations

sioned by the overflowing of the Tiber, and the disease result- <>f the Tiber,

ing therefrom, are referred to by Livy, Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus, Dio, Strabo, &c. Like effects were observed and noted

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, under the pontifical

reign of Innocent III, in the fourth, under that of Clement V,

and are particularly described by Lancisci, who accurately

pointed out some of the causes of the disease to which they

gave rise.

The city of Strasbourg, in France, is not often visited by Atstrasbours

malarial fevers. In 1 824, the banks of the Rhine were overflowed,

and remained for some time under water. Soon after the water

had receded fever began to prevail, and continued to do so

during three consecutive years. Nor did it cease before the soil

became perfectly dry." " The occurrences recorded in Italy,

Germany, Egypt, India, Senegal, Algeria, and many parts of

our own country. The irrigations at Oran, Karguantil, Silie-

bel-Abbas, and other districts of Algeria, where the practice is

extensively applied to agricultural purposes, and is carried to

such an extent as to occasion a sort of daily inundation. Those

of some of the departments of France, as well as those re- 1" France and

sorted to in the rice plantations of this country and Italy, have ''^'*'*

been found to give rise to the same morbific effects wherever

and whenever the thermometrical condition of the atmosphere

is such as to aid in the extrication of malarial effluvia. " Near

the walls of a large city stood a very extensive and deep pond of

water, which for forty years had served as a receptacle for all

the filth from the houses and streets. As long as these putrid
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matters remained covered with water they were productive of

no mischief; but when they had so far increased as to rise above

the surface of the water, a most malignant fever spread through

the tract of country adjoining the city."^'

" Dr. Robert Hamilton, of Lyn Regis, in a pamphlet quoted

bv Bancroft, and referred to particularly in the London Medical
Regis.

" ... . ,

Gazette, describes a remittent fever, produced m that place m
1779, by a freshet which occurred from the sea. The inun-

dations from the sea are generally followed by severer conse-

quences, in respect to health, than those from fresh water. If

they extend far they cover much low ground under cultivation,

and fill many ditches which, in many situations, cannot be

drained by any other means than evaporation by the heat ofthe

sun. The intermittent fevers which follow are of the worst kind,

the effect being due to the dead fish that remain, and the efflu-

via from the destruction of reptiles, insects, &c., and vegetables

which are destroj'ed by sea water. The gale of 1719 was at-

tended by such an inundation, the effects of which developed by

the heats of five successive summers and autumns^ were seen in

the fevers of those years, which were more violent, universally

epidemic, and more fatal than Dr. Hamilton had seen them in

the last forty years. These fevers have ceased to show them-

selves. The country around, which was once one of the . most

.

unhealthy, has become one of the most salubrious by the com-

plete di'aining of the Bedford level."

At Bassara as " When tlic Ai'abs, (as we learn from Mr. Ives), wish to take

an act ofvengeance on the Turks of Bassara, they break down the dykes

vengeance,
^^j. 'banks of the I'ivcr, and inundate the plains. On its evapora-

tion the water leaves a marshy sediment which infects the at-

mosphere, and occasions fatal epidemics. During Mr. I.'s so-

journ in that country the mortality from an occurrence of this

kind amounted to no less than fourteen thousand. The same

effects are produced at Bassara, and to a highly destructive de-

gree after the ordinary overflowing of the Euphrates. Of the

In Egypt.
* Precisely the circumetances under which Gormley's Canal has become so inju-

rious.
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ra ; its fir

yellow fever.
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consequences arising- from simple inundation, Egypt affords a

similar example, inasmuch as its season of fever commences with

the suhsidence of the Nile. Every one must know that equally

disastrous results have often attended the overflowing of the

Danube, the Don, the Tigris. The yellow fever epidemic of La-

'

H w 1 /• 1 1 1 • 1 1
ra ; its firat

guayra, m 1/97, the lirst known to have occurred m thatplace?

has been referred with much plausibility to the overflowing of

the river of that name."*

The same results occur on the subsidence of the Nile. The

exposure is direct and immediate to a burning sun as before

mentioned.

The same effects occur here on the subsidence of the Missis-

sipj)i, and its early or late subsidence materially influences the

result ; the period of decline is the period of fever. That the

inundations of the banks do not usually produce their disastrous

effects until the second year, is not difficult of explanation. The
,. ,,-„.. Inundations

ordinary condition of our swamps (not marshes half-dried) is
" ^ ^ ' here do not

not injurious to health, as is well known throughout the State,
produce dis-

When this is vastly increased by a crevasse, large additions are ease first year.

made to the swamp v/ater. The cultivated country is inundated,

and by the natural subsidence of the water is converted into a

marsh, and has to undergo the successive jDoisonous stages of

desiccation, with the evolution of results through solar influ-

ence, which takes a season or two, fully todevelope. That the

first year of inundation is not injurious, clearly results from the

immediate removal of filth ; that the second year the effects men-

tioned follow as results, is proved by the following authentic

data, of its influence on this city, aided and aggravated by

causes I have before dwelt upon. Of the direct influence in

the country we have no sufficient evidence.

Extensive crevasse, inundating large part of the city and neigh-

borhood in 1816.

An extensive epidemic yellow fever in 1817.

The hurricane inundating the city to Bourbon street, 1821. Always tbei

Epidemic yellow fever in 1822. secondyear.

*La Roche.

43
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The rear of the city inundated by a storm to Dau-
'

phine street in 1831. •

The great epidemic of cholera and yellow fever in 1832.

A severe blow drove the Avater of the Lake to Daii-

phiue street in 1846.

An extensive epidemic occm-red in 1847.

Extensive inundation of the city to Carondelet st. in 1849,

About three thousand cases of yellow fever, and an

increase of more than one per cent, in the gen-

eral mortality of the city above the average in 1850.

There was a crevasse opposite the city in 1852.

Large mortality of the epidemic in Algiers, which

we hare attributed to other causes, in 1853.*

" The pond of Lindre Basse, in the department of the Me-

1 sfs^t^^pthe, affords a curious illustration of the effects of the different

conditions under which the malaria is generated, in modifying
draining pro-

,.^ diseases arisino- from paludal infection. The first pond managed
duce different o i i o

diseases
according to the triennial system common in Saloque, is two

years under water, and one year dry. In the first year it is half

filled, and gives rise to intermittent fevers ; in the second year

it is full, and typhus fevers prevail ; in the third year, after being

fished, it is left dry, and cultivated as a field, and in this year

carbuncular affections appear. These diseases have succeeded

one another as regularly and invariably as the different states of

the pond for a period of sixteen years^ and the idea naturally

suggests itself that diseases that have a common origin must

have a more or less common nature, however much they may

differ in outward appearance." These remarkable facts have

been fully illustrated by what has occurred in the neighborhood

of this city, and other parts of the State, during the last and

preceding years.

Northwestern From the following extract of a letter to me from my old

limits o f the friend, Judge Bry, of Monroe, Washita, who, nearly at the age

epidemic. of eighty, Still dcvotes himself, although almost blind, to the

* These inundulations doubtless aided the causes to which we have specially attribut-

ed the epideinics, and epidemics have occurred from the causes enumerated, vifith-

out the inundations as in 1819, '29, '33, '37, '41, &.c.
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cause of science, the same views are put forth as the re-

sult of his long exjDerience in this country ; it also exhibits

the Northwestern limits of this epidemic, " As a general ob-

servation on the river, (Washita,) I can venture to assert that

except at Trenton, where the epidemic may have owed its

existence to local causes, and Monroe, where it seems to

have been brought from Trenton, the valley of the "Washita

was never healthier. From here to the mouth of the river,

(170 miles,) there has not been a case to my knowledge, nor

above, as high as the Hot Sprinsrs. I expected we should have . ^ .° 1 o r inundation

had a sickly summer and fall, from an observation of fifty
j^^^g ;^ ^^

years standing, to wit: when the overflowed lands of La- spring.

fourche, East of the river, are covered by the general height

of all streams connected with it, late in the spring, when veg-

etation is far advanced, high grass, shrubs in leaves, &c., the

season after the secession of the waters will be unhealthy;

that is to say, that the common autumnal intermittent fevers

will prevail to a much greater extent than when the rising of

the waters is earlier, and before vegetation is advanced. It

ViTould be worse than useless to mention to you my opinion as

to the cause of that effect on the sanitary condition of that

part of the Washita valley' parallel to the overflow of the La-

fourche."

" I have also observed that principally, when the waters

subside, the Eastern side of the river is healthier than the

Western in many localities, of which Trenton is one. The Effect of ex-

receding waters have exposed to the sun, &c., large spaces or voa\ive after

flats on the Eastern side. I have seen the vapor exhaling
'"""''^'*°"-

from these flats wafted as very thin fogs to the Westward at

the rising of the sun, as if its rays drove them across, the air

being perfectly calm. There have been what is called several

cases of the epidemic, which readily yielded to good treat-

ment and good nursing, but, in my ignorance, I believe that

they were the common autumnal fever, assuming the type of

the prevailing disease."

Can it be any longer doubted, then, that the extensive in-
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undations to which the State has been subjected for the pre-

ceding four years, has been one of the efficient agents in the

production and spread of an epidemic unparalleled in our

annals, and from a concurrence of the causes we have men-

tioned ?

Observation and experience must precede science. We have

had experience Avithout observation, and if we will not be bet-

tered by our own suflerings, may be, we will by that of others

—let us then see what has been the farther result in those

nations Avhich have grown wiser and better by the combination.

" By draining and clearing at the British colony of Dema-

AtDeraarara. I'^ra, within 6*^ of the equator, success has followed in render-

ing the cultivated portion of the deepest and extensive morass,

probably, in the world, a healthy, fertile, and beautiful settlement.

"A large peninsular of land between the Delaware and

Schuylkill, adjoining the city of Philadelphia, called the Neck,

duiphia
^'^^ formerly in its unreclaimed state, subject to the devas-

tations of annual bilious diseases. Draining, banking, and

cultivation have converted the marshes into fields and gardens,

and the spot which once reeked with pestilence, now yields a

rich harvest to the hand of industry, and promotes that health

which, it once destroyed. Another impressive instance of the

effects of cultivation in reclaiming a swampy and sickly district

to bealthfulness and prosperity, is derived from the history of

„ ^ , Calcutta, and the country around it. That city, built in a
Near Calcut ' - '

'

jj, morass, on the banks of the Hoogly, was originally a speedy

and almost certain grave to Europeans, who resorted to it for

the purposes of commerce. But a well regulated police within,

and the thorough cultivation of the en-virons without, have en-

tirely altered its condition. The same is true of various other

cities in the pro^dnce of Bengal. The examples in illustration

of our subject could be multiplied a hundred fold, were it neces-

sary, to show that disease and mortality are receding before

the efforts of industry, and life is prolonged by the enterprise

of man. In some of the worst of marshy lands, .where the

thriftv Dutchman has robbed the sea of its domains, and which
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he only retains by his dykes, and by pumps worked by wind- ' Holland,

mills, the effect of constant cultivation has powerfully counter-

acted those causes which at Walcheren, a few years back, nearly

destroyed an English army.

" The Pontine marshes were once the home of a thrifty,

active, and healthy population. It then contained thirty-three

towns—now nothing meets the eye of the traveler but here and Near Rome,

there a solitary post-house, tenanted by wretched beings, rap-

idly sinking under the effects of various influences. It owed

its former condition to its large po2:)ulation and constant tillage

—to the extreme attention paid to draining the deposits of

stagnant water, Avhich accumulated upon it ; to the acqueducts

traversing it in all directions, affording pure and wholesome

water ; and to the protection afforded by groves. The present

condition, is owing to the entire neglect of cultivation—the de-

struction of the acqueducts, pouring their contents over the

campagna, giving rise to numerous stagnant lakes—the forests

cut down—the whole region presents one wide scene of deso-

lation and ruin.

" There are some precautions to be exercised, however, in

these drainings, of which it is necessary to be apprised, for his-

tory is not without examples of its occasional lethiferous influ-

ence. First, then, partial drainings, or reclamations, are much
1 1 T- PTTT necessary.

more dangerous than the condition of undisturbed nature.

Submerging swamps is probably less hazardous than partially

draining them, for from the experiments of Williams, the

evaporation from the surface of moist land, covered with

trees and other vegetables, is one-third greater than from the

surface of water, and it is a well established fact, that the

moister the earthy the more dew falls upon it (under a similar

exposure.) Experience has fully confirmed these views. The

protection afforded by forest growth, acting as a screen, to im-
ty than water.

pede the wafting of exhalations from recent clearings, has been

often recorded in the history of medicine, and perhaj^s may be

the reason why the ancients consecrated the woods in the

vicinity of Rome to Neptune, in order to secure them from the
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Value of
j^xg_ Yo the final removal of these woods has, with some rea-

^°° ^' son, been attributed an increase of danger to the unprotected

city. [N'ear St, Stephano, on Mount Argental, a convent is

situated, which was famed for the salubrity of its air, but, since

the forests which surrounded it have been cleared, it has become

unhealthy. At Villitri, near the Pontine marshes, the cutting

of an intermediate wood occasioned immediately, and for three

successive years, fevers and other diseases, which committed

great ravages. The same effect was discerned from a similar

cause, near Campo Salino ; and analogous examples might be

adduced from Volney, Lancisci, Donas, and others. In our own

case, a range of forest growth could be easily left to protect us

from the additional emanations evolved, until effectual reclama-

tion and cultivation shall have dissipated every possible danger.*

I should do great injustice to this part of my subject, were I

to pass over the local influence derived from the (conditions of

our half cleared and half drained sioamps in the rear of this

Th b 1 f 1
'^^^^1 ^^ ^^ epidemic of the last season—\\ath their large, open,

effects of our sluggisli conduits, reeldug with the most filthy materials it is

half dried possiblc to couccive—the refuse and drainage of a large portion

iwamps. of the city—of the half dried and pestiferous basin and canal

of Gormley, with the offensive soap and tallow factories

—

vacheries, and dung heaps near it—in the immediate vicinity of

which broke out some of the earliest and worst cases of the

epidemic, and whose entire neighborhood, in proportion to the

population, probably, occurred a larger mortality than any other

section of the city. (See Sanitary Map.) And I now reiterate

my firm and imalterable conviction, that it is utterly futile and

deceiving the public and ourselves, to anticipate the enjoyment

of health here, while the most thorough correction is not made

in these and other hot-beds of pestilence. In fine, until the

thorough drainage with covered canals—made in the cool sea-

* The above quotation is derived from an introductoi-y lecture to my class when
Professor of the Institutes and Practice of Medicine in the Medical College of Lou-
isiana, in December, 1835, and publisJied then Had the warning been taken and the
advice heeaed, the disastrous results of clearing wid draining, in the mode it was
done, woxild not have followed—in the larg'e increase of our mortality ever since.

But, we are in our infancy, and infants require many lessons. Is that of 1853 suf-

ficient ?
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son—should have existed long enough (a year or two) for an

undergrowth to cover the soil—now desiccated—then the

clearincr naay take place, leavino- rows of trees on avenues and^ •' ^
_

' '^

^ _
Result of ite

streets, to absorb bad air, but not sufficient to prevent thorouji-h .

' ' 1 o improper ex-

ventilation. The imperfect manner in which this has been
p^^^^.^ ^.j^^^

done, ever since 1846, and even before—about which time pro-i846.

gress was made in the great exposure in that district, is

shown by the rapid manner in which the mortality has been

gradually increasing—resulting in an average annual mortality

(inclusive of last year) of 6.86 per cent, to the entire city popu-

lation. This is shown on the Chart A, so as to defy all skepti-

cism, and is derived from official documents.

A remarkable instance, illustrative of these views, is furnished

by what has occurred in British Guinea, during the last halfxhetwo oon-

century. The yellow fever has occurred there in determinate ditiona.

or oscillatory periods approximating to a metonic cycle (of

about nineteen years). The only atmospheric element that has

been specially referred to, to which adequate efficiency could

be properly ascribed, was the agency of the wind (the heat and
mustrated in

moisture there, is always abundantly great). The direct effect Demarara.

of these was to produce a most unusual elevation of equinoc-

tial tides—even to the extent of thirteen feet ; the consequence

was, as the country is very low—embankments being now

required to keep out the sea—the draining canals that take

away the filth of the town (Georgetown) are imperfectly emp-

tied—the river deposits its detritus in the neighborhood—a vast

embankment is formed from the accumulation of these alluvial

depositions, in and about and before the town, and i^recisely

co-incident wdtli the acme of these accumulations is the out-

break and development of epidemic yellow fever, and which is

exactly limited to this condition. When this ceases, and this

embankment disappears, the sea, nov/ encroaching and washing And in difler-

it away—together wdth a clearance of all these estuaries, by its ent years,

scavenger influence

—

the yellow fever disappears. Farther to

show that this is cause and effect, so long as the period of depo-

sition and exposure continues, so lasts the disease—when this
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ceases, so ceases the disease. At the termination of the last cen-

tury, three years sufficed for the purpose ; so in 1820-'21-'22
;

but, during the last occurrence, it continued about ten years

—

*18o5-'46. Heat and moisture exists to a great extent in these

low countries, robbed of the sea ; so here were both blades of

my " shears." Now, whether those were emanations from the

newly made or newly exposed earth, formed of these alhivial

depositions—producing vegetable or animal effluvia or poison-

ous animalculse, in concurrence with atanospherical conditions

—is not matei'ial to my purpose, or necessary to show. It is

And in Rio. the conjimction of the two, with the almost ine^atable eftect that

I wish to point out, and further, that during these epidemic visi-

tations, "atmospheric changes and occurrences of an unusual

character are ordinarily apparent," and wherever proper atten-

tion has been paid to these, they have never been found to exist.

Hence there occurs a satisfactory exhibition of all our epidemic

requirements, terminating in the epidemic itself. Dr. Candido,

a distinguished physician of Brazil (Rio), avers the same thing.

He states most distinctly that " in addition to filth of various

Idnds, certain meteorological states were required to develop

the fever at Rio, and these were, a temperature above Reau-

mur 20°, 11'^ Fahrenheit and humidity."''^'

SECTIOI^ VHI.

Localising conditions continued, and farther specified— Value of

pure air—Peculiar air of cities—How and when made im-

pure—How much spoiled every day, and value of ventilation.

Bad air spoils the water—How to procure it good—Bad water

promotes intemperance—influence of cemeteries—ditto of frivie?,^

street filth, etc., c&c.—How much of the airfrom these causes

will hill a bird—a dog—a man—Best pavement— What best

houses—effect of loiv empty lots— What is not miasm— What

is—Drying power not cause of fever—Fundamental proposi-

tion—Effects must arise from adecjuate causes— Cause of yel-

low fever hnoton—Parts of cities where cdivays breaks out—
Proofs—Hoio spread—Exact vahie of spontaneous cases—

* Blair. '
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Several mentioned— What they prove—Prescription to pro-

duce yellow fever—The cause of yellow fever proved—Philo-

sojjhical rale— Clear dedtcction—Practical value—-Hope for

New Orleans— Oi(,r duty— Value of truth in Medicine—Health

first great ohject in government—Insalubrity of a city punish-

able offence.

Let us proceed to the second branch ofthelocalisnig con-

ditions in the production of yellow fever.

This subject would hardly admit of an array of facts, or

attempt at argument in its support in the present enlightened

and advanced state of society, had not some doubts been

thrown upon it, and their influence impugned of late.

—

Indeed, in few things is the progressive march of the age we
live in more strongly characterized, than in the efforts to im-

prove the sanitary condition, by the removal of the filth and

offals of society, as destructive to its welfare, as the effete and

worn out parts and excretions of the human being is to it in-

dividually. The care bestowed on these objects is at once a

test of high civilization and of personal refinement, and the Attention to

performance of one of the very first duties of civil govern- ^^"''•"y ""^3.-

ment, as highly conducive to the preservation of the health ^"'^^ '^' •>*"

and lives of its citizens. The history of man proves this in f^i^'ii^ation

every age and nation ; and as attention to these indicates the^"*^
refine-

progressive improvement of nations, so, their neglect, in a
*"*"*"

similar manner, is a conclusive proof of their decline. In no

countries are these more eminently illustrated than in what

we read in the history of the successive rise and decline of

ancient and modern Egypt and Rome, in their several revolu-

tions ; and it is farther demonstrated most clearly, that with

this blessing comes a higher tone of public and domestic

morals—greater elevation of character—improvements in the

comforts and enjoyments of life—and with them a greatly

increased average duration of it.

At this enhghtened day to believe in the existence of an
. .

Providence

effect without a cause, is to confess one's self an atheist. To . „
influences

express a conviction of the impossibility of man's altering or . .1, 1,

influencing his physical condition, and, of course, all its c^^- seaoniii3.ts

sequences, is to acknowledge one's self a fatalist. The Su- causes

44
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preme Being acts upon and influences all conditions and cir-

cumstances on earth, through the means of secondary causes.

These act by laws impressed on man's being throughout his

existence, and there exists as surely laws of disease as there

are laws of health. If a man infringes on the latter he falls

under the influence of the former. In other words, in some

climates—some circumstances and conditions in which man
is placed, either willingly or unwillingly, knowingly or igno-

rantly, his health suffers as a consequence. If these are

changed he regains his health. All hygienic and sanitary

regulations, aA\ curative 2>rocesses are based upon these princi-

ples; without them we are Lrutes—nay worse—for many of

iiinstraiioiu. them apply remedies to ailing conditions. Disease may be

considered a resulting punishment for an infi'action of the laws

of health. In civilized communities, where life is highly

valued, preventive or corrective lavv's are made, that this

should be avoided, and special bodies are designated to point

them out, and see them enforced, and to take care of the

health of society,' that the great mass are ignorant of; and

these are called in our country " Boards of Health," " Health

Departments," &c.

The localising conditions consist of filth and impurities of

Fiitbthegreatg^ll J^inds, in the lai'gest sense, constituting the great physical
enemy of

gneni}' of the wcll-bemg of man, as street and kitchen offal,

health.
^^^^ refuse of stores, the drainage of sugar and molasses hogs-

heads, of stables and vacheries, with deficient ventilation,

slaughtei'-houses, soap, tallow and bone manufactories, privies,

cemeteries, swamps, and the defective drainage of towns ; it is

concentrated in hospitals and crowded dwellings, where many

«^, ,.. . diseases originate, and others cannot be cured without re-What It IS. O

moval. It exists, to a proportionate extent, wherever there is

a defect of domestic and personal cleanliness ; in fine, what-

ever iinpairs the purity of the air we hreathe, thefood ice eat, or

the iLKitertoe drink. They are all resolvable into the first, for

it is through it mainly they obtain access to our aliment and

drink, and through the lungs reach the source of all vitalization.

It has been as truly as beautifully said,* that though we

*Girdlestone.
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do not see the air, we feel it, and what is more, we breathe it.

We live bj breathing it, insomuch that it has been well said,

that as plants are the children of the earth, so, men are plants

of the air; our lungs being, as it were, roots ramified and ex- " ''p«"^^

panded in our atmosphere; and this, in fact, is the chief ave-
air.

nue by which the filth and damp of towns that are not well

drained and cleaned introduce their poison into the human

constitution. The putrifying refuse, whether animal or vege-

table, solid or liquid, becomes dissolved into various kinds of

gas, all the more commingled with the common air as this is

damp and warm. These principally constitute the special dif-

ference between the air of urban and rural districts. It is

estimated that at least one-third of the life of civilized

man and even much more in cities
;
(nay, if it was reversed,

and say that more than two-thirds of our time) is spent in the

confined and, to a certain extent, deteriorated atmosphere of

houses and apartments, where there necessarily must exist
^^^^ ^^

defective ventilation, where the atmosphere has to be breathed ^xme spent ia

over and over again, with all its organic matter running the house,

through every stage of decomposition, besides other sources

of vitiation, surprise should no longer be felt that a city atmos-

phere abbreviates human life.

There is a peculiar air banging over and constituting that of

large cities and all extensive aggregations of human beings or

animated life. The more sensitive of our race easily perceive

it. Asthmatics are sensible of it, on entering or leaving a city^^''""''^'"^"'"^

—children—delicate females—convalescents—those in feeble

health ; indeed, it is experienced by most persons on leaving a

close city atmosphere, and particularly if proceeding where one

is exposed to the influence of sea air ; and this is apparently

independent of ventilation, for, although to the loindioard of it

you are still sensible of the city air. When acting as Chief

Health Ofiicer at Vera Cruz, during the Mexican War, it be-

came my duty (as Surgeon U. S. Army and Chief Health Offi-

cer) on one occasion, to visit a mariner on board a vessel that

had arrived some hours before, and anchored some two or three
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miles from tlie port, to windward. I found it a case of yellow-

fever, wliicli was then prevailing in Vera Cruz—tlie vessel liav-

it spreads -^^ come from a healthy port. She had not communicated

with the shore, except through her first officer ; so neither the

wind nor the officer could have communicated it. It is a curi-

ous and well known fact, that oil, thrown upon the waves, will

pass to windward as well as to leeward. Such may have been

the case in the instance just cited, although I would not wish

to be understood to mean, that all aerial poisons are not more

readily conveyed by the winds. Indeed, we know they are so.

I only desire to express the opinion, that it depends upon a

concentrated city atmosphere, which, under certain circumstan-

ces, no wind can dilute to innocuousness, it may become dif-

fused by expansion, as the temperature is greater. This is expe-

rienced in all large cities ; and in all, there are portions where

this impure air exists to a much greater extent than in others.

This is more eminently true of the Northern cities, where there

is such a difference in elevation, dryness and ventilation, than

^ . . here. Still, there are localities here where these diflFerences
Farts of cities

'

most filthy
^^ist to a uotablc degree, and which are the special hot-beds of

and therefore Pestilence wherever it exists, as in the neighborhood of St.

sickly. Thomas, Madison and St. Mary streets, the triangle, about

Gormley's Basin, some of the front streets of Lafavette, and
Proofs. ./ ' u 1

finally, the Seventh Ward. These are damp, filthy, crowded

and badly ventilated, and the results are such as should call

forth the corrective influence of a paternal government. There

is said to be a street in Charleston, never visited by yellow

fever, on account of its great cleanliness ; and there are healthy

and sickly parts of all cities, as we shall by-and-bye point out.

Test of a Now, it is evident, the nearer Ave make a city approach the

city's insaiu- condition of the rural districts, the nearer it will reach a state

brity when it ^f salubrity. Our neighboring parishes had an average mor-
departs »<»"

tality, in 1850, of less than two per cent. The average for

" this city, for the last seven years, has been near seven per cent.
neighborhood, • i i

The difierence is seldom more than 40 per cent., according to
and shows it to

_

± / o

b artificial
the reliable iuvestigaduns of vital staticiane, (between town
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and country), while here we find it rapre than 350 per cent.

That this enormous difference proceeds from removable causes,

will be shown hereafter. There are few cities but what would

be ultimately depopulated, did they solely rely upon their own

native population for increase, from the results of the concen-

tration of their own filth and congenerous sources of vital de-

generation. All, and especially sickly cities, owe more or less

to immigration, their growth and progress. Hence, their

special value to us, as important means for our advancement

and prosperity.

Every time we breathe, and this is repeated about eighteen

times per minute, we vitiate the air taken into the lungs, by

retaining a portion of one of its constituent elements, which

combines with our blood, refreshing and purifying it—rendering ^^^^^^ ^^

it fit for the purposes of life—whilst we return, the remainder, air required

with an additional ingredient, quite unfit to be breathed over for respira-

again, either by ourselves or any one else. Hence it follows, ti°"-

that were a person shut up in a small chamber, perfectly air

tight, he could not live through a single day. Each individual

in the course of the night, vitiates about three hundred cubic

feet of atmospheric air, rendering it totally unsuitable for the

purposes of respiration; and no room should be tenanted that size ofrooms,

does not furnish at least six hundred cubic feet of air to each

individual occupant. The inspectors of prisons in England

recommended not less than one thousand cubic feet for every

jjrisoner, as being " essential to health and preservation." It is

known, that a canary bird, suspended near the top of a cur-

tained bedstead in which people have slept, will generally,

owing to the impurity of the air, be found dead in the morn-

ing. And it is computed th?it the population of a crowded

town, by the mere natural action of the lungs, in the course of
^™°""' °^

twenty-four hours, vitiate a layer of air as large as the whole
. .

a crowded
area inhabited, at least a yard in depth or thickness—to say

' -i >- J town per day.

nothing of the amount spoiled for all the purposes of respira-

tion by fires and furnaces, lamps, candles, gas and all manner of

deleterious manufactories. Indeed, were it not for the provi-
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dential arraBgement, that tlie air thus vitiated b}^ the kings

becomes at the same time heated, and is therefore always in
Absolute ne- •'

cessit ofven-
^^"^tion to ascend, making way for fresh air to take its place,

tiiation. ^^ should be in constant danger of siilfocation whenever we

were in a room without a draft, or in a town without a wind

stirring. This shows us the importance of so constructing

streets and courts as to make the most of the natural movements

of the atmosphere in the climate in which the town is built.

For instance, in this citj^, to obtain the most perfect ventilation

of our streets and thoroughfares, during the summer and

„ autumnal months—the most important period, when our salu-How promote ^ i '

j}jig_
brity is most liable to be influenced by bad air—the streets

should, were it possible, run East and West and North and

South, and always be at right angles, to prevent obstruction and

permit perfect ventilation.'"

These valuable reports are so full of important practical

ecessity o' matter, and so applicable to our situation, that I am tempted to

quote extensively' from them. It is proved by them, "That

the rate of sickness and mortality, of the w^orking classes in

their populous towns, is much greater than that of the same

class in the country districts, and much greater than that ot

Diseases not these classes in the same towns, where dwellings are better

fromdefective
(jrajped and better ventilated. It is proved, that the greater

liability of the working classes to the most afflictive and
° painful disorders, does not arise from deficiency of food and

tlie poor, bnt

, clothinff, but from their living, usually with no alternation, in
Irora crowd- <-> o' j

ing and filth,
narrow Streets, confined courts, damp dwellings and close

chambers, undrained, unventilated, uncleaned. It is proved,

that they suffer most severely in those cases where they

spend the day in crowded workshops, or where they live in

cellars, or sleep in rooms on the ground floor, or in chambers

Cost of re- that have no chimney place, or other vent for vitiated air. It

moving filth
jg proved, that in such situations, the average duration of

nt a sma
j^mj^g^^ ]ifg^ jg ^^ least twenty years less than it otherwise

might be ; and that, during this curtailed peinod of existence,
nnal cost to

relieve
* Vide.Report General Board of Health of England,—and table of the Winds here.
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the working power of those who live, is seriously diminished
,

and much mure in their capacity for enjoyment, by a constant

depression of spirits and health, and by the active attacks of

fever, cholera, scrofula, and consumption. It is proved, that

this excess of mortality falls most heavily—first, on the

infantile portion of the community, and next, on the heads

of families, between twenty and thirty years of age. It is

proved that the burdens which are thrown by this excess of

sickness and mortality on the poor's rates—to say nothing of
. ,

^
. .

Resultins de-

infirmaries and dispensaries—of friendly societies and of ,. ,.

private almsgiving, is such as to exceed the cost of effecting

those improvements which would suffice to make the aver-

age health of the working classes nearly equal to that of the

rest of the community. And it is further proved, that thei'e

is an incalculable amount of demoralization, attributable to

the same causes, and that an effectual bar is thus put to the

intellectual, moral, and religious improvement of this large

portion of the community."

The influence of crowding, production of bad air, and

the want of ventilation, is eminently illustrated on the crews

of collier vessels on the Thames—although well fed, in the

prime of life, confined at night and in bad weather to the xhe poison

narrow limits of the forecastle, the sickness and mortality from crowd-

is large. Such is the cause, also, mainly, of the im-ins is organic

mense mortality on board immigrant ships, crossing the '"=^"'^''^^^^"

Atlantic. In Northern latitudes they die of typhus and ^^ '^=""bonic

cholera; in tropical climates of 3'ellow fever, and the^""

mortality, everywhere, has been proved to bear a pretty accu-

rate proportion to the closeness of the crowding. The dele-

terious agent, consisting of the effete excretions, has been

proved, experimentally, to consist of highly putrescent organic

matter, mingled with the expired air. That it is, when re-in-

troduced into the living body, liable to be highly injurious,

may be inferred from the fact of the careful provision made
by nature for its incessant elimination from the system. That

it is small in amount, is no objection to the intensity of its
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action ; for to the physiologist it is well known, that a minute

quantity of a powerful agent—the putrid matter introduced

on the point of a needle, in the inspection of a dead bodj'

—

a single drop of concentrated prussic acid, placed in the

mouth of an animal, is sufficient to destroy life. It is in our

crowded bed-rooms, in unventilated schools, upper dormito-

ries, in overcharged wards of hospitals and jails, that this

effete matter taints the air, and, entering the blood, poisons

the system.* It has been before said, that this expired

air consists of two ingredients—carbonic acid, which

mixes with the atmosphere, on the principle of diffu-

sion, whilst the other, being an animal excretion, no

longer held in solution in the colder external air, is deposited

and particularly clings to woolen articles or bedding—clothes

which are well known to retain this ofiensive smell a long time.

Hence the value of frequently airing these domestic articles.

In an examination before a committee of the House of Com-

mons, the venerable Dr. Farr had occasion to state, the relative

Comparison
'^^^1^6 of purc atmospheric air, as vital food to the grosser elements

of air with of bread, flesh and water, and said, most forcibly :
" If a human

food. being be deprived of these aliments, he dies in a period varying

from eleven to nineteen days ; but, if atmospheric air be ex-

cluded from his lungs, he dies in a minute ; therefore, the

relative value of atmospheric air to bread, flesh and water, is as

fourteen days to one minute, and the deterioration of the atmos-

phere in which human beings are residing, produces a delete-

rious eft'ect on life, in proportion to that deterioration."

Vecessity of
'^'^^® uecesslty of Ventilation^ and the injurious effect of a stag-

venti atiou.
^^^^_^^ state of the air, has been noticed as far back, by medical

writers, as the time of Hippocrates. By reference to the Table

of the " hygrometry of the winds," it will be seen, that while it is

calm, that it is most replete and of course, with all that moisture

can dissolve or hold in suspension, and that, consequently, active

perflation is indispensable to purification. It is Avell known

that where the wind blows freely and strongly, or finds no ob-

* Granger.
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stacles from siirrouncling objects, localities, wliich otlierwise

miglit be expected to be fruitful sources of fever, may be visited

or inhabited with impunity, while similar places become insalu-

brious if the air is stagnant.* " Calms," says Dr. Drake, " per-

mit the exhalations from foul localities to accumulate in the

atmosphere which rest over them; but all winds operate to

disperse and dilute them with purer air." The late Professor

Halld, one of the magnates of the Medical School of Paris, in an

able re^Jort on the condition of the river Bievi'e, near that city,

pointed out the fact, that the pernicious effect of the foetid ex-

halations issuing from the river, are harmless in situations,

where the atmosphere circulates freely, and is renewed by strong

and unimpeded currents, t

In the proceedings of the British Association, we find an

interesting report by Dr. Smith, on the air and water of towns,
q^,^^^^ „jt_

which is too important, from its direct ajoplicability to the sub-ter always in

ject before us, to pass over without culling a portion of its inter- air.

esting matter. " If," says he, " air is passed through water, a

certain amount of organic matter poured oif from the lungs, is

to be detected in it." By continuing this process for three months,

Dr. Smith detected sulphuric acid, chlorine, and a substance re-

sembling impure albumen. These substances are constantly

being condensed upon cold bodies, and in a warm atmosphere,

the albuminous matter very soon putrefies, and emits disagi'ee-

able odors ; this is the ordinary smell of close rooms, producing

offensiveness, when space is disproportioned to the number of

occupants. Such was eminently the case last season, in yellow

fever rooms, when not properly ventilated. By eramucausis, this

substance gives rise to carbonic acid, ammonia, sulphuretted

hydrogen, and probably to other gases. By collecting the

moisture of a crowded room by means of cold glasses, and also

dew, in the open air, it was proved that the foi'mer was thick

and oily, capable of decomposition, and productive of animal-

cules, while the dew was beautifully clear and limpid. Large

quantities of rain water have been examined by Dr. Smith, and

*La Roclie. tLa Roche.
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he says :
" I am now satisfied tliat dust comes down from the

purest air, and that it is simply coal ashes." The rain water of

Manchester is considerably harder than that of the neighboring

hills. This can only arise from the ingredients obtained in the

town atmosphere ; but the most curious point is the fact, that

organic matter is never absent, although the rain continues for

several days. The state of the air is closely connected with

that of the water; what the air contains, the water may ab-

sorb, and what the water has dissolved or absorbed, it may
give out to the air. It was discovered that all organic matter

in filtering through the soil, is very rapidly oxidized. The

nitrates he found in the London water, prevent the formation

of any vegetable matter, so that none can be detected, even

by the microscope, after a long period. In summing up the
sorbs what-

results obtained ; Dr. Smith remarked, that the pollution of
ever air con- '

tains
^^^^ ^^^ ^" crowded rooms, is really owing to organic matter,

and not merely to carbonic acid, that all the water of large

tow'ns contain organic matter ; that water pui'ifies itself from

organic matter, in various ways, but principally by converting

it into nitrates—that water can never stand long with advan-

tage, unless on a large scale, and should be used when col-

lected, or as soon as filtered.

Water rapidly absorbs noxious gases, and is always iur

jured when exposed to their influence. In this city the cis-

terns which usually furnish most of our drinking and cook-

-'^'"'^'^P'^'^'^ing water are commonly placed in close proximity, in our
powero

^^^- narrow back yards, with the privy, bituminous coal, and all

kitchen and house refuse, and sometimes becomes so much

impaired in its purity as to be utterly unfit for use. Professor

Hoffman has stated that such is the capacity of water that

one thousand gallons of it will dissolve twenty-five gallons of

nitrogen, one thousand gallons of carbonic acid, fifty thou-

sand gallons of ammonia, the very gas which escapes so

largely from privies, and the police filth of every dirty town,

carrying with it vegetable and animal matters in a high state

* Groinser.
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of putrescency. From hence it will be seen how important

it is that the drinking water, and that used for domestic pur-

poses, should be brought underground from the rural districts

at a distance, and that the plan suggested on the erection of

the British House of Parliament, to ventilate the building by

the introduction of airfiom tJie country, was a very wise one.

Experience has already shown that those who use rain wa-

ter in preference to any other, and more especially, fi^'^^^^'^
Value of rain

river water, are much less subject to clioUra when it prevails, ^^jg, jf j^gp^

than those who use any other kind of water, and ofcourse, it fol- pure,

lows in congenerous affections, as diarrhoea, dysentery, the

bowel complaints of children, &c., indeed, experienced men

are so well aware of this, as sometimes, to have the water

hailed, they allow their sick in some delicate disturbances of

the digestive organs, and keep it well corked for use. The

effect of boiling it, is to purify it, by removing the noxious

gases it contains, and for the deposit of its principal earthy

materials. In large cities where the water is very apt to be

impure, it can scarcely be used alone, hence the temptation to

mix it with alcoholic beverages, giving grounds and furnish-

ing temptation to intemperance, and it is a valid one. To sup-

port this holy cause then, and to keep up the healthy habit

of drinking water alone, the water must be kept pure. The Moral and

real and true relation, between moral and physical degra-''*'^^"'^
''°'''

dation, is now begiiming to be correctly appreciated under
dent on simi-

the improved sanitary states of all classes of society, and the

,

^ '' ""
lar circum-|

important truth is being demonstrated, that the moral as well
,^^^^^3

as the physical condition may be greatly ameliorated. Min-

isters of the law, as well as of religion are discovering that the

scavenger and the architect are among their best allies.*

Food is injured by bad air, and more particularly by moist-
. . How food in-

ure, as flour and all the ceralia—meat by mouldmg, and speedy

.

putrefaction, and salt food, as fish, pork, &c., by the salt at-

tracting the moisture of the atmosphere, and liquifying. Sugar

and molasses also attract moisture, and are injured by heat,

* Rogers
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ferment and become acescent, run off and impair the purity of

the atmosphere, and thus all are injured by the climate, and

add their mite to impair the general salubrity.

There is probably no climate in America where the vicin-

age of cemeteries would and does do, so much damage to pub-

lic health, as here.* Rapid and prolonged decay results from

the great moisture of the climate, and comparatively small

desiccative power. Burying, almost universally above ground,

(in the cemeteries of the ciX,j) the mortar connecting the brick

work soon splits, giving exit to injurious exhalations from the

within decompositions. Theforce ofthe gases (and especially

under the augmented temperature of summer, when they are

most injurions) are often so very great as sometimes to

burst the leaden coffins, (when made of it,) and always to

escape through the pores of the wooden ones, and to split the

metalic ones and the brick and plastered work of the vaults,

contaminating the atmosphere for a great distance around. In

no case then, if permitted in cities, should a dwelling be per-

mitted nearer to these yards than several hundred paces, ac-

cording to the frequency of interment. The period in which

the body is undergoing decomposition, varies according to its

age and size, the season, and the more or less exposure and

completeness of the tomb. The sextons inform me, that three

to six months is an average period. Let it be longer or shorter,

the process is constantly taking place, and any visitor to the

grave-yards can easily satisfy himself that the confinement of

the decomposing bodies is too imperfect for the safety of the

community. In those countries where tombs are not used, the

body is disturbed for the repetition of the interment, before it

shall have become indistinguishable from the soil. The amount

of space recommended in countries more regardful of the

public health than here is that there should not be much above

one hundred burials annuallj'^in an acre of ground. In some

of our cemeteries in and near the city, that do not embrace

many acres, thousands are buried in every year, f

* Bs6 J.Iap. f E«e Cemetery Eeport—Table G.

How soon

bodies decay.

Number of

bodies to the

acre annually.
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The following regulation, (introduced by Lord Palmerston,)

which is in force in the burial grounds of London, is emi-

nently applicable to those in this city, if they are to remain,

and those without the city, that " no interment shall take place

within ten yards of any part of the boundary of the city ceme-
•^

. .
. in London.

tery, and that the intervening space shall be planted with

shrubs, evergreens and trees, in such a manner as shall pro-

mote the absorption of any deleterious emanations, and at

the same time permit the circulation of the air. Also, that

the cemetery shall be underdrained, so as to prevent the ac-

cumulation of water in the graves and vaults, and that no

grave shall be opened until after a lapse of fifteen to twenty-

four years, according to the age of the parties."

The sentiment now almost universally prevails, that intra-
Intra-mural

mural interments should be forbidden, as no less inconsistent

.

interments

with due respect to the remains of the dead, than with a safe
substituted in

regard to the health of the living ; and that, as perfectly com-furai cemete

patible with both, the beautiful custom, so full of delicacy andries.

taste, so accordant with some of our most sacred feelings,

should be encouraged, of erecting rural cemeteries, on spots

retired, and distant from the busy hum of human intercourse

that the holy feelings due to the last remains of our kindred and

fellow-citizens should not be obtruded on by either levity or

business, but be in harmonious association with that beautiful

kingdom that Grod has made for our comfort and enjoyment.

Probably, there is no cause so productive of bad air,

and so difl&cult to be gotten rid of here, as night soil
^

and street and back yard filth. It is the great difficulty

everywhere. In this city, we are peculiarly situated in

regard to both ; we cannot dig pits of more than two feet

anywhere without coming to water, and in the back parts of

the city, to half that distance, this being dependent mostly upon

the amount of rain recently fallen, not on the height of the

river, as supposed. This makes it the worse, as in the summer

season most rain falls, and the evolution of the gases gi-eatest

and most injurious. Hence, open pits (as night soil is lighter
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than water, and is always on the surface, giving its noxious gases

to the atmosphere) are not applicable to our position ; and street

filth is not required for manure in our fine alluvial soU. K we

reflect for one moment upon the ofiensive fact, that near five

mount a
^j^Q^gg^jj^ gj^ hundred tons of night soU, and about fifty thousand

tons of urine are exposed here annually, to undergo the process
to constantly,

, ^ ^. of fermentation and decomposition, exhaline their noxious and
and to be dis- ^ ^ =>

posed of.
poisonous gascs to the atmosphere we breathe, and absorbed by

the water we drink, contaminating our most private recesses, (for

there they are generally located,) where the air being mostly

stagnant, it is apt to remain permanently. The amount of ma-

nure from domestic animals, of kitchen ofial, is at least as much

more—of more than five thousand bodies, buried within the city

limits—of street and gutter filth, constantly undergoing decom-

position—with its frequent upturning and spread upon the

^ . streets, (not immediately removed, however, as it should be,)
The area of ' ^ j ' i 7/

the city tem- ^J *^6 Scavengers—probably, four times as much more. Then,

peratnre and we have the frightful aggregate of upwards of three hundred

moistnre. thousand tous, the larger part of it of organic decomposed and

decomposable matter, submitted to the putrefactive fermentation

every year, under our very noses, besides that from gas works,

tallow and soap chandleries, &c., &e., in an area of seven and a

quarter square miles, together with the baneful influence in al-

most every direction, of swamps uncovered and covered by forest

growth, and all this in a temperature which, for niue months in

the year averages 73°.31, while there is an average humidity

during that period of .820, or within .179 of actual saturation !

This is bad enough if it cannot be remedied, and too bad if it

can

On investigation by the General Board of Health of England,

on the influence of livery stables and vacJieries^ they were found

to be so injurious as to be denominated " fever nests," and so per-

nicious even to their own tenants (cattle) that the manure was

ordered to be kept in covered receptacles ; and in relation to

slaughter-houses, they were found not only injurious to health,

and offensive to eight and smell, but the poisonoui? atmosphere
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was even found to injure the quality of the meat, disposing it to

taint, and promoting its rapid putrefaction. In some of these

houses, the meat would scarcely keep sweet thirty hours, and

8uch I have found to be, on inquiiy, a general fact here.

The special gases, the principal effluvia eliminated from

privies and the other sources of vitiation just mentioned, is

known to be composed, mainly of sulphuretted hydrogen and

ammonia, and experimental phvsioloffy * has shown that one .
' • i. J oj poison a Dird,

cubic inch of this gas, in 1500 cubic inches of air, will kill a

hird^ and one cubic inch in 800, will kiU a* dog, and that a man ^ ^°^'

cannot live, where the air he inspires is impregnated with a a man.

300th part, and suffers in a corresponding degree when a less

proportion of these poisonous gases exist. Matteuci informs us,

that sulphuretted hydrogen is the only body, which, having

acted on the blood, even in very small quantities, renders this

fluid incapable of being arterialized by oxygen.

Streets, as a source of disease, are much dependant upon the

qualities of the soil of which they are composed. K sandy,
(afreets as a

although to the eye, cleaner, they absorb and retain all the source of dis-

filthy materials of a liquid nature, that falls upon them, until ease,

an elevated temperature siives them back to the surface, in the ,„,^ ° ' W^hat good

more, and indeed, only poisonous condition of an ^^'iform
g^^^^ j^^^

compound : this, it is well known, constitutes the most danger-

ous ballast of ships, and it is from this cause. The "cleanli-

ness" of such streets, is illusive—deceiving, by appearances, their

vicious deposits

—

concealed, not destroyed. Streets of clayey

materials and partly of sand and vegetable mould, such as com-

pose our streets, whose absorbent power is less, retain, on the

irregularities of the surface, what is not absorbed or passed off,

and exhale it to the atmosphere, keeping up a high degree of

saturation, with it in solution.

Houses, in a climate like ours, should be so constructed as to

promote the maximum of ventilation and the minimum of jjoug^,,

moisture and temperature. Where these are not fulfilled, with

a proper protection from the inclemencies of the weather, ( hot

* Thejiard & Dupuytren.
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and cold) they fail in their objects. The admission of light,

ow to e^.^^^ -g iixiportant in the construction of a dwelling, to the

enjoyment of health and the prevention of disease. It renders

disease milder when it occurs, and makes it more readily

amenable to medical and other treatment. There is reputable

medical testimony to prove, that some diseases, in dark alleys

and cellars cannot be cured, without it. Dark corners and

places in dwellings are always the hiding places of dirt and

filth, and particularly in the habitations of the poor.

Our empty squares and lialf filled lots., are pregnant sources

of disease. These require as much, or more, attention than

Empty lots as streets, as they are eight or ten times more extensive and more
a source of

j-gpigi-g ^-^^^ g^.g^.^ j^^^j ^f ^^^ Often, in secluded, unven-

tilated spots, they constitute so many receptacles and fountains

for the evolution of that poisonous material that is so fatal to

the public health. Hence then, the vigilance of the authorities

is ten-fold more required tliere., than in the streets, where so

much negligence takes place before the very eyes of the com-

munity. Little is done (while they are neglected) to purify the at-

mosphere, if these efforts, limited and spasmodic as they are, shall

be confined to the streets, if they should be left to private apathy

and indifl:erence.

The various hypotheses based upon the supposition of a

specific something, which is denominated miasm, eliminated by

the decomposition of or^aiiic matter has been shown to be
The true mi-

^ ^
• ^ p

so utterly untenable by its several opponents respectively, of
asm IS what- *' *' '^ ^ x ./ '

ever impairs ^^J ^^'^ thing possessiug this multifarious and mighty power,

the purity of that wc havc for many years abandoned the whole as untenable,

the aij-. and that of the " drying power," among the rest, which, having

' nothing definite in the form of reasonable experiment to support

it, or rather in defiance of it, and in the very face of experi-

ments which utterly disprove it, that I have long come to the

conclusion that there is no such specific a.gent., but believe them

all right and all wrong, when exclusive, and that lohatever im-

jiairs the purity of the atmosp>here is pro tanto, for the time

being, the miasm, or rather the mal-aria. In a practical report,
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such as tlie present is intended to be, it is no place to offer the

the explanations Avhich have satisfied my mind in relation to

what is called the " laws of miasm.'" We profess to deal with

well established and incontrovertible facts and to make them
the basis of all our suggestions for future improvement ; we
may, nevertheless, be pardoned if we find it requisite for neces-

sary explanation, to exercise the privileges belonging to the first

advance in science, and brush away the cobwebs, and show
Avhat this alledged cause is not. We then proceed to show
that the explanation which they have attempted, in relation to

the disturbance of the soil, is utterly irreconcilable with the

facts, and it is for that 2mrpose that we depart from the purpose

laid down for our guidance in this paper.

The cause of this influence, indeed the cause of all what is

called malarious fevers, (bilious and yellow fevers inclusive) has supposed

been ascribed to " the drying process " in soils recently or not cause of fe-

long since saturated with water, without direct proof, with no vera,

allegation of experiments and with no other evidence than that

there "has been a hot sun and preceding moisture." Now, I

might content myself in stating, that the hygrometer is the only

recognized suffcient test of the existence of this ''drying power,^^

and the amount of moisture in the atmosphere, and there is No proof,

neither allegation or evidence that this has been used. That

when these injurious influences take place in the highest degree,

the drying power is at its minimum, and that the moisture is

usually then at ifs maximum ; the meteorological tables accom-

panying this Report, show this in a most conclusive manner.

The main ground furnished by Dr. Ferguson, who is the au-

thor of the hypothesis, is, that during the period of a great

drought in the hilly districts of Spain, the streams were dried

up, and the British troops were encamped in their beds and hoi-
^'^ ^nation

lows, (I quote from memory,) and so fatal was the fever result-
son's hypoth-

ing, that all Europe thought they were annihilated ! To expe- .

rienced Southern physicians it is well known that there are no

places so fatal to health as these beds and similar apparently

dry Jiollotcs and their outlets, and that it is in proportion to their

insulation from ventilation, and that it consists of a stagnant,

46
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damp and poisonoBS air ; that it was tbis that was so fatal to the

British army, and not the drying process. There is no doubt

tliat if the Dr. had experimented with the hygrometer it would

have informed him that the air was saturated with moisture

dm'ing the greater part of every night, and that if he had dug

into the beds of the late streams he would have found Avater not

far distant.

All the theories of miasm singularly fail, in attempting to

prove too much. A specific miasm, eliminated by decomposi-

uired for ab-
^^^'^ out of Organic matter, must and should, as is alledged, pro-

soipiion into^^uce disease under all circumstances; so far as lining the lungs

the system, it is composed of orgiinic matter, passing the most delicate

membranes into the system, is deemed utterly incompatible with

that demonstration made by our able colleague,* viz : that

nothing can pass through those membranes unless in a state of

solution., in which state the organic character must be lost ! the

physiological condition of the individual, and the existing meteor-

ological state being entirely out of the question.

The advocates, however, of the influence of the '' drying

power," do not so interpret the modus operandi of their agent,

Why it can't ''^0^ present us the philosophy of it. Malignant fever is most

be the " dry- apt to scize an individual about daybreak. This is supposed to

ing power." be owing to an alledged great fall in the thermometer at that time,

instead of ascribing it to a change in the physiological condition

of the individual then ahvays occurring. The most freqvient

hours for the attack of malignant disease (yellow fever, cholera,

plague, &c.) being after midnight, or early morning hours, being

precisely those periods known from statistical investigations, as

most fatal to human life, or when it is most apt to terminate,

three to six. The real difference between bed-time and day-

break is only three to four degrees, by actual observation, and

So from a^^^^' **^'^j ^^ always a gradual, regular decline. Now, if it is due

physioiosicai to any mcteorological condition, it is to the hygrometer, for I

cause, or hy- havc ofteu uoted a difference of half a degree in the temperature

grometnc. of evaporation between day-break, my usual time of making it,

*Prof. Paddell.
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and halfan Lour to an hour before ; that it is that much lotvcr ;

the evaporating power is that much greater ; that it rises at day-

break ; while I can perceive no difference in the dry bulb ther-

mometer, placed by its side. Again, a fall, a moral emot'on, any-

thing that suddenly shocks the nervous system, and particularly,

during the existence of a mortal epidemic, produces tbe develop-

ment of the disease, although, but for this, no such occurrence

would probably have happened. The " drying power" is most ac-

tive at midday, and is at its minimum at night, when the air is

almost saturated with moisture, and often entirely so in sickly

seasons, as during our epidemic last season, yet, yellow fever, aS

well as the whole zymotic class, is very apt to occur at this time,

and in seasons and remons where this exists in the greatest de- .

,

o o Always raois-

gree, is precisely there where they are most rife, and where the t^re in the at-

dryingpoioer is greatest^ and the air elastic^ is just those ivhere there mosphere.

is most health ! During the greatest droughts, there is always a

provision of nature in the subsoil for the necessary supply of

moisture, as well as in the atmosphere. The term is but one of

comparison ; were there no moisture existing at the time, vege-

table as well as animal life must cease. I have often noted,

during what was called great droughts, the air, at my morning

observation, saturated tvith inoisture^ and during the "dry season,"

on the elevated plateaux of Mexico, I have seen the dews so

heavy as to wet the road half an inch or more in depth, which

at first I attributed to rains during the night, and many a time

have I descended from my horse at daybreak to examine it.

The country is rarely sickly when simply dry. The driest por-

tions of the Southwestern States are the healthiest, as may be . , „ . ,
' •! A. bsor ban t

seen by reference to the maps I have constructed of those States, gojig ^niy ap-

derived from the mortuary returns of the last census, and pub-parentiy

lished in the fifth volume of the Transactions of the Am. Med. cleanly.

Ass. Pensacola, Mobile, Bay St. Louis are dry more in appear-

ance than in reality.* Their absorbent soils permit a percolation

of water to the clayey subsoil, but a few feet below, beyond which

*1 have tried for years, in vain, to procure a record of their hygrometrical con-
dition.
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it cannot proceed, and it then becomes a reservoir for an evapo-

rating temperature, whenever this occurs. That this is reasonable,

is demonstrable from what we know of subsoil moisture under a

high temperature. I know it further from my own experiments.

That this was the case at the disastrous encampment at Walcheren,
destroys filth.

where the moii-ture could be easily reached by thrusting a walking

cane into the sand, and the notoriously fatal spot opposite Lis-

bon is as remarkable for its luxuriant mushrooms as for its mor-

tality, and we very well know that these flourish only in very moist

situations. The periods and j)laces of the occurrence of the epi-

demic of last year, as traced out in Prof. Blodget's interesting

communication, showed most conclusively, that the epidemic,

only broke out as the countrybecame moist, that as long as it con-

tinued dry, whatever was the temperature, and it was very eleva-

ted, health remained ; and finally,what is better established, from

long and well attested experience, than that one of the most pro-

lific sources of foul air and bad smell in ships, has been the putre-

scent matters absorbed and retained by gravel, sand and other

earthy substances used for ballast, and that however apparently

clean ships are kept by washing, they are never as healthy as when

this process is effected by dry rubbing by the " holy stone," as it is

called. The " drying process " always exists in the proverbially

healthy occupation of ploughing, which is only injurious duj-ing

the first process or year of exposure. The simoon is a drying

blast. It sucks up our fluids, and desiccates everything it reaches,

but it has never been accused,so far as I have heard, of produc-

mgfever^ much less yellow fever. Nevertheless, I so far agree

with these gentlemen as to ascribe much influence to the drying

power in the production of influenza, pneumonia, catarrh, rheu-

matism, and even cholera, &c., but so far as my experience and

researches have gone, not bilious or yellow fevers, and these

experiments have extended over many years and climates, and

during the worst fevers known in the South.

Let us repeat, then, our conviction, that no one agent pro-

duces what is termed malarial fevers, but that they depend
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for their existence upon the two-fold condition expressed in ihe ^ two-fou

r . /• . 1 • T) ^ condition re-
lormer part of this Keport.

. . •{••!. quisite.

A fundamental proposition, an imposing truism of sanitary

science, is, that every efTect springs from some adequate and

commensurate cause. This is a law of naturC) as applicable No effect can

to disease as to anything else. No disease can arise and ^""^ ''"' '^'°"'

pervade a country, or section of country, or even attack a ^" ^ ^""^^^

single individual, without being due to some atmospheric,

local or personal cause, the discovery and extirpation of

which will at once arrest its further diffusion. The curative

physician seeks for the causes of disease, for the purpose of

more thoroughly comprehending their mode of action upon

the human economy* in order to apply the proper remedy. Diffiwence of

The sanitary reformer pushes his inquiries into the " field of
'^°''^''^'' ^"'^

causation," for the purpose of preventing those ills which it
"^ ^

• c 1 1 11' mi science.

IS the province of the other to palliate or cure. The one en-

deavors to ameliorate the ills to which individuals at present

prove subject, while the other has a far nobler, and philan-

thropic object, to prevent the ills to which whole communi-

ties are subject.

If, in the present state of this interesting inquiry into gen-

eral and special causes, we find certain effects invariably to

follow, and in the same relation, it requires no great sagacity

to ascribe the one to the other ; nor any rare gift of pro-
consequence.

phecy, to foretell that, on the occurrence of the one, we may

reasonably expect the other. Such are the circumstances

that characterize the occurrence of yellow fever in this cli-

mate, the invariable sequence to extensive disturbance of the

original soil, with the atmospheric and local conditions to be

pointed out in more detail presently. There are many dis-
. .

Must be a
eases with whose causes we are utterly ignorant, at present,

•' ° ' cause for

but with which we shall doubtless become acquainted hereafter
^^.^^^ disease

in proportion as we acquire a more accurate and minute ac-

quaintance with the laws and constitution of the atmosphere

of the climate we live in, and with the physiology of organic

"Rodgere. ,.
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life. It is thus with leprosy, elephantisis, syphilis, and most of
those now recognized as due to specific poisons. In relation to

epideme cholera, we may be ignorant of its precise cause, but
in the progresss of a study of the conditions which influence it,

we will become acquainted with the accessory, preventible and
instigating local circumstances which infiibcnce it, the localising

circumstances that are urtder our control. So of yellow fever;

the exact amount of causation, either local or general, thesmeAnd as much
_

° '

ofthatofepi-
^^^ ^^^' *° ^^^ production, we can scarcely measure, from de-

demic yellow
^^ct of accurats and precise observation; yet I am most fully

fever as any Impressed with the conviction that we are sufficiently ac-

other. quainted with its ordinary causes to prevent it, which is the

only valuable or practical part worth knowing. If we can

control these then, we shall be exempt from this terrible

scourge. It is particularly here that false facts and im-^

perfect information have done so much injury, and thrown a

cloud upon the subject it is so difficult to dispel. If then, we
can clearly prove the places, the very spots and parts of cities

that are the favorite haunts, nidus, birth-place and field of
Because we growth of this disease, if with increase of the alledged cause,

can trace its the effect is in proportion multiplied, if with its limitation the

origin and the ^g^^ {g ^Isq limited, and if with this removed the effects
auses pro a-

^^^ ceasB it wiU go far to show, not only the cause
cing it.

of the disease itself, but of \t% preventives, ^nd. will prove a

valuable lesson to us, worth all the theories and hypotheses

of visionary dreamers from the time of Paracelsus to the pres-

ent day. A careful inquiry into the facts will I trust, satisfy

all fair minds that the common sense of mankind has not been

mistaken in attributing the prevalence of this disease to the

causes mentioned, not only here but abroad. The record

presented in the Chart, ought, I humbly conceive, convince

all. The Sanitary Map of the city will show the influence of

these localising conditions. No city that we are acquainted

with but has these infected spots. The main peculiarities

which distinguish them, are filth of every kind, moisture,

("Bgnant air, heat, and a crowded population, aided by the
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accessoi'y circumstances of intemperance and bad habits.

They are usually situated in those parts of cities where filth Seata of these

is most apt to accumulate. In Northern cities, with a de- ca»»es in all

clivity to the river, or part about the wharves, as in the neigh- '^"'^^ °""^'''

borhood of " Fort Hill," as it is called, in Boston, has been

its hot-bed there from time immemorial; so about the "slips"

and wharves and docks in New York, Philadelphia and Bal-

timore, where are the egresses of their filthy sewers—the

concentration of all the polluting detritus of these cities.

And so of the "infected districts in Norfolk, which is con-

fined to a space of two or three hundred yards, and mostly

made ground." And so of the most parts of Charleston and

Savannah. In New Orleans it is not limited, as it is in them,

to these localities. It, however, exists here on the river

bank, because at this' season (August and September) the

river is low and the bank exposed, leaving an extensive sur-

face—the common receptacle of all kinds of filth—and here,

or not far distant, we find the large amount of unacclimated

population ; but it first breaks out and spreads in St. Thomas

and Madison streets, St. Mary street, about the Markets, at

the triangle, Gormley's Basin, &c. &c., (see map, as before

mentioned)

—

all filthy, crowded and hadl/^ ventilated locali-

ties. These are plague spots—they exist in all cities that are

badly policed—the sores first fester and mature here, and the

bad air or virus is generated and multiplied as the season

advances—extends to the neighborhood, and if it meet with a

congenial atmosphere, throughout the city—and from an en- y a

demic of a locality, it becomes, with concurring causes, a wide

spread epidemic. If otherwise, if a more dry or less impure

air is met with—if more attention has been paid to sanitary

measures—it is more limited, and its progress can sometimes

be measured as to its surface, extent and even height, day by
tended.

day. Such has been the result of experience in New York,

and measurably in Philadelphia, and the " infected district
"

can be and has been " fenced out," and its gradual extension

actually calculated as so many feet per day. This cannot be
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shown here for two reasons : 1st, because these conditions

thenaselves are always more or less combined and extensive ;

and 2d, the presence of an unacclimated population would

prevent its being so clearly shown. It exists in the air—it is

the consequence of the causes mentioned—it is the poisoned,

infected atmosphere, and not individual—not contagion. A
person taking it in the infected spot, and going into a pure

atmosphere, has never been known to extend it. If it is

taken to a congenial atmosphere, it contributes to its further

extension. In this city and in the country during the last

year, there existed an epidemic influence (as formerly ex-

plained) ; the congenial atmosphere was nearly everywhere,

more or less aggravated by localising circumstances, and the

disease spread extensively, and more particularly where those

localising conditions existed in excess, (as above mentioned.)

This was the case, too, at Algiers, where the disease has not

extensively prevailed many years, (although only across the

river), produced by extensive disturbance of the soil, for rail-

road purposes, and followed by a large mortality throughout
Statements to

{]-,e village. These localising conditions existed, probably,
utnre

g^g^^/w^ere. Many of them have been mentioned in a former

page. For the sake of the verity of history, and for the
be made DP at

. .

inestimable value they promise for the future, a full and scru-
once. •' ^ •

tinizing investigation should extend over the entire region

that was reached by this disastrous epidemic, that all the

facts be collected and recoi-ded, and promptly, too, before

oblivious memories and fabulous statements shall bring to

doubt the I'eal features, and the authentic history of this

remarkable year be lost, and we realize, in after times, as

opposite and parallel to most those in Carpenter's work on

the yellow fever of this country—mostly made up of a tissue

of statements, both at home and abroad—that have been ex-

posed and refuted over and over again—many of which are

personally known to me to be without any real foundation, of

which I had made record at the time of their occurrence. It

has been also proved from the embarrassment the Commis-
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siuu bus met with in eviscerating the real fjicts, even from the

move recent transactions of last summer.

Nor is the rocky post of Gibraltar an exception to the re-

ijuirement of a localising condition from filth, &c., for the pro-

duction of yellow fever. Although it has the appearance of
*.

. . .
Gibraltar very

great cleanliness without, as all military stations have, yet within,^
_

'

. .
'''^'y within

the houses are admitted to be, and are notorious for their filth,
^^j^^ honseg

crowdedness, and want of ventilation, and even the disturbance 3^^ crowded,

of the earth in the vicinity, has been noticed to have had a most

injurious influence on the public health. "Two successive epi-

demics of yelloAV fever, namely those of 1804 and 1813, broke

out in the same spot, the dirtiest in Gibraltar, Boyd's buildings,

and the epidemic of 1814 broke out at Cavellero's buildings,

a place which competed with Boyd's in its state of filth and pol-

lution." "Whenever," says Mr. Armil, "the epidemic breaks

out in Gibraltar, it has always commenced in the filthiest spot

and this was the case in the late visitation." The same facts

have been demonstrated by the best authority, to exist at Bar-

badoes, Jamaica, and other parts of the West Indies, at Dema-

rara, &c.

The city of Havana is situated on a closed bay of six or eight

miles in circumference, land-locked on every side with lofty hills, Bay ofHava-

with the exception of one narrow outlet to the sea, at the North, ca.

with marshes about the estuaries of the several small streams

that empty into it, bringing the organic detritus of the surrounding

country, mixing its fresh witli the salt water of the ocean, occupy-

ing near two-thirds of the marginal circumference of the bay. t^,.„,^

This bay receives all the filth of a city containing near two

hundred thousand inhabitants—is in many places very shallow,

exposing, at low tide, (the tide here being three to four feet) ex-

tensive surface, with all kinds of putrefiable materials, to the
. ,

-^
'

Ofiheinsalu-

sun. The water of the bay is often very ofl;"ensive. All vessels ^ .

'' " bnty of the

pump their bilge water into it. It cannot be changed ; it is so ^^j..

full of decomposing materials that the British naval service has

a standing order not to use the water for any purpose on board

their ships of war. From experiments made v/ith it, it putrefies

47
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on standing a, single day, wliile sea Avater taken at a distance of '

fifty leagues fronj land, requires three days. The streets of the

city pj'oper are very narroAv, (about twelve feet wide,) and very

I badly ventilated, from being irregular, and very crooked, and

there is a high wall still further obstructiua' it. The habits of

the mass of the people are of the very worst description, and

tVoni the higli price of food of every kind, (from the heavy tariff

imposition of a despotic government,) the mode of living is

wretched in the extreme. That yellov/ fever should exist here

every year, is not at all astonishing, with a high temperature and

great moisture. It has even been contemplated to make another

avenue to the sea, so as to produce a current and occasional

change of Avater in the bay, Avhich Avould prove a most salutary

measure.

Description of Ycra Cruz^ although built upon a sandy plain, is but a few
era Cruz.

^^^j. ^^|,Qyg |{,g igyel of the 363. The wolls are from six to

eight feet deep. There are extensive swamps and low

grounds around' it, emptying their sluggish currents into

the sea, under its very Avails; impairing its qualities so much,

that, together with the filth of the city, AAdiich is emptied into

it, it is in the same condition as that noticed abov^e in the

bay of Havana, and during the rainy season (the sickly sea-

son) ponds are formed in other directions outside the walls.

These are about fifteen feet high, and materially obstruct the

ventilation of the city, and have been found to be so injurious

to the public health, that I deemed it an act of duty to solicit

its removal to Avindv/ard or seaward, so as to permit perfla-
au?e o "

jJQj^ fj.Qi^ that quarter during the summer season (of 1847.)

The habits of the loAver orders are extremely filthy, and the

pjublic quarters and forts, Avhen taken possession of by the

American army, could not be exceeded in filth. That this

should be a chosen seat for the yellow fever is not at all as-

tonishing. I possess the official records to show its influence

on the denizens, and on the Mexican army for a number of

years, Avhich I will state in another page VA'hen I come to

show the infiucnce of sanitary measures on sickly cities.—
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Let it sufTice now to saj' that it has fully carried the reputa-

tion of being one of the most sickly cities in the yellow

fever region.*

1 state, then, as a universal fact, Avilii the cxctpLio yrobcd

rt'gidam, that filth of evei'y Ivind, with heat and moisture, cans» of yei-

with sufficient duration, produces yellow fever. The records low fever,

upon the subject are so affluent, they absolutely so crowd the

historiesof the disease, that it is really embarrassing to select

from them, and many volumes would not suffice to trace and

embody them.

Finally, and to leave not a doubt upon the subject, if we

can produce instances of the presence of yellow fever, whei-e

there has been 7io possible intercourse or conwiunicationfrom

abroad, or from any extraneotis sources whatever, as far as

human scrutiny could ascertain, should not the most skepti-

cal yield up their doubts, pi'ovided we can satisfactorily

ascertain and point out the existence of the causes and con-

ditions I have alledged. It is through such demonstration

that we reach and develop the important and impressive

truth, that in the concentrated filth which localises it within

the geographical limits of its range, (though it has been

sometimes assumed to have had a foreign origin,) we present

"^ The causes productive of yellow fever, are so thoroughly understood by all

those who have practiced miich, Piid lone', in tropical regions, it is so well defined

and so accurately known, that even a presciiptioii is iiiriiislied by them, for its sure
and rapid production, it is as follows :

" Take, of soldiei's newly arrived in the West Indies, any number
;
place them in

barracks in a low wet situation, or in the mouth of a gullj"-, over the brink of a dry
river, or on the sununit of u mountain, and to leeward of a swamp, or of uiicleared

ground, and where there is no water, or only bad water
;
give them, each, twenty-

two inches of wall in thrir 1i;;rrack rooins ; let tlieir barracks be built of boards, or

lath andplaster, aiidhavi' ;;
' "

' liories nor jalousied windows, but closowindow
shutters, and a hole oi •'•

. , <>r the flooring for containing mud or stagnant

water, and holes inthe ri^i;i l . i , i .
;

i Diission uf rain, the windows oidj' fourteen inches
from the floor, so that the\- mjiy bo oijliged to sleep in the draught of air; let them
have drill eveiy morning on wet ground, and when fasting; guard mounting and Prsecription

all lands of fatigue nat in the morning or evening, but during the hottest time ol" the

day; when onsentrj-, no shade to keep oft' the direct rays of the sun ; bad bread, i.o produce

putrid meat, few vegetables, plenty of new rum, especially in the morning; discipline

enforced by terror and punishment, not by reward and promotion; an hospital J'el'ow fever

5

similar to the bai'rack room, wil:hout offices, always crowded, plentifully supplied

with rum, scantily with water; a lirni belief isi the doctrine of contagion, and a
horror of approaching any person aftected with yellow fever. Let these directions

be attended to in Tiitiida'd, or even in Barbadoes, [and he might have added Kew
Orleans,] and especially when the air is stagnant, or charged with noxious vapors,
subsequently to long droughts, the soldiers will soon die, some of them with yellow
fever, some of them with black vomit, and those first in the room.s v.'here these
directions have been most faithfully observed."

This recipe is eminently applicable to New Orleans, and vyill ever produce the
results, 88 long as it is so ''faithfully follnwed"
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the spontaneon-s cases, where nothing of this kind ukis jyossible ,

Great value of ^y-^gj,g the only agents known to be present, were a combina-
e spon an -

j,j^^ of filth or decomposable materials, or disturbance of
ons cases. „ , , . . , \ • i i i • t i- •

soil, (their equivalents,) with the meteorological conaUions;

Settles the an epidenfic atmosphere ! It is precisely here, then, where
iubject.

it yya^g impossible to arise from any other source. The cases

presented by Dr. Benedict, of this city, as occurring in

a secluded spot in the interior of the country, about a mile

and a quarter back of IloUvwood, are exactly of this char-

At Holly- acter. This intelligent and observing physician, with no

wooJ. theories to support, but with a fine talent fjr scrutinizing

observation, here accidentally pitches upon no less than

seven unequivocally spontaneous cases, and after the most

diligent inquiry, finds that it was i7npossihle they could have

arisen from any imported or extraneous source ; and here he

discovers every condition that he afterwards learned that I

deemed important for the spontaneous occurrence of epidemic

yellow fever, vi? : disturbance of soil, unusual humidity,

(great rains and heavy destructive mildew,) elevated tempera-

ture, great radiation, (that is, great and distressing difference

between temperatures of sun and shade,) and cold nights,

ultimately*. These are valuable proofs of my position,

conclusive to science, and valuable to humanity.

Hardly less valuable and corroborative, were the cases

occurring at Gainesville, Here the cases were clearly S2)on.-

txneous, without any possible origin, (either personal or

through goods,) but from the soil, as mentioned in another

page, high temperature, intense radiation, epidemic atmos-

phere, fruit rotting extensively and prematurely, native cows

dying without obvious cause.f

Do. in Wash- ^^'' Kittridge, the respectable member of the Legislature

ington. from Washington, slates to me, unequivocally, that when the

yellow fever first occurred on his plantation, there was not

another case of it within fifty miles, and that it arose soon

after his extensive yard was spread entirely over (in order

* See his interesting paper. t See Mr. Fuleom's report.
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to raise and level it,) willi fresli earth irom the neighbor-

hood. (This was mentioned in a preceding page, for another

purpose.)

The case of Mrs. Selby, the wife of Judge Sulby, of Lake
„, AtLake

Providence, breakmg out in a remote part ot the town,
' ° Providence.

without possible intercourse with any one.

. At Trenton, it originated spontaneously, from the causes
^^^_^^^^_

mentioned ; several families struck with it at the same time,

in different parts of the village.

In the town of Franklin, in this State, the disease both

, . . , , . 1 • • -1 fv> I" Franklin.

spontaneously originated and terniinated m it, with no sum-

cient evidence of its importation, and no local cause assigned.

for its origin.

The case of the ^^Black Warrior,^'' in Mobile Bay, affords an-

other striking instance- of its spontaneous occurrence, in an Black War-

epidemic atmosphere.* The first Mobile cases cXearly appear to
""''

have originated in the neighborhood, where there had been ^tM^hJie,

considerable excavations for railroad purposes, and the

spreading of it to fill up low lots. ( For details I refer to Dr.

Levert's valuable paper.)

The eruption of the fever at Selma, was clearly due to the

same cause, and is in precise parallel with the earlier cases at
. .

.
Selma.

Mobile; excavations—cutting down embankments and spreading

the fi'esh earth on the streets and low lots exposed to the in-

tensity of a scorching midsummer's sun. Dr. Mabry, in his

intei'esting paper, clearly and unquestionably shows that the

fever originated from these causes.

"At Deinopolis, Ala., same sjJontaneous cases occurred, being

insulated and at a distance, and having no intercourse whatever

with the t-ase of fjver existing ;" "nor were the nurses more

liable than ether people."

f

At Salurict, Texas, spontnneous cases occurred, without even „ , .

•' ' Saluria.

the suspicion of communicated infection.
J

At Fort Gibson, the same thing occurred, where no possib'epoft Gibson,

communication with the sick could have occurred. §

*Dr. Benedict. ftt^rs. Ruffia and Ashe. ] .T, H, Bi-own. §Dr. Wbavfon.
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"At Baton Jtlourje^ a nmnber of cases occurred withoiit inter-

BatonRouge. coiu'se, or f^uspiciou of it, witli other cases, on the river bank

under the hit. ti."
*

At Centreville, La., the first case spoutaneonsly occurred in a

CentreviUe. niuhitto, sleeping near an extensive rotting bank of chips, &c.

Wind blew steadily over this bfnk on the Adllage, and the dis-

ease progressed, f

Natchitoches. At JSfatchitoches , the two first cases evidently spontaneous. J .

Washington. -^^ Washington, La., the three fi.rst cases had not been exposed

to yellow fever. 8

jviartinique.
^^^ Martinique, W. I., " yellow fever always developed spon-

taneously."
II

In Bermuda, the spontaneous occurrence from local causes
Bermuda.

.^yj^g equally Satisfactory: an old hulk, that was very often-

sive. ^
From direct information, which the Commission has received

from Barhadoes, the first case clearly originated in a native,

g
having a pretty stagnant gutter at his door, from decomposed

animal matter from a slaughter-house and a piggery in his

yard ; he died o'f black vomit." In fifteen days the disease

broke out near a crowded church yard in a low situation—here

four died in one house—it was confined to this localit}' for

some time, but finally spread over the island." The majority

attacked were natives. **

At Rio Janeiro, the yellow fever "broke out in a particularly

oftensive spot—low, crowded, ill ventilate- lodging houses';"

Eio Janeiro, abundant sources for it in low, flat grounds, in filthy, ill drained

streets, frequently turned up to dry, the neglected receptacles of

all kinds of impurities, in conjunciion with atmosj^heric changes.''''

" The city is situated on a bay, nearly land-locked, with little

tide—sandy and occasionally clayey soil, night soil thrown every
Local sponta-^^-^.|,^

iuto the bay, and becomes very oftensive from the flux
neous origin

^^^^ ^,^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^-^g,, rpj^^
f^^^+ ^^^^^ ^^^^.^ clearly of S2^07l-

romfiit .&c.
^jjjj^g^.^^^ ^j2f^ Iq^^i origin—the first, in one of the above described

boarding-houses, a Danish sa,ilor, direct from Finland, and the

second belonging to a vessel that had come from Bahia, which

*Geo. A. Pike and Judge Carrigan. tDr W. B Wood. JDr. Crocberon-
§Dr. T. A. Cooke. || From a communication from Dr. Amic, Doctor-in-Cliipf, to

the Sanitary Commission. ITFrom printed testimon}'- from Bermuda. ** Dr.

Sinclair.
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at tliG tiino Avas liealtliy, and no otlievs of the crew fell sick,

and the next ten or fifteen cases were all from this filthy ntigh-

borhood."*

But thei'e are other evidences of its spontaneous origin here,

no less satisfactory. " Several masters of vessels, without being
•11^ Ofjciirrence at

questioned, declared that they entered the harbor with the

fever on board, aithough coming direct from Europe ; that as

soon as they approached the coast and came within the influ-

ence of the breezes from sii ore, their men fell sick with fever."f
^°- °" '^""''''

And several vessels are mentioned whose crews took the disease'"^"

soon after arriving in port, without intercourse with the shore.

" Many persons in the country around Eio, caught the fever,

though they had no communication, direct or indirect, with the

sick,J being evidently—as in the case of the shipping—within

the influence of the epidemic atmosphere. While those farthest

otr were not so influenced, and the disease carried among thom,

did not extend."

" It is a curious circumstance, and may perhaps tend to elu-

cidate the origin of yellow fever in Brazil, without having

recourse to a specific source of infection ; that for the few years

previous the fevers of the country, evidently not infectious, but of

t • ^ •\ • • ^ TIT T • Change of
hiffh temperatui'e or marsh orimn, have clearly been chano-mg

°. ^
. . .

tyP<= appear

their characters. The p-enuine remittent has been but little „~
irora change

seen for the last three years. In 1847, '48, and '49, it was re- ^f oUmate.

placed by a fever of its own class, popularly known by the

name of polka, but, in reality, a remittent, and during the

present year ( 1850 ) it has been replaced by the yellow fever

—

a disease, also with similar features.§

Nearly every one of the Inspectors General of Hospitals, of

England, in the West Indies, admit yellow fever to be of local
p'"'"™ °

• • 1 -r\ T-v 1 I' T -x 11 1
Inspectors

origin ; and i)r. Kush most leelmgly and eloquently recounts

and laments the difi'erent opinion, he, at an early period enter- „ . ,

tained of its contagiousness, and died firm in the conviction of

its domestic origin.

*Dr. Pennell. tDr. Pennell. JDitto. § Do., and report to Sanitary Com-
mission, by Dr. Pennell, through U. S. Consul, R.G. Scott, Esq)
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The spontaneous occnrrence of this disease in ships from

Northern climates, as soon as they havo reached a tropical

latitude, having foul holds, are numerous and entirely reliable.

Holds of ships are worse than cellars,
(
proverbially unhealthy

ln9h,psatsea.^g
these are, when damp and filthy,) for they have the delete-

rious addition of bilge Avater, in slight motion, with refuse of
em ports,

i • n • i

^

every tmd, concentrated m an elevated temperature of stagnant

air, my colleague. Dr. Axson, shows it to have occurred in the

ships ; illustrates the same fact : that this fever pursues or

breaks out in such ships at sea, and in port, that it is often con-

fined to them, and that it is onl)^ finally gotten rid of by the

most thorough cleansing. The ample records furnished by Dr.

La Koche, in his interesting article on yellow fever, in the April

No. for 1853, of the Amer. Med. Journal, and in the second

Report on quarantine and yellow fever, presented to the British

Parliament, in 1852, furnish the amplest attestation of the local

origin and local cause ; they all concur to prove, without the

shadow of a dissent ( both the land and sea causes ) that filth

and fresli earth, (the principle evolved being probably the same,)

with atmospheric conditions, has produced, and by sequitun,

low fev r
^^'^^ produce yellow fever—that it originates it, and that the ccmse,

known. of gclloio fcver is known. And I know of no rule of philosophy

where we have produced an efi'ect and with a sufficient cause

for it, that compels us to look beyond it. This is most happily

in strict accordance with the principles that run through the

whole system of causation in other diseases— ( and why should

yellow fever be an exception ?) the stronger the cause, the

stronger the eftect, under the same circumstances. That a

fever of the highest grade of malignity known in this hemis-

phere, should proceed from the greatest concentration of influ-

ences known to be injurious to our race, that in a minor degree

produces the prevalence of diseases of the same class, of a lesser

grade, has been shown in a preceding page. As yellow fever

is at the head of its class in the Western Hemisphere, so plague

arising under analogous conditions, is at the head of its class in

the Eastern Hemisphere, and as plague for a long series of
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centuries has been shown to be under the control of sanitary

measures, (and would, be now, but for the fatalism of tlie Turk,

that makes no inij^rovement, and is wrapped up in his contented

ignorance and static quo,) so, yejlow fever can be controled by

the same sanitary measures; and this is really the only valuable

part of the subject. It lays down the important foundation of

prevention, it erects there a s'.ately structure, on which should

be emblazoned in lasting letters of living light, sanitary re-

form, and let us look to it, with the same sacred duty we owe

to our stricken city, as we do to those monuments that remind

us of the birth of our political rights and national independence.

And if we cannot prevent it—if an Almighty Providence, in his

wisdom, has cursed us beyond all the other nations of the earth,

and we have no remedy after full trial, let us hug our chains,

as the condemned, and, like the bigoted Turk, display our

philosophy, and bear it

!

The foregoing views so fully corroborate the highly important

" conclusions" of the General Board of Health of England

—

drawn from the most reliable living authority,* and are so fully

explained by the principles applicable thereto, contained in

these pages, that I cannot avoid inserting them here.

Conclusions of the General Board of Health relative to yel-

low fever.

''1. That yellow fever epidemics break out simultaneously

in different and distant towns, and in different and distant parts Conclusions

of the same town, often under circumstances in which commu- "'^ General

nication with infected persons is impossible.
^oa.r o

"2. That yellow fever epidemics are usually preceded by
... .

England on

the occurrence of individual or sporadic cases of the disease,
•^ yellow fever I

which sporadic cases are likewise common in seasons when no

epidemic prevails.

" 3. That yellow fever epidemics, though occasionally extend-

ing over large tracts of country, are more frequently limited as

to the space over Avhich they spread, often not involvino- the

* Kindly sent me by a member of it—Mr. PhsKhviok—thrnuErh nur minister in
Luniion. Mr. Buchanan.

4S
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whole of a town, and sometimes not even any considerable dis-

trict of it.

'' 4. That yellow fever epidemics do not spread from district

to district by any rule of gradual progression, but often ravages

certain localities, while they spare entirely, or visit very lightly,

others in the immediate neighborhood, with which the inhabi-

tants are in constant inter-comraunication.

''5. That yellow fever epidemics, when they invade a district,

do not sj)read from the houses first infected to the next, and

thence to the adjoining, and thus extend as from a centre ; but,

on the contrary, are often confined to particular houses in a

street, to particular houses on one side of a street, to particular

rooms in the same house, and often even to particular rooms in

the same story.

'' G. That in general, when yellow fever breaks out in a fami-

ly, only one or two individuals are attacked; commonly the

attendants on the sick escape ; and when several members of a

family are successively attacked, or the attendants on the sick

suffer, either the epidemic was general in the locality, or the

individuals attacked had gone into an infected district.

"7. That when yellow fever is prevalent in a locality, the

most rigid seclusion in that locality affords no protection from

the disease

'' 8. That on the other hand, so great is the success attending

the removal from an infected locality, and the dispersion of the

sick in a healthy district, that by this measure alone the further

progress of an epidemic is often arrested at once.

" 9. That such dispersion of the sick is followed by no trans-

mission of the disease, not even when the sick are placed in the

wards of a hospital among patients laboring under other mala-

dies.

'' 10. That no one of the preceding facts can be reconciled

with any other conclusion than that, whatever may be the exci-

ting cause of yellow fever, it is local and endemic in its origin

;

and the evidence of this conclusion are therefore cumulative,

" 11. That the conditions which influence the localization of
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yellow fever arc known—definite, and to a great extent, remov-

able ; and are substantially the same as the localising causes of

cholera, and of all other epidemic diseases.

" 12. That, as in the case of all other epidemic diseases, in

proportion as these localising causes are removed or diminished,

yellow fever ceases to appear, or recurs at more distant inter-

vals, and in milder forms.

"13. That consequently the means of protection from yellow

fever are not quarantine restrictions and sanitary cordons, but

SANITARY WORKS AND OPERATIONS, liaviug for their object the

removal and prevention of the several localising conditions, and

where such permanent works are impracticable, the temporary

removal, as far as may be possible, of the population from the

infected localities."

Now skepticism must yield up its doubts, and even sophistry

can no longer contest the demonstrated truth. A certain com-

bination of conditions, in certain localities produce in thousands

of instances, yellow fever. There are rare exceptions to it,

these conditions are know^n

—

thei/ are the same in all. The

effect is the same, and the instances are innumerable—the

attestators are intelligent and perfect!}' reliable. There is no

assignable motive why they should testify falsely, and it is

ail in accordance with the common sense and common expe-

rience of mankind. Can any thing, short of mathematical nq ,.oom for

demonstration, make it stronger ? Could it properly be attri- skepticism.

bated to the sole agency of the above means in a single une-

quivocal instance, it would be no longer expedient to look to

contagion or importation for additional agency
;
yet we have

unnumbered thousands to prove our position. One cause,
Demoiatra-

which is equal to an effect, is always sufficient to account foi' tion,

it. If another be associated with it, which neither increases

nor decreases the effect, I do not know by what rule of logic

it can be supposed to be instrumental in the production of

it. All other views are subsidiary to this, the true practical

,

'' -^
Its vast prac-

value;—for, if the public mind is satisfied that the cause ^'^
tical vaine

knoivn, the remedy is palpaUe enough. It will be no longer
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a question of dollars and cents, it will no longe!' be a quen-

tion oi" the inconvenience of a part of the citizens leaving

the city for a few months ; it is vastly more. It is a question

of life and death, between the hecatomb of victims offered

up to ignorance and neglect, and the enjoyment of health

and the comforts of life at home. It is between New Orleans

as a mere factorage, for she is nothing more, with this con-

stant liability, and New Orleans in the full exuberance of

salubrity, unequaled in her climate, with fine promenades,

public gardens and parks, with railroads connecting her on

one side with the Atlantic cities and the old world, the cradle

of the human I'ace, the favored haunts of science and civili-

zation ; on another with the granary of the world, and on the

West, on the sun sitting on the golden regions of California.

Hername will no longer be a theme for aversion and alarm

;

she will no longer be the "plague city"—the " sepulchral

city. " It will then be a pride and boast to hail from New
Orleans. Surely this is worth sti-iving for, and we shall prove

that all this is within our powei% that it only requires us to

put our shoulders firmly to the wheel, and that you are bound

by every principle to own the impulse which duty prompts,

and a sense of self-preservation and a just pride aids us in

carrying out. These, then, are the promised fruits of this

commission, and should they be realized, no small honor in

coming time, will redound to him who originated tlie plan,

and the council whicb adopted and put it in execution.

The practical importance of knowing the cause of a dis-

ease consists in the meaiis it directs us to use in the way
The impor-

j^gfj^ of prevention and treatment, and it is for that reason that

tance of ^^ \i^\e dwclt SO long upon it. It is thus also, in the forcible
nowing

^language of Mr. Chadwick, " getting at the antecedents, and
catiseofadis-

. i , i
• « i

mountuig to the sources, we reach too, the origin or orphan-
ease. - O 1

age and widowhood, of intemperance, and above all, the

fountain of the greatest mass of moral evils ; and it is here that

our remedies become ultimately the most radical, effective and

praiseworthy.
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Prevention is better than cure. It is infinitely less costly,

and more easily accomplished. Ten or twenty thousand dol-

lars, judiciously disbursed, may prevent the occurrence of a

fever, or an epidemic, that millions cannot cure or pay for,

in the loss of life, character, business, &c. For the sake of
. . . .

better than

convenience, and for the purpose of nicilitatmg investigation,

aiding the memory, and grouping those diseases proceeding -

from congenerous causes, statists have classed them into cer-

tain divisions, such as have been presented in our record.*

The class zymotic embraces those which, in the main, distin.

guish one country from another in a sanitary point of vievi'j

such as epidemic, endemic, &c., (fevers, intestinal diseases, &c.)

where this class is large, as it is in this city, being five times

greater than it is in Northern cities, the place is esteemed

sickly, and when small, the reverse. This class is in a great

measure under the infiuence of sanitary regulafions, and called

"preventable," because they can he prevented, and the atten-

tion paid to and the efforts, made in their prevention is also a

test of high civilization, and the estimate that people entertain

of the value of human health and life. The mortality that is

unpreventable is, in most countries, a constant quantity. In

England it is estimated at betv/een ten and eleven per

thousand of the whole mortality.

The great value of knowing the cause of disease (and the

fatal consequences of a mistake) so far as to be enabled to

prevent them, is so forcibly set forth by that eminent man,

John Hunter, (on the diseases of Jamaica,) that I quote them :
^^*^' '^°'®*

" In military physic, the great improvements to be made are
''"®'*°®^ ° ^

not so much in the cure as in the prevention, of diseases, which

depends altogether on a knowledge of their cause. If dis-

eases arise from the air, contaminated from the foul ground

of a camp, or the exhalations of a marsh, it can only be

avoided by a change of situation, or by taking care not to

come within the sphere of activity of such noxious causes.

Let it be supposed for a moment that a mistake should be
~'

Table F.

~~
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made, and that the camp or remittent fever be not considered

as proceeding from their proper causes, but believed to de-

pend upon contagion. It is evident that complete destruction

to all must be the consequence of such an error, and in med-

ical history there is reason to fear more examples than one of

this might be produced !
" How singularly, and how prophet-

ically has this great man portrayed the condition of things in

New Orleans! and how truly he says that "destruction"

must ensue from such an " error." If full faith is put in the

" importation of the disease " as necessary for its prevalence,"

and "contagion should mark its footsteps," our city w^ould in-

deed, be likened to our State emblem ! and like the pelican

foster in our hosom tlie poison that is sucking our vitals, then

may we bid adieu to all sanitary measures, and to any hope of

our amelioration and advancement

!

This entire subject is so vast and so important ; the mate-

rials are so abundantly developed by the humane investigations

of the English Government, and kindly distributed, and much

of it is so applicable to our situation, notwithstanding the dif-

ference of climate, that the temptation to quote far exceeds

the limits allowable to this report. In the I'eport " on the

experience in diseases, and comparative rates of mortality,"

by Mr. Lee, it is abundantly shown by all that has been said

of the destructive ravages of fever in small towns, and even
isease no

j^ villages, in various parts of the country, " that diseases of
essential to , , • i ^ • • i

the class termed preventable, are not inhei'ent in, essential or
dense popu-

. . peculiar to places of dense population." That the remedy is,

that "the air is to be purified hy immediate removal before de-

composition, of all organic matter, and other refuse capable

of producing malaria, and town visitation will be as little re-

quired, irrespective of forms of streets, courts, &c., and the

density of buildings," and his deductions are that he can find

no valid reason why towns should he tnorc unhealthy than the

most sahibrious spot in the country ! " That " one-half of all

the existing disease and mortality is in excess, and prevent-

able !" That "excessive mortality ought to be prevented by
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means com2)ulsory on all parties, without exception. And he

comes to the conclusion that all the causes point to Z<7c«Z'/5c<i^°°^^'-'^'^^"^

jilth, accompanied with moisture, as the great cause of disease

and death" in that latitude. Had those conditions existed

here, with our high temperature, yeZZow fever would have been

the certain result. He goes on farther to state, as a convic-

tion from his inquiries, that the great mass of the people lose

nearly half the natural period of their lives by such exposures;

and he came to the conclusion, after examining a large num-

ber of towns, that "the inentahle mortality of the kingdom

is not greater than ten to one thousand per annum, while in

some it rises as high as sixty-nine or more. And the remark-

able fact was elicited from the inquiry, that let tiie district be

ever so unhealthy, or ever so salubrious, the inevitahle mor-

tality is nearly a constant quantity. He goes on farther to say

that typhus, the great preeminent scourge of the country, is
^ ^

essentially independent of, and unconnected with geopraphical climate.

position, climate, physical contour, geological strata, or other

uncontrolable circumstances. That there is no intrinsic con-

nection between density of population and a high rate of mor-

tality, and the avocations of the people : that where neither
All depends

surplus water nor organic filth is removed by drainage, there
>- ° ./ o ' upon remov-

the greatest destruction takes place, without reference to any
j^^ ^u,, ^^^^j

other consideration, and that the ratio of mortality is directly moisture,

proportional to the badness of the drainage."

He farther states, in his conclusions, that, " although the
Tflie rich suffer

poor are the chief sufferers, yet no class of society escapes^ '' •' r as well aa the

the pecuniary consequences of preventable disease—thatthe
^^^j.^

use of narcotics and habits of drunkenness, are, in numerous

instances, developed and increased by defective sanitary

arrangements, and that, in twenty-nine places visited, the

pecuniary loss on one years' excessive sickness, funerals, and
"^^^ ''*''* °^

lost labor, is about equal to tlie first cost of complete works for
. .

diseases equal

water supply and dramage m the same places. And that
' ^ •' ° ^ to the whole

THE MOST PERFECT SAiMITARY ARRANGEMENTS ARE THE ,,•
pubhc incoma

LARfiEST PECUNIARY ECONOMY, and the cost oi freventahle dis-
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eases is equal to the whole public revenue of the country ! He

concludes his most valuable paper with a number of sugges-

tions, from which the following will fulfill our present pur-

pose, viz : 'Hhat afenalty r>hould he exacted on all places where

—upon an average of seven 3'ears

—

1st. The mortality ha^ been greater than 20 to a 1000 of

the inhabitants ; or

3d. Where the proportions of deaths from epidemic,
When penalty

. 7 . ,
.

,,. endemic, or contafjious diseases has been equal to 1 in
on the public ° ^

authorities to
^^^

5
"!'

iieexacted. 4th. Where the average of all who have died has not

exceeded thirt3f-five years." How eminently applicable these

remarks are to us !

The amount of " preventable mortality " is more than

half of the whole mortalit3\ Last year it was more than
Proportion of

. .....
five times that amount here. In every epidemic vear it is

preventable ./ i i

mortality ^^^A'^^y increased, of course, and this has been shown to be

pari passu with the increase of the causes assigned—that is,

with the preventable causes.

Poverty, filth, intemperance, wretchedness and crime have

„ , a similar paternity. Disease originates from them, and,
Origin of tlis-

f J o ' '

takinix the winds of the morning, it spreads itself to the utter-
ease. O o' x^

most parts of the earth. Wherever it finds food it localises

itself and becomes developed, and hence, under a certain con-

centration, the inhabitants of the palace, as of the hovel,

become its victims. Hence, all the world is interested in

sanitary measures—in eradicating the seeds of disease, and
Of cholera.

thus make a brotherhood of all mankind. Had not a concen-

trated malignancy, from filth and bad habits, in a congenial

atmosphere, on the banks of the Hoagley, have given a rise

to epidemic cholera, the human race might have been saved

that afflictive scourge. But why limit it to ch(jlera ? The

same principle may be applied, with equal justice, to yellow

fever, plague, leprosy, the venerial disease

—

nay, is there one

disease to which man is subject, that is not the result of the
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rupture of some otie or more of those great hygienic laws

which the Almighty has laid clown for our guidance?

A civilized, refined and humane government is known

from the care bestowed on the health, and the value set on Evidence of

the lives of its citizens. In a Rejmhlican government it civilization,

should be considered a joint-stock concern, and we should

put in pi-actical action the first law of our being—self-pre-

servation. Carelessness in such governments—a neglect of

this, its most important concern, is as unexpected a priori .

(as thev are all ioint sovereig-us, and unfortunately depend
\ -y •) o ' J t sanitary laws.

too mucli on what is ignorantly supposed an individual con-

cern,) as that those who live by the sickness of others, should

be almost the only originators of laws and means to prevent

sickness ! Yet such is the fact. The profession of medicine

is the true philanthropism.

In a society oflaws and a Representative Government, where

the governed give up a part of their rights and property, Legal claim of

too, for the proper preservation of the remainder, it is clear the civil pow-

that there is no more sacred deposit in the hands of the rep- er to protect

resentatives of these rights than that of our health. My heaitii.

neighbor may commit such a nuisance as may destroy the

health or comfort of my family. The law takes away from

me the right to interfere. The power is with the body

politic, who represents and with whom is deposited my rights,

and as rights and duty are correlative, it becomes the duty of

society to interfere and abate it. A flagrant case is put to

show how clear the princijile is. The body politic is bound

to abate nuisances, however small, or is responsible Jbr the

consequences ! If a bridge across a street or highway is de-

fective and a citizen becomes injured in consequence, the

corporate body is amenable.

By the constitution of our country, no one is allowed

to injure or take away the life of another, without being original opin-

compelled to repair the one through his property and means, ion of Do.

and suffer for the other the felon's penalty. It has been de- Rush,

monstrated, that the great mass of the mortality of this city

has arisen from preventable causes; on whom, then, should

fall the merited penalty of this neglect ? Our late distin-

guished countryman, Dr. Rush, with a prescience which often

49
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accompanies true genius, said :
" To all natural evils, the

author of nature has kindly prepared an antidote. Pestilen-

tial fevers furnish no exception to this remark. The means

of preventing them, are as much under the power of human
reason and industry, as the means of preventing the evils of

lightning and common fire. I am so satisfied of the truth of

this opinion, that I look forward to the time when our courts

of law shall punish cities and villages, for permitting any of

the sources of malignant fevers to exist within their jurisdic-

tion," The General Board of ilealth of England, with the

Earl of Carlisle ( better known in this country as Lord

Morpeth,) at its head, says: "The British Parliment has

First Legisia- legislated OH the conclusions submitted, with an accuraula-

tiveactionup- ^^^'^ ^^ demonstrable evidence, that the causes of epidemic,

on it endemic, and contagious diseases, are removable ; and that

the neglect, on the part of the constituted authorities, to re-

move such causes, as far as they are obviously within their

control, is a punishable offence ! The foundation which the

legislature has thus laid for the ph\'sical, and consequently

for the moral, improvement of the people, is recognized.

Half a century ago, it was said by a great physician and

philanthropist, that the time would come, when the legislature

would punish communities for neglecting the known means

of preserving the public health, and that prediction the

British Parliment has been the first to realize." That **phi-.

lanthropist" was our own great countryman. Dr. Benjamin

Rush, of Philadelphia.

If, then, we have arrived at this important fact, to what

cause yellow fever is to be ascrioed, if we can no longer
As much the , , . „ . . -, r i

plead Ignorance, as an excuse for maction, we have nofurther
duty of city . . i t i •

i xi • i

excuse for its continuance among us, and 1 do seriously thmk,
anthorities to . . , . . , . . -

that It IS as much tne duty oi the civil authorities, to keep
keep oir yel-

-^

. . , .

. tliis cityfreefrom yellowfever, as it is to keep it exemptJrom
any other controlahle calamity ! This is bold around, and I

IS to protect -^ "^ "-"

_

, ,. . intend it to be such. I have not come to it hastily: but that
lile in any '' '

otherway. ^^ ^*^^ ^^ question
;
is it the true ground 7 Have the reasons

I have adduced, from the investigation the subject has under-

gone in the preceding pages, been sufficient to convince our

people that we have been suffering under controlahle evils 1
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That is to be the true ground before the people now. If I am

not greatly deceived then, in this much cherished idea,

REFORM is the great watchword applicable to our situation,
« o™ ^

®

and no stone should be left unturned to remedy the evils of
now.

the past, and arrest the downward march of everything.

—

Leaving, then, the great principles of philanthropy, of benevo-

lence, of intelligence, nay, even of self-preservation, out of the

question,—those which usually move great communities to

action.—let us appeal to the mere pecuniary interests of
'**^°''*

the public. That alone, is motive sufficient to move most

bodies, as low and sordid as it is. With no position on this

continent, if on the globe, equal to it as a mart of commerce;

where nature, for that purpose, has done everything, and

man nothing, (for health exclusively,) we are permitting

every village of yesterday to outstrip us in the race of popu-

lation, of wealth, of public monuments, of social improvement,

and intellectual enjoyment; and last, but what is first in im-

portance, HEALTH, we stand positively lowest in the scale.

Every little village, wherever situated, enjoys a salubrity «
ame u

, . , rni •• • f -i ^ • • • \ • ^""^ disgrace-

that IS our due. Ihis is a pamiui sumect; it is one that is
'-

_ _
ful neglect;

humiliating, nor vi'ould I have referred to it so often, were it~
ye-t may prove

deemed irremediable. It is not so. If once, when our popu- ^ g^g^j ^^^^^

lation was forty-three thousand and thirty-one, (in 1827,) ing.

our mortality did not exceed 2.22 per cent.! and in many

parts of the country it does not exceed half this now ! If, in

former times, this country enjoyed a salubrity almost prim-

eval, has the soil so changed, the climate become so delete-

rious ; has additional population evolved such a poison, or

have we become so deteriorated by the golden dreams that

most persons entertain on first visiting this country, that no

efforts were necessary to acquire it, that it only required to

stretch out the hand and gather, and that the primal injunc-

tion, " by the sweat of your brow shall you earn your bread,"

is no longer applicable ? If such has heretofore been the

prevalent opinion, as it should seem it has, the sad events of

18.^3 are sufficient to disabuse it. That calamitous visitation
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may yet prove a great blessing to the country, if it shall have

Certain "•esnit
^^j-Q^gj^j. ^Qu^e to our people the sanitary and salutary lesson,

'^""*'^'' that all the facts we have garnered, the principles we have

evolved, and all the hvffienic laws and practical results which
lished.

.

can be so obviously deduced from them, when once iully

adapted and rigidlj'^ enforced, will insure to New Orleans an

exuberance of health, it has never yet attained, and cause

her to rival, in salubrity, the healthiest large cities on the

globe

!

SECTION IX.

KECAPITULATION OF CAUSES AND RESULTS.

Meteorological causes— Sj^ecial terrene causes— Greater care re-

quired in fast groiving cities— Can't acclimate to filth—
Tracing the progress of the disease hy digging—Filthy inun-

doiions of the coast and throughout the State. Sanitary

Map of the citi/—Application of principles—Location of filth

and disease, the same, the one resultingfirom the other, in each

ward, with the ratios to population—'•''fever nests'''' '''and

plague sp)ots,
"

—

the mode of spread of the fever.

Before proceeding to the application of our remedies^ it may

be best, in order to be thoroughly understood, to make a reca-

pitulation of our positions.

The duty of tracing the outhrealc rf th^s fever—its origin

and transmissihility has, in the division of duties, devolved upon

Notofforeigainy colleague Dr. Axson, and most ably and graphical!}' has he

importation, performed the task ; clearly demonstrating, that it was not from

foreign importation that it was derived, but, although connect-

ed with foul ships from European ports, that it was due to

domestic birth and growth, whether at the Levee or elsewhere,

and that at its divers origins there was no necessary connec-

tion the one with another. Now it becomes my duty, under the

resolution in exposing the sanitary condition (f the city,'''' to

show what and where those causes were. 1 hey have before

been referred to in general, wherever it has been attempted to
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demonstrate tlieir applicability—the influence of such causes in

similar and in different climates, their direct bearing upon for-

mer epidemics, and on their influence in the rural districts, and

I now proceed to show their special influence in the production

of the late epidemic.

The causes assigned were two-fold, and these formed the con-

stituents of the epidemic— 1st, meteorological, and 2d. ter-

rene.

To the 1st. belonged A—a long continued range of tropical

temperature preceding the outbreak—the average at midday,

of the two preceding months of May and June (instead of

being a month later) being nearly 83^, and which continued Meteoroiogi-

thi'oughout the epidemic. B.—An unusually high hygrometer, cai or ciimatie

which confinued and increased, exhibiting an almost saturated causes

atmosphere. C.—Heavy rains. D.—unusually high and dis-

tressing radiation. And E.—An unprecedented intensity and

continuance of stagnant air. The unusually early establish-

ment of this tropicoid condition, in the elevation of winter tem-

perature, to that of spring, and of spring to that of summer,

thus anticipating by more than a month, the usual evils of au-

tumn, with an aggravation of the burthens ordinaril}'- incident

to it, with the extraordinary combination of those which pre-

ceded them, were the main atmospherical elements which

composed it. These are stated in detail in the tables and for

the three epidemic months—four or five times daily.

2d. The terrene condition was composed—A.—of the up-

turning and exposure of the original soil, in the cleaning out ^p^'^'^'' '**"

the canals Claiborne, Carondelet, Marigney, &c. The immense
'^''® ''^""^*

exposure in making a new basin on Bayou St. John ; digging on

St. Paul street to Bayou St. John ; digging ditches and clearing Earth exp»-

between Conti and Common streets, making a new levee and^ufe.

ditch on Lake Pontchartrain, the digging and embankments

on the Northern, and Jackson street railroads, and extending

up within half a mile of Carrollton—approaching the river and

extending near twenty miles in the rear of the plantations—in

the centre of the city, the exposure of the subsoil for water
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pipesin Bourbon street, near the Water Works (where some of

the first cases occurred) New Levee and Post 84, and other

parts, to the extent of about a mile, and for gas probably as

much, and principally in Apollo and to Nayades and Dryades, in

Galvez and Perdido streets, and* repaving Annunciation, Royal

and Chartres streets.

B.—Extensive digging and embankments of earth at Algiers,

opposite the city—being almost eighteen inches high, and eigh-

teen feet wide, ascending the coast for about twenty miles, run-

ning from half mile to a mile from the river, in the immediate

rear of the plantations.

C—The exposure of the naked bank of the I'iver for about

six miles, many parts of it made a common receptacle of, and

reeking with garbage and filth of all kinds, exposed to the sun

and rain, without a single police officer, to prevent its being

made a common deposit for these nuisances, or covering or throw-

ing them into the river, besides the fermenting drainage of

sugar and molasses hogsheads on the Levee.

D.—The filthiness of the streets, privies and back yards, a

Street*.
matter of common observation by the public, and complaint in

the newspapers, the gutters often twelve hours after a rain,

which had washed them clear, bubbling up with a gas through

dirty water.

E.—The large number of unfilled empty lots and unpaved

streets, in various parts of the city, and particularly in the

Unfilled lot-. Fourth District, which, was much the most severely scoui'ged

with the fever in proportion to its population—these low lots

being a receptacle for, and exposing filth of all kinds and stag-

nant putrid water.

P.—The large open drains in and near the city, including the

large ones in rear of the Fu-st and Second Districts, and Grorm-
Open drainis* °

ley's Basin half filled with the refuse of its district.

Gr.—The nuisances of soap and tallow chandleries and the

* The extent of the excavations for these purposes in successive years, I have in

vain sought for. In 1837, I have been informed the yellow fever was very fatal to

those employed.
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large collection of manure near the vacheries of the Fourth
jyia^^ufacto-

Bistrict. ries.

H.—The interments within the city of six cemeteries, the

receptacle of 7,063 bodies duiing last year, to lend their impor-

tant aid in corrupting the air.

L.—The numerous slaughter-liouses in the Fourth District, siaughtei-

and the many large vacheries and livery stables, with their oflFen- houses, &c.

sive and polluting exhalations

K.—The crowded, filthy and unventilated dwellings, in

low, damp situations, many in half-drained and unpaved lots crowded and

and courts, with filthy, stagnant water under the floors. fiuhy houses.

L.—And about sixty thousand of unacclimated population

which has been added to the city since the last severe

epidemic of 1847, and we have aggregated together materials

to produce an epidemic,'and the food to support it unprece-

dented in this country.

No man who is acquainted with these circumstances should

be at all surprised at the disastrous results which followed

;

there was no difficulty in predicting it apriori ; but our great
p^^j^ j^g

misfortune here is that the people are ignorant and ^ep^ig-??o-i,Qoj.a,nce.

rant of the condition of things. Delusive assurances are

constantly dinned into our ears of the " cleanliness and salu-

brity of the city," which after a while, deceives even the more

intelligent, and produces carelessness and quietude ofthe public

mind, when the most ceaseless vigilance is urgently called

for, from our position, and no official Board has existed for

years, whose special business it should have been to attend to this

important concern ! The large addition to our population is

not properly estimated, nor its results, and some explanation

is necessary. A population of exotics, unacquainted with

the requirements of hot climates, huddled together, jn close,

damp, unventilated apartments, with filth, poverty and intern- ^"^ ^^^ s'^"^"

perance, furnish materials in every climate for epidemics. In™^ ""^^ ^

more rigorous regions, of typhus ; in the hotter climates of
^'^^ p^p^"

every class of fevers, from the mildest to the most malignant.
\ .

grants*

In cities of rapid growth, there is always a tendency to an
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excess of this kind of population, where the people increase

faster than the city itself, buildings of an appropriate kind

are not found; hence the diligence and the surveillance that

is required on the part of the civil authorities to extend that

species of guardianship over these materials of its labor as

well as of its wealth, and future growth and prosperity, which

they are usually ignorant of. The more dense the population,

that is, the nearer men and habitations approach each other,

the more curtailed the term of life, especially, in a hot cli-

mate. Filth accumulates where there are no pavements, as in

many parts of our city, where was the greatest mortality last

„ , , season. The poisonous matter sinks into the soil, a danger-
Greatest mor- ^ o

tality where o*^^ compost is formed, which, from the closeness ofthe habita-

no pave- tions, Ventilation does not and cannot remove. During rainy

ments. seasoHS, (the season of heat and fever,) its tendency is to

spread, and when the temperature becomes favorable by ele-

vation, disease results. That this is not always the case when

they are apparently favorable to its production, only shows

that these require time for their peculiar combination and

physiological susceptibility to develop \i although sickness of

Mortality noiSonie hind or other is always present. The constitution is

from want of slowly Undermined, and the duration of life materially cur-

acciimaiion. tailed. It is then, erroneous to suppose that these rookeries

are not injurious to health, because they do not always produce

Jever and yelloivfever. There is neither necessity nor proprie-

ty in denominating this '' want qfacclimatio7i" The accusation

is no less a slander upon the climate than it is upon decency.

Filth is offensive to the mass of mankind, instinctively—as in-

jurious to his health and well being. It would be much more

so, were it not associated with habits and exposures that tend

to harden and invigorate, and thus render the system able to

bear what to another, totally unused to it, and more delicate-

ly raised, would be early fatal. Man cannot become so accli-

mated, (or so habituated to it) that it will not affect him; with
No accliraa- _^ ,.., , n ^ ^

climatic conditions he can, because Grod made one, and man
tion to filth.

the other ; it is at war with the elements of his being, it dilapi-
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dates the very foundation of life. In another page It has been

shown that more than sixty per cent, of the natives of Egypt

at times fall victims to their endemic fever, the ^\ngvie,horn and

hrought up in the midst of it, and in at least two parts of our

country, Petersburg and Bristol, no native reached the years

of maturity until certain physical conditions, on which they de-

pended, were altered ; and the miserable, squalid and unhealthy

condition of the crowded and cellar population of all cities,
^ ^ to what ex-

is ample proof of the fact. That man may become accli-
1 ^ •' tent accUraa-

mated, that is, accustomed to certain atmospheric elements,
j^j,i^^

such is the elastic power of his constitution, is admitted as a

fact of universal experience, and is explicable under physio-

logical laws, but to attribute the mortality that has occurred

here to his wanting this attribute, arising from these condi-

tions, leaving other things entirely out of the question, is a

2?oor and baseless excusefor indolence and carelessness, and a

reflection upon the habits of our people—a stain upon the

public authorities, and exhibits an ignorance of the climate

and of its influence on man.

The test of the salubrity of a city or country is hardly to

be estimated by its influence on the native population ; if so,

what is esteemed the most healthy region vi'ould be misnamed,

for there are but few countries that are not favorable to those

born there. Hence it is that we denominate the coast of

Africa, Batavia, Calcutta, &c., the most fatal to human health

and life, (in Rio, New Orleans is classed among them !) yet, the Th« tru. test

natives of these countries respectively, do not so denominate °'^'*"^ **'"''"'

them, and in fact, Ave know that they enjoy great physical '^^° a eoan-

try.

health and vigor. But who ever esteemed a place sickly where

he lived ! it is one of those pardonable weaknesses we can as

easily forgive, as account for. Hence then, the true test of

the salubrious condition of a country must be in itsfriendliness

to the stranger-—thefacility of its being reconciled to the re-

quirements of his constitution, and not merely to the native

—

the acclimated—the habituated to all its otherwise noxious

impressions, and such is the resiliency of man's constitution,

SO
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thathe can almostbeoome reconciled to ^nyi\ax\'g-^exceptjilt]i!

—Let me be understood : acclimation literally means, that the

constitution can become reconciled to that which forms the

climate of a place—that is, its atmospheric conditions of heat,
The meaning . „ mi-i n- -iiti i

moisture, etc. Ihis has nothmff to do with what i have else-
of acclima-

_

where denominated the " terrene " conditions. Habituation to
tion,

the things around us is often called "acclimation," and can

often be procured by a few months' residence, but it is not

acclimation, it is only a fixation of habits and a reconcilation to

the things about us, the rupture of which is the cause of so

much diversified sickness to travelers of ail kinds, new soldiers,

&c.—in fact, to all who break the habitual course of ordinary

life, that regular routine which is so conducive to lengthened

existence, and which the system has become so reconciled to as

to adopt it as one of the laws of its being.

The difficulty here, then, is not that of acclimation properly

considered, for this can be easily acquired, but it is to those

noxious causes (filth &c.,) that are injurious every where ( and

to which there can be no acclimation ), the more so, where heat

and moisture are superadded to them. The climate of this

place, then, is not lethal per se, but by those factitious condition s

imposed upon it, which we have the power, and it is our sacred

duty, to remove. Hence then, away with the nonsense about

the difficulty of acclimation, which only tends to blind the igno-

rant ; if we are to have a healthy city, we must have a really clean

one. It is the first ; it is the second ; it is—in the paraphrase

of Demosthenes

—

the last essential requirement. However it

may be, it formed an aggregation of materials, with the meteor-

ological adjuvants, sufficient to produce yellow fever, in any

part of the present and former yellow fever regions, if in the

East, a plague ; it far exceeds the prescription to produce yellow

fever, mentioned in a note at page 371, which in the opinion and

experience of eminent men accustomed to investigate yellow

fever for a long series of years, was amply sufficient for its

origination.

The compound origin, then, is a, clear and unequivocal one.

The real need,
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and rests on contingencies, which after a most thorough exam-

ination, 1 am fully convinced, the ability, the science and inge- ^^^ remedia-

nuity of man can counteract. The task, too, is not such a
'*

gigantic one. It can be accomplished without difficulty, by

public wealth ( not much ), by public spirit, of which we have

plenty for purposes not half so valuable, and more by public

determination, A hundred-fold more of each has been wasted

upon objects, not a thousandth part of the worth of this—nay,

whose value sinks into insignificance in comparison. Can any

thing be too expensive? Can any object be nobler ? Can any

earthly blessing compare in magnitude, to restoring salubrity

to a wealthy and populous city, and thus putting her in a condi-

tion to fulfil her great destiny, if it succeeds ! But, in order to

succeed, it has to be done co7n]iletely—no half-way measures, no

temporary expedients ; tliey are failures to the great public now,

will again fill this city with mourning, and are disgraceful to the

intelligence, and a stain upon the philanthropy of the South.

Before proceeding to the remedies for the disastrous condition

we have taken so much trouble to point out in detail, the result

of which it was so easy to predict before hand, let us dwell

for a moment, on the immediate and direct effect of these

agencies, which have to light us through the investigations of

the Commission, to show how demonstrably applicable our po-

sitions are.

The statement of the amount of disturbances of the original

soil, shows that this as 7iiuch exceeds that of former years, as
' J J i) ^ Tracing the

the mortality exceeded that of any other, except from the com-
^^ ^Bsofthe

bined efi"ect of cholera and yellow fever., in 1832! That at j-g^^grfVomtha

Algiers it commenced with it, most obviously aggravating, if it city, into the

did not originate the fever there, (as it did in the city in 179Y) country,

causing a large mortality—300 out of 350 hands employed

on the railroad, dying of it ; that this disturbance extended up

the coast, being at a distance from the river from one to one

and a half miles ; that following up the line of the road, the

villages of McDonogh and Gretna successively bore the brunt

of its influence ; that the unprecedented amount of fevers on
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plantations, near and in the rear of which these embankments

were made, of Mrs. Waggaman's -where the sickness was great

and the mortality large, of Mr. H. E,. W. Hill, where the sick-

ness was unprecedented—nearly every one suffering from it---Mr.

Hill himself and another gentleman falling victims to it ; that on

the Jackson Street Railroad, from the heart of the Fourth Dis-

trict, the mortality was fifty out of the eighty workmen em-

ployed, and from the whole of that district probably much

greater than from any part of the city ; that this effect was added

to on the Great Northern Railroad, nearly 50 per cent, of the force

employed, ha\'ing died of it.* That this road extended within

half a mile of Carrollton, where the mortality was very great, of

this disease, (and I believe, for the first time,) thence some ten or

fifteen miles in the rear of the plantations of the Messrs. Kenner

and. others, where sickness and mortality marked iaits track the

devastation of this fever
;
probably the first time the yellow fever

was in any of these rural districts on either side of the river.

That the probable reason why it was not so destructive in the

rear of the Second District of this city in the jnore immediate

neighborhood of the exposure from digging the Carondelet

Basin, was that it consisted ( with rare exceptions ) of an accli-

mated population, who almost alone were exposed to it, although

the sickness with them was very great.

Effect of in- That the tracing this fever throughout the Southwest, ( so

undations. far as we have been able to extend our investigations,) there

have been similar disturbances of the soil, or other adequate

Why rural causes of localization ; that the extensive inundations^ to which

districts in yarious parts of the State has been subject for divers years back,

other States
-j^^g i^ggjj qj^q ^^f ^q principal causcs of greater infliction on and

sn » j^gg^j. Q^^j, grej^^ streams, than in States not thus subject, and con-

sequently, this is the cause why they have not thus suffered in

their rural districts ; that these devastations did not occur at
W^hy fever

late in some ^^^^i ^^^ j^^^^ ^^^ proportion, (as sccu by the Report from Prof,

places. Blodgett ) and as soon as the other condition (i:he other "blade

* The actual mortality here could not be procured—the sick were usually sent to

the city, when iaken.
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of the shears "—always essential ) was present or matured, viz :

the occurrence of a sufficient amount of moisture.

In the resum^ of our facts, principles and deductions, for the

purpose of making- the subject more clear, satisfactory and con-

clusive, I present the

—

SANITARY MAP OF THE CITY.

Let us illustrate our principles still more closely, and apply

them to the actual condition or our city during the last year, by

inviting an examination of the Sanitary Map -we have prepared

after so much labor*, presenting the localization of all the cases

of yellow fever of the yem\ in the separate Wards ^ together

with the main causes which produced them, delineated on the

Map, thus furnishing the argumentum ad hominem, or practical

test of the truth of our principles.

We sat out with certain propositions in relation to the cause

of our epidemic and endemic yellow fevers, and gave the facts

and reasonings thereon. We have given the record of the ex-

perience of other cities and countries, in strict corroboration of

our views. From reasoning a, posteriori, we have stated in ad-

vance, by an a priori application, ihai an epidemic disease of -'^^p^^"^'*""

the worst form, must occur as a result of existant conditions, f
° '^^''"^"^*

Ttiat prediction was most fully verified. I now proceed to a

still more practical application, by exhibiting the Map, having

marked on it the locations of the various nuisances, to which,

theoretically and practically, we refer as the main cause of the

epidemic, (and I use the term in an extensive sense, embracing

the principal causes offensive to health,) together with the

localization of near 23,000 cases of yellow fever, which I have

collected from private and public sources, and the presumptive

locations of the balance (about 6,000), making in all a total of

29,120 cases.

I desired to construct a Map exhibiting sanitary districts,

formed solely of portions of the city having contiguous similar

* In the conetruction of this Map, I have received most invaluable aid from Major
S. G. Blanchard, of this city. Mr. D'Heniecourt, the Surveyor, and the able Street
CommisBioner, have also lent me their kind assistance.

t Published Report of the Academy of Sciences, of this city, for the year 1853.
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sanitary lia,bilities. That would iiave been rather more exact,

provided I could have obtained the amount of population in

each, so as to show the com^MraM/ve influence. That I found,

after full trial, impossible. I then determined to adopt the
Difficulties in . . .

division by Wards, such as they were Avhen the United States
computing "^ •'

the popuia-
^^ensus was taken, in 1850, as I would then have a standard for

tion. ratios—presuming that to furnish the necessary data, and from

which I could compute the increase of population, in the three

years that had elapsed since 1850. Accordingly, that was

adopted as the only possible plan. After completing the col-

lection of the localizations, as far as it was possible, I then pro-

ceeded to apply them. Upon scrutinizing the only returns sent

here from Washington, in which there was any division by

Wards, I found the population of three Wards in the First Dis-

trict enumerated in one aggregate, and the slave population left

out altogether ; and as a most remarkable and unusual number

of cases of yellow fever had occurred with that portion of the

population (and' it is believed) for the first time, and v/ere inclu-

Uity returns ded in my localizations, it was absolutely necessary to embrace

not reliable them. To sumiomit these difficulties, I had to consult all the

census returns of the city and State for the last seven years.

These I found so utterly discrepant that I had to calculate at

last upon a comparison of each, and various probabilities, and

make the best approximate estimate of the total population of

each Ward the subject was susceptible of, and accordingly pre-

sent table R, not as the exact population, but believed to be

as near it as it was possible to get.

Affain : in order to avoid making the Map too large, or on so
Map too

^ ....
small a scale as to be indistinct, it was necessary to exclude the

exhibition of some important agencies, to which great efficiency

has been ascribed in the production of the fever, viz : basins and

canals that have had their filty detritus exposed to the atmos-

phere, levee dug and embanked, and the low swamps and open

drains of the entire neighborhood.

Total cases of '];']-^q number of cases of yellow fever occurring in the city

yeiow ever.
^yj,j^g ^j^g yggj ^^g estimated to have amounted to 29,120
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At an early period the Sanitary Commission issued a

circular, requesting professional gentlemen, and others, ^^^ *''""

to transmit to it a statement of the localities of their
private prac-

yellow fever cases, and all other cases of the zymotic

class. A few responded at an early day, in full ; most

of the others were personally solicited by me. The gen-

tlemen whose names'* are mentioned in a note, below,

kindly furnished data, which, with those before men-

tioned, amount to 7,624

The Howard Association promptly furnished its

records, and from it, and several of the members, who ^''°'" ''"''''°

attended cases not recorded on their books—what was

called " outside cases "—and from the various public

institutions, mentioned in another page, was procured

the localization of ' 14,680

To these is to be added those of the Charity Hospital

and some other institutions, which do not record what From charity

part of the city the cases come from that they receive,
HospuaL

were equally distributed in the different Wards, in the

iproportion these Wards had already furnished the

known cases—these amount to 3,8*72

The Sanitary Commission, after a full examination of

the list and the localization of the distribution, and of Balance how

those who had furnished them, that from some portions distributed,

of the city few physicians had complied with our appli-

cations, were of opinion that 2,994, distributed among

the four districts, according to these apparent deficien-

cies, would be a fair equalization. They were accord-

* The following professional gentlemen have kindly responded, to my application
for the localization of their yellow fever cases, and are entitled to the thanks of the
Sanitary Commission therefor, viz : Drs. Benedict, Copes, Henderson, Wood, Poel-
man, Kovalisld, Axson, Dalton, Rhodes, Davezac, Cantrelle, Seguin, Lemonier,
Lindsay, Hart, iitone, Picton, Fanner, Zehender, Cenas, Baldwin, Mather, Sunder-
land, Batchelder, Smith, Stille, McElvy, Ball, Campbell, Dodson, Adler, Quilling,
Bensadon, Wedderstrandt, Kennedy, Jones, Beugnot, Moss, Wetzell, Jaubert, Bar-
be, Pecquet, &c.
The merabers of the Howard Association have kindly furnished me their Book of

Record, and Messrs. Bouillemet, Whithall, Willis, Robertson, Nimmo, Shaw,
Connitfe, and various others, have ably supplied me valuable details about localities,
" pest houses," the character of the cases in different localities, &c. &c., which,
with the aid of my brethren, above, furnish great additional value to the observa-
tions and deductions connected with the Sanitary Map.
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ingly divided among the several Wards of each District,

upon the principles just laid down 2,994

29,120

Accordingly^ I present table R, which presents in its first

column the Districts and Wards, separately ; the second col-

umn furnishes the estimated population ; the third, the cases

occurring in private practice, as reported to me, and in such

Explanation
pi-^t>lic institutions, in which the localities were noted, amount-

ofTabieR. ing to 22,304. These, as being more definite, are calculated

separately, and their ratios placed in the fourth column. The

fifth contains the estimated unreported, and upon the principle

stated above ; the sixth furnishes the aggregate of the whole,

and the seventh, the ratios these bear to the population in the

second. The last column furnishes the estimated proportion,

in population only, the colored bear to the whites in each Dis-

trict, as they are less susceptible of yellow fever than the latter.

I wish I could add the proportions of the already acclimated, in

each, also, but that was impossible.

It is to be deeply regretted that it is found necessary to

form estitiiates, instead of calculations from p)recise data.

As the subject was one of vast importance to the community,

extraordinary pains and labor were expended to make the

results approximate to truth as near as possible. It is believed

to do so, and will be obviously useful for most practical pur-

poses.

In presenting these important details, in procuring the local-

izations from my professional brethren, and the philanthropic

members of the Howard and other Associations—from examin-
ouree«o

"'"ing the localities of the various nuisances—the "pest houses"

—the unpaved, filthy yards, and low lots and squares—(ponds,

in the rainy or sickly season)—basins-—canals and open drains,

and the filthy materials thrown from them—the exposure of

fresh earth—the cemeteries—vacheries, livery stables—slaugh-

ter-houses and unpaved streets, to which so much evil has been

so properly and so justly attributed—information has been ob-

tained, opinions rAcejved and facts gathered, so Tnnfh in accord-
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auce and corroboration of the sentiments so fully expressed in

other parts of this Report, that it seems to be tautology to

repeat them here. Nevertheless, as facts, however, portrayed to

the eye and of localities near and around ys, known to all, have,

usitally, a more lasting impression upon the mass than theoret-

ical principles, or statements from abroad, however strong, ap-

propriate and well founded—attention is invited to the delinea-

tion of these various sources of disease on the Sanitary Map,

and then to the table R, to show the consequences of them.

So clear and convincing are these facts, when brought to explain

each other, that longer skepticism on the subject is set at defi-

ance. Let us, then, scrutinize them undei the following circum- pfopositiom.

stances : 1st. If, on examination, it is found that when the

various sources (above enumerated) are found, and there, like-

wise, has prevailed the yellow fever, and almost in precise pro-

portion to their existence. 2d. If this fever has prevailed there,

not only in numerical proportion to the population, but in p)'>'o-

portionate malignancy. 3d. If we find that all antecedent ex-

perience which has influenced society in the establishment of

sanitary measures, is here confirmed and corroborated. 4th. ^nj ,.gg^ijg^

That our city has been suffering a frightful calamity, resulting

in great injury to the population, and a ruined reputation, and

from removable causes ; and, finally : 5th. That all, or nearly all

our past calamities could have been prevented ! Surely, there vidll

be no longer any hesitation as to the adoption of the most

efficient and speedy measures, not only to correct them and

prevent their repetition, but to set ourselves right in the eyes

of our countrymen and the world^ to whose public opinion

none are too exalted and none are too Ioav to be independent of,

or uninfluenced by, as well for the sake of the direct interest

of the city itself. But to the proof—-and I shall commence

with the upper part of the city

:

THE FOURTH DISTRICT.

This district is estimated to have contained, in 1853, fifteen

thousand three hundred and ten inhabitants, without including

a large proportion of recent immigrants, the whole of which, /

51
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for the year, has been estimated, in another place, at ahout five

thousand, divided among the four districts in a very dispropor-

tionate degree. These, of course, were first subject to, and

earhest felt the epidemic influence, and living mostly in impov-

ensued circumstances, were crowded together m the cheapest
and number of

. , , and most comfortless dwellings. The number of cases of yellow
cases m 4th '^ •'

District
fever in the entire district, is estimated to have been seven

thousand two hundred and forty-eight, of which five thousand

six hundred and fifty-three were reported to me by the physi-

cians in attendance, in Avhich also are included those from the

Howard Association, and other institutions, and the balance

allotted, by the Sanitarv Commission, from public institutions
HatiopwlOOO ' /_

' ' ^
^

and physicians not reporting. Being at the rate of four hun^

dred and fifty-two per thousand of the population ; more than

double that of any of the other districts.

CauNB. Let us see how this can be reasonably accounted for.

1st—In this district there are but two pavements. These

are of cubic stone blocks, and are very ffood, as far as they so.
l9t—Want of '

_
J & ' .; &

One extends across the entire breadth of the district, near the

river, and the other one-third lower down and about one-half

of the breadth. There are several extensive plank roads,

(which are delineated on the map,) but much the largest part of

the district is not paved at all, and especially the sickliest

portion.

2d.—This district has a vast number of unfilled squares and

lots, below the level of the streets ; some of which are even

_
built upon, on piles or bricks, having water almost constantly

or ponds.
Under the houses, which are of wood, old and rotten, and

during the rainy season, (which is the sickly season,) become

ponds, and often very nauseous ones too, and are at all times the

receptacle of filth and impurities, the drainings of the yards.

These are also mostly noted on the map.

3d.—Three extensive cemeteries exist in the district, in which
3d- Three

. _
'

. . were buried, last year, near three thousand dead bodies. It was
cemeteries. ' ' '

in one of these that the olteusive exposure of bodies occurred,

so painful to the public.
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4th.—Not far fi'om the ceutre of this district, was the earth

exposure, necessary for laying down the Jackson and Lfike

Pontchartrain Railroad ; and within its limits exist one of the '

""

most dano-erous and dissrraceful nuisances in the city, the half*
.

* •'

Gormley'sba-

filled Gormley Basin and Canal, the common receptacle of the
.

*' '
-"^ Bin and man-

drainage and filth of a large portion of this and the adjoining
„f^(.torie«

district, bordered by most offensive tallow and soap manufac-

tories.

5tli.—Probably almost equal to any of these, are the low, sui-Crowd-

crowded, filthy lodging houses, particularly in Adele, Rousseau, ins houses,

and St. Mary streets.

6th.—And finally, the extensive butcheries and vacheries.

These amply account for any amount of sickness, when united,

to the remarkable meteorological condition of the year, togj^^gi^j^^

the entire satisfaction of anj'- inquirer after truth, and who houses, &c.

will apply the best recognized principles of medicine to its

explanation.

With sijecial reference to the wards themselves, it may be

said that the First Ward, which has the laro^est ratio of insalu- , „, ,' * 1st Ward—
brity, that a very large portion of it in Adele, Rousseau, and q^^^ and

St. Mary streets, were but a series of low, crowded, and filthy proportion.

" pest houses," inhabited by the lowest class of people, with

scarcely any pavements, and many unfilled lots and stagnant

reservoirs of putrid water. The proportion here was five hun-

dred and forty-two per one thousand.

That the next Avorst ward, the Third, contained all the ceme-

teries, and most of the vacheries ; on the lower portion it was ^ do.—and

bounded by the new Jackson street railroad, (five-eighths of
"'

whose laborers fell victims to the epidemic) and the swamp.

The proportion here, was five hundred and eight per thousand.
5th do.—and

That the next worst ward, the Fifth, contained all the

butcheries, and many low empty lots or ponds. The propor-

tion here was four hundred and fifty-two per thousand.

That the Fourth Ward, which is the fourth also in the ratio ,, ..
' 4th—and do.

of cases, more than three-fourths of the cases actually occurred

immediately around and in the vicinity of that horrid nuisance,
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Gormley's Basin and Canal, and tlie extremely offensive soap

and candle factories about them, tlie rest of tlie ward being-

comparatively healthy. The proportion is four hundred and

thirty-three per thousand.

The Second Ward has numerous low lots, (or rather ponds,)

houses on unfilled lots, small crowded tenements, and few pave-

ments. The proportion here is four hundred and twentj^-one

per thousand. The boundaries of the ward are shown on the

map.

The character and malignity of the cases in portions of this

district eminently illustrate the position, that wherever the

causes enumerated existed in excess, the virulent character of

the disease was usually proportioned, and that there existed

there a concentrated influence, inimical to human health and

life, that set at defiance, in a ijreat many instances, all skill in
Malignity of '

. .

' f J
^

i

. medicine, and all the resources of art and kindness. Two of
the cases in '

proportion to
these have been particularly reported to me, viz : the vicinage

concentration of Gormlcy's Basin, and Adele, St. Mary, and Rousseau streets,

of the cans*, near it, in the immediate neighborhood of both of which places,

the epidemic had some of its earliest victims. Of the first, an

intelligent physician, who had a large and painful experience,

reports to us, that he " Hei'e witnessed the disease in its most

" malignant and revolting aspect. It was not in individual cases

" only, that it thus showed itself, but the type in the district

" was uniform ; day after day I was reminded most forci-

" bly of Boccacio's graphic description of the plague in

"Florence; they almost uniformly bid defiance to every

" variety of treatment. From the very inception of the dis-

"ease, dissolution was stamped upon their countenances,

" with a distinctness appalling to behold. Not only this, but
" even in the small minority that recovered, their recovery

" from the fever was followed by the appearance of furun-

" culi from the crown to heel; and in one or two their shat-

" tered frames sunk under the drain which followed their

" maturation. The condition of this portion of the city was
" disgusting and revolting beyond all expression ; filth of
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" every character crowded the streets, gutters, pavements,

" and even the houses in many instances.

Remarks and observations of the same tenor have been made

to me by various members of the HoAvard Association in rela-

tion to the cases in Adele street, and its neighborhood, where

they so nobly devoted their time for the benefit of suffering

humanity.

The First District, or next in order, is estimated to have
1st District

—

contained 60,695 inhabitants—11,097 cases of yellow fever „ , .

' ' •' Population

were reported to me by the faculty and members of the How- ^^^ ^^^^

ai'd Association and public institutions, the balance, or 3,166,

was estimated by the Sanitary Commission, upon the grounds

already stated, from public institutions, and physicians not re-

porting—producing an aggregate amount of 14,263, and a ratio

to the whole population of 234 to the 1,000.

The difficulty in accounting for the sickness here is no greater

than in the district above it. True, it has more pavements, but

a very large portion is without them, and they are of the worst

kind (or pebble pavement)—but very partially protecting from

evaporation or absorption. The sanitary condition of the whole

river front of the First and Fourth Districts was doubtless in-

fluenced much by the extensive disturbances of the soil on the

opposite side of the river, the wind blowing almost every day

from that quarter, and also from the foul ships in front of them.

The First Ward, bounded by Felicity, Benjamin, Magazine

and the river—exhibits the largest ratio of sickness. Here ex- 1st Ward—

isted the spots of LyncKs Roiv, and a nearly similar one on

Tchoupitoulas street, and many other houses in the neighbor- ^'''"'^''''' ^"''^

hood consisting of crowded, filthy tenements, with unpaved

yards, privies running over and into the streets, the nests of the

lowest and most intemperate population, and so of Whitney's

old pickery and of similarly offensive blocks in Pacanier and wiiitney's

other streets. These fever fountains have been for years the pickery,

receptacles and manufactories of pestilence. Whenever an epi-

demic has visited the city, whether yellow fever, cholera,ship fever,

&c., here have been its favorite haunts. " Lya^'s Row " is enti-
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tied to the pre-eminence, for, I am credibly informed, that during

Blocks in Pa- t];ie epidemic cholera in the winters of 1848-9, no less than
canier and jQg ^^^^ bodies was taken from it in a very short time, , It is

other streets, conspicuous for its filthy and crowded condition, with overflow-

ing privies and bad ventilation, as they all are. To which add

an extensive liver front with the banks the receptacle of fi-Lth,

the batture embracing ponds, with exposure of soil in relaying

Annunciation street, during the summer, and intercourse with

filthy ships, and the condition will fulfil any expectation of in-

salubrity, however exaggerated. The number of cases traced to

and allotted to it is 459 per 1,000.

The next worst Ward is the old Seventh, formed by the new

Canal, Circus and Canal streets, and the swamp. Here we

have an extensive disturbance of the soil for laying pipes for

five or six squares down Perdido street, from Philippa—the Girod

street Cemetery, where was buried during the year 638 bodies

—the filth from the dredged canal, and the open canals and

drains and receptacles of filth from the upper part of the city

and swamp in the rear, and the fever nests of Iloeyh and Coleh

Nuisances in. Rows, near the Work-House, consisting of small crowded filthy

rooms, badly ventilated, with bad supplies of water. This ward

is but partially paved, with the same kind of pavement as in

the first—the cross streets not at all ; in this ward are located

two extensive Hospitals and the Gas Works, occupying several

squares, having large open drains and the swamps just in the

rear. The number of cases of yellow fever in it was 349 per

1,000.

The Second Ward having for its limits. Magazine, Felicity

and Thalia streets, have scarcely any pavements, the open Mel-

pomene drain extends nearly through its centre, extensive dis-

2d Ward. turbance of the soil occurred for the laying of pipes in Pyrtania,

Causes. ApoUo and Bacchus and Clio streets, and Gormley's Basin and

Canal immediately adjoins it. The proportion of sickness was

27*7 per 1,000.

The next in rank is the Fourth Ward, margined by Thalia,

Camp to Julia and down Julia to and with the canal. This is

4th Ward, characterized by having the open drains of part of the Mel-

Caii=e«
pomene, with its refuse of city filth exposed to the atmosphere,

the open Triton Walk conduits and the stagnant canal, with.the
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exposures for laying down pipes in Prytania and Camp streets,

Apollo and Bacclius streets, extensive exposures of earth for

several squares (5 or 6) in Erato street, from Dryades for the

same, also at the lower end of Calliope street, for the same and

for railroad purposes. The ward is but partially paved and very

badly drained in the rear, and very low, and badly supplied with

water for the purposes of cleanliness. The proportion 216 j^er

1,000.

The Third Wa7-d, bounded by Benjamin out to Camp and

down Camp to Julia, and thence to the river, embraces the„,,„
,^ ' 3d Ward.

crowded thoroughfares and dwellings about the market and in

North and South streets ; the fever brooding place of 82 Julia,

better known as McConanfs or MitcheWs Yard, Leedh Roiv, on ^e^'*' "^°'*-

Melicerte street, the old German Theatre on Magazine street,

and about the " triangle " with their crowded, filthy and bad

ventilated rookeries, with a large exj)osure of batture in front,

and its filthy bank and wharves—the result here is 164 per

1,000.

The Sixth Ward, within the limits of St. Charles, Canal,

Circus and Julia streets, is well paved (but with pebble stone

only) and contains the dangerous nuisance and fever spot of^*^"'''

KirwaiTbS Row, in Philippa street, sometimes known as " Irish

Row, " and was the theatre of a large mortality last year from pever neau.

the croAvded, filthy and unventilated condition of its rooms

—

the same obiection holds to the confined and crowded buildinofs
''

.

* Causes.

around Poydras Market, and the filthy and immoral receptacles

in Perdido street, and the "fever nests" produced by the large

livery stables vitiating the atmosphere of an extensive neighbor-

hood, near the very centre of the ward, and having the refuse

of extensive hotels. The proportion is 121 per 1,000.

And lastly, the Fifth Ward, bounded by Julia, St. Charles,

Canal and the river: this ward is similarly placed, and being

the location of the principal hotels and restaurats, is exposed

to their refuse, with their susceptible subjects of recent im- Causes,

migrants and strangers, its bad sanitary condition must be

attributed largely to the disturbance of the soil in preparing
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2d District.

Population

and oases.

ad Ward.

Causes.

5th Ward.

Causes.

to erect the large number of new buildings in front, and in ta-

king up and preparing for new pavements there, and for gas,

and water; the extensive batture and filthy river banks and

wharves, and the large livery stables in its limits. These last

mentioned wards were not visited by the fever until a late

period. The proportion here is 119 per 1,000.

The Second District.—This contains an estimated pop-

ulation of 49,926, with 3,145 cases reported to me by pri-

vate practitioners, and occurring there, known to the How-

ard Association, with an allotment of the balance to make up

4,377 cases, or 87 per 1,000. The cause of this immense

difference is obvious enough, and although the several wards

differ in their proportions of these cases, the causes are as

manifest as their great difference in amount.

Ward No. 2, bounded by Canal, Rampart, St. Louis and

the Swamp, having more than double the amount of the

average of the district, or 173 per 1,000 embraces in its limits

all the cemeteries of the District, (^oifour squares) and in

which were buried last j'ear 1,163 bodies, the open and half

stagnant Claiborne and Canal street drains, and the filthy

conduits in the rear, the receptacle of a large portion of the

foul and corrupting materials of the upper part of this por-

tion of the city, and vicinity, and the influence of the swamps

and open drains beyond.

T?ie Fifth Ward, immediately North of this to St. Philip

street embraces the open canals, Carondelet and Claiborne,

the recipient of the filth of the upper portion of the city and

not beyond the influence of the large exposure of earth made

for this canal and its new basin, and its enlargement. The

proportion here is 123 per 1,000.

The most of the balance of the cases in this district oc-

curred in the front portions of the third, fourth and sixth

wards, in the vicinity of the markets, and in the disgusting

and horrid purlieus of this neighborhood, in the first few

blocks of Main street, PJiilip and TJrsuline streets, and in Gal-

latin street. Language fails in portraying the loathsome ex-
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hibition wbicli these yever maimfactories pi'esented; they can

only be paralleled by some of the plague spots in the first^®^""*'** '"

and fourth districts. A large portion of them consist of
^™"* "^ "'^

boarding or rather lodging houses, occupied, nnany of them,
scribed.

by crowds who only sleep there, eating and working out,

with no privies, (these being monopolized by the tenants on

the ground floor,) the streets and levee opposite are used for

this purpose ; small rooms are sometimes occupied by whole

families; some use them for raising fowls and dogs, and as

receptacles for vegetables for market, and the refuse of the

unsalables of the market, from day to day, with little regard

to removing the half decayed relics. No doubt these condi-

tions were greatly aided by di^urbing Chartres and Royal

streets, for relaying pavements, and Bourbon street, for laying

down large water mains. An active and efficient practical

member of the Howard Association, who attended in this

part of the district in his report to me says that " along every

street where paving or d'gging for laying the water pipes was

carried on the disease vja,s rcjnarkabhj more intense, and also*

from actual observation, here and in St. John Baptist, the

mortality was greatly in proportion to the rooms or houses

being nearer the ground." The filthy state of the river bank

opposite, (the river being very low, as it always is during our

epidemics,) and particularly that portion devoted to the drain-

age of sugar and molasses. The balance of that district is

comparatively healthy, being vi'ell paved, with a large j^ropor-

tion of acclimated population, which aids much in explaining

the comparatively inefficient influence of the pestiferous spots

pointed out, on the population.

Is it at all astonishing that pestilence here has its favorite
_ _ _ _

The reason

haunts ? Is it not more astonishing that it does nut exist here, ,^ ' why yellow

and in such places every year—nay, all the year 1 Nothing
^^^^^ ^^^

shows clearer to my mind the conviction of the true expla- not aiithe

nation of the views put forth in a preceding section in relation year, and why

to the necessity of the existence of two conditions ior this'™''^ to®

class of fevers. It surely is a munificent and merciful difipen-"'^^^*''*'
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sation of Providence, otherwise, the local population of sueli

tainted spots that I have pointed out would be entirely cut oiT

and why is it that yellow fever epidemics have a limited du-

ration of fiom sixty to ninety days, whether it breaks out

early or late 1 the meteorological change always ensues,

witJi—drawing one of tlie conditions on •which the pestilence

depends

!

The Third District contained an estimated population

3d District, of 28,202, in which 2,409 have been reported to me, and 823

have been allotted to it, (as before explained of the other dis-

tricts) making 3,232, or 114 to the thousand. This is a large

Population number for that district, and arises mostly from the crowded
an ratios.

^^^ filthy Condition of localities and houses devoted to pur-

poses such as I have just described about St. Philip and Main

streets ; these are their rookeries in and about Enghien and

Moreau streets, the dirty, rag depository on Ferdinand street,

a four story block, the receptacle of every species of outcast

filth ; cheap lodgings for immigrants, and the poorer and more

reckless of the laboring class, requiring always the closest

surveillance on the part of the civil authorities to prevent

their creating and evolving a poisonous atmosphere that wili

infect the neighborhood, and in no situation is the paternal

kindness and vigilance of municipal government more con-

spicuously shown, than in correcting and repressing the haunts

and manufactories of disease, crime and vice. It is arresting

it at the fountain head, it is ascending to its sources. The

cupidity of landlords who lease, and the sub-lessor, even

to the third and fourth classes, who does it under him, the

sole object of whom is to derive the largest profit out of the

smallest space, and the least trouble, doles out to the poor

occupant the least possible space ; these, in many instance.4,

are immigrants, who are ignorant of the pregnant fact that

crowding here is much more dangerous than it is in cold cli-

mates, where they come from ; it is also composed of a large

portion of our valuable laboring class, who are mostly reck-

kss, and also ignorant of or unable to apply any measures

Consequences

on the com-

mniiity.
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of personitl hygiene ; the consequence is the inexorable pen-

alty, in loss of health and life ; the neighborhood becomes in-

fected, and the community suffyis directly, and indirectly, for

the support of hospitals, infirmaries, and orphan asylums,

the repression of crime and vice, the extension of disease,

and also in the loss of labor, that is one of the main ingredi-

ents in its wealth, and in loss of character

Most of the cases in this district were from public 2'>i'(^ctice—
, , . n 1 ..,.,. ,, Cause of in-

( that IS irom eleemosynary associations, ) showing: at once the cnar-
^ •> •>

.
salubrity.

acter of the subjects and the sources of the disease. The balance

ofthe district exhibits a very low milesimal insalubrity. The dis-

turbances of the soil, in digging for laying down pipes, and the

cleansing out drains, and exposing their detritus to the summer's

sun, and the filthy bank of the river in the neighborhood, being the

common deposit of filth, here existing the greatest insalubrity,

(this nuisance has been a common cause of complaint for years,)

together with the polluting air of a cemetery, in which was buried,

during the year 2,446 bodies, aided much in adding to the num-

ber and force of the epidemic here. The map shows the loca-

tion of these, and reference to Table R will exhibit the state of

each of the wards, here and throughout the city.

In the allotment and distribution made of the cases to the sev-

eral wards and districts, it will be seen that there is a vast differ-

ence in numerical ratios. It is to be borne in mind, however,

that there is a great difference in the relative number of the ac- ^he number

climated in each of the districts, being greater in the respective of acclimated

districts in the inverse ratio of the number of cases, but, most population

manifestly, in insufficient amount at all to diminish the force and diminishes the

nature of the conclusion come to, that the cases occurred in pre- '*''°^"

cise proportion to filthiness and crowding, and the other condi-

tions named of the several localities specified, and some of these

in the Second and Third. Districts, would nearly vie with, some

of the worst in the districts above, and had the proportion of un-

acclimated subjects been greater, the number of eases would more

nearly have equalled some of the worst fever nests and plague

spots up town.
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«

The condition of the population on the opposite side of th

river, is not embraced, directly, in our investigations, and hence
giers.

1^ Yias not received that attention we have devoted to this, and

our information is less definite and special. The Avhite popula-

Popniation, tion is estimated to have been about 3000, and there was pro-

ratio and bably fully half that number of cases of fever. This was, no

eausB. doubt, mainly caused by the large disturbance and exposure of

the soil for the railroad and levee.

It is well known that the disease commenced at its various

headquarters—pest houses and infected localities, and the filthy

Origin of the shipping mostlv tVom Northern and Eiu'opean ports, about the

tevei, same time ; that it continued in most of them throughout the

season, that in a very few (probably but one) it attacked the most

susceptible subjects only, and then abated for the nonce ; that it

always seizes the most susceptible first; that this is usually in

jj^i^jj^gj-g^.^j,
the filthiest, worst drained and paved, and worst ventilated and

spreads from niost crowded portious of the city ; that here it seems to gather

locality to lo- force and strength, and extend to neighboiing portions, that this

eaiity. was Specially verified with us, and that to show the nature of

pavements alone, it was at least a month and even more after

the epidemic broke out, before it reached the paved portions of

the city, and those grades and classes of society that paid more

respect to their hygiene—personal and domestic—that so iiifluen'

tial are these in their protective capacities, that some susceptible

families and subjects, lisdng almost in the midst of the infected

.
districts, escaped, almost entirely, by proper attention to them

;

that, finally, the whole city atmosphere seemed more or less

tainted Avith the influence and extension of the poison, as the ma-

teries morbi became more matured and the resisting power over-

come, as if the multiplica,tion of decay, disease and death con-

Difference iiiBumed the ozone or purifying element in the atmosphere. It

Korthern ^^^^ Seemed to form an electric chain—the links successively

cities, and feeling the intiuence until the whole becomes afl'ected and sur-

canse. charged. Northern cities are differently situated from ours in

their variations of elevation, and of course, in their atmospheri-

cal relations, an epidemic yellow fellow has consequently never

prevailed throu^koici their entire extent. So true is it, that the
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conditions we have taken so much pains to point out, find illus-

ti'atioiis and applicability every where.

There is no arguing against facts,—the most unpre;judiced

—

the most unequivocal testimony is furnished by Intelligent men

who have no theory to support, in the fullest corroboration of
^'>''®*'^""s

the practical views set forth in this report. Axid it requires

nothing biit a visit and familiarity with these haunts of disease

and festering sores to convince the most skeptical that filth

(crowding Is the same thing—for it speedily generates it) high tem-

perature and humidity produces yellow fever,—and yellow fever

of the worst form,—that its type usually depends upon the con-

centration of the productive causes, with individual exceptions,

with strong resisting power—the excejHio jrrohat regulavi,—
that from theseybcj, it emanates as by radiation and expansion

—dependant somewhat upon the direction of the wind, and

thus contaminates the entire community (where the conditions

can be assimilated.) These facts are conclusively shown by the
terested.

manner in which the disease originating in these centres—spread

during the last summer. And it is well known that where yelloAV

fever is not the result (as this is confined to a certain class of

subjects) nearly all other diseases are aggravated by it, by lessen-

ning the tone and vigor and resisting power of the individual.

All then are interested even to the extent of the health and

lives of their families, in the earliest adoption and strictest ap-

plication of sanitary measures—and to be coerced with the

whole force and funds of the body politic.

With all our labor, and it has not been small—we have

proved little more than has been proved a thousand times be-

fore,—that one of the most efficient agents in the production of

yellow fever is filth of all kinds. May it be estimated as a cor-
^''^ '^""'"

roboration of antecedent and well established facts and convic-
. . .

us more apt to

tions ;—may it make a practical unpression at home, smce they
*' be impressive.

have occurred in our midst, and been but the application of the

pregnant facts occurring in localities, that cannot be forgotten

by those who witnessed them. If there are other opinions,—as

v/ould seem, by our having done so little heretofore to prevent
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these terrible results—they have been gravely rebuked by the

occurrences of the year, and must now yield to the demonstra-

tion before us,
'

' opinionem commenta delet dies—natura judi-

cia confirmat.''''

No man can say—-or ought to say—that he can dodge—or is

uninterested in this question. If he is no longer subject to

yellowfiver, yet vitiated air affects the sanitary condition of all.

Is there one so insulated that has the effronteiy to say, he is not

interested in what so deeply affects the welfare and 'prosperity

of society, pecuniary, commercial, social, moral, religious?

if so, society should arise in its might and banish the wretch

from among us,—:he is no longer fit to participate in the num-

berless blessings for which we are indebted to the kindness of a

merciful Providence.

The largest portion of the population of this city, has had

their nativities out of the State. The United States census of

Proportion of 1850 -informs us, that hut one-third of the population only

natives and claims a Liouisidna nativity or 38,337,—that 18,136 derive

those born tlicirs from Other portions of the United States, and that 65,541,
elsewhere in

^^ nearly half come from foreign countries, lea\dng out the
"^

^*"^' colored population altogether. The proportions in which they

have been affected by the epidemic, is stated in table H. On

the "cost of acclimation"—Section III. It is evident that this

large immigrant population, forming more than two-thirds of

the white population of the city—and constantly augmenting in

a still greater ratio, claims the greatest value—in measurably

making this city what it is (and what would it have been with-

out them ?) and every consideration in a hygienic point of view,

for they form the element of its future growth and destiny.

SECTIOls^ X.

REMEDIATE OR PREVENTIVE MEANS.

Sow far man can control temperature^ moisture—Influence of

tvooden houses—Best pavement—How to influence winds—
Whence their bad qualities. Mow and when streets to be
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cleaned— Custom elsetvhere—Empty lots as a source of dis-

ease— Other causes, Gormley^s Basin. Streams of running

water in the streets. Difficulty as to privies—The great one

—Hotu remedied— Value of drainage—No farther burial in

cities—Best water, what— City water and city air the same-
Plenty of water requiredfor health. Surveillance in erection

of houses— Certain buildings forbidden in citiesfor a tivo-fold

reason—Influence of social habits on yellow fever.

In the practical application of these important measures, the

only value of the preceding investigations—we propose treating

them in the same order we have heretofore embraced.

HEAT AND RADIATION (i. c. direct and indirect.)

To say that man has no influence on meteorological condi-

tions, is to degrade him to the level of the lower animals. Man Man's influ-

is, probably, the only animal that understands how to arrange ence on tem-

temperature to suit him and apply it to his diversified wants, peratme.

and has been defined by some naturalists "a cooking animal."

Temperature when too great is controled by domestic covering

of various kinds, by large rooms with lofty ceilings and by

occlusion. St. Paul's in London, is said to be 10" cooler than

the surrounding buildings (from its vast extent), and so of all

large rooms. By excluding reflected temperature and keeping

the rooms dark, we can here procure a temperature, seldom

exceeding 82° 4'. So great a difference does this make Avhen

eflfectually done, when aided by thick walls to prevent the trans-

mission of heat, that we can in this way approach the average

temperature of the latitude. The depression accomplished in

this way, at the North, between in door and out door temperature,

is so great that some physicians there, have given it as their

opinion, that it may be even hazardous to health ! Large rooms

with the power of perfect occlusion here, would answer many

valuable purposes. They would not only be cooler, but supply

a body of fresh air, and if opened at proper times only, be

drier. No one, rightly informed, dreams of a high tenij^erature

being the sole cause of yellow fever ; otherv/ise it would prevail

over half the habitable globe. That a prevalence for some
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montlis of a range from 80*^ to 88°, is essential to its produc-

tion has been shown in another place, and is undeniable. With

an average temperature throughout the day of about 79° during

the five toarm months, every mode by which we could protect

ourselves from direct and reflected temperature should be adop-

ted, planting ti'ees in the public squares and broadest streets,

furnishing shade and pure air during the day, and absorbing

the noxious gases during the night, encouraging the erection of

verandas to our houses, erecting an extensive shed on the river

bank, where is the greatest exposure of the unacclimated popu-

lation, and serving for recreation when the business houis and

business season is over, during the sickly period of summer,

streams of water constantly passing through our streets during

the day (not night,) would greatly promote this important and

healthful purpose, the more so as the temperature of river water

is much below that of the air.

The important practical question then is answered, that by

On a larger tliese means we have much control over temperature. This is

scale. done on a large scale, by extending our improving hand into the

neighborhood, removing the forest growth, and draining the

swamps and cultivating the soil. We not only lessen the amount

of moisture thereby, which does so much injury, but exchang-

ing the moist to a dry condition, we increase the perflation

thereby, and hence by increasing evaporation (the drying

power) and lowering the dew point, we really lower the tem-

perature to our feelings, at least 5° during the warm months

Actual proofnow, and it would be greatly increased with the improvement

here. Suggested. This has actually been already accomplished here

in relation to temperature to a certain extent, by our more ex-

tended clearings creating increased ventilation, beyond that

enjoyed in ISOT-'IO, for by comparing Lafon's tables at that

period and ours now, there is an average dej^ression of about

.3°, while the extremes are less.* The influence of temperature

is so great on health that it has been ascertained in London

* ftee chart to Report to State Medical Soeietv.
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from actual observation, that a depression of 10° in ivinter is

fatal to 300 additional of ii?,poor weekly!

It is perfectly obvious, the nearer we can make a city approach,

the country of its vicinage, as to hea.t, moisture, dryness, and

cleanliness, and all those conditions which conduce to purity of
ouglit to be.

air, and of course, salubrity, we shall, in the same proportion,

improve it. There are few rural districts in the United States

much more healthy than those in our neighborhood. The

average mortality during a very sickly year, when the United

States census was taken, made it amount to about two percent,

which is a convincing fact that the climate is not sickly per se,

but has become so from superadded conditions. Let this en-

courage us to renewed exertions and bring it back to what it

has been and ought to be.

Moisture^ probably tlie most important meteorological condi-

tion that influences the health of man, is the moisture in the

atmosphere, I mean that condition which is beyond and raeasu-

rably independent of rain. This is measured alone by the

hygrometer, its destructive influence when conjoined with a high

temperature is well known and has been dwelt upon in the pre-

ceding pages. Rains, in ordinary seasons serve to deplete tem-

porarily, the atmosphere (as shown by the hygrometer,) not so

last summer. There was almost constantly a high dew point,

indicating a repleted condition, productive of a want of elasti-

city in the air, a constant sense of great fatigue, easily induced,

an exhaustion of nervous energy and a constant demand upon

the system for a fresh supply of power to sustain the flagging

energies of life ; the perspiration became offensive " funky " that

no washing could long remove, and may have aided in giving

rise to the opinion entertained by many of the faculty, that

they "could detect a yellow fever subject by the smell alone."

Most fortunately for us, this most destructive agent can be

greatly controlled by a removal of the multiplied causes of its^
, . , . .

How removed

existence in this city and neiffhborhood, which has been pointed ;.
•'

~
' ^ and remeaied.

out, as our unfilled lots and squares, (in wet seasons made ponds

of) unpaved and half paved streets, (as pebble pavements may
5S
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be denominated), and back yards, our partially drained vicin-

age, open conduits and neigliboriug swamps. Hence the con-

stant fog's to which, we are subject, the dampness of our stores

and houses, immeasurably increased by the erection of buildings

directly on the damp soil, (the lioors thus lasting only three or

four years), instead of being at legist a foot above it, for the pur-

pose of ventilation. The first stories of all buildings are more

damp, and consequently more unhealthy, than those above

them—moisture not being an elementary constituent of the at-

mosphere, but only held in suspension by it. The Italians know

this so well, by long experience, that they only occupy the

upper apartments for sleeping. We are thus, measurably,

above its reach, and the higher the better, especially during the

Italia, ens- existence of mortal epidemics, and particularly during those

torn. hours when we are most susceptible of disease (at night.)

That poisonous exhalations that affect our health are limited to

the lower strata of the atmosphere, from whence they arise,

there is little doubt. Whether it arises from its combination

with moisture, it has not been certainly ascertained, although

most probable. As a practical proof of these views, it is well

known that when in Constantinople, Aleppo, and other cities of

the East, Europeans retire to a domestic quarantine, during the

In th» Eatt existence of the plague, they escape the disease by confining

during the themsclves to the Upper floors of their houses. In like man-

plague, ner in the lower districts of Maryland, Virginia, the Canadas,

and Greorgia. Those persons who sleep in the upper stories

are, during the autumnal season, most exempt from bilious

fever.

Wooden houses here, besides decaying sooner, are more liable

to partake of all the Hygrometric (as well as thermal) proper-

Why woodsn ties of the atmosphere, than brick, and hence should be dis

hoQiwbad couraged as more prejudicial to health in this climate. Doctor

Rush has said, that in the yellow fever of Philadelphia of 1793,

the greatest mortality took place in wooden houses. This cer-

tainly accords with experience here and in Savannah. In Nor-

thern cities much improvement in salubrity has been ascribed to
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the abandonment of wooden materials in the construction of

houses, and in London, an exemption from the phigue since the

great fire of 1656. The liability of liquid filth to sink into

and adhere to wood, will aid much in accounting for its insa-

lubrity, besides the meteorological explanation of its great^ ^
.

'^
elflewhew.

liability to decadence. It was a noted commendation of an

Emperor of old, that he " found Rome built of brick, and

left it of marble." I trust it will be the distinction of this

generation to substitute brick or stone for wood in all cases iu

this city,

A large portion of all this can be remedied by a ^^er/eciJ^aye-

ment^ which, for this climate, should consist of materials that

would neitlier admit of absorption nor evaporation, by a
Thorongli

thorough—not partial— (for then it is much worse) draining of .

the entire neighborhood, and tlxen a renewal of the forest growth.

Here ventilation comes in to the aid of temperature in the

desiecative process. By having the drains covered, by filling

up all low lots—if these are done efiectively, and the system of

draining duly adjusted—it must he drier in the city than in the
sary

country. But if the roofs of the houses are of shingle, and no

pavements, and imperfect drainage, the water that falls settles

or sinks mostly in the soil, sapping the foundation of the houses,

rendering the floors damp and filling the air with vapor, or

remain in the soil until an elevated temperature brings it forth

in all its fatal combinations.

The best protection that exists against most of this, exists in

^pavement that will neither absorb or retain water or anything

else : that is, one that neither permits absorption or sinking
° tutes a perfect

into the soil, nor exhalation from it : that, while it is perfectly
' jr .7 pavement.

convenient for all the purposes of communication, either of

pleasure or business, at all hours and seasons, rapidly carries oif

the water that falls upon it, which, to us here, is of almost

equal importance. This is nearest fulfilled by one of iron, by

cement of different compositions ; next, with cubic blocks of

stone, united by cement ; then, of thick plank, and lastly, by

round or pebble stone. To these last, the objection is very
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decisive, as it fulfills but iu a very partial degree the primary

objects mentioned. It permits both absorption and exha,lation,

and egpecially retains, in its numerous interstices, all the filth

that falls on it. There is another objection to it, in the diffi-

culty of keeping it clean. It requires ten times more labor

than those do which are smooth, and the practice is freely

indulged of allowing the dirt so scraped up to remain for hours

or days in the streets, to be washed into the gutters by a tran-

sient rain, or trampled in by travel, before removal—thus doub-

ling tlie labor and increasing the danger—while all that the

others require could be exacted (without much burthen) from

the front proprietors daily.

If, then, the pavements ( in streets and backyards,) are

The city mar ^ pcrfect, the city would be actually drier than the country,

be made drier a Hicst important accomplishment for every purpose. With

than the abuudance of water, filth is easily removed before decomjto-

country. sition., and we thus, at the same time, obtain two important

objects, the prevention of moisture and the removal of filth.

The value of pavements in the prevention of disease, is

known in all cities, in every quarter of the globe. It has

Proofs of the been eminently illustrated in Philadelphia, Norfolk, Louis-

vaiueofpave- ville, indeed, in every city on the continent, and beyond it.

ments. They are more eminently applicable in a hot climate, with

a constant reservoir of moisture beneath, than elsewhere.—

It is recorded of Vera Cruz, that so great was their influence

that after that city teas paved, there loere eight continuous

years of exem.j>tion from yellow fever, notwithstanding there

was a constant accession of foreign population from abroad

and the interior

!

The drainage by machines, in the rear of the city, should

be so effectual that no water should exist within two or three

feet of the surface, and that, no doubt, can easily be done.

They have already materially lowered the before invariable

level of the water beneath our city and suburbs, and the

land has apparently risen near a foot in consequence.

It is satisfactory to know, that we can both moderate the
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amormt of rain liable to fall, and the amount of moisture as

shown by the hygrometer. An extensive, dense forest

growth not only invites moisture, (that is rains,) but retains

it. Its removal, in elearing the country, is known by expe-

rience, to dry up springs, and actually lessens precipitation.

I found by measurement, ( with my rain gauge,) about one-

third less rain in the vicinity of Vera Cruz and Havana,

than Baron Humboldt did more than half a century before,

most of the original growth being removed by a reckless

clearing. The Spaniard cuts down, he never plants, as seen

wherever he has established his foot. Spain is probably the

most denuded country in Europe. Both the soil and climate

of Cuba have been impaired by this wretched system, the

seasons altered and the country impoverished. The same

has been effected in' that beautiful country, Mexico ; the

foot of Attila has been planted there, and comparative ster-

ility has followed, and were it not for what Baron Humboldt

calls "the force of the climate," in many parts of it,

sutBcient nutriment could scarcely be raised for the support

of its inhabitants ; and, as it is, occasional famines desolate

the population. Such, also, occasionally occurs in our own

states, from our rather reckless clearings ; the rain gauge

has not been sufficiently long in use to measure the exact

differences.

Clearing the low country then, and thoroughly draining it,

dries it, and as it has been shown, greatly tends to improve

its sanitary condition, is urgently demanded here.

As stagnation of air is always accompanied with most

moisture, the converse is equally true. Winds disperse it,

and powerfully add to the desiccative process ; and this is

in proportion to the Jbrce with which they blow, and the
^"""^""^^ "*'

quarter whence they come. By reference to the table of the

"hygrometry of the winds," in the annexed tables P and Q,

the amount that each brings to New Orleans, on an average

of a series of years, is shown. That from the Northwest

having the least, and that of the Southeast most. By clear-
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ing the country, not only is theforce of these winds increas-

ed, but probably their frequency. " i^on;^'' of the winds

is explained on the caption of the tables, and from actual

experience, it has been ascertained, that the quantity of fluid

removed from the system, (or surface exposed,) is found to be

nearly three times as much in a " moderate breeze," and

upwards of four times as much in " a fresh wind," as in a

calm or stagnant state of the atmosphere.

To winds have been attributed various occult qualities,

with special powers ; these we pass over, as below our notice,

the accuracy of modern science demands something more

Their proper-
definite. Thcrc are certain qualities which we know they

ties. possess, and they are expressed in the above tables. The

much dreaded Chamsin, Simoon, Puna and Harmattan are

known now to derive their deadly properties mainly from their

possessing the desiccative property in excess ; whatever else

they may contain is more a matter of inference. When,

for instance, winds blow over certain marshes, or other

places, it is deemed that they derive certain properties, from

the effects that follow ; and this is found in certain countries

as an invariable sequence, as that yellow fever never occurs

unless where there is a great accumulation of filth, hence

it is inferred, that there is some essential connection between

filth in the one case, and certain qualities in the marsh in

the other. Our epidemics are always accompanied with the

predominance of the East and Northeast winds ; these blow

over marshes, (our Pontines,) mostly covered with a forest

growth, which, although not impossible to drain and clear, are

far beyond our present resources. These East and Northeast

winds, are those also which predominate in Savannah during

their epidemics. " For twelve miles they pass over the

margin of the river, absorbing the moisture and the poisonous

gases on its margins." They have been remarked from an

early period, and are called there the " Samiel of Savannah."

But there arc winds that beai" deleterious properties, and that

usually predominate in our autumnal seasons which are in our
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power, and it becomes our duty to correct, viz:—the North wind.

This wind Wows over tlie six or eight miles of swampy ground,

between Lake Pontchartrain and tlie city, conveying to us whtit-

ever is injurious from it, and is almost entirely under our control,

that is, so far fis these deleterious properties are concerned.

With these corrected by perfect desiccation, clearing and plant-

ing, (shrubbery, grass, &c.,) we shall then enjoy the protective

qualities of the Lake breeze, so mucli needed from that quarter,

and which gives to New Orleans what no Southern city has,

viz :— protection from the too great desiccative properties

of this wind at a period of the year, (the autumn,) when a cer-

tain amount is required for health.

The removal offilth, as the cause of impure air in cities, and

all its baneful conseauences, is. at once, the ffreat difficulty, and _ „
•^ ' '

1 Try J ^ Small revenne

the first duty of the municipal authorities of all cities, inasmuch devoted to

as the lives of the citizens is of more value than anything else, preserving

And yet, how incompatible wuth this very natural feeling are health,

the main expenditures of city councils and Avhat a small fraction

of the revenues of cities is devoted to the Health Department !

When the true interest of bodies politic and social are under-

stood and appreciated, it will be altered.*

As the first great cause of our epidemics (the disturbance of the

original soil) is certainly the most deleterious, a city ordi- To forWd the

nance slaould be passed forbidding it, to any extent, during the turning up

season ofelevated temperature, that is, from May to October, for**'^''
^"''* '"

1 , 1 i- 1 I'x- 1 • hotweatler.
any purposes whatever ; and so ot analogous conditions, clearing

out and exposing the filth of canals and impurities of all kinds,

of half-dried swamps, &c., of the great exposure of filth by

deposits on the river bank, and the duration of the exposure of

street filth, after it is collected or spread upon the streets.

* In the estimate for the expenditures required for Health in New Orleans for

1852, it was deemed that .$10,000 was sufficient !—The dire.ct expmAitures were more
thBusmen times that amount and from foreisn sourcep, hundreds of thousands were

obtained, and the city injured to the extent of millions ! Not to be benetited by an

experience that ought to have been so valuable, but to itass the wave of oblivion

over it as of the hundred lessons before ; this year's estimate for the same was also

$10 000, while $15,000 was to he devoted to the requirements of the law exjjc-nscs—

showing their relative estimation, out of a revenue of $1,600,000 ! A lair specimen

of our reckless injurious follies I
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We next proceed to that source—the fountain head of the

contamination of city air—Ave mean the back yards, where all

act yards
j-j^^ ofFals and filth of famihes is concentrated, inckiding privies.

As this requires a different action in the present or contemplated

condition, we shall separately consider it, and proceed, first, to

recommend a mode to get rid of the former.

Every yard should be paved in cement and graded to the street

to facilitate the removal of rain and refuse water, and prevent it

and filth of all kinds, being absorbed into the soil, and constitute

a sore to fester wherever the temperature is suflSciently elevated

to invite it, which is the case here, nearly the whole year. In

each yard should be a well constructed sink below the hydrant
Filth removed ii^n- • ^ t • i-ii iiii i

and tailing into covered drains which should lead to the street
before decom-

^

sewer. The entire offal of each family should be thus carefully
position, •' •>

run off daily before decomposition ensues, and this great source

of domestic indisposition prevented by thorough domestic clean-

liness, and this is only to be effectively done by abundance of

water, the solid parts to be conveyed directly to the dirt-cart,

notice of its arrival being given by a small bell—the cart should

be a close one.

It is our deliberate conviction that all street and yard filth

should in this climate, be removed before stinrise, (at least in the

hot season ) before the influence of the morning sun has had

power to exhale the poison of the compost to the atmostphere, and

before drays and carriages or rains have spread it again on the

streets, and the dirt-cart should immediately follow the scraper,

and by sunrise every thing be found clean. This night work is

done in New York, and although not sufficiently done, yet it can

be, and ought to be, and particularly here. In the city of Mexico

an excellent custom prevails of enforcing upon tenants the duty oi

sweeping their half of each street to the centre by sunrise every

morning, and thence it is removed by the public carts. This could

be most reasonably and should be, exacted here on all streets

where the corporation has incurred the additional cost and the

occupant enjoys the additional privilege, of having square

blocks placed before his property. It should be required for seven

And before

where.
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months daily, and tor the balance of the year weekly might suf-

lice. The dirt should be removed to the rear of the city. This,

with the water running in the streets (as advised by our col-

league Professor Riddell) would eft'ectually answer the important

purpose of keeping the portions mentioned clean and pure.

No filth must be left on the lanhs of the river ^ and a special ^^""^ ^^ ""^

police be detailed when the river is in a falling condition, which ^^ ^ ''""''

is precisely that period of the year when it is most dangerous

to the public health, (viz : July, August, and September). See

tables C, D, and E.

All lots lower than the crown of the street should be filled Low lots fiii-

up immediately. ' '^'^"P"

Livery stables and vacheries, containing over four head of

cattle, should be removed beyond any square containing fifty
vacheries and

population or ten dwellings ; the same of all slaughter-houses^ manufactories

soaj), bone and candle manufactories, or others creating nuisances , removed to a

all chimneys connected with any manufactory or trade injuri- certain du-

ous to the public health (as defined and interpreted b}^ your 'anoe-I

Health Department), should be removed summarily, if the

offensive material or quality cannot sufficiently be got rid of

by the chimney being elevated high enough to consume it, or

extending it beyond the atmosphere of our dwellings.

Gormley's Basin should have lime spread over it and filled

u]3, and the space planted with trees and shrubs, and the place Gormley's ba-

appropriated to the public as a square for recreation and refresh- "n fined and

ment ; the canal leading from it, together with Melpomene, and p^*"'""'

all the draining canals, covered, and when cleaned out—which

should always be done in the winter season—their dangerous

filth immediately removed to a distance, and in bulk, and lime

spread on it.

Our project contemplates running luater constantly through

the streets during the day, and all the draining canals, and as Running wa-

the temperature is, on an average, at least five degrees colder ter in the

than the temperature of the air, it would aid much in cooling "reet?.

the atmosphere of the city.

Whenever stagnant toater is e:xpof;ed to the sun iu moderats
54
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temperature, vegetable infusori;e, of the class alga, and also

fungoid vegetation, appear rapidly.'* Many tribes of these veg-

etable pi'oductions appear to die with great rapidity—some-

times in one or two days—and then decompose. Immediately

after these, animalcular life appears. Stagnant water is the

most favorable to this order of vegetable productions, which,

in giving rise to animalcular life, appears to keep pace with the

II «• • , . iinimalized excreta discharged in the house drainao-e of towns.

This insalubrious order of production is indicated by the smell

in stagnant or nearly stagnant ornamental waters, such as the

stagnant portions of the Serpentine rivers, which have excited

so much declamation. Certain degrees of motion in water are

unfavorable tq the production of algm and other infusorial

plants, the tissues of which are destroyed by swift motion, but

a large portion of them are found in slow running Avaters or

open canals with little traffic. The same round of life and

death also takes place in open and shalloAV reservoirs, and in

open cisterns, Avhere the water is frequently changed.

Lyght Tequir-
I^%^^*^7 lioAvcver, appears to be necessary to the production of

ed. infusorial and fungoid vegetation, and their formation is pre-

vented by such covering as' excludes the light and heat of the

sun. f

Night Soil.—This is one of the greatest nuisances of large

-»,. , ., cities—probablv the neatest—as tending more to the deteriora-

oftiiegreateit
t^ou of the puritv 01 the atmosphere than any other, and is the

difficulties, most difficult to be got rid of, where declivities are not large

and water power great. Its large amount—the poisonous qual-

ities of the gases extracted from it constantly, in a high tempe-

rature—lie at the foundation of all health and police laws. Its

exclusion from the body after the purposes of life have been

served, and its removal to such a distance as no longer to con-

taminate the air he breathes, are almost equally essential to

healthy existence. In our position, water is so near the surface

of the earth (say from two feet to six inches), dependent upon

* Report General Board of Health of England,
t Report General Board of ilealth of Eililand.
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the amount of rain that has recently fallen, in digging a pit to

receive it, water rises, and the surface of the night soil is always

near the surface of the earth, offending the olfactories and vitia-

ting the air, situated, as it usually is, in the least ventilated part

of our premises. It is proposed, then, that privies be built "ow reme-

above, or partly above the surface of the ground, in cement- '"ed-

ed brick work and proper water closets, with the curved

tube, rendering it impossible for any gas to escape from them.

From near the top of this pit is a tube or pipe, at whose exit

is a strainer, to the street drain, admittir.g only the liquid

part. It thus becomes mixed with the> water constantly 2^assiny

through the streets, and is at once conveyed away and its impu-

rities destroyed and sunk in the larger body of water with

which it is mixed ( one part to two hundred parts of toater being

found to neutralize all its im2^urit.ies.)* Where this is not

effected—or in the condition in which the privies are now

throughout the city—immediate steps should be taken that

every chamber or pit containing night soil should be rendered

air-tight, and connected hy a ventilator (a tube of an inch in

diameter will suffice) to the Jcitchen cldviney; and as there is

almost always a fire there, and consequent upward draft, the gas

would either be decomposed by the high temperature or carried

so high in the atmosphere as not again to descend. AVhen the^^ "°* ^"^^^

pits become full, they should be emptied, and whenever this'''"*''*'''
''®"

takes place, deodorizing substances should always be used, and ™°^'^ ^^'^

probably the aqueous solution of the chloride of zinc is the ^'""^
*
^

best. As some families are disposed to neglect this important
'^'"""^^'''

duty, to the great annoyance of their neighbors, it is recom-

mended that the vidangeurs be licensed here, as elsewhere,

under special instructions from the Health Department
; f that

no privy be emptied but by its cognizance, and that period be

recorded in a book kept for that special purpose, stating the

street, house, &c., so that it may be known to this Department

who neglects that important duty. All should be thorougidy

emptied and deodorized in May and June. An inspection of

the records will show who is delinquent.

Swamps and Drains.—Running v.^aier in the streets absorb

the vitiated gases, removes the lighter filth, dilutes the worse and

*By actual experiment t Without cost.
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refreshes the atmosphere. The larger drains should be covered

»

Effect of TOR- fQj. reasons stated in a preceding page, thus having all the advan-
mng water

^^^^ ^^ Underground sewers. A full and perfect drainage is of
rang e

gj.g^^^ importance to the city. To the extent it has already been

carried, it Avill have accomplished much good for our future ,

when it shall have been perfected in the manner stated. It has

already materially lowered the line of former invariable level

of water. The valuable space gained has been large. It has

been found the invariable result of the extension of drainage in

other cities that the portions so drained and those paved have

greatly improved in health, in proportion to their proper exten-

sion, and that drainage alone vastly improves the entire neigh-

borhood.

The swamps in the neighborhood must be effectively drained,

and that hot-bed of pestilence removed, and the distinction is

really very small whether one dies of yellow fever or any other

disease of the zymotic class—intermittent, bilious fever or bowel

complaints. These, and particularly the first, have greatly in-

creased since the last eight years, during which the imperfect

system of drainage and clearing has been progressing in the rear.

No 1 The drainage must be at first^ thorough and complete :—
the forest-growth maj^ then be removed with safety, when a new

under growth shall have sprung up out of the recent marsh, to

protect the otherwise exposed soil.

The ine\dtable ills resulting from the six cemeteries mentioned

Cemeteries in in a preceding section, can only be effectually remedied by for-

th* city dos- bidding further interments m them, and invite the proprietors

od, for the sake of the living, to select a more appropriate and re-

tired spot, more free from the encroachment of any future crowded

habitations. The propriety of selecting a much more remote

spot, will be the more apparent, when I mention, that a cemetery

once occupied the very centre of the business mart of this great

city, near and about the corner of Canal and Camp streets ! and

another where the present basin of the Canal Carondelet has

been dug. Sa}^, what would have been the consequences had

they been continued ? And yet we still have most of the pre-

sent city cemeteries in comparatively central positions, in close

proximity to large mercantile and crowded populations! Surely,
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our progress of extension is not to be arrested, by tlie injury liable

to be sustained by the vicinage of corruption, or by awe of or re-

gard for their lamented reinains !

That the mortality is not greater immediately around them to

the natives, (of -which we are ignorant) may arise mainly of its

consisting of an acclimated population, though it must he inju-

rious to all, as materially aiding to impair the purity of the city

atmosphere. (That it is highly injurious to the unacclimated

—

See Sanitary Map.) It is now a common sentiment, almost uni-

versally prevalent, that intermural interment, is injurious to

health, and should be strictly forbidden by law'.

Pure Water and an abundance of it, are as essential to„,
Plenty of \va-

health as the air we breathe In this city the capacity for ob-
^^, ^^j. ^j^^ ^^^

taining both is unlimited. The river water from the great length
j^jn^,

of the stream, has deposited most of the organic particles that

shorter streams obtain from the washings of the earth by rains,

and when its mineral admixtures are deposited by infiltration, it

bears the reputation of being one of the finest waters in the

world. jSTevertheless, there is a general concurrence, ancient and

modern, that water that has fallen in rural districts and percolated

through a sandy soil and there collected, is the purest and best

adapted to all the purposes of life. Rain water is know^n to con-

tain an appreciable amount of iodine, and has a marked influ-

ence on afiections of the urinary organs, on dyspeptic complaints

and intestinal diseases. Nothing is more essential to health

than pure water. Eain water w^hen collected in the closely built ,„> •> Water now

parts of cities, not only collects the filth and soot oif the roofs, impaired.

and atmosphere, but the gaseous impurities with wdiich the air

is impregnated; and it has been demonstrated, that however

long the rain has been falling, foreign ingredients will always be

found in it. This water should be filtered as it comes from

the roof through the gutters into the cistern, by passing through° = ' ./ r & fe, How purified.

a bed of charcoal, and its power ofabsorbing atmospheric impuri-

ties and a nidus for musquetoes checked by having a float ofwood

on the surface of the water in the cisterns. If, notwithstanding all

these precautions, animalculae should be found in it, and the Uabih-
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tyof being a breeding place for musquetoes, as all stagnant waters

are, may be obviated by placing small fish in the cistern. The pre-

sence ofanimalculte in large numbers,and it is believed that few cis-

terns are vv^ithoutthem, indicates the existence of animal and vege-

table matter usually in a state of decomposition, which invariably

acts injuriousl3',ifthe water containingthem, is used largely for the

purposes of food, and the effects will be the more immediate and

marked when the animaleuhe are large and numerous. The Ger-

man naturtilist Ehrenburg, as the result of very extended obser-

vation, estabhshed the fact that the existence of visible animalcu-

Ife, generally indicates the presence of a lower series of invisible

animalculae descending in magnitude to the smallest monad of the

most simple structure, so small that there is probably no smaller

organized creature on which it can feed, which as is commonly

conceived, by arresting organized matter on the ver^^ limit of the

organic world, and converting it into its own nutriment, it fur-

nishes in its turn, sustenance to higher orders of animalcular life.*

The above high authority then states it as an aphorism that

those who drink water which has stood for some time exposed

Towawateris
j,-^ atown, drinh town air, whilstthey who drink water brought

town air.
direct from an elevated rural district, without such exposure,

are drinking country air I All this is easily understood, and

the water in our hydrants is liable to the same objections, so

far as exposure on the water works mound makes it so, al-

though it is not as much so as the cisterns in our back 3'ards,

exposed to the contamination of every vitiation there arising,

and the more so, if in the thickly built parts of our city.

But water is not only demanded as a necessary of life, for

its own purity, but is required for purifying our clothes, houses,

yards, streets, and it is utterly impossible to keep anything in

a cleanly and healthy state without its abundant supply for

all these important purposes. For these reasons, the water

works should belong to the city, and every house ihat is built

should compulsoriJy (by city enactment) be supplied with it.

From the peculiarity of our climate and position the sani-

* Report Animal Board of Health.
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tary condition is so much influenced by the stracture of our

dicellings that no building should be erected without due gur-
*^"''^'''"'*"'-'®

veilhuice of the authorities. This could not be reasonably °° "' '"'''"'

objected to, as it is but an extension ol' that care for the

health which is exercised for the lives of the citizens in

c;iusing buildings to be made sufficiently strong, and in the

protection of ^?ropf/it//, providing against the combustible na-

ture of materials in the thickly built parts of the city. The

controlling the moisture and crowding are the great enemies

we have to guard against. These are corrected by ventila-

tion and space. Every floor should be raised at least six

inches, and the higher the better, above the level of the crown

of the street before the door, and have corresponding outlets,

front and rear, for ventilation, always open.

Houses should be so' constructed as to enjoy most advanta-

ges from ventilation with such opening: to Southern quarters as*
. .

1 & 1
_

Direction of

to have, if possible, the advantagres of the drying: and enliven-

,

' i^ ' & JO houses.

ing powers of the wind and sun in the yard, and when prac-

ticable, on streets at right angles from the river, so as to enjoy

the refreshing and purifying influence of the currents of

water. Of course, all houses cannot embrace all these ad-

vantages; we mention those which are best, and theprinciple

on which based.

Not more than a certain per centage of ground should be

used for buildings, so as to admit ventilation and light. From
... Only a certain

the hiffh value of o-round in cities men take advantage, con-o ° ° amount of

suit only their own profit in the erection of buildings, the ^j^mA to be

object being to realize most out of the space, by over crowd- built on.

ing them wnth houses unfit for the residence of human beings,

regardless alike of the propagation of disease and the increase

of mortality. The safety of the community, (v/hich is the

supreme law) requires imperatively that such a selfish disre-

gard of public rights and interests should cease. •

The amount of ^i<rf«?V necessary for respiration has been

before stated, and in the surveillance of buildings particular
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notice should be taken of the size of sleeping rooms corres-

ponding to the number of occupants.

It is recommended that the dampness of stores and store-

houses, as well as dwellings, 8o common here, be removed

by a free use of stoves; for dry goods, and many other arti-
nesB of stores

. , cles, It would be invaluable, and aid materially in the ven-
removeii. ''

tilation of all rooms for everyp^irpose, chimneyJiues for draughts

should be made in every room.

No hospitals, jails, poor-houses, asylums, or buildings liable

to be much crowded, should be permitted in the thickly built
buildings not

i r ,i • -.i , • • i • ,. i • i
parts ol the cilv, either to impair the purity ol the air, or be

to be in thiick-
_ , . \ . .

I b It
1— i'ljured by its impurity, but removed to the neighborhood,

where their inmates can enjoy the advantages of a free ven-

tilation.

I cannot close this part of our subject, of the local causes

and remedies for our insalubrity, without referring, as a faithful

historian, although most briefly, to the influence of social

habits on yellovJ' fever, and especially, during its epidemic

prevalence, as it is the result of my now very lengthened ex-

perience in it, that no cause is equally influential.

Civilization, which has so much lengthened the catalogue
Influence of o o

•ociai habits
^^ human ills, is—in this instance—to be debited, either truly

or falsely on the balance sheet, with not a iev^' of the moral and

physical ills with which society is burthened. Drinking, as a

social habit, barely dates back beyond two centuries. In a

hot climate its destructive influence has been found cotempo-

raneous with the habit, acting in a line with all its injurious

influences. The triumphs of temperance, and the disastrous

effects of over indulgence in this debasing vice, were never

more conspicuous and lamentable than during our terrible

visitation last summer and fall.

During the whole course of the sitting of the Sanitary Corn-

Effect of in-n^ission, as a court of inquiry into the causes of the epi-

temperance. deuiic, and its great mortality, the inquiry was usually

made of those we examined, of the influence of social habits.
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( intemperance,) npon the liability to tlie disease, and on its

results. The answer was almost uniformly, that it not only

inci'eased the llahility to attack, hut greatly lessened the

chances ofrecovery. This is most singularly and impressively

illustrated, by the record I have received from the " Sons

of Temperance," showing that of these about five hundred

remained in the city during the epidemic, of which, only

SEVKN fell victims to it ; the proportion being 1 in 71.42, or
Proportionate

1.40 per cent.; the mortality of the balance of the city, "of
jj^^^^^jj^

those who remained," under similar circumstances, being

1 in 15.43, or 6.48 per cent., or nearly five times as many.

A more valuable commentary on the advantages to be

derived from temperance here, during the most malignant

fever this country has ever experienced, cannot be found in

those annals of philanthropy. May its record long exist as

a standing monument of its protection against pestilence,

and speak, trumpet tongued, as a warning to the South,

against its alliance with disease.*

The explanation of the cause of the value of temperance,

is perfectly apparent to the dullest comprehension, for it is

a truth that holds good in every climate, that in proportion

to the healthy state of the digestive organs, which intem-

perance always injures, sooner or later, is the constitution

enabled to resist the causes of disease, and to pass through

it more safely when under its influence. This is eminently

illustrated in those two most formidable diseases, yellow

fever and cholera, whose throne and citadel are these im-

portant organs ; and could the per centage be ascertained,

of the exact difference in mortality, in cases where these

organs were lessened in their power of vital resistance from

intemperance, and where they were in their original integ-

rity, it would form a most valuable argument in favor of

temperance ; especially in a hot climate, where it is so much
* In conference with contractors for various species of public works, as canaling,

original or cleaning out; digging, or exposure of fresh earth in various ways; the
difference in health and capacity for labor, in favor of those abstaining, and those
indulging in ardent spirits, furnishes a triumph to the cause of temperance, that
should cause its adoption everywhei-e

55
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more injurious than in others, that was ever furnished to

the public.

During the existence of the yellow fever in Vera Cruz,

in 1847, it was announced by me, (as Chief Health Officer,)

that any man who went from a debauch into yellow fever

DIED, no exception could be found to it ; it is believed the

announcement had a most salutary effect.

SECTION XI.

Comparison of New Orleans tvitk other cities, and application

of the subject—Penalty incurred by man conjregating in

cities—Highest class of disease in dijferent climates prodAiccd

by it—Proofs of high civilization—Hovj extensive fires pro-

duce sickness—Effect of sanitary measures in Louisville,

Norfolk, Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, (he.—
Climatural parallel with the Southern cities— Value of the

Mississippi P.iv§r as a scavenger, <i;c.—The delusive cleanli-

ness of cities on a sandy foundoAion— Vera Cruz; its morfcd-

ity, civil and military, under Mexican, contrasted with that

under American domination— Trium-ph of sofnitary measures.

There is no more convincing argument, or more satisfac=

tory proof of the positions taken, and the principles laid

Foundatio»of down in this Report, than by reference to what has been

all sanitary ^q^q }yy our slstcr cltics ou this Continent. The illustrations

laws. from abroad, of the vakie of sanitary regulations, personal

and general, are coeval with our race; indeed, ever since

man congregated in cities. Disease is the result of the

transgression of the natural laws ; these laws must he under-

stood, to he complied v:itli. The organism of man should act

harmoniously v/ith the laws of matter. In a state of nature,

and in a congenial atmosphere, this is so. When the luxu-

ries and refinements of life are carried to a high degree, man

pays the penalty of his enjoyments, by a subtraction from his

original stamina. It is by restoring these, and a removal ofthe

impediments to their free exercise resulting from his congre-
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gating in cities, tliat constitutes the requisition and lays the

foundation of all sanitary regulations. Man must forego the

advantages flowing from this social aggregation, with its high ^""^^^ **''

cultivation of intellect, its advancement in scientific pursuits
in cities.

and the mechanic arts, and the greater refinement of inter-

course and manners, and domestic comforts, or correct the

inevitable evils of crowding, filth, bad ventilation, and the

predominance of vice, or pay the penalty in greater brevity

of life, and the multiplication of human infirmities. This

penalty is very sure, varying from twenty to forty per cent.,

or more, between urban and rural districts, that is, between

the use and abuse of sanitary laws. This great mortality

is usually embraced in that class of maladies, denominated

by Dr. Farr (who first introduced the term) zymotic, con-

sisting of the class of diseases of epidemic, endemic, and

contagious qualities. These diifer iu intensity in proportion

to the concentration of the cause, varying in grade from the

mildest ailment up to a disease offerocious malignity, differing

in type and name according to climate; having for its head

in the North the typhus gravior of authors ; in the East, the

plague ; and in the West, the yellow fever, as crowning

monarch of the whole, exhibiting the result of the greatest

intensity or concentration of causes producing them, respec-

tively. These are not mere speculative opinions, they are

the result of years, if not of ages, of experience, corroborated^' '^ wisdom

by the product of daily and hourly observation. When duly
*"""" p^'®*"

considered and properly appreciated, it is the wisdom of the^*™"*^^

present gathering the fruit of knowledge from the lessons of

the past. High civilization and a proper estimate put on

human life, is known by the enlightened application of these

principles. The prosperity of communities, the health and

happiness of individuals, and the moral standing of societies,

in a great measure, depend upon them.

The best proof of this position is that by the application of

sanitary la\vs—the duration of man's life has been materially

increased, and dioeases have been greatly lessened in number
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and especially in intensity in tiiose countries in proportion to

their application. Formerly the plague swept off millions, and

returned either annually or every few years, it is estimated that

but a few centuries ago, half the human race, then existing, fell

its victims within a short period, while now it is limited to the

dominions of the Turkish fatalist, who applies not these laws.

In the early part of this century yellow fever devastated the

Southwestern parts of Europe. It has yielded to the hand of

improvement. Investigation in England, has laid bare the

causes of typhus and the hand of amelioration is fast lessening

its ills. In our own country, the application of these laws

has almost entirely driven yellow fever from the North of Charles-

ton, and there it occurs but rarely and greatly lessened in

malignity, and the thorough understanding and application of

them will drive it to regions Avhere they are entirely neglected.

The effect of the application of sanitary measures in improv-

ing the salubrity of a city have been mostly anticipated, in the

preceding part of , this report, the skepticism existing here, the

vital importance of the subject and the ignorance of the fact

(the improvement, w^henever it has taken place, being attribu-

ted to other causes) will excuse our dwelling a little longer on

them, in their illustrative application.

It has been before stated that our Northern cities were for-

merly as subject to yellow fever as New Orleans, and that at

least one of them has suffered as much or more from it than

"^ ' ^ this city, without excepting the late extraordinary outbreak,

that in each of those cities it was confined to a locality^ more or
alone Bubject

less extended—that these were proverhially the most filthy parts

ver ^f ^^^^^^ cities, that these cities have special sanitary liabilities

varying from difference of elevation and drainage, which w^e

have not, that these portions have alwosys been exempt from

yellow fever, that they have been healthy since they have ex-

tended their pavements and been secured, that they all have

constantly a careful police, and that water has extended through-

out their limits, and that they have never been without an

int^Uiizeiit and ^io'ilaiit health dep&rtment. that to these causes
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are jiislly attributod by tho intelligent and observing of tlieir

own people, llu immunity they enjoy from yellow fever, that

the late apparent exception in the case of the bark Mandarin,

at Philadelphia, last sumraei', is in entire accordance with what

lias beeii stated, for it was well ascertained by me Avhen there,

that the first cases of yellow fever did not originate from that

vessel, nor did any of her crew take the disease, but it arose

from the negligent police of the neighborhood, especially made

so by being the outlet of two half emptied sewers, that this

disease was confined to very narrow limits, that it was con-

stantly visited by persons from a purer atmosphere without

extending the disease, that in this immediate neighborhood,

there had been an extensive fire, a few years ago, and the houses

had been rebuilt and improved, and that although in contact,

as it were, with this " infected neighborhood," but two cases

occurred out of 170 known to have taken it. Fires here like

those in London and Hamburg, and every where, if followed

by better buildings, have had a fine etfect on the sanitary con-

dition of the locality. But Avhen they have not been so followed

or a summer had intervened, they have become plague spots,

from exposing their cellars, privies and filtli of all kinds, and

their collections to sun and rain, which have been verified from

the fires in Charleston, Savannah, Wilmington, being one of the

probable, if not main causes of several severe epidemics in those

cities, so well is this understood among them, that fevers have

been predicted from this cause alone.

These views will be strengthened as vi^e come South. The

city of Loicisville vi'as formerly subject to annual bilious fevers " ^°"'^^'"^'

of great intensity, she was in fact, once called the " Grave-

yard of the West," being subject to bilious fevers, rivaling

yellow fever in malignity, and which threatened to depopu-

late the town. In 1822, it amounted to 4.64 per cent. In

some families nineteen out of twenty were sick at the same
p ... . , rn mi Effectofpav-

time; some lamihes were entu'ely cut on. There was then
ing and dran-

but one street paved, and at least eight ponds within the town .

limits. By draining, paving, and a suitable police; it now
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enjoys a salubrity equal it" not superior to any large town in

the West.

Norfolk was once one of the sickliest cities on the sea-board,

and frequently subject to yellow fever. By draining, paving,

and filling up her low lots, the collecting reservoir of humid

filth of all kinds, she has ultimately become entirely salubri-

ous. From a letter from Dr. Upshur, with which I have been

favored, 1 quote freely. He says: " Many years ago, mias-

matic fever was a very common disease in Norfolk, during

the autumnal months. No case, however, originated in the

paved parts of the toicn. Within the last five years a vast

amount of paving has been done, and we now have very little

intermittent or remittent fever. Indeed, our sanitary condi-

tion has improved pari passu with the paving of streets,filling

up of lots, and increased attention to the cleanliness of our

streets, and other sanitary regulations; so that from having

been the most unhealthy of the Southern parts, our city has

of late become a proverb for its healthiness. Our mortality

averages only twenty per month, out of a |)opulation of six-

teen thousand," which is only one and a half per cent, or,

fifteen in a thousand, which, if true, exceeds that of any town

of its size, either on the sea-board or in the interior, and.

confessedly wrought from being one of the sickliest by sani-

tary regulations.

Wilviington was once proverbial fur her severe bilious

fevers, and occasionally, yellow fev^er. She is situated on the

banks of the Cape Fear river, (here fully half a mile wide

with extensive marshes and low grounds beyond,) on sandy

hills, having an argillaceous base, with a more or less admixture

of an alluvial soil ; springs issue from these hills, constituting

slow, sluggish streams, with various stagnant ponds, receiving

the drainage of the town, when it does not sink into the sandy

soil of the place, it being thereby concealed from the public eye

is probably, as injurious to the public health as if exposed,

., as in either case it only awaits tlie meteorolosrical conditions to
dandy boiI. •' "

become actively noxious. lu the former case the condition is

Wilmington.
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worse, as it is deceptive, leading us blindfold to repose faith in

a security tliat is delusive. This is particularly the case when

the clay sub-soil is not distant, as in Mobile, and other towns

along our Gulf coast and on the Atlantic, to which the moist

filth sinks, not so low, probably, as the line of invariable tem-

perature of the latitude, and never too low to be acted on by a

very hot summer.

Under this condition of things sporadic cases of yellow fever

occurred nearly every year, and a bilious fever of a malignant
^g.^^^ ^^

grade; and finall)-, a severe epidemic yellow fever, in 1821, de- jjainage and

manded the urgent attention of the citizens of the place, clearing,

when the above condition was altered, pools filled up, culverts

opened, filth removed, neighborhood cleared, and sanitary

measures fully established, and with these have eventuated the

re-establishment of excellent health.

Charleston.—Tins city lies but a few feet above liigh water |„ charies-

mark of the bay before it, and is partly formed of made ground- ton effect of

This port has usually been found to be particularly unhealthy, drainage fiu-

It lies on a peninsula, almost surrounded by the rivers Cooper '"e "p»

and Ashle}^, the neck cut up by creeks and ponds, and extensive
j^^, ^^rth dis-

swamps in the neighborhood. The ponds and creeks have been turbance.

filled and drained ; the low grounds and lots filled up, leveled,

and thoroughly drained by underground sewers ; a careful avoid-

ance of disturbing the original soil of the streets, &c., during

certain months, for gas, water, or other purposes ; the con-

stant study of her meteorological condition by her intelligent

faculty, and the establishment and enforcement of sanitary regu-

lations have had the effect of so improving her condition that

from being one of the sickliest, she has become one of the

healthiest cities in America. I quote from a recent report on

the yellow fever of Charleston, by one of her oldest and most

repectable physicians, (who has been her Port Physician and

Chairman of her Boards of Health for near thirty years*) :
" In

proof I say these plans have been progressively going on, and

in proportion has the healthiness of the city been improved, and

*Dr. T, Y Simons.
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wliile the public authorities are gradual, nay, I may say,

actively pursuing- this plan, I firmly believe it will be the cause

of making the city not only one of the healthiest among com-

mercial cities, but may possibly maTie us, in a great degree, if

not entirely, exempt fro7n yellow fever, and should it occur,

lessen its virulence and mortality. From long experience and

observation, I regard it the solemn duty of the public authori-

ties to go on with this plan, regardless of ex2:)ense, not only for

the presei'vation of health, but for the extension of commercial

prosperity." These are valuable practical facts, the result of

long years of experience, from high authority, (as most of us

know personally,) and uttered in an enlightened city, where such

advice will be appreciated.

The city of Savannah has been greatly improved \}y the ex-

change of the dry-culture for the wet in the extensive rice

Savannah, swamps in her neighborhood, and her mortality has been re-

duced to about half of what it was before.

To the soil of Savannah the same objection is applicable as of

Wilmington and others, it is mostly of a porous sandy nature,

and all sorts of putrid debris become accumulated and incor-

porated with it, the offals of city life, and instead of pure sand

Clearing and
'^^' ^^^^''^^^ "^^^^^^^^ may have originally constituted the surface of

draining. the grouud, a spccies of compost is formed and an active fer-

mentation and decomposition is taken on, whenever there is heat

and moisture enough to produce it,
'^ this the true cause why

she has heretofore been so sickly, although now so much im-

proved.

The verity of tlie explanation that has been given, in relation

to the sickliness of sandy soils, is shown in the fact, that it does

Why a rainy
j^^j. always require a continued rainy season to evolve or pro-

season not ai-
^^^^^ ^j^^ degree of humidity deemed essential for the develop-

ment of fever. Rains in such a position may have fallen long be-

fore. This occurred at the Bay St. Louis during her disastrous
where asandy

soil
epidemic fever of 1820, "the spring season was ixncommonly

wet and rainy—converting a large portion of this extensive plain

* Waring.
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into a sort of temporary marsh, with standing water in many
places coYeriug considerable areas of land"—"the district is im-

perfectly drained by bayous, and in many places, during the wet

season, the water stands in pools upon the surface until it dis- ^

appears by absorption and evaporation,"—"the drought then

continued thence from June to October."* Experiments with

the hygrometer would have settled the point of the presence of

moisture or not—that there was an abundance of water a few

leet below this loose soil could have been easily enough shown;

I have long essayed to procure the hygrometric condition of this

neighborhood and of cities similarly situated, in xsaw. Assertion

supplies the place of fact, an apparent condition takes place of

the real one, and we have an additional false fact substituted for

the ti'uth, fin other stumbhng block to the progress of medical

science.

In relation to all these Southern cities and towns it would bep^j^ngj ^j-

very instructive, were all the materials at hand to run a New Orieatm

parallel between them and New Orleans. Their meteorological with other

conditions have many marks of similarity. Our winter tem- Southern

perature is not so low, our summer temperatui-e not higher : our*^'''*^-

enhanced hygrometrical condition is more or less in excess, but.

itjs more under control^ for our swamps are more susceptible of

drainage: the precipitation here is somewha,t greater, but then

it is in our power, in pail, to correct this, not only in I'elation to

its amount, but to hasten its discharo-e in neighboiing reservoirs.

It cannot become absorbed here and thus retained as it is with

them. Underground sewerage and thorough surface drainage

then can probably do more for Ncav Orleans that it can for^i^ our fiitk

them. All the filth that collects in and about New Orleans ''^'^''^'^"•'*'°

can be removed by these and other means, for we have only to ^ '

throw it upon the surface of the great and unequal scavenger

^

which a kind Providence has mercifully offered us and which we

so blindly refuse to use, (to the extent we should) lo wit : the

mighty river before our door, while the above cities have but three

or four feet of tide and but a few feet elevation above it, giving

* Dr. Merrill.

56
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and returning tlie mixture, but rendered worse by the addition

or to sink into their absorbent soils to return upon them as a

concentrated poison, at uncertain periods, when the other

requisite—the meteorological condi*:ion shall occur.

Let us do justice en passant, to our noble river : a wide per-

vading influence for evil has been attributed to our g-reat bcne-

Atiribntes of factor—that resistless sti'eam so pregnant Avith blessings tons
the MiMwsip- Yvhen managed rightly,—be trie credit then where it is due. It is

P' "*'*'•
-vfell known and admitted that all sluo-o-ish streams in hot climates

even those that admit of a moderate tide of two, three or four

feet, by uncovering its banks, bars or islands pregnant with or-

ganic remains are highly injurious to health. The Mississippi

has none of these attributes, it is a deep stream (of 100 to 150

feet) throughout its passage in Louisiana,—it is a rapid stream (of

from two to five miles per hour) always productive of a salubrious

ventilation, and when low, uncovering mainly sand-bars within

Cause of the
^^^ hanks,—it has little or no organic matter in it ; and hence

fau nty o
-^^ overflows reqiured for the cultivation of rice would not be so

injurious as other streams which are different. The offensive
trict9>

materials on its banks opposite the city is derived from the

shipping and the city refuse. For these reasons probably fewer

rural districts in our country are more salubrious than those

situated immediately on its banks with the swamps at a distance

covered and" protected, so different from the sluggish tide water

streams throughout our country, on few of whicli can the au-

tumnal season be passed in safety.

Tlie comparison of Mobile with Xcav Orleans in relation to

their hygrometrical condition I cannot make, because that of

Mobile. our sister city has not been made by her scientific men ; but,

excepting her Western quarter, she has as much to increase or

Pr babla hn-
^^ 8"^^^ intensity to that worst condition as New Orleans. Her

midjtr. average annual precipitation is larger by more than four inches

than ours, (years 1840, '48.)* If her streets are comparatively diy

and clean on the surface, it is but to deceive one, a sandy soil with

a substratum of clay, not far distant, only conceals that which with

* North—N. O. Journal. 1851.
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us cnii be washed off, and deludes with a semblance of cleanliness

M'ithout, the reality, while i\\Q feHtcrrng 'polmn only aioaits tlhc^^^^ *pp*"

meteorolor/lcal condition to lend it lolngs and give it virulenrc."'"^^^''^^'^-

That such is the fact is rendered probable from the circuinstan-

oes, the explanation given, the rationale and the results, and is

fully justified tVom what we find to be the case in other coun-

tries similarly located. I need only refer here, in illustration „ , ,
-

_
_

• Proofs ei*«-

and corroboration, to the malimiant fevers of Walcheren, Avhose ,
' ^ ' where.

situation is much like it. The fevers of Pensacola, of Bay St.

Louis, of (Talveston, of Vera Cruz, are thus mainly accounted

for, all of which clearly demonstrates, that there is no substitute

for an impermeable j^avement in a hot clhnate.

The distinguished Dr. Fordyce seems also to have been of

the same opinion. lu his fourth dissertation, he refers to the

''insidious and dangerous character of these sandy soils. Per-

fectly dr}^ and being clear from wood, with water only a foot

or two from the surface, so destructive to the British army on ainFianden.

sandy plain in Flanders, and again to a region in Peru where

Avater is every where to be found at about seventeen inches

below the surface of the earth, although the country is itself

ban-en for want of water, and uninhabitable from the number

of dysenteries and semitertiaus that take place in it."

Vera (7?'??2 is another instance in the midst of the yellow Vera Cruz,

fever zone, still more imfavorabh" situated than any that has

been mentioned, and proverbial for its pestilential climate, that

T 1 1 • ^ • 4. 17 ^ r
sanitary mea-

i have some scruple iii reterrma; to. ror several I'easons i am
'"

. ,
snres.

urged to do so, however, by my colleagues, as furnishing a great

and direct triumph to sanitary measures.

From the extent and fatality of the vom/ito here and the seiz-

ure and occupation of it by the American army, being in the

very nick of time for its devastations, it was fondly calculated

in Mexico and extensively be]ie^'ed in Europe, that here the

American troops would meet a worse enemy in the climate,

than in the army of our foe.

The position of Vera Cruz is peculiar, it is situated on the Description of

Western shore of the Gulf of Mexico, in latitude 19° 15' North citr andita

on a sandy plain, elevated about five feet above the level of the neijhborhoed

sea, in the rear of the city are sand hills varying in height from

twenty to forty feet, and distant from 10 to 1500 yards, between
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these and the city during the rainy season are hu-g-e pools of

standing ^Yater, extensive marshes extend to tiie Southwest,

covered more or less with mangles and other brush wood, "with

numerous small lakes or ponds, these empty into the sea along

the South -vvall of the city and are the principal means of fur-

nishing water to the mass of the inhabitants, and is largely

influential in the production of the insalubrity of the place and

have been complained of for centuries. The city is paved with

coral rock obtained from the sea. It is surrounded with a high

wall (about fifteen feet) so greatl}^ interrupting ventilation, that

as Chief Health Officer of the place in 1847, 1 strongly advised its

being pulled down as it faced the sea, or to windward. The

streets were formerly kept very filthy, and the place very badly

supplied with water either for domestic use or cleanliness. Sucli

was its condition when taken possession of by the x\}nerican

army under Gen. Scott, in March, 1847.

In order to make the comparison as just as 2)0ssible, bet-ween

the Mexican and American regime^ the periods under considera-

tion shall be as approximative as possible, that is, immediately

succeeding each other ; hence, for the Mexican, I take the years

1845-'46 and the two first months of 1347. The civil and mili-

tary I am fortunately enabled to seperate, and they are both

derived from official sources. For the American, I commence

after but two months of possession, when the greatest mortality

incident to the recent conflict, was in some degree abated,

although this continued large throughout the season, resulting

partly fi-om this cause and partly from the hospitals of the

place being made the general hospital of the army invading

Mexico, and hence was greatly increased from this cause, and

from the large number of camp followers and retainers and

others carried there, in part by curiosity, and the period em-

braced in the comparison comprehends only the most sickly

months in the year on the part of the Americans. The ci^al

and military mortality are also separate and are all derived from

official sources.
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Civil mortali-
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TIio I'atio of the inovtality of the Mexican civil popu-'''^^''

lation during- the years 1845-46 was 0.28

The ratio of tlieir military mortality for tlie years
.

"
ry daring

1844-'o-'6 .-'nd part of 1847 was ascertained, hut the
^ Mexican

amount of the force was not clear, it is put at somewhat
' i regime.

less than it was found in 1847, which is probiibly oiie-

third too much.. The ratio of mortality to the strength

assumed, is 13.90

The ratio of total mortality to total cases admitted

into their hospitals is 19.49

The ratio of mortality, of the diseases of the skin,

which were very numerous zoere omitted, would be 25.70

The proportion of deaths by yellov) feoer to the whole

cases admitted Avere 85.23

And the proportion, dying of yellow fever to the esti-

mated strength was 7.95

The total mortality in Vera Cruz, in 1847, during the

» !• ^ ,^ !• • 1 1 j7 Do. of each
American regime, embracing only ihcjive sickly months

o -1 '1 ••7 7- during Amer-
irom first May to iirst Octobei", oi tlie civil population,

ican regime.

including strangers and foreigners of every kind, not

officially attached to the army, was (by ofiicial returns

to me) according to the estimated popalatiou, and con-

sisting too, mostly of the most reckless people on tbe

face of the earth, and comparatively few acclimated, to 3.52

The mortality of the military/ during the same period,

embracing soldiers, quarter-master's men and all attaches

of the army, including those left in the hospital on the de-

parture of the army for tbe interior (a very large number,)

the men sent from that army from time to time, to the

general hospital at Vera Cruz, the army consisting most-

ly of undisciplined soldiers, unaccustomed to the climate,

was 4.46

One-third of this, or 33.18 per cent, consisted of yel-

low^ fever.

The mortality of the first infantiy, embraced in the

above, is entitled to a separate consideration :—it garri-
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soiled tlie city the whole summei', and is a fair compari-

son with the mortahty among the Mexican soldiery. The

aggregate force was 2,047, and the aggregate mortality

74, or 3.61

(Inclusive of a proportionate mortality by yellow fever

of 14.80 per cent.)

Let us analyze this statement a little more in detail.

It a]:>pears then that the average mortality of the civil

2}0]nilatton at Vera Cruz, (during, of course, the Ifexican

regime) amounted in the years 1845-6, to 0.28

AVhile the same i^opulation uuder the Auieriavn re-

,„, ,. nime,, in 1847, compared, not of settled citizens acchrna-
The mortality^ ' ' i '

of the civil
^^'^ measurably to the soil exclusively, as before ; but of

population these, and incorporated with them all that large class of

about one- rcclvless canip-foUowei's of a victorious army, with all their

half, and of dissipatcd habits, amounted to. . . 3 . 42

the military ^^ud that the mortality among the Mexican military
about one-

^^ ^j^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^y^^^^^ during the 3'ears 1844-'5~'6 and part
fourth durin.

^^^^^ ^^^.^.^^^ted 'tO 13.90
the American

And the mortality to cases 25.70
m comparison •'

withtheMex-
Of which the voiiiito or yellow tever, constituted of it. 85.23

While among our militarily including attaches of the

army of every grade, the mortality amounted to 4 . 46

While in the First Infantry (military alone) amounted

to but 3.61

The bare statement of the foregoing valuable facts, is its own

best commentary : it is furnished as an instance of the injluence

of sanitary measures in a hot climate^ on urmcclimated i^cople^

even under the influence of peculiarly unfavorable circumstances.

After the lengthy recommendations given of sanitary measures

in the preceding pages, it would be little more than repetition to

say more than that these views were carried out with military

precision, and that it consisted in the strictest policeing, rigidly

enforced, at the earhest hour, and the strictest temperance ad-

vised ; tropical fruit, and particularly if um'ipe, forbidden. The

city was divided into districts, and responsible agents and physi-

ican regime.
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cians appointed to each, and required to report to the Board, at

short intervals, the state of eacli, together with the number and

character of the diseases occurrino-.

iew Orleans

SECTION XII.

Resume.— We shall noiv bring this RejMrt to its close with

the folio-wing Recapitulatory Propositions and Corollaries.

1st. That the insalubrity of New Orletins, which has now con-

tinued for so niany years—Avith some remarkable exceptions—is
^^

not natural to her, or necessarily incidental to her position ; that ^^j gj^i^iy^ p^^

it is the cause of the high price of everything, and the direct se.

means of retarding her progress to prosperity, and which will

continue to exist until eiiective measures are taken to remove it.

2d. That the direct and inevitable change of climate alone, is

not the sole cause of the mortality of immio-rants, but the union ,,
•^ S3 1 Mortality not

of the climatic with the terrene conditions under different ci'>'-
(,^^,\n^ towa^nt

cumstances, were the efficient agents in the destructive influence of accUma-

on each class of people as pointed out according to nativity ; tion.

that man cannot become acclimated to the second cause, or ter-
Can't acHi-

rene (filth, &c.) any where, and that the acclimation to our fi'st
^^^^^^^^^^^11^1^

cause (or atmospheric) Avould be trifling, if the conditions consti-

tuting it, were so modified, as was clearly shown to be, in our

power.

3d. We have endeavored to prove what were the constitckxts

of the epidemic yellow fever of 1853, that the}^ consisted of cer-
, .

' , 1 • • 11 Epidemic
tam atmos]>henc and terrene combinations ; that these causes, so

constituent',

far as we had the means of ascertaining, were confined to the

limits of the fever district ; that it began with these causes and

ended with them, throughout the limits of the epidemic region,

and that when these ceased, so terminated its influence on man.

4th. That one of these causes, (the atmospheric,) is more or

less present here every summer, and that when the second (or

terrene) exists in sufficient amount, an epidemic is the certain
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result, so far as near sixty year's experience will go to prove it

;

The efficient
^^^^^ ^|^|g terrene condition is mainly composed of extensive dis-

turbances, or upturuing and exposure of the original soil of the
our epidem- , .

'.
, .-,.-,

country ; that without this there has been no such ejnde^mc., al-
ios.

though, betAveen the occurrence of some of them, long periods

have elapsed; and that its ravages or malignity appears to have

been pretty much iu projiortion to the extent of that disturbance.

5th. That for the existence of an epidemic, a wi<le pei'vading

puemic
""'atmospheric cause being one of the essential elements, an epide-

importable or . ,

.

, . 711 • t
viic disease cannot be imported., and that as a contagious disease

contagions.

cannot depend upon a general cause for its existence, but must

derive its qualities from a specific one ; epidemic yellow fever is

consequently not a contagious disease.

6th.—That to constitute an endemic yelloio fever., the diifer-

Requirements Guce of wluch froiTi an epidemic Avas fully pointed out, that the

for an endem- apparent contagion was only the extension of the epidemic prin-

ic. civile, a lesser degree of the same, or what was believed to be

equivalent, (filth of all kinds, and decomposing materials) with

a lesser degree or intensity of the first or atmospheric constitu-

ent, were essential.
'

7th.—That when these causes did not exist in a sufficiently

high degree to produce yellow fever., intermittent, remittent

bilious, or other periodic fevers were the result, demonstrating

by the clearest analogy that they proceeded from the same

cause, and that they differed only in degree and intensity, a

major amount of the very same materials being required to pro-

duce yellow fever, as a minor one does for bilious or periodic fevers.

8th.—That all these fevers are produced from local causes^

more or less extensive, and that the fevers, the result of these,
Local causes

were limited to these bounds, that these causes are well under-
and local ef-

stood, and were extensively pointed out in detail, that wherever

the epidemic extended, there were causes to localise it., that wliere

these did not exist, the cases of the epidemic conveyed there did

not extend., and that consequently, that all these fevers arising from

bad air, are no more contfigious or infectious the one than the

other, the liability to them is limited to the bad or infected air

required for

periodic fe-

fecu.
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and personal suscejotibility ; and finally, that tlicsc are of the

greatest imiwrtance in their practical hearing on sanitary

measures. And,

9tli.—That the temporary epidemic cholera which occurred

here early in December, it was shown, depended filso, upon two
_demic cliol-

conditions, an atmospheric and a terrene ; that the first of

these was different from that required to produce epidemic yel-

low fever, although the second was believed to be the same.

From all which the following- corollaries were deduced; viz:

1st.

—

'X:\\Ai mi epidemic yelloiu fever m New Orleans, if pro- p^j^j^ipniic,

duced by the causes stated in our third proposition, as believed, comvoUibie.

being known, is controlahle, that is, preventable.

2d.—That an endemic yellow fever, arising from the same or Do. ofendem-

equivalent causes, as above, although in a lesser degree, can also, ''=^-

be mainly, if not entirely controled.

P>d.—That the causes of bilious or periodic fevers being known

also, to arise fi'om a smaller amount, or more diluted condition no. of peiiod-

of the same circumstances, although more general and exten- ic fevers,

sive, and more dej^endenton personalhygiene, itis in thepower,

as it is the duty of the civil authorities to mitigate, if they can

not entirely control them ; and finally :

4th.—That it was demonstrated, that by the proper appli-

cation of curative measures, by the establishment of proper j^-^^,. orieang

sanitary laws and police ordinances, rigidly enforced and can be made

effectually carried out, New Orleans can be made as healthy lieaitiiy.

as any city in America ; and that it was not only the interest

of the city to accomplish these important purposes,—but

that

—

5th.—A penalty could be as much enforced wpon the civil ^^^^^ f„,.]g.

authorities for neglecting the removal oj" conditions suhversiiw ^sXenXotce-

of health and Ifo-, asfor any furpose for whicli society was mem.

formed.

Proofs and illustrations were furnished of the influence of

sanitary regulations in various cities of the old world and on

this continent, and what tliey had accomplished in removing
07
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causes of tlisease and restoring sickly cities to the enjoyment

of salubrity.

A comparison was instituted between New Orleans and

other American cities, and particularly with Southern cities,
ty alone de-

with a running- commentary on their comparative liabilities
pends upon _> ./ i

health
^"^ immunities, and the important result was come to, that

our city was far fi orn being in an irreclaimable condition, and

that she could compare favorably with an}' of them.

It has been as truly as beautifully said, that intelligence is

not only synonymous with moral power, but with health.*
Intelligence ttii --itHealth manifestly depends upon our observance of certain
synoi j:noug

./ i i

withhealth
^^^^^ which the Providence of God has entrusted for our

guidance, which are recognized by all mankind and are

instinctive. When these laws are broken, punishment (that

is, disease,) inevitably fuUows, sooner or later; but it is in

our power, as it is our duty, to comply with them, and exert

the faculties He has given us for our well'are. We can only

know the future from the past; it is the part of wisdom to

know that like causes produce like results, under similar cir-

cumstances. The constant recurrence of yellow fever in the

epidemic form, whenever there have been large disturbances

of the soil, and never otherwise, in so long a period as sixty

YEARS, and in proportion to that exposure, must be something

The real cause™ore thaii a 111610 Coincidence: it seems to the Reporter as-

of our fevers. Well attested as any fact in history or science, as too intelli-

gible to be misunderstood; invaluable as a warning, and the

memento on that Chart as plain to us as "the handwriting

on the wall " to the prophet of Israel. No less palpable, and

as little to be disregarded, are the "plague spots" which have

been demonstrated here, as in other cities, that here, in the

midst of filth of all kinds, are the true birth places of disease.

All cities im-
q^^^ j^

^r^g equally clearly shown how much it was in our
proved by

pQ^ygj. ^q removB them, and that it was our duty and interest

to do so, not merely on account of present prosperity, but
Bures except

even from a higher consideration, the promotion of theNew Orleans.

*Marx Willie.
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great interests of religion. Our reputation abroad for

salubrity is ruined, reform is now only left us. All cities,

wherever situated, whether in the old woi-ld, the highly

favored seats of renowned monarchs, covered with marble,

drained and watered by works that are still the wonder and

admiration of the world, or in the new, the selected marts

of far enriching and enterprising commerce, have been sub-

ject to epidemics; which, like the monaxysinal diseases, the

trials of infantile life, stand as tests of the constitution.

Many quail and sink under the trial. New Orleans has stood

many such trials; she is now at a crisis, and it will depend

upon her people to say whether she shall recuperate or not.

Her consulting faculty, (this Commission,) have pronounced

her entirely susceptible of cure, if their advice is followed,

otherwise not. A new era has manifestly sprung up, it is

signalized by the appointment of this first Commission of The certain

inquiry into the real, not suppositious, condition of IsJ'ew''^""°*'P'''"'"

Orleans. We look upon it as a proof that the great refor-

mation so much needed, and without which no permanent

prosperity is to be expected for this city, is about to com-

mence ; that the influence of sanitary measures is at last to

be attempted, and we can not avoid the prediction, that it

will eventuate as it has in all other places, in future pros-

perity and advancement. Nothing else is now wanting to

repair the errors of the past, and it does no violence to prob-

ability to foretell from them the most brilliant future. If

the Sanitary Commission shall not succeed in convincing

their fellow-citizens of this, and that the same principles

are applicable to our city as to all others, which is the true

practical object of their appointment, then that appoint-

ment will have been superfluous. But, if we shall have

shown by unmistakable facts, figures and argument, that we

have nothing peculiar in our climate or position, but what

is entirely accessible to amelioration and amendment by

the hand of reform; that our city may be restored to salu-

brity ; that her reputation for perennial pestilence shall be

er measures

adopted here.
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no longer applicable; that upon the broad foundation of

SANITARY MEASURES we cau eroct a monument of public

health, and, that if a beacon light is erected on its top, and

]ce2yt alirc bjj [iroi^ier attcntirm,^ our city will soon be second

to none in this first of earthly blessings ; the appointment

will not have been inadc in vain.

Sewerage.

Drainage.

Forest growth

Paving,

Waterworka.

Shed on river.

Trees.

SECTION XIII.

K E C O M M E N n A T I O N S

.

We accordhighj offer to the Council tlte foUoiulng reconcmcnda-

tions :

IsL—To adopt the system of Sewerage—the systerii ap-

proved of by the Sanitary Commission, as reported by our

colleague, Prof Ri:]deil—embracing streams of running

water constantly through the streets, from the river or other-

wise, from March to November, during the dag only.

2d.—The drainage, in the most complete manner, of the

neighboring swamps and levees on Lake Pontchartrain, to

keep out the Lake water. Tliis is to be effected by machinery

and covered drains, and these to be dug in the winter season.

After this is fully effected, in the opinion of your Health

Department

—

3d.—The removal of the forest growth, excepting for ave-

nues and parks.

4th.—The completion of the pavage of the city (removal

of the round stone) by square blocks, united by cement, and

the avenues may be (temporarily) by thick planks.

5th.—The purchase and extension of the Water Works to

every portion of the city, with fountains in each of the pub-

lic squares.

6th.—An extensive shed the entire front of tlie business

part of the city.

7th.—To plant trees in all the public squares and princi-

pal streets.
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8tli.—To fill up Goniilci/s Basin and make a public square Gonniey'sba-

Of if. Bin.

9th.—To make covered, drains of Gonnley's and Melpo- Covered

mene's Canals, and all the other drains of the city. 'ir;*'™-

10th.—That the slaus'liter liouscs be removed to such dis- „! , ,O .Slaughter

tancc from the city, and all vacheries and livery stahles having i,ou,e3 vaci.-

over six animals, removed to squares having fifty population eries ana lk-

and ten dwellings. The same of soap and tallow chandle- ery Subies.

rios, or other maiuifictories or pursuits that have a tendency,

in the opinion of your Health Department, to impair the

purity of the city atmosphere.

11th.—The adoption of a system ofprivies, according with Privies.

the recommendations in this Report.

12th.—To discontinue interments in the city limits. Cemeteries.

13th.—To prevent any but the most superficial disturb-
ni,,turbing

ances of the soil of the city or neighborhood, from 1st May soil

to 15th October.

14th.—To establish a Health Department on the plan Health de-

detailed in the next section. partment.

loth.—To establish a quarantine station, not nearer than
0^^^^^^.^^^^^;^^^

eight miles from the city, as a branch of the Ilealtli Depart-

ment.

16th.—To carry out fully the system of privies described in

another section of this Report.

And finally; to order at an early day, a complete Sanitavy

Survey of the city before the warm weather sets in, under Sanitary snr-

tlie instructions of the Health Department, of every house, lot^'^^-

and back yard in the city, to be most thorough and searching

for every cause of disease, with plenary authority for that body

immediately to abate it. To ascertain from every family the

number that have not been vaccinate<L

A book of record to be kept, wherein shall be recorded the
. .

Book of
reports from the Inpsectors of the special condition of everyr i. i- J record.

square in the city, with plans and diagrams, for present action

and future reference, blanks being furnished by the Health De-

partment, enumerating the duties and objects of the inspection.
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SECTION XIV.

Ordinance for the Establishment of a Health Department fo'^

the City of New Orleans.

Be it ordained by the Comvion Council of the City of New
Orleans

:

Section 1.—There is hereby created a Health Department
for the City of New Orleans.

Section 2.—This Department shall be constituted by the

appointment of the City Council, in Joiut Session, of a Board
of not less than three Physicians of the City of New Orleans,

Health De-
e^^^^inent for their services, experience and practical knowledge

partment to of Sanitary laws and intiuences, who shall have resided in the

consist of city at least ten years, and whose term of service shall be five

Three Physi- years.

^.j^ii^
Section 8.—It shall be the duty of said Health Department

to elect, on its first meeting, one of their number as presiding

oflicer, who shall preside over its deliberations ; be the organ
of communication with this Council and the Public, and drav,^

up the annual report.

Section 4.—It shall be the duty of this Department to have
President and surveiUauce and control, under the orders of this Council, over

his duties. everything that may aft'ect the salubrity of the city of New
Orleans, or have a tendency to impair the same ; to visit and
inspect all hos]?itals and infirmaries for the reception of the sick

;

to see that they do not admit any contagious disease ; that they

are kept in a cleanly and not crowded condition, having not more
than one patient to every one thousand feet of space. They shall

Dutiesot said
^j^-^ ^^^^^ inspcct, likcwisc, all Jails, Lock-ups, Asylums, Board-

Health De-jijg^ or other Houses, liable to suffer from overcrowding or filth;

partment. Manufactories, Livery Stables, Vacheries, Slaughter-houses, and
any place which it has reason to believe there may be a nursery

of filth, impairing the purity of the air. That the space al-

lowed in lodging-houses for each individual shall not be less

than six hundred cubic feet of space for each adult. To see that

the cemeteries are in a proper condition, with the power of re-

moval for neglect.

Penait for
SECTION 5.—All pcrsous occupying houscs for lodgers, or

where the said Department ]nay have sufficient reason to believe
o =tructmg

^ij^gj.g ^^^^j eyi\?>i a breach of this Ordinance, are hereby forbidden
Inspectors of

^^^ obstruct the examination of the same by themselves or their

Health De- Inspcctors, uudcT a penalty of fifty dollars for the first offence,

partment. onc huudrcd doUars for the second, and five hundred dollars for

the third, or taking away the license. And this sum shall be

sued for and recovered before any Court liaviog competent ju-

risdiction, and the said amount recovered shall be accounted for

in the expenditures for the support of the same, and it shall be

the duty of the City Attorney to prosecute for the same.
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Section G.—This Department shall Iceep an ofllce in some
central bnilding-, to wliicli sliall 1x3 placed in their special care,

all the raortuaiy records of the city of New Orleans, jind shall omce and
appoint their own Secretary, which ofBce shall remain open
during the usual hours of business, and the books and records

of said -Departjnent shall always be open to the inspection of

the members of this Council.

Section 7.—It shall be the duty of this Department to have
prepared and keep blank books for the following- purposes

:

1st. One containing an accurate record of each and every Book of Rec-

burial in each of the several cemeteries appertaining to this city, oni for eauii

in which shall be recorded the name, birth-place, sex, color, ace,
, , ,. ,

• 1 11 ,. .1 . i' . . ^
'i 1 ' ^ ^ branch ol the

period and place ot residence m this city, and the cause oi

death of every one buried in any of said cemeteries.
^'^^^

2d. A book to record the weekly or other reports of the Dis- pa'-tment.

pensary and other physicians, (hereafter mentioned.)

3d. A book to record the daily and weekly statements of the

Inspectors, (hereafter mentioned.

)

4th. A book to record the reports and applications of all the

vidangeries.

5th. A book to record the reports of those selected to make the

sanitary survey, fi'oni time to time.

Section 8.—It shall be their duty to select and license the Nnmi)er of

Inspectors or Health Wardens for the city, whose number shall inspectors or

not exceed nine, and who shall serve, under the instructions of ^^''"'''''"'^•

said Department, and whose duty it shall be to point out and Duty of.

order to be abated anything that may, in tlie opinion of said

Department, impair the salubrity of the city. They shall also, '^° '''"'"^^

license all Undertakers, Vidana-eries, Sextons, and no others ^ '\^' '"^

''I"'

shall be recognized or perform the duties appertaining to those dangeries.

several callino-s, without such Hcense, under a penalty of two „ ,^ ,

, . 11,,^' ,. i' /.•! • Penalty and
hundred dollars. And it shall be the duty oi said appointees ^luy.

to obey all the lawful orders of said Health Department relating ^ grmitfr'm
to their said duties. And, further, it shall not be lawful for Health Be-

any Sexton to bury or any Undertaker to convey any body from partment to

or into the city of New Orleans, without having previously re- a"tho"''-e a

ceived an order to that effect from the Health Department,

under the aforesaid penalty ; and for a second offence, to be Ha- ^^"^^'[gp'"'"'

ble to a penalty of double the amount, and to be deprived of '
'

their license.

Section 9.—It shall be the duty of saitl Inspectors, in the p^^y ^f ^„,

Districts to be appropriated to them by this Department, to be
^ ^^^^^

constantly occupied in visiting their several Districts, and to

give a written report of the condition of every house, back-

yard, privy, open lot, street, alley and building, mentioned in

section four of this Ordinance, in writing, each week, under such
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blank lieads and insti'uctions as tlie Health Department shall

furnisli.

Section 10.—It shall be the duty of said Health Department
to cause to be rendered at the expense of the proprietor or oc-

cupant of any house oi' premises, where there sliall exist any
nuisance—and everything is denominated an nuisance that, iu

moved. the Opinion of said Department, shall im, air the purity of the

air of the city—within a delay not exceeding one day iu summer,
and six in winter.

Empty lots to Section 11.—It is hereby ordained that every empty lot

be filled. shall be filled six inches above the crown of the str.^et within

sixty days after this Ordinance shall l;ike effect. And that no
Cemeteries Cemetery within the thickly inhabited parts of the city shall

disused. any longer be the receptacle for the burial of the dead, after

the 30th April, inst.

Section 12.— It shall be the duty of the Vidangeries to

Duties of Vi- have a permit from said Department previous to cleansing

daii<'eiies
^^^3' P'"'^Tj Stating iu their application, (which shall be duly

filed and recorded in a book appropriated to it,) the number,
location and proprietor of the house whose privy it is his in-

tention to clean.

Section 13.—It is hereby made the duty of the physicians
Cemetery cei- ^^^

j^j^^^ c\i^ , and of the families of all deceased persons, and
tificates. attendants on such deceased, to give such information in

relation to each deceased person as is required in section 7th
^''"" ^^''°™" of this Ordinance, under a penalty of fifty dollars, without

which no burial certificate shall be issued, unless the Health
Department is satisfied it could not be procured.

Districts nine
SECTION 14.—This clty is hereby divided into nine

Wards, in each of which there shall be established a Dis-

pensary, under the instructions and surveillance of the Health
pensanes and

X)epartment, where medicines shall be distributed to the poor
Physicians to gj-atuitously, On the certificate and prescription of the Dis-

attend poor; peiisary Physician of said Ward, on his being satisfied of the

sicii. inability of the sick to pay for the same, M'hich certificate

shall be duly recorded as a voucher for the same.

Sect on 15.—The City Council shall elect immediately,

^^"and hereafter, in the first week in January of each year, a
sician ap- physician, duly qualified by experience of at least five years
pointment, in this city, of the diseases of the climate, of education, of

qualification', which a diploma from some recognized, respectable Medical
College, shall be required, and of good moral character, to

each Dispensary District.

Sec HON 16.—Tt shall be the duty of said Physicians to

Duty of ditto, attend the poor of said Districts, respectively, gratuitously

prescribing for them at the Dispensary, at some regularly
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appointed hour, and at their houses, wlien they shall he una-

ble from disease to attend the sa.id Dispensary; to vaccinate said

poor, and to report the condition, as to salubrity, and of the

character of the diseases prevailing, and a record of each

case prescribed for, to the Health Department, in writing,

weekly—in default of which the power of removal is hereby
given to said Department, and temporary substitution, until

his place shall be regularly filled by the Council.

Section 17.—The Health Department is hereby required

to inspect the Quarantine Stations, wliich shall be considered

but a branch of this Department, and advise with the Quar-*^" examin«

antine Physician on all subjects relating to his duty, and to quarantine,

see that the several officers attached to the Station perform

in a proper manner, the duties required of them by law.

And it is made the duty of the Quarantine Physician to

report the condition of all vessels arriving at this port from

any other port, as to cleanliness, and of the number and san-„

itary condition of her passengers and crew, and especially if

any contagious, infectious, or febrile diseases shall be on'"'*' ° "*

board, and report. This shall be done (it' the imme- Pi'ysician.

diate advice or the gction of the Health Departmen". is

required) at once: otherwise, weekly. It shall also be its

duty to prepare from time to time, in conjunction with the

Quarantine Physician, such rules and regulations as may be

required for its government, subject to the approval of the

Council.

Sectio?? 18.—It shall be the duty of the Health Depart- To publish

ment, during the existence of any epidemic disease, to publish advice during

instructions to the public, succinctly embracing short advice .^nepyemic.

on its prevention and treatment.

Section 19.—It shall be the duty of said Health Depart-

ment to keep a Meteorological Pi.egister, and record tlie teni-
Meteoroiogi-

perature, barometer, winds, amount of rain and hygrometry ©f cai record icept

the atmosphere at least three times a day. To make and pub- and published

lish a weekly report of the number of interments in the eity„,eekiy, with

cemeteries, with such particulars in section seven as said Health
j^g,„gjgfy re-

Department may deem of interest to the public, with an

abstract of the weather during the same period, and an Annual
""^"^ ^

Report, with all the particulars bearing upon or appertaining
A„nuaireport

to the salubrity of the city, A\ith such suggestions for its im-

provement as it may recommend.
Section 20.—The compensation of the President of said

co,„pg„ga-
Department shall be 83,000 per annum, and to each assistant

$2,000 each; to the Secretary $1,200; and for office, station-
"°""

ery, blank books and blanks, and aid in organizing the office the

first year, $2,000, or as much as may be required. To each

Dispensary Phvsici;ui -i^c'io per annum ; to the luspectoi's, eacji

58
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$500 per annum—to be paid montlily, on the order of the

President of the said Department, and it shall he his duty to

settle annually with the Comptroller the expenditures and
receipts of his Department in January of each year.

Section 21.—It is hereby ordered that an immediate Sani-

tary Survey be made of the entire city, under the instructions

of the said Health Department, who shall issue printed instruc-

tions to the Inspectors in blanks, and a plan of his District, and
such other aid as they may require to facilitate it, embracing
the following particulars, viz : The condition of every yard,

amtary ur-
^yj^g^j^gj. j^aved or not, and how cleaned ; the number, extent,

^^y- and location of all lots that are below the level of the crown of

the street ; if supplied, and how, with water ; the number of

tenants and boarders in each house ; the construction of each

liouse—of wood or brick; the condition of the pri-sdes ; the

condition of every drain, canal and basin, and cemetery, and
manufactory, slaughter-house, livery stable, and vachery, in

each District ; the condition of the levee and bank of the river

and swamps contiguous to districts bordering thereon.

This inspection shall be recorded as the first in the Book of

Record of Inspection, showing the exact condition of New Or-

leans on this foundation of a permanent Health Department
for said city.

Section 22.—The Health Department is hereby authorized

to furnish health certificates to the shipping, of the condition of

the city, and to charge for the same |2 each to the domestic

shipping, and to the foreign $5, and to account for the same in

the annual settlement with the Comptroller.

SECTION XV.

Modes of Raising the Means necessary to Defray the Cost of

the Recomjnendations.

The large means required to carry out fully the views of the

Sanitary Commission, and which is deemed requisite to restore
tax,

this city to salubrity—to enable her fully to compete with any

city of this Union, either in relation to health or the great pur-

poses of commerce, we are fully sensible, she could not, at once'

bear, under her ordinary resources, and it is farther obvious,

thfit crippled as she has been, by the calamities of years, she

-•''- '^-
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cannot now sustain a heavier load of taxation than she is now

al)oriiig- uiider. These, wo fear, (if men submitted to) would

farther tend to paralj^se her recuperative energies, and put her

beyond the possibility of competing with her more fortunate

rivals.

It becomes our duty then, to point out some extra means be-

yond the ordinary resources of the city revenues, to accomplish

objects in the highest degree urgent and important in them-

selves, and which Ave deem indispensible to her entire salubrity.

Nor do we doubt could these objects be efiected, she would be

as healthy as any city in the Union. If some of these modes

of raising this extra revenue are evils in themselves, they are

certainly much less than those they will aid in effectually and

permanently removing, and be of but a temporary character in

themselves.

1st.—The city Council might reasonably expect from

the fund derivable from the sale of swamp lands $200,000

'2nd.—-Three years ago a recommendation was made

by the late General Council of the city, that an appli-

cation should be made to the eighteen States directly

interested in its salubrity, to induce them to unite in re-

commending to the General Government to transfer to
v«-\>\\o lands

this city 200,000 acres of public land, for which pur-

pose it created a Boai'd called " The Permanent Sani-

tary Board,''''—whose duty it was made to initiate the

necessary steps to obtain it. That Board organized and

drew up a Report—in which the claims of New Or-

leanv-s was set foith,—through which it was clearly de-

monsti'ated that there had been expendedy by this city

and the State of Louisana for the actual and prospec-

tive population of these States not less than $2,000,000,

and that it was morally and equitably right, that that

sum ought to be considered due. The Report was ap-

proved of by the Board, but there required an outlay of

some $200 or $300 for printing, &c., and as there was

no sum appropriated nor could be procured, nothing far-

Sale of

swamp lands.

from the Uni-

ted States.
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McDonogh's

bequest.

Tonnage

duty.

Loan from

ther could be done. The claim is deemed a just one,

and if the proper steps were taken, a large sum could

most probably be raised from it,

A reconstruction of that board is recommended,

or its duties might be devolved upon the health

department. As this will require time, no amount is

put down as arising from this source.

3d—The estate of the late John McDonogh, will

have a contingent fund to be available after some

years. It is believed that a considerable sum could

be raised from this source ; it could be used on the

basis on which a sum could be obtained on credit,

say $35,000

4th—The President of the United States has ad-

vised, in his message to Congress, that a tonnage duty

on all vessels visiting the several ports and harbors,

be left at the disposal of the States respectively.

This would be just, as enabling each to collect a

large amount of money, required and received in pro-

portion to the importance of the port, to be appropri-

ated to the wants and requirements of these ports, to

facilitate the various advancements and conveniences

of commerce.

There would be a very large amount derivable from

this prolific source, say only $500,000

5th—The final adjudication, by the Supreme Court

of the United States, of the large estate of Mr. Mc
McDonogh'i

j)Q32Qg]j ^q ^jje cities of New Orleans and Baltimore,
^^^^^'

leaves subject to the control of this city a large sum,

which it has been proposed to invest in railroad stock.

It is conceived that the Jirst interest of New Orleans

is its salubrity ; all else should be considered subsidi-

ary to this. Railroads are the second great duty of

this city ; but without health, they only make a great

winter factorage of it. With healthy railroads will

make it second to no city on the continent. Its salu-
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.882 .745

.938

.926

.910

.921

.892

.884

.842

.915

.908

.889

.893

.844

.882 ..541 0«i26ol>8'n«

.845 .464 n"-26obB'n«.

.8;!2 .649 0"29ob8'n»

.833 .613 n-'20ob8'n». :•-: - 1

.842 .474| 0" 29 obs'ni... .'.•;.; M--:".; - •;;..,)

.815 .5091 " 3 obs'iM. .I'll ' .-?,• .i-.ia

.825 .390 0"5obs'n». J.I' '

-. - - - ..

.873 .448 0"I4obs'n». :

.857 .49»lll"Uob8'ns.

.804 .6.50 lO-Sobs'na. :

.846 .4801 0-HobB-ns. ,..-,,; ,....,.. ,.,,.,,....,

.823 .463 |0"!4ob8'ns.j.53;||.;,Ga.4.WU| 4.1o7^4.uu7

Total averag s.. 62.6968.94 73.41 67.13]67.79 27.36 63.'34» 68.95 60.64|63.0o|b1 .78i24.97 2.28 n.57| 3.31 5.70 21.97 130.225130.261 30.21(ll30.256!30.224' 2.28 .929 .694 .896 .859 ,514 .I6i '.4851165466,5991 7,1476.724

Annual averages

' I am indebted to Prof. For«Ijey for tliic cdi- nt Cnrrolltou, eiplit uiilci uliove the city ; i\nd is the average of neorly three years prrredine Afril, Ifi53.

[TABLE O.J .A^xAaa.xxm\s tnmvi9 imxK. ,o\9 m«9 /ll^Oi? \%^dl).

January, - -

February, - -

March, - - - -

April, - - - -

JuYe,
-'"-'.'.

July, 'v

August,— -

September, -

October, - - -

November, -

December, - -

Averages,

RADIATION;
SOLAR AND TERRESTKIAL

p g
"rt

« V

&« tfrt

N ^<i
<iK <lm •< .'-

.71 23.83 32.71

.65 23,41) 34.72
1.13

.91

J 1 i i!3

,92 22.27 24.52l21.24 1,88

ASPECT OF SKY

;

or amount of

learnesss in Tenths.
WINDS;—Their DntECTioN and Force,

,48 5,31 4,C3 7,41

i.35 6.i 1,92 2.21

3.19ti

4.60(1

6.87C

1.845

3,84i;

1,757

11,-Ot

,71111 07 2,02 48,? 1,99 03 1.82 371 1.92 30.1 1.41211 1,52 23J 1,44 23J 2,10 1.78 371 02M1 94 32

The "Aspect op the Sky" is taken on a scale where rcin-esonts entire eloudiuoss, and parts of the sky, clear np to 10, entire clunmcss; and the Forcl
of the \Vind, on a scale from 0, representing CALM, np to 6, a violent storm.
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bi'ily, and ils rejmtation for salubrity, must frcccdc it,

now its rciyiitation is gone.

The amount to be derived from this source is very

large, say 8400.000

6th—A special tax on the property of absentees is

not constitutional, but some means should be devised

by which to apportion, somewhat more equitably than

is now done, the various incumbrances of civil govern-

ment—the benefits and burthens ; and particularly

during epidemics, these latter are very onerous on

those who remain to discharge faithfully their duties

to society.

The authorization to raise a certain sum by lottery

to be solely appropriated to the removal of the causes

influencing the salubrity of the city.

Here then is the enormous sum of - $1,435,000

besides the contingencies that have not been estima-

ted, but little more than half of which, would make

New Orleans one of the healthiest cities on the con-

tinent, and one of the most desirable residences ;
put

her in the front rank of American cities, and with her

railroads, defy all competition.





The following table was pi'epared for the purpose of aiding to fill up the

three first columns in the table in the Introduction, so as to extend the

averages over as large a number of epidemics as possible, with no inten-

tion whatever of publishing it. Ifc is furnished now at the unanimous

request of the Sanitary Commission, as embracing important views of

our comparative condition but little known, and upon which most erro-

neous opinions are entertained.

The climatology of the year has also been most carefully compared

with that of the preceding epidemic years and found entirely to corres-

pond. It has also been comprehended with the averages in the other

columns, and adds its important mite in their verification.

This table farther shows, that with the exception of the remarkable

yexr 1853, produced by the most unusual concurrence of causes

—

that it is certainly in our power to say shall never occur again—that the

yellow fever is not increamig among us ; that the present year stands in

comparison with others but as the tenth, and still does not forbid us to

entertertain the sanguine hope, expressed elsewhere, that if the suggestions

as to its prevention are fully carried out, we may be enabled to drive it

entirely from among us.

Since the " Report on the sanitary condition of New Orleans " was

put to press, important corroboration of its views in relation to the causes

of our epidemics has been obtained—besides those mentioned in our

"Introduction," in relation to this year. If necessary, they can be com-

prehended in a supplemental report—wherein, with other documents

intended for our report, but necessarily excluded—I propose to state the

meteorological elements of epidemic yellow fever in other climates and

places, in corroboration and illustration of what has been found here.

E. H. B.





COMPARATIVE TABLE,

Edlmate of the Salubrity of New Orleans, as affected by her Ejndemics.

1st—OF Yellow Fever.

o
s

1

s
5 .

?-2

a "

111

eiiial.

°2

2S-S

o S o
Z.S a.

cSi2

YEAR. 2 ° c

2-= "3

1^1

1

13.

i

t: a
o <u

=•3

1817 1,772

2,138
1,766

2,734

2,520
8,099

4,976

4,807
3,934
4,549*

9,043

8,026
9,862

15,787

10,564t

600
425
400
808
900
400

1,000

1,300
800

1,325

2,318
872
769

8,101

2,484

24,196
26,183
27,176

31,706
47,561

55,084

57,713
68,229

73,487
78,745

108,609

115,503
122,511

154,132

160,823

73.22
81.65

64.98
86.86

52.98
147.02

86.21

70.45
53.53

57.16
83.11

69.48

80.49

102.42

65.69

24.79
16.23

14.71

25.48
18.92

7.26

17.70

19.05

10.88

16.82

21.34

7.54

6.27

52.55

15.44

3d.

1819 9th.
1820 11th.

1822 2d.
1829 6th.

1832 14th.

1833 7th.
1837 5th.
1839 , 12th.
1841 8th.

1847 4th.
1848 ' 13th.

1849 15th.

1853 , 1st

1854 .. .. 10th.

Totals, 80,577

5,371

21,624
1,441.601:Averages, 76,777 73.30 18.30

The same as affected, 2dhj, by EpideMIC Cholera.

1 From Cholera!

1832 8,099

4,976
8,026

9,862
8,670

15,787

4,340

1,000
924

2,081

1,080

554

55,084
57,713
115,503
122,511

147,441

154,132

141.02

86.21

69.48
8.049
58.80

102.42

78.78

17.32

7.99

16.98

7.32

3.59

1st.

1833 3cl

1849
4th.

2cl.

5th,

1853 6th.

Totals, 55,420

9,236

9,979

1,666.1611 89.73 21.99 - - .

To complete this table to the present period, and render it more satisfactory, it

was necessary to estimaie many of the past months, as well as some fni.ure leturnx

for 1854 ; for, there being- no antho.rized Board of Health, or of record, to enforce
returns from the cemeteries, several have reported in the early part of the year
irregularly, and sometimes omitted it altogether. I have been able to. procure a
reliable return for January; for parts only of February, March^ April, and May,
and have had to estimate the balance ; for the rest of the year to the 18th of No-
vember, the returns are about the same as usual. That in relation to yellow
fever is, no doubt, as reliable as at other times. The balance of the year has
been estimated.

* Inoludiiig Lafnyotte hereafter. t Partly estimated .{The raoitality from yellow ftver ia

ejjldniiic years, Uius lorma 26.84 per cent, of the whol© mortality. || The xnortality fron)

cholera iii ejjiUt^raii; yes-va, thiw forms 18.03 pex ceirt- ^'.t tin^ vyhole mortality.





REPORT

SANITARY COMMISSION

NEW ORLEANS,

ON THE SUBJECT OF

CITY SEWERAGE.

Pure air and pure water, are foremost among the most essential

requisites for the maintainance of human health. When human

beings aggregate in densely crowded cities, they are naturally apt,

in various ways, to pollute the air which they breathe. The only

sure way to avoid this consequence, is to observe, unremittingly, the

strictest rules of cleanliness. The refuse of food, the bodily excreta

of men and animals, and all kinds of matters tending to putrefaction,

should never be allowed to vitiate the air of a city with noxious

emanations ; but should be promptly removed beyond its outer pre-

cincts, before the putrefactive process sets in.

For the removal of city sewage, water, where it can be made

available, is preferable to all other means. Hence the customary

constructions of gutters, drains, and sewers ; the most important

conditions pertaining to which are, first ; an abundant distributed

supply of pure, healthy water ; and second ; sufficient declivity in the

sewerage channels, to insure the speedy transit of the sewage water

to a distance.
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In respect to the first condition, perhaps no large city in the world

is more favorably situated than New Orleans, considering that we

are nearly on a level with the Mississippi river, running past. This

water is healthy, and of unusual chemical purity, containing, ordina-

rily, less than one ten-thousandth part of dissolved matter. It bears,

on an average, one fifteen-hundredth part, by weight, of harmless

mineral sedimentary substances. Light cannot penetrate its turbid,

rapid, tortuous currents ; it is, therefore, almost entirely devoid of

infusorial and cryptogamic organisms, which vitiate the waters of

other more quiet rivers. Its volume is so vast, (near 15.000.000.000.000

cubic feet of water annually,) that the sewage of a thousand cities

could not sensibly contaminate it, for it must be borne in mind that

each and every portion of its flowing mass, in turn, comes repeatedly

to the surface, where it is impressed by the influence of atmospheric

air, also incessantly renewed. It is mainly in this extended, chemi-

cally active plane, that the putrescent animal and vegetable remains,

contributed from half a continent, are oxydized and rendered harmless.

For several months in the year, the river water, admitted through

the perforated Levee, will flow spontaneously through the street gutters,

to any amount required. In other months, when the river is low, the

water can be made to flow in like manner through the gutters, by

being artificially lifted, say by steam power, at a mean, to a height

of about six feet. It would be preferable to supply the gutters from

a continuous canal, made to run parallel with the river, in the body

of the Levee. This canal reservoir should be carefully floored with

planks on a level with the base of the Levee, and also bridged over

on a level with upper surface of the Levee. The accumulating river

deposite could then, when necessary, be conveniently removed. The

channels for the ingress of river water, need be comparatively few

;

the exits should correspond, in number and position, to the street

gutters leading from the Levee, towards the swamp in the rear of the

city.

\ It is our opinion, that each side gutter of every densely populated

street in this city, running from the Levee back, should be thus made

to bear a small but constant stream of water, direct from the river, in

addition to all that is supplied by the present city Water-Works. This
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would result in an increase of the amount of water to he raised and

emptied into the Bayou St. John, or Ljike Pontchartrain, by the drain-

ing machines; and arrangements, if necessary, in contemplation of

this result, should he made with the drainage companies. In connec-

tion with these measuies, we would sng-gest that silt-boxes be con-

structed under most of the present bridges, for the purpose of inter-

cepting and detaining the sedimentary matters borne along by the gut-

ter currents; serving as teraporaray recipients of street dirt, &c., in a

way which we shall, further along, point out more fully.

In respect to the available declivity for sewerage, New Orleans is

less favorably situated than most other cities. From the base of the

Levee, hack to Claiborne street, almost a mile, there is about eight

feet of fall ; being near one vertical, to six hundred horizontal. Beyond

Claiborne street, there is scai'cely six inches fall for near a mile and a

quarter, to the Bayou St. John, reckoned at its medium stage of water.

It is true, a little more declivity is commanded by the draining machines,

but not enough to warrant the construction of ordinary covered sew-

ers, that could be expected to keep themselves clean. With unlimited

pecuniary means, we might, b}^ carrying our sewers deep enough be-

low the surface, occasionally pumping from a low to a higher level,

drain this city, as many other cities are drained, by a complete system

of covered sewers, discharging the sewage water either into the Lake

or the river, as might be thought preferable. In addition to this

achievement, we might effectually drain even the subsoil to the depth

of several feet, rendering it practicable to have cellars to our houses

and stores.

But it seems to us that these Avorks, namely, a complete system of

underground sewerage, and a general system of subsoil drainage, for

the city of New Orleans, are not feasible at present. We bave, bow

ever, come to the conclusion, that for house drainage, and tlie drainage

of our squares bounded by the streets, nothing can be more appropriate,

in connection with the use of river water and silt-boxes, as previously

suo-o-ested, than the lately improved London system of pipe sewerage.

In the application of pipe sewerage to the houses and squares of this

city, the plan of back drainage, or drainage from the rear of premises,

would be by far the most efficient and economical. The branch pipes,

59
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preferably of impervious stoneware, two to four inches in diameter, sliould

originate in grated syplion traps, in the back yards of dwellings. They

should enter the mains by curves, tangential ly, in the direction of the

current. The main pipe sewers, proceeding from the interior of the

square, should be of smooth equable calibre, three to six inches in

diameter, and should be carried with a regular declivity, and in the most

direct route feasible, so as to disgorge themselves into the running water

of the lowest adjacent gutter, and where practicable, they should termi-

nate just outside the grating of the silt-box. Through these channels

all the dirty service water from houses, including the liquid sewage from

privies supplied with running water, should be habitually discharged. In

1835 MM. Labaraque, Chevalier and Parent du Chatelet, sanitary com-

missioners of the French Government, investigated fully the eifects of

mixing the liquid sewage from water-tight privies mth water. In pro-

portions less than one to fifty, the unpleasant taste disappeared, and in

proportions less than one to one hundred, no odor whatever arose from

the mixture. We may therefore safely allow the liquid sewage from

water closet privies, to be n;iingled with a thousand times more river

water running in the street gutters, without fear of the least unpleasant

emanation.

Upon the introduction of this system of pipe sewerage for houses and

squares, there would very seldom follow the necessity of removing the

house drains, mostly open gutters, at present in use. These might still

serve to convey away surplus storm waters ; and moreo\^er, they might at

times be called in requisition for ordinary drainage, in case the sewerage

pipes should be temporarily out of order. The solid refuse from kitchens^

fire-places and stables, and the solid ordure from privies, would still, as at

present, require special removal.

AVe will now present, under distinct heads, additional remarks upon

most of the several items, constituting the plan of city sewerage above

alluded to, which we regard as specially adapted to the requirements and

circumstances of iS^ew Orleans.

Street Gutters.

With the view of rendering our remarks clear and explicit, we will

designate by leading gutters, the gutters of those streets running in a

direction transverse to that of the river ; that is, leading from the Levee
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clii'cctly towards the swamp : and by cross gutters^ tlie gutters of the

streets running- parallel with the river.

The grade of the present leading gutters will do. It would however,

probably be better in some localities, if the bottonr of the gutters were

some inches lower in relation to the houses, banquettes and streets. The

cross gutters, and others, that from their position or direction, cannot be

made to bear incessant currents of river water, should, in most localities,

be raised a few inches, in accordance with the occasional practice of our

city surveyors ; so that at their junction with the leading gutters or silt-

boxes, the bottom may be about on a level with the surface of the run-

ning water, at medial stage. Thus, while as before explained, the lead-

ing gutters are continually giving conveyance to fresh running rills from

the river, the cross gutters will ordinarily be dry : and instead of being

receptacles for stagnant water as at present, their functions will be limited

to carrying off the rain water which falls from the clouds.

Silt-Boxes.

At the street crossings, where the water-bearing gutters intersect the

cross ones, each and every rill of running water, should lead through a

capacious covered reservoir or silt box, eorresj)onding in position with the

present street bridges. The cubic capacity of these silt-boxes, varying

in different locations, should be, (reckoned below the usual level of the

gutter water,) from thirty to seventy cubic yards. The depth would

vary from two to six feet, the end nearest the river being deeper than the

other by a foot or eighteen inches. In width they would in different

places vary from two and a half to seven or eight feet ; and in length

from twenty to fifty and sixty feet. The bottom should be well laid

planks, the sides and ends of brick and mortar work. Like the present

bridges which they are designed to replace, they should be covered by

strong planks resting on sleepers, or by appropriate slabs of iron resting

on iron bars. The covering of whatever nature, must be conveniently

removable, for the occasional purpose of removing from them the sedi-

mentary deposit which they are designed to collect. The gutter entrance

and exit, should be guarded by a two inch grating, to prevent the ingress

of dead animals, floating vegetable offal, and other improper things.

Along side the silt-box, and corresponding in grade with the gutter, there

must be laid beneath the street, say a four inch pipe of iron or earthern
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ware, protected by a fine grating, and susceptible of being stopped or

opened at pleasure. This pipe is for tlie conveyance of the gutter water,

during the times occupied in cleaning out the sill-box. On these occa-

sions, the silt-box being surcharged with mud and matters of deposit,

the entrance of gutter water is prevented, the contained supernatant water

is bailed or pumped out, and the remaining solid and semi-solid contents

shovelled into tight carts, and at once removed to a distance ; either cast

i nto the river, or preferably, carried far in the rear of the city, there to

be used either in filling up swamp lots, or in the manufacture of a com-

post for communicating fertility to the poor pine lands across tlie Lake.

Pi2Je Sewerage of Houses and Squares.

As already stated, we deem the improved London system of pipe sew-

erage, to be well adapted to our wants and requirements, in the drainage

of houses and squares of ground. What we wish to accomplish, is the

delivery of sewage water into the water bearing gutters or silt-boxes, in

the most economical and efficient way. The plan of back drainage

through impervious pipes laid beneath the surface of the soil, is vmques-

tionably the best method of' accomplishing this. On an average, the

length of the drainage current to the water bearing gutter, will be, by

the back drainage plan, reduced to about one-half what it is by the pre-

sent system, and as a matter of course, the rate of fall will be nearly

twice as great.

For full information on all the details of the London system of pipe

sewerage, and all matters connected therewith, we would refer to one of

the many able sanitary publications by the British General Board of

Health ; namely, '"'' minutes of information collected -with reference to ivorhs

for the removal of soil water or drainage of houses and public edifices^

andfor the sewerage and cleansing of the sites of towns.'''' London 1852,

208 pages, 8vo., illustrated by a colored map and 137 wood cuts.

The average English prices for earthenware pipes for sewerage, were

in. 1852, as follows :

Internal Diameter Price per running foot,
of Pipe. reduced to Federal Currency,
2 Inches 5 Cents.
3 " fi "

4 " 7 "
6 " 10 "

7 " 13 "
9 " 18 "

They are probably cheaper now. Imported from England and deliv-
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crctl in iliis city, free of duty, tliey miglit, at the outside, cost twice as

mucli as the prices enumerated. For our use, it will seldom be necessary

to sink the pipes more than a foot or eighteen inches beneath the surface

of the ground
;
the laying of them will, therefore, be comparatively inex-

pensive. The foUovv'ing estimate will probably be found near the total

cost of the sewers ready for service, including all tlie essential accessories

:

Diameter of Pipe. Cost of laid Sewer.
2 Inches , 20 Cents.
3 " 24
4 " 28
6 " 40 "

7 " 50
9 " - Co "

In the parishes North of Lake Pontchartrain, wdiere clays, sands and

marls of various qualities are found, and where there is abundance of ])ine

wood, earthenvt'are or stoneware pipes, such as are required for sewerao-e

might be successfully manufactured, so as to be furnished much cheaper

than those imported from England. It would, however, be best to beo-in

the system, by the importation of pipes^ leaving to private enterprise

their subsequent domestic production. The importation should be made

by the city, and to those requiring them within its corporate limits the

pipes should be furnished at cost.

We herewith present an estimate for the sew^erage of a square of

ground, 300 by 400 feet, on which there are, say thirty-six (36) tene-

ments. For the better elucidation of the subject, reference is made to the

accompanying ground plan, drawn on a scale of 200 feet to 1 inch. A
square 300 by 400 feet is seen sub-divided by dotted lines into 38 lots.

The relative position of the banquettes or sidewalks, the cross

streets, the leading streets with their water-bearing gutters, and the

j^roposed silt-boxes, are all shown. The silt-boxes are indicated by a

black parallelogram, thus ^^^g. Arrows point out the direction of the

gutter currents. The system of pipe sewers for the drainage of the lots

and tenements for the whole square, is shoAvn by a, b, c, d, e, f Table IV.

as originating in the several lots, and disgorging into the silt-box at A
ESTIMATE.

150 feet, 6 inch pipe (a. b.J laid at 40 cents ^gO
150 " 4 " fB. D.) " 28 " 42
350 " 3 '' (d.f.d.e.c.b.) '< 24 " 84
1900 " 2 " For the service of sinks, the fluid of water clos-

ets, &e., allowing rather over 50 feet to each tenement, laid at

20 cents 330
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Two silt-boxes, for, usually, each square, will have to pay for two

silt-boxes, each costing, complete, say $250 500

Total cost of sewerage improvement for the whole square. . . . $1066

This makes a total average cost for each tenement of $29 61.

In some localities there would be no expense for silt-boxes, but, per-

haps an equal additional expense for carrying main-pipe sewers beneath

streets, from one square to another, so as to empty into silt-boxes or water

bearing gutters.

E.. H. Chilton, Esq., merchant, was requested to procure for the use of

the Commission, a late English price-current of sewerage pottery. Since

the preceding estimate was made, we have received from him the follow-

ing letter, accompanied by a list of prices, from John Doulton, Jr., of

Liverpool ; which list, with the figures illustrative, we think proper to annex.

Vide Tables I. 11. III.

New Orleans, 30th March, 1854.

Dear Sir:— I herewith inclose you Doulton's schedule of prices

(illustrated with cuts) of stoneware tubes, suitable for drainage : and
will contract to deliver on board ship at Liverpool, at prices accord-

ing to the schedule, at the rate of $4,80 (four dollars and eighty cents,)

per pound sterling, payable upon delivery of bills of lading.

The freight varies. About thirty shillings a ton may be taken as an
average. The tubes weigh, for two feet lengths of four inches

diameter, fourteen pounds; of six inches, twenty seven pounds ; of

twelve inches, eightj' pounds ; and of eighteen inches, one hundred

and forty pounds.

The insurance would be one and a half per cent. Earthernware is

is among the articles intended to be admitted free of duty.

Yours Respectfully,

R. H. CHILTON.
To Prof. J. L. RiDDELL, Member of the Sanitary Commission.

Doulton's Price Current,

For Glazed Stoneware Tubes, Sewerage Poitenj, Sfc.'"

Straight Tubes, with socket joints, lor drainage, and conveyance of

water.—Table I, fig. 0.

IN THKEE FEET LENGTHS.
Dinmeter of bore, IJ inch. Sin. Sj-in. Sin.
Price per foot, 3id. 4d. 4id. 5d.

IN TWO FEET LENGTHS.
Diameter of bore, 4 inch, 6 in. 9 in. 12in. 15 in. ]8 in.

Price per foot, 6d. 8d. Is. IJd. Is. 8d. 2s. 6d. 3s.

* John Doulton, Jr., (of Lambeth Pottery House, London,) manufacturer of glazed stoneware

tubes &c,, St. Helens, Lancashire; Livei^pool stores, 70 Soho street.
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Bbnps.—Table I, fig. 1, 2, 3, (Doulton's numbers.)
Piainctcr-iif li(ire, ..2 inch, iv'i- in. 3in. 4 in 6 in. i)in. 12 in. 15 in. ]R in.

Price per bend, Is. Is. Id. le.3d. Is.Od. 2s. :3d. 3s. 6d. 5s.(jd. 8s. lOs. Gd.

Junctions.—Table II, fig. 4, 5, 6, ( Doulton's numbers.)
Uorc of miiin tubc,..2 inch. 2.1-in 3in. 4 in. h' in. 9 in. 12 in. I.') in. 18 in.

Price per junction,.. Is Is.ld. Is. 3d. Is.fa'd. 2s. 3s.0d. 5s 6d. 7s. 6d. lOs.

Junctions.—Table II, fig. 7, 8, 9, (Doulton's numbers.)
Jiorc of niniii tube, -.2 inch. 2.Vin. 3 in 4 in. U in. 9 in. 12 in. J.5 in. 18 in.

Price per junction,.. Is. 4d. Is 6d. ls.8d. 2s. 2s. 8d. 48. 6d. 7b. lOs. 12s 6d.

Syphon Tkaps,—Table II, fig. 10, (Doulton's number.)
] '.ore of tube, 2 incli. 3 in. 4 in. fi in. 9 in. 12 in.

Price,each 2s. 26. 6d. 3s.t)d. 5s. 78.6d. 10s.

GuLLEY Drains with Syphon Trap,—Table II, fig. 11, (Doulton's No.)
Bore of tube, 2 inch. 3 in. 4 in. 6 in. 9 in.

Price, eacli complete, 3s. (id. 4s. 6d. Gs. 9s. 14s.

Traps for Iron-Flap,—Table II, fig. 12, ( Doulton's number.)
Bore of tube, 3 incli, 4 in 6 in. 9 in. J 2 in.

Price, each, Is. 3d Is 6d. 2s. 3s 3d. 4s. 6d.

Gully Trap for Iron Grating,—Table II, fig. 13, (Doulton's No.)
niameter, 12 inch. 15 in. ] 8 in.

Price, etich, 8s. 12s. 18s.

Egg Shaped tubes, in two feet lengths, with socket joints, for

drainage.—Table I'll, fig. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19.

Diameters, 20 by 15 inch, 16 by 12 in.

Price, per running foot, 3s. 6d. 2s. 6d.

Diameters, 12 by 9 inches, 8 by 6 in. 6 by 4 in.

Price, per running foot, Is. 6d. Is. 8d.

Diameters, 4 by 2; inch.

Price, per running foot, 6d.

Glazed Stoneware Water-closet Pans, with Syphon Traps,—
Table III, fig. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24.

Price, each complete, 7s. 6d.

1'ho numbers (No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, No 5,) correspond to Doulton's price current. The
different models can bo ordered by those numbers.

Street Scavenger Service.

Supposing the improvements before set toitli, to have been made and

ill operation, the city could be kept twenty times more cleanly than at

present, for perhaps one-fourth the current expense vainly incurred in

contracts for street cleaning. Let it be made the duty of each owner,

tenant or occupant, to have his banquette and his portion of the street, to

the middle thereof, carefully swept or washed, and the dirt swept into the

gutter of running water fronting his banquette, and the more solid parts

pushed past his premises towards the receiving silt-box, provided his

property front on an open water-bearing gutter ; otherwise, let it be

his duty to transport the sweepings to be emptied in the water just

above the nearest silt-box. All this to be accomplished daily—say,

before eight o'clock in the morning, Practically, the inhabitants of
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each row of houses from street to street, will find it economical and

satisfactory to club together and hire this service performed. The

expense will thus be found much less than the present pro rata tax-

ation for street cleaning, and the work will be likely to be performed

in a prompt, efficient and satisfactory manner, which cannot be said of

our street cleaning under the contract system. The whole matter

should be clearly defined by municipnl ordinances, with provisions for

accomplishing with promptitude through corporation employees,

whatever might be neglected by private persons.

Removal of Garbage and Ordure.

The solid refuse of kitchens, of butcheries, of stables, markets and

manufactories, as well as the solid contents of privies, will still, as at

present, require removal by hand. Rut as water will abstract and

convey away such portions of these effete matters as are most prone to

take on the process of putrefaction, the necessity of their frequent

removal will be very much lessened. The refuse of butcheries, man-

ufactories, large hotels, markets, stables and privies, should be removed

by the proprietors. On stated mornings, as frequently as experience

might prove necessary, corporation carts should traverse the streets,

for the purpose of gathering up tlie general kitchen offal, which

should be placed by the house-holders near the edge of the banquette

in boxes or barrels, to be emptied into the carts, and finally cast into

the river, or at least transported to a distance. It is probable that

this expense of cartage may hereafter be voluntarily born by people in.

the neighborhood of the city, engaged in the fiittening of swine.

Removal of the Deposit Accumulating in the Silt-boxes.

In the operation of this system, all the mud and dirt which now

disfigures our streets, would tend to accumulate in the silt-boxes.

From time to time, it would be necessary to cart this accumulated

deposit away. This should be done at the expense of the city. This

silt-box sediment would be a valuable ingredient in an artificial compost

for fertilizing the barren pine lands across the Lake ; and its value for

this purpose, may at a future time, secure its systematic removal free of

expense to the city.

How the Expenses of these Improvements^ and of their Maintenancei

should be borne.

The river water, for the maintenance of perpetual rills in the lead-
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ing gutters, should be furnished at the expense of the city treasury.

Wliere the street gutters require modifying, this should also be done

at the expense of the city treasury. tSo, likewise, additional cost with

the city draining machines, and the expense of a drainage canal to the

Lake, should such a measure be resolved upon. The silt-boxes should

be constinicted at private expense, as before mentioned; yet, to secure

efficiency and uniformity in the system, they should be made under

municipal direction and inspection, and when duly approved and re-

ceived, should be kept in repair by the city. The first cost of the silt-

boxes should be met by a local tax upon the grounds, not the improve-

ments which naturally drain into them. For instance, the South half of

a square near Canal street should pay for the silt-box at its Southwest

corner, and the North half for the one at its Northeast corner.

In the back drainage of squares by pipe sewers in common, the com-

mon sewers should be laid at the expense of all draining into them, by

a tax pro rata upon the habitable capacity of the several buildings. If

subsequently, other connections were made with the sewer, the person

or persons so connecting should refund equitably to the owners of the

properties originally contributing. Since these common sewers should

be placed so as to lead by the most direct route practicable to the nearest

or lowest adjacent silt-box, it will be necessary that the proprietors of

the ground either consent and arrange among themselves as to the

right of way for the impermeable subterranean pipe, or that some laws

be provided, as in England, by which this matter can be properly ad-

justed. House sewerage, and the connection of the same with the

common sewers, must of course be at the individual expense of the

proprietoi's. The whole system, including the essential details of house

sewerage, should be carried into effect under competent municipal in-

spection, and on a uniform and well matured plan.

In regard to the obligations upon proprietors to meet the expense

of pipe sewerage, and its concomitants, it will be proper that when-

ever the city shall have supplied the adjacent leading gutters with

running water, the municipal authorities should, under certain regula-

tions, have power to order and enforce the laying down of pipe sew-

erage, and the building of silt-boxes. In other instances, where two-

thirds in amount of assessed value of the property owners, assent in

eo
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writing to the introduction of pipe sewerage, and the building of silt-

boxes, it should be compulsory upon the balance to adopt the im-

provements, and contribute thereto, as before set forth.

Objection against a connected System of Pvpe Seiverar/e for New Orleans.

We are of opinion that it would be practicable to adopt the entire

London S3'stem of pipe sewerage for this city as far back as Claiborne

street, if means could there be provided for a suitable outfall and pro-

per disposition of the sewage water. It is true, the main pipes would

be required of very large size, and the total expense would be vastly

greater than the cost of the system which we have recommended.

The greatest objection to the plan is the difficulty, if not impractica-

bility of ultimately disposing of the sedimentary part of the sewage.

To remove the sewage from Claiborne street, deep subterranean canals

might he formed, running to the bank of the river, into which the sew-

age might be pumped. These canals however, would frequently get

obstructed by deposits of mud, and they would be difficult and very ex-

pensive to clean out. Should the main pipes terminating at Claiboi'ne

street be made to disgorge into a receiving canal, designed to be

drained into the Lake, as at present, such canal, as well as the main

pipes near it, would of necessity become frequently choked with mat-

ters of dej)Osit.

General Effects of Sewerage^ as Recommended.

Should the system of drainage and sewerage, -whicli we recommend as

specially adapted to this city, be put into complete operation, we sliould

expect that the following general eft'ects might be noted.

Along the gutters of the leading streets, would constantly run little

rivulets of inodorous river water, which becoming more and more clear

as it receded from the river bank, leaving all sedimentary matter in the

silt-boxes, would enter the draining canals in the rear of the city, limpid

almost as the waters of the lake. The draining canals would not fill up

as they do at present, and nine-tenths of the current expense of cleaning

them out, w^ould be avoided.

The silt-boxes would be the recipients of the sediment, dirt and filth

which now form an unwholesome coating to our streets and banquettes.

No unpleasant emanation could proceed from the silt-boxes, because the

sedimentar)'- matter would be constantly covered with fresh running
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water. AVJieii tliese recipients of sediinout became two-tliirjs filled with

deposit, it would be proper to liave them emptied, which could be con-

xcuiently and readily accomplished. Thus on an average, they would

always be two-thirds full of liquid water supernatant above the compact

mud. They will therefore be found, now and then to serve a purpose of

incalculable value, in furnishing a ready and abundant supply of water

for the extinguishment of fires. Not only will their contained water be

conveniently and immediately available, but by opening to a sufficient

extent, the sluices connecting the appropriate street gutters with the

canal reservoir in the Levee, the silt-boxes can be so promptly replenished,

as to be kept continually full.

The gutters of the cross streets, designed solely for carrying off rain

Avater, would ordinarily be dry and clean. No backed up, stagnant, fetid

water, green with algoid growths and ahve with animalcules ; no parti-

colored kitchen slops, foul soap suds, or other nameless fluid mixtures

repugnant to the senses, would greet the eyes and the olfactories of the

passer by.

The subsoil upon which our city stands, consists mainly of exceedingly

fine quartzose clay, being a pure earthy deposit from the turbid waters of

the river, in former times. Water permeates this subsoil very slowlv.

It is naturally almost deficient in putrescent elements ; nor can it give

transit to gaseous emanations from the deep underlying, unexplored

strata, to an amount sufficient to be prejudicial to human health. Let

us but keep the surface clean and sweet, let us abolish from our midst,

all stagnant pools of water, and all exposed reservoirs of putrefying filth,

and let us moreover effectually drain the swamps in our neighborhood,

and New Orleans will probably become as noted for its salubrity, as it

now is for its devastating epidemics.





















R E P O K T
OK THE

SANITARY COMMISSION
OF

NEW ORLEANS
ON THE

ORIGIN AND SPREAD
OF THE EPIDEMIC,

War, Famine and Pestilence have been from time immemorial the great

scourges of society. Through their agencies its framework has often

been convulsed and new arrangements and distribution of power and in-

terest made, marking the extent and completeness of the revolutions

they have occasioned. Widely different as is their mode of operation*

the unity of results, that have followed wherever and whenever they have

prevailed, is every way deserving of notice. We cannot fail to observe

these in the social and political changes they induce ; in the influences

they exert over the prosperity and condition of a people ; in the disrup-

tion and at times extinction of entire families ; in the transfer or division

of property and in the disturbance of all those nice adjustments among

its several orders, upon which its peace and happiness repose. All this

supposes some extensive and profound shock to the inner life of commu-

nities. However they may differ in degree or extent, they seldom fail to

produce much of the change and distress we have mentioned. They

have, consequently, been regarded as enormous evils which mankind seek

to avoid as they advance in civilization and the arts of life. The con-

sistent and universal dread of these inevitable calamities has inspired the

hope that by closely observing their phenomena, it may be possible to assign

the causes from which they spring and thus eventually to guard against
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their desolating action. In this way has it happened that war has been

dignified b}^ tlie magnitude of the revohitions wrought through its in-

strumentality and come to be regarded, by a certain fashionable dogma,

as one of a number of providential contrivances by which the progress

of the world in art and civilization has been advanced. But if this be

true of war, the most potent of these mischievous agents, it is scarcely

less so of the other two. Famine and pestilence have each changed at divers

times the face of society and given birth to disasters which have occa-

sioned a re-adjustment of its civil and domestic relations. Whatever be

the ultimate design of these dreadful evils or however cheering this spiiit

of optimism which finds eventual good to follow upon their occurrence it

is not our 2:)resent business to inquire. \\'o are to record the history and

explore the causes of one of these frightful scourges, which has recently

swept over the face of six of our sister States and left desolation and

sorrow behind. The task is a grave and difficult one, but we trust to

meet it in a spirit of candor and with a singleness of purpose to find

out where the truth lies.

It will not fail to be seen from the nature of the subject to be investi-

gated, and the evidence upon.which a judgment is to rest, that it must be

approached with caution and deliberation. We can bring no artifice of

logic to our aid. ' We can hope for nothing more tangible than probable

truth ; nothing more satisfactory than such a summary as will reconcile

the largest number of facts, and be the least opposed to those it fails to

assimilcite or generalize. If, therefore, we miss the solution of the mys-

tery, which has so often perplexed others ; which, too, has provoked ani-

mosities the more to be deplored, as they have arisen in the most laudable

of researches ; those, namely, which concern only the welfare and happi-

ness of our race, we should not despair of its final solution. The prin-

ciple which, to-day, is obscure, to-morrow may arise out of the circum-

stances pointing to it and become the germ of measures which shall swell

the tide of human happiness.

ORIGIN OF THE FEVER.
It is alledged, and generally believed, that our recent pestilential fever

was importedfi'om Rio Janeiro. So firmly rooted was this belief, that it

instigated several of our City papers either directly, through their leading

editorial columns, or indirectly, through correspondents, to arouse public

feeling upon this subject with a view to obtain legislative sanction to a
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pypfom of qufiraiitine measures, as a means of future protection. The

fact of transportability as a property belonging to tliis disease, no one now

disputes. If it were ever doubtful, the current events of the past sum-

mer (18-53) must be admitted as finally settling it. Rio, for reasons not

very satisfactory, was fixed upon as the source of our pestilence. Our

commercial relations with that port, it is true, had become so intimate,

and our means of intercourse so frequent, that the idea of importation

naturally enough grew out of these relations ; and the more especially so as

for the last three years that place, and its shipping particularly, had been

severely scourged by it. The most diligent inquiries, however, and the

whole tenor of the evidence we have been able to collect, unite in acquit-

ting it of all agency in the origination of our yellow fever. We cannot

trace to any vessel from its harbor, a single one of the many early cases of

fever, which have definitively been proved to have occurred here in May

or June. We have examined the time of arrival of every vessel fr-oni that

port, the locality moored at wliile in New Orleans, and the time of de-

parture therefrom ; and in no solitary instance has a case of fever been

traceable to any such vessel, far less to have been originated by any such

means, llio, although severely scoiu'ged, towards us has been no plague-

centre.

AVe might, pertinently enough, retort upon the advocates of th'° opin-

ion, the impression prevalent in E,io Janeiro, that from the United States

was derived the fatal scourge which devastated that unhappy city in

1850. In our minutes from Rio, will be found evidence distinctly ascrib-

ing to two sources, and those as far removed from each other in latitude,

an<:l as unlike in geographical resemblances as Philadelphia and New Or-

leans, the first and early cases of yellow fever, which, beginning in 1850

in that city, has gradually completed its circle by finding its way back

in 1853, to both New Orleans and Philadelphia. The facility Avith

which assumed and unproved facts ai'e currently believed, in reference to

phenomena, that shock the moral sense of mankind or greally excite its

fear and wonder, is truly enough illustrated in these vague impressions

which have grown to something like the importance of settled public

opinion, in both Rio Janeiro and New Orleans. But while we allude to

this, we attach to it no more importance than we would to any assertion

made under those i lusive feelings, that find tl.eir gratification in
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believing tliat every social or physical evil is the growth of foreign soils,

and which, by some sad mischance, has come to be naturalized in their

midst. Was our pestilence, then, a self-originating one, indigenous to

our soil, climate and population, or was it imported ? We shall proceed

to give the facts we have been able to collect, that bear upon these ques-

tions, and leave it to the candid reader to strike the balance between

them. We have no opinions but what have grown out of this investiga-

tion—none but what accord with our statement of what we believe to be

the facts.

The first death from yellow fever happened, as will be seen by refer-

ence to our minutes of evidence, on the 28th May, at the Charity Hos-

pital. The subject was one J. McGuigan,''" an Irish emigrant, who arrived

here on the 9th May, on the ship Northampton, from Liverpool direct.

This man was sick four days before entering the Hospital, which was on

the 27th ; he died on the 28th, He fell sick, consequently, according to

this reckoning, on the 23d inst. The ISTorthampton sailed from Liver-

pool about the latter part of March, with three hundred and odd passen-

gers, was forty-five days oq. her passage, passed fifty miles to the North

of Cuba, stopped nowhere between Liverpool and this place until she

was moored, on the 9th May, at the foot of Josephine street, in the

Fourth District. Came up the river alone. On the 10th, a gang of

hands was sent on board by a Mr. Pashley, f to clean out and unload her.

They worked a day or two and abandoned her, on account of alledged im-

purities and filth. Of this first gang one sickened with what Pashley

Says was yellow fever. He recovered. Five days after, that is on the

l7th, a second gang was employed to clean and discharge her; several

of this gang also sickened with fever. The hold was filthy, according

to Pashley ; the water-casks below contained putrid water, which dis-

charged a ropy black slime. The hospital of the ship, a partitioned

space in front of the passengers' bunks, showed signs of blood or black

vomit. Pashley cleaned and discharged her at or about the 28th May,

the time of McGuigau's death wiih black vomit. This McGuigan was

hired by Pashley and slept on board ; iu fact, he never left her until he

was taken to the Charity Hospital, on the 27^1. Between the time of

McGuigan's sickening and the 14th June, when she sailed for Liverpool,

*See testimony I'roin Chnriry Hospital. tSee Tashley's testimony in the Appendix, and
map of the city.
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—our records do not sny more definitely—a boy on "board, named Rich-

ardson, also fell ill and avms treated by Dr. Thorpe, wlio expressed the

opinion that his v/as a case of yellow fever, or rather, so mnch like it

that, at a later period of the year, he would unhesitatino-ly call it such.

So much for IVIr. Pashley's testimony.

According to this summary of evidence, which may be referred to in

our minutes for fuller details, ''' it would appear that the first case and

death from yellow fever originated in tlie unclean state of the hold of an

immigrant ship from Liverpool. It is true that every particular circum-

stance of this statement, referring to her uncleanliness and the putrid

state of her water, has been pointedly denied by the captain f of the

Northampton. His testimony may be found in our minutes. He does

not deny, however, that McGuigan never left her until he was sent to

the Charity Hospital, nor that he was one of Pashley's men employed in

cleaning her, nor that.he sickened while on board ; nor does he deny the

facts of the boy Ptichardson falling sick and being considered by Doctor

Thorpe a case of yellow fever. His denials only rebut Pashley's aver-

ment as to the uncleanliness of his vessel and the appearance of the hos-

pital, wliicli, he says, was not used by tlie sick on the voyage for any

such purpose, aiid was filled with old rigging.

We will now proceed with other evidence relating to the Northamp-

ton. About the 28th or 29th, the ship was placed in the hands of a Mr.

Clark, a stevedore, to be loaded. Clark reports her hold as being at that

time clean and inoffensive. Tvv^o days, however, after he began to load

her, Thomas Hart, one of his hired laborers, fell sick and died on the

10th June, at the Charity Hospital. His body was examined by some

of the attending physicians of that institution, and gave rise to some

controversy as to the cause of death. Some of the visceral lesions, as

well as the color of the skin, were those of yellow fever. There was,

however, no black vomit found in the stomach, and the absence of this,

together with a recent hepatization of one of his lungs, led some to assert

that his death was caused by a bilious pneumonia. If Hart's was a case

of yellow fever, he lay sick with it four days, near the Mint, before going

to the Hospital, and in a house next that in which the first death from

yellow fever occurred in this portion of the city. His is the connecting

*See Pashley':? tegtiraony in Appendix t See Capt. Read's testimony.

61
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link, if we determine it to be yellow fever, between the oases now-

increasing- daily in the Fourth District and its outbreat in the Third

District. We state this fact thus supposititiously so as to give full force

and expression to any tittle of evidence going to show communicability as

a feature of this fever. We do not intend by this, however, to intimate

that Rahaze, ''' Dr. Browning's earliest patient of yellow fever, who fell

sick on the 18th, and died on the 24th June, and who lived next door to

the house in which Hart lay sick four days, had any connection or com-

munication with Hart. We revert to the incident simply to show that

before Rahaze sickened, the disease was carried to his neighborhood in

the person of one believed to be sick with it. Hart was buried from the

Hospital with a certificate of yellow fever. As we intend to follow out

all the cases directly traceable to this presumed source of the disease, the

ship Northampton, we offer the evidence of Dr. Lindsay, who informs us

that his first case of sickness with fever was one Donnell, the foreman of

a stevedore who had been engaged in discharging this ship. He lives

in St. John the Baptist, near St. James street, and fell sick on the 13th

June. A few days afterwardg there fell sick five other persons, living in

the same house with Donnell ; the locality rather clean but crowded. It

must be borne in mind that Donnell, as one of the discharging crew, for

only in that capacity is he spoken of by the Doctor, ceased to work on

the I^orthampton about the 28th or 30th May. Clark, who loaded her,

commenced doing so about this date, and he nowhere mentions Donnell

as one of his men. Fifteen days afterwards he falls sick, and his sick-

ness, at a residence not particularly unclean, but crowded, is followed in

a few days with five other cases. Donnell's residence now becomes a

focus of disease. Pashley, in continuation of his testimony, states that

Coleman, another of the men engaged in discharging this ship, w^ent to

Conroy's to board, subsequently to his having had the fever. Now, this

Conroy's | is a boarding-house on Race, near Tchoupitoulas street. It was

an intensely infected spot, several of the earliest malignant cases occurring

in its immediate neighborhood. It was here that Murray died on the

10th June Avith black vomit, and in an adjoining house or two that Mar-

garet Russell sickened and died with black vomit. The entire neighbor-

hood was filled with yellow fever.

* See Dr. Browning's testimony. t See Drs. Sunderland and Henderson's testimony.
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We ]iave tlius completed llie history of all the cases ti-aceahle to the

bhip North ainpton. We have shown that one of the earliest cases of

lever and the first death came from her ; that the earliest case of yellow

fever known to he in or near the Third District was carried* there by the

man Hart, who helped to load her; that, either directly or indirectly, but

in some way connected wilh her, two men are presumed to have car-

j-ied into two distinct localities the disease ; the one Donnell, while

actually sick of it—the other, Coleman, after convalescing from it-

This much is absolutely deducible from our records.

The question now presents itself for the first time, did this fever

originate on the Northampton 1 Pashley, from the tenor of his evi-

dence, believes such to have been its origin, and, in fact, there as

nothing in the circumstances of the ship, as he has presented them,

unreasonable in his opinion or unwarranted by precedent. The out-

break of yellow fever on shipboard, from foul holds or from ballast in

a decaying state, or holding organic matter in a process of decay, is a

fact too well attested to require any argument. It is enough merely

to refer to such instances. Among others we shall mention that of the

General Grreene, United States frigate. This ship sailed from New-

port, (R. I.) on the Sd June, 1799, for the Island of Cuba. On her

voyage the yellow fever broke out and extended rapidly among her

crew. The principle of the disease, observes Dr. KoUock, her

surgeon, seemed to have been generated on board, and to have grad-

ually acquired virulence as she approached her place of destination
;

in other words, as she approached the region of intertropical heats.

The General Greene was newly built, and from this fact it is inferred

she must have been clean ; but unhappily " her ballast consisted of

old iron and earth, taken from a clay shore, intermixed with soft slate

stone, shells and marine vegetables." The weather was hot, during

which some of her stores, consisting of codfish, became putrid.

Another exainple, and specially applicable from the analogy she offers

in the putrid state of the water in her casks to that of the Northampton,

is the frigate Macedonia, which had the yellow fever to break out among

her crew while lying in a port free from the fever at the time. It proved

most malignant in character, causing the death of one hundred out of a

complement of three hundred and seventy-six persons, officers and men
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inclusive. The severity of tlie loss led to an inquiry into tlie causes of its

origin, and the evidence adduced on the occasion Avas both abundant and

conclusive in proof of a foul hold. "A quantity of mud or dirt was

found in her f the water pumped out of her casks was black and slimy,

and her bilge water was filthy and offensive."

The last example we shall produce is that of the U. S. ship Hornet.

This ship, Avhile lying at the island of Sacrificios, three miles from Vera

Cruz, had yellow fever to bi'eak out among her men in September of the

year 1828. She had undergone extensive repairs the winter previous,

and was " salted," and consequently very damp, the moisture collecting

in dro]3s on her beams whenever the atmosphere was charged with vapor.

The weather during the time she lay at the island was hot and oppressive,

the thermometer averaging F. 87° at noon, and at no time above 90° or

under 79°. She sailed for Pensacola during which time she had but two

new cases, but after leaving the latter place for New York, and whilst in

the latitude of the Florida capes, during a rise in the temperature from

F. VS* to 82°, the disease revived. On reaching New York she was

broken open, and her hold was found foul Avith mud and shaAdngsin a state

of decay, mixed Avith offensive bilge Avater. These facts are a fcAV of many

parallel ones most ably and elaborately analyzed in an invaluable article by

Dr. La Koche, '* on the local sources of infection in yelloAv fever, and which

might have been indefinitely extended Avere it all necessary to do so. They

haA^e all been purposely taken from our naval serAdce, as it is presumable

that if anyAvhere, it is among this class of vessels Ave should expect j^ro--

per diligence in the outfitting ; Avhere discipline and regimen are scrupn-

IousIa" observed, and cleanliness in person and quarters made an essen-

tial part of the duties of the men. If, imder all these favorable circum-

stances, yelloAV fever has happened from local sources of infection, is it a

forced presumption of Pashley, that it so occurred in a passenger ship or

an improbable event that the hold of such was unclean, filthy and so of-

fensive as to cause a gang of men, after tAvo days trial, to refuse to Avork

on her? A question A^ery naturally arises here as to the credibility of

Pashley as a witness, and the value of his testimony. As to the former,

that is, his credibility as a witness, his testimony proves him veracious on

all points but one, and on that one he has not been convicted of error or

* See American Journal of Medical Sciences, April, 1853.
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iiiisslatenient—we mean his evidence as to the condition of tlic ship.

Capt. Read, admitting- all the other points to be true, denies the statement

of the uncleanliness of his vessel. He adduces the log-hook in evidence

of lier being in a wholesome condition, which certainly shows as far as

the absence of sickness and mortality can show, that she was wholesome

and cleanly. This record shows only six deaths out of three hundred

and odd individuals, and four of these were children who were teething.

But all this might happen and still the hold of the ship be unclefm, and

the water in her casks putrid. The captain would be less apt to know

this than the stevedore, -whose business it is to unload and clean her. In

the absence of any adequate motive to pervert the truth or to misstate

it, we are bound to regard Pashley's statement as quite probable, if not

jnore so, than the captain's. As to the value of the testimony, this is

altogether another qiiestion. Its value here is quite a different thing from

its truth, for it may all_ be true and yet, so far as it is a solution of a

doubtful phenomenon, a questionable fact, it may be worthless. Its value

therefore, can only be deternained by its being the real adequate answer

to the question : Did the ship with her foul hold originate the yellow

fever? If we could trace step by step in regular and j)rogressive succes-

sion all the early cases of yellov^^ fever from this ship, as we are supposed

to have done in Hart's and Donnell's cases, and-^obably in Coleman's,

we would make a presumption in favor of this opinion with something of

the aspect of truth. But, unfortunately, we cannot ; for we shall pre-

sently show that almost co-incident in time, but quite distant in place

with the death of McGuigan, other cases of genuine yellow fever were

seen by competent observers, wdio recognized them as such, and that they

had no communication with the Northampton or other shipping.

But before citing the details of these cases, let us return to the North-

ampton, and see if there be any facts warranting the opinion, that, des-

pite her foul hold and putrid water, she may have caught the infection from

a neighboring vessel, which began about the same time (the 23d May) to

lose her crew with all the malignant symptoms of this pestilential fever.

On the 17th May, the ship Augusta, direct from Bremen, with over two

hundred passengers, sixty- six days on her voyage out, passing as far South

of Cuba as tlie Northampton to the North, a distance of fifty miles, takes

her position near this latter ship. Unlike, however, the Northampton, she
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takes a tow at the mouth of the river, in company with the Camboden

Castle—a vessel direct from Kingston, Jamaica. This latter vessel, while

in that port, lost her captain and seven of her crew—all of the latter dy-

ing of yellow fever. She recruited there, and underwent a lustration and

was sprinkled with lime before sailing for New Orleans. During the voy-

age up the river, there was free intercommunication between her decks

and the passengers on the Augusta—the crew of the one and the passen-

gers and crew of the other freely intermingling. It does not appear in

evidence, that any of the Augusta's crew went below decks on the Cam-

boden Castle, nor that she had fruit or any other freight, in fact, beside

her ballast. On the 17th of May, the Camboden Castle was dropped at

Post 27, directly opposite the Water-Works, and in company with the

Niagara, the Saxon and Harvest Queen, while the Augusta was carried

some thirteen wharves higher up, and dropped near the ship Northamp-

ton. On the 23d May, the same day, it will be observed, on which we

have determined from the dates of our minutes, McG-uigan, on the North-

ampton, to have sickened, one of her crew becomes ill, and Dr. Schuppert,*

a Grerman physician, attends, who pronounces the case to be one of gas-

tro-duodenitis. After fiftcou days' illness the man recovers, and during

his convalescence becomes quite yellow. Between this and the 27th, an-

other of the crew, named John Haar, sickens and dies with black vomit

on the 30th. On the 27th, three other of the crew fall sick, two of whom

went to the Plospital and died, the one on the 30th May, the other on the

7th June.

Regarding the singular co-incidence as to time of the first sickness on

both these neighboring vessels, an interesting question offers itself as to

the source whence was derived the same disease on both these ships. We
have just stated that we shall presently introduce evidence going to prove

that the Northampton, although from analogy competent to originate in

her foul hold and putrescent atmosphere, the disease among those on

board, yet cannot be fairly deemed by any rule of inductive reasoning the

salient point for the fever which spread like a rain-cloud over our city.

Can she be deemed the cause of its outbreak on the Augusta ? Hardly,

viQ should think, for if our dates are correct, and we cannot otherwise

make them from our record, it was a concm-rent phenomenon on both

* See Dr. tL-tihuppert's testimony in Appendix.
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lliesc sliips and wc slioukl rather suppose indicated some common influ-

ence in operation in tlieir common locality. For parity of reason we arc

disinclined to the conA'erse of the proposition that the Augusta may have

infected the Northampton. If this conjecture be urged as a means of ex-

planation, let us follow it out in all its consequences. We must then as-

sume the Augusta to have taken the infection from the Camboden Castle;

but to do this, we must prove first, that two ships separated by the breadth

of a towboat, but with free intermingling of the crews, can communicate

an infectious disease, although neither of them are known to have any

such ; and secondly, that the air of the Camboden Castle must have con-

tained such infection, although she was thoroughly cleansed and limed

before sailing—was twelve days at sea before coming in contact with the

Augusta, and had neither during her voyage hither, nor her stay in our

port, sickness of any kind among her crew—all which appears to be true

of the Camboden Castle,* as will be seen by reference to our minutes. But

again, supposing her cleansing to have been imperfect and her liming in-

effectual, it does not appear in evidence that her decks were penetrated

by the crew of the Augusta, nor have we any tittle of evidence that this

same vessel, which, during a twelve hours' run up the river, has power to

infect from her decks the crew and passengers of a neighboring ship, has

given rise to a single case of disease, among the laborers who cleared or

those who loaded her. Of all the early cases derived from the shipping,

not one is traceable to her. Between the 17th May and the 8th June

she completed her cargo, and on the evening of the latter day, sailed for

England. In all this time, while the Augusta was almost decimated of

her crew, the Camboden Castle not only did not lose any, but we are ut-

terly unable to trace to her even a single case of sickness or death among

the men who unloaded or loaded her.

So much for the hypothesis of the Camboden Castle being the source

of sickness on board the Augusta.

Did she communicate the fever to the ships " Niagara," " Harvest f

Queen," or " Sa^on," in the midst of which she lay ; if she did not, as

we think will be apparent on a bare statement of facts, then the assump-

tion fails on a second ground, of her being a source of infection to the

Augusta. It is true that the fever broke out among these ships ; in tbe

* See Dr. Fenner's testimony. t See ditto.
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former, liowe ver, not until the 8th June, and after she had. put to sea,

which was twenty-three days after the Camboden Castle came to lier

moorings ; in the second, or Harvest Queen, on the twenty-ninth day. or

twelve days after the arrival of the Gamboden Castle, and on the third

ship, or Saxon, on June 3d, an interval of eighteen days subsequent to

exposure by the vii'inage of the same ship. It is hardly correct to say

the disease broke out on these vessels. This is literally true of only the

Niagara, which lost, after going to sea, as we have just stated, her cap-

tain and several of her crew. As respects the other tAvo ships, cases of

fever occurred among the laborers engaged at work on board, and one

case only for each ship. Beyond these we hear or know of no others

among the early cases derived from this source. The relative position of

these ships was as foUov/s V'' at post 26 lay the Niagara and Harvest Queen,

and one wharf higher up, viz: at post 27, were the Saxon andCamboden

Castle. With the position of these ships just given, and their relation

to the Camboden Castle, as the assumed source of infection, we cannot

fail to mark incongruities at variance with the opinion that she acted as

the cause of the fever which^appeared, either among the neighboring ships

or among the crew of the Augusta. If she were the soiu'ce of infection, upon

what principle or law of propagation of disease shall we explain the fact

that while she is competent to infect the Augusta during a twelve hours'

run up the river, the same infection should require an interval of eighteen

days to contaminate the Saxon, which lay immediately alongside of her

;

or that other fact, that the Niagara required an exposure of twenty-three

days to her vicinage before she showed signs of the infection, while the

Harvest Queen, her consort at wharf twenty-six with equal liability from

position, has a case of fever on the twelfth day from the arrival in the

neighborhood of the Camboden Castle. Do we not see in the naked

statement of these facts insuperable difficulties to the opinion which would

establish any connection between the Camboden Castle as the cause and

the occurrence of fever on board any of the ships that had connection with

her. The laws determining the latent period of infectiouifdisease are too

well established for loose and indefinite statements of this nature. They

operate within a given time or they do not operate at all. It is needless

to recite facts Avell knoAvn to those Avho are conversant with the habits

* See map of the city.
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and nature of that class of diseases that propagate themselves by spe-

cific contagions or by infectious miasms. It is likewise a law equally

constant and universal that when these disorders acquire that intensity

or that diftusion, as to entitle their prevalence to be regarded of epi-

demic character, the period is the minimum of time necessary for its

eftects to be felt. Thus we see small pox or scarlet fever striking down

in malignant types of these affections, those exposed to them, after inter-

vals of a few hours or days, and so in typhus fever, the minimum inter-

val of time after such exposure, is but little in advance of those diseases

that have a recognized contagious principle as its means of spread. The

plague more justly furnishes the proper parallel to our epidemic yellow

fever in this particular as well as in the other incidents of its history.

And here we find whenever the conditions existing, produce a malignant

epidemic, the interval between ex;posure and the attack is as brief as in

that of the most malignant contagious disease. A few hours exposure

often proves sufficient to originate the disease. The same is equally true of

yellow fever. Among our minutes, cases of this kind are to be found,

where exposure for a few hours to an infected atmosphere has been avail-

ing to the occurrence of the fever. We put in no plea of this character

to make stronger the naked statement of the facts connected with the

ships which had the admitted relations with the Camboden Castle.

These facts are too explicit for farther statement, for surely no one will

contend that the Augusta presented susceptibilities for infection which

the Saxon did not. The one Avas but twelve hours in connection with

her, the other eighteen days. They were both passenger ships; but

it was the crew, who remained on board in the one, that was attacked,

and a boy, who slept, while laboring on the other, that first showed

the infection. There was nothing in the condition of the ships that

can rationally account for this difference in the results. This very dif-

ference in fact constitutes the highest presumption against the conjec-

ture that the Camboden Castle communicated any infection. As we
intend, however, to sift all the facts we are in possession of relative to

the importation of the fever by our shipping, we will now inquire if

there be any circumstances calculated to show the possible contamina-

tion of the Saxon by any other vessel. It might be urged with equal

justness that she got the fever from the barque Siri, from Rio, for her
62
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relations had been just as intimate with her as thev had been wiih the

Camboden Cnstle. She came up in the same towage on the 10th May,

with the Siii, wliich lost both her captain and several ofher crew by fever

while in the harbor of Rio. The Siri too,on her voyage out continues the

parallel to the Camboden Castle, having no sickness at sea, and none

after getting into port. To her also, as in the case of the Camboden

Castle, we have been able to trace no case of sickness or death among

those occurring in May or June. In reality, it would appear reason-

able from this doubie exposure to two distinct sources of infection if

they were such, that the Saxon should have been the proper/o?«s mali

of our fever. She was a passenger ship with imniigrants from Liver-

pool, after a long passage, when the fell in with the Siri cm tlie same

tow up the river; she was tvi'elve hours in her company; seven days

after parting company with her the Camboden Castle arrives at the

same wharf with her, yet it is not until the 3d June, eighteen days

after the arrival of the latter ship, and twenty-three after parting com-

pany with the Siri, that we learn of any sickness on board, and that

the solitary one of the Irish boy Mahoney, who was one of her pas-

sengers, and like McGuigan, on the Northampton, slept on deck at

night, wdiile employed as a laborer to load her. So much for the ship-

ping, and the grounds on which the hypothesis of importation rests.

We have proved, if our minutes are coi-rect or trustworthy, and we

have no moral hesitancy whatever on this point:

First, That the first case of fever which died came from the North-

ampton.

Secondly, That other early cases, coincident as to the time of sick-

ening with McGuigan, occurred on the ship Augusta, lying in the same

locality.

Thirdly, That the earliest oases traceable to three distinct localities

where the fever shortly afterwards prevailed, had connection with the

Northampton, viz: Hart's case, opposite the Mint, and near the Third

District, DonnelFs case, on St. John, near St. James street, andCole-

nmn, on Race, near Tchoupitoulas street ; and

Liastly, That from none of the vessels either from Rio or Jamaica

have we been able to find a case of fever or death of all those occurring

in May, or up to the period when it commenced to prevail as an epi-
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demic, either among the crew or among those who worked on these

vessels.

If then, the fever originated fiom otlier than local causes, it must

have done so on tlie Northampton, an immigrant ship from Liverpool

direct, a conclusion rendered the more inevitable hy all the antecedent

facts.

We will ])ause here fur a moment to examine fartlier our record of

evidence to determine on what grounds, if any, the Northampt<./n may

he considered the salient point of our epidemic. AVe have hefore re-

marked tliat the.concurrent outhreak of fatal cases on the ship Augusta

could on no legitimate process of I'easoning he attrihutable to the iNoi'th-

ampton. They were so exact in point of time as to he explicable only

on the assumption of some influence common to the locality operating

with equal intensity on the ci-ews of both sliips. There is no other

reasonable mode of accounting for tlieir oecuri-ence just there and at

that particuhir time. The boldest advocate for im]:ioi't;;tiou will hardly

dare assert the opinion that the fever was brought by the immigrants

from Liverpool. She must have either originated it iu her foul holds or

derived it from her locality. Tlie latter source is rendered all the more

probable by the followiug facts which we giither from our minutes of

evidence. These v\dll show the presence of some general and wide-spread

agencies operating iu tliat locality and repeating at diflerent and distant

places similar phenomena to those transpiring on the ships Northampton

and Augusta. On the 22d of May, one day earlier than either McGrui-

gan's case or those in the Augusta, Dr. Zeliender'" visits a man living a

few squares higher up with all the well defined symptoms of yellow fever

;

and on -the 24:th, one day later than the same cases, Dr. Schuppert f
visits

the butcher Keltcring, who after throwing up black vomit recovers.

These cases are believed not to have visited the shipping. This is literally

true of Dr. Zehender's cases. Again, on the 3d .June, the second case is

seen by this latter gentleman in a locality still more remote from the

positiou of these ships. On the 2d June, more thana mile in the rear of

the shipping, Kein and his wife come under the charge of Dr. M. M.

Dowler. They both died with black vomit. A few days later, in a

locality still more remote, and contiguous to the swamps, Dr. Campbell

* See Sanitary Map of the city, nnd Br. Zehender's tf-'i-limonv. f See ditto and Appendix—
Br. Seliuppert's testimony.
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attends a case whicli died witli black vomit. In all these latter instances

there was positively no communication with the river or shipping.

*Having thus shown several localities, where cases of fever oi'iginated and

each remote in their position from the ship Northampton, coincidently

in point of time with those on this ship and the Augusta, or in conse-

quence of connection with these ships, we will rest the matter here. It

will be seen that we have not exhausted all our evidence proving other

localities of early cases. Enough, however, has been established to render

untenable the notion of importation for our pestilence. If any facts exist

at variance with our statement, they neither appear on our minutes,

nor is their truth attested by our mortuary records. There can be

no going behind these. This is testimony from which there can

be no appeal, without wilfully and unreasonably denying its validity.

The two are in perfect harmony with each other, the record of deaths

thus vouching the living testimony as to the occurrence of yellow fever

and the time and place of its appearance. These were clearly sponta-

neous cases owing their origin to something besides and beyond infection

from the sick or an infected locality. To what then shall we ascribe their

appearance ? certainly not to an infection derivable from any particular

place or person. AH that Ave definitively know of the laws of contagion

or infection lead us to expect the gradual and progressive diffusion of a

disease depending on su(;h means within ascertained limits as to space

and time. It forbids the idea of spontaneousness in several remote and

distinct localities and of exactness as to time. There must be precedence

in a given place, progressive spread therefrom after proper interval of

time and within a limited space. But such were not the phenomena we

have just recited. There was neither progression nor succession, but

spontaneousness of outbreak in distant places and exact coincidence in the

moment of their occurrence. There was in fact, broad-cast over that

particular district, some obscure but pervading influence co-operating

with local conditions in originating the fever. What this was, and how

it operated in generating one comnion product—that of fever—has been

elaborately investigated in another division of this report. They con-

jointly produced, in fact, what we call an epidemic influence, the nature

of which and the laws governing and directing the same, it has been one

" See Map for other early cases, viz : Drs. Henderson's, Weddisrbiirn's and Sunderland s.
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main object of the Commi.s.sion to exploi'c. Tliere Avas in these phenomena

nothing in cojnmon or kindred to tlie action of a princi])lo of contagion.

They were quite independent on it. The witty lladclift'e who saw even

in his day, clearly enough the diiferences between things closely re-

sembling each other, quaintly remarked to one, who inquired if epidemics

did not spread by contagious iufliiences ; "If j-ou and I are walking

together and a rain overtakes us, Ave will both get wet, but does it neces

sarily follow that I wet you or you Avet me." So Avas it here in this dis-

trict. The general ditfusion of the same influence struck doAvn simulta-

neously divers persons in separate and distant localities—in some its

operation was intensified by certain unknown conditions—in others it Avas

mitigated by the same—like a rain-cloud pouring in torrents here, gently

sprinkling thei'e or passing harmlessly by elsewhere. We have thus

shoAvn, Ave trust

—

That there is no just or tenable ground for the opinion that our fever

was imported

:

That to none of the sources to Avhich general impression ascribed its

origin, have Ave been able to trace even a colorable presumption of

truth and

That from analogous phenomena happening at the same moment of

time and over an unlimited space in the city, find from Avhat Ave certainly

know of contagion and its mode of action, the inference is made inevita-

ble, that the fever was one of indigenous origin, resulting from local influ-

ences developed and intensified by pecuhar atmospheric states.

These local influences, it Avould seem, Avere more concentrated in

one particular section than in others aiid by their action induced

a condition or state Avhich might be properly called one of morbific

atmospheric saturation. So appai'ent was this that for a period of

near two Aveeks all the cases of fever ha]^pene<l either among those who

lived in this section or who labored and Avere much exposed in it. It re-

tained this bad pre-eminence throughout the whole period of the existence

of the fever and even after its malign influence was felt by other districts.

It cannot fail to be noticed, hoAvever, that Avhile this disti'ict first felt the

impression of these morbific causes, the fever seemed to spread thence to

other sections of the city. Hoav this happens or upon Avhat principle its

ditfusion depends, becomes to us a most important inquiry. Does it extend

like most epidemic diseases by the migration of certain atmosjjheric iri"
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fluences or tlirougli tlie agency of tliesick who are affected witJi it? Upon

this point our evidence is most conflicting. If we look at the history of

the epidemic in its totdity; at the widespread surface of country over

which it was ditfused ; and at t]ie time it required to effectuate this, the

mind cannot fail to disco\Tr a conibrniity in each of these particuhirs to the

well knowni habits of epidemic diseases. General causes, over which the

art of- man is powerless, seem mainly concerned in its diffiision. Nothing

that we positi^-ely know of the most virulent contagions -wdli favor the

opinion that they can in so short a space of time, commence, progress,

culminate and decline over an extent of country and among a population

as diverse and separate as that which fell subject to the dominion of our

late pestilence by virtue of any property of contagion mei'ely. Even those

aff"ections confessedly propagating themselves by a palpable Adrus, require

the aid of external conditions—of atmospheric predispositions—to attain

to any degree of general prevalence.

Atmospheric infection, derived from places abounding in organic re-

mains in a state of transformation and decay, has been doubtless an effi-

cient medium through w^hich the late ejndemic has diffused itself. It is no

objection to this view that the product of such decay is a gas, and like

all such flidd bodies subject to the law of the diffusion of gases, and there-

by becoming harmless in proportion to its dilution in the atmosphere.

All this is a naked assumption and unworthy of serious ]-efutatiou. The

advocates of the doctrine that putrid and putrefying oi-ganic matter develop

miasms ,which, under certain meteorological states, are capable of pro--

ducino- fever are content to rest this simple proposition on universal ex-

j)erience without attempting to give material form to those miasms.

It need not of necessity involve the idea of a gas—for we can conceive

it to be something held in solution in the atmosphere like vesicular

water. If we cannot precisely define what it is or the condition on which

it depends, it is no reason that it does not exist. It would be quite as

philosophical for the chemist because he cannot detect by an}- art of analysis

the material odor of the rose to deny that any such exists.

But this subject will be more thoroughly investigated in another

part of this report. The probable nature of the cause competent to

produce such wide spread calamities is always an interesting subject

for investigation,. If we admit it to have a local habitation and capa-
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hie of boiri,!,^ sliinulated into fictivify by our habits and customs, the

knowledge of this cause becomes a matter of t!ie hijihcst public duty.

It suggests at once n line of conduct the neglect of which is little less

criminal than would be that to protect life and property from the hands

of the assassin or of him who would apply the midnight torch to our

confiding city.

Unfortunately for science, it has hitherto been unable to iso-

late this principle, and to give it so much of the form and properties

of an active agent as to satisfy the demands of the credulous multi-

tude. Strictly speaking there is no such thing as individuality proper

to the agents, regarded by the standard medical doctrines of the day,

as etiological in their operation on the organism. They are rather

conditions than agents, atid we incline to look to the peculiarities of

the organism, to its various powers of resistance—its vital states, for

those changes which suppose the operation of any traceable cause.

Even in those instances of specific morbid poisoning where it is possi-

ble to transmit and preserve the sameness of type and action of cer-

tain forms of disease, we deal rather with conditions than beings, with

matter in a state of change or translbrmation, than matter that is liv-

ing and conforming to a certain definite type. Now it is just this

point of view which is so difficult to be understood by those who are

unaccustomed to observe the operations of nature on an enlarged scale.

The great natural forces, whose more constant operation is to preserve

the harmony and order of the Avorld ; to bid the seasons follow in regu-

lar progression, and to diversify at the same time that they blend the

influences which clolhe the earth with verdure and temper the air with

mildness, are subject to modifications at times which become destruc-

tive in their action on living organisms. These are, it is true, excep-

tional manifestations of power and seem rather to contradict our uni-

form experience. Like the tornado or hurricane, they depend

on the exertion of a force beyond the usual and customarjr one, en-

gaged in the preservation of the harmony of the external world. But

no one doubts that in the former the same physical agents which

occasion the gentle zephyr are involved in the prodigious displays of

power which impart terror and dread to the tempest. Human experi-

ence is always fallacious in its estimate of means with ends, when it
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essays to compare results so unlike in the tremendous energies invoked.

"We are so constituted that, while aninformed as to the diversity of

modes in vv^hich natural lorces may be exerted, we refer phenomena

differing from our common experience to novel and unknown agencies.

We yield to sensuous impressions and seek for palpable forms by

which the mind is to be satisfied in its inquiries after the origin of

these startling changes. Hence it is that instead of pui'suing a system

of observation which might tend, to conform to one universal principle

phenomena the most seemingly unconformable, we seek their solution

by imposing ideas and theories, that directly defy all the processes of

a rational induction.

If then it be possible under certain atmospheric aptitudes for an infectious

miasm to be developed from decaying animal and vegetable matters, it is no

more impossible, nor more repugnant to reason and common experience that

such atmosphere should move about in currents like clouds in the heavens,

always of course subject to the conditions from which they at first origi-

nated and on vphicli they depend for their existence. It must be obvious

to reflection that any change, however slight in the meteorological states

favorable to such miasms nuist modify them in a correspondent manner

and tlius occasion difierences which are exphcable only when we know

all the essential elements involved in these meteorological conditions. It

is only upon some such principle we can rationally interpret the rapid

difiusion of the recent epidemic through the Fourth and the adjoining

part of the First District, in the brief period'^of two weeks—for by the-

middle of June the disease was rife in all that section of the city. There

was evidently centred there influences highly favorable to the spontaneous

outbreak of the disease. Hence we see that all the early cases occurred

within a few days of each other and over a surface too wide to admit of

the possibility of contamination by contact. These influences continuing

to operate and intensifying in their progress spread rapidly through the

whole city so that in about four weeks from the appearance of the first

case an area of seven miles comprising the whole city is brought under

their dominion. While we cannot forbear the conclusion that general

causes like those we have alluded to are competent to produce and inten-

sify an epidemic disorder, and even to diff"use it, it may not

be uninteresting to inquire what influence, if any, the sick have
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li.ad in occasioning its spread. Out of the city iiiul in mII

the pkices in the adjoining States wiiero it has appeared for the

iirtt time, the conviction is as gonei'al as it is conscientions, that

it spreads by direct contact with the sick or in other Avords by means of

a contagions principle. It Avill be contended by no one conversant with

the nature of pnrc contagions which are conapetent to reproduce them-

selves irrespective of season or place by virtue of a material virus and

through inoculation, tliat our fever must be cla.sp^ed with thesr-. The

experime}its of Ffivth- more than half a century since finally settled

thispoint. In every possilde mode he introduced the blood and excre-

tions of the sick into his own system—and at all periods of the dis-

ease, but with no result. Yellow fever then gives rise to no material

product which, like the pus in syphilis or the lymph in cow pox or the

blood in scarlatina or variola, is capable of being inoculated so as to

reproduce itself. It does not belong to the same class of disorders

with these. If then it be contagious it must be so in a. sense so

restricted as to modify most essentially the meaning of the term.

That the body of one sick with yellow fever gives out miiisms we
have abundant evidence from our^minules. These are so palpable and

peculiar that several of our witnesses have declared their capacity to

decide on its existence from the smell alone and without any other

assistance even in the daik. What then is this miasm and what are its

properties? Is this the source of its infectiousness and independent

of any exta-aneous accessories ? The solution to these questions can

only be furnished by incontestible facts. It is not approachable by

any a priori reasoning.

Let lis see what there is in our e\adence favoralile to this view. IIart,|

it will be remembered, visited and v/orked in the district in which the

E'orthamptou lay, and Avas taken sick about the 2d June. He slept on

tlie confines of the Second and Third Disn'icts. The runner of the house

in which Hart boarded "was in the habit, "\A-ith others from the same

section of the city, of making daily visits to the Fourth District. They

both had yellovv" fever, and until the occurrence of fever in ilies^ persons,

there was no indication or evidence of it in that portion of tbo city. I'he first

death, that occiu-red there was on the 24th June, in Dr. Browning's patient

* See Ruth's works, ' Sw.e Claike'? testiraony.
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Rahaze, occupying- the next house to the one in ^Yhich Hart and tlie board-

ing-house runner lived. We were not able to establish the fact of any

communication between Rahaze or Hart and the other sick person. But

from this tiaie forward, the disease spread in that neighborhood. Again

Donnell, Doctor Lindsay's patient, on the 13th June, falls sick on St.

John street, after working for many days on the Northampton. In quick

succession live others, living in the same house, take the fever, and that

whole neighborhood becomes a focus of disease. It may be urged by

b}'' some who look only to a p?irt, and that the most obvious part of these

phenomena, that these exaTuoles furnish ample proof of the infectiousness

of the fever from the presence of the sick alone. This would be so if we

were prepared to disregard entirely the marked and peculiar state of the at-

mosphere then and for some time previous impending over our city. In

another part of this report, the nature of this atmospheric condition, its

constitution and influence over organic life have been so well considered,

that with a full knowledge of these states we cannot overlook its primor-

dial importance as a cause in any explication we may give of the origin of

our pestilence. To do so would be as narrow as illogical in any rational

effort to solve the great problems affecting animal life in its relations to

external nature. It must be borne in mind, that if our premises are at all

reasonable ( and that they are so we submit all the facts connected with

the outbreak of fever in that district in several and distinct and remote

localities,) that we regard that section of our city as the salient point of

our epidemic, and that in both these instances we are able to establish

communication, not with infected persons, but T,dth infected places.

These men went to the spot where were concentrated the immediate

influences producing the disease and fell sick in consequence of that

communication—thus realizing the emphatic declarations of a close

and competent observer, who asserts while describing faith-

fully similar ravages of the same pestilence in the West Indies,

"that places not persons constitute the rule of its existence, places

not persons comprehend the whole histor\' ; the etiology of the dis-

ease." All this satisfactorily accounts for the sickness of Hart and

Donnell, but does it do so for Rahaze's sickness and the fauiily of Don-

nell, who are known not to have visited those places 1 If the disease

be not infectious why should these persons so directly and so succes-
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sively ffll sick one after the other? It must be admitted that the diffi-

culties to a satisfactory solution of this question are great. It should

be borne in mind that about the time of tl>e thickening of Doni:ie]r8

family, and even a little while before, on the 5th June, in the same

neighborhood * Margaret Russell was taken sick and died on the 11th.

On the 10th, in the same locality Dr. Sunderland saw a fatal case; and

on the 11th, near by, Dr. Mather saw his first fatal case. Neither of

these persons had any thing to do with Donnell, nor as far as we know

with the shipping. The occurrence of fever in these instances must

then be attributed to the same influences, which, on the confines of

this District and the Fourth District, were occasioning all the sickness

then prevalent. If so why go farther to hunt for a new principle of

action in Donnell's family ? The same reasoning will apply equally

well to Rahaze's case. Dr. Browning evidently regarded him as the

first subject in that section of the city; nor was he undeceived until

in company with one of the Sanitary Commission, he learned from the

boarding-house runner that Hart and himself had been previously sick

in the adjoining house. Eut we were not able to establish any con-

nection between these cases at the time we b gan our inquiries.

Rahaze was a German, and followed shoe-making as a trade. His

habits, as well as his language form a presumption against his having

any intercourse with Hart or the other sick man at the boarding-house.

His sickness, then, must be deemed one of spontaneous outbreak, the

result evidently, of the spreading atmospheric infection.

It is always a matter of extreme difficulty to separate in epidemic

fuci the spread of a disease by virtue of any inherent infectiousness

of its own from those examples where its occurrence may justly be

ascribed to epidemic influence. This difficulty too is greatly enhanced

by the multiplicity of fircts we have collected going to establish an

apparent infectiousness at least in the minds of those who observed

them. They, as we have before remarked, were intent only on the

most obvious phenomena and as these showed consecutiveness in the

order of progression of the fever, it was natui'al that the other and

major proposition, the meteorological states, insensible to sight, feel-

ing or smell should be oveilooked and disregarded. Besides it is by

3ee fifinitary Map—Di'. Henderson's testimony.
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no means an adjudicated point in the etiology of fevei's, whethei" the

type may not be so modified by the unusual energy of the causes as

to render it to some degree distinctly infectious by virtue of the mi-

asms escaping from the bodies of the sick. Opposite opinions are

held by highly respectable authority on this subject. The change of

type, or perhaps, more properly the tendency to conversion into one

nearly akin or allied to the t^'phoid forms of fever vi^as universally

remarked in the fever of last summer as will be seen every vv^here

throughout our minutes. We will quote but one opinion as an exam-

ple of the others. * Prof Jones, (than \^ho!n there is no more compe-

tent witness both by his experience and attainments) " thinks there is

a dilference in type of t!ie fever of this year; the disease of former

years more paroxysmal; more secondary fever this year and more dis-

position to typhus. " This evident disposition to conversion of type

and with it the assumption of the habits and susceptibilities of the

new or allied form, Vv'e thirdc is rendered apparent in the whole history

of the disease as well as in the classes and races it attacked. It cer-

tainly differed from its predecessors in the indiscriminate manner in

which Creoles and natives were assailed. Ordinarily the rule is that

only new comers and strangers are subject to its invasion, but in the

promiscuous numbers of both natives and strangers Avho fell sick under

its influence, a novel feature was seen marking its departure from the

general law of its pj'evalence. This deviation too was farther illustra-

ted in the slight immunity felt this season by the colored races. Here'

and in the West Indies it is an observation, become almost proverbial,

that negroes and their descendants are exempt from it. But in its

march throughout oar gulf shores and livers, it seemed scarcely to

pause hmg enough to discriminate between the cabins of the slave

and the mansion of the master. Both were swa^pt alike into one com-
mon resting place—the grave—-and both felt in almost equal degrees

its fierce and scorching blight. Another and marked peculiarity show-

ing not only tise extreme energy of the influences in operation but

their decided result on the vital resistance of the economy, inducing

a rapid and fatal prostration of life Vv^as the number of children who
died and many of them without manifesting any symptom of the dis-

See Prof. Jones' leetira'n',
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order until it announced itself by the fatal black vonut. The transition

was from aj)parent health into the adynamia of the cloKing sta'^e.

Phenomena lilce these, not unusual to yellow fever, when it rages in its5

greatest intensity are generally limited to s'jch subjects as have passed

the period of immunity ot" childhood—to an adult and more suscepti-

ble population. But the fever of lSf»3, sought its victims among the

unweaned age of infancy—even as early as five weeks old—occurren-

ces indicating very marked changes impressed on it, altering its ten-

dencies, enlarging its circuit of action and so intensifying i(s energies

that the life-force of those exposed was lowered to a scale of minus

vitality, rarely seen except under the cornhined action of the most

depressing causes. How far this change may have operated in impart-

ing a character of infectiousness it is difficult to .say. There can be

little doubt that away from epidemic foci no such property is ever

.shown. At Rio Janeiro while the disease was mowitig down its vic-

tims by the hundreds, it becam« powerless at Petropolis,* a neighbor-

ing village to which fled the afirighted inhabiiants. The sick and dy-

ing were carried thei-e with it, yet in not a single instance did it extend

from these to the many friends who nursed and buried them. Here

no closeness of intercourse, no kind of exposure in handling the sick

or the dying liad power to contaminate with the disease. Yet the same

persons descending to the city succumbed quickly to the fatal influence.

Analogies like these Vi'ere seen in many parts of our own country.

We shall mention but one: at Memphis, in the Ciry Hospital, sixty-five

cases of fever, carried from this place sick, or taken sick on the river,

were treated, and in not one of these instances was there any commu-

nication of the disease to either the medical attendants, the nurses, or

tlie other inmates of the hospital. The results were limited to the

original subjects, whether these were in recovery or death. Howun-
like all this is to an infectious or contagious disease, one that is such

in consequence of certain inherent and invariable properties, we need

not remark. It must be apparent to every mind open to reason and

observation. What constitutes the difference between these two sets

of observations, these two sets of facts, as we may properly call them,

it is impossible, under present circumances, absolutely to say. But in

the absence of positive proof, we may show the strongest analogies

" See Doctors Lallement and PemieU's teBtimony..
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for the opinion that general causes existing in certain atmospheric con-

ditions supply the element that is wanting in our last cited examples.

Have we not strong confirmation of these views in the occasiona

spread of dysentery, puerperal fever and erysipelas, both in camps

and contiguous neighborhoods. These diseases areas a general rule,

sporadic, and happen casually to the fewest numbers. But whenever

they attain to such diffusion as to attack consecutively families and

neighborhoods, they acquire just those doubtful properties which,

looking only to the disease, and abstractedly from all other considera-

tions, impart to it the evidence of contagiousness. Yet, no one conver-

sant with their nature is bold enough to assert this. The fact of their

deviation from the usual law of their existence is sought for in extra-

neous circumstances, both local and atmospheric, and the remedy is

found, not in isolation of individuals, but in change of place and purer air.

Even of plague, occupying a far more disputable position between con-

tagious diseases, purely such, and those that are infectious through local

and general agencies, the same fact is clearly enough established. * Dr.

Coch, chief physician of the Egyptian fleet, records an interesting fact>

observed by him during the fatal plague epidemic of 183-5, strikingly

similar to what we have remarked of Petropolis, near Rio Janeiro,

and at Memphis, on the Mississippi. " Ten men" says he, " had gone

from Sakkarah, a populous village, to Cairo, when the plague was pre-

vailing. On their return home every one of these men sickened and

died; yet, not a single member of their families, who had assiduously

waited upon them, took the disease; such, a fact," he adds, "was

observed hundreds of times during the course of the great epidemic."f

Here then, we have clearly enough demonstrated, by a striking anal-

ogy running through several distinct diseases, and inducing close re-

semblances—nay, identical processes—in their mode of action, all

tending to show that what there is of infectiousness or contagious-

ness in their propagation is derived from extraneous and casual causes,

and is not a necessary or essential part of their nature. Proof could

hardly be more clear or conclusive by any course of inductive reason-

ing, so that we may truly say with Fergusson, " Places, not persons,

comprehend the whole history, the etiology of the disease."

* See testimony of Drs. Letlenient and Pennell. fPrus' re-poit On the Egyptian plagns.

i
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There are other feulurcB connected widi dils epidemic atid Its modes

of spreading, that we should huve been glad to have discussed, had

we not been forewarned of the necessity of hastenino^ to a close by

the undue size and bulk to which our materials have grown. Such
are questions going to show the possibility of its propagation by goods,

clothes, merchandize, &c., in short, by everything capable of acting

as fomites. Our evidence, however, is not sufficiently explicit or

direct upon this point, to render investigation necessary, and Ave are

guarded against making any issues not contained in our minutes of

evidence. Were we to do so, this report might be filled with matters

drawn, not from our recent experience, but from the recorded histories

of similar pestilences by a past generation, and which were amply

and finally adjudicated by the inquiring minds of those days. Look-

ing, then, with singleness of purpose only, at the late epidemic and

what we have been able to garner up of its passing history, we feel

warranted in stating

—

That it has not been derived from abroad, but is of spontaneous

origin

:

That there existed here, as attested by our records, very peculiar

meteorological conditions, known, by general experience, to be capa«

ble of producing, in co-operation with local causes, fatal and malignant

forms of fever

:

That these conditions were present in an exaggerated degree, and

impressed upon the prevalent type of disease susceptibilities and habits

assimilating it to another and distinct form of fever:

That this showed in all those localities within the range of the

meteorological state or influence, an infectiousness not necessary to,

or characteristic of the fever, but purely casual and incidental, the

result of physical causes, and which it loses as soon as those causes

are changed or disappear.

With these views we submit our inquiries in regard to the origin

and spread of the fever, to the candid reader, for such a verdict as

the facts and the testimony seem to indicate.





REPORT

QUARANTINE.

Every disease must originate primarily in some peculiar combination of

external circumstances conjoined with their relations to the persons first

attacked. Having once been developed some diseases (and by far the

greater portion) become extinct with the individual attacked, other dis-

eases produce a material virus which re-develops itself in other persons

exposed to direct contact therewith ; others give rise to an inappreciable

virus a bare exposure to the atmosphere of which will re-develop a

similar disease ; others again require apparently a concentration of this

atmospheric poison.

The first case includes only sporadic diseases. The second condition

gives rise to diseases eminently and truly contagious. The third to those

that possess mixed character, either contagious or infectious, and the

fourth to those that are conditionally infectious or contagious.

For example, in the first category must be placed intermittent fever, in

the second small pox, in the third scarlet fever, and in the fourth typhus

fever.

Diseases may again be designated according to the extent of their prev-

alence as epidemic. An epidemic in its fullest acceptation would require

that the disease should prevail universally regardless of climatic or

meteorological condition or the geological character of the country.

The term is however used in a more restricted sense as applying to any

very extensive mortality in any particular locality.

Endemic diseases are those which are peculiarly prevalent in certain

places at certain seasons of the year, and year after year.

64
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Sporadic diseases are those inherent in the constitution, either directly

from hereditary descent or indirectly from peculiarities of constitution

derived from ones progenitory, causing a peculiar susceptibility to the

i nfluence of certain external causes.

The term sporadic is used in two distinct senses. As an antithesis of

epidemic and endemic, it signifies few and scattered.* As an antithesis

of zymotic and external causes of disease it refers to those peculiarities

of the constitution which renders one person more liable than another

to a certain disease or class of diseases, or by which the same cause will

excite different diseases in different persons. A disease may therefore

be either zymotic or Sporadic—a zymotic disease may be either epidemic,

endemic or sporadic, and a sporadic disease may be either zymotic or

cons'itutioual, epidemic or endemic, contagious, iufectious, or neither.

The best example that can be adduced of an epidemic disease is the

cholera, which has prevailed under every possible circumstances of ex-

ternal influence, in the heat of the Torrid, and the cold, of the Frigid

zone—mountains and valleys, primary diluvial and alluvial countries,

sandstone, limestone and granitic regions, have all felt the influence of

this fell destroyer.

As an example of a limited epidemic we may cite the plague and

yellow fever, which though generally restricted to certain localities, yet

have under some peculiar and as yet unknown circumstances extended

themselves into other climatic and geological regions; the first having

devastated all Europe in former times, and in later dates the second has

prevailed most extensively on the American continent and at a few places

in Europe.

The peculiar existence of an epidemic disease should be found developed

to a greater or less extent in almost every locality, diseases and the

circumstances on which they depend have not been distinctly marked

out. The most familiar examples that can be cited are our autumnal

fevers, and among them some localities will be generally found to be

specially afflicted with intermittent fevers, while others will suffer in as

great a degree from remittents.

The term sporadic being once understood would not require a specifi-

* This was the original acceptation of the terra as derived from the Islands in the Agean Sea
called SporadoB in coutrndistinction 1o the Cyclade?, which was a cluster of Islands more remote
and scattered though to some extent intermingled.
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cation of an example tlieroof. It ref(3rs to any disoase from whicli a

person may suffer not specially referable' to contagious, infectious or

epidemic iuMnences. Their existence, though modified by, and to some

extent dependant on, external causes, are chiefly referable to the peculiar

susceptibility of the individual. What is usually called a change in the

weather may and often does produce catai'rhs, pneumonias, diarrho?a,

dysenteries, and also affections of the kidneys and brain.

The definition of these terms, epidemic and endemic and

sporadic, contagious and infectious, being combined, the following

conclusions with regard to the origination, propogation and perpetua-

tion of diseases are clearly deduc ble

—

1st. That a disease may, under circumstances as yet not entirely

known, originate spontaneously in any locality, and necessarily

become extinct with those subject to the influence of these circum-

stances.

2d. That a disease may originate in a certain locality and become

either partially or fully—either locally, generally or universally

—

epidemic, without being either infectious or contagious.

3d. That a disease having originated, may thence be propa-

gated from the atmosphere of one room to that of another, and thus

ultimately pervading every part and portion of a city or village be-

come epidemic therein.

4th. That in another combination of events a disease will be pro-

duced which will, under certain conditions, reproduce itself in another

person or subject, and that may, therefore, become ej^idemic to a

greater or less extent.

In which of these categories must yellow fever be placed? Is it

contagious or infectious ? Is it of foreign or domestic origin ? Is it

in any case transmissible from place to place ?

These questions suggest others, anterior to all of th^nii viz s

Is yellow fever always one and the same disease, c»? may there not

be varieties which, though preseniing symptoiQS, sufficiently similar-

to be called by but one name, yet are in re^Mty ],'^dfca,lly dtatinct or-

different 1 Is it always attributable, t^^ identically the sapie eause^

or may not several different causes, be confounded in its production ?

This latter is the view t?^\^%^ \j- the writer, not only with rega]:(i
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to yellow fever, but also as to diseases deemed specific, viz : scarla-

tina, and even small pox. The history of the prevalence of these

diseases clearly indicates a difference, which, though usually attempted

to be accounted for on other principles, are more satisfactorily

understood by reference to a radical diversity of cause. There

can be no greater impropriety in believing that there are different

varieties of small pox virus or scarlatinous infections in existence

than that the same combinations of heat, moisture and filth, or de-

composing animal and vegetable matter, will give rise to intermit-

tent, remittent, continued and yellow fever.

The rapidity with which deleterious gases spread, may serve as an ex-

amplification of the progress of a poisonous agent.

The friction applied to a match has hardly ceased the wood thereo

has not become inflamed ere the odor of the phosphorous or of the sul-

phur has penetrated and filled the whole room. Who can say that the

opening of the hold of a foul vessel may not be attended with a similar

difi"usion, though it be not as in the former case, perceptible to the senses.

In Mobile, a deputation or committee of the commission was informed,

on what it considered a satisfactory and sufficient authority, that those

first attacked at Citronelle, were the persons engaged in unloading the

baggage cars which had been kept closed from Mobile at the distance of

thirty miles. None can tell to what extent it might have spread in that

direction, had similar conditions existed.

In view of the preceding facts and principles, what course

is proper to be adopted with regard to the question of quarantine ?

The conclusion must be, that in spite of the most efiicient and rigid

quarantine, cases of yellow fever may occur spontaneously in New
Orleans ; but it would appear to be equally certain that the malig-

nant forms of this disease, and also other diseases, such as cholera,

small pox, scarlet fever, typhus fever, &c., may be almost entirely

excluded.

The mention of cholera, as one of the diseases that may be exclu-

ded, will at once suggest that the despotic governments of Europe,

with all their sanitary cordons, were unable to restrain its progress.

The fact is admitted, but while we can only plead ignorance of the

cause of its progress in Europe, we can point to the fact that in 1832,

and again in 1848, it was kept out of Northern cities, as we believe,
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in consequence of quarantine. The commercial intercourse between

the ports of Western Europe and those cities, say New Yorli, was,

even in 1832, more direct and more extensive then between the same

ports and Quebec and Montreal, but the cholera, abandoning its usual

uniform law of following the regular course of traffic, was introduced

into the United States by way of Canada. So, in 1848, although

cases of cholera were received at Staten Island before any arrived

in New Orleans, it was only after traversing the interior line of travel

and intercommunication, that it was introduced into New York and

other Northern cities. The quarantine enforced in these cities, in-

cluding the cleansing of vessels as well as isolating the sick, conjoined

with a voyage across the Atlantic, appears to have been efficient in

preventing its direct introduction on these two occasions, and renders

it possible, if not probable, that a quarantine against the interior

was equally needed. That these cities were quite susceptible to the

development of cholera subsequent events clearly proved. When
once introduced, it rages with equal severity in the filth of New York

and the cleanliness of the city of Brotherly Love.

Whatever may be thought of the contagiousness or of the trans-

portability of yellow fever in general, or as it has prevailed here in

other years and in other places at various times, it would appear

to admit of no doubt that the epidemic of 1853 was carried by

the regular course of travel to the interior. Its progress was steadily

directed to the points of most direct commercial intercourse through-

out the Southwest ; and it appears, moreover, that having once ob-

tained a foothold in any locality, this served as a new focus from

which it was still further diffused. It does not appear to have fol-

lowed any of the known laws of the diffusion of gases, nor to have

exhibited any other law of diffusion than that above indicated.

Like a skillful general in the invasion of the territory of an enemy

it took possession, seriatejn, oit\ie most important and prominent points

which should serve as a basis for future operations.

Admitting the perfect accuracy of these several statements, ( and

they doubtless might be greatly multiplied, *) who can undertake to

* * Vide evidence of Drs Ruehton, Picton, and Wedderbum, as well a« that of several othera in
other parts of tliis volume, where the transmisiibility of this diseasn is fully mBintained.
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prove that the earliest recorded cases had no communication witJi

any of these which may be designated suspicious or doubtful cases?

In this city it is most particular to be remarked, that being speciall}''

dependant on commerce for its very existence, and being very greatly

indebted to the expenditui-es of transient persons, strangers, visitors, and

those who, though engaged in business pursuits, like birds of passage, fly

away at the least intimation of danger or disease ; there is particular re-

luctance on the part of all who may or can remotely be benefited by their

stay to make any announcement which would induce their departure.

This influence, commencing with the hotels and boarding-houses, and

those connected therewith and dependant thereon, runs through the sev-

eral classes of wholesale and retail merchants, mechanics, laborers, restau-

rant keepers, and employees, etc. The press takes the alarm, for it

and the news-boys are interested in decrying any who will dare an-

nounce a case of yellow fever, cholera, or any malignant disease which

may possibly become epidemic. In this state of things it is not surprising

that physicians should hesitate whether to record a case as yellow fever

or call it bilious remittent < fever ; the only wonder is that any can be

found daring enougli to face all these influences with an honest expi'ession

of opinion.

During the past summer yellow fever appears plainly to have been in-

troduced into Philadelphia. True the historian thereof, (Dr. .Jewell) con-

tends that it originated there, and attributes it to certain local causes,

but he has justly and honestly given so minute an account that we are

justified in arriving at a different conclusion. Its outbreak in the vicin-

ity of the shipping, and specially near to a ship recently from an infected

port, its propagation in that vicinity only, would go far to prove its

importation and transmissibility, even though its absolute contagiousness

could not be clearly established.

That cases occurred in individuals who could not be proved to have

had direct intercourse with the assumed source of infection only shows

diflicient information ; that it did not extend itself into the city and

become epidemic proves either our ignorance of the laws of the devel-

opment of epidemics or that the necessary constituents were Avanting in

this pai'ticular case.

The causes assigned for the yellow fever of 1853 in Philadelphia, was
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the vicinage of the mouth of a sewer, a simihir cause, defective Bewerage,

Avas assigned fov the epidemic of 1828 in Gibraltar. As to tiie latter,

the extent to which this disease prevailed, and the failure to show that

the sewers Avore in worse condition then than in previous and succeeding

years forbids the adoption of the idea that the cause assigned was suf-

ficient to produce the results experienced. iVs to the former, the res-

tricted limits of the disease, conjoined with the arrival and position

of the Mandarin, only proves that yellow fever cannot be propagated

except in a congenial atmosphere. In both cases we may ask why-

does this disease not prevail more freqiiently, for the same condition of

the sewers may be presumed to exist for at least sevei'al successive years ?

Similar causes cannot be assigned here. The yellow fever always

makes its first appearance here in the vicinity of the shipj)ing at

the Levee, and does not first appear among the hands on steam-

boats from the up-countrjrj who Avould be equally exposed to local

influences. Moreover there is no sewer in this city, and the drainage is

towards the SAvamp, bayous, canals and lake in its rear. Again, accord-

ing to Professor Forshey's report on the hydrography of the Mississippi

river, on an average of thirty years, the river is at its highest point

about the 1st of May, and at its loAvest about the 1st of October, ( Fen-

ner's Medical Reports.) No definite information has been obtained with.

regard to the height of the river last year, but we have no reason to

believe that so early as the 28th of May or the 15th of July, the river

had fallen so much as to expose to any great extent the batture of its

banks, and consequently there could be no specific cause of disease in

that vicinity.

The ablest wiiters, the best informed medical men, and those who have

had, from the extent of and opportunities for observations, the best chance

of forming correct views, have differed among tliemseives, and at different

periods a different opinion has been prevalent among them. For a long

time it was generally believed to be contagious. The recantation of Rush,

and the researches of Chervin, and the experiments of,
,
produced

a change of opinions, and for the last forty years but few have been foimd

to advocate doctrines once almost universally receiA'ed. A change is

again taking place. The Boa Vista fever and our late epidemic have

changed the views of many. It would require only the occurrence of a few
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more similar cases to convert nearly aJl to old and long-abandoned doc-

trines.

The admmitted fact that all Avho are exposed to the cause of yellow

fever do not become its victims is equally difficult of explanation accor-

ding to either theory, and is certainly not without a parallel among dis-

eases avowedly contagious. The majority of adults who have never

had scarlatina may be exposed to its infection with impunity though the

same cannot be said of children. Many persons exposed and liable to

small pox withstand its influence, and numerous cases of those even who

have sought exposure to measles, with a desire to contract it during 3^outh,

but whose constitution resists its invasion, might easily be found. Mumps,

a specific, a contagious, and once a prevalent disease appears to have

almost died out.

To those who have endeavored to apply the experimentum crusis by

the production of the disease by inoculation, &c., we may reply

:

1st. That the cases experimented on may have been acclimated and

not subject thereto, as those who have had small pox in which case simi-

lar experiments would also fail.

2d. That these experiments have been made by medical men upon

themselves and their insusceptibility to disease is almost proverbial, and

their familiarity with all diseases removes one of the most efficient causes

of every disease, viz : the fear thereof.

The same reasoning is applicable in all instances and to eveiy particu-

lar case of the possible importation of any and every disease. As to

yellow fever, as it occurred here during the summer of 1853, we are

compelled to say that during May and June, its very existence was ignored

by most of the faculty and the whole press, but after a devastating epi-

demic when all doubt had been dispelled numerous cases are found to

have occurred long anterior to its first announcement. The minutes of

evidence, the public prints and private information, show the existence of

cases of this kind. To only an instance of each of which will reference

be made. A physician who had never seen a case of yellow fever was

called early in the season to attend cases which, now that he has become

familiar with the disease (having last year had it himself,) he has no hesi-

tation in pronouncing were cases of yellow fever. Another physician in the

public prints announces cases and deaths long before any recorded and
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assigns as a reason for attaching a different name to tliom, the fear of

ci'eating a panic and being called an alarmist. A third physician claims

to ha\'e had cases a month before any previously reported and assigns the

same reason for not putting them on record.

The most Northern point on the Western side of the x^tlantic at which

it has prevailed is Portland, Maine, in latitude 43°, and the most South-

ern Rio Janeiro, in South latitude 23®; on the Eastern shore of the Atlan-

tic it has prevailed as far North as Marseilles, in latitude 43:|-°; its South-

ern limit on the coast of Africa is not well known, the whole coast being

almost unoccupied at least by the white race. These limits are included

within the isothermal lines of 50® on the North, and 60° on the South,

according to Humboldt, but it must not be forgotten that these isother-

mal lines are calculated from the average temperature of an entire year

and though dependent to some extent on both latitude and elevation

above the sea do not, and are utterly insufficient to, define the points of

special interest with regard to yellow fever. This must and does involve

many other considerations, viz

:

The length of days, the length of summers, the average temperature

of days and nights especially in summer.

Whether it was originally imported from Siam cannot now be deter-

mined, as chroniclers differ so gTeatly concerning its history, but in more

recent times since India has been one of the British possessions, and has

had a corps of able medical observers, in that region no similar disease

has been described as existing there. We, therefore, do not know that

yellow fever has prevailed in any other localities than the Eastern and

Western shores of the Atlantic ocean, and the contiguous seas and gulfs,

and it has almost uniformly been restricted to sea port towns. A few

instances of disease somewhat similar have undoubtedly been recorded,

such as at Rondont, N. Y., Memphis, Tenn., and W^oodville, La. ; but that

these were instances of a genuine yellow fever and dependant on the same

causes as those producing this disease in sea port towns may well be

doubted.

The general Board of Health of England in its very valuable jDubiica-

tions, has argued most strenuously against the utility of quarantine, but

this' question, its utility in England, differs widely from these two in which

we, ar^ interested—the necessity and the practicability of a quarantine

.65 . .
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for New Orleans and thence for the whole Southwest. That yellow

fever, ( even admitting it to be eminently contagious, ) could ever pre-

vail to the extent of an epidemic in England may be doubted on these

grounds—1st. That it never has so prevailed, and—2d. That it is a dis-

ease peculiarly incident to hot climates. Its prevalence in New York

and other Northern cities, does not and cannot prove that it may prevail

in a much higher latitude, even though the average annual temperature

be nearly the same, in as nmch as the summers are necessarily mucli

shorter, and the intensity of heat, though sometimes greater, continues

but for a very short period of time.

Again with regard to the utility of quarantine as to cholera, against

which the same Board adduces strong arguments, we must admit that

while the whole history of the disease—a complete view of its general

dissemination over the world, would indicate the inutility, because of the

inability and inefficiency of quarantine to arrest or even retard its pro-

gress. It is nevertheless certain that it follows the course of traffic.

This Board, (the general Board of Health of England,) also enters

into disquisitions as to the influences of the general sanitary condition of

particular places in localising diseases with reference to the propagation

and dissemination of disease. The proposition itself, the very terra local-

ising clearly implies and really admits that diseases may be imported;

but that even when introduced they require local conditions for their de-

velopment into an epidemic or for any general degree of prevalence in

the community. x\8 to the mo<le of introduction the Board declaims

against the opinions heretofore prevalent, viz : the arrival of cases from

which it may spread by a virus unrecognizable to the senses and only

recognized by its effects^ and also against the possibility of the importation

of disease by fomites. It does not show however any other plausible or

possible mode of introdu(;tion. It denies the most obvious and rational

m(>de, and begs the question on all other modes by pleading ignorance.

N<it only does it desist from the attempt to prove, but it does not even

suggest the possibility of diseases by aerial, magnetic, electrical or other

«aurrenta. It does not suggest or attempt to prove the influence of the

Wii^er orders of the animal or vegetable creation in the production of ep-

idemics. It has not dared to cite the concomitant occurrence of earth*

quails, comtte et id omna t^snm. It simply denies tbe pio^bilifrj <rf tb«
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propag'ation of disease by the introciuction of fomites, f<ither in the form

of persons diseased, or goods impregnated with an infected air.

Although it may be difficult, and even impossible in most instances, to

trace the early cases of disease to any defined source of infection, and

although it is still more difficult to explain the apparently spontaneous

origin of diseases of this character at particular times in certain localities,

there are salient points which cannot fail to strike the attention of

all. No epidemic disease has ever been known to follow any meteorolog-

ical lines. All have generally followed the lines of intercourse by travel

or traffic, commercial lines always have more accurately defined the course

of epidemics than any cthei-s. These diseases, if disseminated, are certain

to pursue some one or other o( these routes. They never travel in any

other fixed direction. True, ch casional outbreaks (still however on the

line of regular commercial intercourse ) sometimes take place in advance

of its apparently regular progress. But this at least only proves that the

quarantine was iaeffieient, either as to persons or goods, some infection

having evaded the quarantine. If it be allowed that these diseases are

transmissible, and if it be denied, we ask a better explanation on the other

view of the question. On what other theory can such anomalous out-

breaks be explained. More has been attempted, and the first, unsatisfac-

tory as it may be, is the best that can in the present state of our knowl-

edge of these questions be propounded.

As regards the propriety of quarantine, the Commission are unan-

imously of the opinion that a quarantine should be established.

Even if of no use as to yellow fever, it will serve to keep out other

diseases equally, if not more, deleterious to our city and its inhabit-

ants. It may prevent the introduction of diseases known and ac-

kowledged by all to be contagious or infectious. It will prevent the

introduction of moribund emigrants, and thus by diminishing the num-

ber of interments in our city, enable us to ascertain more certainly \\»

degree of salubrity—which cannot be done at present on account of

the disturbing influence thereof. It will require all vessels to arrive

in a cleanly condition, and consequently, by compelling the officers

to keep their vessels clean during the whole voyage, extend its ben-

eficial effects for weeks anterior to their arrival, and therefore, con-

duce to the comfort and salubrity of those passengers wbo»e circuw».
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stances are sucli that they cannot protect themselves nor enforce

those requirements which are necessary.

It has been suggested that the adoption of quarantine here would

justify its adoption against us. To this it may be replied: 1st. That

the failure to establish a quarantine for the protection of New Or-

leans has not heretofore prevented quarantine against us in nearly,

or quite, every commercial port in the civilized world, nor can it be

shown that its neglect now would induce a repeal of their existing

laws. 2d. That the establishment of quarantine would argue that

yellow fever was an imported disease, that Xew Orleans was

naturally very healthy and only suffered from the importation of

cholera, yellow fever and typhus fever. This view must certainly

claim the consideration of, and secure as advocates of a quarantine, all

those who so strenuously maintain the high dregree of salubrity of

New Orleans.

Any attempt to suppress the truth, or to conceal the existence of

disease is extremely culpable in every point of view, and more

effectually injures the reputation of this city, as to its salubrity and

as to the reliability of statements thereof, than any and every dis-

tinct acknowledgment of the existence of disease ; whether cholera,

yellow fever, &c., be propagated by contagion, or by peculiar and un-

known meteorological causes or be developed by local influence, suffi-

cient warning should be given to enable all who can to escape ex-

posure to these influences. The loss of a few dollars that might be

expended here, is nothing to the deleterious effects of a devastating

epidemic. The late visitation of yellow fever has cost the city an

incalculable sum—the public charities, the fifty thousand dollars

expended by the Board of Health in the establishment of infirmaries

and other relief to the poor—the thousand dollars expended

by the Howard Association ; the dollars expended by the

Charity Hospital during the past year, the extra expenses of the city

government—say about thousand dollars—in all amounting

to hundred and thousand dollars is nothing to the absolute

loss sustained by the city. The expenditures of private individuals

cannot be estimated, but must certainly far exceed the aggregate of

public expenses. Those who have died ( considering them only as
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stock laboring for the benefit and iraprovernent of the city indepen-

dently of the question of humanity,) were worth to the city at least

two and a half millions of dollars; remembering that they were our

fellow-citizens, identified, or beginning to be identified, with us in.

feelings and interests—that they were human beings, hurried to an

untimely grave ; reflecting that such an epidemic must for years

injure the reputation and prejudice the interests of New Orleans,

all calculations must be set aside, and we must hurry to the conclu-

sion that if it be even remotely possible to prevent the recurrence of

similar evils, at any cost to the city and State, or at any inconveni-

ence to commerce, it should forthwith be done.

Although the Commision believe that the law of 1S25, repealing

the quarantine of 1821, vests in the Common Council of the present

consolidated city of Kew Orleans full power to establish a quaran-

tine, yet it is deemed advisable that these powers should be rendered

more full and definite. Further, that a quarantine though intended

to protect, in the first instance, the city will, if effectual, protect

indirectly and directlv the whole State. The expense thereof should

not be thrown upon the city alone, but shoud be assumed chiefly by

the whole State, and the city would therein and thereby be compelled

to bear its proportion of the expense thereof.

The Commission therefore recommend that the Common Council me-

morialize the Legislature, requesting that full powers to establish, govern,

supervise, and direct a quarantiae for the port of Xew Orleans, including

therein all the routes, road passes, bayous and railroads in any and everv

direction, be conferred on the corporate authorities of the city, and that

an appropriation of hundred and thousand dollars be set

apart, subject to the order of the proper authorities under proper restric-

tions to defray the expenses thereof.

In connection with the foregoing report, the writer would submit the

annexed extracts from an article in the Cyclopedia of Practical Medicine

on Epidemic diseases, by Dr. Hancock, end from Dr. Hume, on " Ori-^

gin and Sources of Yellow Fever;'" in <'harle^ton Medical Journal for

March, 1854.

"An attentive and unbiased observation of facts removes these un-
philosophioal distinctions. Many epidemic diseases appear under certain

circumstances to be communicable by contagion, and some diseases,
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avowedly contagious, prevail epidemically. Facts, iii all ages, would
seem to show that most epidemic diseases have a tendency to Ksprekd by
intercourse with those exposed to the same causes of disease, and thus

predisposed to it. This tendency has been made too much of by syste-

matic writers in some cases, and in other cases too little. No epidemic
disease either attacks simultaneously or rages with indiscriminate violence

among all classes in any community, and no contagious disease attacks

every one who is fully exposed to its influence. Epidemic diseases,

whether contagious or not, have their assigned laws. Even when highly

pestilential and destructive they observe stated seasons and periods of

rise, increase and decline. When their attack is most sudden and gene-

ral they pass over a large proportion of the community. In the former

case the disease loses its malignity, in the latter, some constitutions are

proof against the common destroyer, without any apparent immediate

intervention of art."
**'******

"Facts apparently contradictory, or at least to the proper name, and the

contagious quality of certain epidemic diseases, such as the Levant plague,

the Asiatic cholera, and the yellow fever have been brought forward by
men justly eminent in their profession, but wedded to particular opin-

ions. Hence has arisen the extensive difficulty of knowing the truth.

Physicians, on the very sight of pestilence, have sometimes, like children

at play, taken opposite sides and maintained their grounds with unseemly

pertinacity. So that we may look in vain to either party for unprejudiced

observations. The records of all modern visitations of pestilential epi-

demics present us with opinions and statements as much at variance a3

light and darkness ; and hence we must conclude either that one set of

observers are right and the other wrong, or both partially informed but

blinded by prejudice, so that they cannot see any truth in their antago-

nists assertions, consequently that many things that they report as facts

are only partial observations or vague rumors, or hastily formed conjec-

tures on unconnected and adventitious appearances. Truth is sacred, and

error cannot be propagated without some injury. Hov/ incumbent then

is the duty of medical observers to inquire impartially and to report with

fidelity. He that present* us with a physical observation clouded by hid

prejudices on a subject so deeply important as to the health and W'elfare

of his fellow creatures, is but a degree less culpable than the man who
gives false coloring to some moral or religious truth which involves the

dearest interests of humanity.
" If this view be correct, where shall we look for the facts, strictly

auch which may assist our reasonings on this weighty subject. It is not

clearly to recorded obsei-vations of infection and of non-infection adduced

by contagionists and their opponents that we must refer for those unex-

ceptionable datas on which some safe practical conclusions may be built.

We may, perhaps admit something from each, but must reasonably doUbt

their wholesale inferences.

" The subject would be involved in a cloud of darkness, which no

diligenit and honeBt inquiry could penetrate, if there were not other
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tliiiifjfi besides facts of infection and non-infection—in short, other facta

connected with the origin, spread and decline of pestilential epidemics,

( for to these we shall confine our attention in the present article,) which
though too much overlooked, throw a good deal of light upon the whole
question, and not only point to something quite independent of this con-

tagious and non-contagious nature, but help us to determine how much
importance we should attach to these circumstances in the general esti-

mate. It is fortunate for our science that there is such a class of facts

and that the lover of truth has not to range in a wilderness of uncertainty.

It is also a source of gratification that many of these facts are admitted
by both parties, or at least, with a few exceptions, are not denied by
either."

Extracts from Dr. Hume's Article.

"The conclusion seems to be founded on ih^ observation, that when the

fever was carried into the country, it extended no further ; hence was not
contagious, and could not have been brought into Charleston from the

West Indies, and subsequently extend itself by contagion ; but it did ex-

tend itself by contagion ; but it did extend itself by some other means,
which appears now to be the still further vitiation of our impure atmos-

phere, by the addition of another unknown element. The doctrine of a
contingent contagion, or more properly, a contingent infection, will em-
brace all of the phenomena observed. It implies that the atmosphere of

crowded, filthy cities, necessarily impure, but contains no element capa-

ble of producing yellow fever ; but if a vessel arrives from a yellow fever

port, with or without yellow fever cases on board, another element ia

added to the atmosphere of the city, which renders it capable of pro-

ducing the disease. It is as a leaven, which operates a new" kind of fer-

mentation, and results in a new production. Its effects are limited to

the atmosphere of the city ; hence the phenomena observed. Had the

atmosphere been originally pure, the disease could not have extended, aa

is observed in the pure atmosphere of the country.
" This doctrine plainly indicates the objects which a wise government

should endeavor to effect, namely, to keep the atmosphere of the city as

pure as possible, by removing filth, draining, ventilating and covering the

surface of the earth. Secondly, excluding vessels and passengers from
infected ports, by a rigid and effectual quarantine, sufficiently compre-
hensive to embrace all the means of possible entry. Should the restric-

tions on the commerce of the West Indies, by quarantine, amount to a

suspension of the whole trade for six months each year, the evils to the

city will be less than it now suffers from the annual apprehension of the

fever, and " the pecuniary loss of a hundred years by the quarantine

establishment cannot equal the ruin and desolation of a single season of

the pestilence." Fortunately, the most effectual quarantine need not do
mor^ than inten-upt the landing of cargoes for a few days, and as all

vessels will be subjected to the same delay, the equality of coniJ)etition

remiiis ucdigturbed If th« impo&dd restnctiona ihduld tdd to th^ tiJu*
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of tlie imported ai'ticle, it is evident tliat the consumer suffers this extra

expense, and we doubt not but that our citizens are wilHng to pay the

difference, and consume the article in health and happiness. Who can
calculate the price of health ? And is the health of the city to be placed

in competition with a few cargoes >f sugar and molasses, introduced

without care or caution, so as to afford a luxury to our people, at the least

possible expense of money, and at the greatest cost of human life. In

modern times, the growth of cities depends on the increase of inhabi-

tants. The value of city property depends upon the same, and the quan-

tity of merchandize imported depends upon the number of consumers;

hence the first act of a good government should be to increase its popu-

lation, and with that comes all the other sources of wealth. To increase

a population, we must preserve them in health, by all the sanitary means
that wisdom has placed in our hands, and Ave must defend them against

the importation of diseases endemic to other climes, and exotic to our

own. That yellow fever is one of this class, we have every reason to

believe. Its capability of introduction into other countiies is admitted

by all Avho have CMrefuUy examined its history Avith unbiassed minds, but

still, commercial interests induce many to believe that the matter is not

i'ully established. The yehow fever, as au epidemic, has never been intro-

duced into England
;
quarantines there are useless ; hence the quarantines

of other countries are injurious to British commerce, and the British gov-

ernment denies the necessity of them, and strives to prove their inutihty.

The last and most memorable case of an attempt to suppress the truth,

was the introduction of the yellow fever into the island of Boa Vista,

one of the Cape de Verdes, by the British steamer Eclair. The govern-

ment sent Dr. McATilliam to investigate the matter ; on his return, his

report was unfavorable to the government views of the subject. Dr.

King was then sent, who returned with opposite views. Although he
could not disprove the facts of Dr. McW., he gave them a different con-

struction, and thus the government Avas enabled to maintain the integrity

of its original creed. (See Brit, and For. Med. Chir. Review.)

"We trust that enough has been advanced to demonstrate the extreme

probability that the germ of epidemic yelloAv fever is imj)orted more fre-

quently than has been generally suspected. We acknowledge the diffi-

culty of tracing the origin of early cases, and we also regret, that until

lately, none of our phvsicians have sufficiently doubted the accuracy of

our forefathers as to malcf- furth'n- investigations necessary. It is no

honor to Charleston, to lie tliv parent of such a pestilence ; it is no credit

to her sons to endeavor to proA'e her to be. There is no positiA'^e proof

that she is ; and there is much positive proof that she is not. There is

both damage and danger in the charge, and she has the right to be

esteemed innocent until proved to be guilty ; and it becomes her sons of

the pi'esent day, by industrious research, to disprove those assertions

which the indolence and negligence of her former sons induced them to

make. That Charleston is beyond the northern limit of self-generating'

e|)idemic • yelloAV fever, is exceedingly probable, for it, is the property of
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epidemics never to die in the places of their nativity. Yellow fever does

die in our climate, for it is not renewed each successive summer ; while

at Havana it flourishes in perpetuity. If the fever is not a native of the

West Indies, it is at least naturalized ; but it cannot be said to be natural-

ized in Charleston. Our winters extinguish it effectually. Charleston

does occasionally produce sporadic cases of fever of domestic origin

—

but they do not extend, nor infect localities. In 1847, a drummer at the

Citadel Academy, went, on a drunken frolic to Sullivan's Island, returned

to Elliott street, in the city, and when he became a little sober, reported

at his quarters at the Citadel. In a few days he was taken with all the

symptoms of yellow fever, even unto black vomit ; he neither died, nor

did he extend his disease to the numerous subjects in his immediate vicin-

ity. Had he obtained his disease from an infected West Indian vessel,

the result and consequences Avould have been very different. AVe appre-

hend that it is from such cases as this, that the elder physicians founded
their belief of the domestic origin of yellow fever, and inferred if it was
seen occasionally, to be of domestic origin, it must necessarily always be
so, without distinguishing the remarkable ditxerence which exists between
the sporadic and epidemic. Another source of error was the observa-

.tion, that in the pure country air the epidemic fever was not extended;

such is still the observation, but the present conclusion is different. The
impure air of the city is necessary for this extension, and so long as the city

air is pure, the fever will not even extend Iq the city. We never hear of

yellow fever in winter, and Ave always notice its decline and destruction

as cool weather advances. It is possible that the reduction of tempera-

ture impedes the putrefactive fermentation, diminishes the amount of

eliminated gases and vapors, and thus destroys the medium of intercom-

munication, and consequently the foreign element is extinguished by
defect of combination and influence of a low temperature. It was a

standing order to the French ships cruising in the West Indies, to make
sail for the Polar seas as soon as the fever was discovered on board, and
the success was generally satisfactory. It is now observed that ice con-

stitutes the best disinfectant that can be used at quarantine grounds, and
we all know that a low temperature checks every fermentation ; hence
the deduction, that our impure city air is the result of the putrefactive

fermentations going on by the influence of solar heat in the large mass
of vegetable and animal matters distributed within and upon the surface

of our soil, giving rise to secondary productions of every variety, is not

at all extravagant nor incredible.

"Having assumed an hypothesis adequate to explain all the observed

phenomena, connected vv-ith the origin and propagation of the yellow

fever in Charleston, we are prepared to apply it to the prevention of the

evil. We have assumed, on sufficient observation and e^adence, that two
conditions of the air are necessary to produce epidemicity. First.—-A
condition of impurity of domestic origin, arising froni the fermentations

of the earth and its contents, derived from the exuviae of a dense popu-
lation. Secondly.—A foreign imported element, which readily combines
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with our domestic impure air, and imparts a property to it, identical with

what it enjoys in its native clime. Without professing to ascertain what
the elements may be, we only identify them by their effects upon the

human system, and their only property, at present known, is that of pro-

ducing disease and death in the human family, wherever the combina-

tion is allowed to be consummated. This single observation contains all

the principles of human action. Prevent the combination, and security

from its ravages must be the result. Exclude the foreign element from

our port, or extinguish it in the harbor, but never let it reach our

wharves to effect the deadly combination. Can this be done in a com-

mercial city ? Can our wells be poisoned for the sake of commerce ?

Where is the difference between poisoning our air, or poisoning our

water ? Both are essential to the vitality of our citizens, and merchants

have no more right to poison the one, than our enemies have to poison

the other. Poisoning is the foulest kind of murder, equally abhorrent

to the savage as the saint, and it is only necessary to demonstrate, beyond

a doubt, that the poison of yellow fever is introduced among us by com-
merce, and we will soon find that there is among our merchants a moral

principle paramount to the love of gain. However valuable the West
India trade may be to the city, it cannot be equivalent to the injury pro-

duced in other branches of commerce, by the dread which the disease

produces in the minds of country purchasers, and the compulsion it

induces to flee to other markets, where the disease is prohibited entrance.

Of death and desolation we need not argue, for habit has rendered us

callous to such considerations; and the exemption which the native enjoys,

may make him careless of the sufferings of others. Far be it from us to

attribute a bad motive to the non-believers in the introduction of the

disease, but the facts collected appear to be sufficient to produce a re-con-

sideration of the matter, and to induce the performance of an experiment

which will settle the matter beyond a doubt. The experiment does not

involve the destruction of the AVes-t India trade, althoiigh it will encum-
ber it with additional expenses, and thus raise the price of commodities

beyond their former value ; but this increase of price will fall equally

upon all the West India merchants, thus producing no change in their

relative profits, while the community at large are made to j)ay the extra

charges. It is not observed that the rigor and extra expenses incident

to the New York Quarantine increases the price of sugar in that maiket;

and Avith all the impediments of quarantine, the West India trade is

prosperous in that city. We desire to accomplish no more for Charles-

ton than what the Legislature of the State of New York has done for

the city of New York. We desire to imitate her example, to profit by
her experience, and be rewarded by the same happy results. For, " let

it be rem.embered, " says Vache, (State Commissioner of Health to the

Marine Hospital, Staten Island,) " that the malady has not appeared in

this city for nearly a quarter of a centur}^, and not since the present

health laws have been rigidly enforced, and never will, as long as the

statute remains as it is, and its provisions are observed to the letter.

"
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Here wo have the fruits of difference of opinion between T)rs. Rush and
Hosack. So long as Rush prevailed, and domestic origin was advocated,

the fever continued its annual ravages. When Hosack prevailed, and
foreign importation was admitted, ways and means were found to stay

the pestilence, and nature seemed to yield to a correct opinion. Let pub-
lic opinion change in Cliarleston, and ways and means will also be found

to stay our pestilence. We have been taught how it may be done ; we
have only to put those principles into practice, and the scourge of Charles-

ton will be as a thing that was."

The preceding extracts so fully coincide with the vieAvs entertained by

the undersigned, and are so well expressed, that he has deemed it better

to use the original language than to attempt to transpose them into his

own.

The misfortune of a partial loss of sight having prevented the writer

from reading and writing during nearly the whole of the present year,

must be his excuse for the imperfections of the preceding Report, and

for the want of a niore thorough analysis and fuller reference to the evi-

dence contained in this volume, as well as to that which might have

been derived from other sources,

J. C. SiMONDS, M. D.
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APPENDIX,

LOUISIANA

NEW ORLEANS.

Saturday, 5, P. M.
The Commission met pursuant to a djournment.Dr. Barton in the Chair;

present Drs. Axson, McNeill, Riddeli and Simonds ; Mr. Pashley ap-

peared before the Commission. ' The first cases of yellow fever occm'red
on board the ship Northampton, direct from. Liverpool, with between
thi'ee and four hundred passengers. This vessel arrived here on the

9th May; on the lOtb, hands were sent on board for the purpose of
cleaning her, they did not finish in consequence of discovering what
they considered to be "black vomit" in the hospital of the

ship. It was understood that several persons died on the voyage, and
one man, a steerage passenger, while the vessel was coming up the

river. The ship lay at the first wharf, above the steamboat landing in

the Fourth District. Charles Lanness, one of the men sent on board
to clean, was taken sick with yellow fever two or three days after-

wards. Jas. McGuigan, one of the steerage passengers, also took the

fever, was sent to the Charity Hospital and died there. The boy of

the ship named Bichardson was taken sick. The remark of Dr.
Thorpe, who attended him, was that the case would be considered

undoubted yellow fever had it occurred later in the season.

Of the second gang employed five days afterwards in discharging

the vessel several were taken sick, among them Mr. Pashley's confi-

dential man, although he was acclimated, Mr. Clark, foreman of the

gang employed ia loading the ship mentioned, one of the men under
his charge, living in the Third District, sickened and died with black

vomit. Mr. Pashley speaks of the water used on board and describes

it as smelling badly, and when emptied from the casks as having a
black ropy sediment. Mr. Pashley's wife and child were taken sick

a few days after this with yellow fever; the child nine months old had
black vomit and recovered. Mr. P. can reckon six persons of the

hands employed in discharging' this vessel who aftervi/ards had the

fever. Coleman, one ofthese laborers boarded subsequently at Gonroy'a.

The ship " National Eagle " lay in the neighborhood of the North-

ampton, this vessel was bound to New York, She lost after hsr ds«
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parture so many hands from fever that she was compelled to put into

the Capes of Delaware, in distress, many of her passengers were also

reported sick with fever. No other vessel came up in the same tow
with the Northampton, neither was she in company with any other

while at the Pass. The Siri, from Rio, lay a quarter of a mile dis-

tant from the Northampton.

Monday, October 17th, 12, M.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment. President in the

Chair; present Drs. Barton, McNeill, Riddell and Axson ; Mr. Clark
appeared before the Commission. " The Northampton was loaded by
my gang of hands; one of the men named Thomas Hart, was taken
sick two daj's after we commenced loading, he was sent to the Charity

Hospital and died of black vomit; doubt if Hart had ever passed a
summer in the city ; he was temperate in his habits. Thomas Hart
lived in the Third District near the Mint, and was sent from there to the

Hospital—must have been sick about the first of June, as Clark com-
menced loading her about the 27th or 28th May, and two days after

he says Thos. Hart fell sick. He died on the 8th June according to

the records of the Charity Hospital. Did not observe any offensive smell

on the ship ; she had been discharged and cleaned previous to com-
mencing loading. Resides in the Third District and some of his men
were in the habit of riding up in the morning and returning in the

evening by the omnibus.

Thursday, October 20lh, 12, M.

Or. M. M. Dowler ajjpeared before the Commission, and stated that

the case on Gormley's Basin, of the man named Kein was taken sick

on the 6th of May and died on the 10th, the woman, his wife, was
taken on the 11th and died on the 15th. The doctor derives this in-

formation as to dates, from Ebenger, who was Kein's landlord, and
Hubert having lost his memorandum book on or about the 15th of
August, in which it was noted. The man died with black vomit and
his case was clearly and unequivocally one of yellow fever. The doc-

tor gave a ceitificate in both cases—the man and his wife—not wish-

ing to create alarm, as dying of bilious malignant fever. The woman,
did not throw up black vomit; the doctor subsequently attended cases

in the same square. The children of Kein went to the asylum

;

thought the case was yellow fever before he saw black vomit. The
doctor saw many cases afterwards as late as 3d of August, in the same
neighborhood. There are several soap factories in that part of the

town ; Dr. Dowler has never observed that occupation except in case

of laborers in the sun, had any influence in causing the disease. The
intemperate however, suffer the most. The doctor thinks crowded
rooms have an influence in the disease ; has never seen a second case

of yellow fever in the same inclividual ; knows many instances of expo-

gure of unacclimated persons who escaped it, infers from this that the
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fever did not subside for want of subjects, but tbinks it run its course

;

noticed that in many other cases of sickness this summer a similar-

ity to yellow fever symptoms presented themselves in acclimated
subjects. Has seen four cases of black vomit to recover—one boy ot

five years, one girl of eight, one girl of eighteen, one married woman
of twenty-five yeai's. Adjourned.

Thuesday, November 3d, 12, M.
Dr. Schuppert saw a case of yellow i'ever on the 23d of May, on

ship Augusta, from Bremen. The Augusta came up in the same tow
with ship Camboden Castle, which ship stopped at Kingston, .Tamaica.

The Augusta lay opposite Bull's Head, in Fourth District. The case

mentioned was a sailor, who recovered after an illness of fifteen days;

he remained on board the ship during the time of illness. On the

24th of May, a butcher named Kittering, residing on Chippewa, be-

tween 7th and Sth streets, was taken; did not hear of his having been
on board any ships; had black vomit; his premises not very filthy;

had been in the city two years ; has a wife and two children, neither

his wife or children took the fever ; this was the second case. The
third case was a man named John Haar. this was also a sailor on ship

Augusta, he was the cook on board, and died on the third day of ill-

ness of black vomit. On the 27th, three more cases occurred on
same ship, their names were G. Woolte, Herman Bruntz, and F. Don-
ber. The two first named, went to the Hospital and died ; the last

remained on board and recovered. The Augusta was very clean, she
had no sickness like yellow fever until she arrived here;

was sixty-six days on her passage; Dr. Schuppert has seen five

cases of recovery from black vomit; practiced in the city nearly two
years ; Dr. Schuppert thinks his cases the first in the city; the doctor
heard that much sickness occurred on board the Camboden Castle.

LETTER OF MR. GIBBS.

Friend Etter :—As we have no churches open and I am too unwell

to be about, I have concluded to spend some time in giving you an

account of the state ot" things in our neighborhood as being different

from what ever happened to us before. As a great deal has been said

of late for and against quarantine, the facts as they have occurred in

our town and Washington will be of great interest. Now for the facts:

on the last trip of the steamer Opelousas, a Frenchman, who was a

passenger, came to our village in the hack wnth other passengers, and

on the way from the landing complained of head and back ache,

which Mr. Daniels noticed as very suspicious, and on his arrival at the

Eagle Hotel, named it to the landlord and others, 'ihis was late in

the evening; the Town Council met, called in doctors and examined
the man, when Dr. Boghni, who had been familiar with yellow fever

in the city, stated if a man with these symptoms was in the lios-
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pital he would be treated for yellow fever. On this a hack was ordered
and he was conveyed on his journey to his brother's about eighteen

miles where he was intending to go, some days after we heard of his

death from yellow fever. Many thought it was rather rash at the

time, but no one now thinks so. Here I will remind you that our
village sufiered severely in 1838-39 and 1842, hence the caution, this

was about the 9th of August.
Soon after this, Mr. Foiien, at the receiving warehouse in Washing-

ton, was taken down with bilious fever as they then cosisidered it, then
his clerk iu a few days, others at the store of Lepps, then across the

street A. Pvlillspaugh, his brother-in-law, James Petrel. About this

time Br. Boghni was sent for from Opelousas, and pronounced a case

of yell ov/ fever, whereupon the Washington people called a meeting,

declaring that no yellow fever existed there, and only one case resem-
bling it; so said their doctors.

About this time some died, but not the one that had been pro-

nounced yellow fever, which helped to blind them. On Saturday night,

James Petrel, who was up and rode out in the sun, and who was sup-

posed to have had bilious fever, relapsed and died early Suncla}'^

morning, with black vomit; likewise a child of Mr. Millspaugh, in the

same house. Then ihey were convinced, and we who had suffered

from the like, begged them to scatter and not feed the disease in such

numbers. But no, only a few could be induced to leave the town, and
why? This was their fatal reasoning, in 1837 and '39, cases came
from Opelousas to Washington, and did not spread, our town is so

health^/, fine rolling hills, no water pools, nor dirty streets, every filth

washes off; unfortunate conclusion.

Up to this time full eighty have either died there or away, having

coniraeled the disease there, and of course many of their best men,
besides one doctor, Dr. Heard. After it had raged sometime they

began to inquire how it came there, and it v>'as discovered that some
negro or mulatto clothing and bedding belonging to some one who
ha<i died in the city, were brought up on the boat, landed at Follen's

and taken to Lepp's. Now see, i'^ollen and clerk, first taken sick and
then Lepp and Clark, then across the street opposite. Now if they

had known these facts and acted as they did with the case.s coming
from Opelousas, they more than like would have escaped this great

calamity. No'vV see tlie similarity between our town now and theirs

in 1837 and 1S39. The first we moved away, the next case was young
C.'iabanv, who v^'as clerking at Was! ington, came to Opelousas to

attend the lunernl of a child ; was t^iken sick about Septembei,' the

Sth, and the next day the doctor declared it yellow fever. Our coun-

cil met and waited on his father, and requested him to send away his

family with the exception of one or two to nurse him. The j)eople

of our town had declared that if a case came here a large rojijority

would shut up store, suspend business and go to t'ie springs, and vari-

ous parts of the country, so on this being announced a case, a great
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many left, others awaited its termination. In a few days he was de-

clared out of danger, or fast recovering and many doubted its being

yellow fever. On the morning of the 16th, he was taken worse, and
that evening was a corpse—buried early next day, his clothes and
bedding burnt and other precautions taken. You will recollect Mr.
Cahenner's house, it stands alone on the Northwest side of the village.

Out of about twelve stores, ten closed ; four grog shops, three closed
;

two drug stores one closed, one tavern with one boarder and a man
to take care of it, the other two boarders, and one guard placed on
the Washington side of the town, ordered to be more strict and allow
none from there except doctors or people for medicine.

On the evening of Cahenner's funeral, Dr. Diggs, who had paid

some three visits to his brother-in-law, Dr. Heard was taken with fever

and pronounced yellow fever, his fever was broken and apparently he
was doing well, when on the mnrning of the fifth day unfavorable

symptoms appeared and he died with black vomit the next morning.
He lived on the East side of town, near the old church; the same care

was taken, his Mnt'e removed as soon as he died, no one allowed near
but Dr. Little and-Boghni with two old negro men to assist to nurse
him. He was well attended to, and was very rational until a few min-

utes before his death, and in fact great hopes were entertained of his

recovery. Up to this time it has not spread in our town, which is now
over ten days.

Several have passed through our town from Washington and died

at Grand Coteau, and elsewhere. It has been severe on mulattos, as

many as five or six in a family have died besides some negroes, a great

many sick and about half a dozen more were liable to be sick.

Washington people are very angry at Opelousas people, for so strictly

prohibiting them from coming to our town, but ai-e they responsible ?

Did we take it there? By no means, then do not the foregoing facts

prove us right in protecting ourselves, without hurt to them, a law all

right minded people admit. To describe the appearance of our town
and country at the present, would more than fill one sheet of paper.

Never was the like seen before, and may we hope never will again.

When the fever first broke out my wife was confined to bed just hav-
ing made me a present of another girl, and in about five days after, I

was in bed with bilious fever, and our cook taken away partly sick

and in fear of fever, and left with but a little girl to nurse, cook, &c.,

only for a neighbor or two left, I know not what we should have done,
and had we wished to have left we could not. My wife partly by
excitement was kept back from recovering; so after I recovered my
time was taken up by nursing ; business was out of the question. Peo-
ple are now gaining confidence and a few men have visited town the

last day or two, but we advise all families to remain away from town
until it has gone through in Washington, or a white frost occurs, not
that we have any sickness in town,, but to carry out our plan of pre-

caution.

67
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It has been bad in Vermillion, brought there by a drover; so you

see we are between two fires, and we are kept well on the look out

since the first case here, I have kept a daily note of facts as they

occurred, knowing how apt we are to forget, and how different thuigg

are related, each day I obtained ray information from the doctors ia

attendance, as what few in town meets pretty often.

I must now close my disjointed account of fever, and I hope the

worst is over. Yours sincerely, Joseph Giebs.

TESTIMONi" OF PROFESSOR CARRIGAN, OF BATON ROUGE.

The name of the locality is Baton Rouge. Its limits and boundaries
are one mile square. The surface soil is calcaieous. Well water, free
from limestone, but strongly impregnated with ferruginous qualities is

used in this neighborhood. There has been no disturbance of the soil.

As regards situation, it has the Mississippi in front, and a bayou and
swamp on the North, but the bayou was dry during the epidemic. The
drainage is good, the water running off freely.

In respect to the vegetable kingdom, I had about thirty peach trees
the fruit of which was wormy, and rotted on the trees;" the potatoes
rotted in the ground.

The population of the town in 18/JO, was four thousand; in 1853
say about four thousand five hqndi'ed. There was no distinction in the
census of males and females. The population is fused American
French, German, Irish, Italian, English, and Scotch.

The first case had not been in a locality where yellow fever
was prevailing. For cases apparently spontaneous, see those of
J. Butner and Wiss Burbank. They had no intercouse with any case.
It seemed to move in a zig-zag course, but would at times sweep off a
whole family. Some seemed to be constitutionally liable to it.

The disease was very impartial in respect to persons, with reference
to their personal and social habits, living in crowded houses, &c. both
with regard to attacks and mortality.

In at least two-thirds of the cases there was black vomit • yellowness
of skin generally; hgemorrhage in about one-third. Durin"- the prev-
alence of the epidemic there were some inflammatory fevers.

I have not noticed particularly what time intervened between expo-
sure, assuming it to be contagious, and the appearance of the premon-
itory symptoms, or the development of the disease. It generally ter-
minated as true yellow fever. I have seen the disease before, in New
Orleans, in 1841, '43, and '47; at Natchez, in 18.37, and at Vera Cruz,
in 1847. I do not recollect how many cases of black vomit I have
seen ; was told I had it myself.

Mayor Dufrocqwas constantly in attendance upon the sick this year
and in 1847; he told me he never had the yellow fever; there were
others in the same category.
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TJiSTIMONY OF JUDGE LOUIS SELBY.
LJ.KE Providence, (La.) December 31,185'!.

PROFESSOE J. h. lUDDEr.1-, NEW ORLEANS :

Sir :—I state first, my understanding of the questions, that you may
the better judge of the weight to be given to what I write. Is the yellow

fever contagious ? Is it infectious ? and if infectious, how ?

The person of the individual being in a habit or the j^lace in a situation,

from local causes to receive the epidemic, will it arise spontaneously and
without being communicated to the persou or place from some other place

where it already exists ; or, must the infectious matter be brought from
where it alread}'^ is to the nev/ seat of disease, by travelers, removal of goods,

or other conveyances from the former to the latter place ? To illustrate,

no matter how well the ground may have been prepared the seed of cotton

or corn must be put in the earth to produce a crop :—a quantity of com-
bustible matter, dry wood, or even powder, must be ignited by fire to pro-

duce a blaze. But combustion may take place without any communica-
tion of fire, or by friction, or from the state of the combustible substance,

by accident, or without any known human agency ; and herbs, fnai/ grow
upon ground where man cannot tell at least how the seeds got there.

To kno2v that the premises are correct from the kind of evidence to be

had, is difficult ; and without such knowledge any conclusion may be

erroneous ; for a mistake of one fact, amongst the many, may destroy the

most satisfactory theories, logical arguments and decisions or judgments.

And to gather a correct statement of facts from the complicated subjects,

and confiicting statements of different individuals—and sometimes even by
the same person at different times—of one case, appears almost hopeless.

If the past is the only time that the yellow fever has been here, at the

town of Lake Providence, as an epidemic, and Mis. Selby's, the first case,

the investigation of her case, might afford some useful information. Such

cases, if all the facts of them could be correctly known, would seem to

present the best opportunities of arriving at the desired conclusions.

Since you left, I have satisfied myself that Mrs. Selby had not been out

of the \allage—out of sight of her dwelling, or on any steamboat, for, at

least, six months before her sickness, ; she having been in bad health ; and

from all the information I can get, I believe that, she had not been in the

" Sparrow House," or nearer it than on its side walks, in passing it, and

very seldom there, for more than a month before her death.

From the information I have been able to get, no freights or merchan-

dize arrived here, till after the death of Mrs. Selby, and her's, was the first

death knoicn to have been caused by yellow fever here. But, I only

discovered the disease about seven or eight o'clock in the morning of the

day on which she died, precisely at twelve, M. ; and the physician v\^ho

attended during her sickness doubted till the subsequent day ; and then,

when he ventured to say that her disease had been the yellow fever, he

was ridiculed for it all over the town, and particularly by the other phy-

sicians, for several days following : and I have learned that two deaths by

fevers, took plaos a day or two before h^'ifs, on© at the " Sparrow House,

'
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and one directly opposite it. The physicians who attended them are dead,

and those Hving who saw them, can give no account to be the least rehed

upon. I consider it not improbable that, they may have died with the

yellow fever. Had Mrs. Selby's case passed unnoticed, how much longer

the epidemic might have remained concealed, we now cannot tell ; for the

information to be gleaned here by the greatest industry, and most searching

inquiry, I fear, can avail but little ; and it glaringly presents the difficulty,

if not the impossibility, of getting a correct statement of the facts of such

cases ; and that theories, and reports of cases, may be made more agreea-

ble by an occasional slight changing, or disregard of some of the facts

;

but, that to be useful, all must be truly known :—and now, I fear that I

deceived myself into the belief before I commenced, that I might write

something iiseful ; but the more I try the more I see the difficulties—and
I only send this because it can do no harm, and I have loritten it. I have

little hopes that it is now, really worth the reading.

About September 14th, after the sickness had been here about twelve

days in a lot near my house, I suppose in one night, would spring up,

about fifty times as many toad-stools, as ever grew there before in the

same time ; although the weather was extremely dry. Musquetoes seemed
multiplied a hunired-fold, commonly here they are a dirty yellow, but

these had gray rings around their bodies, bit quicker and stung much
harder than heretofore. During the sickness, and for some time before,

and since, nor yet do I recollect of having seen a blue-bird or wood-
pecker within the bounds of the' disease—the martins were very scarce,

and the few that were here left early—while at the same time, in or-

dinary seasons there have been, perhaps, a hundred mocking birds, this

season, during the sickness, I only saw two ; and for weeks only heard
one sing ; horses and cattle Avere lean and dull, with sores and jumps upon
them ; the fowls were drooping and looked as if recovering from disease,

and found dead in all directions ; the combs of the roosters were bloated

to twice their natural size, fiery red, and almost transparent; killed a

half groAvn chicken and could not eat it. About the middle of August
the rats and mice were very numerous, a month after in the midst of the

sickness there was scarcely a rat or mouse to be seen or heard. The fur-

niture in the house, and books in my office, moulded, ten times sooner

and worse than heretofore, but the color I did not observe. No one at

my house during the disease, ate half as much as usual.

There has been a great deal of filth, and increased from year to year

for the last few years for a small village situated as this, which, together

with the decomposition of great quantities of sawdust put upon the walks

last winter and mixed with the mud, I think aggravated the fever. Had
not the disease been worse than ordinarily in Few Orleans, and at so

many other places for the first time, I would have been disposed to con-

sider those the causes of its originating here. The Mississippi river has

been the whole year lower than I have ever seen it before, and all its

waters pretty much confined to its channel. Many think that the country-

is always more healthy after an overflow. The first cases were much the
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more fatal, and those who had the least attention, and took the least

medioiue did best ; children, the young, got through much better th?n

the old, and the blacks with still much greater ease than the whites—and

the yellow had it easier than the whites, and harder than the blacks.

Gentlemen : not being a physician, or expecting during the disease to

be honored with such a call from so highly respectable a source, I have

done the best I could and I consider the best apology for the foregoing

many imperfections, is to say the least.

MISSISSIPPI.

TESTIMONY OF UR. L. P. BLACKBURN.
Natchez, September 22, 1854.

DR. BAKTON, CHAIllMA.V OP THE NEW OELEANS SANITARY COMMITTEE :

Dear Sir :—By request of yourself and Dr. Riddell, I give you my
views about yellow fever and ils communicability, and in doing this will

be as brief as possible. What I write is the opinion formed from ray

experience of the disease here, last year, and from the most careful

inquiry I could make amongst onr old residents, about past epidemics.

The community (following the profession) is divided into two classes

of believers on this subject, one believes that yellow fever, is or maybe
indigenous, the other that it is of foreign birth; one believes that a

person takes the disease fpom atmospherical causes, that may exist in

this latitude; the other believes that the specific malady of yellow fever is

communicated either by actual contact with the person, or clothes of a

sick man from vessels, or by a morbid miasm arising therefrom. For
myself I adhere strongly to the second, of these opinions, v^'e never hear

of yellow fever in towns in the Eastern part of this State, remote from

all travel to and from places in which yellow fever generally prevails,

though these towns may be in the same, or even in a more Southern

latitude, whilst these places are free from yellow fever, not because of

their smallness, for yellow fever will enter an isolated house in the

country. They are not exempt on account of their cleanliness for there

never was a cleaner town than Natchez was last July, but as no communi-
cation exists between them and places where sickness prevails, they

escape disease, and the presumption therefrom is strong that in tov/ns

where the yellow fever exists in the same latitude that such diseases is of

foreign birth, I affirm that in every case (and they are many) why yellow

fever occured in the country, in the neighborhood of Natchez last year,

it can be plainly and distinctly traced to contact with the disease.

Let me cite a locality with which and with the sickness happening, in

which I am familiar. Nearly two miles South of Natchez, a family of the

name of Irvine erected a house in the spring of 1853 ; the situation was
on the top of a hill, in a worn out field abandoned by the cultivator, with

nothing growing there but sedge grass and no pond or stagnant water

near,, the river is -about a mil© distant from th« hems.©., and inteireniiig
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there is a dense Magnolia wood ; the family numbered six ; the oldest son
was in the habit of attending market, and towards the end of May he
sickened and about the first of September died. The second son took his

place, came into town, and he too sickened and died in a few days ; five

out of the six died ; Edward Dickson, Ir^^ne's brother-in-law, living a mile
from the place, and having no communication with town and having
prevented all intercourse, either by goods or persons, visited Irvine's in

company with his wife, and remained with them twelve hours; five days
afterwards Dickson and wife wej-e attacked, and shortly afterwards, about
ten cases occurred in the faroily. Mr. Dickson died of black vomit,
Mathias Gilbert, living three miles from town in the same direction in a
house situated in a dense wood, kept up a stricter quarantine than any
one with whom I was acquainted ; nothing was allowed to come from
town, or from any place where a suspicion of yellow fever existed ; a
negro belonging to Mr. Gilbert, slept at Irvine's, and seven days there-

after was attacked with yellow fever, of which he died, previous to his

illness, of the nature of which no suspicion vv^as entertained, Mr. Gilbert

and his Avife, paid a visit to the Dicksons' who (it was thought) had been
sick of a common autumnal fever. In a few days Gilbert and his wife

both sickened and died ; there were five other cases of unmistakable yel-

low fever, in this family ; these cases made no small talk at the time of

occurrence, owing to the mortality that attended them. I select them on
account of their notoriety, I .would have taken instances much further

from town, where a communication or contact with the sick have brought
disease, whilst neighboring places had been preserved by their non-in-

tercourse or let us say quarantine. I cannot at present enter into any
reasoning, from the above hurriedly detailed facts, I am clearly of opinion

that properly stated they strongly fortify the theory I support. I am
quite convinced also that we would have had yellow fever in E^atchez

ere this, but for our quarantine ; three have died, and four recovered' and
left the hospital at the quarantine station ; nothing could persuade me
that the morbid miasm from these cases, would not, had they been allovv ed

to come to town, killed many of our citizens. To-day we hear of some
yellow fever in Vicksburg and have heard of some at Bayou Sara, should

these reports be true I may with propriety congratulate my fellow towns-

men on our immunity thus far, should yellow fever however make its

appearance in Natchez this year, it will be by an evasion of our quarantine.

Quarantine may be better enforced in New Orleans than any where on
the Mississippi river, and without an efficient quarantine there, our quar-

antines on the river, unless on a most expensive and inquisitorial charac-

ter (guarding every road and approach to town) cannot be considered

perfect, therefore it 'is that I am exceedingly anxious, for an efiicient

quarantine in New Orleans, as New Orleans exists, lives, and thrives by
the Mississippi valley, the whole valley will indirectly contribute to the

expense of a quarantine in New Orleans. The expense, what a trifle

compared with the lives of thousands, the happiness of tens of thousands

and the substantial prosperity that would certainly attend New Orleans,

wheu her immunity from yellow fever, by quarantine had been demon-
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strated. In conclusion, I would respectfully present to the gentlemen

of the Sanitary Committee, with some of whom I am personally acquain-

ted , my best assurances of personal regard, with a full sense of their phi-

lanthropic and scientific vocation. To such intellects, so open to the

omnipotence of facts, I am persuaded that the conviction cannot long be

wanting that a rigid system of quarantine even in localities heretofore

considered as originators of epidemic yellow fever, will prove a complete

safe-guard. Indeed I feel confident that whenever the New Orleans and
Nashville Railroad shall have been completed, that the yellow fever, oc-

curring in New Orleans, the last of June, or the early part of July would
by such transmission become epidemic in Nashville, every year it was
epidemic in New Orleans, unless a system of rigid quarantine interposed.

It has been said that a majority of the merchants of New Orleans were

opposed to quarantine, fearing a loss of the West India, the Mexican and
Brazil trade, I pronounce the imputation a villanous scandal. The noble

and world renowned charities they have established, their care of the

sick and dying, and indeed their vital interests require a different con-

clusion. To put trade against human life would call down the indigna-

tion of the humane and civilized world ; and it would be best rebuked by
a visit to the populous cemeteries of your own city, where hecatombs from
every region of our country, as well as your native town, sleep the sleep

that knows no waking; victims to the unobstructed, admission of yellow

fever from its home in the tropics.

TESTIMONY OF DR. DAVIS.

Natchez. (Miss.) December 21, 1853.

The name of the locality is Natchez, on the Mississippi river, in

Adams county, Miss. It is about one mile square, or thereabouts,

situated upon a bluff more than one hundred feet above the ordinary
level of the river. The surface soil is chiefly yellow clay, mixed with
sand. Cistern water almost exclusively used, from underground cis-

terns, made of cement, or cement and brick together. There was
little or no disturbance of the soil, only as much as was required for

the proper working of the streets. Natchez is situated on high land,

upon a blufl; on the bank of the Mississippi ; there are many dry
bayous or ravines within and near to the corporate limits, but no
marshes or lagoons It is well and swiftly drained.

I cannot furnish any very accurate information in regard to the me-
teorology of this locality. The weather was very wet, hut not very
hot, for some time before the epidemic. In the animal kingdom, I
noticed that musquetoes were very numerous and annoying; and a
kind of epidemic prevailed among poultry, particularlj^ among hens
and chickens.

The population of the city before the epidemic was supposed to be
between six or seven thousand ; during the epidemic a census was
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taken, showing a population of nearlj' three thousand five hundred, of
whom a little more than one-half were colored. I cannot answer cor-

rectly as to the nativity of the population. The number of natives

was small, compared to foreigners, and few blacks died compared with
whites.

I cannot answer correctly as to the relative ages of those who died.

The whole number of deaths from yellow fever was between three and
four hundred.

I cannot answer correctly as to the cases of yellow fever. It spared

neither sex nor age, and was somewhat peculiarly severe withpregnant
women.
The first case occurred on the 17th of Juh% being a Mr. Pearsall,

from New Orleans, who died at the hotel ; he was sick when he ar-

rived. I cannot give details. The next case or two happened in the

same hotel where Pearsall died. Shortly afterwards, one or two, who
had also come from New Orleans, and "dodged" the quarantine here,

were taken sick and died. These cases, as previously stated, had been

exposed in a locality where yellow fever was prevailing. The Post

Master here was supposed to have contracted it from opening a very

heavy New Orleans mail. I do not know of any case which appeared

to have originated spontaneously, and without the suspicion of inter-

course with other cases of the disease, although such cases may have

existed. The disease spread by degrees through the city to its ex-

tremities, and along the lines of travel into the country. I cannot

trace the spread of the early cases of the disease, or its relation to any
local cause.

Ail classes almost indiscriminately were attacked, but the mortality

was greatest among the poor and ignorant ; yevy many, however, of

those who had means and friends died. The Jews, Germans and Irish

suffered most.

The symptoms of the disease were pain in the back, head and limbs,

injection of the eyes, sometimes accompanied with chill, great weak-

ness, nausea of the stomach, commonly constipation of bowels—dura-

tion, about three days or thereabouts, of active sickness, generally;

then a change, decidedly for better or worse,

I cannot tell in what proportion of cases black vomit occurred ; it

was common, but many died without it. Little or no fever of any

other kind prevailed, audit almost invariably ran into the prevailing

fever ; even a cold with fever was apt to run into the yellov/ fever.

I cannot answer with any exactness, as to the length of time inter-

vening between exposure, assuming the disease to be contagious, and

the appearance of premonitory symptoms, or the development of the

disease. In some instances the disease developed itself almost imme-

diately ; in one case, where a man's family went into the country, into

a healthy vicinity, nineteen days elapsed before the disease broke out.

I regard the epidemic as true yellow fever, of a peculiar type. I

have seen the disease before, in Natchez, in 1837, when I had it my-
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self. I do not remember how many cases of black vomit I have seen.

Many recovered from "black vomit," so called, but no instance withia

my observation after genuine black vomit. There are said to have
been, howevei-, a few cases of the latter kind. I heard two or three

persons say that they had had it before ; I do not know of my owa
knowledge.

I cannot answer with exactness, as to the number of persons at-

tendant on the sick, or otherwise exposed and liable, who entirely es-

caped. Those who were most active and attentive seemed to far©

better than others. Death usually occurred from the fourth day, or

thereabouts, to the seventh, eighth, and even to the tenth and eleventh.

A few died in thirty-six hours. Some in fifty hours. These, however,
were not frequent. Several lingered between two and three weeks.

TESTIMONY OF PEOFESSOR WAILEB.
Washington, November 4th, 1853,

The name of the- locality is Washington, Adams county, Mississippi.

Its limits and boundaries are embraced in the corporate limits about one
square mile, and is situated six miles East from Natchez, The surface

soil is undulating and broken ; soil calcarious loam. The kind of drink-

ing water used in this neighborhood is chiefly cistern water ; the springs

and wells are strono'ly impregnated with lime. There has been no ex-

tensive clearing of lands or disturbance of the soil ; the adjacent country

has been cleared fir a long period, and the timber is rather sparse.

There are no swamps or stagnant water in this vicinity ; a clear stream

with a clean gravelly and sandy bed flows unfailingly about half a mile

from the town. No accumulation of water, drainage is excellent.

From the 3d to the 25th of June was very dry and hot ; first half of

July heavy daily rains ; from 26th to 29th cold—65^ F., sunrise.

From 3d to 13th August much heavy rain; much electricity; mercury
frequently 92- to 96" in the shade.

Have observed nothing remarkable in the animal or vegetable kingdoms
prior to, or during the epidemic, unless it be an epidemic among poultry,

( turkeys only ) which has prevailed this year and lasty which has taken

off entire flocks—liver greatly enlarged and diseased.

The population of the town of Washington, previous to the commence-
ment of the epidemic, was : whites, over ten years, males, 44 ; females,

67; under ten years of age, male and: female, 38; total whites, 149.

Of whom are natives of the place, 57 ; aatives of the United States, 82

;

natives of foreign countries, 10—of these, one from Scotland, one from
England, eight from Grerraany ; number of colored 132 ; total, 290.

Only two deaths of whites, over ten years of age, pronounced by the

physicians to be yellow fever, occurred—one a resident citizen, the other

a foreign Jew, ( Oct. 14,) and one other German, recently removed to

to the place ( Oct. 11.) A oolpred boy over ten years, (Sept. 2.4,) a.
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native and resident of the town ; supposed to be yellow fever, but dis-

puted.

The number of deaths of residents during the last six months, was

:

Sept. 13th, one white male, consumption; Sept. 26th, one white male child,

bilious fever ; Sept. 23d,—aged white lady, chronic disease ; one infant

(white female) convulsions ; two colored persons, fever ; three cases of

yellow fever, as above ; total number of deaths of resident citizens, was
nine. Five deaths of yellow fever occurred among fugitives from Natchez,

who had contracted the disease in that place.

The first case of yellow fever occurred September 4th, in a white male,

over ten years, from Natchez, and visiting that place daily. September
15th, child of the above died of cholera infantum. September 1 1 th, white

female, two weeks from Natchez. September 18th, Irish woman, who
came from Natchez, and nursed the man who died on the 4th September,
died in the same house. October 4th, a traveling horse trader October
9th, a young man from Natchez,

Sept. 24th, yellow boy died ; Sept. 26th, Thos. Affleck; Oct. 11th,

Eogue (G-erraan) ; Sept. 23d, Mrs. Wilson, old lady, chronic ; Oct. 14th,

Levi, the Jew ; Sept 13th, a case of consumption.

All these cases had been in localities where yellow fever was prevailing,

as before stated.

Two cases, in 1825, in this town, and one or more this year from the

country, unquestionably originated from the handling of goods or clothing

or from direct intercoarse with other cases.

I do not know of any case which orignated spontaneously, without inter-

course with other cases of the disease.

All the cases of fever occurring among servants ( only two cases of

which resulted fatally,) were thought to be traceable to contact or com-
munication with goods or the sick, or to the house in which they died.

The prominent symptoms of the disease was a pain in the spine and
head, with suffused eye. Three out of four servants of mine so affected,

were relieved of fever so far in twelve hours, by hot mustard foot-baths,

hot tea and sweating ; the fourth had a physician and calomel and quinine

abundant^ survived after a fever of six or seven days. In a large pro-

portion of cases, immediate resort to foot-baths and sweating produced
relief in six to twelve hours.

Most of the cases of fever were mild, but were evidently epidemic, and
assumed more or less the yellow fever type.

Fourteen days intervened in one case between exposure and the first

premonitory symptoms of the disease, and two weeks in another, has been
asserted had taken place, but in both cases the contact or communication
with the creating cause was doubtless less.

I regard the epidemic as the true yellow fever of a mild and modified

form. I had a severe attack of yellow fever in Washington, in 1825.

It was introduced from Natchez.

Do not know of a case of recovery from black vomit on record.

There was no cases of a second or third attack the same season.
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TESTIMONY OF DR. WHARTON.
PoiiT Gibson, (Miss.) November 12, 1853.

The name of the locality is Port Gibson and vicinity. The surface
soil is clayey. The water used is cistern and well water, (limestone.)

The town is situated about one-fourth of a mile fiom the Bayou Pierre,

a small creek; is elevated thirty or forty feet above the water, and is

considered a very healthy town. The water runs off freely into the

bayou.
I made no observation at the time, and can state nothing definite in

relation to the meteorology.
I observed nothing remarkablo in the animal or vegetable kingdoms.
The total population of Port Gibson is estimated to be about ten or

eleven bundled, of which perhaps three to four hundred are blacks.

During the epidemic it was estimated that not more than six hundred
were in town.

About fortj'-five white persons died from yellow fever, and about
six or eight colored.

The whole number of cases was between fifty and sixty; perhaps
the other physicians have made more accurate investigations, as my
answer is not more than a rather bare approximation to the facts.

The first case that occurred was a patient of mine, who returned

from New Orleans on the 15th of August, where he spent thirty-six

hours. He was a German named Imlee, a shoemaker; went to New
Orleans to procure leather ; was taken sick in sixty hours after leaving

the city ; M'alked in the sun eight miles to get here ; died on the fourth

day. The next ten cases occurred in the same house where Imlee
died, and an adjoining one, the first of them on the 26th, the second
and thirdon the 27th of Aug., and so on three or four every day. Irnlee

was diagnozed yellow fever by me, and so were all the other cases,

though seven of the Faculty, all but one, pronounced them bilious

fever. All these ten recovered. In a few days other cases occurred
in the same neighborhood, and on the 2d September, one died of black

vomit, which at once served to explain to all the true nature of the

disease. A lady who had not been in the infected part of town, or

seen any case, came to my house on the 3d of September, and was
taken with the fever in a few hours ; my wife nursed her, and was taken
thirty-six hours afterwards. I cannot trace to any local cause, but the

circumstances above detailed show that in some cases it was clearly

traceable to intercourse with the sick, and in other and fewer case:-;, it

seemed to be developed without any such intercourse. All classes

alike were attacked, even children one month old, and blacks. The
intemperate nearly all died.

The prominent symptoms of the disease were chill, fever, pain in

the head and limbs, eyes red or suffused, nausea, intense thirst, very

frequent pulse the first day, tongue white, with red edges ; duration of
fever from thirty-six hours to five, six or seven days ; forty-eight houra

about the average duratioo I treated about ninety cases ; saw five
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cases of black vomit. Slight yellowness in about one-tenth of the

cases; ab<mtoiie case of hsemorihage in twenty. All i'evers assumed
the tj'pe of the epidemic.

I saw one case wheie the fever was developed in foui* days after

exposure, assuming the disease to be contagious, but most usually from
nine to fifteen da3's elapsed after exposure before the disease developed
itself. Imlee was attacked on the fourth day after exposure, and a

lady at my house on the fifth day,

I regard the epidemic as true yellow fever. I have seen the disease

before, at Grand Gulf, in 1843 and '45, cases which were brought
there from New Orleans and Vicksburg. I had five cases of black

vomit in my practice, of whom two recovered. I treated one gentle-

man who told me he had had the fever in New Orleans.

We had a population duiing the epidemic of perhaps six hundred;
of whom I do not believe that more than thirty escaped.

Death usually occurred on the fourth day ; nearly every one that died

bad black vomit; I should suppose, from what I heard, that nine-

tenths at least, died with black vomit.

TESTIMONY OF DR. A. BYRENHEIDT, M. D.

BiLOXi, (Miss.) November 20, 1853.

The name of the locality is Biloxi, on the Gulf of Mexico, halfway
between New Orleans and Mobile; its limits and boundaries are from
Point Cadet, the extreme point of the peninsula to Presg Isle, two
miles West of the village of Biloxi.

The surface soil is white sand.

Principally well water used, also rain, and in a few places spring

water, and freestone.

There has not been extensive clearing of lands in the vicinity, or

disturbance of the soil from digging of wells or canals, making le'vees,

improving roads, draining or paving of streets or any other upturning

of the soil to the best of my knowledge.
There are no river, bayous, swamps, marshes, stagnant lakes or

pools of water except the Back Bay of Biloxi, three-quarters of a

mile from Biloxi village, which is one mile wide.

Its Ljcation is high and dry; water runs off with I'apidity or soaks

in the sand.

There has been considerable rain in the fore part of the summer;
dry and oppressive during August, September and October; highest

stand of thermometer Fahrenheit 94'^; weather sultry and oppressive,

producing great heat.

Fruits rotted on the trees; fowls died during the fore part of the

summer in abundance ; musquetoes and fleas were very abundant;

wood in places inaccessible to the sun covered with gray and reddish

mom.
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Popidation.

Whites, over 10 years males, 2,000; whites, over 10 years, fejnalos,

3,000; whites, over 10 years both, 5,000 ; whiles under lU years, 500;

total whites, 5,500 ; of whom are natives of the place, 1,800 ; of whora
are natives of the United States, 5,000 ; of wliom are natives of for-

eign countries, 500; France, England, Ireland, Spain, Italy, Germany
and United States; number of colored, 20.

Deaths from Yellow Fever.

Whites over 10 years, males, 63; females, 34; both, 97; whites

under 10 years, 14; total whites, 111 ; of whom are natives of the

place, 10; of whom are natives of the Uniled States, 52 ; of whom
are ot foreign countries, 57 ; England, Ireland, Germany, Spain, Italy,

France and United States.

Cases of Yellow Fever.

Whites over 10 years, males, 277 ; females, 256 ; both, 533 ; whites

under 10 years, 133; total whites, 533 ; of whom are natives of the

place, 127 ; of whom are natives of the United States, 308; of whom
are natives of foreign countries, 100; England, France, Germany,
Spain, Ireland, Italy and United States; number of colored, 20.

The first case of yellow fever occurred on the 29th June, a patient

came sick with yellow fever from New Orleans, and died five days
afterwards. Fifteen cases occurred in July, and the next five cases

occurred in the adjoining lot a ievf days afterwards. The attendants

mostly taken down a ^Qw days afterwards ; most of them died.

A considerable number of these cases were in a locality where yel-

low fever was prevailing.

From direct intercourse with other cases I believe to have arisen

many.

I know of several cases who had no personal intercourse with other

cases of the disease.

I could not perceive any difference between the temperate or in-

temperate, occupying isolated dwellings or crowded lodgings, they

were all affected alike.

The prominent symptoms were augmentation of pulse, gastric irri-

tability, pain in limbs and spinal apparatus, congestion to the head,
injected conjunctiva, membranous formation on the gums, nausea and
vomiting of blood and bile, &c.

In what proportion of the cases was there black vomit. 1 in 80 ; yel-

lowness of skin, 1 in 70 ; Haemorrhage, 1 in 6.

Almost all of the same type, some more inclined to alow typhoid.

The time that intervened between exposure and the appearance of
premonitory symptoms, and developement of the disease, was from
one to fifteen days.

I regard the epidemic as true yellow fever, the generality of cases
of a typhoid type.
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I have never before seen the disease so malignant and infectious

the ordinary yellow fever I have seen in New Orleans, Havana, Vera
Cruz, Acapuico, Mexico, and Kingston, Jamaica.

I have never seen but one recovery from black vomit.

Tiiere were fourteen w^hu escaped, that were attendants on the dis-

ease, who had never had it.

TESTIMONY OF MR. JOHN W^. DANA.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, TN BOLIVIA, >

Lucre, August aO, 1854 S

^;V .•—I have the honor to acknowledge the reception, through the

Secretary of State, of the circular, and note of the Sanitary Commission
of New Orleans ; and as requested in the note, address the reply to you.

I am informed that the yellow fever has never visited Bolivia, unless

it may have done so recently at Cobija, on the Pacific coast, its only sea-

port. The disease prevailed at Guayaquil, in December last ; in March
(I think) it made its appearance in Lima, and extended Southward, visit-

ing most of the towns on the coast ; how far South, I am not certain.

With the exception of its seaport, Cobija, Bolivia is separated from the

Pacific coast by the Western range of the Andes, winch, high and cold,

operates as a barrier against the disease; while on the East, it has no
communication with the Atlantic.

The country on the borders of its great river, low, flat, and near the

equator, would seem to be adapted to the prevalence of the disease, if it

would originate spontaneously. I have passed through a region, not on
those rivers, but a small stream, about 19° South, so exceedingly rich

and productive, that a very dense population had been induced there; but

it is so hot, low, marshy, and badly drained, that the terciana, or fever

and ague, has almost caused its depupulatiou by death and flight. In

one of the towns in the valley, I observed the entire drainage of the

houses moving sluggishly through the streets, and standing at frequent

intervals in pools, all green arid slim37^; and that slugglish movement, and
frequent stagnancy, is characteristic of all the water in the valley.

Under the ordinary theory of the circumstances favorable to the pro-

pagation of the yellow fever, this region would seem to be, peculiarly, its

home, if it could originate spontaneously ; and I allude to it as possibly

having a bearing upon the query relative to that point, which your cir-

cular suggests.

The African race is scattered all through this country, existing to a

great extent pure, but often mixed with the Indian, and the Spanish,

They are in greater numbers in the low, hot regions, but are found in

those comparatively high and cold.

I can add nothing which can possibly tend to throw light upon the

important subject of your investigation.

With high respect, I am sir, yours truly,

John W. Dana.
To Hon, A. D. X)eossmak, Sanitary CommisBion, New Orleans,
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